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ie(, Canadian Pacific Railway

Algonquin,

Chateau Frontenar,

Place Viger,

Banff Springs,

I
Lake Louise Chalei,

.St. Andrews, N.P.

Quebec, P.Q., -

Montreal, P.O.,

Banff, N.W.T., -

Laggan. N.W.T.,

from $3-oo upward

" 3-50 "

- " 3-00

" 3-50

" 3-00

For further particulars as to any of these hotels, apply to the respective

Managers, to any of the Company's Agents, or to
^,

ROBERT" KERR, Passenger Traffic Manager, Montreal.



Canadian Pacific Railway

Mount Stephen House, -

Glacier House,

Hotel Sicamous,

Fraser Canon House, -

Hotel Vancouver,

For further particulars as to any of these hotels, apply to the respective

Managers, to any of the Company's Agents, or to

Field, B.C.,
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ROD AXD cry IN CANADA

Markdale ami Chatsworth towards Owen
Sound. We are glad to hear it, and we
some day hope to visit these streams,
but we have heard of a mucli larger

district where we cau get, as well as the
speckled beauties, manj^ other varieties

of game fish.

There is fair trotit fishing at Burketon,
forty-six miles from Toronto, and we
noticed a nice old mill pond and -a trout

stream running from it close to the track

all the way from Manvers to Cavanville.

We were told that there was a \-ery fair

quantity of brook trout in this pond
and that any one could fish in it. This
would suit the average Toronto man.
We take the morning express at

Toronto at 9.15 a.m. and reach Peter-

boro, seventy-.six miles, at 11.35 ^i"-

This enables us to dine comfortably in

Peterboro. From here we can go north

\>y train to Lakefield, or fish up the

Otonabee River to Lakefield, and there

take a small boat or steamer for Clear

Lake, Stoney Lake, Chenong and a

string of lakes one hundred miles long.

The Strickland Canoe Company's
Manager at Lakefield, ten miles north of

Peterboro, and others have boats. He
has also a long experience in fishing

and shooting north of Lakefield, of

which he cheerfully gives the visitor

the benefit. Peterboro, Lakefield and
Rice Lake are points to which families

can be brought for the entire sunnner
with satisfaction to all concerned. There
is ciuite an abundance of acconnnodation

here. The Peterboro region is not how-
ever to my knowledge a good point for

brook trout ; bass, salmon-trout and
ma.skinonge can be caught there in

.satisfactory quantities. It is head-

quarters for good canoe building con-

cerns, of which there are three in Peter-

boro and two in Lakefield.

Havelock, 100 miles from Toronto,

brings us to a much less fished section.

Lakes Kosh (contraction for abogamog),

Oak Lake and a long-looped chain of

well-stocked sheets of water, now afford-

ing good fishing, will, under the new laws,

remain good for all time. Here are sum-
mer homes for thousands, needing only

the inexj)ensive summer cam]) or the

Indian tepee, with the slight im]>ro\e-

ments needed by the white jnan. At
])resent there are odd fnrm-lK)Uses that

will acconniiodale the sixirtsman for the
night, but it is well to l)ring a tent and
a canoe with one. It is likely altogether

that the fisherman or sportsman coming
in here will select a sunnner house.

There are two good skiffs on Oak Lake.
Bass, maskinonge, salmon trout are to be

had in the larger lakes on the lower
levels and brook trout on the generally

smaller higher level lakes and their out-

lets. There are j^retty good roads to drive

to these lakes. The county of Hastings
is famous for its roads, and Peterboro
comes next. Havelock, all things con-
sidered, is an excellent jumping off place

for the fislierman and deer hunter. There
are a few moose as well in the back
country.

Tweed is the junction point with the
Bay of Ouinte Ry., and is a good centre
for fishing. The livery stables and horses
are good and the roads excellent. Mr.
Wm. Bushby, the shoemaker of Tweed,
is an enthusiastic fisherman, and anyone
securing him as guide, counsellor and
friend will get fishing and entertainment
together. If he cannot be secured him-
self, he will put any bona fide fisherman
in the way of getting good guides and
good fishing. Messrs. Wm. and John
Keller, of Bridgewater. a village on the

way to the back lakes, are great sports-

men, better hunters than fishermen per-

haps, but they know of good s]ieckled

trout lakes and bass and .salmon lakes.

I was told to see Mr. Clarke, jeweller

at Tweed, who has done much fishing in

the north country. I called on Mr.
Clarke, whom I found to be very con-

servative in his fish stories. In fact, " his

word is his bond " in Tweed, even about
matters pertaining to fishing. 1 de-

scribed to him the landlocked salmon,
or Ouananiche, and asked him if he had
come across any. " If 1 have not," he
answered, "then I liave come across

something l)etter." And when he de-

scribed in detail the gamy nature of the
salmon trout in .some few of these

northern lakes, I made up my mind that

these fish were so like the landlocked
salmon that I would tnake a fishing trip

uj) there in the near fiituie to a.scerlain.
" We have the gamiest salnuju," he

said, " that I have tackled in a long
fisherman's life. Fish that will jump
eight feet in the air and land right over
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your canoe before they will let you land

them." Take the time to see Mr. Clarke

at Tweed.

Kaladar will soon be better known
than it is. North of it are some of na-

ture's masterpieces in the waj' of fishing

lakes, hunting-grounds and scenic beau-

ty. Here is Dr. Price's hotel on lovely

Massenonga Lake. Near it are some
excellent speckled trout lakes and not far

from the hotel is Loon Lake, a grand
lake, large and with water clear as crys-

tal, in which local fishermen declare there

are plenty of Ouananiche. We shall

know of it ere this summer has joined

the great majority.

There is no hotel at Kaladar. Take a

day train to get there and wire the agent

in advance and he will get j'ou a team to

take you to Dr. Price's hotel, or to any
of the mountain lakes. The roads are

good for a backwoods country.

Upon arrival at Sharbot Lake I found
it to be infinitel)' the most picturesque of

all the stations between Toronto and
Montreal. Sharbot is the name of an

Ojibway Indian who settled there 3-ears

ago and who gave his name to the lake.

Here the Kingston & Pembroke Ry.
crosses the Canadian Pacific, giving

splendid connections with Kingston and
the Thousand Islands, Toronto, Brock-

ville and Montreal. The clear, cold

water in the lake is inhabited by growing
colonies of black bass and salmon trout,

with a few maskinonge and pike. There
is a pretty good hotel, boats and guides.

The writer saw fishiug rods and reels

and a good sprinkling of likely-looking

fishermen upon his arrival at the hotel,

and his heart warmed to the place and
to them. It was in April— only salmon
trout were in season—but he was quick

-

I}' the happ3' possessor of a six-pounder.

" A small one for Sharbot," said my
guide : but it made a good dinner for

four. I had a clean bed, a clean, plain

breakfast, a good cigar and a drink of

good whisky—one only—three times a

day. I am temperate and conservative

in the use of whisk)' and want it good.

The hotel charges are $i.oo per day,

but you can order extras and you pay a

very reasonable figure for them.

How much we lose through ignorance.

I, have travelled one thousand miles

from Montreal to fish ; I have sent

friends past Sharbot Lake hundreds of
miles for bass ; I have been to Lake St.

John for Ouananiche : I have been to

Maine looking for rainbow trout, when
there was as good a country as any of

them within four hours of my front

door. 'W^hen the writer wants bass
fishing, speckled trout, salmon trout and
land-locked salmon, he will go to

Sharbot Lake, Kaladar or Havelock.
If he were a Torontonian, he should be
satisfied with the Burketon or Peterboro
country. Bostonians, New Yorkers,
Buffalonians, Torontonians and Mont-
realers, the residents of the Thousand
Islands and the summer inhabitants of

the shores of Lake Ontario have herein

a distinct call to Sharbot Lake, and its

many companion lakes northward. The
genial landlord of the Sharbot Lake
Hotel will supply boats and horses, and
good guides are to be had. All fruits

and vegetables are to be obtained.

The writer thinks that the only tent

to live in is the Indian tepee ; with that

to sleep in and the hotel to go to for a

change of diet as often as one feels

inclined, the locally unhappy would
deserve no sympathy. In a tepee one

so much enjoys sitting round the small

fire in the middle of the lodge at night

that an odd rainy day is no great

punishment.
For leisure moments there are some

enjoyable studies in human nature at

Sharbot Lake. One genial old gentle-

man of seventy-nine years of age is

always the first camper at Sharbot Lake.

He lives with his wife on a small island

in a comfortable camp. He has poultry

and a good garden, and, of course, fish

galore. He also has a little brown jug

which is brought out for visitors. He
is a splendid example of the good effects

of temperance. He says he drank no-

thing until he was about forty, and has

used good whisky ever since. He has

been Alderman of one of the Canadian

cities for thirty-eight years. Mayor

twice, and member of Parliament once,

at least. His many summers on his

little island have, he says, added ten

years to his life.
'

' Go ye and do like-

wise." I am proud to know so sensible

a man and brother fisherman, and hope

to exchange many visits with him in the
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future. The old moral is learned a^aiu

from a visit to him; " A man is a fool if

he drink before forty, and he is a fool if

he does not drink temperately after."

Via Smith Falls one reaches the

Rideau waters. There we have very

good bass fishing and coriveniences of all

kinds. From here we can reach the

Gatineau fishing district and the Ottawa

Valley.

New Brunswick Rivers.

U. H.A.V, 11. .SC, ST. JOHN, X.B.

The rivers of Northern New Bruns-

wick present a most inviting field for the

angler, and I can imagine no place more
congenial for the cauoemaii and general

lover of the woods than the Restigouche,

the Xepisiguit and the Tobique. The
very names arouse eager longings and

are suggestive of a woodsman's paradise.

The weary dweller in far-off cities, as he

hears these potent names, sniffs the

breath of the forest and has day dreams

of the exciting chase of the antlered

moose and caribou, through woodlantl

stretches of lordly pine and spruce, or

the struggles with gamy salmon and

trout in deep pools at the foot of catar-

acts and rapids. He may spend days

lazily paddling with the current, at

intervals rushing down the incline of

strong waters or alternately climbing up

the foaming waves of rapids, or making
weary portages around cataracts or

through the forests that sejiarate the

source of one river from another. At
night he may be gently lulled to refresh-

ing slumber by the sough of the winds

through the trees or the di.stant murmur
of rushing waters, music ever dear to thc

woodsman's ears. As his canoe glides

over the swift pebbly stretches of the

Rts'.igouche, or through the rock strewn

rapids of the Xepisiguit, or among the

many devious windings of the Tobicjue

and Serpentine, he will say :

—
" Were

there ever woodland rivers like these I

"

No country of the world, perhaps,

presents a greater variety and beauty of

river scenery than New Brunswick.

From the tidal streams of Westmoreland

and .Albert rushing in from the Hay of

Fundy with impetuous haste to cover up

muddy flats, on past the stretches of the

Lower St. John and the Kennebecasis,

winding smoothly among green fields

and meadows we come farther north to

the Miramichi, Nepisiguit. Tobi(iue,

Restigouche, leaping down from their

mountain homes and running races with

each other to the sea. Kvery river and

stream has numberless tributaries, cradled

among forests of pine and spruce and

maple, rushing down the mountain sides,

resting occasionally in (juiet lakes, and

gathering strength and volume from

other tributaries as they .sweep onward

to the sea. These .streams form a net-

work over the whole province,—the

delight of the sportsman now as they

were in the long ago of his brother the

dusky savage.

Let me describe a canoe trip made
recently with my friend. Dr. W. F.

Ganong. up the Xepisiguit and down
the Tobii]ue—across the northeni part

of the province from the Bay Chaleur to

the River St. John. The course of a

canoe trip on these waters is usually the

reverse of the one we took, that is, up
the Tobique from Andover, and down
the Nepisiguit to Bathur.st. There is a

good reason for this. The .N'epi.siguit is

the more difficult river to ascend, having

a rise of one thousand feet from Bathur^^it

harbor to Big Xe])isiguil Lake at its

source, a length of about eighty miles ;

while the Tobi<|ue, from the St. John
River to Lake Victor, the source of the

Little Tobique. rises a little over six

hundred feet in a course of ninety-five

miles.
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We started from Bathurst the second
week in August, with a birch canoe,

camping outfit and a four weeks' supply
of provisions, and were carried by team
to Grand Falls, twenty-one miles up the

river A few miles beyond Bathurst we
left the last settlement and soon the
last house. Our course stretched through
a wilderness, which for over one hundred
miles contained no sign of a human
habitation except a fishing lodge at

(irand Falls. The lower Xepisiguit is

very rough, and well deserves its name
{-a'in-peg-y-a-ivik , angry waters). Every-
where the scenery is strikingly wild and
picturesque, and the river tossed into

foam by numerous rapids and sniall

cataracts or whirling round huge granite

boulders which lie scattered everywhere
in the bed of the stream. The occasion-

al glimpses obtained of the river as we
lumbered along over the rough wagon
road gave it a great fascination compared
with the dreary stretches of burnt lauds

that lay at intervals along the road.

The Pabineau Falls, about twelve
miles from Bathurst, is a wild and
beautiful spot, the river tumbling and
breaking over a granite ledge into a deep
chasm beneath—a choice spot for sal-

mon fi.shers. The Grand Falls, eight

miles further on, is a series of three

pitches, the first being a descent of

about fifty feet. After these plunges
the dark waters pour swiftly through a

narrow gorge, three-fourths of a mile in

length, with perpendicular walls of

rock on each side. So narrow is the

space between these opposing walls of

rock that in times of freshet the falls are

obliterated and the gorge becomes one
one long rapid of seething, tumultuous
waters. In the deep recesses of this

gorge the salmon ma^' be seen at times,

tier on tier, in the waters, being unable
to get above the cataract.

From Grand Falls to Indian Falls,

thirty miles farther up, the river is very
rough, and we had hired two guides to

take us over this part. We began the

ascent in a large dug-out, in which we
stowed ourselves and our baggage, with
the bark canoe towed alongside. A
horse was attached to the dug-out, with
the driver on his back. The other guide
stood in the bow of this uncouth-looking
barge, with a long pole in his hand to

fend off the vessels from the rocks. By
such conveyance as this it is possible to

carry a large party and their baggage up
stream. As man3' as five or six dug-outs,
with canoes in tow, may be placed side

by side, and one horse with skilful guid-
ing to avoid shoals and rocks may pull

the whole fleet up stream except where
rapids and cataracts intervene. But it

is a verj- slow and prosaic—even miser-
able way to get up a stream.
The monotony of our voyage by the

novel (to US) " horse and dug-out team ''

was destined to be rudel}- interrupted,
and the interruption came about in this

wise. After we had gone about four or
five miles we came to the " Narrows, " a

gorge with walls of nearly precipitous

rock and dangerous water. Most of the

baggage had to be portaged, and the

remainder was entrusted to the guides
who undertook to pole the dug-out up
through the rapids, resulting in an upset

and total wreck of the vessel. Our sup-

plies went to the bottom or floated down
stream. Hurrying to the spot in our
bark canoe we recued ham, butter, pork,

fishing tackle, etc. But there were some
things dear to our hearts that the greedy
waters would not j-ield up, and these

were baked beans and our aluminum
outfit, containing cooking utensils and
dishes.

Guides are a necessity. They are

also an encumbrance if not of the right

kind. We decided to dispense with ours.

The generous sportsman ( Mr. D.

Honeywell, of Boston) at the fi.shing

lodge below Grand Falls, on being

appealed to, improvised for us cooking

utensils, supplementing them with

various luxuries. Meantime our alum-

inum outfit had been recovered from a

pool in the river. Left to our own
resources, we pictured the delights of

making our way unaided through the

wilderness ahead of us, taking our own
time and examining whatever we chose,

—a free life, indeed, with a prospect of

abundant ingenuity and exercise in

overcoming the obstacles that laj' strewn

in our pathway.
Three d?ys after we pitched our tent

at Indian Falls, fifty miles from Bath-

urst, having poled our own canoe

through twenty miles of very bad

water. But we rejoiced in the prospect
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of a Sunday's rest in one of the wildest

and most picturesque spots on the river,

and the opportunity to review the

events of the past week, estimate our

resources of strength and provisions,

and form plans to reach the second

haven of rest—the Nepisiguit lakes,

thirty miles beyond Indian Falls. We
had devoted ourselves almost exclusively

during the past three days to the task

of getting our canoe up through the

rapids and over rocks that strewed our
pathway, " thick as autumn leaves in

Vallambrosa." The hills on each side

of the river became higher and gradually

drew nearer the banks as we ascended,

occasionally forming overhanging preci-

pices. Cool springs and rivulets of ice-

cold water were always refreshingly near

us. Everj-where along the banks
thickets of shrubbery, among which
were clematis and Joe Pye-Weed , formed
a tangle of vegetation delightful to look

upon.
What a charm there was about that

camping ground at Indian Falls, with
the pale light of the full moon coming
to us over the dark hills of spruce and
pine beyond our tent ! There was no
sound except the rushing of waters,

which was continually in our ears. A
spirit of contentment was in the air.

We had paid off our guides three days
before in good Canadian currency, and
then transferred our wallets to the

Ultima Thnle of our baggage, the scrap-

bag, that contained pain-killer, oint-

ments, lint-bags, sticking-plaster, and
the thousand nameless articles provided

for our comfort and safety by those who
rule our destinies and our households.

But just think of being in a world where
you don't need a pocket-book for at least

three weeks ! Where no newspapers are

within fifty miles, where you are not

engaged, in spare moments, in reading

the thoughts and views of other men,
but where some original thoughts— if

you happen to have any—may come out

and air themselves ; where the native

animals of the forest, the flowers, and
the stars by night come out to teach us

as they taught men in the infancy of the

world.

It is good to break off this habit of be-

ing always busy,— to forget the worries

and annoyances of life once in a while, to

nestle closer up to Mother Nature and
learn of her how to work slowly and
contentedly, and yet more effectively.

The world can wag along tolerably well

without any of us for a few weeks every

year, and will not go entirely astray if

we sever complete connection for a while

with telegraph and daily newspaper. At
the end of four weeks we found the Boer

war was not any nearer an end. and the

Chinese question which had threatened

to set the world in an uproar was as much
muddled as ever ; and further— which
comforts us not a little— the financial

world had not suffered any serious em-
barrassment from the amounts that lay

in our pocketbooks withdrawn from cir-

culation.

On the twelfth day of our journey we
reached the first Nepisiguit lake, seventy-

seven miles from Bathurst, and pitched

camp Number Ten on a piece of low
ground at the source of the river. Since

leaving our guides we had made an aver-

age of six and a-half miles each day.

Next morning we started bright and
early to explore the Nepisiguit lakes,

four in number, and connected by short

thoroughfares. Nature smiled on us,

for never was there a clearer or brighter

morning. We enjoyed to the full the

rare luxury of sitting down and paddling

our canoe. That was a red letter day in

our calendar. Moose were frequently in

sight, three plants new to the province

were found, and we discovered a stream

flowing into Big Nepisiguit Lake not laid

down on the maps. In a harbour at the

west end of this beautiful lake we found

a well-worn camping-ground. Here we
pitched our tent, and that night and the

next day (Sunday ) we called up in

imagination, and made them pass before

us, that motley host of warriors, hunters

and guides that for generations had as-

cended the Tobique, crossed the portage,

and pas.sed down the Nepisiguit.

On Monday we '

' carried
'

' across the

portage, nearly three miles, to the

Tobique lakes, and on Tuesday climbed

Sagamook Mountain, which rises more
than two thousand feet on the south side

of \'ictor Lake. From the lop of this a

fine view can be obtained of the whole of

Northern New Brun.swick, while far off

to the west rises Mt. Katahdin in Maine.

The scenery of this part of the province
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is strikingly wild and picturesque. The
two lakes which give rise to the Little

Tobique are irregular in outline, with
rounded points and deep coves and with
virgin forests on all sides, the abode of

moose, deer and caribou. This is the

place which the New Brunswick govern-
ment has in view to laj- off a great

natural park and game preserve, and no

more suitable place could be chosen for

that purpose.

We reached Andover a week later,

after a pleasant and safe run of nearly

one hundred miles down the Tobique,
through rapids and quiet stretches of

river, rendered the more enjoyable from
our toilsome ascent of the Nepisiguit.

Kootenav.'

BY E. K. BEESTON.

How little is known of this beautiful

country, with its magnificent mountain
ranges, its peaceful valle}-s, rapid rivers

and placid lakes, with its variety of

sport, its unrivalled accommodation for

travellers and hunters, its vast mineral

resources, and its wealth of beautiful

scenery and invigorating climate !

Lying in the centre of the "Sea of

Mountains " of British Columbia, Koote-
nay may be briefly described as the

district watered by the streams that fall

into the Columbia and Kootenay rivers.

Rising in the western foothills of the

Rocky Mountains these rivers pass one
another in the north-eastern part of the

district— the Columbia on its journey
northward and the Kootenay southward
bound, only after their long wanderings
to meet again in the south-western part

of the district, where, joining together
at the foot of Arrow Lake, their mingled
waters flow onward for a thousand miles,

until at last they fall into the Pacific

Ocean. The Columbia having gone
some 200 miles to the north, has cleft its

way through the mountains and changed
to a southern course, while the Kootena>-.

which passed by it, has flowed through
the States of Montana and Idaho, divert-

ing again northward to join its sister

stream. These important rivers with
their tributaries almost encircle the

district of Kootenay.
But a few short years ago this vast

region was almost unknown, except to

the hunter, the trapper and the Indian.

Exploration was difficult and though the

excitement of placer mining in British

Columbia attracted some passing atten-

tion in the early sixties, it was not until

the completion of the great highways of

travel, the transcontinental railroads,

that its wealth and beauty began even

partially to l:>e known and easily

accessible.

Nelson, its chief city, little more than

a decade ago was to be reached from the

Canadian Pacific Railway only from

Revelstoke, on the Columbia River. A
wearisome journey by small steamer

along the Arrow Lakes, which may be

more fully described as the widened

Columbia River, brought one to the

mouth of the Kootenay River, whence

on foot, or, if he were fortunate enough,

on the back of a cayuse, he travelled

over the thirty miles along its rough

bank. That rushing stream, with foam-

covered torrents dashing over precipitous

rocks, its whirlpools and clouds of spray,

its pools suggestive of trout, was grand

and beautiful then, as for millions of

ages it has been ; but to the wearied tra-

veller it offered few attractions, and he

was only to reach his goal and start in

the race for wealth, that as everywhere

induces men to go into a new and unex-

plored country.

His plank bed, his coarse food, his

From the advance sheets of a guide, issued by the Kootenay Association.
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liotel accommodation, often the " wide
canopy of heaven," liad not given him
tlie desire to linger and enjoy tlie

scenery, nor was lie tempted to stop,

even for tlie sake of sport, except as a

chance to obtain a delicious change from
the limited bill of fare of bacon and
beans.

From the soiitli the oidy way for-

merly to reach the Xelson country was
from Spokane to Northport or Bon-
ner's Ferry. There was a small steamer
plying on Kootenay Lake, which brought
one again to the mouth of the Kootenay
River, whence one travelled as already

described on horseback or on foot, as

means or opportunity afforded.

The traveller from the Ivast comes to

Dunmore Junction, near the crossing of

the South Saskatchewan River, and then
journeys over the Crow's Xest Branch
as far as Kootenay Landing. From this

point a line of magnificently equijiped

steamers run along Kootenay Lake and
down the Kootenay River to Xelson—
a charming and delightful break in tlic

monotony of a long railway journey.

Coming from the long stretches of the

"illimitable boundless iirairie " the
touri.st finds relief in the contemplation
of the varied scenerj'- of the foothills of

the Rockies, and the grand but easy
passes through the mountains. Glimpses
of mountain streams and forest glades

give to the sportsman enjoyable con-

templation of sport with Fin and Fur
and Feather.

Revelstoke is the point of dejiarture

from the main line for the traveller from
the West, who intends to visit the

Kootenays. Here the .steamers of the

railroad company are joined for the trip

down the Columbia River to Rob.son.

What can be imagined as wanting iii

wonder and in beauty and in personal

comfort on this romantic journey through
the Swiss-like scenery of the Arrow
Lakes. On either side of the lake are

snow-capped mountains with forests of

pine and fir and spruce reaching down
to the water's edge, with here and there

a cascade flashing amidst the dark green
surroundings, grey precipices and shores

of silver sands. What a marvellous
picture of sweet serenity I

The hunter, if lie wanders back
amongst these same forests and hills,

may find reward for his toil in the deer

and mountain goat and bear that are

here to be found.

Throughout the whole of this large

district, the i)aradise of the fisherman,

the sportsman, the hunter of big game,
the artist and the tourist in search of

beautiful .scenery and refreshing climate,

will be found hospitality and comfort.

It is a wild and rugged region, and little

hunted except near the towns and mining
camps. The man who has time and
muscle at his command can find large

game of every kind in season. The
enthusiastic fisherman can get in every
brook and mountain-hemmed lake, sport

that can nowhere be surpas.sed. The
artist and lover of scenery can see amidst
the mighty upheavals of Xatiire that

have formed the mountain ranges,

charms of beauty, form and color that

will entrance and mystify. The moun-
tain climber looking for new peaks to

contjuer, may here find them innumer-
able and of difficulty more than sufficient

to satisfy the mo.st adventurous.
Boating and fishing are the most

pleasant of Xelson's many advantages,
and many are the gas and .steam launches,

boats and canoes, owned by the citizens

and for hire.

It is almost impossible to say too much
in favor of the fishing near Xelson, which
extends for 20 miles east and west on
the Kootenay River, and into the numer-
ous smaller streams falling into it. The
rainbow trout in the Kootenay River
are said not to be surpassed in game
qualities, and fishing with delicate tackle

and small flies gives the sportsman all

the excitement he requires.

A few hours by boat or rail from
Nelson brings the hunter to the game
he is wanting, whether big game, fur or
feather.

At Procter, about 20 miles east of

Nelson, at the outlet of Kootenay Lake
into the west arm, or Kootenay River, is

a good hotel, where excellent accom-
modation is afforded for sportsmen. Some
of the best fishing of the district is to be

found here, and there is good shooting

within easy reach, and hou.se boats,

launches, row-boats and guides can be

obtained.

Excellent trout fishing can be ob-

tained in the immediate neighborhood o
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Sandon, and the adjacent mountains
abound with grouse, while larger game
is also to be found, bear being plentiful

within a few miles of the town.

Ymir is a young and thriving mining
camp, charmingly situated on the banks
of the Salmon River, at the foot of the

great mineral mountain from which it

takes its name. He who would enjoy

attractions, other than those to be found
in the well beaten track of ordinary

travel, will find in this district much of

interest. The lovers of the rod and gun
will here find ample opportunity to test

their prowess. Among big game, bear,

caribou and deer are always in evidence

at the proper season, within a reasonable

distance from the ordinary haunts of

civilization. Short and pleasant tsips

from Ymir afford splendid trout fishing,

a couple of hundred speckled trout being

no exceptional catch for a single day's

sport. The kodak will be found useful,

as many are the enticing views that can

be taken.

And what shall we say with regard to

New Denver, that beauty spot on the

most beautiful lake in North America,

Slocan Lake, 28 miles long; two to three

miles wide, and from 900 to 2000 ft. deep.

Switzerland has its Lucerne, to which
thousands flock, but its scener}- is mild,

so travellers say, compared with that of

New Denver. Here majestic mountains
lift their snow capped peaks thousands
of feet heavenward, rising in some in-

stances abruptly from the water's edge
and in others being lapped by rolling

hills, in the heavy timber on which can
be found wild game of every descrijition.

From here can be viewed the grandest
sunsets that can be conceived of, and the

lake and mountain scenery form one
grand panorama.

In a few hours one can be taken to

mountain streams alive with speckled
beauties, and steam and naphtha launches
will convey one to the most charming
grounds that can be imagined. Pack
horses will convey your camp outfit to

the mountain fastnesses, where deer,

caribou, black and grizzly bear are found,

and a half-day's climb will take you to

the summit of Glacier Mountain, where
you can examine the great glacier field

of ice and enjoy on the lake the most
exciting of troll fi.shing.

The vSlocan River runs through a val-

ley, averaging two miles wide, for about

30 miles before joining the Kootenay. It

is a typical trout stream, and with the

lake and numerous mountain streams,

gives all the .sport the fisherman can re-

quire. The valley is well stocked with

willow grouse, and the first range of hills

is the home of the blue grouse. Here,

too, deer, both black and white tail,

range thickly. In the lower mountains
are numbers of black bear, and in the

higher ranges the grizzly. Mountain
goat are still common within a few miles

of the town.

l^^e«e»»*^£»iSl&

The Census statistics for Manitoba
show that in 1901 there were 8,843,347
acres occupied as farm lands out of a

total land area of 41,169,098 acres. Of
the area so occupied 258,729 acres are in

forest and 4,848,042 acres are unimprov-
ed. There were 1808 forest plantations

and2,4i3,oi2 trees had been planted. Of
these 68,668 were on holdings under five

acres in area.

In the North-West Territories, i. e.,

the Districts of Alberta, Assiniboia and
Saskatchewan, out of a total land area of

187,932,617 acres only 6,569,064 acres

are occupied as farm lands. Of the

latter mentioned area 119,350 acres are

forest, there were 270 forest plantations

and there were 478,427 trees planted.

Of these 20,249 were on holdings under

five acres in extent.

In British Columbia, with an area of

236,922,177 acres, 1,497,382 acres are

occupied as farm lands, 391,096 of which

are in forest. There were 471 forest

plantations and 42,832 trees were planted

.

18,038 being on holdings of less than

five acres in extent.
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The Rifle.

BY J. F. BOWEN.

( Concludedfrom

The Hon. T. F. Freeniantle gives

some ver\- pertinent advice upon the sub-
ject of smokeless powders, and I consider
the following extracts from his writings
are well worth the attention of every
rifleman :

"But the days of black powder are

surely numbered. Slowly, but with a

relentless certainty, the so-called

'smokeless' powders are invading the

ground in which for so many years it

held undisputed supremacy. Schultze,

and E. C, and their newer rivals, all

sharing the great advantage of substitut-

ing for a heavy cloud of smoke a thin

vapour, and giving less kick and less

dirt and fouling, now almost monopolize
both game and trap shooting with the
shot gun. For the new type of small-

calibre military and sporting rifle, of

which the Lee-Metford is in this country
the l)est known example, black powder is

for several reasons distinctly unsuitable.

There has now been produced quite a

crop of powders for arms of this class, of

which it may be said that most have some
good points, although none of them can
be pronounced perfect in every respect.

A successful invader very rarely fails to

push his advantages to the uttermost,
and there is good reason to think that the

new explosives will eventually moiio])fi-

li/e the pistol and the sporting rifle,

as well as the shot gun, the military rifle,

and the cannon. It may, however, be
some time yet before black powder is

entirely beaten out of these departments
at home, while it certainly has advantages
of simj)licity—as in its capacity for igni-

tion by the spark of a flint—which will

long ensure its use in remote and un-

civilized countries.
'

' All powders, and not least those due
to the inventiveness of the last few years,

are susceptible, as regards the violence

of their explosive force, to the variations

of the temperature at which they are

when fired. The force developed b\- a

given weight of explosive is greater with

the April issue')

a high than with a low thermometer.
But It would only be in very exceptional

circumstances that this effect would be
great enough to be material at sporting

distances.
" We may conclude the present

chapter with a word of advice as to the

preservation of small-arms. The interior

surface of a rifle barrel when it comes
from the maker should be—and usually

is—in perfect order, the grooving smooth,
and yet not brutally scrubbed away with
emery to give it a polish, a process

which leaves the surface uneven and
wavy, instead of 'true.' If the shooting
qualities of the weapon are to remain
unimpaired, the perfection of the surface

must never be allowed to deteriorate.

Scrupulous care in cleaning it and in

never leaving it dirty a moment longer
than necessary, is essential. If the

grooving be deep and have sharp edges,

the difficulty of thoroughly cleansing
every atom of the bore from the fouling,

which loves to lurk in any corner it can
find, is much increased. This anyone
can testify to who has had to clean both
a Martini-Henry and a Metford rifle of

similar bore : the latter needs infinitely

the less labour of the two. Nothing but
fine, soft tow, flannel, or swansdown
calico should be used. The cleaning rod
should be, where the size of the bore
allows it, of wood, and in any case it

should be straight, so as not to rub
against the sides of the bore. It should
also be wiped before being used, to make
sure that there is no grit ujion it. The
barrel should be cleaned from the breech

end. as a comparatively small amount of

wear from the friction of the rod at the

muzzle end will seriously impair its

accuracy. Special attention should be
given to cleaning the chamber. The
writer prefers generally, and more
especially with black powder, to wash
out the ffuiling by passing two or three

times through the barrel a wad of tow,

or a small scjuare of .some soft fabric.
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soaked in water or a strong solution of

soda in water, and then wrung out. The
barrel is then dried out thoroughly with

fresh tow or flannel, which must be

scrupulously dry, and next, when all

traces of damp are entirely gone, oiled

with vaseline or good Rangoon oil, the

former for preference if it is to remain

for some time unused. Cheap vegetable

oils, such as salad oil and the cotton oil

commonly sold as olive oil, usually con-

tain a proportion of water, and have a

fatal tendency to become rancid. In

keeping either guns or rifles, as in other

things, prevention is better than cure.

It is not difficult to preserve the polish

of the barrel if the owner is blessed with

anything of a conscience in such matters;

but if its surface be once dimmed by the

slightest deposit of rust, the plague

grows and grows, and unless prompt

and drastic measures are taken by com-

petent hands, the dreaded incurable

"honeycombing" soon appears unmis-

takably, and all real accuracy is gone. A
single cleaning, especially after a wet-

ting, cannot be relied on for more than a

temporary effect, and too often that clean-

ing is delayed, and the weapon laid by

dirty in the gunroom till the morning ;

also some keepers make a point of slur-

ring over the cleaning, and doing it with

as little trouble as possible. The rifle,

then—and indeed these remarks apply

equally to shot guns—should be cleaned

at once after u.se ; and, if not to be used

again the next day, should be wiped out

and oiled afresh before twenty-four

hours have elapsed. If it is to be put

away for any time it is well to repeat

this process after about a week. If kept

in a dry cupboard little attention will

now be required beyond an occasional

wiping-out every few weeks <'x abundanti

cautela. There'is nothing to be gained

by plugging the muzzle and breech, as

some do, to keep the air out ;
but it

should be remembered that both damp
and a free circulation of air carrying

dust are great promoters of rust. With

proper care there should be no difficulty

in keeping a barrel as good as new for

many years. It has been the writer's

experience that the tendency to rust,

which is thought to depend partly upon

the residuum from the fulminate of the

cap, is much greater with black powder

than with some of the smokeless powders,

like Schultze, u.sed in the ' scatter-gun,'

which apparently leave a neutral

deposit. On the other hand, the fonling

of some of the smokeless powders now
used in rifles, while it is in some cases

very difficult indeed to remove it

thoroughly, also seems to attack the

metal rapidly, and to have a very

deplorable tendency to set up rust.

With these, accordingly, very special

care is required, and very prompt atten-

tion. The writer has known a consider-

able number of cases in which small-

bore barrels of the modern military type

have been rendered quite useless from

rust after an amount of cleaning which

would with black powder have been very

sufficient.

"There is one undeniable benefit

attending upon the use of new powders.

Their weight and bulk being smaller

than that of black powder, gives an im-

portant advantage (for example) in the

storage and handling of cannon charges.

And this advantage extends in its degree

to smaller weapons. Whatever allows of

a reduction in the weight and bulk of the

ammunition carried by the soldier or the

sportsmen is to be welcomed. It is well

known that there are only 31 grs. of

cordite in the .303 cartridges, while that

of the Martini-Henry contains 85 grs. of

black powder. Yet the propulsive power

of the latter is no greater than that of

the former. True, the whole amount of

the weight of the powder is small :
but

the same cannot be said in comparing

the bulk of the cartridges.

"We seem here to have clear indication

of a chans;e which appears as if it were

inevitable in the near future. Why
should we carry about ammunition un-

necessarily bulky for sporting purposes?

By the use of concentrated powders, of

which ballistite and cannonite are an

example, we can diminish considerably

the length of the cartridge for either the

rifle or the shot gun, without in any way

dimini.shing the efficiency of the charge.

It would certainly be an advantage to

reduce the length of a 12-bore cartridge

by half an inch; loading and extraction

would be easier, and a material saving

effected in the space occupied by ammu-

nition. Why should we have to fill up

(as is now done for .such powders) the
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superfluous room in the base of the
cartridge, wheu we might simply abolish

it ? And why should we have long and
bulky bottle-shaped express cartridges, if

\ve can shorten their length considerably
and have no thicker a body to the cart-

ridge than the size of the bullet makes
necessary? Then there have been a num-
ber of accidents to guns and rifles in the

last few years from the charge of con-
centrated powder being loaded by
measure as if it had been black powder.
Any change which would make this

impossible, by reducing the capacity of

the cartridge, would make a great addi-

tion to the sportsman's safety.

"The smokeless explosives of the pre-

sent day (the}' will probably always
continue to be called powders, although
for many of them this name, in its liberal

meaning, is entirel\- out of place) may
be divided into two classes, in accordance
with their composition. First, we will

put the class containing both nitrated

cotton or other fibre, and nitro-glycerine.

of which cordite is, in this country, the
best known example; and .second, those
whose basis is nitro-cotton or fibre, but
which contain no nitro-glycerine. Both
explosives just mentioned are among the
most violent known. Glycerine, when
treated with a mixture of nitric and sul-

phuric acids (and it may very easily

explode in the process), 'becomes nitro-

glycerine, a substance liable to explode
on concussion, or, if frozen, almo.st at a

touch. It has been a favourite compound
of Fenian extremists, Nihilists and
Anarchists, and is the basis of blasting

gelatine and dynamite. Gun-cotton is

finely shredded cotton fibre treated on
the same principle with nitric and sul-

phuric acids, and is the explosive used by
the Royal Fjigineers. It would hardly
have Ijeen supposed that an intimate
mixture of nitro-glycerine with very
finely divided gun-cotton would have
produced anything but a very violent

explosive. Vet quite the contrary was
found to be the case by Nobel, and by
Maxim, and the Service explosive

—

cordite— is merely' an adaptation of this

di.scovery. It consists of 58 per cent, of

nitro-glycerine, -57 per cent. of gun-cotton,
and 5 per cent, of a mineral jelly, vaseline.

This explosive, while it is said to have
great stability, and to be proof against

changes of temperature and the lapse of

time, certainly is of a very mild nature
when not ignited by fulminate. The
form in which it is made is that of cords,

of diameters to suit the weapons for

which it is intended, varying from large

ropes of perhaps three inches in diameter
for the biggest guns, to fine strings like

thin catgut for the Lee-Metford. There
are sixty strings of cordite, each about

2)4 inches long, lying lengthwise in

every Lee-Metford cartridge, and if one
of the.se be taken in the fingers, and a

light applied to its end, it will burn
quite gradually, and may even be blown
out. In iSgoexperiments were officially

made to determine the liability of cordite

to explode when in bulk. The account
of the trials, given in the report of 1890
of H. M. Inspectors of Explosives, is

curious and instructive. Four separate

times was the experiment made of letting

off 100 lbs. of cordite fastened in a large

and strong wooden box. 'Coar.se'

cordite, 3 inches in diameter, was first

tried, and it was found that a tube and
small priming charge of gun-cotton would
not ignite it. When lit by means of a

small priming charge of fine cordite

(.05 inch in diameter), the whole mass
burst immediately into flame, and burned
with great rapidity and brillianc}- for

about three seconds. On a repetition of

the experiment it burned similarly for

about seven and a-half seconds. But the
box was in neither case broken up ; only
the lid was forced off. Then was tried a

similar experiment with 100 lbs., first of

coarse, and then of fine cordite, ignited

by the box in which it was ]-)laced being
surrounded bj' wood and shavings, which
were set on fire. The coarse cordite

ignited in fifteen minutes, and the fine in

half that time ; the former blazed for four

or five seconds, and the latter went off

with a sort of mild explosion, but only
forced off one side of the box. Then six

boxes, containing 100 lbs. of coarse

cordite each, were placed together, five

on end, and one on the top. The cordite

in the centre box of the lower ones was
set fire to, and burned for about five

seconds ; but it did not throw off the top

box, and no other box caught fire.

" Next, the five uninjured boxes were
put in a heap and a bonfire lit around
them ; after a quarter of an hour one
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caught fire and blazed, and the others

followed suit at intervals of a few

seconds. A very similar result attended

a final experiment on the same lines with

six boxes of 75 lbs. each. The cordite

in each box ignited quite independeuth',

and merel}' burned without explosion.
'

' These results are interesting as

showing the sluggish nature of the

compound formed by the union of two
very violent explosives. It is perfectly

well known to ammunition makers that

the ordinary cap used for black powder

is too quick to ignite cordite at all; and.

indeed, some of the other smokeless

powders seem to be equally slow. It is

obvious, then, that cordite is not nearly

so dangerous an explosive to deal with

in bulk as ordinary gunpowder, although

it is be5-ond doubt that in the factories

its constituents, nitro-glycerine and gun-

cotton, may. before they have been

combined, continue to be occasionally a

source of dangerous and deplorable

explosions. There are other nitro-

powders of very similar composition to

cordite; Nobel's ballastite, used by Italy

for small-arm anununition, is almost

identical with it, while Mr. Maxim's
powder, and the Leonard and Peyton

powders made in America, also contain

nitro-glycerine.

"The power of endurance shown liy

any explosive is a most important point

when any que.stion arises of its adoption

for the British naval or military service,

and equally so from the point of view of

the British sportsmen. The most

rigorous cold of Canada, and long hours

of exposure to an Indian sun, must leave it

practically unaffected, while the presence

or absence of moisture must be almost

immaterial to its behaviour. For cordite

it is claimed that it has emerged

triumphant from exhaustive official trials

under many conditions, and that its

stability is entirely to be relied on. How
far it may be superior in these respects

to other powders, and especially to those

containing no nitro-glycerine, we have

no official information. The American

trials would seem to point to a slight

superiority in the stability of the nitro-

glycerine powders. It is, however, note-

worthy, that the majority of the

European nations seem to be quite

satisfied with the nitro-cotton powders
which they have adopted, although it

must be allowed that their requirements

are, from the nature of the case, by no
means so difficult to satisfy as tho.se of

the Empire on which the sun never sets.
'

' There remains one defect of the

powders containing uitro-gh'cerine which

it is most desirable to avoid. Erosion

of the surface of the bore seems to

be, in a greater or less degree, the

inevitable concomitant of all smokeless

powder in the small-calibre rifles ; but

cordite, and no doubt also the other

powders which contain nitro-glycerine,

are many times more destructive in this

respect than the nitro-cellulose powders.

It would seem that the heat which they

develop in combustion is so enormous

as positively to melt the surface of the

steel, and to vaporize a minute portion

of it at every shot. Certain it is that a

very few score rounds of cordite leave

unmistakable .signs of damage in the

.303 Metford barrel, and that a few

hundreds will so injure it that it can no

longer be depended on when real accuracy

is required. This is a serious drawback,

and one which seems extremely difficult

to overcome. It can hardly fail, too, to

have one lamentable effect—that of

tending to put a limit upon the number

of rounds which the soldier or volunteer

can be allowed to fire in practice in the

course of the year, and so to reduce both

the interest taken in marksmanship and

the standard of skill—a deplorable

prospect, and one which it is hoped will

never be realized."

I regret that lack of space prevents my
giving additional extracts from Mr.

Freeniantle's book, but no doubt those

.sufficientlv interested will procure a copy

of his " Notes on the Rifle," from the

publishers, Vinton & Co.. Ltd., 9 New
Bridge Street, London, E.C.
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Kensington Point.

,
HY HELEN M. MERKILL.

With the Lake of the Woods at the

western extremity, the Lake of the

Thousand Islands in tlie east, the islands

of Lake Xipissing, French River, Geor-
gian Bay, Lake Huron, and Lake Supe-
rior along the frontier, and those of

Lakes Timiskamitig and Tiniaganiing
inland, the Province of Ontario offers no
limited choice in the line of island sum-
mer resorts. Among those now attracting

a goodly number of tourists from all

points on the continent are the Desbarats
islands, which are situated off the north
shore of Lake Huron, twenty-eight
miles east of Sault Ste. Marie.

It was late on a summer afternoon when
we arrived bj- train at the little station

of Desbarats, and collected our baggage
barely in time to hail the mail-carrier

whose river-boat was the only immediate
means of transportation to our destina-

tion: Kensington Point, the head-cjuarters

of tourists visiting these now far-famed
islands.

The Desbarats River, down which our
course lay, is a narrow stream, broadly
bordered with beaver meadows and reed-

belts, and it was delightful to be afloat

in the open sunshine, and pure, balmy
air on its gently flowing waters, winding
b\- pine-clad heights and uncultivated

fields of sweet beaver hay. The river

and environment seemed lonely enough
with but one habitation in the field of

vision, and that apparently a sunnner
house. And here the mail-carrier, a

young man, plied to and fro daily Itetween

Richard's Landing and Desbarats to

meet the train at the latter place. The
incidents which he related to us pertain-

ing to his seeking a livelihood in this

new country were interesting. As a

farmer he has succeeded beyond expect-

ations, and was .soon in a position to ob-

tain the responsible office of mail-carrier.

Despite the loneliness of the route, he
traversed it unarmed. At first he had
carried revolvers, but finding it difficult

to keep the ru.st off, he finally gave up
carrying any. Even as he spoke L how-
ever, knew well where I might lay my

hand on a trust}' one, but as I did not
wish to run up against the Crown at .so

early a stage in our travels, the mail was
distributed as usual that night at

Richard's Landing.
Now, how shall be described that which

awaited us at Kensington Point, the
novelty, the unusual beauty of the place ?

Being in a light craft, we landed almost
at the threshold of "The Camp," a sum-
mer hotel, having to climb but an easy
flight of stairs to the broad veranda
which encircles the artistic structure,

built verily on a point where there are

several little landings as well as a steamer
pier. One might to.ss a stone into the
lake from the veranda on either side, or

in front ; which may give some idea of

the novelty of location. The building
itself is of uncommon workmanship

;

hemlock slabs with the bark on, and
hemlock lumber, a prettily grained wood,
stained brown, being generall}- employed
outside and in : with ceilings of burlap,

and floors of oak, the sitting-room being
quite a museum with its decorations of

valuable Indian curios. This house ac-

commodates some sixty persons, there
being no room from which a glimmer of

blue waves and green islands may not be
obtained.

Outside, a few steps to the right of the
building, with the vast .sky for a dome,
and the steep shores of i.slands, and sun-
lit waters for stage-setting, "Hiawatha,"
the musical Indian play, is performed on
summer afternoons by Ojibway Indians.

Imagine a spacious amphitheatre walled
round with granite, on which pines and
blueberries grow, and ferns and other
decorative foliage — an artistic bit of

nature's handicraft designed countless
ages ago, apparently for none other than
tlie present jnirpose. Edging the half-

circle, at the foot of the sloping walls,

dispose a dozen or more lepees, and a
group of hap]iy Indian children, and
cani]vfires,tlie .soft, blue, curling smoke of

which lends an essentially aboriginal

atmosphere to the quaint scene. That
is the usual spectacle. In the tepees,
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and in other habitations in the vicin-

ity, live the Indian actors and their

families. In this little encampment are

Indians of all ages, from papooses to

very old men and women, and one is

impressed particularl}' with the fact

that they all seem happy, and regrets

that more red men do not fall into such

good hands. It is a pleasure to go about

among them, to watch them perform

their daily duties, such as preparing their

meals at their little camp-fires, sewing

perhaps, or constructing a new tepee
;

and to hear them speak or sing, for the

voice of the Indian is musical with minor

tones, hinting of the unhappy history of

his people. The children, too, are interest-

ing, their hearty laughter sounding on
all least occasions in their play. They
are comely children, one little, dusky
boy being more beautiful than any white

child I have ever seen. They were shy

at first, but soon made friends with us,

and together we picked blueberries on
the hills.

The summer of 1900 marked the first

sea.son of the play, which has proved a

success, attracting tourists from all parts

of America. One happy result has been

the revival, by aid of designs preserved

at the Smithsonian Institute, of original

Ojibwaj-co.stumes and bead work, which
had been almost forgotten among these

Indians.

From under the broad, white awnings
in the amphitheatre, let us now view the

play. The stage is ingeniously con-

structed in the lake, a stone's throw from

shore. For setting, there are breadths

of sapphire waters, wind-rippled, and full

of gleams ; majestic islands with preci-

pitous shores faced with granite ;
and

wonderful crystalline skies of that far-

shining blue of northern climates ;
and

as we wait expectantly for the play to

begin, from a wooded cliff on the main-

land the signal smoke presently rises,

curling grey on the light wind, and the

song of the Great Spirit is heard, ac-

companied by the music of the waves.

At this the assembled warriors throw

down their weapons and wash the war

paint from their faces, after which the

peace pipe is smoked. This is an old

treaty pipe, a valuable relic, and is lit

with flint and touchwood by an Indian

Chief who is 86 vears old. Then follows

Nokomis's lullaby at the door of her
tepee ; the procession of Indians, in

canoes round and round the stage, sing-

ing weird Indian songs ; the departure
of Hiawatha, and his home-coming : the

several dances round the campfire in the
centre of the stage, a most iuspressive

feature of the play, and ceremony, each
dance being a prayer, for in his dances
the Indian is serious, the caribou dance,

for instance, being a prayer for plenty.

It may here be related that on an island

in the vicinity of Kensington Point,

Indians u.sed to stop over long enough
to smoke a pipe to the Manitou for wind

;

those sailing from the east, for favoring

gales going west, and vice versa. To
skeptical minds a meeting here of In-

dians offering the two prayers in the

same hour, peradventure, is suggested,

certainly not injuring their skepticism.

To any sort of a sailor, however, a way
out of the difficulty would be at once
apparent. With either a southern or

northern wind, the one might go on a

long tack west, the other east. Where
the white man kneels in pra}-er, the red

man dances or smokes, it being a matter

of form, in either case tending toward
concentrating the mind on one's desire.

To return to the play. As it proceeds

—

the voices of the Indians mingling with

that of the summer wind on the water,

the white gulls dipping and veering in

the sunlight, bright paddles flashing,

and canoes moving silenth'—little by
little a spell is woven, and through

the spirit's purple mists of necromancy
one drifts back to a day in which
the Ojibways came and went as they

listed over these northern lands and

waters, enacting in daily life similar

dramas handed down to us, as was this

one, only in legends. The moment
seems indeed as one deep set in the past,

all is so realistic, even to the departure

of Hiawatha at the close, when, standing

with outstretched arms he drifts in his

canoe over the water toward the setting

sun, and is lost to view among the

islands.

Apart from the play, there are various

other attractions at Kensington Point.

The fishing is excellent among the

islands, while inland there are trout and

bass lakes, and in the forests deer,

moose, caribou, foxes and bears. Indian
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guides ami canoes may be engaged at
" Tlie Camp." Protected as are these

waters from the flow of Lake Huron in

high winds, canoeing and sailing are safe

pastimes. This section of the Desbarats

River was held until recently as a British

naval reserve. The islands are among
the mo.st beautiful in Lake Huron, ris-

ing to a height of over two hundred
feet. On several, in the vicinity of Ken-
sington Point, summer residences, artis-

tic in design, have already been erected.

At one period or another in life, one
has dreamed night and day dreams of

little sapphire seas where no waves beat
roughly : of gull-haunted islands with
green and grey walls ; of white sails and
Favonian winds, and golden and purple
sunsets. On sojourning, then, among
the.se lovely northern islands, one may
say, as did Robert Louis Stevenson, at

Apia :
" For nic it has come true."

Our Park.

BV K. J. HUKDK.

The many improvements to the

National park, undertaken by the Dom-
inion government, have reached a stage

that promises an early completion, and
when all the work is finished there

will be much greater accommodation
at the cave and basin sulphur baths,

and many more attractions for the

visitors.

There will be two sulphur basins, the

new one being larger than the old. The
parlors and dressing rooms are lieing

enlarged accordingly and additional

comforts and conveniences are being

put in.

At the upper hot springs, two and
one-quarter miles from the village, a new
building, with a system of baths up to

date in every particular, is to be con-

structed. The system includes a hot

plunge, a large swimming basin, tubs,

sweat rooms, showers and cooling rooms.

The grounds aroiuid the structure will

l)e improved, and a rustic cottage built

for the caretaker and attendants who
will be always on the premises.

The new museum is now ready for the

placing of the exhibits. It is a large

architecttiral attraction with a rustic

finish outside and a fine showing of

handiwork inside. The exhibits will

include selected specimens of every
variety of wild animal inhabiting; the

Rocky mountains. A number of Indian
and other curios will also be shown.

In the Buffalo paddock there are

some new live attractions and more are

to be added. The sto'i now consists of

thirty-six buffaloes of all ages from two
months up, twenty Angora goats and
kids, nine elk, eight deer, three moose,
one golden eagle and other birds. A
large collection ol pheasants and quail,

a dozen different varieties, have been

purchased and will arrive soon. It is

intended to breed the.se birds, and as

they multiply to let them free to make
their homes in tlie surrounding woods.
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A Voice from the Bush.*
BY \V. S. C.

I will hear below drope j-ou a few
Remarks. I have your Rod and Gi"x

over one year and I have not seen

scarsely a word about Xova Scotia. I

have had a quite a large Expeiience
booth of the Forrest and the game of

the Province in 1874 our Gover-

ment Passest a Stringent Game Law
Giving our moose 3 years Close Season

this at first Seemed very hard as a first

Stepp. Before this our noble Game had
no Shelter from being Hunted and Torue
Down by Large Bull Dogs when the

Snow was Harde and Deep in the Winter
and Spring of 1856. I was in a position

to know the No. of Moose that was
Killed and brought over the first Lake
on the Liverpool River this Xo. ;\-as 74
all killed by the means of Dogs We now
thank our Game Law for the Great Xo.
of Moose in N. S. Our Forrest is Com-
pletely Stolked with this X'oble Animals
it is True our Province is not very Large
but it is a Beautifull Park Compleatley
Fenced by the Brine\- Ocean Away Xorth
and west of me is a better Moose Country
than can be found. I think I can Saftley

say Father in Xew Brunswick or Maine.
We have the Great Blue ^lountain
Rainge Ware all of our Rivers West of

me take ther Rise We have the Mo.st De-
lightfull Waters good Roads to Carry our
Connes and Lugges to the Lake Rosignale
and from that to A Xo. of fine Streems
finding ther way to the Atlantic Ocean I

have had the Pleasure of bringing a Xo
of fine Moose from thease waters, if Gent-
leman coming hear on a hunting Ture
they can have there choiuse a Splended
Forrest without much conning in fact

none or otherwise Just as they wish hear
is over 500 vSquar Miles in tliis one Lo-
caletey a Land compleatlyAdapted for the

* The bright young schoolmarm who reads
the proof of all our moose stories has struck, out
of sympathy with the 'longshoremen, so we are

compelled to print this contribution as received.
It will possibly prove a welcome change from
the Addisonian English of our staff correspond-
ents. We are half inclined to the belief that
\V. S. C. has been filling in the time between
hunts by reading Gkorge Adk.

Moose Carrebous Dear And a few Black
Bears fur Barring Animales is not \'erry
Plenty Partridge and the blue wing Duck
Quite Plentey this Localetey West of me
is Dotted all over With Lakes and Bays.
No Farmes no Settlements to truble our
game.
Xow hear below: I will just give you

one of my little moose hunts to vShow
your Readers that we can get at our
Moose Eas}' and Quick

in the fall of r 897 A Young Man Living
in Liverpool by the name of Freem,
this being his first name in Short he
being one of my Friends wished me to
take him out with me calling moose. I

told him I Would Send him A Card
When I Was Redey to go. I Sent the
Card Oct the 6 he came to my Pleace
that Xight I Was all Readey to Start at

one aclock P.M. took with me A Single
ox and Waggon also My Boy Archie the
ox Drawing all matters and we Could
Ride as we wished. We went out on
a Road Knoone as the Nictaux Road to

the County Line cooked Brakfast And
then took a Woods Road that Lad to the

Kanlbrok Meadow, this being two miles,

hear we find Plentey of Moose Tracks
And one \^erry Large track hear we
Pitch our tent cut wood for night having
a good time weather fine and all well,

after supper we soon went to vSleepe. I

Waked up Farley about an hour before

Daylight. I Said to the Boyes we will

go out to the Rock ware Solected to call

the Boys being Sleepey concluded that

tlie\' Would have a nother nap I took

my big coat also ni}- Moose Call and my
45.70 Winchester went to the Rock by
the Side of a Small Brook About 300 yds
from the tent I Waited untill near Day
brake then called. Waiting about 20

minutes called again Waiting about the

saime time called again. I now hear A
Large Bull Moo.se Speaking at Every
Suphecomsonandon. And he comes in

site at the Distance of 80 yds. I Shot

and then Rune quick for about 4 Rodds
Clearing the Smoak of my Rifle, I then

See mv moose had gone back a Short
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Distance but Stood Broad Side to I at

once Shot again. Down droped My
Moose, I then Called for my Boys they

just come in time to See the Last Struggle

we then got Brakfast and Dressed our
Moose he was a fine one we took our ox
and waggon to tlie moose Puling the

Large Quarters on tlie team. Braking
our tent and arrived home before Dark
that night We all Was Verry muche the

better, on the way home the Boys Bagged
a Xo of Partridges and two Blue Wing
Ducks this was a Kasy Luckey Hunt I

can tell you a No of such Hunts also

some very harde and Dangreas hunts I

have killed a quite a Large No. of Bears
as well as moose if you think best to give
your Reeders the advantage of thes few
Remarks you can use your own Judg-
ment.

Reforesting/
The reforestation work which isbeiiig

carried on by the Forest, Fish and Game
Commission of the State of New York,
has a definite bearing on the question of

reforestation in general as it affects at

least the northern half of the continent

of North America. In the Adirondacks
the conditions are similar in the most
vital respects to those of the great forest

areas of Canada, and the knowledge
gained by the experiences of the Com-
mission will serve as a guide in an}' pro-

ject, whether small or extensive, which
may be undertaken in the same direction

in Canada.
In the Adirondack Park, there is an

area of 50,592 acres of land classed as

waste, burned or denuded. Some
replanting had been done in the Catskills

in 1900 and 1901, and at such a compara-
tively small expense that it was decided

to undertake a more extensive experi-

ment in the Adirondacks. The tract in

which the work was done is described

generally as follows :

—

"In Franklin Country, near Lake
Clear Junction, there is a large area of

State lajid that had beenclosely lumbered,

after which it became denuded by
repeated fires. The ground, which
originally sustained a growth of large

white pine, was covered with ferns and
huckleberry bushes, with here and there

small areas of swampy land or thickets

of young evergreens and poplars. It was
mostly an open plain extending se\cral

miles in either direction, its level expanse
being broken in places by low hills or

long, rolling ridges, The soil is sandj',

covered with a thin deposit of ashes left

from forest fires. The latter conditions,

however, were not unfavourable : for a
sandy .soil forms the natural habitat of

the White Pine, and the small admixture
of ashes has .some value as a fertilizer."

A careful examination of the territory

was made in the spring, and the first

question that arose was as to the danger
from fire. This is always the crucial

point in considering any forward step in

forest management. Will the investment
be a safe one ? No expenditure could be
justified unless provision was made to

ensure this as far as possible, and there is

little u.se of talking of any outlay for

reforestation in Canada or elsewhere
until we can have some assurance that

the forest fires will be kept in check. In

the tract referred to, the chief danger
was from the close proximity of a branch
of the New York Central Railway, but
to offset this there was a fire warden
living close by and a number of other

people in the vicinity who could always
be called on for assistance. Even while

the planting was in progress, this danger
was emphasized, for a fire, started by a

spark from a locomotive and driven by a

high wind, became threatening, and the

forester in charge found it necessary to

set a number of his men to fight it, and it

was finally extinguished without having
done any serious damage.
The replanting of an area of 700

acres was undertaken, but owing to fre-

quent obstruction, swampy places, and

•Contributed liy the Officers of the Canailian I orestry Association.
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thickets of sapling trees, the land on
which the trees were actually set out
amounted to only 414 acres. The white
pine, as the natural forest growth of

that district and most adapted to a sandy
soil, was selected as the best species for

reforesting this tract. As, however, a

sufficient supply of white pine seedlings

could not be obtained, spruce was chosen
for second place, and it was necessary to

resort to the Nor%vay spruce, as plants of

the native spruce could not be obtained

in nurseries either at home or abroad.

European larch was also purchased for

the wet places, and other .species for

experimental purposes, as shown in the

following statement :

50,000 White Pine transplants,

4 years old, at 16.25 3312.50
10,000 " " seedlings,

2 years old, at 5.00 50.00
40,000 Scotch Pine transplants,

3 years old, at 4.00 160.00
10,000 " " seedlings,

2 years old, at 3.00 30.00
50,000 Norway Spruce transplants,

3 years old, at 4.00 200.00
200,000 " " seedlings,

2 years old, at 1.50 300.00
25,000 Douglas Fir seedlings,

2 years old, at 5.00 125.03
30,000 European Larch seedlings,

2 years old. at 2 00 60.00
5,000 Black Locust seedlings,

2 years old, at i.oo 5.00

11,242.50

Planting was commenced on April
22nd and was completed May 13th, half
a million trees having been set out in

rows six feet apart each way, or 1,210
plants to the acre. The placing of the
trees at this distance will facilitate the
shedding of the lower limbs and height
growth, and will permit of thinning for

pulpwoodor fuel in 15 to 18 years. Pure
stands were set out, but a mixture of
Norway spruce with white pine or larch
was given the preference.
The men were divided into two gangs,

one provided with mattocks which pre-
ceded the other and made the holes to

receive the plants. The planters fol-

lowed with the seedlings in pails, one of
which was placed in each hole, the earth
being gathered about it with the hand
and pressed down by the foot. Under
favorable circumstancestwo men couldset
out about 1,600 plants in eight hours or

one day's work, but the average was 669

plants per day for each man and boy on
the job. The laborers received $1.50
for a day of eight hours, and the fore-
men, of whom there were three, $2.00;
and the total expense of the plantation,
including all items, was $2,496. 22, or less
than half a cent per plant. It can readily
be calculated that this would make the
average cost slightly over $6.00 for each
acre actually planted. Possibly, how-
ever, it might be fair to consider that
this 700 acres is an average tract of
denuded land, and that to provide for

getting it all in fair forest condition the
planting of only a portion is required. In
this view of the case the average might
be stated at a considerably lower figure.

Against this, however, is set the fact

that. the seedlings were obtained from
the nursery of the Xew York College of
Forestry at a low price, and the usual
market fate would be considerably
higher.

The ground on which the plantation
was made was covered with a thick
growth of ferns, which could not be
removed without too great expense, and
it was feared that they might interfere

with the growth of the young trees.

This fear was luifounded, however, and
on the contrary, the ferns gave valuable
protection against the heat of the sun in

July and August, and the trees are grow-
ing well. The Superintendent considers

the condition of the plantation in the fall

as very encouraging. Of the half million

of plants set out, the percentage of loss

was very small and far below the usual

percentage given in authoritative tables.

It was only after long and careful search

that a dead plant could be found. Mo.st

of the seedlings showed a rapid growth,
the leaders on the white pine attaining

a length of from four to ten inches during
the summer following the planting.

The difficulty in obtaining nursery
stock for the plantation has induced the

Commission to undertake the establish-

ment of a nursery of their own in the

Catskills and the Adirondacks. In the

Adirondacks a field of seven acres,

sheltered by standing forest and with a

soil of the sandy loam best suited to the

propagation of coniferous trees, has been

selected. This nursery will have a capa-

city of 3,000,000,000 seedlings and
transplants, and is expected in time to
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furnish all the material reciuired for

seedlings and transplants. Tlie groniul

lias been cnltivaleil and will be laid mit

in beds, four feet by twenty, in which

will be planted seeds of white pine and

the native Adirondack spruce, together

with other species for experimental pur-

poses. The expense will be met by a

small annual appropriation of about

S450, although a little additional may be

required at first for the erection of a few
small buildings for the storage of seed, etc.

Further, it is proposed that the seed

for this nursery should be collected by
the foresters employed by the Commis-
sion, thus ensuring a cheap supply of

good fresh seed. Last year was not a

seed year for white pine, and it was

impossible to get a supply either in the

United States or Canada. The Adiron-

dack spruce produced, however, a good
supply of seed, which will be used in the

inir.sery and also in a broadcast .sowing

of some denuded lands. The market
price of red spruce seed is $2.00 per lb.

The total cost for picking two hundred
and one-half busliels of cones was
$157.25, an average of seventy-eight

cents per bushel. 375 lbs. of .seed were
obtained from the 200 bu,shels of cones,

and of this quantity 205 lbs. were seeds

of the first quality. The total cost was
$355.72, making the cost per lb. 95 cents.

This could be made less when the men
gain experience and understand what is

required of them.

The Bitternut Hickory.*

Toughness and strength and hardness

are the qualities that are associated in

popular thought with the word hickory.

When the settler wished an axe handle

that could be relied on, he chose the

hickory tree. From it he bent the

yoke for his oxen, and formed the teeth of

the primitive harrow with which he broke

the clods of his new-tilled fields, and its

sturdy branches supplied material for the

flail which, swung strongly in the hands
of its owner, did the work of the thresh-

ing mill of the present day. And from

those early days its traditional reputation

has been carried down to the present.

The Bitternut or Swamp Hickory
{Carya amara or Hicoria minima),
although not the typical tree of this

genus in Canada, is perhaps the one that

occurs most frequently. Its range is

from Montreal westward through South-

ern Ontario and north as far as the

Ottawa and Muskoka districts. In

young trees the bark is grey and smooth.

As age increases and the pressure from

the expanding wood beneath makes
itself felt, cracks, yellow in their depth,

appear irregularly and finally develop

the hard corrugated bark of the mature

tree. The leaflets are seven to eleven,

sharply serrate and are placed opposite
to one another, with the exception of one
terminal leaflet. When looked at against

the light they are marked with many
small, pellucid dots. The fruit is glo-

bular and narrowly six-ridged, and the
nut is white, short-pointed and thin-

walled. At first sweet tasted, it .soon

becomes very bitter, so that even the
.squirrels will not take it. Although
known as the Swamp Hickory and
usually found in such locations in its

more southern range, as it reaches its

northern limit in Canada it is found on
higher lands, as shown in the illustra-

tion. The wood of this species, though
partaking largely of the nature of the
hickory, is probably the least valuable of
all, and some other tree of the genus-
Carya might have been chosen as an
introduction to it if our special illustrators

had not failed as yet to supply the
necessary photograph. However, when
this deficiency is supjilied we hope tO'

give our readers a little closer acquaint-
ance with a hickory nut which, unlike
our friend of the present article, will!

leave a good taste in the mouth.

• Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association.
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The Stocking of Inland Waters with

Black Bass/ #
BY S. T. B.

This is a subject which I must treat

chiefly b)^ the aid of such light as I have
obtained in the discharge of my official

duties, rather than as the result of special

observ^ation and investigation otherwise ;

and vc^y paper will therefore of necessity

be more of a relation of the work as it

has been conducted in this province, than
a treatment of the question from a tech-

nical or scientific standpoint.

The work of re-stocking the inland

waters of Ontario with black bass on an
extensive scale is but of recent origin. It

is recorded that bass were transplanted

by the Dominion Government as long

ago as 1873, and have been transplanted

at irregular intervals since ; but the in-

stances are few, and the work does not

seem to have been prosecuted to any con-

siderable extent or with any special vigor,

for only incidental references are made to

it in the official reports. It appears to

have been treated merely as an incident

to what presumably was considered more
important, or at least more necessarj',

work, the propagation of the greater food
fishes— the trout and whitefish. The
Provincial Government, while the dis-

pute with the Dominion Government as

to the ownership of the fisheries remained
unsettled, probably felt a difficulty in

doing more than grant pecuniary aid to

localities which were undertaking a little

stocking on their own account, but, be
this as it may be, no systematized or or-

ganized plan was inaugurated or carried

into execution by the province until the

Judicial Committee of the Privj' Council
of England had decided that the fisheries

were the jiroperty of the province, and
the province had assumed the duties

which the committee determined be-

longed to it, and had organized a de-

partment. The fact was at once appre-
ciated by the Ontario Government that

our inland waters could be made a fruit-

ful and lasting source of profit and
pleasure to our people if good fishing

* From the I'ovirth .\nnual Report of the Department

could be established and maintained
therein, and that it was manifestly a

public duty to put forth every effort for

the accomplishment of that great end,

and as speedily as possible. Most, if not
all, of the inland lakes and rivers of

Ontario are well adapted to the black

bass. It is well known that, given a fair

chance, a few pair will in a short time
populate the waters in which they are

placed, their fecundity being great, and
their habit of protecting their young en-

suring them immunity, to a great extent,

from the depredations of other fish ; con-

sequently, a relatively large number
reach maturity : they will thrive under
conditions where the brook trout could

not exist, and in water of a much higher

temperature ; and they can be success-

fully introduced into waters in which
they are not indigenous. These, and
other reasons, seemed to indicate the

black bass to be the ideal fish with which
to re-stock our waters ;

and the most
practical, successful and speedy means of

accomplishing this, having regard to the

success which had signalized the work
already referred to, to transplant the

parent fish. Many lakes in the sparsely

.settled districts are already naturally

well stocked, and it was suggested that

these waters might be drawn upon for

stocking waters which had become more
or less depleted in the older and settled

portions. But such a policy was open to

objection, because the.se lakes would in

turn, it might reasonably be expected,

soon thenrselves become popular as a re-

sort for anglers and tourists. Besides,

they were so difficult of access, and so

far from railway communication, that

the primitive means of transportation

which would have to be adopted would

be tedious and expensive, and accom-

panied by so much loss as to make it

impossible to enter upon the work as

extensively and as economically as would

be desirable and necessary to meet

of Fisheries of the Province of Ontario.
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the demand which was known to

exist. The department therefore felt

that such a plan could not be en-

tertained : that the tish would have to

be obtained fipin waters where a mini-

mum of opposition would be raised to

their removal, where they could be ob-

tained in large numbers, and convenient

to railway points. Such points having
been located upon one or more of our
great lakes, tlie next matter to be consid-

ered was that of rapid transportation. The
province was not yet prepared to build a

car for the purpose, and therefore the
Government approached the railways,

which it was thought would be interest-

ed in the work, with a view to obtaining
their active co-operation to the extent of

fitting up and placing at the disposal of

the department a car for the purpose of

carrying fish, bearing in mind that in

some of the States the railways had co-

operated in that way. A well-known
passenger agent has observed : ' What
would the interior travel amount to if no
effort was made to keep up the supply of
fish and game. It is not to be suppo.sed
for an instant that persons are going to

our interior just to see what the rivers

and lakes look like. It is, of course, for

the pleasure derived in the way of sport
incident to the catching of fish and the
hunting of game." It was not suggest-
ed that a car on anything like so ela-

borate a scale as some of the United States
fish cars should be provided, but merely
that a superannuated passenger or ex-
press coach should be adapted to the
purpose. Ultimately it was found that
a greater part of the work, or that which,
in the opinion of the department should
first be done, was at points to be reached
by the Cirand Trunk Railway, and
therefore the matter of the con-
struction of the car was thoroughly
gone into with representatives of that
road. Their willingness to co-operate
was graciously and readily expressed, a
plan was prepared, and the car was
equipped. Originally a first-class pas-

senger coach, it is. divided into sections,

with a pa.ssageway down the middle. A
double door in the centre on either side

is provided for convenience in loading

and unloading, taking on ice. etc. There
are ten tanks, besides two compartments
for ice. The tanks are lined with heavy
galvanized iron, and are so constructed

that the water may freely circulate from
one tank to the other. The car is

charged from a railway hydrant or tank

en route. At one end of the car is a

double lower and upper berth, a lavatorj'

and a compartment for storing the vari-

ous utensils in use. The fish are taken

by seines and in pound nets under con-

tract, which provides that they be de-

livered on the car. The Government
pay for the catching and the loading of

the fish, the railway company furnish

the car and practically free tran.sporta-

tion. and the fish are distributed at the

point of destination by interested parties

under the supervision of the Government
overseers. During the first season (1901).

in a few weeks' time, nearly 10,000 adult

bass, ranging from 12 to 20 inches in

length, were deposited in .some 18 differ-

ent lakes and rivers, a greater number
than had theretofore been introduced in

the province's whole history. The bulk
of these fish were deposited before they
had spawned that year.

The main essentials to successful

transportation are, ( i ) healthy and vigor-

ous stock, and {2) unceasing attention

while in transit. The water should be
changed as often as possible, kept at a
proper temperature, and frequently oxy-
genated. The latter is done by means
of a hand pump. Our attendant in

charge of the car has been much inter-

ested in and most devoted to the work.
The success of our operations so far may
be characterized as almost phenomenal.
The fish have been transported in some
cases tiearly 400 miles ; .S50 was the
largest number carried at any one time,

with a loss of only ten per cent.; 720
were carried 225 miles with a loss of not
more than two per cent. Of course,
without the car, we should have been
unable to pursue the work with any-
thing like the success that has attended
it. Where the car has been hauled over
other sy.stems than the G.T.R., this has
been done gratuitously, and at times
.special service furnished.

( To be continued.)
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The Nepigon.
BY THE PROVINCIAL OVERSEERS.

The Fourth Annual Report of the
Department of Fishery in the Province
of Ontario, has been issued. Some
interesting facts are pubHshed in it

regarding Nepigon.
A Duluth, Minnesota, paper pubHshed

an item to the effect that trout fishing

in the Nepigon River was likely to be
impaired, owing to a mysterious disease

which, it was alleged, had been prevalent

among the trout; that the disease was
gaining in virulence, and that hundreds-
of the fish were to be found dead on the
shore daily. The attention of our agent
at Nepigon was directed to the report,

which he pronounced utterly false. The
story must have been manufactured out
of whole cloth, as there was not the

.slightest foundation for it; and its object

cannot be even conjectured. The fishing

has not been so good for years as it has
been this year.

Reference was made in the report of

last year to the increase of pike in the
River Nepigon, and the extermination of

the speckled trout was predicted unless

vigorous steps were early taken to

eradicate the pest. During the summer
the work of destruction of the coarse fish

was entered upon, and i.Soo pike, 389
pickerel, and 803 suckers were taken and
destroyed. The good work should be

continued during the coming season, and
no doubt a ready market may then be
found for the fish taken, as it is expected
the Canadian Fish Co., to which Lake
Nepigon has been leased, will have by
that time begun fishing operations.

Application was received from the

Board of Trade of Rat Portage for trout

to be placed in waters in the vicinity of

that town. Overseer McKirdy was
instructed to arrange for taking 100 trout,

provided free transportation for the fish

was furnished by the C. P. R. Owing
to some delay in obtaining the requisite

tanks for carrying the fish and in perfect-

ing the details, a number died while in

captivity. The remainder were safely

deposited in good condition. Their
average weight was about two pounds.

Overseer McKirdy has suggested the
advisability of erecting one or two ice

houses along the river, where ice may be
obtained by tourists who come from long
distances, and who are anxious to take
home with them trophies of the rod. He
thinks that it will be possible to obtain

lumber on the spot, as the Nepigon
Pulp Co. expect next year to have a

poi table sawmill there cutting material
for their prospective works. The cost

would be inconsiderable, and with a little

assistance the structures could be put up
by the overseer before the season opens.

No doubt many would visit the river

who do not now do so, if they could take
away with them a few noble specimens.

The matter will be considered in good
time.

Overseer McKirdy, Nepigon, reports

that there has been an increase of visitors

to Nepigon. The number of permits
issued were 64 foreign, netting $990.00;
21 Canadian, netting $105.00; total

$1,095.00, an increase of eleven permits

and $145 over last year. The fish taken
has been fully better than the average

weight of other years, being slighth'

over 2^2 lbs. each. As usual, those

who visit the stream during June and
early in July had the best fishing. They
had a few more flies to contend with,

but were better satisfied, as there were
not the number of visitors then as there

were during August. The river has

been patrolled by Overseer Charles de

Laronde, and the camping grounds were
never in better condition. A gentleman
who revisited the river after a number of

years expressed himself as delighted

with the change in the sanitary condition

of the camps. He is pleased to report

that the war waged against the pike

(which were fast taking control of cer-

tain portions of the river) has been a

decided success. Some thousands of

pike which would average 10 lbs. each

have been destroyed, as well as large

numbers of pickerel (equally destructive

to the trout) and suckers. He thinks it

would be advisable to continue the net-
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ting of these destructive fish during the

coming season, as there are still large

quantities left, and the more that are

taken out the better will be the fishing.

As usual, during August the river was

taxed to its utmost to acconnnodate the

visitors, frequently three or four parties

having to camp at one place, which is

undesirable. He would suggest that

Overseer Charles de Laroiide be instruct-

ed to connnence his duties earlier and be

supplied with a man to help him lay out

three or four new camping grounds in

favorable locations.

efec^j^ss •^^2^=^

Our Medicine Bag.

April has been a very dry month.
Practically no rain has fallen throughout

'

the month, the few showers that came
being so light as hardly to wet the

ground. As a result the country has

been in the worst condition for the start-

ing of forest fires, and the occasion being

provided, the acti\-e cause has not been

wanting. A day of high wind following

this dry spell fanned the fire from burn-

ing brush and other causes into violent

conflagrations, which caused .serious loss

to many.
In Ontario a serious fire, started from

where farmers were clearing land by
burning miderbrush, swept over the

Township of Clarendon in the northern

part of the County of Frontenac. Many
of the farmers lost everything they pos-

sessed, buildings and stock : there was
considerable loss to lumbermen. The
village of \'ennochar in Addington
County, adjoining, was destroyed ; two
long and important bridges were burned,

and a large tract of good timber land was
laid waste. The fire travelled swiftly

and fiercely, and many people were sud-

denly surrounded and had very narrow
escapes. The Provincial Forest Reserve

in the vicinity was not touched by the

fire. The village of Casselman, near

Ottawa, which suffered severely from

this cause in 1897. also was threatened

by fire started in the same way. The
loss in this vicinity is stated at $10,000.

Fires also occurred in Renfrew County
and other northern districts along the

Parry Sound and Canadian Pacific Rail-

ways. A fire which threatened to be

serious occurred north of Lake Nijjissing

near North Bay, and, as it was in the

vicinity of valuable timber, a force

was sent to cope with it. Latest reports

are that the fire was got under control

without having done a great deal of

damage.
In the Province of Quebec the farmers

along the Gatineau and Lievre Rivers

suffered severely. Probably thirty or

more lost everything in the La Salette

district and at Kazabazua and Quyon,

many more suffered. Appeals for aid for

these people have been made by the

authorities of the Roman Catholic

Church, to which most of the sufferers

belonged. The village of Morrison was

wiped out, and there were also fires at

Shawiuigan Falls and Napierville.

There was not much snow in Manitoba

last winter, and the dryness of the season

has made great vigilance necessary.

Numerous fires occurred in the vicinity of

the Turtle Mountain Reserve, and it was
impossible to entirely keep them out of

the reserve. No green timber of any

size was, however, destroyed. The
village of Edrans, near the Canadian

Pacific Railway, suffered severely from a

fire in that district. Near Moose Moun-
tain Reserve in Assiniboia several prairie

fires w'ere started by sparks from locomo-

tives.

The Macmillan Company has just

made arrangements with Mr. Caspar

Whitney for ten additional volumes in

The American Sportsman's Library.

These books have proven exceedingly

popular—not only the one on The Deer
Family, a large portion of which Presi-

dent Roosevelt wrote, but also the

succeeding volumes on Salmon and Trout
and Upland Game Birds. The next
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IUttkrnut Hickory.

One of the most useful trees of Southern Ontario.
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volume to appear will be that on The
Water Fowl Family, to be followed

shortly by others on Big Game Fishes
;

The Bison ; Musk Ox, Sheep and Goat
Family: CtUHS, Ammunition and Tackle;

Bass, Pike, Perch and Pickerel ; The
Bear Family : and The Cougar, Wild
Cat, Wolf and Fox.
The first of the additional volumes will

deal with the very important theme
of Photography for the Sportsman
Naturalist. More and more sportsmen
every day are bringing down their game
with the camera instead of the rifle. The
volumes to follow are concerned with

these themes ; The Sporting Dog : The
American Race Horse and Running
Horse ; Trotting and Pacing ; Riding

and Driving : Yachting, Small Boat

Sailing and Canoeing ; Baseball and
Football ; Rowing, Track Athletics and
Swimming ; Lacrosse, Lawn-Tennis,
Wrestling, Racquets, Squash, Court-

Tennis : Skating, Hockey, Ice-Yachting,

Coasting and Skate Sailing.

These beautifully made and exception-

ally well edited books are in every case

written by experts. Each of these has

furnished for the Library, practically

speaking, a monograph on the portion of

the whole field of sport on which he is

best fitted to speak. For instance, the

volume on The Bison : Musk-Ox, Sheep
and Goat Family is the joint work of

George Bird Grinnell, Owen Wister and

Caspar Whitney. No one knows the

sad but picturesque story of the Bison

so well as Mr. Grinnell ; while Mr.

Wister is specially well informed about

the Sheep and Goat Family, which
supplies the trophies best loved by
sportsmen. Mr. Whitney is almost the

only white man capable of writing with

authority about the Musk-Ox. This
library is the most important publication

or series of publications in the world of

sport for a decade : and the additions for

which arrangements have just been

made render it inclusive, when completed,

of every branch of manly sport.

Baily's Magazine for May contains

some excellent articles that would interest

a sportsman, no matter where his lines

were cast: but it is rather galling to find

so little in this excellent magazine bear-

ing upon Canadian sport. Canada is

the brightest jewel in England's Colonial

crown, and, moreover, we have, without
exception, the grandest sporting country

in the world: and one would naturally ex-

pect to find more written in the English

magazines respecting such sports than is

the case. However, the present number
atones in some measure for the neglect,

for there is an article entitled "Alone on
the Prairie," which deals with Manitoba
and life therein. The following sentences

are pregnant with truth: "There is a

great deal of work in Manitoba, and a great

deal of happiness, if people have it within

themselves. Anyone going out to the

prairie should try, somehow, to have
some knowledge of horses, cows and all

farm animals, and above all, rough car-

pentering, and how to make use of their

hands and brains. Settlers must have
mone}- to start, as horses, farm imple-

ments and other farm necessities must
be paid for, as beginning on credit is a

ruinous system. A growing up family

has a better chance than the individuals

running their own farms with outside

aid." In " Our Van, " an article on
miniature rifles at the Crystal Palace,

states that there are already 24,000 mem-
bers of miniature rifle clubs in England,

so that it has become a British national

sport without any great fuss being made
over its advent. The Boer war taught

us a lot, and we should be thankful that

we had the grace to .see our failings, and
to turn over a new leaf.

"Miniature Rifle Shooting" is the

name of a little work by Mr. L. R.

Tippins, which will interest all who use

the grooved barrel. It is publi.shed by

Messrs. Samson, Low, Marston & Co.,

Ltd., London, E.C. Mr. Tippins is the

author of " Modern Rifle Shooting, "

"The Service Rifle,
'

' and other works that

have had a large sale. A careful study

of this little manual shows that although

it was written for the benefit of English,

it cannot fail to interest Canadian and

American readers. Methods and first

principles are discu.ssed, then gallery and

miniature cartridges are considered, after

which rifle sights, ranges, targets and

other kindred subjects are very

thoroughly explained. The price of this

most useful hand-book is two shillings.
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We have received so many applications

for information as to the British

Columbia Express Company's service

from Ashcroft. as it is a means of reach-
ing some of the best big game districts of

the continent, that we have had a map
compiled showing the stage routes.

Air. John A. Bremner, secretary-
treasurer of the British Columbia Express
Company, Ash-
croft, B.C.. in-

forms us that he
endeavors to run
his long stage
route on schedule
time, but, owing
to various inter-

fering causes, ar-

rivals, departures
and connections
are not guaran-
teed.

Special convey-
ances are s u p

-

plied by arrange-
ment, and trust-

worthy drivers
having a thorough
knowledge of the
country always
accompany c o n -

veyances. Relays
are provided e\ery
few miles to en-

sure despatch.

The stage leaves

Ashcroft at 4 a.m.
on Mondays and
Fridaxs, and ar-

rives at Barker-
ville at 3 p.m. on
Thursdays and
Mondays. T h e

distance to Kark-
erville is about
300 miles. The
Lillooet line
branches off from
the main Barker-
ville Road at Hat
which leaves

B.C. Exprt-ss Company's Routes.

by the Bureau of Provincial Information,

Victoria, B.C. , — " The I'ndeveloped
Areas of the Great Interior of British

Columbia. " Speaking of the fish and
game found in the Nechaco \'alley, Mr.
D. T. Thomson, Provincial Laud Sur-

veyor, writes :

" During the latter part of August and
the niontli of September, the Xechaco

abounds with
salmon, which
make their way
from the sea to

their spawning
grounds, and are

at this time taken
in thousands bj"

the Indians, who
dry them for their

winter supply of

food. Trout and
sturgeon are also

numerous, and a

small fish that the

Indians call white-

fish, though it has
no resemblance to

the whitefish of

the North - West
Territories. Deer
are not numerous
in the summer
season, although
numbers of tracks

were seen. Bears
are very plentiful,

and are caught by
the Indians with
snares .set in the

same manner as

a rabbit snare.

Coyotes are plen-

tiful, and, as a

rule, make the

night hideous
with their bowl-
ings until one gets

used to them.
Rabbits are there

Creek, and the stage

Ashcroft at 4 a.m. arrives

at Lillooet at 5.30 p.m. This is a semi-

weekly .service.

The Xechaco Valley is one of the sub-

jects discussed in Bulletin No. 9, issued

in abundance, and with fish make up the
chief article of food the Indian has to

depend on.

"The fur-bearing animals, though
not so plentiful now as in the past, are

still numerous, and are composed of

beaver, otter, fisher lynx, marten,

wolverine, fox and muskrat. During the
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fall and until late in the season the lakes

and rivers teem with ducks and geese of

all kinds, and are easily got at, as one
finds plenty of cover all along the shore

hne."
J*

There is an optical effect caused by
certain contrasts of white and black,

whicli might possibly have considerable

interest for sportsmen if their attention

were called to it. Paint two bullseyes,

one black on a white background, the

other white on a black background,
make these bullseyes similar in size

—

and to the eye the white bullseye will

appear considerably larger than the other.

The explanation of this is found in what
is technically called irradiation. When
the rays of light are reflected from a

white object into the eye, thej' spread

out or irradiate, and this irradiating

causes a white object to look larger than
a black object of the same size.

This being the case, would it not be
advantageous to paint our bullseye

white on a black background, instead of

the reverse ?

tracts with a total area of 421,000 acres

in Maine, New York, Michigan, South
Carolina and Tennessee. The data ob-

tained by these and other investigations

are being worked up in a systematic way
by the division of forest management.
Studies of special trees and of the forests

in different districts are being made. A
special report of the result of the investi-

gations of forest fires is also soon to be

issued. Grazing in the forest reserves,

an important question in the West, is

also being given special attention. Den-
dro-chemical researches of special interest

to the pulp industry are also being carried

on with the object of ascertaining the

fitness of different woods for paper
making. The work of the Bureau is of

a very varied character and the value of

its investigations and publications cannot

be over-estimated. Much of the forestry

practice in Canada will be based on the

foundation laid by the activity of the

Forest Bureau of the United States, and
it is therefore a matter of much interest

to Canada that the work is being done
on a thorough and practical basis.

The report of Mr. Gifford Pinchot,
Forester of the I'nited States for the year

IQ02, shows the varied and useful cha-

racter of the work done h\ the Bureau.
It includes the making of working plans
for private lands and also for the National
Forest Reserves. The field work neces-

sary for detailed working plans was
completed during the year for seven

Mr. Hiram Robinson, President of the

Canadian Forestry Association, while

in Washington recently, attended a

forestry meeting of a series which are

held regularl>- by the members of the

American Forestry Association resident

there. He found the proceedings very

interesting and carried awa\' many
pleasant impressions of the visit.

Now that the season of summer travel

has begun, those who intend to pay a

visit to Canada will find of great service

a recent publication of the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company, entitled
" Montreal, The Canadian Metropolis."
The booklet is printed in dainty form
with numerous views of the different

points of interest in the oixly and neigh-
borhood, and contains an excellent map
of the city. There are in Canada few
more attractive cities than Montreal,

both from its natural situation and from
the historic associations connected with

it. It is a city of contrasts, where the

picturesque qnaintness of a vanished age

is found mingled with modern luxury

and enterprise ; where the old French

Canadian customs exist harmoniously

side by side with the latest fashions from

Europe. In short, the city and vicinity

present to tourists countless and varied

features of interest.



A DAY IN THE WOODS
gives a keen appetite, but as

every sportsman knows, it is

not always convenient to carry

a large supply of food. This is

where. B 0,V R I L comes in, as

it contains in] the smallest pos-

sible bulk, and in the most con-

venient form for instant use, the

entire nourishment of beef. It

makes an appetizing sandwich

or a palatable and invigorating

drink.
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T..310 BORE "SHARPSHOOTERS CLUB" rifle

WILL KILL

BLACK BUCK
and holds "The World's Record" for accuracy at the Target.

LIGHT. ALL BRITISH MADE. Fires Cheap Smokeless Cartridges.
Detachable Barrel. PRICE, £3 - 3 - O.

Complete I,ists of Guns and Rifles sent FREE.

W« W. GREENER, Gunmaker, Birmingham, Hng»

THE ORIGINAL—THE FAMOUS ' The best is none too good for a fisherman.

"Elrxpert" Wooden
Minnow

©H

DETACHABLE iTXlll.ll.OW PERFORATED
HOOKS SPINNERS

If you wish to get away from the annoyance of

live bait and at the same time use a better bait—try

the EXPERT. Our guarantee means your money

back if not satisfied. Not the cheapest but the best

artificial bait in the world. Don't get an imitation.

See that "The Expert" appears on the side of the minnow. An extra detachable hook in each box.

For sale by dealers or sent postpaid i^or SI .00 p Q WOODS & CO., Manufacturers

ALLIANCE. OHIO.

Patented March 17

Our booklet "About Bait Casting
them—sent free.

will tell yon abont

Engines in successfnl operation fron
Halifax to Vancouver.'

gseuuJ.



Premium Department

Commencing with this issue, we inaugurate a PREMIUM
DEPARTMENT, in order that we may interest our readers in

securing new subscribers for Rod amd Gun in Caineidzi.

Are you not acquainted with many sportsmen interested in Canadian

fishing and hunting, who would gladly subscribe if the paper were

brought to their attention ? Subscribers for IVod and Gun
can be secured with very little effort. We offer you some useful and

valuable premiums as a reward for your trouble. All articles offered

are exactly as represented. We will add to this list from month to

month. Subscription price to R-od and Gun in Canada is

only $1.00 per annum, payable strictly in advance. Send your list of

subscribers, with money order, to

SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT,
ROD AND GUN IN CANADA,

603 CRAIG STREET, MONTREAL,

mentioning premium or premium.s you select, and they will be sent

at once.

Premium Offer No. 1

If you send us one new subscriber we will send you your choice of the following articles :

—

A Perfect Gun Cleaner, valued at 50 cents; a Little Giant Rifle Cleaner, valued at 50 cents; a Hook
Shield, valued at 50 cents ; a Lightning Fish Scaler, valued at 50 cents.

Premium Offer No. 2

If you send us two new subscribers we will send you your choice of a Bradley Shot Gun Sight,

valued at ninety cents ; or a Pioneer Gun Cleaner, valued at ninety cents.

Premium Offer No. 3

If you send us four new subscribers we will send you a New Savage Hunting and Target

Sight, valued at J2 00.



Premium Department
Premium Offer No. 4

A splendid Jewelled Bearing 60 yard Patent Independent Level Winding Device, valued at si^

dollars, strong cut gear, light running, durable, will be sent for ten new subscribers to Rod and Gun
in Canada.

Premium Offer No. 5

An opportunity to secure a famous Berliner Gramophone, the original flat = <i;: '.

machine. It renders music of every description. It tells stories, every word clear and distinct.

Gramophone Offer NOi 1.^—To anyone sending us thirty new subscribers we will send

a Berliner Gramophone, with three records, type "A," with Brass Horn, valued at $17.00.

Gramophone Offer NOi 2i—To anyone sending us forty new subscribers we will send

a Berliner Gramophone, with three records, type " E," valued at $22.00.

Gramophone Offer NOi 3.—To anyone sending us fifty new subscribers we will send

a Berliner Gramophone, with three records, type " B," valued at $28.00.

Premium Offer No. 6

To anyone sending us eighty new subscribers we will send a King Folding Canvas Boat,

valued at $40.00. This boat can be carried in a buggy, and will last a lifetime.



CAMPERS
When Camping in Canada's
Camp Grounds always use

SONNE'S te:nt5
Headquarters YaCkting atld

for'^an'""' Canvas Goods
Canoes, Launches, Skiffs, Sail Boats, always in stock.

Uhe "SONNE" Awning, Tent (a= Tarpaulin \^o.

775 CRAIG STREET, MONTREAL
Bell Telephone Main 727. Write for Catalogue.

Special Prices if ROD AND GUN is mentioned.

THE

jS Berliner ^4 ^ '4

^f *^fi Gram=o^phone
_,_ C T TiT /^ C PDPQVTffTJVC aii<i is almost luinian. The greatest entertainer for

„ C\MPINr. PARTIES, CLVRS OR HOMES . .

IT PLAYS EVERYTHING pj^j^ES - $15.00 to $45.00

IT TALKS EVERYTHING made in canada

A 5 Years' Guarantee with each.

Write for Catalogues of Gramophones and nearly ^^ j^ ^^
Two Thousand Records— Free for the asking.

E. BERLINER,
2315 St. CatHerine Street,

EMANUEL BLOUT, MONTREAL
General Manager for Canada.



SAVAGE
RIFLES

|l t select a Hreariu at haphazard may spoil

the pleasure of your hunt. Certain rifle

I
loads are designed purely for a given

purpose, and a particular cartridge that is

excellent for target work may be useless as a
hunting load.

SAVAGE HAMMERLESS RIFLES
are made in ail the desirable standard sizes,

and will give the hardest sort of accurate ser-

vice. Write us—we may be of assistance in

your selection.

Our new catalogue (H) is full of interest to

sportsmen. Mailed on request.

SAVAGE ARMS COMPANY,
UTICA, N.Y., U.S.A.

BAKER & HAMILTON, Pacific Coast Agents
San Francisco and SacramentOf Cat.

THE
^Bradley
kSHot Gun
'Sight^^

The Bradley system of sighting shot guns is a radical

departure from old methods, and makes wing shouting
easy and certain. There are two beads, one for each

barrel, and instantly attachable to the gun in such a nian-

ner that there is no interference with the sight originally

on the rib. Shooting at stationary objects or straight

away birds, the side beads plainly define the killing

circle of the arm, since a bird seen between them if not

out of range will certainly get a good portion of the

charge. But it is in crossing shots that the Bradley
sights are the most valuable. All double barrel shot

guns cross the central line of sight at about 30 yards,

beyond which the right barrel throws to the left and the
left to the right. Sighting directly down the barrel fired

compensates for this, but there is still the difficulty of

judging how much to lead crossing birds. And some
shooters are never able to get the knack of doing this

correctly. With the Bradley sight it is only necessary
to aim at a left flyer down the left barrel and fire the

right (or the reverse in case of a bird crossing to the

right , which gives the proper lead and will almost inva-

riably insure a kill. With this sight any one can very

scon become a good wing shot. Sent postpaid for 50

cents. In ordering give gauge of gun .

C. L. BRADLEY, Clarksville, Tenn.

FOR SALE
Canadian Patent for a good

novelty in sporting goods line.

Splendid article for a .small

manufacturer. For particulars, address,

"M" care of Rod and Gun in Canada

603 Craig Street, iVIontreai.

DON'T GROWL
at the FLsliiiig until you have inves-

tigated your rod. Don't growl at

the rod until you know who made it.

There is btit one maker that make,s

rods that are RIGHT ; and we make a

specialty of rods, to suit each particular

case,—which means your special want.

A Postal Card will bring you
our Catalogue.

=Frcd.D. Divine Co.

72 State St.,

UTICA, N. y.



STEEL FISHING RODS
HAVK liKCIlMK
FisliL-rmcn— aiul

w o m e n , tot)

are delighted
with til eir action,

and are pleased

to recommend
them. Send for

our Krf.e Cat-
alog, and leani

what it tells —
then buy a rod

and see what it

will</ii. Address
The Morton Mfg. Co.

No. 57 Horton Street,

Bristol, Conn.

(LONDON)

Ale and Porter
AW \l;IIKI>

: ELEVEN GOLD, SILVER
AND BRONZE MEDALS

AT THE world's
E.VItlBITION.S OF

France, Australia, England, United States,

Jamaica, and Canada.

AMERICAN BOAT & MACHINE CO.
Builders of Launches, Sail Boats,
Canoes and Pleasure Boats .

Specialtv—
Knock Down Crafts
of aiiv description.
,K. 1). Row Boats.
Clinker Built. $1.00

. / -'.-,, per rnnniiiK foot.
:l/"'fHi/alo/rur. unleash.

3517 South Second St., St. Louis, Mo.

>
»
>

•••» b «i» w wn^w^n»» UOiinuOililllOi »
< Gfnuine MOOSE HIDE MOCCASINS 'and slippris >
* —Gentlemen's, pncc. $j.'/5 , Ladies' and ]i(t\s

.

*
4 price. I2.2.S. Handmade Waterproof OIL TAN ^
* PACS f Moccasins). 10 inches hif^h, price. $i,.'n, '*

l*»»^*^*^****^*^-t« *A*^*^*A*^*^*^
104 Main .Street

Oshkosh,Wis,

Fishing Rods

I Reels & Tackle \

I Snelled Hooks I

I s

I
Leaders

\

t I

I

Minnow Gangs
|

I

and Flies. i

X X

New Catalogue (profusely illustrated)

of all jjrades Kishing Tackle, Keels, Kish
Hooks. Silk Worm, Gut, Flies Artificial Baits
and every requisite for angleij.
Anjjlers.'send 4c. in stamps for large catalogue.

A full line of Fly Tiers'

and l^od-Makers' Supplies

CHARLES PLATH & SON
No. 62 Fulton St..

NEW YORK
Corresijondcnce with dealers for trade prices solicited.

^^^S BAY COa/^

'^^°^^^S^^-^'^'^''

The Hudson s Bay

Company
Has had over 229 years

*§• experience in providing

for hunters

Kverything necessary can be
supi)iicd. Circuliir I>etters of

Credit issued on all the
Company's Inland Posts.
Further particulars on aji-

plication to

HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY
INNIPEC



SIT RIGHT-DOWN
and write for the beautiful book

^^Brush,
Stubble an^

Marsh "

just issued bj'

E. I. Dupont de Nemours k Co.

WILMINGTON, DEL.

It will cost 3'ou but three

two-cent stamps and the name

of the Powder you use.

If it's DUPONT, it will

please us. If some other kind,

then the book ma}- help you.

Mention this magazine.

iTTTORY IN
t A BUOCV

[Lest a
S' Lifetime

'CANVAS BOATCO,
KALAMAZOO • • • • nicm

fSand et-ter Caftlio
^ SO
.' eNGR

f/y snd Diagonally

^.^w/r "-'£1

The "KING" is simply wonderful in cons

struction. Puncture Proof Canvas. Equal in

wearing strength and model to the best modern

boats, yet it folds in a small package to check as

baggage or carry by hand. No repairs or cost

for storage. Made nonsinkable, and perfectly

safe anywhere. King Folding Canvas
Boat Co., 667 N. St., Kalamazoo, Mich.,

U. S. A.

FOR SALE.
A young liver and white Pointer dog, partly

broken and well under command.

X Y Z,
Care of ROD AND GUN.

mum STEEL LAUNCHES,
ROW AND PLEASURE BOATS,

ARE EVERLASTING !

Safer than wood; have greater carrying capacity;
alwaye dry; no bolts or nails to rust.

Boat Liveries equipped with the Bullard Steel Boats.
Always have dry boats, tbat last a lifetime.

STEEL BOATS CHEAPER THAN WOOD.

THE OSGOOD FOLDING CANVAS BOATS
Original Canvas Boat; made for 30 years. Sold all

over the world; used by U. iS. Guvernment; best Fin-
ing and Hunting Is where there are no boats, take onu
with you in trunk or bag. Xon-puncturable. FolUt-d

or extended In one minute.
Send fur catalogue Illustrating all Improved pop-

ular d. signs of Steel. Wood, and Canvas Boats, and
Marine Engines.

MICHIGAN CONSOLIDATED BOAT CO., LTD.

608 Main St., Battle Creek, Michigan.

FORYACHTS.STEANSHIPS.BOATS

cANDCANOESj

M^(A5KILLD0UGALL&(??
6randard BoatzrSparVarnishes.

MONTREAL.



Tri-krk l^f^XJlT ¥ #>-r*»-V**t*
is the Simplest. Best Balancea and Most

M. AXs^ i^ vTW i-/dxr V ^X Syiiiinetrical Hammerless Gun ever

offered to the public. It embodies All the latest Improvements, including a

GLE TRIGGER
Guaranteed Perfect,

.\11 Guns
fitted with

Aatomatic

EjectorsTRAP GUNS and FEATHERWEIGHTS
A SPECIALTY.

16 and 20 gauge, 5 '4 to 7 lbs. ; 12 gauge, 5V 'bs. to 8 lbs.

Our Perfect Gun Cleaner,
By mail, 30 cts.

Send for m$ C<)talogue.

D. M. Lcfcvcr, Sons & Co.
SYRACUSE, N.Y.

Not connected with Lefever Arms Co.

:>^ V.'i,

I^BLES
rOMATlC

One of Marble's Auto-
matic Gaffs will catch ami
hold any hsh you can
hook. You just reach out
and touch the fish when
near the boat, and the gaff
automatically seizes and
holds him.

No. 1 Gaff, big enough
for bass and any fish up to
IS pounds in weight. Post-
paid $1.50.

No. 2 Gaff, for all fish

from 10 to 60 pounds. Post-
paid }i.(X}.

Marble's Handy Fish
Knives. Postpaid ^5 cts.

.tii'i ;:.o:). Sendforcala-
lo^uc I'. Sold by dealers
everywhere, or direct
from
MARBLE rSAFETY AXE CO.
<.J,AlJ.STONK. .MICH . T ^ A

THE

Canada Launch

Works, . . Limited

Foot of Carlaw Avenue,

TORONTO, CANADA

oifde Gasoline Cauncbes
'"""

"

to 80 ft.

We carry Launches
from 16 to 22 feet

in stock ....
Gasoline Motors

oi any power, from

J to 80 Horse Power



When you take

your next

Hunting, Shooting

or Fishing Expedition

you will require a First-

class, Reliable Canoe.

You can depend upon

us to supply you with

one that will meet

your requirements.

The Peterborough Canoe Co., Limited

PETERBOROUGH, Ontario, Canada

Before purchasing, it will pay

you to obtain information

concerning our products

SEND FOR OUR INTERESTING CATALOGUE

The leading manufacturers of

Canoes, Skiffs, Launches, Yachts,

In fact everything that floats

Cable Address : Turners, Peterboro', Canada.

J. J. TURNER <a 50N5
Peterboroug'hk, Ont., Canada

Manufacturers

Tents

Awnings

Sails, Flags

Waterproof Goods

Coal Bags

Nose Bags

and every

description

, of camping
goods for
sale or for

hire
The most complete and up-to-date tent made. Has regular door and

windows, suitable for any purpose.

Decorations of ail kinds done to order. Telephone day or night.



i\.ssociation
KT^ ^^ ^^

Patron :

Ills KXCKI.I.ENCY THE ( JOVERN'OR-tjENERAI,.

Honorary President :

William Little, Escj., Wi'stmcmnt. Mdiitivnl.

President .-

lIiHAM Robinson, Esg., Ottawa, Out,

Vice-President

:

Aubrey White, Esi)., Assistant (.'ommissioniT of Crown Lands, Toronto, Ont,

Provincial Vice-Presidents

:

Ontario,—J. B, McWilliams, Ksg., Pfterliorougli. .'\ssiniboia.— .1. S. Dbnnis, Esq,, Calgary.
OiEREO, -Hon. S, X, Parent, l^uebec, Saskatchewan,— P. G, Laurie. Esij,, Battlefoni,
New Brunswick.—His Honour .1, B, Snowball, Alberta,—William Pearck, Esq,, Calgary,

Lieut, -Governor. Athab.yska.— F, 1), Wilson, Esi;,, Fort Verniilion.
Nova Scotia,—A, H, McKay, Esq,, LL,U,, Siqit, British Columbia,—H, Bostock, Esq,, Monte

of Education, Halifax. Creek,
Prince Edward Island,—Rev, A, E, Burke, Yukon.—The Commissioner, Dawson.

.Vlberton. Keew.\tin.—The Lieut. (Governor ok Manitoba.
Manitou.v—JIajor Stewart Mulvey, Winnipeg.

Board of Directors :

Wm. Saunders. E.sq., LL.1)., Ottawa, Ont. .1. R. Booth, E.sq., Ottawa, Ont.
Prok. .John Macoun, Ottawa. Ont. C. Jackson Booth, FIsi;,, Ottawa, Ont,
Thos. .Southwobth, Esq,. Toronto, Ont, John Bertram, Esq,, Toronto, Ont,

E, G, Joly I)E LoTBiNiijRE, Esq., Quebec, P,Q.

Secretary ;

E, Stewart, Esq,, Ottawa, Ont.

Assistant Secretary and Treasurer :

R. H. Cami'BELL, Esq., Ottawa, Ont,

THE objects of the CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION are :

The preservation of the forests for their influence on climate,

fertility and water supply
; the exploration of the public domain

and the reservation for timber production of lands unsuited for agriculture
;

the promotion of judicious methods in dealing with forests and wood-
lands ; re-afforestation where advisable ; tree planting on the jjlains and
on streets and highways

; the collection and dissemination of information
l)earing on the forestry j>roblem in general.

Rod and Gun is the official organ of the Association, which supplies

the articles relating to Forestry published therein.

This Association is engaged in a work of national importance in

which every citizen of the Dominion has a direct interest. If you are

not a member of the As.sociation your membership is earnestly solicited.

The annual fee is $i.oo, and the Life Membership fee $io.oo.

Applications for membership should be addressed to the Treasurer,

R. H. CAMPBELL,
Ottawa, Ont. Department of the Interior.



Canadian

national

Park
A MEDICINAL

WATERING
PLACE AND
PLEASURE

RESORT

Altitude

4,500

Feet

This Park is a National Reservation,

containing about 5,000 square miles,

embracing parts of the Valleysof the Bow,

Spray and Cascade Rivers, Devil's Lake,

and several Noble Mountain Ranges.

No part of the Rockies exhibits a

greater variety of sublime and pleasing

scenery, and nowhere are good points of

view so accessible, since about 75 miles of

Good Roads and Bridle Paths have been

made.

A II 1 1 k }: > > A I, I, C O R R S r < ) N" D E N C E

SUPERINTENDENT, NATIONAL

PARK, BANFF, N.W.T..........

Fishing and Hunting
Complete Caiiipiug and

Packing Outfits.

Experienced Guide.s fur-

nished to any part of the

Mountains on short notice,

at reasonable rates.

Special facilities offered

Fishing Parties.

W. & J. Brewster, Guides and Packers

BANFF, N.W.T.

riOUIMP BLACK BASS & SALMON TROUT.
rlAHIIll] Illustrated Guide with Maps of
1 iwiiiiiwi

^jjg RiDEAU, BEVERLEY and
CHARLESTON LAKES, free. Apply to E.
A. GEIGER, .Supt. and G. P. A. Brockville,

Westport & Sault Ste. Marie Railway, Brock-
ville, Ont.

H-T-T Published monthly. 64 pages.
Tells all about Hunting. Trapping and
Raw Furs. Sample copy 10c.

Hunter-Trader-TraPDer.
Box 35, GalHpolis, Ohio.

BILL PEYTO
Guide and
Outfitter

For Hunting, Fishing, Mountain Climb-

ing and Exploring Parties.

References :

Members of the American
and English Alpine Clubs

and others.

Address - - BANFF, Alta.

1881 1903

Wilson& Campbell
Outfitters for

Fishing, Hunting,

Camping and

Exploring Parties.

C. p. R. GUIDES FIEED



OF INTEREST TO OUR READERS

Dear RKAniiR :

There are thousands of sportsmen throughout Canada and the United
States who would find Rod and Gun in Canada of interest and value. Probably
you are acquainted with several who would like to subscribe. If so, will you please

write their names at foot of this page, and return to us. We will then send them a

sample copy with your compliments. We do not ask you to do "something for

nothing." Providing we obtain two new subscribers from your list, we will send
>ou our paper for one year P'ree oi" Charge. If we receive four new sub.scribers

from your list, we will place jou on our lists for two years. Tear this page out
and return to

Subscription Department,

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA,
605 Craig Street,

MONTREAL,
CANADA.

Name No. i Address

.

Name No. 2 Address

.

Name No. 3 Address

.

Name No. 4 Address

.

Name No. 5 Address

.

Please write your name and address below.

Varicocele
Hydrocele
\fMngg%g\g%C'M foundermy treatment tlii.

It rlrMffVt_rV« ! dit^apppars. Pain ceases alii

Cured to Stay
\
Cured in 5 Days

> Mo CuUing or Pain.

CuBranteed Curo or
Money Refunded,

in~ii]i.>us'lis.a>e rapidly
st in,-tantly. Th.

sta^rnant blood is driven from the dilated veins and all soreness vanishes and
y///jBm 1 Vi:5%8^fe.

swelling Subsides. Ev<?ry indication of Varlcoct-le vanitihes and in it.>4 stead
.^^y.J^^^ ^F>^' "^^^^i^ comes the pleasure of perfect health.
i>'^;'*<5^^«]^^ys^.-:^^^fe.. X cure to stay cured. Contagious Blood Poison, Kidney and

Bladder Troubles, Nervous Debility, and allied troubles. My
methods of trr;itnient and cure are oritritial with nie and cannot be obtained
elsewhere. I innke no experiments. All cases I takt? I cure.

/l^^ - ^ M g%gmmt^ >•* what y..u want. I pive a Lefi:al%^erZaMnZy OW %^UrG ^iuarantee to cure you or refund
H. J. TILLOTSON, M, D. yf'*"" hmhi v. t -^ Wliat I have done for oilier.s I can do for ycui. My

The M.wter S[.»-ciali»t of Chicago, who fliarge lor a iierniaiient cure will be re:iRitnable an<l no more
Cures Varicocele. Evabhahed 1880. than vou wjlf be willing to pay for benefits eonlerred. I CAN

(r.,pTn«TiiF[. I CriCK VOr at lfoH»e..

Correspondence Confidential ^^^^^^ '"^ '''"" '^""'"''"^ ^""y '^"^ >'"" win receivem
ca.-e, l'i:i,i:..f < liarj^i

H. J. TILLOTSON. M. D..

plain envelope a f^eleniillc and honest opinion of your
.111 1 successful. My books and lectures mailed FKKK upon application

'lillotsoa Building, 84 Dearborn Street, CHICAOO.



STEK
.32 Special Caliber Rifles

For Smokeless or Black Powder.

The .32 Winchester Special cart-

ridge, which we have adapted our

popular Model 1894 Rifle to handle,

was developed to meet the demand
of many sportsmen for a smokeless

powder cartridge of larger caliber

than the .30 Winchester, yet not so

powerful as the .30 Army, and which

could be loaded with black powder.

This cartridge fills all these require-

ments. Rifles of this caliber can be

furnished in styles to meet all tastes.

FREE: 160 Page Illustrated Catalogue.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

2226- 2230.5t.CaitKerineSireet-

MONTREAL.

High Grade AnOlerS'
and Select '^^

Pattern . . SuppliOS

Athletic
Goods .

For

ALL
GAMES

Our line is TOO EXTENSIVE
to tell of in SMALL SPACE,
but our 1 20 page catalogue is

mailed to ANY INTERESTED.

"We've endeavored to make it INTER-
ESTING, and a request by CARD or

LETTER will bring it you.

fimwm Powder

Company

SPORTING
HAS
MANUFACTURED

^ GUN POWDER
Sinct1865. as a result you have

"CARIBOU" made from best materials, perfectly

put together. "DUCKING" hard pressed,

slow burning, keeps well under all conditions.
" SNAP SHOT " high velocity, moist residium

Chtap. The powder f«r every day use.

ENGLISHMEN SAY
Powder can be bouebt in Canada as good as ever
put in a gun. It has a positive advantage over
borne make, the dirt is soft.—J. J. W. in London
Field.

AMERICANS SAY
The finer English or American P»wder and Cana-
dian " Caribou," I am quite familiar with. They
give so little recoil that one may sbool all day
without bruised shoulder or headache.— Forest

and Stream.

CANADIANS ABROAD SAY
Caa yoH send over sobm Trap? I doa't iiean to

flatter but it it ahead of anything we get here.—
A. W. W., Batavia, N. Y.



^

THE HERALD PRESS, MONTREAL



mm-'1#

Netting^ Salmon

A MAGAZINE
OFCAMDIAN SPORT
MpEXPLORATION

""s^
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Canadian Pacific Railway

^^HiE^



Canadian Pacific Railway

Field, B.C.,

Glacier, B.C.,

Sicamous, B.C., -

North Bend, B.C.

Vancouver, B.C.,

from $3.00 upwardMount Stephen HoubC, -

Glacier Hou.se,

Hotel Sicamous,

Fraser Canon Hou.se, -

Hotel Vancouver, - - - Vancouver, B.C., - " 3-00

For further particulars as to any of the.se hotels, apply to the respective

Managers, to any of the Company's Agents, or to

ROBERT KERR, Passenger Traffic Manager, Moxtrkal.
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meadows and ]iark-!ike prairies, seen in

ever-changing colors as the sun rises and
sets and the clouds shift to and fro.

However, Banff was by the way. A
day to see some old friends and on to

Revelstoke, nestling in the Columbia
\'alley at the Western base of the

Selkirks.

It was a glorious sunshiny day. Every-
thing looked its freshest in the garb of

early spring, for in these regions

spring commences little before June.

The observation car, one of the

features of the trains on the Mountain
division, was well filled by sightseers

and exclamations of delight and inquiries

crowded one on the other, fast and
furious.

Having been through the mountains
several times and presuming upon the

knowledge then acquired, I attempted

to reply to some of the numerous ques-

tions, pointing out the prominent peaks

and rare bits of scenery. Suddenly, I

heard a voice behind me exclaim, sotto

voce. "Ha! Another blooming English-

man, who knows it all from the guide

book," Turning .sharp round, I beheld

a trim little chap in a leather coat, with

spectacles and a felt slouch-hat turned

up at one side, gazing into vacancy.

Not being positive that the voice be-

longed to this person, I refrained from
noticing the remark but, on reaching

the Roger's Pass summit, he addressed

me as follows ;

'

' Sir ! do you know
your heathen mythology? " Somewhat
nettled by his previous remark, I

answered .shortly
'

' Apropos of what ?
'

'

" Well, .sir ! There are the Three Fates,

Diana, Luna and Hecate" pointing to

the Swiss peaks, now towering above us

like creations of white sugar against

the blue sky. " Pray, sir ! How do you
know?" I remarked. "Well, I ought
to, I see them often enough, I am the

resident engineer for this section."

Laying the mythology of the section on
the side as questionable, he turned out

to be a first-rate fellow, introduced me
to lots of people along the line and ob-

tained for me much kind attention from
the C. P. R. officials of the Division.

Over the summit and down the

western grade at a glorious speed, the

crowd enjoying themselves immensely
and snapping their cameras at every

striking object or bit of landscape
;

though what they ex])ected to get with
the train moving from forty to fifty

miles an hour, I do not know. This
propensit}- for taking snap-shots from a

fast moving train reminded me of a

story told by a friend, who was some-
what of an adept with the camera :

He was standing beside a green-looking
youth, who had been industriously snap-
ping at everything under the sun as the

train rattled along.
'

' What have you
got there?" said my friend, feigning

ignorance. "Don't you know; that's

a camera. You have only to turn a

screw and press a button, and you get

any picture you like. You see—taking
out the roll and stretching a good N-ard

of film in the brilliant sunshine— ' 'they're

all on that, and when I get home, I ju.st

give them to a photographer, and there

you are, all the pictures you want"
Revelstoke is a pretty and well-ordered

little town, although it did not always
enjoy so enviable a reputation.

It is beautifully situated in a bend of

the Columbia, a noble stream, from four

to five hundred yards wide, dotted with
green-clad islands shimmering in the

distant violet haze.

To the east lie the Selkirks with their

dense forests of pine and cedar, above
which rise the bare, snow-capped sum-
mits of Mts. Mackenzie, Cartier and
Clach-na-Coodin, and, at their base, like

a black funnel against the rising sun,

the shadowy depths of the gorge of the

Illecillewaet. To the west are the less

exalted summits of the Gold range, with
its roundad snow domes and the Eagle
and Jordan passes reaching into obscurity.

To the south rises the majestic mass of

Mt. Begbie, its glistening crest and
shining-glaciers glancing in the sunlight

;

•and beyond, ice fields innumerable. The
natives of Revelstoke tell, to the new
arrival, a story of a certain prospector,

who had wandered up to these glacial

heights. He was heard of no more,

until one day his l)ody was seen imbedded
at a depth of some twenty or thirty feet

in the clear blue ice of the Kegbie Glacier.

Neither history nor the inhabitants

ajipear able to explain how such a

plienomenon came to pass.

The Hotel Revelstoke is a good house.

It is owned by the C. P. R. Co., and ably
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mauaged by a well-known caterer to the

comfort of the travelling public through
the mountains.
The clay following our arri\al, we

ascended Mt. Mackenzie with two pros-

pectors and camped for the night on a

plateau, a thousand feet below the sum-
mit. It was Selkirk weather with a

vengeance, and climbing through the

wet brush and along slipperj' logs proved
very trying and disagreeable. The sum-
mit is six thousand feet above the town
of Revelstoke ; we considered that we
had done well to climb five thousand feet

by one o'clock, and so set to work to

make a comfortable camp.
It rained and snowed all the next day,

but a huge fire in front of the tent made
life endurable. The morning broke fine,

though cloudy, and we decided to make
the ascent in the hope of its clearing.

A stiff climb over banks of snow, and up
in the clouds to the top. There is an
indescribable charm in climbing on snow,

the more defined when the clouds are

banked below and around j^ou. It seems
like fairyland, a complete isolation from
everything earthly ; and when, as in the

present ca.se, the stunted pines are hung
with icicles, the erie feeling is much
intensified. Arrived at the top, it was
indeed fairyland ; below, around. e\ery-

where, white billows of cloud, tossing to

and fro as on an ocean. Every now and
then a break in some direction would
disclose unfathomable depths— clifTs,

crags, vistas of trees, farm houses, a

town, (Revelstoke), a long straight

streak, (the railway), snow-clad peaks
and glistening glaciers ; then, curiosity

keenlj' aroused but unsatisfied, the

billows would roll together and our
straining eyes again gaze into vacancy.

On Sundaj' morning, a bright sunshinj'

day, we commenced the walk over the

Selkirks, knapsack on back, with hearts

light as feathers. Luncheon time found

us beside a rushing mountain torrent,

and devilled ham and pilot bread, washed
down by ice-cold water, furnished a

sumptuous meal. On again past snowy
peaks, over rushing torrents and through
giant pines : the scarred and ragged cliffs

rising sheer, thousands of feet, from the

mass of debris at their feet. It would
have been bliss but for the endless

monotonous track. Arrived at Albert

Canyon, some twenty - three miles

from the start, we put up for the night.

Such a put up ! It took all the poetry

out of the grand day.

Having passed some hours at the
mercy of the wild beasts with which the
"hotel,"—God save the mark!—was
infested, we rose earl}- and, shaking the

dust off our feet, walked six miles to

Illecillewaet for breakfast, where we
obtained a very fair meal and regained
our good humor. Soon after leaving

Illecillewaet, the snow-sheds areentered,

the pleasant gloom and damp coolness

after the blindin,g glare and heat of the
road-bed, added to the trickle of unseen
running water, had a most soothing

effect. On, past the extremely picturesque

but deserted mining camp of Laurie
;

on, between dense timbered slopes, so

eloquently described by Sir Sandford
Fleming, crossing and re-crossing the

Illecillewaet on every form of bridge,

we at length reached Glacier House,
having, alas for the sum of human
re.solutions, done the last five miles by
freight train and so missed a close

inspection of that triumph of engineer-

ing—the Loop. But, as a celebrated

American humourist truly obser\'es,
" How can a man write poetr}' when he
has the toothache," and we had been
tramping ties all day. What a' change I

We found ourselves, suddenly, in the

lap of luxurj' ; white napery, attentive

waiters, pretty flowers, hot baths, a

smiling hostess, romantic surroundings,

picturesque Swiss guides, soft beds and
—oblivion. " O tempora, O mores '!

"

Next morning—a beautiful day—we
rested. Lunch at ii a.m. Then, with

two of the guides, Edouard and Carlos,

I ascended the great Illecillewaet Glacier

and Mt. Lookout.
It was quite exciting as a first experi-

ence. We trudged easily up to the foot

of the glacier through heavih'-timbered

woods and across the terminal moraine
of piled rock, boulders and other debris;

then up some snow slopes and so, on to

the ice. Here the ground became
treacherous and caution necessary. The
guides stopped, adjusted their putties,

looped a long rope around each waist,

with a distance of twelve or fifteen feet

between, lit their pipes, gripped firmly

their ice-axes and proceeded onwards.
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The danger lay in the crevasses—cracks

reacliiiig; transversely across the glacier,

varying in width from one to twenty
feet or more, often without perceptible

bottom. One moment you stood on the

brink of a black gulf, lined by walls of

blue ice, and away below in the dark-

ness could hear rushing water ; the next
you were scaling a steep snow-slope and
resting for breath at the top ; an imper-

ceptible streak on the crusted surface

and Edouard would plunge his axe to the

head in vacancy. Above the ice-fall the

crevasses are often choked by snow, and
on this account more dangerous. Ar-

rived at the slopes of Mt. Lookout, the

rope was discarded, but again adjusted

on reaching the crags. An hotir's climb,

but little dangerous, brought us to the

summit.
II

I freely confess the view surpassed

anything I had yet seen. On all sides

immense snow-fields and glaciers ; val-

leys and gulches, thousands of feet be-

low, dwarfed by the very immensity of

the surroundings, seemed almost at hand;
streams, like glistening silver threads,

wound their way through masses of dark
green timber, the roar of their cataracts

hushed by the depths at which they

flowed ; above, snow-girt peaks and
towering rock crags ;

while, capping
them all, rose the sharp pyramid point

of Sir Donald. Even as we looked at the

great monolith, a rush of snow broke
from near its top and thundered in a

white cascade far down into the valley

below. Woe betide the luckless adven-

turer caught in that rush. It did not

look very great in the distance—probably

two miles—but the roar that shortly

came, reverberating among the peaks,

spoke for its volume. The scene was
awe inspiring and instructive. It was a

memorial ground of great men, the living

and the dead ; Sir Donald ("Lord vStrath-

cona), Mt. Macdonald, Mt. Tupper,
Hermit Mountain, the Swiss Peaks,

Rogers Peak (after Major Rogers), Mt.

Sultzer (in memorj- of the first ascent of

the .Swiss Peaks), Cheops, Mt. Abbott,

Mt. Green, Mt. Bonney, Mt. Dawson,
Mt. Deville, Mt. Swanzy, Mt. Macoun,
all in grand and lasting array ; Mt.

Donkin and Mt. Fox (after well-known
Alpine climbers, who lost their lives in

the Caucasian mountainsj. It was a les-

son worth the learning, and one that

remains indelibly impressed.
There is no time on these immortal

stimmits. The sun rises and .sets, the

snow falls and melts, and the silent,

gentle clouds wrap them in slumber,
that's all—one moment of ecstasy and it

was time to descend.

A descent is the reverse operation of

that known as an ascent : and 3'et, the
method is so different, that it deser\-es

some slight description. For example :

An inviting snow-slope reaching right

down to the ncvc, or snow-field above
the glacier, presents itself, tilted from
the horizontal at an angle of sixty

degrees. "Ha!" exclaims Edouard,
'

' Dat make goot glissade.
'

' Instructions

are given me to sit down on the snow
and, at the word, let myself drop
into space. I reflect that as we are

roped together, it is no worse for me
than for the others, so do as I am told.

A little push from Edouard and I plunge
into Carlos' back, or would have, had he
been there, but he wasn't ; instead, he
was flying down the slope, apparently
sitting on nothing, and I came flying

after him. A warning call from Edouard,
" Keep your feet up ! Keep your feet

up !
" came too late ; mv feet caught in

the snow, my ice axe stayed behind, a

frantic effort to retain my equilibrium

and I am careering down the incline,

head first, at fifteen miles an hour. A
whoop from Edouard as he digs his heels

into the snow, plunges his ice-axe to the

head, ditto Carlos, and everything is a

whirl of flying snow, legs, arms, ice-

axes, hats, caps and general anatomy
;

all of which, at length, l>ecomes motion-

less, suspended by a rope around
Edouard' s waist, while on either side of

the stoppage two moving' streams of

snow go sizzling by. Alpine climbers

call this "a glissade." A full grown,
properly matured glissade is devoid of

several of the features that crowned my
first attempt. A series of more success-

ful efforts, some of which are accom-
plished .standing up, take us to the bottom
of the glacier. A short tramp over rocks
and through deep pine and hemlock
woods brings welcome recollections of

awaiting supper. A refreshing bath and
change of clothes adds zest, and a

voracious appetite does the rest. Oh,
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bliss ! a pipe of fragrant tobacco and to

dream it all over—and what a dream !

Words fail me, but I no longer wonder
that there are mountain climbers.

During my absence Paddy had not

been idle. He had been teaching the

remaining guides to throw the lariat, so

that they might rope tourists who should
be unfortunate enough to fall into a
crevasse, and thus haul them out. In
return he had learned to swear gently in

Swiss. His cowboy hat was looped up
at one side by a button made from the

horn of the chamois

—

a la Swiss guide—
and similar buttons were distributed

over his attire. His general appearance

was that of the hardy mountaineer, who
had just completed a term at cow-
punching.
The following morning we were up at

2.30 o'clock to do Sir Donald, the " Star

Peak." Had breakfast in the "ordin-
ary" ; three guides in attendance;

lunches galore ; cold meats, bottled tea,

oranges, not forgetting a small flask of

Scotch, everything, in fact, that the most
excellent of lady-managers could con-

ceive as vital to the expedition. Mrs.

Young is perfect at arrangements of this

sort. We stepped outside to start ;

Edouard scanned the horizon ; Karl
shook his head ; Carlos imitated " Br'er

Rabbit" and said nothing, but looked

wise. Finally, to my disgust, we went
back to bed, having put the ascent off

until the morrow. They said Sir Donald
was dangerous at this season, and the

weather looked ominous. The morrow
never came. Three intentions were
frustrated, and finally we shouldered

our knapsacks and started East along

the track for Beavermouth.
This day excelled all others. The

forenoon's tramp lay over and through
snow-sheds and snow-sheds and snow-
sheds. Travelling on the train, one
exclaims, " Drat the snow-sheds !

" You
get a peep and then are in darkness and
smoke. On foot, you exchange the

heated track and glare of the sun for

the delightful damp coolness of the

tunnel. What wonders of engineering

they are ! As the eye runs over the net-

work of huge beams and girders, it

comes in your mind, " Can all this com-
bination of strength be required ?

" The
answer is not far to seek. Immediately

upon leaving Glacier the path for half

a mile lies along the top of the sheds.

Here may be seen huge blocks of rock,

weighing tons, upon and below the

sheds. Imagine one of these striking

the little cockle-shell yclept " an ex-

press train."

Glancing upwards, the long green

lines of alder bushes, choked at their

base by rock, earth, giant tree trunks

and all manner of debris, readily ex-

plain the reason for the apparently

enormous strength of the structures.

Each shed is equipped with two or more
hydrants, fire hose, telegraph and tele-

phone communication, and a perfect sys-

tem of water-works runs through them
all. Indeed, as we passed, one was still

smouldering from a recent fire, caused

probably by a spark from some engine.

Down the Beaver river to Beavermouth,

various items of deep interest present

themselves, chiefly the Cascade near the

mouth of Bear Creek, and some beautiful

steel bridges spanning mountain tor-

rents. One, that at Stony Creek, is

three hundred feet above the torrent it

overlooks. Standing to one side while a

train is crossing, you marvel to think

that a thing of such gossamer appearance

could hold up the iron horse and its de-

pendent trail.

Near Beavermouth the river is con-

tracted by jutting crags until it passes

through a gap, barely thirty feet wide.

The rock strata are tilted nearly vertical,

and the whole has the appearance of a

gateway, which could, if necessary', be

barred by dropping a stone slab in front

of it ; but what a slab it would take

!

As in the case of the avalanches, the

forces of nature are not to be measured

by the puny structures of man; and

though they may, by the application of

skill and science, be temporarily broken

and saddled, or, to use a western ranch-

ing term, "be gentled," they are liable

at any moment to break loose with a

roar of indignant fury and sweep the

flimsy structures out of existence. When
this occurs, the havoc created can often

never be repaired. The moment of fury

exhausted, nature again assumes her

smiling blandness, rubs her eyes and

exclaims, "Dear me! what did I do ?

You brought it on yourselves, don't 3'ou

know !

"
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Beavermouth, by supper-time, brouglit

a delightful trip to au end.

Little has been said of the wonders of

the actual sunuuit and the route down
Bear Creek : the great steeps and preci-

pices of Mt. Macdonald, scarred and
seamed in every direction by the paths of

avalanches and rock-falls ; the towering
crags and pinnacles of Mt. Tupper, with
the many surrounding snow-iields and
glaciers ; and of the deep, dark gorge
followed by the railway, between the two.
Description, at its best, is feeble and
commonplace in the face of these great

wonders of nature. You must be there

to realize. If you have a holiday at

your disposal, first read the work of Sir

Sandford Fleming, mentioned above, and

the Rev. \\'illiam Spotswood Green's
'

' Among the Selkirk Glaciers
'

'
; then go

and see for yourself. Attempt to picture

this great factory of the world as they
found it. Go farther, and picture it as

seen for the first time by white men. All

honor to men like David Thompson,
Dr. Hector, Sir George Simpson, Walter
Moberly and Major Rogers, who first

entered these wdkls in the interests of

some of the greatest projects the world
has known. It will be neither time nor
energy wasted on your part, and you
will be the more keenly alive to the

great charm of the books referred to
;

for it is by the simple earnestness of

men like these that the great wonder of

it all is brought home to vou.

Q^c^:^^^ •«^^2^3^

The Stocking of Inland Waters with

Black Bass/
BY S. T. B.

[Concluded from tlic June issue.)

The most convenient way to distribute

the fish, where there is a steamboat
plying on the lake or waters to be
stocked, we have found to be from a

scow towed alongside a steamboat. Upon
the scow are placed a sufiicient number
of tanks or barrels to convenient!}' hold
the fish without crowding. Flat-bottomed
boats, where these can be obtained,

answer admirably. For carrj'ing fish,

ordinary washtubs (new, of course,) are

considered much better than cans or

pails, as more can be carried at a time.

A few inches of water should be placed

in the tub. In transferring the bass to

the water, we place a dozen or so, as

may be desired, in a tub and dump them
quickly, but carefully at suitable spots.

This plan we find preferable to dejjositing

with dip nets, as the fish are not so likely

to become .separated. We know the
parental instinct is very strongly

developed in the bass, and why not the

social habit and other domestic qualities

also ?

Discretion is, of cour.se, exercised in

regard to the waters which are being
stocked. The department has been
criticized somewhat for placing bass in a
certain lake which at one time had been
inhabited by speckled trout, on the
ground that it should have been restocked

with trout instead of bass, or the trout

remaining therein given the protection

which would have resulted in their

increase in due time. The waters
referred to are waters which are being
extensively visited by holiday-makers.

They were clamoring for fish. The
residents desired that we stock with fish

that would re-establish themselves in the

shortest possit)le time, and afford sport

during July and August. They said :

There may be trout in the lake, but we

• From the Fourth Annual Report of the Department of Fisheries of the I'rovince of Ontario.
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cannot get them ; we want a fish that

will bite during July and August, other-

wise people will not come here ; let us

have bass." The council of the

municipality unanimously appropriated

a sum to assist in the work, realizing its

importance, and bass were accordingly

put in.

Of course, we did not approve of

putting bass into streams or small bodies

of water which are inhabited by brook
trout, or in waters where there would be

a possibility, however remote, of restoring

the trout fishing ; but in large bodies of

water, several hundred acres in extent,

in which the trout are practically

exterminated, and which we wish to

stock with the greatest possible expedi-

tion, I claim that bass are the proper

fish. The opponents of bass may also be

too apprehensive with regard to the

effect on trout which the stocking of

large bodies of water with bass will have.

Henshall, in his "More About the Black

Bass," says: "The black bass gets the

best of other game fish, not by devouring
the fishes themselves, but by devouring
their food. For this reason, more than

any other, they should not be introduced

into the same waters with brook trout."

I should like to mention that I am
acquainted with a gentleman who has a

fishing preserve in Muskoka, in which he

tells me he has trout and bass, and that

they are thriving equally well ; that the

trout are not only holding their own, but

are increasing rapidly. He showed me
last season three trout taken in his

preserve which measured \<^y\, igH and
iS3/( inches respectively, the largest of

which weighed three pounds. He had
frequently, he said, opened bass to

ascertain upon what they were feeding,

and had never in a single instance found
a trout. The food consisted principally

of crawfish, minnows and perch, which
abound in the.se waters. The preserve

comprises three hundred acres. There
are no screens to prevent the trout and
bass from intermingling. I hai-e also

been told that in some of the lakes along

the St. John Railway in Quebec bass and
brook trout have naturalh' and always

co-existed.

There are some who look with con-

tempt upon the black bass as a game fish.

Indeed, I remember hearing a delegate

at the Montreal meeting say that a man
would not be seen going up a back street

in his country with a string of bass.

There are many, however, who consider
the bass quite the peer of the brook
trout. Henshall speaks of the salmon
as a king, the brook trout as a courtier,

and the black bass,
'

' in his vire.scent

cuirass and spring crest, as a doughty
warrior whose prowess none can gainsay.
He is plucky, game, brave and unyielding
to the last when hooked. He has the
arrowy rush and vigor of the trout, the
untiring strength and bold leap of the
salmon, while he has a .system of fighting
tactics peculiarly his own. He will rise

as readily to the artificial fly as the
salmon or the brook trout under the
same conditions. I con.sider him, inch
for inch and pound for pound, the
gamiest fish that swims. The royal

salmon and the lordly trout must yield

the palm to a black bass of equal
weight."

Parker Gilmore, an English authority,

whose writings appear over the no/// de

pliu/ie of "Ubique," and whose .state-

ments on sporting subjects are received

everywhere without question, has this to

say of the black bass : "I fear it will be

almost lieresy to place the black bass on
a par with the trout, but I am bold and
will go further. I consider he is the

superior of the two. He is equally as

good as an article of food, is much
stronger, and is untiring in his efforts to

escape when hooked." Many other

recognized authorities might be quoted
to the same effect.

It is not, however, the purpose of this

paper to discuss the relative merits of the

trout and bass as game fish. I have
myself been a bass fisherman for many
years, and I have enjoyed to the full the

exciting sport it has always afforded, for

in our cold waters the bass are mo.st

active and vigorous. I have also whipped
the far-famed Nipigon, which many have
declared, and properly so, to be the finest

trout stream in the world ; and I should

not like to say that the black bass is the

peer of the trout as found in the

Nipigon. But I think I have supplied

testimony sufficient to .satisfy the most
exacting sportsman that if the waters of

Ontario are not being stocked with the

gamiest of fresh water fishes, we are
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introducing the next best, and certainly

one which none can honestly despise, and
the only one, I may sa)', which, under
existing conditions, we are able to

utilize, as the Government has at present

no brook trout hatcheries, and no
resources upon which we can draw for

trout.

I shall not attempt either to discuss in

detail what appear to me to be the

relative advantages and disadvantages of

stocking in the manner which we have
beeti adopting, and that of pond culture

and the introduction of the fry. Each,
no doubt, has its advantages in some
respects, and each its drawbacks. Indeed,

I think that better results could be
attained where practicable by a combina-
of the two. Especially would this be so

in the case of small lakes and rivers,

where a full carload would not be
required, and to which a can of fry could
be readily dispatched ; and there are a

great many such places in this province.

The work could probabl3' also be carried

on to a later period. But it is gratifying

to us to know that the success of trans-

planting the parent fish has been
demonstrated wherever they have been
introduced. As I have already intimated,

lakes which were stocked some few
years before a department was estab-

lished, now afford excellent fishing ; and
those into which bass have since been
introduced are said by our officers to be
literall}^ .swarming with the young of

these fish. But pond culture would
appear to be yet in the experimental
stage, judging by the reports of States

which are propagating in that way, and
I have, therefore, refrj^ined from recom-
mending any appro]:)riation for the

construction of ponds until the results of

pond culture appear more certain.

Michigan. I suppose, has more nearly

solved the difficulty than any other

State. But even from that State I have
a comnunu'cation in which the writer

says he has for twenty years or more
given the black bass considerable atten-

tion, and that the result of his own
experiment, and what he can learn from
others is, that he is not enthusiastic

on the subject of raising black ba.ss

for stocking other waters, for many
reasons, one of them being that a

given number of adult fish will not

produce one-half as many fry in artificial

ponds as in the wild state. They
spawn too late in the .season, in artificial

ponds, to be of any use. The fry

must be planted before they are properly
weaned, or as soon as they begin to eat,

as the young bass do not take kindly to

liver or other artificial food, as in the
case of brook trout. There are many
other reasons equally good on which to

ba.se the statement that all that has been
accomplished in the experiments is to

demonstrate the necessity of giving the
black bass the necessary protection
during the spawning .season. I firmly
believe that Dame Nature has done
about everything that can be done for

them."
In lieu of the construction of ponds, I

have thought of recommending the ex-
periment of screening off small areas at

appropriate points on the shores of lakes
which we are desirous of stocking, and
placing therein a few breeders. The
fish would then .spawn naturally, and
without disturbance, the parent fish

could be removed when desired, and the
fry when old enough could swim out
into the lake. The mesh of the screen

could be fine enough to prevent the en-

croachment of other fi.sh, and strong
enough to withstand the force of the sea.

The cost would be a mere bagatelle. At
the end of the season, the screens could
be packed away for use again. An al-

most unlimited number of pens could be
so erected. I have never heard of the
experiment being tried, and I should
like to hear an expression of opinion as

to the idea.

I do not know that I need relate to a

gathering such as this the manifest bene-

fits which will accrue to the whole com-
nuniity from having our inland waters
well stocked with game fish. It goes

without saying that every dollar spent

in the work will be returned to the

people manifold by the thousands of

persons whom good fishing will attract.

The recently inaugurated work has
been confined to those waters where tour-

ists have congregated in largest num-
bers, and where the drain has been
heaviest ; but it may be extended until

all our suitable waters are in a condition

to afford the greatest amount of pleasure

to the angler. This, of course, cannot
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be accomplished without an active pub-

lic sentiment to uphold the department

in requiring a strict observance of our

laws. To promote the. creation of such

a sentiment, we have encouraged the

formation of anglers' associations, as it

is believed that these may exercise a

potent influence in that direction. But
our legislation prohibiting the taking of

bass with nets, and their sale, will, no
doubt, prove the most effective safeguard

for their preservation. It has greath'

removed the incentive to take the fish

illegally.

Hiawatha Land.
BY 1. M. SLUSSER.

If any one doubts the Indian's love of

the beautiful in nature let him spend a

month in these northern woods and
waters. No one can go in and out

among these shadowy channels with

their everchanging, many tinted shores,

now piled high in rocky grandeur and
seamed by storm and frost ; now creep-

ing gently to the water's edge in deepest

green ; again offering a panorama of

rocky hill and darkening glade to tempt
the explorer ; the whole hushed and
silent as when " the morning stars sang
together '

' ; and not feel his whole being
thrill with awe and adoration. Who
shall sa}' that the superior development
of the Ojibways, their high sense of

honor and the sacredness in which they

hold all family relations is not due some-

what to the influence of the scenes of

their chosen home. When nature spreads

a picture of such surpassing beauty it

should be easier to look up into the wide
sky and say " Our Father."
Human nature has its practical side, if

not its ideal, and Indian nature is no
exception to the general law. There
may be other places on this topsy-turvy
earth where game is as plentiful, where
lake and stream yield as fine bass and
where the business of decoying this

gamy fighting fish offers as much pure
pleasure as does this region adjacent to

Desbarats. If there are such the Ameri-
can Indian never found them, but having
found this one he showed his good sense

by staying there. Here is one place

where nature's supply has always been

in excess of the demand. Here at Des-

barats canoeists gather by clubs, and

pairs and singles. For into this region

a man may go alone, secure in his skill

with paddle, hook and line. Never a

lover of Cooper who has not mourned
the disappearance of the age and con-

dition that could produce a Hawkeye.
Yet here is a land rivalling anything

Cooper ever saw—and scarcely more

than twenty-four hours ride from the

great centres of commerce and civili-

zation.

The Indian has put his stamp upon

everything in this wonderful country.

Push your canoe out into the water at

Desbarats. Before you and near you,

and just beyond you He the Nipissing

River and Lake, the Mississaga River

and its chain of lakes, Timagami, Timis-

kaming, Monjamagosipi, Obabika, Meta-

betchewan, and so on in a limitless

musical line. All within reach of your

canoe, and with just enough portages to

give a balanced physical exercise. Think

of a canoe trip of a hundred miles. A
hundred, yes, twenty-five hundred miles

have actually been travelled by the

Hudson Bay officials. From Lake

Huron to the Pacific, and from Lake

Huron to the Atlantic have been often

travelled by canoe. And the record is

not yet closed. Ah ! it is hard even to

stop talking about it.

When the Ojibways became acquainted

with the poem of Hiawatha it at once
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became to them a kind of natioual
anthem, a voice from the past, now
precious because so faint and far away.
So wlien the white man came among
them with tlie proposal that they make
Hiawatlia tlieir own, that they bring
back to their people and their children
something of the pride and glory of the
old national life, they entered upon the
undertaking with enthusiasm.

\yithout the help of their faithful
white friend, however, they could have
done very little. Many of their ancient
customs and modes of dress had become
but a faint memory in the minds of the
oldest of their people. To restore per-
fectly these ancient customs agents went
to Washington and made a most thorough
and careful study of the Indian collection
at the Smithsonian Institute. So that
Hiawatha given by these Ojibway Indians
is not only a display of the patriotism of
the present generation, but a faithful
picture of the dress and customs of a
very remote past.

In the beautiful but little known
"North Channel" of the St. Mary's
River, " Pauwating," the Ojibways still

call it, a spot was chosen for the enact-
ment of a dramatized form of Hiawatha.
Hither the daughters of the poet came,
in 1900, to witness the first public effort
of these children of the forest. A cottage
was built for them on an island near by,
which now is, and always will be, known
as "Longfellow Island." Longfellow
is the popular poet of the entire English-
.speaking race. Hiawatha Camp and
Longfellow Island are on British soil.

It is on the Canadian shore, not far from
the little hamlet of Desbarats (pro-
nounced Deborah), a point long known
as "Kensington Point" has been re-

christened " Hiawatha Camp." Here a
lodge has been built for the accommo-
dation of guests, and here the play is

given. The Indian villaere occupies the
near back ground.
About fifty feet from the shore a little

island has been levelled and transformed
into a stage. There is no retiring room,
no curtains, nothing to mar the natural-
ness of an Indian camping ground "in
the forest primeval." The shore oppo-
site has been fitted up with rustic seats

under a canvas canopy and makes a
natural amphitheater so delightful that

to sit there amid the silence and expanse
of primitive forest and rippling water
seems like a dream of fairyland. Over
many of the rustic seats big, handsome
robes of moo.se, deer and bear, are thrown
—the trophies gathered from many an
eventful day by Mr. Armstrong, the
manager, and his faithful ally Mr. Link-
later, the famous moose hunter and
genius of the Lodge.

Last year the play was given every
day from Juh' first until the first of

September. When we were there in

August, the playing seemed so enthusi-

astic, so wholly absorbing, that we
remarked upon it and were told that it

was always so.
'

' Never once has the interest seemed
to flag," said the genial host and
manager, "when the season opened
they once played to an audience of three

strangers, but every part was sustained

as perfectly as you saw it to-day.
'

'

It hardly seems a play to the iox\.y or

fifty full blooded Ojibways who carry the

parts, but rather the living of the old

life over again. Indeed the play of

Hiawatha occupies verj' much the same
place in the minds of this ancient race

that the Passion Play holds in the

minds of the peasants of Oberammergau.
And Hiawatha (or Desbarats) Camp
may yet become the Oberammergau of

America.
To attempt to describe the play seems

both futile and presumptuous, and yet it

is so wholesomely delightful, so inspir-

ing, that one cannot help wishing to ex-

tend the knowledge of such a jileasure.

Fortunately for the public the company
is being managed by persons who are in

thorough sympathy with the Indians.

When the play opens the stage is empty
save a hand.some wi.gwam at its western
end. A slow, blue spiral of smoke curl-

ing upward from a high cliff near by is

the first sign of life to the waiting

audience. Soon from all sides the war-
riors begin to gather. Canoe after canoe

cuts its way through the water : some
come on foot and some on horseback,

and the gathering throng glare at each

other with menacing looks and actions as

they wait expectantly to find wut the

meaning of the signal to gather together.

Suddenly from a distance a voice rises in

a slow, pleading melody, and the Great
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Spirit is calling to them in Longfellow's

beautiful words

—

'

' O my children ! my poor children

Listen to the words of wisdom,
Listen to the words of warning,
From the lips of the Great Spirit,

From the Master of Life who made you. '

'

They listen in wondering silence, and
one after another drop their weapons
and draw nearer together. At the

words

—

" Bathe now in the stream before you,
Wash the war-paint from your faces,"

they with one accord step to the front of

stage, and, stooping, wash together in

the clear water that ripples along the

edge of the platform. The peace-pipe is

lighted by an old Indian who was born
on the site of the city of Chicago when
there was nothing but a trading post,

tepees and " the dew and damp of

meadows" to mark the spot, with flint

and punk, as in the olden times, and
the whole company sit in a circle and
solemnly smoke the pipe of peace.

The pipe used is one of great historical

interest.

While the Indians smoke, old Xokomis
appears at the door of the wigwam sing-

ing a lullaby to the infant Hiawatha
swinging in his linden cradle. Xokomis
is a fine character—strong, tender and
motherly—and the melody she croons as

she hangs over the sleeping babe seems
like the breath of the night wind in its

even cadence.

The Ojibway language is used through-
out the play (Hiawatha has been trans-

lated into Ojibway) save when the Black
Robe, the missionary, speaks to them.
But an acquaintance with the poem en-

ables one to easily follow the acting, and
Mr. Armstrong sends an explanatory
sentence occasionally from his mega-
phone.

Following the lullaby the child's

grand-parents, Nokomis and lagoo,
teach the boy Hiawatha how to use the
bow and arrow. The warriors are much
interested and every lucky hit is greeted
with lotid cheers. Dancing is another
important part of an Indian's education,
and so skillful is the little fellow that the
audience adds round after round of ap-

plause to the cheers of the braves. The
drum which furnishes the time for all

the performance is said to have been

used at Queenstown Heights in the war
of 1812. A deer skin rattle—a bit of

dried deer skin filled with pebbles—one

of the oldest musical instruments on the

American continent, and the slow chant

of the singer who handles the drum
completes the orchestra.

Great consternation is in the camp
when Hiawatha announces his intention

of seeking his father, Mudjekeewis. Not
only Nokomis, but the old chiefs, seek to

dissuade him. Putting them all aside,

he steps into his canoe and, taking up
his paddle, speeds .swiftly out of sight.

In his absence the tribe pursue their

various avocations quite unconsciously,

polishing weapons, dressing skins, etc.

To beguile the time Pau-Puk-Keewis is

a.sked to sing his laughing song for them.

Pau-Puk-Keewis is the only actor who is

not an Ojibway. He is an Iroquois and

a handsome specimen of perfect physical

development. He has a voice that would

be worth a fortune to any manager, and

his acting is beyond criticism. But his

laughing song is something that cannot

be described. Long before he is through

the audience is convulsed, and frantically

calls for more.
In a small promontory to the left and

some distance from the stage is the Land
of the Dakotahs, the Falls of Minnehaha
I a life-like canvas done in oil and partly

hidden among the trees) and the tent of

the old arrow maker. Hither Hiawatha

comes, after being seen several times in

the forest background, and lays the deer

he has killed at the feet of the lovely

Laughing Water. The acting here is

unusually good. Hiawatha would be a

handsome man anywhere. He is of the

royal family of the Ojibway chiefs, and

jjears the marks of his high character in

his face. Minnehaha is a pretty little

Indian maiden, with a round, sweet face

framed by heavy black braids of hair.

vShe is richly dressed in embroidered

deer-skins—the beautiful colors that the

Ojibways have for ages used so effective-

ly. With unconscious grace she brings
" the bowls of basswood," and, dipping

them in the clear water, offers refresh-

ment to her guest. Then, entering the

wigwam, she sits just within the door,

while her father discusses with Hiawatha
affairs of interest.
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We fell from the tirst that there was
a delicate touch of the reality in the

lingering of the guest over his errand
;

the peculiarly confiding manner of

Minnehaha.

" Neither willing nor reluctant.

As she went to Hiawatha,
Softly took the seat beside him,
While she said, and blushed to say it,

I will follow you, my husband,"

we were not surprised therefore to learn

that they were betrothed lovers. It was
a pretty concession to the audience, that
Hiawatha should lead his bride along the

pebbly shore just before us, and they
never failed to receive a hearty burst of

applause.

The welcome which the Indians give

to the returning Hiawatha and his bride

is both noisy and enthusiastic. Xokomis
has decked her wigwam with some very
handsome pieces of Indian work, and
the softest rugs are brought out in honor
of the occasion. At once the festivities

began. At once but without haste

;

nothing is done in haste. There is no
stage manager, no cue is sounded, but
one part follows another with the utmost
ease and naturalness.

" Then the cunning Pau-Puk-Keewis,
He the handsome,
Danced the Beggar's Dance to please them."

Indian dancing is at once the admir-
ation and the despair of all who see it.

The Ojibway foot is small, and they
dance in their deer-skin moccasins. But
their feet slip and glide in and out in

the most difficult steps with an ease and
lightness that scarce disturbs their lithe

swaying bodies. Hold the feet close

together and try to glide around a room
keeping time to the measured /ap tap,

^ap tap, iap tap of a drum, and see what
kind of work it is. And yet Pau-Puk-
Keewis, who weighs perhaps two hund-
red pounds, does this and many other
equally difficult steps with ajiparently as

much ea.se as did the little Hiawatha.
Following the Beggar's Dance are

others shared by all the actors. Even
old Nokomis, whose weight must be
more than two hundred, and her husband,
who is eighty-six years old, join the

dances and keep step with the same even

lightness.

Perhaps the Indians themselves are

conscious of their skill in this pastime.

Calling one day at the wigwam of

Nokomis, who .speaks very good English,

I was invited within. lagoo, who was
busy putting the finishing touches to an
arrow, presently took up his precious
old drum and crooning the usual accom-
paniment began the ^ap tap, iap tap,

which is the only system they ever use.

Immediately his daughter took the floor

and entertained me for five minutes in a

most artistic manner.
The bridal dance, which Hiawatha

and Minnehaha dance together, is verj-

pretty and full of stately grace, and
again we catch the same tender meaning
in eye and hand.

Gambling, or games of chance, was
ever a human weakness, and these

ancient brethren of the forest seem to

have had their fair share. ' 'The cunning
Pau-Puk-Keewis" seems at his best

here, so much so that one cannot help a
fear that this splendid creature might
easily become a wreck— the victim of his

own magnificent but misguided strength.

Indeed the gambling scene in intensity

and excitement may be said to be the
climax of the play. The players kneel,

facing each other upon the ground, and
the juggling goes on by means of three

moccasins, r.nder one of which a stone is

hidden. Pau-Puk-Keewis wins one after

another of the handsome furs that are

put up, and at last the boy, which his

frenzied opponent reluctantly stakes.

This is plainly an iiniovation which the
warriors find it hard to permit, and they
withdraw to discuss it in savage groups
and with averted faces. Pau-Puk-
Keewis meanwhile struts offensively up
and down the stage, and presently fills

the measure of his misdeeds to over-

flowing by frightening Minnehaha and
old Nokomis into screams of terror. Not
only Hiawatha, but all the warriors
throw them.selves into a mad scramble to

catch the defiant fugitive,—and here the
acting is very real. The Indian is

thoroughly at home in a chase, parti-

cularly a canoe chase, and it may be
doubted whether any other set of men
could work so hard and make so little

speed as these Ojibway warriors do in

the next ten minutes. The water is

thrown from their paddles in a white
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spray that seems to drench them, and
their frantic cries fairly rend the air.

But the lone canoe outstrips their united

efforts, and Pau-Puk-Keewis disappears

among the trees. As the panting runners

dash past the audience, the perspiration

is seen streaming from their faces, the

veins on their temples stand out full and
knotted, and every nerve seems quiver-

ing in the intensity of their rage.

Pau-Puk-Keewis manages to . show
himself occasionally in most difficult

places, always flinging back new shouts

of defiance. At last he springs into full

view at the very top of the cliff and
throws back at his followers derisive

peals of laughter. Again he disappears,

and when the baffled warriors reach the

spot he is seen changed into a beaver

and making off from the shore below.

It is a moment of intense excitement.

Howls of rage roll down from the cliff,

and the most daring of the pursuers

leaps from the rock ilnto the water—

a

sheer fall of more than thirty feet. A
thrill of horror runs through the audience

but in a moment he reappears and battles

with the transformed monster. He kills

Pau-Puk-Keewis in the form of the

beaver.

Just how Pau-Puk-Keewis manages to

appear next on the stage without so

much as the turning of a feather is one
of the mysteries. But he comes up
serene and smiling, and Hiawatha for-

gives him and restores him to his place

in the tribe.

The story telling of lagoo, " He the

marvellous story teller," is perfect proof

of what can be conveyed by tone and
manner. Ojibway is quite unintelligible

to the average listener, yet there was no
doubt of the largeness of the stories that

were being told nor of the derision with
which they were received. Credulity

has never been a strongly marked quality

of the Indian mind, but ridicule seems to

be a highly developed trait.

\\'hen it is remembered that the drama
of Hiawatha is not yet three years old,

the wonder is not that anything should
be lacking but that so much should have
been done.

But it is impossible to give the full

details of the play. Only one more
scene can be touched upon,—the mys-
tical departure of Hiawatha.

" In the glory of the sunset,
In the purple of the evening.
To the region of the west wind.
Of the north-west wind, Kee-way-din,
To the islands of the blest.

To the land of the hereafter."

Again his people gather around him
to dissuade him. \'ery real is their
sorrow. Dejection— almost despair

—

speak in every movement, every atti-

tude. With face lifted to the glowing
sky and hands out.stretched in pleading
prayer for his people, Hiawatha chants
his farewell song. Mournfully it is

taken up by the deep-voiced warriors as
he steps into his canoe. From before
him the water sweeps out in a wide
silvery sheet that melts its way between
the high shores of Campment d'Ours
and Sapper Island. Breaking the long
lines of light are two diminutive green
isles buttressing their lengthening
shadows before the western sun. St.

Joseph Island lies along the horizon in

the dim distance like a purple wall.

This is what Hiawatha faces as he steps

into his canoe ; this is what the audience
behind him faces ; in all the glory of the
waning summer afternoon. And then
the singing, the solemn, tender, thrilling

Indian melody, floating out over the
water now from a score of deep voices,

now that one lone voice speeding so
mysteriously westward without touch of

oar or breath of wind.

" And the evening sun descending
Set the clouds on fire with redness

;

Burned the broad sky like a prairie
;

Left upon the livid water
One long track and trail of splendor.
Down whose stream as down a river

Westward, Westward Hiawatha
Sailed into the fiery sunset

;

Sailed into the purple vapors
;

Sailed into the dusk of evening.
And they said farewell forever.

Said farewell to Hiawatha."

It is impossible to describe the subli-

mity of this closing .scene. The place

seems cut off from all common things.

The deepening shadows of the forest

behind, the shining expanse of waters
before, the lone figure standing stately

and solemn in the swiftlj- speeding
canoe. In the pauses of the music the

sij^hing of the pine trees can be dis-

tinctly heard, as if a vast silence waited
sound. The voice of the singer dies

away in the distance, and the canoe
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is finally hidden from our sight by
distance.

Never had play such a setting. Never
had actors such splendid distances, such

a glorious backgound. The picture

stamps itself indelibly upon the mind of

every beholder, a peq^etual memory,
odorous with the unnaniable fragrance

of pine and cedar and balsam, and shelv-

ing rock and shimmering water.

The melodies wliich the Indians sing

are unlike anything known to the

musical world. Mr. Frederic Burton,

author and musical composer, has been
studying their music for some time, and
he says that, judged by the highest

standards, Ojihway music must be ad-

mitted to a place among the classics.

Some of their melodies he has harmo-
nized and more of them will be. No
doubt the}' will be sung by the finest

voices on the platform. But nothing
can equal the effect of this chorus of

untrained children of the forest in this

farewell song. Perhaps it is the air

here that gives the peculiar resonance,

but their voices are carried out over the
water with all the sweetness of deep
toned bells.

The play of Hiawatha received a very
liberal patronage during the season just

past. In fact it may be considered a

permanent feature of the Ojibway
summer encampment, which for years,

—nay for centuries—has gathered about
the Lake Huron region in the neighbor-
hood of Sault St. Marie. As there is

and ever will be only one Passion Plaj'

and one Oberammergau, .so there is and
can only be one play of Hiawatha ; that

given by his friends and kindred in the

land they love.

Terriers and Collies.

BV D. T.\VLOR.

Strange are the whims of dog fanciers,

but stranger still are the vagaries of

fashion, which, as in everything else,

dominates at intervals the popularity of

certain breeds. One day it is the noble-

looking Great Dane stepping in lordly

style by the side of an aristocratic dame
;

the next it is the dainty little spaniel

being led with a chain of gaily colored

ribbon by his fond and admiring mistress.

It is a true saying that " every dog has
his day," yet there are certain breeds
which .seem to retain their popularity
amid all the changes of fashion. What,
for instance, so dear to the heart of an
Englishman as the fox terrier? It is

found with him wherever he goes,

—

whether on the burning veldt of South
Africa or on the fertile plains of Mani-
toba, he is the faithful and loving com-
panion of all his master's wanderings.
The Irishman, again, dotes on the Irish

terrier, which has all the Ijest character-

istics of the race—courageous, kind and
true, withal a born fighter and willing to

tackle anything, no matter what the
odds against him. On the other hand
the Scotchman's affections waver be-

tween the collie and the Scottish terrier,

with the balance in favor of the former.
The latter is, perhaps, a too faithful

reflex of the recognized type of Scottish

character—rugged and dour, but brave
and dogged to the bitter end—to be
altogether pleasing. But the little "die-
hard " has qualities above all others
which endear him to his master, and
these are his sterling honesty and undy-
ing devotion. No matter whether the
"commons" are long or short, he is

always the same- -steady, reliable, true

and affectionate.

At one time the collie was reputed
uncertain of temper and altogether un-
fitted for domestic life, Init he has lived

down that reputation, and for many
years past has been a great favorite with
all classes. The theory entertained by
good authorities that the original do-
mestic dog was a sheep-dog is quite

plausible ; but the shepherd's ally in

early times must have been a very
different dog from the sheep-dogs of the
present day. Having duties of a

different kind to discharge, in the way
of coping with wild animals, they were
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probabl}- larger and fiercer, but in all

probabilit}- less intelligent. There can

be no doubt that, for breadth of intelli-

gence, the collies, rough-coated or

smooth, and the old English bobtail,

are superior to an}- other breed. The
poodle, for instance, displa}-s greater

aptitude for learning tricks, but for

sound, practical common sense these

dogs easily stand first. Their mental
powers have no doubt developed from
their intimate association with men in

whose special craft the dogs are con-

tinuousl}' employed. Under favorable

influences the collie is a dog of high
principle, but is, unfortunately, not

more proof against evil communica-
tions than other dogs or—men. If led

from the paths of rectitude to taste the

joys of sheepworrying, the collie, by
reason of his extraordinary sagacity,

wreaks greater havoc among a flock of

sheep than other dogs, and his cunning
makes him much harder to detect. This
extraordinary sagacity of the breed has
also not infrequently been taken ad-

vantage of b}' men whose conception of

the ownership of property was of a
negative kind. In the good old days
when sheep-stealing met with " short
shrift and a long rope" numerous
instances are recorded where the collie,

unaided and unaccompanied, would
enter a flock of sheep, detach a few of

the best from the flock and drive them
to a spot miles awaj- from the scene of

the depredation, where he would be met
by his unscrupulous master and the
result of the raid taken to the nearest
market town to be sold. Though
naturally honest he was thus made,
through devotion to his master, a par-
ticipator in a dishonest act, the conse-
quences of which, sad to relate, often
resulted in his own destruction.

It is only within recent years that
the rough-coated collie has become a

fa.shionable pet, and he owes his social

distinction to his good looks, for his

smooth-haired brother, not one whit his

inferior in intelligence, has not shared
his good fortune. The collie is not quite
so demonstrative as many dogs, but his

beauty and intelligence atone for the
lack of extravagant display of affection.

Since he came into the fashion very high
prices are reported as having been paid

for the ownership of dogs which have
won distinction on the show bench. In
some cases these fancy prices must be
taken with a grain of salt, but still there
are several well authenticated instances
of large amounts being paid. Mr.
Pierpont Morgan at one time gave $7,000
for two, namel}', Rufford Ormonde and
Sefton Hero. Mr. Megson, of Man-
chester, England, gave /^350 stg. for

Caractacus when a nine-months' old

puppy, and an American fancier, Mr.
Mitchell Harrison, is said to have given
Mr. T. Stretch ^^700 cash and two dogs
valued at ^150 each for Christopher.
The old English sheep-dog (or bobtail)

is a totally different breed from the
collie, and he holds the same rank in the
southern counties of England that the
collie does in Scotland. The drover's
dog, as he is often called, is a dog of

high antiquity and his wonderful intel-

ligence affords another proof of the
influence of hereditary occupation.
Some authorities claim that this was the
dog to whom the herdsmen entrusted
the care of their flocks when the '

' tight

little island" was principally primeval
forest and '

' infested with wolves, bears
and the lesser carnivora." However
that may be, the modern bobtail is both
staunch and courageous ; he is not by
an}- means a decorative animal, having
the appearance when in full coat of an
animated doormat, but his intrinsic

merits are fully equal to those of the
collie. The authorities are opposed con-
cerning the peculiarit}^ which gives this

dog its name, some holding that the
^•oung were born without the caudal
appendage, others insisting that the
docked tail was thrust upon them. That
the tails of dogs were cropped close

under the cruel forest laws which at

one time prevailed there seems little

doubt, as a tailless dog is at great dis-

advantage in turning at speed when
pursuing game ; but, old as is the breed,

the progeny of the bobtail are not
invariably born without tails. Had the
peculiarity been intermittent the diffe-

rence of opinion in regard to cause could
hardly have existed. The breed is only
beginning to be seen in America, but as

its qualities as worker and com-
panion become known it will be better

appreciated.
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Our Horse Show.
BY C. J. A.

Horse Show week, with all its glamor

and excitement, is ended, and every

event, from the trial between the hunters

to the children's little pony carts— in

which failure to take a ribbon resulted in

a flood of tears, was keenly contested

and called forth deep interest.

The weather of this unusually beauti-

ful spring was charming during the whole
six days, and the number of those at-

tending, although not as large as might
have been desired, was uniform and
fashionable.

There was the expected display of the

perfection of the milliner's art, the

choicest samples of exquisite tailoring,

and the bewildering combinations of silk,

lace, chiffon and sequins which go to

make that charming mystery pronounced
by reporters of the society columns—"a
smart gown.' The front seats of the

boxes were filled with beautifully at-

tired women, the brilliant effect being

accentuated by the background of well-

dressed men, forming rows of the strict-

ly correct top hat. In some of the

exhibitions the tout ensemble was highly

picturesque, more especially in those

where hunt costume was en rigueitr.

To the lover of horses there is an in-

tense gratification in being able to wit-

ness a gathering together of the best

specimens the country aiTords, and a

positive delight in following them around
the ring, as they show themselves off to

the best of their power, whether in har-

ness or the saddle. Even to those who
do not profess to have any special judg-

ment of horseflesh, except in so far as it

pleases the eye, an enthusiasm is

awakened Ijy the grace and excellence of

the performers. It is evident that this is

the case more especially where the exhi-

bitors are local, as, even though person-

ally unknown to the spectator, a certain

pride is felt by him in seeing the cups
and prizes won by citizens of our own
city or jirovince.

There is in human nature an innate

love for trials of skill and excellence

which calls for gratification, and in pro-

viding lawful means to this end a laud-

able object is attained. There have
been times when unless blood was shed
and human or animal life jeopardized, or

even sacrificed, the popular taste was not

satisfied, but ours is a different era, and,

although in some countries, such as

Spain and Mexico, there is still a rem-
nant of this morbid desire, we happily do
not share in the wish for this kind of

sport. It is probable that there never
has been a time when the culture of phy-
sical development was more universally

understood and practised than in the pres-

ent, and the public taste is therefore

keenly alive to its desirability both in

man and animals.

The horse is capable of arou.sing feel-

ings of the most intense regard and ad-
miration by his attractive qualities,—his

intelligence, docility, sagacity, beauty of

form, color and a certain companionship
which man finds in him. Every man is

not so fortunately circumstanced as to be
the possessor of the animal himself, but
there are few, if any, who do not look

with pleasure at his performances. It

is an enjoyment which the Horse Show
offers to all, rich and poor alike, and is

one of the few entertainments where
both extremes of society can meet on
equal terms. True, there are distinc-

tions even here ; there is the elegantly

attired holder of the costly box and the

man in the twenty-five cent gallery
;

but pleasure fortunately is not measured
by what it costs, so that the enjoyment
to the one in no wise surpasses that of

the other.

The jirophets of evil who predicted

that motor locomotion meant the ex-

tinction of the horse's use and desirabil-

ity find that their prognostications have
proved as unfounded as the star-gazer

who periodically promi.ses us a comet
that is going to restore us to the original

atom. There never was a time when so

much care and money were lavished on
his culture and development as at the

present day, and so nnich of the labor

once borne on his willing back being now
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pertormed by machinery results in his

being kept for better purposes than mere
drudgery, and the more this is attained

the more opportunity is there for his de-

velopment along the most desirable

lines.

While the annual Horse Shows are

growing in favor, there are a few con-

ditions evolving which perhaps it would
be well for their management to con-

sider. It can be asserted with safety- and
certainty that the amateur performance
always awakens a keener interest than

those partaking of a professional charac-

ter, and, while the good performance
and appearance of an exhibiting ani-

mal is worth}' of appreciation under
any circumstances, there is a growing
desire all over the country that the

strictly professional and amateur ex-

hibits should not come into immediate
competition.

If there were champion classes for

those who have already won their spurs,

and others purely amateur, it would re-

sult in greatly increasing the number of
entries and stimulating local interest,

which must not be allowed to flag.

Another matter which our own Mont-
real committee should consider is, that

were the Arena open for ten da3'sor two
weeks before the exhibition, for the use
of intending exhibitors, as in for-

mer years, it wotild result in more confi-

dence among them and consequently
better results. The judging was un-
questionably- the best that has been seen
at any horse show in Montreal, and gave
more universal satisfaction than in any
preceding year.

In Old Ontario.
BY " CHATHAM."

The Canadian Pacific Railway, be-

tween London and the Detroit River,
runs through a level country, yet one
rich in game, and in the fall season,

when the close season for quail is off, a

hunter's paradise. Of the larger game
the fox is the only representative left,

and many a day's sport can be had dur-
ing the fall and winter chasing Reynard.
The game, however, to be relied on is

quail. The.se birds afford the best sport
of any of the feathered tribes.

The clearing of the land and cultiva-
tion of the farms have tended to an
increa.se in the numbers of quail and
rabbits. The former find the food they
need in the cornfields, in the stubbie
fields and in the weeds that grow in

summer fallow, and in sections that have
been cleared but not cultivated. The
grouse, too, is plentiful in the slashings
south-west of Chatham, along the Lake
Erie Division of the Pere Marquette, and
north of Chatham in the vicinity of Wal-
laceburg and Dresden.

Quail are plentiful in all the western
counties, namely, Essex, Kent, Lamb-

ton, Middlesex and Elgin. In Essex
and Kent they can always be found in

sufficient numbers to afford excellent

sport. In these two counties they are

wonderfully prolific, and eastern sports-

men think nothing of coming to Chat-
ham for a few days and bagging 100

quail. Fair sport can always be had at

almost any point more than thirty miles

west of London. The dogs frequently

point woodcock and grouse while the

enthusiast is beating the coverts in pur-

suit of a bev5' of quail he has flushed
;

while rabbits are exceedingly plentiful,

and every quail-hunter expects to shoot

more in a day than he is either willing

or able to carry home.
Chatham is a good central point for

the quail-hunter to locate. From this

city he can reach the coverts of the quail

by driving eight or nine miles or by rail.

Accommodation can be secured at coun-
try hotels or at farm houses.

The law forbidding the sale of quail

has been in force some years, and has
done much in increasing the numbers of

the quail. From Chatham the Lake
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.Erie Division of the Pere Marquette
afTords transportation to Eriean, on
Rond Hau Harbor, where two hotels,

the Lake \'iew House and The Bunga-
low, afford .splendiil acconiuiodation dur-

ing the fishing and duck-hunting seasons.

Rondeau Harbor was once the greatest

resort for ducks in the country. The
l\au and surrounding marshes are still

the home of thousands of ducks in the

fall, but they are wild ; still, on good duck
days, splendid bags can yet be made.
There are plenty of quail in the neigh-

borhood, too, and good plover and curlew

shooting along the bar. The fishing at

the Eau during the summer months is

variable, but the finest black bass in

Ontario are taken. The black bass of

Erieau are famed amongst sportsmen for

their size and gameness. In weight

they range from four to six pounds, and
a string of a dozen of these black beau-

ties is considered a fair da\''s catch.

Both large and small mouthed ba.ss, pike,

pickerel and maskinonge are secured.

Taken altogether, Erieau is one of the

best points for a holiday with rod and gun.

Below Chatham are the Lake St. Clair

marshes, so frequently referred to by
'

' Frank Forrester '

' in his works on
shooting, but more appropriately dubbed
the duck-hunter's paradise. These
marshes and muddy plains are famous
snipe grounds, and they can still sup-

port their name. Both in spring and
fall, but more particularly the spring,

wild geese stop here for a few weeks
when on their way north, and the mem-
bers of the many club houses that dot

the marshes have a try for a wild goose,

and their success varies. Woodcock are

frequently found in the wet cornfields

that border the marsh, and, later in the
season, in the dry thickets of the uplands,
where the (piail winter. Rabbits are

everywhere. (lood bags of snipe, quail,

rabbit and ducks are made by one gun in

a couple of days. Plover are always
numerous, especially in the bright Octo-
ber daj's. About the mouth of the
Thames and its adjacent creeks and
marshes, and upon the St. Clair Flats

are any number of ducks. The finest

portions of these marshes are strictly

preserved. Several splendid club houses
have been erected on the preserves, and
those who so desire may very often buy
shares, and thus get fine shooting with
every comfort. If the sportsman has
good dogs, he can have an entire day of

sport tending to the duck in early morn-
ing and in the evening, and the quail
during the middle of the day. Fishing,
both trolling and spinning with minnow
or artificial bait, in and about Jeannette's
Creek and Baptist Creek, and from the
piers, at the mouth of the Thames, is

good, the catch including black, rock
and speckled bass, pike, pickerel and
perch. This point is reached by steamer
from Chatham, and you can camp upon
the Iteach or find accommodation at the
light-house.

At Mitchell's Bay, on Lake St. Clair,

reached from Chatham by stage, there
are two licensed hotels, good fishing,

duck and quail shooting, and any amount
of opportunities for a splendid outing.

" Many ])eople are unaware that a

forest reserve has been made in the

Counties of Addington and Hastings, in

Eastern Ontario, which is best reached

from Kaladar, Mountain Grove and
Sharbot Lake stations on the Canadian
Pacific Ry., and Lavant station on the

Kingston tS: Pembroke Ry. It is in

a virgin state, having been fished and

shot over very little. In his annual

reixjrt Mr. Thomas Southwortli, Director

of Forests for the Ontario Oovernment,

says :

' This reserve contains eighty
thousand acres. It is full of game,
including ducks and partridges, while in

many of the lakes contained within its

boundary the fishing is also excellent.'

Sharbot Lake has a fair hotel and Lavant
also has a hotel. At Kaladar arrange-
ments may be made for teams to drive
inland to Dr. Price's hotel on Massanaga
I^ake, near where there is said to be
fishing for trout—brook, speckled and
lake."
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Doubtful Wisdom.
BY " FANCIER.

At the recent meeting of the American
Kennel Club (or was it the Executive
only?) a verj- important change was
decided upon in regard to the rating of

shows for points towards championship
honors. Hitherto the method has been

to allow points according to the actual

number of dogs entered, not including

local classes, namely, 1,250 dogs or over,

five points; 750 dogs and under 1,250,

four points
; 500 dogs and under 750,

three points ; 250 dogs and under 500,

two points ; under 250 dogs, one point.

This, so far. as we know, has worked
very satisfactorily, and was certainly an

inducement to breeders seeking cham-
pionship honors for their dogs to send

entries to small shows even if only one
point was to be gained. It also had a

tendency to encourage the formation of

kennel clubs in cities and towns where
circumstances were against giving large

sums as prize money. We have an

instance of this in the case of Montreal,
where two very successful shows have
been held under A. K. C. rules with
little or no prize money offered, except
in the open classes, and yet the fact of it

being possible to make three points

towards a champion record was sufficient

inducement for breeders and fanciers at

a distance to enter their dogs. What
effect the new rule will have upon the

future of Montreal shows time alone will

determine, but it appears to us that, if

the Canine Association desire to have
American dogs entered it will have to

offer greater inducements than it has
hitherto done, which means that the

members must go deeper down into their

pockets.

The new system of rating which,
according to the resolution carried at the

meeting, goes into effect August ist,

1903, provides :
" That at shows giving

at least $2,000 prize money in regular

classes the rating shall be one point ; at

shows giving at least $2,500 the rating

shall be two points ; at shows giving at

least $3,000 the rating shall be three

points ; at shows giving at least $4,000
the rating shall be four points ; at shows
giving at least $5,000 the rating shall be
five points." It will be readily tuider-

stood b)' those who have had any expe-
rience in the running of dog .shows how
difiicult a matter it is to secure the neces-

sary guarantee fund for even a ribbon
show in a city like Montreal, where
those who take an interest in canine
matters are mostly men to wh(3m a ten or

twenty dollar bill means something, and
who cannot therefore be expected to

assume risks in providing for the general

public an exhibition that in many
respects is of great educational value.

What will it be then when the pro-

moters have to guarantee $2,000 in prize

money before they can even get a one
point .show ? It means that the class of

people who are able to put up the monej'
to guarantee this and other necessary
expenses have not yet been enrolled in

the Montreal fanc}', and it also means a

death blow to a great many small shows
scattered through the different states of

the Union. It looks much as if a few
members of the A. K. C. desired to
'

' corner
'

' the dog show business, as

the new rule is obviously in favor of such
wealthy concerns as the Westminster
Kennel Club and the Ladies' Kennel Club.

But the worst feature of the business

is the suddenness with which the ques-

tion was raised and the undue haste

with which the motion was carried

through. The question ought to have
been submitted to the affiliated clubs

and a reasonable time allowed to obtain

an expression of their opinion, but in

spite of an appeal for dela\' the mover
insisted upon a vote being taken at once
and it was rushed through with two
only dissenting.
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Canadian Forests and Forestry.'

BY MR. E. STEWART/

Let US consider for a moment the

tree itself and the manner of its growth.

Dr. Fernow says: " Plants are made
of various tissues and these are formed
of cells. The material of which the

cells are composed is largely carbon.

This carbon is derived from the

carbon dioxide of the air, which enters

into the leaves and, under the action of

light, air and water, is there decom-
posed ; the oxygen is given off and the

carbon is retained and, combined with

water from the roots, forms starch,

sugar, gum and other plant foods." Of
the water thus taken up only a small

part—less than one per cent.—is re-

tained in the tree. The remainder is

exhaled into the atmosphere, which is

thus rendered more humid, this purpose,

as well as the upbuilding of the tree, be-

ing served by the same process.

This is one of the great methods of

distribution of moisture, second only to

the evaporation and precipitation which
in the tireless round of nature are draw-
ing up the waters of the great oceans and
carrying them over the land to descend

as rain, hail, snow, etc. The greatest

evaporation and precipitation will be
where the largest bodies of water are

situated. A good illustration of this is

afforded by the large rainfall of the east

and west coasts of this continent and al.so

in the neighborhood of the Great Lakes,

and the very light annual precipitation

on the great plains of the interior, where
summer droughts are constantly feared

and where in many cases irrigation is

necessary to plant growth. The precipi-

tation is greater on mountains than on
the low-lying land in the vicinity.

What object has nature in this process

culminating in the deposition of moisture

in great quantities at a high elevation ?

The evident object was to supply the

great valleys with an even and perpetual

flow of moisture, and, in order to do
this, and prevent disastrous torrents at

one time and droughts at another, slit-

weaves a network by means of the forests

that in a natural state always grow on
the mountain sides, by which a natural

reservoir is produced just as we construct

artificial reservoirs for our water in

towns and cities.

In the forest the shade and consequent
lower temperature and the absence of

strong air currents retard evaporation,

and the absorbing qualities of the forest

floor are much greater, while the water
is carried along the roots down deep into

the soil. In this way a great natural
reservoir is formed, whose outlets are the
thousands of perennial springs and brook-
lets that evenly and continuously go to

feed the larger streams and then again
the great rivers of the country. Now
consider the effect if this timber is re-

moved. There is perhaps not much dif-

ference in the quality of water ]irecipi-

tated, but, instead of being absorbed as

before, the greater part of it, being
obstructed in its course, rushes down
the mountain side in torrents, disastrous

floods follow, often carrying away
bridges and iiumdating fertile low-lying

valleys, and carrying away alluvial soil

down to the mouths of the streams,

where it is deposited in great bars, there

impeding navigation and annually en-

tailing large sums of money in removing it.

As an example of the result of defor-

estation, take a large portion of Europe
bordering on the Mediterranean in Spain,

Italy and Greece, as well as large tracts

in Northern Africa and in Asia Minor,
where in the Middle Ages were to be

found fruitful valleys and the homes of a

prosperous rural population, but which
to-day is almost a desert, where the in-

habitants are reduced to beggary by the

drying up of the country con.sequent on
the denudation of the forest on the
mountain sides.

In the United .States and Canada the

same forces are at work. The changes
in this res])ect within recent years in the

older provinces is very marked. The

* Contributed by the f»fficcrs of the Canadian I'firestry Association.
•• Summary of an address delivered by Mr, E. Sti wart, Superintendent of Forestry, at the city of Quebec.
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breaking up of the ice in spring causes
great anxiety everN- j-ear to those living

along such streams in Ontario as the

Thames, the Grand and the Moir, etc.,

and the great floods occurring annually
in Pennsylvania are directlj^ attributable

to the clearing away of the forest in that

mountainous region.

There is nothing that demands
greater public attention at the present
day than a wise policy regarding the pre-

servation of a fair percentage of forest in

the country, and especially at the sources

and along the upper vallej's of our rivers.

Not one day should be lost by the prov-

inces, as well as the Dominion, insetting

aside timber reserves where necessary- for

this purpose and withholding from settle-

ment the territory' within their limits.

This does not mean that lumbering
operations should be prohibited, but that
the forest should be maintained.

In this connection I would like to

make a suggestion to the governments of

the several provinces and to that of the

Dominion as well, that in all future
patents from the Crown of timbered
land a stipulation or proviso should be
inserted that at least ten per cent, of the

area conveyed should be left in the forest,

that the timber growing thereon should
be the propert}' of the owner of the land,

but to be cut onh- under the direction

and supervision of the Government.
Immigration is increasing and settlers

should be directed to the laud suitable

for agricultural purposes, while those
fitted only for timber growth should be
retained in forest. This applies with
special force to the sparsely-timbered
lands of Manitoba and the North-West
Territories. The husbandman of the
plains no longer fears the summer frost

half as much as he does the summer
drought. The Riding Mountains, set

apart as a timber reserve, form a great
watershed and reservoir for Manitoba.
Denude these mountains of their timber
and the result would assuredly be disas-

trous to one of the most fertile sections

of the North-West. The Assiniboiue
would be a raging flood for a few weeks
in the spring, and after that—not a

deluge, but a water famine would ensue.

The springs, brooklets and wells would
fail and we would no longer, as at pres-

ent, look with confidence year after year

to the great Portage plains, and other

districts as well, to produce rich harvests

of golden grains. The east slope of the

Rocky Mountains is not less important,

and on the preservation of the forest in

this case no less depends the wealth and
fruitfulness of the great District of

Alberta.

Neither the use of other material for

structural work or for fuel has decreased

the demand for wood. The manufacture

of pulp and cellulose alone is now con-

suming immense quantities of spruce and

other woods. The position of Canada in

relation to the world's supply of timber

is thus stated by Dr. John Nisbet, a high

English authority :

—

"It is a fact that, in the northern

hemisphere, Canada is rapidly becoming
the only country which can afford to

export timber. The other countries

which possess it in excess of their

manufacturing requirements are Russia,

Norway and Sweden The
forests of Russia may for the present be

regarded as commercially inaccessible.

Norway and Sweden, which do export

timber, are hardly able t^^v s-'PPort the

deficiency of Germany. All other nations

requiring timber of the sorts grown in

the northern hemisphere must look to

Canada for their supply."

Dr. Schlich, one of the best authorities

in the world on the same subject, says :

"The great standby for coniferous tim-

ber will be Canada, if the Government
does not lose time in introducing a

rational management of her forests.

I fear that the duty of the Government

in regard to the management of national

resources such as those of the forest is

not realized to its fullest extent in this

country. The wise forester is not one

who desires to prohibit the cutting of

timber, but it is in the interests both of

the country and the lumbermen that this

should be done on rational methods, and,

above all, that the young growth should

be preserved for future use. Of all the

enemies that our forests have to contend

with, the forest fire is the most destruc-

tive, for it kills both the mature timber

and the young growth as well. It would

be impossible to estimate the enormous

loss that Canada has sustained from this

cause, which might have been to a very

great extent prevented by a system of
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forest patrol aiul guardianship, such as

is now being to a certain extent jnit in

practice.

Of the many gifts bestowed by nature
on the North American continent, tliat

of the forests stands foremost. By wise
methods, foll6wiiig the exam]ile set by

European countries, by India and more
recently by the ITnited States, Canada
may preserve and utilize this great re-

source, while still increasing its value
and productiveness and it is time that the

question should be given its due share of

the consideration of the oublic.

Cfet^^^ •^^SS:^E)

Forest Fires/

The forest fires which have been so

numerous during the months of April

and May, and which have caused such
great lo.sses in timber and settlers'effects,

certainly should demand some considera-

tion to see whether any further measures
can be taken to prevent their occur-

rence. No one will attempt to argue
that fires are absolutely preventible in

such a .season of drought as has just

been exreL^^tnced but that their preva-

lence and destructiveness is due largely

to the carelessness and indifference with
which thej' are regarded in their initial

stages cannot be doubted. When the
fires became threatening they were
fought desperately but often with little

success and, as a last resort, praj'ers were
offered for rain. The rain certainly

came and the fires have been brought
under control, but this will not repair

the damage done nor replace the settlers

who have lost their all in the po.sition of

comfort which they occupied before the

advent of the fires. The fires, so far as

reported, did not occur in uninhabited
districts, and the losses to settlers have
been mainly in organized municipalities

and have Vieen the result of fires .started

by other settlers for the purpose of clear-

ing land. The American and the Cana-
dian .settlers have a poor reputation in

this respect compared with colonists

from Europe, and the fact that during
such dry weather as has recently been
experienced fires were set out by .some in

utter indifference as to the safety of the

life and property of others, shows that,

either by moral suasion or by stronger

measures, it is desirable that the neces-

sity for greater care should be impressed
and that means should be taken to res-

train the criminally careless.

If those who speak with authority

and influence as preachers or teachers, or
in the public press, would urge upon
those to whom they so address them-
selves the necessity for care in the hand-
ling of fire at a time when everything is

dry and inflannnable, much of the after

efforts to relieve distress might be dis-

pensed with. In the midst of a dry
season, such as has just terminated, the

setting out of a fire was nothing less

than criminal. But even in a season
when the conditions are not so extreme
there does not seem to be any valid

reason why a fire strip of sufficient

extent to ensure safety should not first

be thoroughly cleared around the brush
heap to be fired. It would involve more
labor, but such is the price of .safet}'.

Inasmuch as May, and even April,

proved themselves dangerous months for

.starting fires, it would seem advisable

that the restriction on fires started for

clearing purposes should begin at the

ist May. This is the regulation in Fire

District No. i in the Province of Quebec
and the Superintendent of District No. 2

has recommended that a similar provision

should be made for his district, in which
the prohibition now dates from the 15th

June. A similar recommendation is

made in the report prepared by the

Forestry Commissioner.

The fire ranging staff is on the whole
efficient, but the districts which some of

• Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian I'orestry Association.
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the rangers have to inspect are so

large as to preclude any possibility of

their doing effective work, and provi-

sion for a service which will be fully

adequate should be made as speedily as

possible.

It seems strange that the numicipali-

ties in which these disastrous fires occur
do not take some steps to deal with the

question. It is surely the duty of the

council of a municipality to take an
interest in the prevention of the destruc-

tion of life and property, and to see that

the careless action of a few do not

endanger others. An Act of the Pro-

vince of Ontario, passed in the j-ear iSSq,

provides that the council of a township
may, on the petition of one-third of its

ratepayers at its first meeting in any
j'ear, appoint by by-law not less than two
resident freeholders for each polling

subdivision to carry out the provisions

of the Act, the persons appointed to be

known as fire guardians and to hold

office until the appointment of their suc-

cessors. No person is permitted to set

out or to set fire to any brush heap or
other combustible material in any field,

clearance or place in such township,
where the same would be likely to spread,
between the ist July and the ist

October in an}- year, without first having
obtained leave in writing from one of the
fire guardians. Such leave cannot be
pleaded as an extermination of careless-

ness, but the absence of such permission
shall, in any action, be deemed prima
facie evidence of negligence. On appli-

cation being made to the fire guardians
they are required to examine the place

and adjoining property, and either give
or refuse the privilege asked for as in

their judgment the safety of such ad-

joining property demanded. \'er3' few
municipalities have, however, taken
advantage of this Act.

Tliere is room for municipal action,

and a provision such as that arranged
for by the above cited Act would pro-

bably be welcomed b^- those who have
suffered financially and otherwise bj' the

carelessness of others.

(fe^S^^S •^^^S!^

The Mossy or Overcup Oak/
Of the oaks the most commonly dis-

tributed in Canada is the Mos.sy or Over-
cup Oak, being found as far east as New
Brunswick and westward, extending
through Manitoba and even into Assiiii-

boia. The oaks of Canada are not of the
same species as those of Great Britain,

from which were formed those wooden
walls which through many years of

stirring history were the bulwark of the

nation's .safety, and whose fame is

enshrined in many a song and stor>-.

Onerciis pedunculata, the tree having its

fruit on peduncles or stems is the most
useful and valuable of the British oaks,

and the other species is known as Oiier-

cus sessiliflora, the acorns being without
stalks or sessile. The Canadian oak
mentioned obtains its common name
from the fact that the rough thick cup is

fringed with a border of mossy points on
the edge of the upper row of scales, and
that it covers the greater part, and some-
times even the whole of the acorn. It is

sometimes also known as the Bur Oak.
The scientific name is Quercus macro:

carpa, the former being the classical

Latin name for the oak, while the latter

is a compound of makros, large, and
carpos, a seed, in allusion to its large

fruit. This genus belongs to the class

of trees which produce inconspicuous

flowers, the sterile being in slender green

catkins and the fertile or fruiting flowers

solitary or clustered, and appearing in

spring, and its fruit, the acorn, is the

cliief distinguishing feature which differ-

entiates it from all others. The species

macrocarpa is of the class known as

White Oaks, from the light color of their

* Contributed by the ofBcers of the Canadian Forestry Association.
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wood. The twigs are winged or mar-
gined. The leaves are large, often on
young trees attaining a foot in length,

and are broad and rounded at the outer
end, narrowing toward the base, with the
margin deeply lobed or broadly sinuate.

The lobes are in no case sharp or bristle-

pointed, this being a characteristic of

what are called the Black or Red Oaks.
This is not, however, the White Oak of

Ontario, although iu some localities it

bears that designation and is also some-
times known as the Blue Oak. The
wood is heavy, hard, tough, and is the
most durable of any oak when in contact
with the .soil, making it useful for piles,

railway ties, &c. Its height varies from
where in the West it is known popularh-
as " scrub oak " to locations in the East

where it will average about seventy-five

feet, and it has reached even to twice
that height.

This oak is remarkable as the only one
whose adaptability is sufficient to enable
it to flourish in Manitoba, but there it

grows quite freely in all parts of the

plains, some of the old trees reaching a

diameter of three feet, while the forest

was in many places largely composed of

oak of eighteen inches in diameter.

These trees were quite a source of revenue
to the early .settlers, being disposed of at

prices up to fifteen cents a running foot,

and there was then no fear of the timber
inspector before their eyes. This timber
was used for piling and bridge timber
in the construction of the Canadian Pacific

Railway.

x^&e«&*X3^a«%

Climbing Sulphur.

BY R. J. BURDE.

The first mountain climbing party of

this season started a few mornings ago
for the snow-covered summit of Sulphur.
A report that an ascent was difficult,

yet not impossible, tempted a few adven-
turous pleasure-seekers from the United
States who were guests at the Banff
vSprings hotel.

A climb to the summit of this moun-
tain is one of the many delightfully
exciting pastimes of the summer sea.son,

and as many as have made it have en-
thusiastically attempted to describe the
experience. Grant Balfour, a well-known
author, who was here last summer, has
this to say of it :

"Theclimb is commenced at the Upper
Hot Springs. At this point I met a
party of four, a lady and three gentle-
men, making the ascent on hardy ponies.

Following then:. I wound around a

switchback bridle patli that seemed to

have no end. U'p, up among the ])ines,

then up. up among the hardier spruce
trees, till sometimes I did not feel easy
in looking down the steep slopes to the
receding pine-robed valley far below.
Ta'.-ing a short cut, I got ahead of the

ponies at one stage, but they beat me at

last. They were a little above me, when,
the bridle path ending, I climbed the

nearest peak. Two ponies were left be-

hind on the bridle path till the return of

the party. W'alking over a bare rocky
ridge to the right or north on the crest

of the mountain, I scrambled up among
the rocks and found myself, not among
big horns or grizzly bears, but among
courteous fellowmen.

" But what pen could tell of the vision

all around, and of the sky above, where
great glacier clouds hung in azure glory !

It was one thing to see the mountains
with our eyes looking up to limited out-

lines, grand as they are, from the valley

beneath. It was another thing to stand

up among the heights and to look across

rugged ranges to ranges beyond, and
from towering cones to cones beyond, as

if we were on the broad prairie, with no
limit to the herd of mountain tops but
the far encircling horizon. What a

billowy .sea of snow-flecked peaks ! It

was delightful to survey them, yet not

too plea.sant to look down into the grand
cauvons on both sides of the mountain
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peak on which we stood. The rusliing

white falls of the Bow River on the

north below seemed almost solid ice from
our exalted point of view. The forests

of the Spray Valley on the southeast,

and of the Sundance canyon on the

southwest, both forests spreading far up
the mountain sides, appeared to be
immense carpets of olive green plush.

And this, perhaps especially, held the

admiration of the lady of our party.
" But what language could convey to

mind the grey granite-like metropolis of

smokeless mountains, the boundless
scene filled with the streets and towering
mansions of the clear city of God ! Oh,
the unutterable silence of these waters

;

the stillness and the majestj', the

delight, the loneliness, and the dread !

Surely the Most High is not the human-
like being of the kindergarten thought,
but the Infinite, who fills yet transcends

heaven and earth ! Terraces and cres-

cents all around, ranges near and ranges
behind ranges far away. Peaks stretch-

ing out as if in skirmishing order, peaks
lining up to peaks in imposing display.

and peaks compact, crowded, in solid

phalanx, peaks predominating, countless.

What an army of mountain peaks.

What a marshalling of the ho.sts of God !

The brilliance of the setting sun in the

west, over exceedingly high mountains,
grand, broken, dark ! The gold-crested,

snow-flecked cones, south to east I The
sweep of light north to south and farther

round, and the fulness of light among
and all over the huddled, grey, giant

cones southeast, far, far away. The
great pall of shadow from the mighty
Bourgeau range, down over the dark
green forest of the Sundance canyon on
my right, and a similar pall thrown
down from Sulphur mountain on which
I stood, down over the dark, verdant

valley of the Spray River on my left,

and up the slope of the majestic Rundle
range ! And now a contrast—the vast

prairie and luxuriant fields of wheat
gave the thought of the bounteousness

of God. But here, flanked by canyon
depths, and on a high crest surrounded bj'

a sea of ranges and tovvcring peaks, came
the throbbing spirit of awe and dread."

Our Medicine Bag.

"Big Game Fishes of the United'

States," and "Bass, Pike, Perch and
Others," are the titles of two recently

issued volumes of the American Sports-

man's Library, edited by Caspar Whit-
ney, and published by the Macmillan
Company of New York. The first was
written by Mr. Chas. Frederick Holder,
who has become identified with the big

game fish-as he very aptly calls them

—

of the United States waters. We have
all heard of the gigantic tuna of the

Pacific Coast, and in this book will be

found a capital account of angling for

fish that weigh up to 251 pounds, which
was the weight of one caught by Colonel

C. P. Morehous, off Avalon. Perhaps
the chapter that will appeal most to

Canadian anglers is that on the "Chin-
ook " salmon of Monterey, because later

in the season those that escaped the

California anglers find their way up the

Pacific Coast, and offer the same chances

to Canadian anglers in the Straits of

Georgia that they gave a few weeks
earlier in more southern waters.

Dr. Jas. A. Hensall has made the

black bass his special study ; he is the

author of the " Book of the Black Bass,"

and " More About the Black Bass," and

now he gives us yet more about the black

bass, and serves it up in such delightful

style that we are by no means sure that

we could not stand a fourth instalment.

Almost all that is worth knowing about

the black bass, from the ordinary

angler's standpoint, is told in this book ;

and after an exhaustive discussion of

black bass fishing, the author goes on to

tell of pike, mascalonge, dore and other

delightful fish that we know so well in

our own clear, cold Canadian waters.

The other day, after reading Dr. Hen-
shall's description of the mascalonge, we
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walked ilowii to the bank of the St.

Lawrence, and were fortunate enough to

meet a friend who liad just landed a lo '4

-

pound niascalonge he had hooked within
a mile and a half of the Montreal post-

office. This was not a large fish, as

mascalonge go ; but then we have an-

other friend who is prepared to swear that

he was once either hauled into the
water, or else ahiiosl hauled into the
water (this detail is immaterial), by a

mascalonge that he estimated at eighty
pounds ; and if any one doubts this

storj-, the remnants of the canoe from
which he fished may be seen any daj" by
appointment.
These books are quite up to the high

standard set by the previous volumes of

American Sportsman's Library, and it

will be good news for all educated sports-

men to hear that it is the intention of

Messrs. Macmillan, the publishers, to

thoroughh' cover the field of American
sport in the succeeding volumes.

Some little time ago we had our atten-

tion drawn to the fact that in the Winder-
mere country in East Kootenay, British

Columbia possessed one of the finest

natural big . game parks in North Amer-
ica, abounding in moose, elk, and big-

horn. It was news to us that there

were moo.se in Southeastern Briti.sh

Columbia, but our informant is some-
thing of a nimrod himself, and thor-

oughly acquainted with the country,

says a writer in the Victoria Colonist.

He was filled with righteous indignation

at the way in which the game was being
exterminated without any attempt being
made to protect it, and told some almost
incredible stories of wanton slaughter by
Indians. He pointed out what is per-

fectly true that a big game preserve of

this kind in which game flourishes if left

alone is a very valuable provincial asset,

and is growing more valuable every year,

as big game is becoming scarcer in North
America. Such localities should be
most carefully preserved. Wanton des-

truction of the game should be jirevented

and regulations adopted which would
make our game parks sources of great

direct and indirect revenue to the pro-

vince. It is rather aVjsurd that when we
are insisting all the time u]»n the

attractiveness of British Columbia to the

hunter and tourist that we should allow
one of its main attractions to be anni-

hilated just as soon as it becomes gener-

ally accessible. We are not discussing

the question from the sportsman's point

of view, but from the conmiercial point

of view. Not that the sportsmanlike

point of view should be ignored, but
because the connnercial point of view
appeals to a larger number of people.

Few of us either desire, or are ever
likely to hunt big game. But we should
not forget that those who do enjoy big

game hunting are generally men willing

and able to pay for the gratification of

their taste. The big game hunter is a

source of revenue, and this country is

not .so rich that it can afford to neglect

any source of revenue which can be
profitably exploited. [We should like

to hear more about these moose (?)- -Ed.']

J*

Dr. W. G. Hudson is a recognized

authority upon rifle shooting ; he has
long been known as a safe guide for less

experienced shooters. He it was who
wrote the very valuable series of articles,

that were published in " Shooting and
Fishing," upon the " Krag," so that he
probably neetls no introduction to our
readers. He has now written, at the
instance of the Laflin & Rand Powder
Co., a little work on " Modern Rifle

Shooting from the American Stand-
point." The object of the Rifleman is,

of course, identical with that of the

British or Canadian rifleman—to hit the

mark', and in the main his methods do
not differ from the methods of others

who use the groovel barrel ; but, with the

thorough-goingness of his race, he has

taken to the .sport in a business-like way,
and whatever he has learned has been

set forth by Dr. Hudson in characterist-

ically clear sentences. Few, if any,

works upon the rifle have contained

more "meat" than this little work.
Copies of it may be obtained on applica-

tion to the Laflin & Rand Powder Co.,

New York, if $1.00 is enclo.sed.

Mr. Edwin Sandys is a well-known
writer on outdoor sports, who has been

for many years connected with ' 'Outing. '

'

Usually he has written for the instruc-
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tioii and edification of the grown-up, but
he now comes before the pubHc as the

author of " Trapper Jim," a book for

boys. Few better books of its kind have
been written than "' Trapper Jim," and
there is an astonishing amount of useful

information of the kind to stir the blood of

any male person between the ages of ten

and—but we will not set any limit to the

age in which boys, young or old, will be

interested in " Trapper Jim." Jim is a

fine, manly lad, who fortunately falls

under the .sway of a 3'oung man by the

name of Ned ; and what Ned does not

know about sport is, apparently, hardh-
worth knowing. He naturally finds a'

willing and apt pupil in Jim, until, in the

end, the pupil almost rivals his master :

and we believe that any boy who studies

these words of wisdom, which come to

him from Mr. Sandys through the mouth
of Cousin Ned, will know far more about
shooting, fishing, taxidermy, trapping,

and e\'en sparring, than most men. The
book is issued by the Macmillan Com-
pany, London and New York.

We regret to have to record the death
of Mr. P. G. Laurie, of Battleford, Vice-

President of the Canadian Forestry As-
sociation for the district of Sa.skatchewan.
Mr. Laurie was not for a very long time
connected with the Forestry Association,

but he took a great deal of interest in its

work. He was the pioneer newspaper
publisher in Battleford, having gone in

over the trail with his printing outfit,

and has carried on the '

' Saskatchewan
Herald" successfully since that time.

This was a task of no small difficulty in a

new and isolated settlement ; and the fact

that it was carried through successfully
for so many years bears strong testimony
to the energy and ability of its manager
and editor. Mr. Laurie had reached a
good old age, but it is regrettable that
after having waited for so many years for

the development of the Battleford district

he was not permitted to see its full accom-

plishment, which will undoubtedly take

place in the near future with the advent

of a railway line.

'

' Camping and Canoeing
'

' is the name
of a very useful little book that has been

written by Mr. Jas. Edmund Jones, B. A.,

of Toronto, and which bears the imprint

of William Briggs, of that city. A good

idea of the subjects with which it deals

will be found by studying the table of

contents. Among other paragraphs we
find the following ; What to take ;

how
to carry a canoe

;
paddles, and running

rapids. Mr. Jones has compiled a useful

book, and any of our readers who take

an interest in the things of the forest will

do well to procure a copy. The price is

not mentioned anywhere that we can

find, which is a mistake; also, " Tima-

gaming " is spelled " Temogamingue,"
which is also very bad.

"Brush, Stubble and Marsh," is the

title of an illustrated pamphlet issued by

the E. I. DuPont, de Nemours & Co.

Not only is it printed in a manner to

attract sportsmen, but there is a consider-

able amount of useful information be-

tween its covers ; hints as to the localities

in which to find the various species of

game and water fowl are .supplemented

by particulars of the loads preferred by

experienced men when seeking them.

This pamphlet will be sent to any sports-

man making application for it.

Labrador has an area of 516,000

square miles. It forms an immense penin-

sula, extending 700 miles between Belle

Isle and Hudson's Straits, and stretching

back 600 miles from its Atlantic seaboard

to the head waters of James Bay. Its

total extent is about twelve times that

of New York State, and except on the sea-

board it is absolutely unpeopled, save for

a few wretched tribes of wandering Nas-

copee and Montagnais Indians, branches

of the Cree race, woefully reduced.

The J. Stevens Arms & Tool Com-
pany of Chicopee Falls, Mass., have
added to their line of double barrel

guns. No. 260, which will be the same
as the No. 250, except that it has twist

barrels and lists at $27.50. Also No. 27' >.

with Damacus barrels, taking at $30.00

list. These are ready for shipment.

They have also added' to their line of

single barrel guns twist barrels, which

they will be able to furnish to special or-

der, at a slight advance over blued barrels.
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The supreme confidence users of Savage Rifles feel

when hunting big game results in the most successful

shots. There is no uncertainty over the chance of
your rifle misfiring, clogging or shooting inaccurately.

That the most famous hunters of large and danger-
ous game pin their faith to a Savage is not due to any
matter of sentiment—they know by actual experience
the superiority of the Savage system.

Catalogue H is of interest to all sportsmen.
Mailed on request.

SAVAGE ARMS COMPANY,
UTICA, N.Y., U.S.A.

BAKER & HAMILTON, Pacific Coast Agents
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THE
Brad ley
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The Bradley system of sighting shot guus is a radical
departure from old methods, and makes wing shooting
easy and certain. There are two beads, one for each
barrel, and instantly attachable to the gun in such a man-
ner that there is no interference with the sight originally
on the rib. Shooting at stationary objects or straight
away birds, the side beads plainly define the killing
circle of the arm, since a bird seen between them if not
out of range will certainly get a good portion of the
charge. But it is in crossing shots that the Bradley
sights are the most valuable. All double barrel shot
guns cross the central line of sight at about 30 yards,
beyond which the right barrel throws to the left and the
lef't to the right. Sighting directly down the barrel fired
compensates for this, but there is still the difheulty of
judging how much to lead crossing birds. And some
shooters are never able to get the knack of doing thi-^
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to aim at a left flyer down the left barrel and fire the
right (or the reverse in case of a bird crossing to the
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riably insure a kill. With this sight anyone can very
scon 'become a good wing shot. Sent postpaid for 50
cents. In ordering give gauge of gun.
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At the Pennsylvania
State Shoot, open and
state events combined,
Mr. J. T. Atldnson, of

New Castle, won High
Average, breal<ing 495
out of 525 targets,

shooting ....

DuPONT
Smokeless

BOLLARD STEEL LAUNCHES,
ROW AND PLEASURE BOATS,

ARE EVERLASTING

!

Safer than wood; have greater carrying capacity;
alwaye dry; no bolts or natls to rust.

Boat Liveries equlpciMl with ihc Billiard Steel Boats.
Always have dry buats. that lu»t a Utftime.
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over the world; used by U. S. (iovernnn-nt; bcstFfsh-
Inp and Hunting Is where th'Te are nohoats, takeone
with you in trunk or bag. Non-puneturable. Folded
or extended in one minute.
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The " KING " is simply wonderful in cons

struction. Puncture Proof Canvas. Equal in

wearing strength and model to the best modern

boats, yet it folds in a small package to check as

baggage or carry by hand. No repairs or cost

for storage. Made non-sinkable, and perfectly

safe anywhere. King Folding Canvas
Boat Co., 667 N. St., Kalamazoo, Mich.,

U.S. A.

FORYACHTS.STEANSHIPSiBOATS

M^CASKiaDOUGALL&C??
Standard BoatirSparVarnishes.

MONTREAL.

The

Fishing Gazette
A Weekly Newspaper
indispensable to Ang-
lers all the world over.

Subscription
$3.00 a Year.

/v. B. Marston, Editc^r
St. Dunstan's House, Fetter Lane, I.ondon,G.B.



^—^.. 1^-r • /• _-^^-» is the Simplest, Best Balanced and Most

1. lie WGW l-^eieVer Synnnetrical Hammerless Gun ever

olTered to tlu- i)ublic. It embodies All the latest improvements, uKlu.linK a

SINGLE TRIGGER
Guaranteed Perfect.

All Guns
fitted with

Automatic

ElectorsTRAP GUNS and FEATHE
A SPECIALTY.

16 and 20 gauge, 5'+ to 7 lbs. ; 12 gauge, 5}^

D. M. Lefevcr, Sons & Co.

Our Perfect Gun Cleaner,

By mail, 30 cts.

Send for mi Catalogue.

SYRACUSE, N.Y.

Not connected with Lefever Arms Co.

RBLES
MATIC

One of Marble's Auto
malic r.affs will catch and
hol(\ anv rish you can
hook. You just ft-ach out
and touch the fish when
near the boat, and the safT
automatically seizes and
holds him.

Xo. I Gaff, biji enough
for bass and any fish np to

15 pQ\inds in weight. Post
paid $1.50.

No. 2 Gaff, for all fish

fr<»ra 10 to6opounds. I'ost

paid $'-oo.
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Foot of Carlaw Avenue,

TORONTO, CANADA
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We carry Launches
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in stock ....

Gasoline Motors
oi any power, from

J to 80 Horse Power



When you take

your next

Hunting, Shooting

or Fishing Expedition

you will require a First-

class, Reliable Canoe.

You can depend upon

us to supply you with

one that will meet

your requirements.

The Peterborough Canoe Co., Limited

PETERBOROUGH, Ontario, Canada

Before purchasing, it will pay J^x.
you to obtain information fSf^
concerning our products viw

SEND FOR OUR INTERESTING CATALOGUE

The leading manufacturers of

Canoes, Skiffs, Launches, Yachts,

in fact everything that floats

Cable Address : Turners, Peterboro', Canada.

J. J. TURNER (Q. vSONvS
Peterborough, Ont., Canada

Manufacturers

9? ^-
°'

em" «

-<m Awnin£(s

)w>i^ .Sails, Flags

Waterproof Goods

V||v Coal Bags

Nose Bags

The most complete and up-to-date tent made. Has regular door and
windows, suitable for any purpose.

and every

description

of camping
goods for
sale or for

hire

Decorations of all kinds done to order. Telephone day or night.
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Canadian

national

Park
A MEDICINAL

WATERING
PLACE AND
PLEASURE
RESORT

Altitude

4,500

Feet

This Park is a National Reservation,

containing about 5,000 square miles,

embracing parts of the Valleys of the Bow,

Spray and Cascade Rivers, Devil's Lake,

and several Noble Mountain Ranges.

No part of the Rockies exhibits a

greater variety of sublime and pleasing

scenery, and nowhere are good points of

view so accessible, since about 75 miles of

Good Roads and Bridle Paths have been

made.

ADDRESS A 1. 1, CORRSPONDENCE

SUPERINTENDENT, NATIONAL

PARK, BANFF, N.W.T....«..«

Fishing and Hunting
Complete Campiug and

Packing Outfits.

Experienced Guides fur-

nished to any part of the

Mountains on .short notice,

at reasonable rates.

Special facilities offered

Fishing Parties.

W. & J. Brewster, Guides and Packers

BANFF, N.W.T.

nCUIUlP BLACK BASS & SALMON TROUT.

rlulllilUi Illustrated Guide with Maps of
*" the RIDEAU. BEVERLKV and

CH.A.RLESTON LAKES, free. Apply to E.
A. GEIGER, Supt. and G. P. A. Brockville,
Westport & Sault Ste. Marie Railway, Brock-
ville, Ont.

H-T-T l'uLilislnr<i inuiilUly, 04 pages.
Tells all about Hunting, Trapping and
Raw Furs. Sample copy loc.

Hunter-Trader- Trap Der.
Box 35, Gallipolis. Ohio.

BILL PEYTO
Guide and
Outfitter

For Hunting, Fishing, Mountain Climb-
ing and Exploring Parties.

References :

Members of the American
and English Alpine Clubs
and others.

Address - - BANFF, Alta.

1881 1903

Wilson& Campbell
Outfitters for

Fishing, Hunting,

Camping and

Exploring Parties.

C. p. R. GUIDES FIELD
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Dear Reader :

Tliere are thousands of sportsmen throughout Canada and llie United

States who would find Ron and Gin in Canada of interest and value. Probably

you are acquainted with several who would like to subscribe. If so, will you please

write their names at foot of this pa^e, and return to us. We will then send them a

sample copy with your compliments. We do not ask you to do "something for

nothing." Providing we obtain two new subscribers from your list, we will send

you our paper for one year Frhk ok Charge. If we receive foiu- new subscribers
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With a "Y and E" Automatic Red
you simply press a lever with your little finger, instead of windinga crank
like fury.' The reel takes in'ever\- bit of slack, no matter how quickly
your fish may turn. The result is

YOU I^AND VOVR FISH
where, with an ordinary crank reel you d never get him in Ihe world
These are the only reels which give you a chance to play your fish—to get

all the sport there is in it. No reels are more finely coMstnicted. There's no
" lost motion :

" they will stand all sorts of " rough and ready " use.

It's "all off " with any other reel when a 'V and K" gets into the game.

1903 MONEY PRIZES
There are sof them,—3 of 525,00 each foranybody over 16, and 2 of 515.00

each for Boys (and Girls) not over 16. l<Vr/te to-€iay for free contest
blank and handsome new catalogue "299 D,A,"

TW^

Little Finder does it.

"YANDE" AUTOMATIC
Style 1

A man's reel, but iniRhty fine for a boy ! ^Car-

ries and automatically rewinds 90 fctt. WdKht,
8 oz. Diameter. -, 1-3.' inclies.

Pric« S5.00

Automatic Combination Style B

Price $8.00

The only perfect reel for fly and bait-casting, luther free

or automatic instantly, by the slipping of a catch. Diameter,

3^ in. Weight, n oz. Carries .^oo feet. Winds 90 feet auto-

matically, without rewinding. Buy from your hardware or

sporting goods dealer. If he can't supply you, we'll mail to you

prepaid on receipt of price anywhere in U. S. or Canada.

4 other styles.

YAWMAN (a EB.BE. MFG. CO.

Main I'actories and Kx. Offices, Rochester, N.'V.
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REPEATING RIFLES FOR HUNTING
" It's the shots that hit that count." Winchester Rifles hit because they
shoot accurately. They are strong, reliable, well-finished, and made in

all desirable calibers from .22 to .50. Winchester repeaters repeat: they
don't jam, catch or fail to extracft. The new ^A/inchester .33 and .35

Caliber high-power Rifles will surely interest you, if you hunt big game.
FREE : Send name and address on a vostal card for our 160-page illustrated catalogue,

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., - - - NEW HAVEN, CONN.

2.126- 223CAt.C<itKerinoStreet.

MONTREAL.

High Grade AnOlerS'
and Select '*^

Pattern . . SuppllBS

Athletic
Goods .

For

ALL
GAMES

Our line is TOO EXTENSIVE
to tell of in SMALL SPACE,
but our 1 20 page catalogue is

mailed to ANY INTERESTED.

We've endeavored to make it INTER-
ESTING, and a request by CARD or

LETTER will bring it you.

l)aiiiilton Powder

Companv

MANUFACTURED OF VjK I 1 1\ Vj

^ GUN POWDER
Since 1865. as a result you have

"CARIBOU" made from best materials, perfectly

put together. " DUCKING " hard pressed,

slow burning, keeps well under all conditions-
** SNAP SHOT •' high velocity, moist residium

Cheap. The powder for every day use.

ENGLISHMEN SAY
Powder can be bought in Canada as good as ever

put in a gun. It has a positive advantage over
home make, the dirt is soft.—J. J, W. in London
Field.

AMERICANS SAY
The finer English or American Powder and Cana-
dian " Caribou," I am quite familiar with. They
give so liille recoil that one may shoot all day
without bruised shoulder or headache.— Forest
and Stream.

CANADIANS ABROAD SAY
Can you send over some Trap? I don't -nean to

flatter but it is ahead of anything we get here.—
A. W. W., Batavia, N. V.
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Canadian Pacific Railwa>

Algonquin

,

Chateau Frontenac,

Place Viger,

Banff Springs,

Lake Louise Chalet,

St. Andrews, N.B.

Quebec, P.Q., -

Montreal, P.Q.,

BanfF, X.W.T., -

Laggan, X.W.T..

from $3 -00 upward

" 3-50 "

- " 3-00

" 3-50 "

• " 3-00

For further particulars as to any of these hotels, apply to the respective

Managers, to any of the Company's Agents, or to

ROBI'IRT KIvRR, Passenger Traffic Manager, Montreal.



Canadian Pacific Railway

Mount Stephen House,

Glacier House,

Hotel Sicaiuous,

Fraser Canon House, -

Hotel X'ancouver,

Field, B.C.,

Glacier, B.C.,

Sicanious, B.C., -

Noith Bend, B.C.,

Vancouver, B.C.,

from $3.00 upward

" 3-00 "

" 3-00

" 3-00

" 3.00 "

For further particulars as to any of these hotels, apply to the respective

Managers, to any of the Company's Agents, or to

ROBERT KERR, Passenger Traffic Manager, Montreal.
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numerous to mention. It has also

steamers which carry its freight from
York Factory to England, and many
which do the Company's business on the

great northern rivers of Canada. It is

of interest to mention some of the names
.vhich were given to some of the most
northern outposts of the Company, and if

one may be allowed to indulge in

inference we may gather that such names
as "Providence," "Reliance," "Reso-
lution," "Enterprise," " Good Hope,"
and "Confidence," are but typical of

the character of the men who came out

to conquer the northern giant and wrest
from him his long hidden hoard. While,
as the Athenians, Europeans are con-

tinually searching for some new thing,

some novelty, it is good to know that

many of the traditional observances of

the Company have not been abolished

but still prevail. For instance : every
Sunday the plain white pennant of the

Company, bearing the crest " Pro pelle

cutem," floats at each post, as if in noti-

fication of the passing of another week.
In the old days the Company's service

was most rigorous, and its discipline

exemplary. The men who entered it

entered it for their lifetime, and as they

were constantly in danger of attack from

the natives it was absolutely necessary
that its organization should be semi-

military and that the strictest vigilance

should be maintained. Their forts

enclo.sed by strong barricades and
watched by sentinels at night, little

chance was afforded to the Indians for

surprise and massacre.

Fort Chimo and Fort George, on Ungava
Ba\ , may be cited as excellent illustrations

of the Company's methods of trade and of

the life which the isolated traders lived.

Isolated from their fellowmen and still

beyond the pale of European civilization,

a dozen log buildings, without any
semblance of plan in their arrangement,
afford shelter to the small population,

which is made up exclusively of the

servants of the Company, manj'of whom
have taken wives from the neighboring
tribes of F)skimo. These stations do a

great trade in furs taken from the

surrounding country, in white whale,
reindeer and salmon, besides exporting
in large quantities porpoise and seal oil.

As is generally known, the Governor of

the Company is Lord Strathcoiia and
Mount Royal, who himself was a trader

in the Company's service in the days
when Canada was supposed to be but an
appendage to the ice-bound north.

Fishing in Ontario.

BY L. O. A.

Early in June I took a flying trip

between Toronto and Montreal looking

for fishing and hunting grounds. I

found .several promising trout ])onds and
brooks, and some good bass and salmon-
trout lakes. Sharbot Lake, on the

Canadian Pacific & Pembroke Railways
seemed, however, to be the best, and I

registered a vow that I- would return and
see that country and the lake district to

the north. To fulfil this vow I left

Montreal alone, because everybody I

met knew of some better place for their

fishing.

My destination was Sharbot Lake, hut

I thought I would jump off at Smiths

Falls and try the Rideau River and lakes

for bass. I arrived at Smiths Falls at

I. GO p.m., and the 'bus took me to the
Arlington Hotel, which gave me good
value at Si.oo per day, but, personally,

I was better suited at the Rideau Hotel
at a higher figure. I went to church in

the morning and drove to some nearby
fishing places in the afternoon.

My driver was a modest, intelligent

fellow, who knew something about
fishing. He told me that at Otter Lake,
seven miles from the station at vSmiths

Falls, and one of the best bass lakes in

Canada, he had discovered that the loon,

or northern diver, was one of the bass'
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worst enemies. " I shot one of these,"

he said, "and hung it at the house so

low that the cat got at it and ate its neck
off, when there fell out of its crop about

a quart of young bass about an inch

long. Since then," he continued, "I have
shot all the loons I could, and I find

them easy to shoot if two get at them.

One goes to one side of the loon and
waves a red pocket handkerchief or a

looking glass. The loon is very inquisi-

tive and w-atches nothing but the red

handkerchief. Then the man with the

guu gets in his work easily."

"I tell you another thing," said my
driver,

'

' the Ontario Government ought
to give a bounty on ling, say ten dollars -

a ton. This would make fair wages for

a man who would catch them and feed

them to the pigs. The ling destroys

other fish, especially pickerel. The eel

destroys the ling, but will not molest

bass, perch or pickerel at all, or at least

not to the same extent."

I did not find Arthur Jones, who w-as

absent, but his brother, the lockmaster,

proved to be a very good substitute In

an hour's trip with him we put eight

good fish into our creels and threw away
about four. Among our piscatorial

victims were bass, pickerel, shiners and
sun fish. It was a pleasant little outing,

and I can cheerfully recommend the

Jones Bros, and their boats at Smiths
Falls, also the fishing.

I arrived at the hotel at Sharbot Lake
at 2.30 a.m., and found a room clean and
comfortable enough, always remembering
the price paid. This is one of the hotels

which charges one dollar per day and
gives you one dollar's worth every day.

It will be, I think, a pardonable digres-

sion on my part, in which I urge upon
people who need a rest to try a season
of good but plain, very plain, food. In
very many cases indeed mental fatigue

exists in closest sympathy with stomach
overwork. These are almost inseparable.

In fact the great good that comes from
sojourning at the small lake shore and
"in the woods" resorts is traceable

many times quite as much to plain food

as to the exercise and air.

At Sharbot Lake I found as usual

several bass and salmon-trout fishermen.

I wanted to get brook-trout, however,
and one needs to go a little north for

them. I took the Kingston & Pembroke
Ry. to Clarendon Station, as it was
Monday. On Tuesdays the drive is

shorter by going to Lavant Station.

Stages leave Clarendon on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays for Plevna, and
on Tuesday's, Thursdays and Saturdays
they leave Lavant for the same place.

We had a good clean meal at Mrs.
Leishman's at Clarendon, after which a
pair of good horses brought us past

Crutch Lake, Gull Lake and several

others, across the Mississippi s3-stem of

rivers and lakes, all of which were
tempting, but we were going north to

the trout lakes and we resisted the
temptation. There are, however, in this

country many large lakes well stocked
with bass, salmon-trout and red trout,

and some smaller lakes and streams with
brook-trout, to be reached by stage from
Clarendon or Lavant on the Kingston &
Pembroke Ry. These lakes are in the

Park and Forest Reser\^e of the Ontario
Government. We reached Plevna in

time for a late supper, as the country
people call the dinner hour of city people.

Here, as at Clarendon, we had clean

beds and wholesome meals. If I felt

like criticising at all I should say that

the bread was not quite as good as the

Clarendon bread, and that the tea was
made too long before serving. We are

not grumbling, as we were two hours
late for supper and we deserved it. We
mention it for an educational purpose.

So few people know how injurious it is

to drink tea that has 1 een made too long.

All tea should be drunk within twenty
minutes after it has been made! Xext
morning we had a good breakfast, with •

tender beef and good tea, and I hired a

team to go to some lakes that I had long

heard about and wished to know.
A drive that seemed ten miles going

and five coming back was really about

five and a half miles long. The road

was not as rough as some I had met
with, but it was quite a climb.

I called on a gentleman, whose name
I have forgotten, whom I found to be a

good hunter and a spring and fall fisher-

man for the salmon-trout, land-locked

salmon and brook trout. He did not

think he had time to fish in the summer;
and the excellent farms cleaned up of

forbidding territory, from the farmer's
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point of view, prove his opinion to be
correct.

Here is a fisherman's mecca for May
and September, and just the country the

hunter wants for the fall deer shooting.

The summer fishing is not as good as at

Sharbot Lake, and in many of the lakes

thereabouts, because these upper lakes

have nothing but trout in them, and
trout of all kinds are unreliable biters in

the mid-summer months. Nevertheless
the Schooner, Mackeys. Brule, Rock and
Bear Lakes, and a small stream whose
name I did not get, are as good trout

lakes as the liest that I have been
fortunate enough to visit

This is a country which will suit old

men and novices in shooting and fishing.

There is no hardship in getting there and
very little walking, as compared with
other countries, when you get there.

Sharbot Lake is i66 miles from Montreal,
about the same from Toronto, and onlj'

47 from Kingston, and 67 from Brock-
ville. The area of the lake country is so

great and the laws for protection of the
fishing .so good that the fishing will im-
prove in the near future.

:^brt2&*i^&*sS^

The Horse.
BY C. J. ALLOWAY.

It requires but a superficial study of

the factors of human pleasure and hap-

piness to find that of all mediums for

their promotion, the horse, without dis-

pute, stands pre-eminent.

In all the great events of history, its

battles, triumphs, pageants, crownings
and gallantry, he has ever been an
integral part. His form has been deemed
the most fitting to bear its kings and
chivalry, and in painting and sculpture

he is found to add to the dignity of pose

and grace of posture to every man, be

he prince or knight.

Of the deeds of valor which stand out

as finger posts on the beaten road of

time, there are few that have not been
wrought to the ring of his gallant hoofs,

of which the mad fury of the charge at

Waterloo and the six hundred at the

Crimea are but samples.

He is indissolubly connected with some
of the most touching human experiences.

What can compare with the pathos of

the war-horse, with empty saddle, step-

ping to the weird, soul-rending strains

of the funeral march, as he follows the

gun-carriage on which lies his master

with sword and helmet resting on the

drooping colors.

Many a stern man has found his cheek
wet with tears at the sight of an old

four-footed warrior, perhaps fallen to

the rank of a liack drudge, pricking up
his ears, with a gleam of the old war
spirit in his eye, as he catches the strains

of fife and drum in an old military march,
or the bugle sounding " Boots and Sad-
dles."

Few pictures in history, as the cen-

turies have rolled by, are so dramatic as

the imperial Roman, \'alerian, bending
his proud head that his conqueror.
Sapor, the Persian, might mount his

horse by placing his foot upon his royal

captive's neck, and whose heart he thus
brake.

Time may bring fortune and success,

social and financial, to the man who
seeks them ; he may have fame and a

name among men, but none of these can
bring the throb to his heart that was his

in the springtimes and summers of his

boyhood, when his bare feet brushed the

dew from the fragrant clover of the old

snake-fence pasture where the farm
horses nibbled in the sweet, blue dawns.
He may ride the swiftest pace in his

costly automobile, with the milestones

flying past, but the niemorj' of the

scramble up on the old mare, the gallop

bare back, with the morning air blowing
over his innocent, boyish face, is among
his purest joys, and the scent of clover,

to his latest day, brings it all back with

a sweet, sad pain.
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It is not only in the strenuous and
poetic phases of lite that the noble form
of the horse stands as the comrade of

man. In all the industrial, peaceful and
pastoral avocations he is the central

figure. The plow as it furrows the

glebe, if propelled by steam or electric-

ity, would be shorn of n.ost of its pictur-

esqueness. In the "Harvest Home,"
as the loaded wain returns with the

golden grain, and he carries it to crown
the ru.sset stack or rick, his patient toil

gives life and homely vigor to the scene.

To speak of shutting out tlie horse
from our mercantile, domestic or indus-,

trial life is to deprive us of something
upon which human- affection has too long
been centred to admit of even its consid-

eration.

While it is true that modern methods
have somewhat circum.scribed his field of

action, it is not to be deplored that he
no longer must step the dreary tread-

mill to turn the thresher, as was his lot

in days gone by,— most of the burden-
bearing of life is no longer laid upon his

willing shoulders,—but it in no wise fol-

lows that he is eliminated entirely from
economics.
There was a time when the ordinary

farmer with two horses considered him-
self amply furnished for his husbanding
operations, but with the gi-eat wheat
growing development of Western Canada,
the almost fabulous tales of single fields

as large as an eastern township, the
gang-plows, double harrows, binders,

harvesters, and all the other wonders of

agriculture in that region, the horse is

the great and indispensable adjunct to

the mammoth operations. His breeding
and culture should be considered of

prime importance by every farmer who
is alive to the situation and the rapid

development all around him. Those who
are enriching and improving their stock
by investing in the best strains of draught
hor.sesand roadsters, are making ho.stages

to fortune, and showing a forethought
and foresight of which time will show the
wisdom.

It is time that the colonies, and espe-
cially Canada, in which we are most
directl\- niterested, should see to it that

Government measures are taken to place
us on a par with older countries across

the ocean,—with England, wliere the
improvement of the horse has for centu-
ries been a close study and field for expe-
riigient and investigation, as shown in

almost all breeds, from the great Chde
to the toy Shetland.

France has long been noted for its

heavy drauglit and coach horses, and
now Russia is advancing rapidly in this

direction, as evidenced by recent impor-
tations to this country.

Prussia is a horse-loving country, fol-

lowing the example of the royal hou.se of

Hohenzollern, whose members are so

frequently represented pictorially on
horseback. This is equally true of other

reigning families of Europe, the hunting
fields of England and Ireland having
seen few finer horsewomen than the late

lamented Empress of Austria, and not

many acts of our late Queen excited more
e'ltliusiastic admiration among her sub-

jects than when still a maiden, in her
habit of scarlet, she reviewed the troops

of her kingdom, the defenders of her

throne and sovereignty.

To sum up, it is imperative that public

attention be aroused to the wonderful
climatic adaptability of Canada to the

production of a high-class type of horse,

and the increasing demand for the mar-
ketable article.
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Further Exploration/
HY PROF. J. NORMAN COLLIE, F.R.S.

The exploration of the main range of

the Canadian Rocky Mountains h'ing

between the sources of the Athabasca
River and the Kicking Horse Pass has
been the subject of two papers read by
myself before the Royal Geographical
Society. In these two papers I

attempted to give a description of .some

of the great snowfields that exist amongst
the Rocky Mountains, and also as far as

possible to make clear the geography of

a mountain districl; up till that time but
little known.

Of course, during the short visits that

I was able to make, many points of

interest could not be answered, for pan-
oramic views obtained from the tops of

the snow-peaks were often interfered

with, either by other peaks, cloudy
weather, or sometimes smoke-haze. It

must also be remembered that the coun-
try mapped, as the result of these visits,

comprises about 3000 square miles

:

therefore it is not to be wondered at

that there were a very considerable num-
ber of valleys whose sources were difficult

to trace, glaciers and snowfields the

direction of whose flow was problematical,

and lastly, the altitudes of some of the

highest peaks were doubtful. It was to

solve many of these uncertainties that

last summer I again returned to the

Rocky Mountains. I wished to discover,

(i) what system of valleys lay on the

south-west side of the Freshfield range
;

(2) to traverse the great Lyell snowfield,

upon whose ice probably no human foot

had yet trod, in order to learn about the

complicated series of snow-peaks in that

district ; f^) to find out how the contin-

ental divide ran, and how also the various

creeks of the Bush River were conne(5ted

with the Lyell snowfield ; lastly, I had
a suspicion that there ought to be an easy

pass across the watershed between Mount
Forbes and the Freshfield grou]) of

mountains. A new pass in this partic-

ular spot would be of much interest, for

from the knowledge gained in former

expeditions there did not seem, except
at this spot, to be a possibility of any
other undiscovered low pass existing

from Fortress Lake Pass on the Atha-
basca to the Kicking Horse Pass on the

railway line. Moreover, should the pass
exist, it would be useful as a means of

reaching the headwaters of the south
fork of the Bush Valley without the ter-

ribly hard work of forcing a way from
the Columbia River on the west through
the dense forests of the Bush Valley up
to the main range. These forests in

1900 had effeclually stopped our expedi-
tion to the Columbia group of mountains,
and we were forced to return without
having reached even the head of the

Bush Valley. These, therefore, were
some of the more important questions

that I hoped to be able to answer before

I returned to England last autumn.
The members of our partv were four

—

H. E. M. Stutfield, H. Woolley, G. M.
Weed (of Boston), and myself. Charles
S. Thompson, of Dallas, Texas, one of

the most enthusiastic climbers and ex-
plorers of these Canadian Rocky Moun-
tains, was also to have joined us, but
just before starting from Laggan he was
unfortunately recalled to Dallas by a

telegram informing him that a large

portion of the town had been destroyed
by fire, including his home ; he had
therefore perforce to leave the cool

breezes and bt-autiful scenery of the
wooded valleys of the Rockies and return

to the blazing huat of a Texan summer.
In every expedition that I had made
before in the Rockies our provisions had
been a .source of trouble to us ; usually

at the end of three weeks or so they had
begun to give out. This time I was
determined that we .should not suffer as

we had done formerly. I therefore

asked our head man, Fred vSte]ihens,

who supplied us with horses and food,

to start in at least three weeks before us

with about 1000 lbs. of necessaries—flour,

bacon, condensed milk, etc.— to take

• A pap€rread before tht Royal Geographical Society, Feb. 23, 1903.
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them as far as Bear Creek on the Saskat-

chewan, and there make a "cache."
He was then to return with the horses

and meet us at Laggan. This would
not only enable us to bring in extra food

with us, but the trail as far as the Sas-

katchewan would be cut—-no inconsider-

able gain, for the Bear Creek "cache"
was at least 60 to 70 miles from the

railway.

On July 24 we started from Laggan.
Besides ourselves there was a Swiss
guide, Hans Kaufmann, whom we had
engaged from the Canadian Pacific

Railway Co., whilst Fred Stephens had
brought with him three men, J. Rokson
to cook, Clarence Murray to help with
the horses, and Dave Tewksbury, a

mighty axeman from the lumber camps
of Wisconsin. Our journey up the Bow
Vallej' was without incident, if one
excepts the usually harassing time spent

in fighting with the mosquitoes and
"bull-dogs," which latter this summer
were in countless thousands. These
"bull-dogs," or rather horseflies, were
chiefly a nuisance to the horses, prevent-
ing them from feeding properly, but they
did not anno}' us much.

It was not till the 28th that we reached
the Saskatchewan at Bear Creek mouth.
Here, the horses needing a rest, an off

day was spent in visiting Mount
Murchison, chiefly with the object of

seeing again some curious fossil remains
that I had discovered in 1898. Finding
ourselves, however, on a wrong ridge,

we decided instead to climb to the summit
of it in order to obtain more knowledge
of the group of peaks that constitute

Mount Murchison. The ridge seemed
endless, but at last, after climbing up
some steep snow-slopes and along a

narrow arete, we emerged on to the top,

which, to our surprise, was the top of

Murchison itself. This unexpected
result was of considerable value from a

topographical point of view, for I was
able to see stretched out before me
several minor valleys amongst the hills

whose existence I was till then quite

unaware of. The height of Murchison
had been estimated by Dr. Hector to be
about 13,500 feet, and he mentions that

the Indians said that it was the highest
mountain they knew of. Later in

another map its height is given as 15,789

feet. A Watkin barometer, kindly lent

me by the Geographical Society, made it

only Hjioo feet, and as this aneroid
agreed during the whole journey with a

mercurial barometer I had with me, I

take its number as correct.

Geologically, Murchison is most
interesting. Not only had I found the

curious fossil remains on it in 1898, but
it, together with Wilson, a little further

north, constitute the two sides of a

gigantic gateway to the hills through
which the Saskatchewan turns to the

east. The dip of the limestone strata on
both these mountains differs in a marked
manner from most of the neighboring
peaks, being towards the east. As a

result, there are tremendous precipices

on the wrong side of the mountain,
namely, the western side. In almost

every other mountain it is the- eastern

side that is sheer, with sloping shoulders

towards the west and south-west.

Leaving Bear Creek the next day, we
made our way up the middle fork of the

Saskatchewan along the level bottom of

the valley, our goal being the Freshfield

group of mountains. On the 31st, in

wet weather, we finally camped on the

same spot where five years before Baker
and I had pitched our tents. This spot

was at the head of the "washout"
where the glacial waters from the Fresh-

field snowfields meet those that came
down from Forbes. The Rev. J. Outram,
who had been mountaineering further

north, now joined us, with a Swiss

guide, C. Kaufmann, in order to attempt

with us the ascent of Forbes and Fresh-

field. It was not, however, till the 2nd

that we were able to get the horses with

our camp outfit up to the foot of the

Freshfield glacier, and not till the 4th

that the weather would allow of the

ascent being made. Our party was a

big one, but as there were two Swiss

guides, we were able to split it into two,

each party being led by one of the

Kaufmanns. Just as with Baker and

Sarbach five years previously, we started

in the early hours of the morning. The
glacier seemed to be exactly the same as

we had left it, with the sole exception

of a series of huge blocks of rock that

had moved slightly down the glacier.

Robson accompanied us to the head of

the glacier, but it was with some
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misgiving when we parted company that

I saw him start back to the camp alone,

for there were so many deep crevasses

that still held at their mouths the

unmelted snow of the winter, and which

were dangerous to any one who might be

unaware of the insecure nature of such

snow-bridges. However, on our return

in the evening, we found that he had

returned safely from this his first glacier

expedition. Following the same route

as Sarbach had taken Baker and myself,

we rapidly climbed upwards, and I was
naturally anxious that the day should

remain fine, for once at the top of

Freshfield, I should be able to see that

part of the country which lay beyond on

the western side, and which on my map
was blank ; also the complicated

geography of the south branch of the

Bush Valley would be capable of being

followed for the first time, and lastly, the

question whether a low pass existed

between the Lyell and Freshfield systems

of ice-fields could be answered. Long
before we arrived on the final arete of

Freshfield this last question was settled,

and it was with much satisfaction, as we
mounted higher and higher, that I could

follow how the valley that lay on the

south side of Forbes took a bend to the

south-west, joining a similar depression

running north-east from the southern

fork of the Bush \'alley. The pass

therefore existed, as I had always hoped
it would, ever since when in 1897 I had
penetrated into this lonely mountain land

with Baker and Sarbach.

Towards the top of the mountain
several difficult faces of rock and thin

rocky edges had to be surmounted, but

H. Kaufmann, who was leading, never

seemed to be in any way anxious

about our final success : ultimately we
reached the summit, 10,900 feet, which
consisted of snow, and was like most of

the summits we ascended, heavily corn-

iced with snow. The weather was per-

fect, and at our feet lay the unknown
country, every valley plain

;
glaciers and

.streams sparkled in the sunshine, and,

as I had more or less imagined from
glimpses through the murky atmosphere

of the Bush Valley in 1900, directly to

the west was the glacier which fed the

south fork of the Bush River. To the

north were all our old friends of 1898

—

Columbia, and Athabasca Peak. Alberta,

with the Twins straight in front, appear-

ing to be part of it, the Dome, Lyell,

Saskatchewan, and many more ; to the

west the Bush Peak and the far-off

Selkirk Range beyond the Columbia
River. Nearer to us on the south lay

Pilkington, Walker, and Mummery.
There is a great pleasure in standing on

a high mountain in a country but imper-

fectly known, so many uncertainties

vanish in a moment, often with the

remark, " I thought so," whilst masses

of new possibilities and further queries

take their place. One of these queries

which could not be answered was the

height of a splendid pyramid of snow
gleaming far away in the Selkirks.

This peak we had seen day after day in

1900 from the Bush \"alley ; now from a

still greater distance it seemed even

greater in height, but what that may be

must still remain unanswered. On the

next day we returned to the "washout,"
near where the streams from Forbes and
Freshfield meet.

In order to get our camp moved up to

the foot of Forbes, it was necessary to

cut a trail through the woods, and whilst

this was being done we spent a delight-

ful summer's dav climbing on to the alp

that lies on the east and north-east of

Forbes. This alp is the largest that I

know of south of Wilcox Pass. In the

early summer it must be carpeted with

flowers, and even in August there were
many still left in bloom, whilst the

remains of numberless others could still

be seen. This s])ot also seemed to be a

favorite haunt of the mountain goat,

for on emerging from the woods below
on to the almost flat upper pasturage,

large numbers of goats could be seen

grazing in small groups, and over fifty

head were counted. Soon, however,

having caught sight of us, they moved off

towards the precipitous faces of the hills

that overlook the Saskatchewan on the

east. That this country is much fre-

quented by goat was again noticed just

below Glacier Lake, where, a log-jam

having occurred across the river, forming

a natural bridge, a large and newly worn
goat-track was found leading down to

this bridge on both sides of the river.

(To be continued')
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The Airedale Terrier.

BY D. TAYLOR.

Among dogs which have taken the

public fancy in recent years is the

Airedale Terrier, the largest of the

terrier breed yet produced. For the

past fifty years it has been known in

England, where it was variously called

the Bingley and Waterside, but owing to

its popularity in the Vallej' of the Aire,

in Yorkshire, it was decided to acknow-
ledge it as a distinct variety, and it was
given the name which it now bears. The
Airedale was first introduced into the

United States in the spring of 1897 ^J
Mr. Mallorie—a well-known English
breeder who migrated to Maryland,
taking some of his dogs with him

—

and classes were made for the breed
at the Westminster Kennel Club's
Show, New York, in February,
1898. In 1899, Mr. Joseph A. Laurin,
of Montreal, who was then vice-presi-

dent of the Canadian Kennel Club and a

keen sportsman and dog fancier, asso-

ciated himself with Mr. Mallorie to

introduce the breed into Canada, classes

being provided at all the shows in the
Dominion held under C.K.C. rules. It

was not, however, until December, 1900,
that Mr. Laurin became actively

interested in the breeding of these
terriers. From these dates the Airedale
has gained perceptibly in public favor
and record prices for the breed—up to

$3,000—have been paid on several occa-
sions, nearly $7,000 being paid for four
imported to this country in 1901. As
an illustration of the gain in popularity
the Airedale has made in a few years it

may be mentioned that while in 1897
only two of the breed were registered
with the American Kennel Club the
number had mounted up to ninety-six in

1901, and of these Mr. Laurin's terriers

were accountable for fifty-nine.

The Airedale is adaptable to almost
every kind of sport. He is a natural
hunter, has a keen nose and is ea.sily

broken to the gun. He will do all the
work of a .spaniel and can be taught to

drive cattle like a collie. A capital

water dog, he is to be seen at his best

when hunting along the banks of a
river, as his dense, wiry jacket enables
him to withstand the effect of water,
and, being such a big dog, he is more
than a match for any sort of vermin he
may fall across. No hole is too deep for

him to follow his quarry ; to muskrats,
water rats and other amphibious vermin
he is sure death and will worl' inde-

fatigably for hours until the object of

his search is attained. In England,
where his merits are best known and
appreciated, the Airedale is taught to

retrieve duck, geese and sea fowl, no
sea, in fact, being too rough for him when
in pursuit of the latter. On land, also,

he is a first-rate workman, and being very
rapid in movement will kill rats quicker
than one can wink. Rabbits he will

hunt with the zeal of a beagle and may
be easily broken to the gun for feathered
game. If a badger is to be "induced"
to come out of his box, the Airedale
either brings him out or is a dead dog.

He may be truthfully termed an all-

round sporting dog, and besides is an
exceeding lively and pleasant companion.

In point of disposition the Airedale
possesses all the qualities that make him
peculiarly fitted for a house dog. He is

docile in the extreme, fond of children,

and a good watch. He is far from
quarrelsome with other dogs, indeed will

almost shun them when at walk ; at the

same time he is at all times ready and
able to act his part should another dog
dispute his right to advance. In many
other respects the Airedale has found
favor with dog lovers, and one recom-
mendation should not go unnoticed, that

is his hardy constitution, which causes

little trouble to breeders during the early

stages of puppyhood. In this respect he
certainly compares favorably with many
other varieties.

The standard adopted by the South of

England Airedale Terrier Club should
show a dog with a long flat skull, but

not too broad between the ears, narrow-
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ing slightly to the eyes : stop hardly
visible and cheeks free from fulness

;

jaw deep and powerful ; ears V-shaped
with carriage, small but not out of

proportion to the size of the dog ; nose
black

; eyes small and dark in color
;

teeth strong and level ; neck of moderate
length and thickness : shoulders long
and sloping well into the back ; chest
deep but not too broad ; back short,

strong and straight, ribs well sprung,
hindquarters strong and muscular with
no drop, tail set ou high and carried

gaily but not curled over the back ; legs

perfectly straight with plenty of bone :

feet small and round. The weight of the
dog should run from forty to forty-five

pounds (bitches rather less), and he
should have a keen, dare-devil appear-
ance.

The kennels of Mr. Laurin are known
as the " Colne Airedale Kennels," the
prefix '

' Colne '

' being the sole property
of that gentleman, registered with
the English, American and Canadian
Kennel Clubs, and are situated at Petite

Cote. The locality is admirably adapted
for the purpose of breeding and raising
dogs, and the kennels are built on
ground that is high and dry, with a wide
range of pasture land for exercising or
training. At present the kennels contain
about fifty dogs, the greater number being
brood bitches and some very promising
young stock, for which, by the way,
there is always a constant demand. At
the head of the kennels is Champion
Colne Lucky Baldwin, the phenomenal
young dog which, after winning exten-
sively in England, was brought to New
York in time for the Westminster Kennel
Club's show in February last, where he
won everything, including the Airedale
Terrier Club's challenge shield for best
dog and the Westmin.ster Kennel Club's
cup for best in show. This trick he
repeated at Xewark and Boston,
becoming a champion of record and thus
winning the American Kennel Club's
championship medal when only nine
months old- -a truly wonderful perform-
ance. Lucky Baldwin is one of the best
Airedales of the present day either in

the Old Country or on this continent.
His breeding is unapproachable, com-
bining as it does the blood of the two

most famous Airedale champions—Ch.
Master Briar and Ch. Rock Salt. He is

powerfully built, with any amount of

bone and substance, yet without the

slightest suspicion of coarseness, and
teems with quality, real terrier character
and gameness. His head is wonderfully
long and lean, with abundance of

foreface and exceptionally square, well

filled up muzzle. He has good, perfectly

carried ears, and coat of nice color and
texture. In front he cannot be excelled,

fine deep chest, perfectly straight legs

and beautifully formed feet. In general
outline it would be hard to conceive a

better formed dog. After his long sea

voyage and short tour of the United
States bench shows, Lucky was,
naturallj-, not in the best of shape, but
since his arrival at Petite Cote, under
the intelligent care of Mr. Alex. Smith
(" Auchcairnie ") he has got back to his

old form. Indeed there is a markpd
improvement in all the dogs since Mr.
Smith took over the kennels, and it is to

be hoped that Mr. Laurin's enterprise in

securing his services will meet with all

the success it deserv-es. Among the

prominent bitches are Ch. Colne Princess

Briar, who has the reputation of turning
out four winners from one litter ; Colne
Mistress Fairy, a nice clean cut dog of

exceptionally fine quality ; Walton
Flyaway, Briar Lady, Wilhelmina, Last
Request, Mistress, Zaza and others.

But why enumerate the good points of

these when there is not one poor dog
in the kennels ? They are all of

ultra fashionable breeding, Mr. Laurin
having spared no expense in the

importation of the best strains of

the breed in England. At present

he is on a holiday trip to Europe, and
should be run across anything in the

Airedale line that strikes his fancy no
doubt a strong effort will be made to

annex it for the Colne Kennels. "Auch-
cairnie

'

' is now busy licking the dogs

into shape for Toronto, and he says that

in both sexes, old or young, he can beat

anything in Canada or the United States.

\'isitors are made cordially welcome at

the kennels, and it will not be the fault

of either Mr. or Mrs. Smith if they

leave without experiencing a pleasant

afternoon.
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A Great Factory.
BY C A. B.

Last winter I was given an opportunity
to see the inside of the factory of the

Winchester Repeating Arms Company at

New Haven. For years it had been ni}-

wish to learn just how those accurate,

hard-hitting guns were built, and how it

came to pass that each one was true to

gauge, and that each one shot accurately

and worked smoothh-.
For an hour or more I followed my

guide—Mr. W. R. Clark—from one
department to another, and listened to

the words of wisdom that fell from his

lips. In the end it left me hungry,
weary, slightly bewildered, but happy
in the consciousness of newly acquired
knowledge.

I found much to interest me,—barrels

being bored in one room, actions

machined in another, bullets cast in a

third, and stocks being fitted in a fourth.

In yet other parts of the great works
were men shooting, shooting, shooting,
as if their very lives depended upon their

shots, instead of the accuracy of the
sighting of a rifle that would sell for less

than a twenty dollar piece.

This plant, covering as it does, in all,

some two hundred and thirty-five acres of

land, is unquestionably the largest

manufacturing establishment of small
arms and ammunition in the world.
The main plant covers about thirty acres,

with at present over twenty acres of

floor space, and as the company finds it

necessary to make additions continually,
it is very probable that in a short time,
these figures will need revision. Besides
this area mentioned, the water shops,
located on Whitney avenue, beside Lake
Whitney, the site of the old Whitney
Arms works, together with the proving
and powder storage grounds, go to make
up the acreage given in the first lines of
this paragaph.
The present company was organized in

the year 1866, just after the clo.se of the
Civil War. The pensonnel of the
company was made up of Hon. O. K.

Winchester, E. A. Mitchell, John
English, J. A. Bishop, and Morris Tyler.

At the time of the formation of this new
company, which a short time after its

organization was named the Winchester
Repeating Arms Company, there were in

New Haven three companies manufactur-
ing fire arms : the Volcanic, the New
Haven, and the Henry Repeating Arms
Company. Of these companies the best

known was, perhaps, the Henry. The
wa}' in which this company sprang into

prominence during the Civil War, is in

itself an interesting story, and while it

may be somewhat of a divergence to tell

it at this point, its value to the remainder
of this article will sanction easily its

insertion.

In 1S63, while the Civil War was still

going on, the public was startled and
thrilled by an account which appeared

in the public prints of the day, of a

battle, fought in the southern part of

Kentucky, between a baud of guerillas,

not recognized by the Confederate

government, and a single man, a

sympathizer with the Federal govern-

ment, armed with a Henry, sixteen-shot

rifle. The Union man was known to

have a large amount of money in his

house and consequently became an object

of interest to marauding bands. This

particular band, under the leadership of

a noted outlaw, known as "Tinker
Dave" Beattie, having learned of the

treasure, decided to make away with it.

Accordingly, one morning, while the

family were at breakfast, announcement

was made suddenly by the friglitened

negroes about the place of the approach

of this guerilla band. The planter,

innnediately seizing his money box and

his Henry rifle and cartridges took

refuge in a strong block house, which

forseeing such an emergency, he had

had constructed, and so .situated that

it commanded the residence and the

stables.

The Henry rifle, which shot the old

.44 rim-fire cartridge, was a very accu-

rate arm, and in the hands of the Ken-

tuckian, who was an excellent shot,

proved no mean obstacle to the accom-
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plisliinent of the marauders' object.

Within a short time the planter had
killed eight of the attacking party, and
had wounded ten men so severely that
" Tinker Dave " was glad to beat a hasty

retreat, before the neighbors, who had
been informed by the frightened negroes

of the attack, could come to the aid

of the plucky defender.

Naturally the account of this remark-

able fight spread quickly all over the

country, and with its spread came a

tremendous demand for the Henry rifle,

a firearm which made every man a host

in himself. A regiment from Indiana,

the Seventeenth called Wilder' s Mount-
ed Infantry, of the army of the Cumber-
land, equipped itself with Henry rifles

at its own expense and soon became
one of the most effective and one of

the most feared of Union Regiments.
At the close of the war in 1866, Hon.

O. F. Winchester, who was then Lieu-

tenant-Governor of Connecticut, appreci-

ating the merits of this rifle, bought up
the patents, improved them in many
ways, and organized a company, as pre-

viously stated for the manufacture of

this arm. Out of compliment to the dis-

tinguished gentleman who had founded
the company, the new rifle was named
the " \\'inchester." Almost immediately
the new company was overwhelmed with

orders for their rifle, many of which
came from those who were seeking new
homes in the far west and desired ju^
such a rifle to protect them from foes,

and to kill game for their subsistence.

Such, then, was the founding of a

company which should in a few years

have acquired a world-wide fame and
reputation. In 1869 the Winchester
Repeating Arms Company acquired the

American Repeating Rifle Company
;

this purchase included the vSpencer Rifle

Company, of Boston. The Adirondack
Arms Company of Plattsburg, N.Y.,

was also purchased by the Winchester
Company in 1S74.

The company began operations first

on Union street, but finding very soon

that the quarters there were too small

for the increasing business, the plant

was removed to Bridgeport, and for a

short time occupied a part of the prem-
ises of the Wheeler and Wilson Com-
pany. However, the location was not

as advantageous as could be desired, and

the company secured a tract of land on

what is now known as Winchester

avenue. Here, during the summer and
the fall of 1870 the first buildings of the

present extensive plant were erected, and

in January, 1871, the Winchester

Repeating Arms Company moved into

its permanent quarters. At the present

time it is just completing some extensive

additions to its plant.

The present officers of the company
are: President, Thomas G. Bennett;

vice president and treasurer, G. E.

Hodson ; assistant treasurer, H. S.

Leonard ; secretary, A. I. Ward.
Governor Winchester, who was the

first president of the company, and

whose death occurred in 1880, was also

the first man to see the possibilities in a

centre fire repeating rifle. While the

Henry was the first repeating rifle made,

it used rim-fire cartridges, and had also

the additional disadvantage of having to

displace the magazine in order to fill it.

This was remedied in the Winchester by

the introduction of a fixed magazine.

It was not, however, until 1873 that

centre fire cartridges were u.sed. No
repeating rifle ever made has had the

remarkable success of the Winchester,

and, in fact, it may be said without

exaggeration that the same statement

could be applied to the whole of the

Winchester product, whether repeating

rifles or single shot rifles, repeating

shotguns or ammunition. There is no

country on the face of the globe where
these goods are not known, and it is a

fact that at the present time over two
millions of these guns are in use. Only

the best of materials go into the guns,

and each arm is thoroughly tested and

tried by methods peculiar to the Win-
chester Company, before it is allowed to

leave the works. Just as an instance of

the thoroughness with which each piece

is made, a brief smnmary of how the

Winchester barrels are tested will prob-

ably furnish the best illustration.

Gun makers in general agree that the

barrel is the most difTicult ]iart of a gun
to make. In order to do this with

success, a complete knowledge of the

subject is needed, reinforced by experts,

delicate and exact machinery, and a

comprehensive system of tests.
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When a Winchester barrel has been
"rough" bored, as the first boring is

called, it is proved for strength. This
proof is made in the following manner :

A soft steel barrel is locked to a fixing

table, loaded with a charge of powder
and lead, twice as large as the amount
of the shell, for which the barrel is to be

chambered, will contain. After proof

firing, a barrel is carefully inspected, and
if it shows the slightest sign of strain or

imperfection it is condemned. A barrel

which passes the jiroof is next
straightened and given the second or

"finish" boring. It is then straightened.

again, after which it is subjected to what
is called the '

' Winchester " or " Lead '

'

test, a process which never fails to make
evident any irregularity in the interior

of the barrel. This test is again made
atfter the barrel is rifled, for the purpose
of discovering any possible disturbance
of the bore during the latter process.

vSuch a test as this is so exacting that no
other gun makers attempt it. Shot gun
barrels are not subjected to the " Lead

"

test, but are tested by gauges which are

so refined and delicate that they .show

variations of the thousandth part of an
inch.

Another interesting point in the
manufacture of these guns is their

targeting for accuracy. At the plant of

the company are ranges from one hundred
feet up to two hundred yards. At these
ranges every rifle is shot for the purpose
of testing its accuracy, the distance, of

course, varying according to the calibre.

For this work alone a corps of experts is

employed, the members of which devote
their whole attention to this branch.
That the tests are extremely rigid can be
seen easily when it is known that before
a rifle can be passed by them it must be
capable of shooting seven consecutive
bull's eyes on a standard sized target, for

the distance .shot.

The product of the Winchester
Repeating Arms Company includes six
different models of repeating rifles, two
single shot rifles, three styles of repeating
shot guns, a breech loading saluting
cannon, metallic cartridges, loaded paper
shotgun shells, paper and brass shells,

gun wads, primers, percussion caps,

reloading tools for rifle ammunition, and
gun sundries.

Of the rifles, the model of 1873 is

perhaps the most remarkable of small
arms ever made. It was the first

repeater to use the centre fire cartridges,

and was for years the only one before the
public. No gun has met with the success
that this particular model has.

The Winchester Company, in addition
to making the guns which have been
described above, have also for many
years been engaged in the manufacture
of metallic ammunition, empty and
loaded paper shot shells and other goods
of like character. The same close care
which is exercised by the company in the
making of its guns is also exercised in the
manufacture of ammunition, and in this,

as in everything else, the work has been
reduced to a scientific basis by the use of

special apparatus and the making
of practical experiments, embracing
velocity, accuracy and penetration.

To be able to tell how fast a bullet or a

charge of shot travels through the air,

when discharged from a gun, .seems to be
an almost impossible feat, yet, with the
aid of three chronographs, two of the
Le Boulanger type and one of the Smith
Tramway type, this can be done with
extreme accuracy. In making tests for

velocity the Winchester Company uses
these three machines constantly. This
test is made as follows :

The chronograph is connected with a
wire just in front of the muzzle of the
gun from which the cartridge is to be
fired, and with the target by two
electrical circuits. When the apparatus
is connected, the signal is given and the
cartridge to be tested is fired. The
instant that the bullet leaves the muzzle
of the gun it cuts the wire in front of the
muzzle which is connected with the
chronograph. The instant this wire is

cut the instrument begins to register the
time of the bullet's flight. When the
bullet strikes the target shot at, it breaks
the circuit connecting the chronograph
and the target, and the instrument stops

registering. The register shows the
time taken by the bullet in travelling

from the gua to the target. The distance
is known, and it is then simply a process
of reduction to feet per second.

Every lot of the Winchester cartridges

is tested for accuracy by shooting them
at the different ranges for which they are
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adapted. Their penetration is determined
by shooting them into pine boards of a

given thickness. The result is compared
with the number of boards a bullet of a

given calibre should penetrate at the

standard testing distance of fifteen feet,

and the penetration of the bullet is thus
found.

In closing this brief survey of this

large industry and its products it onlj'

remains for me to say, that being the

largest employer of labor in New Haven,
the number employed being between
3,200 and 3,600, with its steady and con-

tinuous working, it is in more than one
way a great benefit to the city. The fact

that its work is continuous and steady

means in itself a great deal to the busi-

ness and industrial interests of the city.

Employing, as it does, so many, it has
become, although a private concern, in

many respects a public one. If there are

in that city any two institutions which
have done more than all others to make
the name of New Haven known far and
wide throughout the world, those two
are Yale Universit}' and the Winchester
Repeating Arms Company.

X^^^.^^^

The Rock Elm/
The Rock Elm is one of the most

useful trees, the wood being hard and
firm and adapting itself readily to many
domestic purposes. It was a favorite

material for axe handles. As first

known it was a magnificent tree, but,

although still found of large size in

Western Ontario, it is mainly represented

by what is often commonly designated

as " scrub elm," growing in waste places

and along roadsides. The leaves are

very similar to those of the White Elm
{Ulmus Americana), that is, simply
pinnate straight- veined, ovate in shape
and with serrate edges, but are some-
what smoother to the touch. The dis-

tinguishing features are the racemed
flowers, i.e., in loose elongated clusters,

from which comes the classical name
Ulmus raccmosa, and the corky ridges

on the twigs, which latter feature gives

the tree one of its common names of

Corky White Elm. In Macoun's Cata-

logue the following statement is made
in regard to the Rock Elm :

—

" Rather rare in the Ea.stern Town-
ships, Quebec, and extending westward
throughout Ontario in the limestone

areas. This tree seems to be confined to

dry gravelly soils, and is usually asso-

ciated with sugar maple in such localities.

It was formerly ver)- conmion, and large

numbers were cut down, squared and
exported ; but owing to the destruction

of maple woods it is now found chiefly

as .second growth along roadsides and
borders of fields."

The flowers appear in early spring

before the leaves, and are soon followed

by the fruit, which is larger and smoother
than that of the White Elm, but must
also be gathered and sown immediately
when it comes from the tree. It is only
in Southern Ontario that this tree is still

a commercial wood. It is much superior

to the other elms, and will take a high
polish. Its chief uses are in the manu-
facture of agricultural implements,
bicycle rims and wheel stock, but it is

also employed for bridges and ship
building and for heav3' furniture.

Our illustration shows a tree in the
usual situation in which it is now found.
In the background will be .seen a White
Elm which shows a characteristic long
clear bole of a tree which has grown up
in the forest, since cleared away, leaving

it in solitary and stately grandeur.
The American Elms are different

species from tho.se found in Britain.

The English Kim ( ['/mus cavipestris)

grows best on low rich soil, and as it

does not ripen seed in England is evi-

dently an introduced variety. The Scotch
Elm ( Ulmus montana) grows in elevated

situations, is common in Scotland, Ireland

and the North of I'.ngland, and, as it will

produce fertile seed, is exidently native.

It is a light, graceful, ])endulous tree,

and is the parent of the wee])ing variety.

It is known as Wych Elm or Hazel, and
in olden times it was used for the manu-
facture of bows, the use of the " wych
hasell " being enjoined by statute.

• Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association.
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Forestry and Colonization.

The sole remaining member of the

Commission on Forestry and Coloniza-

tion appointed by the Government of

the Province of Quebec, Hon. G. W.
Stephens, K.C, has issued a report

which deals with this admittedh- difficult

question in an able and impartial manner,
giving due consideration to all the inter-

ests involved and outlining a policy

which is thoroughly practical and un-

.

doubtedly practicable. The Commis-
sioner may be congratulated on having
hewed out so clear a path between the

vagaries of the idealist and the inertia of

the provincial.

The key note of the report is contained

in the following paragraphs from the

first chapter :
—

"A Forest Reserve should be estab-

lished as soon as possible. The Lauren-
tian chain of mountains or hills, inter-

sected by numerous rivers and dotted
over with beautiful lakes, seem to have
been created for the especial growth of

trees. There is an abundance of hills,

which are for the most part rocky and
covered with a light depth of soil. There
are few farms in the hill district which
are not intersected by hills, which when
cleared of the timber and exposed to the
rain are spotted with bare rock. The
land, as a rule, as you ascend the rivers,

becomes unprofitable for agriculture.

The farmers in this section are, for the
most part, supported b^- wintering in the
shanties ; or where a good water power
exists and is improved, a centre of popu-
lation is collected. Farming in the
Laurentides, as a rule, is not a very remu-
nerative occupation, only the Canadian
brought up on the border of the forest

and possessing an experience and train-

ing in the shanties of the lumbering
camp seems to possess the pluck and
vitality to attempt it, and he deserves a
better field for his indomitable persever-
ance and energy.

Men clear up a farm and establish a

home only to discover after many years
of labor, earh' and late, that the soil,

which at first produced fairly good crops,

will no longer support the familj'. The

farmer has become hopelessly in debt,

and migrates with his familj' to some
manufacturing town over the border.

"TheGovernment should direct coloni-

zation to good land, so that when a settler

has cleared up his farm he can enjoj- the
profits of his labor and liand down to his

children a property susceptible of con-
tinued improvements. '

'

After recounting the steps taken on
this continent and the continent of

Europe for improving forest administra-
tion, the suggestion is made that a chair

of Forestry should be founded at Laval
University, the teacher to be obtained
from the Forestry School at Nancy, in

France. Or the Government could select

a capable person from among its Land
Agents to take the three years' course at

Nancy. In view of the immense inter-

ests involved, the step would be more
than justified. The management of the
Forest Department in France has been
remarkably successful, and inasmuch
as it is a more flexible system than that

of Germany, it would be more likely to

give the training which would enable a

student to adapt himself readily to Cana-
dian conditions. The services of a

trained forester would be invaluable to

the Department of Lands and Forests in

an advisory capacity, besides the educa-

tive influence that would be exerted.

The forest area of Quebec is immense,
comprising a tract equal to about forty-

four times the size of England, and in

the year 1901-2 it yielded a sum of

$1,234,072 out of a total Provincial rev-

enue of $4,515,169. It furnishes em-
ployment to the population during winter

when agricultural operations are suspend-

ed, and round the paper and pulp mills,

dependent on it for supply, are estab-

lished villages and towns that retain

many people who might otherwise drift

away across the international boundary
and be lost to the Province entirely.

In order to ensure the preservation

and reproduction of the forest, the report

goes on to say, three things are neces-

sary : the perfecting of the system of fire

protection ; the strict enforcement of the
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diameter limit of cut ; the extinction of

the jobbing specuUitor who takes up lots

to sell the mercantile timber and to de-

fraud the Governmeut of its timber dues.

Forest fires have been responsible for

widespread destruction in the forests of

Quebec, estimated at from fifty to

eighty-five per cent and the causes have
been various, from the signal fire of the

Indian to the surest signal of the ad-

vance of civilization before which that

wandering race of hunters is gradually
melting away,—the railway locomotive
and the settler's clearing. And the last

state of the land is worse than the first,

for civilization seems to be a greater

friend to destruction even than savagery.

Due credit is given to the fire ranging
system for the improvement it has
brought about where it has been estab-

lished atid properly administered. It

is of paramount importance, however,
that the service should be brought to the

highest state of efficiency and extended
to every part of the Province. The
recommendation is made that the Gov-
ernment should compel every lumber-
man to employ fire rangers from the first

day of April to the first day of October
in each year.

A change in fire regulations is sug-

gested, namely, that article 1345 which
prohibits setting fire in or within a mile

of the forest, provided, however, that it

shall be permitted for tlie purpose of

clearing lands at any time except between
the ist July and the ist September in each

year, should be amended by changing the

close season to between the ist May and
1st October. An early spring with
much dry weather makes the months of

April and May dangerous months for

the spread of fire. This has received a

very pertinent illustration during the

past spring. A provision that a space of

fifty feet from the forest should be
cleared of all inflammable material and
that no brush heap should be set on fire

at any time without such a fire strip,

would be beneficial and .should not be a

hardship to the settler. In fact, careful

settlers have adopted this and other pre-

cautions with success. The need of

education is illustrated by a conversation

between two settlers in the Temisca-
mingue district which was overheard
lately. The best method of clearing

lands was being discussed and one settler

declared that the best way was to set

fire to the wood,-^ around. Strict enforce-

ment of the regulations is an absolute

necessity.

A statement of grave importance is to

the effect that by far the most prolific

cause of forest fires is the isolated squat-

ter, who settles down in the midst of

valuable limits, and the bogus settler

whose name is used by a neighboring
mill owner for the purpose of plundering
the limit holder and defrauding the

Government of its dues, while, judging
from the number of cases submitted to

the Commission, frauds of this kind
have increased during the past few years

to an alarming extent. The moral is

clear. No lots should be sold except
such as are fit for agriculture, otherwise
the result will be that, as has occurred
south of the St. Lawrence, the forest

lands will pass into private hands and
cease to be a source of revenue to the

Province. In one case examined by the

Commissioners, 142 lots had been taken
out of one limit by this method, the

great majority of which were unfit for

cultivation, and had evidently been taken
by speculators under false pretence. It

is clear that some better system of man-
agement of colonization should be
adopted, so that the settlers may be
directed to the good agricultural lands

and settlements made more compact.
This is the opinion of men who are

deeply interested in colonization and to

whom it is the first concern. Concen-
tration on such lands would enable the
Government to spend the colonization

money to advantage in making good
roads and bridges, so indispensable to

the prosperity and success of the settler.

The settlers, being nearer together, would
have the advantage of the assistance of

neighbors. The parish church and vil-

lage school would be established and
supported with less difficulty, and a

strong and prosperous settlement would
result.

For the preservation of the forest a

diameter limit for cutting is necessary,

and on the whole a twelve inch limit

appears, from present knowledge, to be
the most profitable. The report recom-
mends that this limitation .should be

strictly enforced. But this is not suffi-
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cient to ensure reproduction and the

growth of a new crop of pine and spruce

seedlings. It will ensure a supply of

seed, but the other conditions of repro-

duction may be absent. The debris of

lumbering, besides being a great source

of danger from fire, is also an impedi-

ment to the new growth. The sugges-
tion is made that the tops should be

branched so as to fall flat on the earth,

where they would soon decaj', and help

instead of hindering reproduction. It

is calculated that it would not take more
than one cent per top for clearing spruce
tops in this way.

Replanting of waste places is at pres-

ent, and rightly, considered an impossi-

bility, on account of the cost ; but where
sand dunes are destroying good agricul-

tural land, it might be advisable to adopt
this plan, even at the present time. The
brules or burnt spaces might be assisted

to reproduce pine and .spruce by scatter-

ing seed in suitable places, or by regu-

larh- seeding down selected spots in

elevated places, from which seed might
be afterwards distributed \>y natural

processes. The reproduction of the
forest is a question difficult of clear and
definite solution in the present condition
of our knowledge of tree growth, and
with the comparatively low values of

forest products, but the suggestions
made are practicable and are in the right

direction.

In conclusion, it ma}- be said that the

report is one of great value, which
should be read carefully by every citizen

of the Province of Quebec. The princi-

ple that non-agricultural lands should
be kept for forest purposes, and that per-

manently, is one that should be pressed
upon the attention of the people of Can-
ada until it is thoroughly accepted and
understood, and then it will be possible

to make further advances which are a
necessary sequence to the adoption of

such a policy.

Labrador.
BY WILFRED GRENFELL, M.D.

Only those who have had to fit a
vessel for a long voyage know how hard
it is to get away. There are a thousand
and one things the most methodical minds
omit, and every last hour or two is

characterized by hurried messengers with
paper parcels arriving from all sorts of

quarters, which, at the last moment, are
flung loose upon the settles, and often
well shuffled up by the sea outside the
harbor, before one can leave the deck,
and get the first watch set. The
hospitality of the Newfoundlanders,
which is proverbial in the outports, is

maintained also in St. John's, and almost
reaches the "open house" of the Anglo-
Indian in India. This, also, makes it no
easier task to get away. But added to
all these, this year was a month of

northeast wind, fog, cold, and absence
of sunshine, with ice late pegged in on
the land, and all reports from the north
insisting "it is no good .starting yet

awhile anyhow." Even so late as June
20th we heard of a schooner crushed in

ice and lost at Quirpon, and all the

unfortunate fisher folk for the Straits

and Labrador unable to get north, owing
to the persistent northeasters. One
vessel, for instance, a seventy- five-ton

schooner, called the Co-operator, which
left St. John's for sea on the 6th of June,

we passed a few hours after leaving St.

John's ourselves, when we eventually

got away on the 25th. The average

man of to-day cannot possibly estimate

what this means in these days of rapid

communication. Here are places now
on the French Shore and Straits waiting

three weeks for salt and provisions, and
here are hundreds of families day after

day lying at anchor in drizzly fog, feeling

just as much locked up as if they were
in the penitentiary, while they know it

is no fault of theirs that the precious days
are slipping away in which, out of the
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whole 365, tliey can expect to earn food

and necessities for their families, with the

additional tantalizing information that

the Norwegian catch is short, and that

prices are likely to rule high, while cod
liver oil, owing to a combine in New
York, has risen to almost fabulous sums.

This latter fact accounted for some
weird machinery in the sheet iron and
tin, which is now loading the Strathcona's

decks, and which, at the last moment,
literally at midnight, we hustled aboard

to help the people around Engle to save

their cod livers, and refine instead of

rotting out their oil. A number of small

factories are being started, I "am delighted

to know, all around the coast this year.

Indeed, though one left Labrador last

year, feeling almost that, after the

fearful price of fish, it was a case of

apres cda le deluge, one returns to find

fresh enterprise and excellent prospects

everywhere. It is quite true many
schooners hoisted the broom at the mast-

head last fall, and not so many craft will

be down this year, but that considering

the decline in salmon and fish in quan-

tity, is not altogether a bad thing, and it

is chiefly the smaller and poorer craft only

that are laid up this season, after all.

The lumber areas in Labrador, worked
for the first time last year, have proved

a great success. Fresh areas all along

the coast are being taken up. One mine
is certain to be worked, and very

profitably too. Several whaling stations

will shortly be opened, and there is a

great deal brighter prospect for residents

next winter, to say nothing of the

visions of abundant fat meat for the

trusty Labrador dog, while gold mines

in White Bay, and valuable mines in

other parts of Newfoundland have also

been opened up, even since that time.

The gift of a new dynamo and engine

for the Strathcona has enabled us to

install electric light this year, and this,

with the promise of a searchlight, will

add greatly to both her comfort and
safety this year. At the last moment
the searchlight did not arrive, but we
hope to get one ere the summer has

flown. This installation will enable us

also to dispense with the exceedingly

trouble.some storage battery for an

X-rays, as we shall now be able to run it

direct from the dynamo current.

The generosity of friends in Canada
and the States has enabled us to add
many other desirable additions to our
hospitals in Labrador, and the French
Shore. A new laundry for Battle

Hospital, which will, we hope, preach a

few not unnecessary lessons in both
econom3^ and sanitation. Rubber matting
for the wards and passages have been
given, which will add greatly to the

facilities for keeping clean, and as-,ist to

do away with much noise, caused by the

wood flooring of the building. A new
examination chair, and also a very
valuable self-mobile invalids' wheelchair
have also been added. This is already
in use, on loan, to an old friend and a

Labrador fisherman, who will henceforth
appreciate the boon it will be to others.

A few splints, an odd leg or two, and
.some other necessary apparatus also

arrived in time for our sailing. As we
have been given a fine new metal
working lathe, we are sending it down to

be erected at the little mill at Engle,
where we have steam power and other
machinery. I ought not to forget here
a number of new Sloyds, or carpenters'

benches, with sets of tools, etc. These
we shall erect at the schools, and we hope
to be able to give valuable manual
training, as well as pleasant employment,
in the long evenings next winter. I have
often noticed how much skill is wasted
for want of good tools. A few years ago
in the French Shore we fitted out a deaf
and dumb lad with a complete set of

tools. He had shown considerable .skill,

whittling with his knife, but ever since

he has been turning out most useful

articles for domestic comfort, which one
does not ordinarily see in the small

houses. We are also taking down a

number of loan libraries from both
Canada and the States to distribute and
keep in circulation.

The energy of Judge Prowse (of St.

John's. Newfoundland), has almost

succeeded in establishing a Carnegie
public library in St. John's, and, as he
wrote me two years ago, this system of

loan libraries, as carried out in Canada
and the Western States, was to be part

of his scheme. Thus he hoped to afford

this best of all method of lielping self-

education to all the scattered communi-
ties, where now even old magazines are
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rare and valuable. The intellect of

scholars and wise men cannot develop
and grow strong on ephemeral literature

of that kind, and we hope that our
experiment, which is new, we believe, to

this ancient colony, will be really useful,

as we know it will be appreciated.

Another experiment, that has already

shown its value in these isolated regions,

has been the regular ambulance instruc-

tion given every winter at St. Anthony.
While in the woods last winter one man
slipped his axe and cut his leg very
severely. One of our men, who has
received the certificate of the St. John's-
Ambulance Society of London, was
fortunately at hand. He controlled the
hemorrhage in the proper manner above
the wound, and brought the man out to

Dr. Simpson on his wood sleigh, without
either filling the wound with tobacco,
flour, or any other of the favorite local

hemostatics and blood poisons. Result

—

six stitches and a wound healed at

once.

Leaving the wharf in St. John's, at

2 a.m. we crept out in the dark—the
friendly stars shining out for the first

time since our arrival. We were to have
given a friendly pluck outside, as the
first southerly air was already moving
overhead. But in the darkness she did
not see us, and without a searchlight we
could not find her, so after hailing one or
two suspicious looking craft, we steamed
away out through the Narrows and
headed away north for an eleventh
season on '

' Labrador. '

'

A heavy roll to start with is always a

severe test after a long laying up in

harbor, and a number of our amateurs
did not look like ruling the waves after

a few hours out, while to add to our
troubles the good ship capsized the whole
table a few moments after breakfast was
laid upon it. Why it waited six and a
half hours before it accomplished that

feat it is difficult to say. The beautiful

sights of a voyage on the Newfoundland
coast at this time of the year, soon,

however, brought the invalids on deck.
We were passing the lofty cliffs of
Baccalien before noon, and at evening
lay at anchor in motionless water in Sir

Charles Hamilton's inlet, waiting
daylight to run up to Dog Bay, where we
wanted to visit a lumber mill. We passed
on the way numerous noble icebergs,

magnified and intensified enormously
by an exquisite mirage, schooners
like square-rigged ships from the
inverted images above them in the air

—

mountains of ice, not yet abore the real

horizon, flashing in and out of sight like

transformation effects, islands melting
into the air on the reflection of the long,

heavy swell, and then reappearing, first

as needles or pinnacles, and then as but-
tressed fortifications, only once more to

melt into the air. It is phenomena, such
as these, with the bracing air, long days,

and excellent sporting opportunities that
are attracting more and more tourists

each year to these shores. Indeed, there
is every presumption that in the not very
distant future, Labrador and its northern
fiords will prove to be the Norway of the
West Atlantic.

The School of Mines, of Kingston, has
issued in neat pamphlet form, well illus-

trated, a report of the course of lectures
on Forestry delivered by Dr. B. E.Fernow,
at Queen's University, 26th-3oth January

last. The lectures deal in an interesting

and instructive way with different phases
of the subject. Copies of the report may
be obtained from Mr. Geo. Y. Chown,
Registrar of the School of Mines.
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The Art of Forestry/

BY A. HAROLD UNWIN.

1. FuKKST Management.

No doubt u.iiu} know what the above
means, but, at the same time, perhaps it

is not out of place to give the most sahent
features of what is understood hy the
term Forest Management. First of all,

everyone will agree that the culling of a

piece of timbered ground of the best

trees caunot, under any circumstances,
be termed '

' forest management. '

' This
must be called by its true name, a short-

sighted polic}' of forest destruction. Of
course, it is much more profitable for the
time being to do this, rather than give
any attention to the perpettiitj^ of the
forest and its products ; but here the
great disadvantage of forestry comes, in

that it does not only deal with the pre-

sent, but with the future, and involves

long periods ; hence its small return (in

per cent, on capital represented in grow-
ing timber) compared to other arts and
crafts. One has, in fact, to use the inte-

rest and not the principal : that is the

main issue in forestry.

Real forest management begins when
a forest is used with a view to obtaining

a " permanent annual yield " in timber,

and hence a permanent annual return in

money, which, as timber gradually en-

hances in value, should steadily increase.

The "permanent annual yield," as the

out-turn in timber from a forest has been
termed by Dr. Schlich, the greatest living

English authority on Forestry, is the
accumulaled growth of many years on a

certain fractional part of the whole area,

or, in other words, is the same quantity

as the growth of woody fibre in all the

tiees of tlie rcliole area in one year.

The question naturally next arises as

to when it is profitable and timely so to

use the growing timber of a forest that

its permanency is insured, and at the

same time a reasonable return to the

seller of the lumljer is attained. This,

of course, depends on whether the

wooded land is to be devoted perma-

nently to the growing of timber trees, or

whether it is eventually to be used for

raising agricultural crops.

On the latter class of land it is natural

that no very elaborate scheme of utilizing

the present crops of trees can be adopted,

as it would be best if the land were to be
cleared of timber, within lo or 20 percent

in area, by the time it was ready to be
taken up by settlers. Hence, on such
land, the use of the forest products can-

not be of a conservative nature. This is

"out and out" or "absolutely" agricul-

tural land. Then there are areas which
would yield good returns under trees,

but on which it will scarcely pay to prac-

tice agriculture. This may be called

"relatively" forest land, because though
agriculture has a claim upon it, it is,

on the whole, better utilized forestally.

Lastly, there are lands which are stony,

rocky, and either chemically or otherwise
unfit for agriculture, and which do not
admit of any other form of use except
that of forest crops. Such land is "abso-
lute" forest land. The above terms,
which are very exact, and contain a

definite classification of the land in them,
have been given by the best European
authorities on Forestry.

On the last two named categories of

land, forestry, and hence forest manage-
ment, has a place. The objects of

management are naturally the first con-
sideration, and depend entirely upon the
owner, and to a certain extent on the
limit holder, as the case may be. The
owners naturally include the Govern-
ment, Federal or Provincial, Corpora-
tions and prixate individuals. It has to

be decided, first, what is to be perma-
nently utilized, and, latterly, produced.
For instance, as a few of the aims, the

following might be cited : Keeping the
forest canopy intact, so as to con.serve

the moisture of the air and soil to the

greatest extent ; second, to produce pulp
wood of six inches diameter and upwards

;

third, to use lumber of long, clean

* Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association.
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length, say thirt}' feet and upwards, and
of a specific diameter; fourth, to cut a cer-

tain quantity of cord wood per year, etc.

A plan of tiie scheme of management
is next made, and as to whether this is

very elaborate or not will depend entirely

on the then, or in the near future, pre-

vailing stumpage prices ; and in practice

it comes to this, that the lower the value
of the wood, the rougher and simpler the
plan must be. It is not worth while and
does not paj' to spend a great deal of

time in preparing a scheme of cutting if

the value of the lumber is not high.

In its main features the plans are
alike, whether the limit is worked on
an "extensive" or "intensive" (as in

Europe generally now) system. It con-
tains, as also according to the best Euro-
pean practice (now also in vogue in the
United States):

—

(i). A map of the forest limit on a
fairly large scale, showing trails, roads,

watercourses and boundaries.

(2). General description of the species
of trees, soil and age of trees on the
limit, as also the distribution of the
different species over the area, and alti-

tude of the forest above sea level.

(3). General objects of management,
such as rotation, that is, time which
elapses between the .sowing of the seed

(self-.sown) and the cutting of the mature
tree, or the age at which a tree reaches
merchantable dimensions, for example :

Spruce for pulpwood, 30 years old, in

good soil.

A practical example of this in its sim-
plest form would be found, supposing a
limit or forest contained 100,000 acres,

trees to be cut when 100 years (rotation)

old
; hence, area to be cut each year

would be 1,000 acres of loo-year old
trees, or i-ioo part of the whole area,

which represents, condensed in a small
space, the growth of a// the trees on the
whole area in one year.

(4). Special plan showing what areas
are to be culled or completely cleared of

lumber in successive years, due modifica-
tions being made in the interests of fire

protection and damage by the wind. The
above is usually made out for a number
of years (about 30), subject to revision

from time to time. As a matter of expe-
rience, where forests are protected from
fire, it has been found that the crop is

much more certain than any other land
produce, hence the utility of a plan for

such a length of time.

The practical working of such a scheme
involves quite a number of technical

details, which must be left unmentioned
for the present for the sake of brevity.

<s^[^sss»f'»^sa3^^ti

Fur-Bearing Animals.

BY H. YOUNG.

At the last meeting of the Edmonton
Gun Club, I read an article dealing with
the matter of the better protection of
feathered game, deer, and fur-bearing
animals, in the district of Alberta, and I

think that, owing to the support given, it

has aroused considerable interest in this
matter, and has, I think, done some
good along the lines aimed at—better
protection and preservation of fur-bear-
ing animals and game birds.

In this article I will only deal with
the question of protection of the fur-

bearing animals in the unorganized dis-

tricts of the North. In these districts

the protection of game and all animals

is one coming under the control of the

Dominion Government, and the impor-

tance of the interests involved makes
it a matter deserving all attention.

It is strange that, though there are

many Canadian fur dealers in Canada,
some with an international reputation,

none of them has ever been represented

in the Edmonton market, while Ameri-
can firms have always been represented.

Edmonton to-day is one of the largest

markets for the sale of raw furs direct

from the hands of the trappers.

It may surprise many not very fami-
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liar with the trade to learn that of the

large quantity of fur annually brought
in here, not more than one-half will grade
No. I, and a quarter of it will grade No.

3 and lower. What would be thought
of a fanner who killed or sold his steers

when they were in poor order, or cut his

crop before it was ripe?. Yet that is

exactly what is being done in the fur

trade to-daj'. Bears are being killed in

summer, value fifty cents ; same skin,

killed in season, value $15. Silver fox,

killed too early or too late in the season,

is worth perhaps $5 ; same skins, killed

in season, worth often $500. And the

same is true of all other kinds of furs.

Neither the Hudson's Bay Co. nor any
other trader wants these poor skins.

The only reason they trade them is

because the trapper says to both :

'

' Buy
my poor furs; or, if you don't, I will

not give you my good fur when I have
any." Competition is keen, and one
trader is afraid of another ; so the trap-

per forces their hands. The Indian
trapper has, I suppose, a vested right in

the fur of the North ; but he certainly

does not own it. The fur of the North
is a valuable asset of the Dominion, as

much so as are timber and fish. An
Indian has no care for to-morrow ; so I

think the Government should step in

and prevent them from destroying reck-

lessly their only present means of making
their living, and preserve, as long as pos-

sible, the rich fur preserves of the North.
There is, in my opinion,only one way to

stop this evil, and that is to prohibit the

export of furs of a low or unprime grade.

When traders found they could not sell

these skins, they would cease buying
them, and be glad to do it. The Indian

would stop killing, because he would
not be able to sell either, and would

have no complaint against the Govern-
ment for any stoppage of rights he may
consider liimself possessed of.

I have spoken on this subject with
such well known men in the fur trade as

Messrs. McDougall & Secord, Ross
Bros., Bredin & Cornwall, Jas. Hislop,

of Hislop & Nagle, W. Connor, Falk &
Swiggert, Colin Fraser, Stennett & Gil-

mer, Thos. Hourston, representing Ull-

man & Co. , and many others.

I know they all endorse my opinion on
this subject, both as to the extent of the

evil and the means to be adopted for its

suppression.

I would wish to make a special plea for

the Beaver. This most valuable, but de-

fenceless animal, is surely and rapidly

being exterminated, and I would wish to

impress on everyone the necessity of

having it protected. I myself have seen
it disappear from large tracts of this

country. In Peace River, once thought
to be the very home of the Beaver, it is

about killed out ; another year or two
will do the business. All over the coun-
try it is the same. There is now only
one place where they are really plentiful,

and that is in the country north and west
of Fort de Liard, on the Liard River, and
the streams tributary to it. Here they
are being surrounded, and it will be only
a short time when what has happened
elsewhere will happen here. The Beaver
is a valuable animal, and, if given a de-

cent chance to live, will be a source of

livelihood, as w^ell as revenue, to Indians
for years to come. They are being pro-

tected now all over the country in places

where they are practically almost ex-
tinct. Would it not be wise in the case

of the north- country to afford a measure
of protection while there are some still

in existence ?

K

Some kinds of shooting cost like sixty.

For example : An alleged sport.sman

paid, lately, $900.00 because he had

indulged in the luxury of a shot at a cow
moose. They evidently manage some
things excellently in the State of Maine.
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Our Medicine Bag.

The Commissioner of Lands and
Forests for the Province of Quebec in his

annual report, referring to the appoint-

ment of the Commission on Forestry and
Colonization, makes the following state-

ment of the circumstances which induced

the Government to ask for the appoint-

ment of such a commission :

"In this country the settlement and
opening up of our vacant lands and the

consequent increase of our population

constitute our chief aim. All our

energies are directed to that end, for

from it is derived the political influence

we now have and which we are to possess

in the future.
" On the other hand, we have immense

.wealth to develop hy the exploitation of

our vast forests. They constitute our

greatest source of revenue, and from
those forests, with the aid of our
innumerable water powers, we shall

obtain what our province needs to become
a great manufacturing country, and
thereby retain that section of our popula-
tion that is alwaj's ready to emigrate.

'

' True settlers and timber license

holders, when they remain within their

respective spheres, do not hinder, but,

on the contrary, assist one another. In

regions remote from the large centres,

colonization progresses in proportion to

the extent and prosperity of lumbering
operations, for the latter create markets
for the former."
A serious difficulty has, however,

arisen from the fact that, owing to the
increased value of timber, especially wood
suitable for the manufacture of pulp,

merchants, both great and small, and
manufacturers of all kinds, associate

with the settlers and make use of them
to obtain control of timber lands, many
of which are now under license. The
effect of this would be injustice to the
limit holders, would ruin the credit of the
province, and would finally result in these

lands being transferred to other lumber
operators and placed beyond the control

of the province.

The difficulties of administration of a

large province, rich in natural resources

for which there is a great demand, are

undoubtedly great, and if the Govern-
ment feel that a full enquiry by a

Commission will assist them in arriving

at a solution of the difficulties there can

be no objection to that step. It is to be

hoped, however, that the Commis.sion

will be composed in such a way and placed

in such a position as to do its work
thoroughly and impartially and make its

report without delay. It is regrettable

that ground should be given for any
feeling that the enquiry has not been
pu.shed as vigorously as is desirable.

A plea for the poor settler is often put

forward to deceive the public as to the

character of the spurious settlement

above referred to, and it is specially

desirable that such a practice, in so far

as it is attempted, should be .set in its

proper light. In addition to this, how-
ever, there is the question of hmia fide

settlement on lands that are unfit for

agriculture, which in its results is no less

disastrous to the true objects of coloniza-

tion and the finances of the province

than settlement of an altogether illegiti-

mate type. The Commission should

make a thorough and comprehensive

investigation of the whole problem.

The following suggested resolution was
received from Colonel F. W. Warren, of

Vancouver, too late for submission to the

annual meeting of the Canadian Forestry

Association :

"That the Dominion Government be

requested to co-operate with the govern-

ments of the provinces interested

therein—especially British Columbia

—

with a view to locate and reserve another

National Park for the purpose of Forest

and Game Preservation. That the loca-

tion in British Columbia be somewhere

on the route of the projected Trans-

continental Railways. That with such

object in view the governments interested

be requested to take the necessary steps

to prevent the land grants to any railway

company from conflicting therewith, and

that the necessary clauses be inserted in
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their charters making the land grants
subser\-ient to the location of the
reserves."

Colonel Warren adds that the precise

location of the park to be chosen in

British Columbia might be at a spot

where both moose and caribou frequent
and the country is well wooded and well

watered, and that possibly such a district

could be found in the neighborhood of

the Parsnip and Pine Rivers.

It is timeh' that attention should be
called to this question, and that steps

should be taken in the direction indicated

by Colonel Warren. The experience of

the past, in the destruction of forests

following the construction of railways,

makes the whole subject of forest protec-

tion along the route of the new trans-

continental line one of paramount
interest.

In engaging Mr. Walter S. Glynn, of

Liverpool, England, to judge several

breeds at the big dog show to be held in

Toronto in September, the management
has made a master stroke. Mr. Glynn
is the eldest son of Mr. Walter Glynn, of

Liverpool, the head of probably the
largest existing shipping firm, and is by
profession a barrister, whose practice is

in the " Admiralty Court." Mr. Glynn
is a member of the Kennel Club
committee, and a most regular attendant
at the meetings of that body, and is of

great assistance in its deliberations. In
addition. Mr. Glynn is a member of

several specialty clubs, and though he
does not look for judging engagements,
he has .several times judged fox terriers

and other rough terriers at most of the
principal shows. Indeed, he has officiated

at least at one fox terrier club show,
that held at Cheltenham. His first love
was the fox terrier, and he has owned
some good ones, though his strong
kennel consists mainly of the hardy and
handy Welsh terrier. Among.st the fox
terriers he has owned are Champion
Brynhir Rags, Displacer, Deftly, etc.

We are confident that this gentleman
will attract a record entry of the ever
present fox terrier at Toronto, while it is

probable he will also judge Airedale,
Scottish and Welsh terriers, in all of

which he is a known authoritv. From

advance proofs of the premium list we
notice there are, besides the usual cash
prizes, a verj' large number of valuable
special prizes, which have been appor-
tioned very judiciously to the different

breeds.

"Ashmont " is the nom de plume of

a recognized authority on canine treat-

ment and diseases. His '

' Kennel Secrets'

'

has gone through one large edition, and
is to be republished in the autumn by
Messrs. Little, Brown & Co., of Boston.
The same firm has just issued a second
edition of

'

' Kennel Diseases
'

' by this

author, for which we predict an even
greater demand than in the first. It

should, and probably will, become the

text book on the treatment of those
varied ills to which the dog is so subject

—especially the well-bred animal. As
"Ashmont" says, there are no specifics

in animal practice. Sometimes one med-
icine is needed, sometimes another for

the same disease, and therefore this

work, which is richer in recipes than any
other with which we are acquainted,
should win itself a place on the shelves

of every dog-owning and dog-loving
man. Chapters on sick quarters and
nursing are followed by others on the
principles and practice of medicine. The
diseases of the respiratory, circulatory,

nervous and digestive systems, as well
as of mouth, tongue, eye, ear, bone and
joints are all described and appropriate
remedies indicated. The chapter on
obstinate diseases of the skin will be of

inestimable value to those whose charges
suffer from mange or eczema—and wliat

kennels are at all times free from these

inflictions ? Little, Brown & Company,
Boston, are the publishers.

The executive of the Canadian Kennel
Club called an open meeting, during the
Montreal show, of all interested in dogs.

It was held in the Arena, Mr. John G.
Kent, president of the C. K. C, in the
chair, and there was a very good atten-

dance. Mr. H. B. Donovan, the secre-

tary, was also present. The meeting,
as explained by the Chairman, was
called to consider the relations existing
between the A. K. C. and the C. K. C,
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also a proposition which had been made
by the latter towards the mutual recog-

nition of wins. Mr. Vredenburg, secre-

tary of the A. K. C, who was present,

clear!}- set forth the position of the body
he represents, and held out no hope that

anything short of a complete surrender

would be entertained. The C. K. C. and
other clubs in Canada would be received

on the same terms as kennel clubs in the

United States, and probably an advisory

board would be allowed. The idea of

absorption did not go down with a large

number of the Canadians present, and a

long discussion took place, the result

being that the meeting broke up with
the whole question remaining as it is.

During the meeting Mr. Donovan read

the result of a postal vote of the members
of the C. K. C. , which was practically

unanimous in holding to the national

character of the institution.

Elsewhere in this issue will be found
an illustration of the Hudson's Bay
Company's steamer, " Mount Royal."
The Mount Royal was built for service

on the Skeena and Stikine rivers in

Northern British Columbia, and has
given the greatest satisfaction. She was
launched at Victoria, B.C., on April 19,

1902 and cost 525,000.00. Her dimen-
sions are as follows : Length 138 ft.

;

beam 28 ft. ; depth 5 ft.

She is driven by engines having 14
inch cylinders, with a stroke of 60 inches
working at 28 to 30 revolutions a minute.
They give her a speed in still water of 15
knots. The shaft is of nickel steel and
hollow. The boiler is of the locomotive
type, working under a pressure of 200
lbs. to the square inch. The Mount
Royal has steam steering gear and a
steam capstan, as well as electric light

plant and electric searchlight. In the
design an endeavor was made to obtain a

maximum of power with her shallow
draft, to permit of her use at any stage
of water. She can carry 80 tons on a

draft of 27 inches, and fiftj- first class

passengers can be given state-room berths
and excellent accommodation. Travel-
lers of the usual backwoods type—will-

ing to spread their blankets on the soft-

est plank obtainable—could be carried

largely in excess of this.

This boat has made record trips on
both the Skeena and Stikine, and has
shown herself to be the very best model
yet built to climb the swift Pacific Coast
rivers.

The Stikine, in Northern British

Columbia, is one of those swift streams
known to prospectors as "ground sluice"

rivers. The grade is high and wonder-
fully even, though it becomes somewhat
steeper as the higher waters are reached.

Telegraph Creek is some 150 miles from
the Pacific, and at an elevation of 600 ft.

Throughout this distance there are, prac-

itcally, no pools or resting places ; the

water is "quick" all the way, excepting

at the "Little" and "Kloochman's" can-

yons, where it is "quicker." Above
Telegraph Creek the Grand Canyon is

impassable for 40 miles. There is mag-
nificent hunting along the tributaries of

this turbulent northern stream, the

Lskoot, Clearwater, Little South Branch
and Tahltan being locally famous. Above
the Grand Canyon the country is hardlj^

known to white men, though the Tahl-

tan Indians—fast dying off—kill large

quantities of moose, caribou, deer and
Stone's sheep therein.

We took up "Moose Hunting, Salmon
Fishing, and other Sketches of Sport,"

by Mr. T. R. Pattillo, with considerable

interest, as these and a few other

avocations are our pet weaknesses, and
opening the book at random, " Jennj'

Lind's the fly " were the first words we
read. We became interested at once, for

nowhere in Canada will 3-ou find a trout

water where the Jenny Lind will not

beguile salvelinus into your creel. In

this case, however, it was salmo salar

that was captured, which certainly was
just a little bit out of the ordinary duty
of even a Jenn}- Lind. Much of the

author's sport was had in Nova Scotia,

in days now long past
;
yet, not all, for he

enjoyed his fill of shooting in the North-

west territory in 1890 and i89i,when,
as he writes :

'

' Canadian and wavy
geese by the tens of thousands made the

stubble fields their feeding ground, and
the lakes their resting places. Myriads
of ducks in endless variety fed in the

pond holes and lakes, as well as on the
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prairie, while chickens in large flocks

abounded in every direction." And as

it was then so is it to-day. The volume
is a plain, unvarnished tale by a sports-

man of the good old school, and will be

found both interesting and a useful

guide. It is published by William
Briggs, Toronto.

The American Sportsman's Library-
good as all the volumes so far issued

are—contains as yet no book of greater

interest to Canadian hunters than that

on the deer family, to which the Presi-

dent of the United States contributes

some of the most instructive chapters.

The introduction is one that any
sportsman would profit by reading. It

treats of the foundations of sport, as it

were the bottom facts all must know
whose aspirations lie in the skilful use

of the rifle. All North American deer

are described and their habitats defined
;

clothing fit for the still-hunter's wear
described

;
game preservation admirably

insisted upon and wholesale slaughter

deprecated. Then follow successive

chapters on the mule and whitetail deer,

antelope, wapiti, blacktail, caribou, and
last, but certainly not least, a good
description of our own Canadian forest

giant—the moose. There should be a

great demand in the Dominion for this

admirable volume of a series, for which
Mr. Caspar Whitney and the Macmillan
Company deserve the thanks of all fond

of big game hunting.

We intended to publish in this issue an

illustration .showing the Westniount Gun
Club team, which won the Montreal Chal-

lenge Trophy, at Ottawa, on Easter Mon-
day, but unfortunately the photograph
furnished us was too poor to reproduce.

Every man in the country who has ever

shot at the traps, remembers the old cup
put up by the original Montreal Gun
Club, seventeen years ago. The compe-
tition is fifteen targets per man, teams of

five men, and being such a short race,

is usually close. This match was no
exception, and was really decided only

by Mr. Kennedy's last bird, the .scores

being 54 to 55. On the first round,

Westmount led ; in the second, Ottawa
tied the score ; and when Cameron and

Kennedy remained to shoot, the breaks

on each side totalled equal exactly. This
is the second time only in ten years that

the invincible St. Huberts have been

beaten on their own grounds. The
Ottawa team was Capt. Higginson, Capt.

Boville, Dr. White, C. Panet and W. L.

Cameron.

The Annual Report of the Crown
Lands Department for the Province of

New Brunswick shows the total revenue

from timber lands for the year 1902 as

$153,368. the amount obtained from sales

and renewals of timber licenses being

$45,432, and from stumpage dues $107,-

936.
^ This is a decrease of $21 , 155 from

the year 1901, but the decrease is in the

returns from the sale of licenses, the

stumpage dues having increased by

$6,700. The principal items in the

statement of lumber cut from Crown
Lands are spruce and pine, 86,531,693

feet; hemlock, 2,388,567 feet; cedar,

15,357,249 feet; fir, 2,764,411 feet;

hardwood, 2,936,007 feet ; railway ties,

104,564 pieces. The prospects were that

the cut for the past winter would be

larger than for the past few years. Per-

sons in the lumber business are anxious

to secure control of spruce and pine-

growing lands. The highest rate paid

at the sale of timber licenses was $125
per square mile.

.*

Mr. Dwight W. Huntington has

written a very useful book upon the

feathered game of this continent, and we
expect a large sale for it. In his intro-

duction he says :

'

' Some years ago I was
shooting ducks in North Dakota, with

some army officers from Fort Totten. In

looking over the bag one evening I

found a number of birds which were

entirely new to me. Several of them

were not mentioned in any of the books

on field sports. It occurred to me then

that a book describing every game bird

would be a very valuable addition to a

sportsman's library." So the volume

under consideration was written—for

sportsmen by a sportsman—and there is

no gainsaying that "Our Feathered

Game" should be on every shooter's

bookshelves. His account of the wood-

cock and woodcock shooting is one of
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the best we have come across. Grouse,

turkey, quail, wildfowl and shore

birds are all described accurately and
intelligently. Charles Scribner's Sons
are the publishers.

We are this month able to give the

full judges' slate for Toronto's big dog
show to be held in September. The
management has endeavored to place

none but men fully competent to judge
the classes assigned them, and they have
ably succeeded, as the following list will

show :

Walter S. Glynn, Esq., London, England,
will take Fox Terriers (smooth and wire-
haired), Airedales, Scottish and Welsh Terriers.

Jas. Lindsay, Esq., Montreal— Irish Terriers.

W. C. Codman, Esq., Providence, R.L—Bull
Dogs, Boston Terriers, Black and Tan Terriers.

Henry Jarrett, Esq., Chestnut Hill, Pa.—
Collies and English Sheep Dogs.
W. T. Payne, Esq., Kingston, Pa.—Sporting

Spaniels.

H. W. Lacy, Esq., Boston, Mass. — St.

Bernards, Mastiffs, Bloodhounds, Newfound-
lands, Great Danes, Russian Wolfhounds,
Deerhounds, Greyhounds, Poodles, Dalmatians,
Dachshunde, Pugs, Whippets, Italian Grey-
hounds, Pomeranians, Toy and Japanese
Spaniels, Yorkshire and Toy Black and Tan
Terriers.

Jas. Mortimer, Esq., Hempstead, L.I.

—

Pointers, Setters, Foxhounds, Harriers, Beagles,
Chesapeake Bay Dogs, Bull Terriers, Skye
Terriers, Bedlington Terriers and Miscellaneous.

The '

' Seventh Annual Report of the

New York Zoological Society" provides

excellent reading for all those who take

an active interest in the promotion of

zoology and the preservation of those

animals which are native to the continent

of America. Even those who take but a

casual interest in these subjects will find

the time spent upon a perusal of this

volume amply repaid. We would espe-

cially commend to our readers an article

by Mr. Madison Grant, dealing with the

classification into different species of the

barren ground and woodland caribou.

J*

Sporting Yarns ; Spun off the Reel, is

the title of a very amusing book written

by Col. Andrew C. P. Haggard, D.S.O.

Col. Haggard is well known to Canadian
sportsmen, and hence they will take

more than usual interest in this collection

of stories. From salmon in Scotland and

Newfoundland to lions in Abyssinia is

the whole gamut of the all-round sports-

man's scale—but the gallant Colonel runs

up and down it with never a false note.

The chapters that should interest Cana-

dian sportsmen most are those on Ouana-
niche. Moose Hunting, New Canadian

Waters, An August Day on the Grand
Cascapedia, and A Christmas Bighorn.

Hutchinson & Co., London, are the

publishers.

We illustrate herewith the Savage
25-35. 32-40 and 38-55 repeaters. These
are meeting with an enthitsiastic reception
from riflemen throughout the country.
The progressive shooter is not long in

learning full particulars of any new goods
from American manufacturers, and he

may be used with perfect safety to the

shooter. These high power 32-40 and

38-55 are excellent big game loads.

When you buy a Savage you will possess

a fire-arm that will give the service you

expect. In other words, the rifle will

be more accurate and reliable, and you

seems to have hit on the new Savage pro-

ducts with unusual quickness. The new
sizes are adapted to the famous Model
1899, which has hitherto been made in the

30-30 and .303 calibers only. All barrels

of the Model 1899 are of Savage smokeless
steel, and the new high pressure loads

will feel more than repaid for the money
invested. A catalogue fully describing

the complete line of Savage rifles,

ammunition, reloading tools, sights, etc.,

will be sent on request. Address Savage

Arms Company, Utica, N.Y., and men-

tion Rod and Gun.



Delightfully Refreshing
For all occasions

where a refreshing,

nourishing and in-

vigorating bever-

age is required there

is nothing equal to

BovrilCordiahvith

Mineral Water or

Soda. It supplies

ail the nourishment

of prime lean beef,

while retaining the

exhilirating effects Oi the Mineral Water. At your next picnic try

Bovril Cordial
"witK

Mirieral Water or Soda.

CON TEN TS
August, 1903

The Compatiy. By Egbert Owen ....
Fishing in Ontario. By L. O. A. .

The Horse. By C. J. Alloway ....
Further Exploration. By Prof. J. Norman Collie, F.R.S.

The Airedale Terrier. By D. Taylor

A Great Factory. By C. A. B
The Rock Elm
Forestry and Colonization .....
Labrador. By Wilfred Grenfell, M.D.

The Art of Forestry. By A. Harold Unwin
Fur-Bearing Animals. By H. Young
Our Medicine Bag .......

93

94

96

98

103

105

108

109

113

116

117

118

Communications on all topics pertaining to tishing. shooting, canoeing, the kennel and amateur
pholOKraphy, will be welcomed and published, if suitable. All communications must be accom-
panied by the name of the writer, not necessarily for publication, however.

The Official Organ of the Canadian Forestrj- Association.

Rod and Gun in Canada does not assume any responsibility for, or necessarily endorse, any
views expressed by contributors to its columns. All communications should be addressed to :

ROD AND GUN PUBLISHING CO., 603 Craig Street, Montreal.
Price, 10 cents a Number. 91.00 a year.

Branch Office—36 Confederation Life Buildinti, Toronto.



In the

Field
and
at the

Trap

\A/. \A/.

GREENER'S
OUIVIS

Are . .

.

Unsur-

passed

The310 BORE ''SHARPSHOOTERS CLUB" rifle

WILL KILL

Bears SEi^ifBucK Geese
and holds "The World's Record" for accuracy at the Target.

LIGHT. ALL BRITISH MA DE. Fires Cheap Smokeless Cartridges.
Detachable Barrel. PRICE, £3 - 3 - O.

Complete Lists of Guns and Rifles sent FREE.

W. W. GREENER, Gunmaker, Birmingham^ Eng,

* Engines in successful operation from
Halifax to Vancouver."

The " rf ;, '
' MARINE= I rIIon. GASOLINE ENGINE

simplest, Safest and Most Reliable. Write us.

Hamilton Motor Works "H'amntonfcan:"

TKe Duplex Telescope

For ten years it has been used in all lands. Its use
popularized the rifle telescope, .\hsolutelv accurate,
achromatic, in heavv steel tube, with finest possible
elevation graduation's, fullv warranted and sold at a
reasonable price. Send for'the " Red Catalogue."

L. C. CUMMINS, Montpoller,
Vermont, U.S.A.

THe THird Annual

TOURNAMENT
OF THE

Dominion of Canada

Trap Shooting

\ N D

Game ProtectiveAssociation

will be held in the City of

TORONTO
on the I2th, J3th, J4th and

I5th of AUGUST, J903.

For programs apply to

Ch.^rles T. Log.\x, Ass't Sec'y,

42 Reward .-Vve., Toronto, Ont.

Thomas A. Duff,

(Toronto)

President.

A. \V. Throop,

P. O. Department,

Ottawa, Ont.,

Sec.-Treas.



Premium Department

Are you not acquainted with many sportsmen interested in

Canadian fishing and hunting, who would gladly subscribe to Rod
and Gvin in Canada if it were brought to their attention ?

Subscribers for R.od and Gun can be secured with very little

effort. We offer you some useful and valuable premiums as a reward

for your trouble. All articles offered are exactly as represented.

The subscription price to R.od and Gun in Canada is only

$LO0 per annum, payable in advance. Send your list of subscribers,

with money order, to

SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT,
ROD AND GUN IN CANADA,

603 CRAIG STREET, MONTREAL,

mentioning premium or premium.s you select, and they will be sent

at once.

Premium Offer No. 1

If you send us one new subscriber we will send you your choice of tfie following articles -^

A Perfect Gun Cleaner, valued at 50 cents ; a Little Giant Rifle Cleaner, valued at 50 cents ; a Hook

Shield, valued at 50 cents ; .a Lightning Fish Scaler, valued at 50 cents.

Premium Offer No. 2

• f you send us'two new subscribers we will send you your choice of a Bradley ShotlGun'-Sigfit,

valued at ninety cents ; or a Pioneer Gun Cleaner, valued at ninety cents.

Premium Offer No. 3

If you send us three new subscribers we will send you a New Savage Huntiog and Target

Sight, valued at $2 00.



Premium Department
Premium Offer No. 4

A splendid Jewelled Bearing 60 yard Patent Independent Level Winding Device, valued at six

dollars, strong cut gear, light running, durable, will be sent for eight new subscribers to Rod and
Gun in Canada.

Premium Offer No. 5

An opportunity to secure a famous Berliner Gramophone, the original flatsdisc talking

machine. It renders music of every description. It tells stories, every word clear and distinct-

Gramophone Offer NOi 1.—To anyone sending us twentysfivc new subscribers we will

send a Berliner Gramophone, with three records, type "A," with Brass Horn, valued at $17.00.

Gramophone Offer Noi 2,—To anyone sending us thirty new subscribers we will send
a Berliner Gramophone, with three records, type " E," valued at $22,00.

Gramophone Offer No, 3.—To anyone sending us forty new subscribers we will send
a Berliner Gramophone, with three records, type " B," valued at $28.00.

Premium Offer No. 6

EARRY IN
A BUGGY

Last a
Lifetime

"(y and Diagonally

yCANVAS BOATCa
KALAMAZOO •••» MICH

50

To anyone sending us sixty new subscribers we will send a King Folding Canvas Boat,
valued at $40.00. This boat can be carried in a buggy, and will last a lifetime.



CAMPERS
When Camping in Canada's
Camp Grounds always use

HeaSqlarters Yacktlng atld

Tor^aiT'^'' Canvas Goods
Canoes, Launches, Skiffs, Sail Boats, always in stock.

UhG ''SONNE" Awning Tent ca= Tarpaulin Co.
775 CRAIG STREET, MONTREAL

Bell Telephone Main 727.' Write for Catalogfue.

Special Prices if ROD AND GUN is mentioned.

— •' „ THE

iner '4 ^4 4

GramsOsphone
t'Y' V I J[T C" r FUFRVTHIJ^G a"d is almost human. The greatest entertainer for

TT T>r ^V^ FT)F1>YTHING
^-""^^^'f' parties, CLUBS OR homes

. .IT PLJtrS tULKiFMlMU ^^^^^^ $15 oo to $45.oo

IT TALKS EVERYTHING made in canada

A 5 Years' Guarantee with each.

Write for Catalogues of Gramophones and nearly ^^ ^^ ^^
Two Thousand Records—Free for the asking. ^^ ^^ ^^

B. BERLINER,
2315 St. CatHerine Street,

EMANUEL BLOUT, MONTREAL.
General Manager for Canada.



are the kind that shoot well

under all conditions and on

all sorts of game. They
don't freeze up, clog or shoot

inaccurately. Catalog H free.

SAVAGE ARMS CO.
UTICA, N.Y., U.S.A.

THE
.Brad ley
^SHot Gun
Sig'ht j^ j^

The Bradley system of sightiug sh(jL >;iins is a radical
departure from old methods, and makfs wiiij^ shooting
easy and certain. There are two bead-., one for each
barrel, and instantly attachable to the gnn in sncli a man-
ner that there is no interference with the sight originally-
ou the rib. Shooting at stationary objects or straight
away birds, the side beads plainly define the killing
circleof the arm since a bird seen between them if n(.)t

out of range will certainly get a good portion of the
charge. But it is in crossing shots that the Bradley
sights are the most valuable. All double barrel shot
gutis cross the central line of sight at about 30 yards,
beyond which the right barrel throws to the left and the
left to the right. Sighting directly down the barrel fired
compensates for this, but there is still the difficulty of
judging how much to lead crossing birds. And some
shooters are never able to get the knack of doing this
correctly. With the Bradley sight it is only necessary
to aim at a left flyer down the 1. ft barrel and fire the
right (or the reverse in case of a bird crossing to the
right .which gives the proper lead and will almost inva-
riably insure a kill. With this sight any one can very
scon become a good wing shot. Sent ]»ostpaid for so
cents. In ordering give gauge of gun

.

C. L. BRADLEY, Clarksvillc, Tenn.

FOR SALE
Canadian Patent for a good
novelty in sporting goods line.

Splendid article for a small
manufacturer. For particulars, address,

"M" caro O-T Rod and Gun in Canada
603 Craig Street, Montreal.

DON'T GROWL
at the Fishing until you have inves-

tigated your rod. Don't growl at

the rod until you know who made it.

There is but one maker that makes

rods that are RIGHT ; and we make a

specialty of rods, to suit each particular

case,—which means your special want.

A Postal Card iv/// bring you
our Catalogue.

= Fred. D. Divine Co.

72 State St.,

UTJC^, N. Y.



One enHuisiastiti sp»>rfsinui> — a r.«»n=

stant user ami adinire.r ol^ the.

BRISTOL
has hisoocasional hahitatin the cauip
above pictured. He. writes:—

'* I have distanled my split bamboo and
my wood ri>ds 1 frmnerly " swore by.' and
am • in love with" the IJKIS T" >I.S * you
sent me. Tell the boys t.. thr.w away
all nonsensical prejudite. and hasten to

form the acquaintance of a ' Bristol ' Rod
—for there's millions (of lish) io it."

We will send you our free catalogue if you like-

then you can do as you clioose.

The Morton Manufacturing Company,
No. 57 Horton Street, P.ristol, Conn.

U^ ^^

Harrimac Landing Net

fJ^fV^-v- Feather-light

iMiPSi:.^. Reels ^ J^
For Trout and Bass

.

Cost Little.

For Bass, Sahnoii

anil Lake Trolling.

Give Satisfaction.

Expert Reels
For Trout, Bass and

Lake Trolling . .

.\11 Dealers sell these.

A. F. Meisselbach &Bro.,Mfrs.
Newark, N.J., U.S.A.

(LONDON)

Ale and Porter

ELEVEN GOLD, SILVER
AND BRONZE MEDALS

.\T THE W(>I![,1>'.S

EXHIBITIONS OK

France, Australia, England, United States,

Jamaica, and Canada.

^^....SBAVCOA,,^^^

AMERICAN BOAT & MACHINE CO.

Builders of Launches, Sail Boats,

Canoes and Pleasure Boats . .

our Speci.iUy

—

Knock Down Crafts

•a. of any (IfScriptioii.

t^r'VlK. U. Row Boats.
-- Clinker Bttilt.fi.oo

. . .<-'' per running foot.
Srnd/or a Catalogue. nrtcaili.

3517 South Second St., St. Louis, Mo<

The Hudson s Bay

Company
Has had over 229 years

»*• experience in providing

for hunters

Everything necessary can be
supplied. Circular Ix'tters of

Credit ii-.sued on all tlie

Company's Inland Posts.
Further particulars on ap-

plication to

HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY
WINNIPEG



DuPONT
SmoKeless

At the Pennsylvania
State Shoot, open and
state events combined,
Mr. J. T. Atldnson, of

New Castle, won High
Average, breaking 495
out of 525 targets,

shooting ....

DuPONT
SmoKeless

BULIARD STEEL LAUNCHES,
ROW AND PLEASURE BOATS,

ARE EVERLASTING !

SafiT than wood; bavc preutfr carrying capacity;
always dry; no bolts or nails to rust.

Boat Liveries equipped with the Bullard Steel Boats.
Always ha\x dry boats, that last a lifetime.

STEEL BOATS CHEAPER THAN WOOD.

THE OSGOOD FOLDING CANVAS BOATS
OrlRlnal Canvas Boat; made for 30 years. Sold all

over the world; used Ijy U. S. Government; best Fish-
ing and Hunting Is where there are no boats, take one
with you In trunk or bag. Non-puncturable. Folded
or e.xtendf'd In one minute.

Send forcatalocrue Illustrating all Improved pop-
ular di-sfKus of Steel. Wood, and Canvas Boats, and
MiiriQf Kii[.'ine8.

MICHIGAN CONSOLIDATED BOAT CO., LTD.

608 Main St., Battle Creek, Michigan.

A EU<iGV ,J|^"CAMVASBOATCO.

Li', St a
Lifetime

KALAMAZOO- •• MICH.

50

The " KING " is simply wonderful in con=

struction. Puncture Proof Canvas. Equal in

wearing strength and model to the best modern

boats, yet it folds in a small package to check as

baggage or carry by hand. No repairs or cost

for storage. Made non-sinkable, and perfectly

safe anywhere. King Folding Canvas
Boat Co., 667 N. St., Kalamazoo, Mich.,

U. S. A.

FORYACHTS.STEAMSHIPSiBOATS

^^^^^^P CANOE|^^^_

Mc(A5KlLl^aOUGALL&(?-?
Standard Boat^SparVarnishes.

MONTREAL.

The

Fishing Gazette
.i Weekly Newspaper
indispensable to Ang-
lers all the world over.

Subscription
$ 3 . O O a Year.

R. B. Marsfoii, Ed i for
St. Dunstan's House, Fetter I,ane, /.ondon,G.B.

For Trout and Bass
Split Bamboo, Lancewooil, Greenheart

and Steel Rods, Reels, Baskets, Raw
Silk and Linen Lines, Flies and
Hooks, all grades .....

SPECIALTIES:
Split Bamboo Rod, Reel and Silk Line . $2.00
Lanccwood Rod, Reel and Silk Line . 2.00

Mail Orders for Tackle or Cartridges for the

cnmiiiEr Tournament ]irnniptly executed.

McDOWALL & CO., lO Kln^ St. f-.,Tororto

P/jone 2244



'TT'L ^^ ^*»V)*7' ¥ f^'€f^-\rf^f '^ '^^ Simplest, Hest Balanced and Most
* *-*-^ 1^OV M.^%^ M.\Z W %Z M. Symmetrical Hammerless Gun ever

otTered to the luiblic. It embodies All the latest Improvements, iiicliuliiiK a

SINGLE TRIGGER
Guaranteed Perfect,

\11 Guns
fitted with

TRAP GUNS and FEATHERWEIGHTS
A SPECIALTY.

i6 and 20 gauge, 5 "4 to 7 lbs. ; 12 gauge, 5}^ lbs. to S lbs

Automatic

Ejectors

D. M. Lcfever, Sons & Co.

Our Perfect Gun Cleaner,
By mail, 30 cts>

SYRACUSE, N.Y.

Send for mi Catalogue.

Not connected with Lefever Arms Co.

^^^

BLE-S
iMATIC

One of Marble's Auto-
matic Gaffs will catch and
hold any rish you can
hook. You just reach out
and touch the fish when
near the boat, and the gaff
automatically seizes and
holds him.

No. I Gaff, big enouKh
J for bass and any fish up to
' 15 pounds in weight. Post-
paid $1.50.

No. 2 Gaff, for all fish

from 10 to 60 pounds. Post-
paid 5? 'n->.

Marble's Handy Fish
Knives. Postpaid >i$ cts,

and $1.00. Send for cata-
logue U. Sold by dealers
everywhere, or direct
from
MARBLE SAFETY AXE CO.
I.AIisTiJNli, MICH , r.S.A.

<^7

LAUNCHES
A Gasoline Launch
to carry eight per-

sons, for $220.

We are making a spe-

cialty of them and carry

them in stock. Call

and see them running,

or write for particulars.

The Canada Launch Works
Foot of Carlaw Ave. LIMITED

TORONTO. ONTARIO. CANADA.



When you take

your next

Hunting, Shooting

or Fishing Expedition

you will require a First-

class, Reliable Canoe.

You can depend upon

us to supply you with

one that will meet

your requirements.

The Peterborough Canoe Co., Limited

PETERBOROUGH, Ontario, Canada

Before purchasing, it will pay

you to obtain information

concerning our products

SEND FOR OUR INTERESTING CATALOGUE

The leading manufacturers of

Canoes, Skiffs, Launches, Yachts,

in fact everything that floats

Cable Address : Turners, Peterboro', Canada.

J. J. TURNER <a vSONvS
Peterborough, Ont., Canada

Manufacturers

of . . .

Tents

Awnings

Sails, Flags

Waterproof Goods

Coal Bags

Nose Bags

and every

description

of camping
goods for
sale or for

hire

..j^^^^Si**^

'M

The most complete and up-to-date tent made. Has regular door and
windows, suitable for any purpose.

Decorations of all kinds done to order. Telephone day or night.



Cs^J^s^disiJ^ Forestry
A^ssociation

s^^^ s^^ s^^

Patron :

His Excei.lkncv the (;iivkrnor-Gbnerai..

Honorary President

:

William Litflk. Esij., Westnumiit, Montreal.

President :

Hiram Robinson, Esq., Ottawa, Ont.

Vice-President

:

AUBUEY White, Esq., A.s.si.staiit ('cminiissiiiurr ,.f Cruwii Laiuis, 'l\)ixinto, Out,

Provincial Vice-Presidents

:

Ontario.—J. B. McWilliams, Esq., Peterborough. Manitoha.— Ma.ior .Stewart Mi'lvev, Winnipeg.
tiUEBEc— Hon. S. N. Parent, Quebec. Assiniuoia. - .1. S. Uennis, E.kq., Calgary.
New Brunswick.—His Honour J. B. Snowball, Alberta. —William Pearce, Esq., Calgary.

Lieut. -Governor. Athabaska.— F. D. Wilson, Esq., Fort Verniilinn.
Nova Scotia.—A. H. McKay, Esq., liL.D., Supt. British Columbia.—H. Bostock, Esq., Monte

of Education, Halifax. Creek.
Prince Edward Island.—Rev. A. E. Burke, Yukon.—The Commissioner, Dawson.

Alberton. Keewatin.—The Lieut.-Ooveknor ok Manitoba.

Board of Directors :

Wm. Saunders, Esq., LL.P., Ottawa, Ont. .1, K. Booth, Esq., Ottawa, Ont.
I'roe. John M.^coun, Ottawa, Ont. C. Jackhon Booth, Esq., Ottaw.a, Ont.
Thos. Southworth, Esq., Toronto, Ont. John ]!eutram, Esi;., Toronto, (Jnt.

E. G. Joly de LoTBiNii:RE, Esq., C^uebee, P.Q.

Secretary :

E. Stewart, Esq., Ottawa, (!)nt.

Assistant Secretary and Treasurer

:

K. H. Cami'BELL, Es(j., I )ttawa, Ont.

THE objects of the CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION are :

The preservation of the forest.s for their influence on climate,

fertihty and water sujijily ; the exploration of the public domain
and the reservation for timber production of lands unsuited for agriculture

;

the promotion of judicious methods in dealin.<; with forests and wood-
lands ; re-afforestation where advisable ; tree planting on the plains and
on streets and highways ; the collection and dissemination of information

bearing on the forestry problem in general.

Rod and Gun is the official organ of the A.ssociation, which supplies

the articles relating to Forestry published therein.

This Association is engaged in a work of national importance in

which every citizen of the Dominion has a direct interest. If you are

not a member of the Association your membership is earnestly solicited.

The annual fee is $i.oo, and the Life Membership fee $10.00.

Applications for membership should be addressed to the Treasurer,

Ottawa, O.vt.

H. CAMPBELL,
Department of the Interior.



national

Park
A MEDICINAL

WATERING
PLACE AND
PLEASURE

RESORT

Altitude

4,500

Feet

This Park is a National Reservation,

containing about 5,000 square miles,

embracing parts of the Valleys of the Bow,

Spray and Cascade Rivers, Devil's Lake,

and several Noble Mountain Ranges.

No part of the Rockies exhibits a

greater variety of sublime and pleasing

scenery, and nowhere are good points of

view so accessible, since about 75 miles of

Good Roads and Bridle Paths have been

made.

ADDRESS AI^L CO R R Sr O NDENCE

SUPERINTENDENT, NATIONAL

PARK, BANFF, N.W.T..........

Fishing and Hunting
Complete Camping and

Packing Outfits.

Experienced Guides fur-

nished to any part of the

Mountains on short notice,

at reasonable rates.

Special facilities offered

Fishing Parties.

W. & J. Brewster, Guides and Packers

BANFF, N.^W.T.

riQUlftlP BLACK BASS &, SALMON TROUT.
riOnillUi "lustrated Guide with Maps of

the RIDEAU, BEVERLEY and
CHARLESTON LAKES, free. Apply to E.
A. GEIGER, Supt. and G. P. A. Brockville,
U estport & Sault Ste. Marie Railway, Brock-
ville, Ont.

'

H-T-T Publishf^d monthly. 64 pages.
Tells all about Hunting. Trapping and
Raw Furs. Sample copy loc.

Hunter-Trader-TrapDer,
Box 35, Gallipolis, Ohio.

BILL PEYTO
Guide and
Outfitter

For Hunting, F'ishing, Mountain Climb-
ing and Exploiing Parties.

References :

Members of the American
and English Alpine Clubs
and others.

Address - - BANFF, Alta.

1881 1003

Wilson& Campbell
Outfitters for

Fishing, Hunting,

Camping and

Exploring Parties.

C. P. R. GUIDES FIELD



F=>OR"rSIVI EIM
LEARN TAXIDERMY BY MAIL

EASILY and quickly learned iiiulL-r our instruction-
Complete course, i^ lessons. Just what Sports'

men have long been waiting tor. Save you trophies;
decorate your den. Pay all gun and sporting expenses
by taxidermy. Competent instructors Tuition very
reasonable. Your only opportunity. Hundreds of de-
lighted students in the I'nited States and Canada.
Are vou interested^ Don't miss this opportunit\-.
Literature free- Write to us to-day.

The Northwestern School of Taxidermy

41lu Bee, Omaha. Nebraska

Rod and Gun

In ganada..
Offers ad\erti.SL'rs one of the best

propositions in the field. It reaches

sjiortsineii in ever}- part of Canada
and the Ihiited States. If your
goods are of interest to this class,

you will find our publication of

greatest possible value to you as an

economical method of reaching

them. For advertising rates and
all other information, address

Rod and Gan Publishing Co.

603 CRAIG STREET

MONTREAL
With a "Y and E" Automatic Reel
you simply press a lever with yuur little finger, instead of windin.^a crank
like fury.' The reel takes in'every bit of slack, no matter how (niickly
your fish may turn. The result is

YOV LAND VOXJR FISH
where, with an ordinary crank reel you'd never get him in the world !

These are the only reels which give yon a chance to play your fish—to get
all the sport there is in it. No reels are more finely constructed. There's no
" lost motion ;

" they will stand all sorts of " rough and ready " use.
It's "all ofT " with any other reel when a "Y and K"gets into the game.

1003 MONKY PRIZES
There are 5 of them.—3 of ?2S-oo each for anybod v over 16. and 2 of $15,00

each for Boys (a-nd Girls) not over 16. Write to day for free contest
blank and handsome new catalogue "2&3 D,A."

-lie-

I^ittle Finder does it.

"Y i\ND E'* AUTOMATIC
Stxle 1

A man's reel, but mighty fine for a boy ! Car-
ries and automatically rewinds 90 feet. Weight,
80Z. Diameter, 3 1-32 inches.

Price 85.00

Aixtomatic Combination Style B

Price $8.00

The only perfect reel for fly and bait-casting. Either fiee

or automatic instantly, by the slipping of a catch. Diameter,

ZH >" Weight, II oz. Carries 300 feet. Winds 90 feet auto-

matically, without rewinding. Buy from your hardware or

sporting goods dealer. If he can't supply you, we'll mail to you

prepaid on receipt of price anywhere in U. S. or Canada.

4 other styles.

YAWMAN <a ER-BE MFG. CO.

Main Factories ai:d £z. offices, Rochester, N.Y.



IrriON'T spoil your hunting trip by buying an unreliable rifle. Buy a

|LEJ| Winchester; they are always reliable. They don't jam, catch, or

fail to extract. Over a million hunters use and endorse them. Winches-

ter Rifles are made in all desirable calibers, weights and styles. Winches-

ter ammunition is made for all kinds of guns and all kinds of shooting.

When buying guns or ammunition, be sure to get the far famed make of

'WtNCHESTER

2326' 223CAt.Ca.tKerineStreet.

MONTREAL.

H,QHGra<i^ Anglsrs'
and Select "^

Pattern . . SuppHOS

Athletic

Goods .

For

ALL
GAMES

Our line is TOO EXTENSIVE
to tell of in SMALL SPACE,
but our 120 page catalogue is

mailed toANY INTERESTED.

"We've endeavored to make it INTER-
ESTING, and a request by CARD or

LETTER will bring it you.

f)mi\m Powder

Companv

SPORTINGHAS
MANUFACTURED

^ GUN POWDER
Sinct1865. as a rtsult you have

"CARIBOU" made from best materials, perfectly

put together. " DUCKING " hard prossed,

slow burning, keeps well under all conditions.
" SNAP SHOT " high velocity, moist residium

Cheap. The powder for every day use.

ENGLISHMEN SAY
Powder can be bought in Canada as good as ever

put in a gun. It has a positive advantage over

home make, th« dirt is soft.—J. J, W. in London
Field.

AlUlERiCANS SAY
The finer English or American Powder and Cana-
dian " Caribou," I am quite familiar wiih. They
give so little recoil that one may shoot all day
without bruised shoulder or headache.— Forest

and Stream.

CANADIANS ABROAD SAY
Can you send over some Trap? I don't nnean to

flatter but it is ahead of anything we get here.

—

A. W. W., Batavia, N. Y.



IT'S about time to think of that trip into

the woods. There is no rarer sport than
shooting with a good, trusty firearm, and

as there is none better than the best,
don't fail to take a "STEVENS" with
you to bag your game,

Our line is a large and varied one,.

embracing

RIFLES - from $3.00 to $150.00
PISTOLS " 2.50 to 50. OO
SHOTGUNS " 7. SO to 30.00

Ask >our dealer for the "STEVENS,"
and insist upon getting them. If you are
unable to obtain our goods, we will ship
express prepaid, upon receipt of price.

Our catalo.g will surely prove interesting.

You had better send for a copy.

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL COMPANY,
365 Main Street,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS., U.S.A.

THK HERALD PRESS, Mci.MKl Al
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OF

A B.C. Bag

A MAGAZINE
OFCAMDIAN SPORT
anpEXPLORATION

/.



HopKins (SI Allen Hammerless Double Guns
In 12 ami i6 Gaiisje.

With Stubbs' Twist Steel Barrel. $25. OO. Witli Damascus Steel Barrels, $30.00.

HopKins CSi Allen Lever Action
Single Barrel Gun

In 12, i6 and 20 Gautje. Price ^ . . - . . $8.00

HopKins (SI Allen Jr. Rifle
In .22 and .32 CaliViri.-. $5.50

Send to tKe

HOPKINSFALLEN ARMS CO.
NORWICH, CONN., U.S.A.

for Catalogue of Guns, R-ifles and R-evolvers.



Canadian Pacific Railway

Mount Stephen House,

Glacier House,

Hotel Sicamous,

Fraser Canon House, -

Hotel Vancouver,

Field, B.C.,

Glacier, B.C.,

Sicamous, B.C., -

North Bend, B.C.

Vancouver, B.C.,

from $3.00 upward

" 3'00

" 3'Oo

" 3-00

" 3-00

For further particulars as to aiu' of these hotels, apply to the respective

Managers, to any of the Company's Agents, or to

ROBERT KERR, Passenger Traffic Manager, Montreal.



SUCCESSFUi, .MuKT.

I.itut.Col. rilc's collection of lirilish CoUimliia trophies.
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mile or more to the water's edge with as

little concern as if they were carrying an
ordinary valise into a hotel.

New Brnnswickers themselves and all

visitors to the province should see these

falls, the grandest, excepting only Nia-

gara, found east of the Mississippi.

They can be seen in comfort by the

tourists, for the town boasts a first-class

hotel, the Curless, recently greatly en-

larged, improved and thoroughly mod-
ernized. The falls themselves are most
beautiful, and can be seen to splendid

advantage from the quaint suspension

bridge that spans the gorge in front of

them, or, if a nearer view is wanted,
from the rocks against which the raging

waters beat in unceasing fur^^ The
main fall is almost perpendicular, and
somewhat wider at the top than at the

base. The river, running for 218 miles

from its source, and swollen by many
tributaries, is of a very considerable gize

at Grand Falls, and there is an enormous
volume of water thundering over the

precipice, and beating upon Split Rock
at the base, seventy-five feet below,

sending high in the air a huge column of

spray that hangs before the falls like a

beautiful curtain, and from which the

sun's rays, on a clear, bright day, scin-

tillate, lighting up the rocks with many
colors On the right hand side the

water comes over the brink in a thin

curtain, a beautiful sight, but when the

water is very low there is only the main
fall. At the left it is pos.sible to climb

down so close to the falls that one is

drenched with the spray, and from this

point of vantage one of the best views of

the great fall is obtained.

The water races away from the falls

through a narrow and rocky gorge al-

most a mile long to the smooth waters of

the lower basin. The gorge, the walls

of which rise almost perpendicularly

from 80 to 150 feet, is in some respects

wilder and more picturesque even than

that at Niagara, and through it the

waters rush with terrible force. One
cannot conceive of any human being

attempting, as has been done at Niagara,

to run the.se rapids in a barrel or any
other contrivance, so wild is the torrent

and .so rough the shores In the Niag-

ara gorge there are small coves, in which
there is slack water that venturesome

lads sometimes swim, but at Grand Falls

the water tears along in its mad fury,

washing the edge of the rocks and giv-

ing no opportunity for even the most
daring to take liberties with it.

At several points it is possible to climb
down from the high bank to the water's
edge, and this climb, difficult as it is,

well repays the sightseer, for it gives a
better idea of the force and violence of

the water than can be got from the
bridge or banks, and it shows Pulpit

rocks, the wells and the other wonderful
features of tliis wonderful gorge. The
wells of which there are dozens, are holes

big and little, worn in the solid rock
presumably by stones turned and twisted
by the current in the days when the
gorge was in process of erosion. The
largest of these wells is 16 feet in diame-
ter and 30 feet deep. At freshet times
the rocks in which these wells are located

are covered by a surging, swirling mass
of water. Everywhere the banks are

steep, and in some places almost perpen-
dicular. Near the falls is the Coffee

Mill, a cove into which the current sets

many of the logs that come over the
falls. Seen about the first of the month,
the Coffee Mill was an immense pile of

logs—a million feet, one of the guides
said there was in the hole.

In the mile run from the foot of the
falls to the smooth waters of the lower
basin, the water drops 45 feet, a little

more than half the perpendicular drop at

the falls itself. This basin is the start-

ing point of a canoeing trip to Frederic-

ton or St. John. It is a trip which can
be made with comfort and with the
greatest of pleasure, for those who do
not want to rough it can reach good
hotels for every meal and for every
night's lodging, while in the whole
distance there are no rapids heavy
enough to make portaging necessary.

Those who intend to camp will have no
difficulty in finding suitable and pretty

spots for their tents, and ther will find

the people everywhere hospitable and
ready to sell fresh milk and any required

articles at most reasonable prices.

It is only a few minutes' paddle across

the basin and almost before the canoeist

realizes it his light craft is in rapid

water, and moving fast down stream.

In the first few miles rapid succeeds
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rapid in quick succession, and the canoe
is hardly out of one before it is into an-

other. None are dangerous ; in fact they
only add a zest to the pleasure of can-

oeing. Three miles lielow Grand Falls

is Rapid de Femme, where is located

the fish hatchery that annually gets

thousands of eggs from the Carleton sal-

mon pond, and here we pitched our tents

and spent our first night. The midgets
began work as soon as we landed, came
in swarms and remained with us until

our departure the next morning, leav-

ing every member of the party well

marked.
For the second day our plan was a run

to the mouth of the Tobique, a short trip

up that famous river and then away to

Andover, where our lawyer, McCready',
had a probate case. After an early

breakfast, and a good one, for Henry
Allen is a jewel of a cook, the start was
made, and under delightful weather
conditions, and in swift water no trouble
was experienced in making six miles an
hour. The scenery everywhere is beau-
tiful, and the wonderful sand or gravel
banks along the railway line skirting

the river are a source of great curiosity.

The}' have been cut through like rock,
the sides rising perpendicular from the
track and showing in beautiful colors the
different stratas of sand and gravel.

Only here and there is there a break in

the bank, where it has caved in and run
down to the natural angle of repose. The
whole countr}- hereabouts is of interest

to the geologist, and shows abundant
traces of the glacial and post glacial

phenomena. Swiftly down the river the
canoe moves, a constant watch being
necessary to avoid jutting rocks, Salmon
River and Little River are soon pas.sed,

and six miles above Andover the great
Aroostook River, sweeping around a high
ridge, enters the St. John. The view
from below, looking up the St. John
and the Aroostook, past the knife-like
point that separates them, is a magni-
ficent one. A splendid steel bridge
crosses the Aroostook. Four miles fur-

ther on is Indian Point, the mouth of

the Tobique and the home of a large
number of Indians. They are a pros-

perous people, living like their pale face

brothers in good, comfortable wooden
homes. In the rapid water, only a few

miles from the starting point, a squirrel

was passed swimming the river, and
making a straight course from bank to

bank despite the current. i^Bsa
At its mouth the Tobique is a very

rapid stream, and it is a good, stiff pull

up against the current to the slack

water at the ledges, a splendid place for

dinner. Less than a mile further up is

the magnificent steel bridge built by the

Provincial Government. This little bit

of the Tobique was all our party saw,

but it was enough to give an idea of the

gorge, and it gave a splendid race back
down the rapid water to the St. John,

which is a slow stream in comparison.

Those who would like to see more of the

Tobique can put their canoes on the

train at Andover for Plaster Rock, which
will give a trip of about thirty miles

down this most important branch of the

St. John. It is a side trip well worth
taking. The water of the Tobique is so

much clearer than the St. John that it

runs with it a long distance before inter-

mingling.
Andover and Perth, the twin towns,

are joined by both railway and highway
bridges, and are splendid points at which
to fit out for fishing or camping expedi-

tions to any of the many resorts in the

neighborhood.
Between Andover and Woodstock the

river, though its general course is north

and south, winds east and west in a series

of gentle curves, traversing a beautiful

country, the garden of New Brunswick.

Indeed, the whole journe}' to Frederic-

ton is through a fertile and well culti-

vated land. Woods are seen only in the

distance. Most of the land is cleared

and under cultivation. That it yields

profitable returns the general appear-

ance of the farm buildings show. There
are no tumble-down houses, and no
deserted homes. All dwellings and out-

buildings are kept well painted, and
many of them are models of architectu-

ral beauty. These fine houses and well

kept farms convey to the mind a far

better idea of the general pro.sperity than

could columns of statistics on the yield

of the farms. The small towns along

the river bank—Kent, Bristol, Florence-

ville, Hartland and Upper Woodstock

—

all reflect in their buildings and stores

the prosperity of the' farmers, while
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Woodstock Itself is a hive of industry, a

live, go-ahead town, where the canoeist

will want to spend time and money, and
where, if not camping, he will find in the

Carlisle a hotel that will meet all the

requirements.

At Florenceville and at Woodstock
there are high hills that will well repaj'

climbing for the magnificent views they

give both up and down stream, views in

which the river is seen like a silver thread

winding for miles through the rich and fer-

tile country with its alternate patches of

dark green forest and light, waving grain.

Down the river canoes steadily make
their way, the canoeists finding enjoy-

ment in every minute of the trip. Now
it is the scenery. Perhaps one can see

for miles down the stream, or perhaps it

is but a short distance till a head shuts

out the view. Again all attention is

taken with the river itself. Maybe there

are rocks to clear, or rapids to pass, or

perhaps it is only a shallow spot where
the water runs like a mill race over the

clear white stones on the bottom that

seem to be moving up stream with great

speed. There is a strange fascination

in watching the pebbles, which can be

plainly seen through the clear water.

Sometimes all attention is directed to the

going back and forth of one of the quaint

wire ferries, of which there are many in

this section, or it may be that the inte-

rest centres in the manoeuvring of a log

raft or a deal raft. Our party caught

up with one of the.se on the first day out,

hauled the canoes on board, and rode for

several miles, the current carrying us

along at about five miles an hour. Inte-

resting it was to see the skill and dexte-

rity with which the three men in charge

handled the l)ig, unwieldy craft, using a

sweep at one end and a rudder at the

other. The pilot knew the channel,

every inch of it, and he knew just how
to manijeuvre his raft to keep her in it,

and where the channel crosses the river

there were those curious contri\-ances,

wing dams, to send him scooting over to

the other shore. When making this

canoe trip don't fail to chum with any
raftsmen encountered, for a few miles of

the trip made on their raft will prove a

decided novelty, and the experience will

be greatly enjoyed, particularly if some
quick water is traversed.

From Woodstock to Fredericton, 63
miles, there are more islands than above.

The current is everywhere swift, but
the only heavy rapids are the Meductic.

These are the wildest met with on the

whole journey, and the water below
them runs very swiftly for a mile or

more. They may be safely run by keep-

ing well to the right-hand shore, for

there the descent is ea.sy, and there are

no rocks. At Hawkshaw, a few miles

below Meductic, the canoeist gets a sight

of the Pokiok Falls, as wild a gorge and
as pretty a fall and rapid as is to be seen

anywhere in the province. One comes
on it suddenly, and it is only for the

moment that the canoeists are opposite

the gorge that this truly beautiful sight

is enjoyed. At the Nackawick bend the

canoeist enters a stretch or reach exactly

the same length as the Long Reach, 18

miles, but containing islands, along the

shores of which the current sometimes
runs with great rapidity. In this stretch,

in fact, anywhere between Woodstock
and Fredericton, quaint tow boats are

seen. These are hauled up stream by
teams of horses driven along the bank, a

long tow rope enabling the crew to guide
their boat. When the channel crosses

the river, the horses have to wade or

swim. About twenty miles can be made
in a day. As there is no railroad in this

section, it is practically the only means
of transport. At the foot of the reach
the river makes a right-angle turn, and
there is a nine-mile trip through slack

water before the final stage of this

wonderful journey is reached—the stage

through the numerous islands that stud
the river a few miles above Fredericton.

It is a section as interesting as any por-

tion of the trip, yet one is glad to see

ahead the bridges and the tall spires of

Fredericton, and to hear the hail of

friends as he passes the summer cottages

at Pine Bluff, the Beeches, Kaskiseboo,
and the other pretty camps that line the

river banks above the capital.

The total distance from Grand Falls

to F'redericton is stated at 125 miles,

and the journey can be made comfort-
ably in four days, but it is better to give

it a week ; then there will be time for

sightseeing along the way, time to look

at some of the tributaries, to climb some
of the hills, and to thoroughly enjoy the
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varying beauties of nature. In freshet

time, with the river a raging flood, the

distance has been paddled in 14 hours
and 46 minutes, and rafts have made the

run, unaided except by the current, in a

single day. It is figured that the de-

scent of the river from Grand Falls to

Fredericton is 298 feet, or an average
drop of 2 feet 4 inches per mile— evi-

dence in itself that the water must run
pretty rapidly.

Paddling down the river, one is im-

pressed with the idea that the authori-

ties should take greater care of the river.

Down almost everj' tributary stream float

sawdust, deal ends, shingle blocks and
other lumber from the mills along the

banks. It seems as if no care was being
taken to prevent the throwing of refuse

into these streams, and that refuse—so

swift are the currents—all finds its wa}^

to the St. John. Then, again, great

care should be taken of the fisheries.

Almost every farmer has his net, and a

good many hundred salmon get nabbed
on their way to the spawning grounds.
The fish ways on some of the streams
were out of water, so no salmon could
possibly get into them. There are

hundreds upon hundreds of places along
the St. John on the journey between
Grand Falls and Fredericton that seem
ideal spots for salmon. It seems they
should take the fly, and that the St.

John should be just as famous a sahnon
river as its tributaries. The popular
belief is that the fish will not rise to the
fly, but may be they have never been
given a fair trial. Careful inquiry failed

to .show that in recent 5-ears any attempt
had been made to catch them in this way.
The journey, besides being a pleasant

and enjoyable outing, can be made about
as cheaply as any summer trip that will

suggest itself. For, say, a week's trip

the expense will be light. Guides, with
canoes, tents, cooking utensils, etc., can
be secured for $3 per day, and the only
other expense is food and the transporta-

tion to Grand Falls. Neither of these

are heavy items.

Of the guides themselves it is only fair

to say that four better men could not be

secured. Geo. E. Armstrong, of Perth,

is the President of the New Brunswick
Guide Association, a young giant, tall,

well built, lithe and wiry, a lover of the

woods, a splendid canoeist, and a keen
huntsman, whether with rod, gun or

camera, and withal a genial companion.
What is said of him can be said also of

Adam Moore and Henry Allan. They
have lived in the woods and on the

rivers, know them like books, can tell at

a glance a good camping ground, and,

like Mr. Armstrong, are master hands
in a canoe. It is a pleasure to see them
at work, so thoroughly and so skilfully

do the}- handle the bu.siness in hand, and
so comfortable do they make the tourists

who are in their care. Mr. Allan, as has
been .said, is a perfect cook. Tom
Phillips is a prince of rivermen, and in

his hands his self-made 300-pound wood-
en canoe, or row boat, whichever you
like, moved along as rapidly as a canvas,

and it was a sight to see the skill with
which he poled it up the rapid Tobique.

He is the great Fredericton shad fisher-

man, and is one of the handiest and best

men that can be secured. All four are

competent and pleasant, and in their care,

or in the care of any one, a canoeist can
feel that every want will be met and
every comfort provided, enabling him to

make the journey under the most favor-

able auspices. Right here it may be said

that the voyage is one that ladies can

make without any inconveniences and
that they will thoroughly enjoy.
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Further Exploration/
BY PROF. J. NORMAN COLLIE, K.R.S.

{Concluded from the Angus/ issue.)

Even in Dr. Hector's time (1858) this

spot seems to have been a favorite

crossing-place, for he mentions that,

"while halting here a big-horn sheep
came down the mountain almost close to

us, but, seeing us first, made off without
our getting a shot." Ximrod, an Indian
hunter who accompanied him, says,

' this is the only place where these are

to be seen so far in the mountains. A
little way further through the woods
brought us to a large lake, which occu-

pied the full width of the valley." He
then goes on to relate how his Indian
ponies behaved in exactly the same
manner as ours had often doue ; to again

quote, "As we were chopping our way
along, the same horse that played that

frolic once before again plunged into the
water and swam off into the lake. We
had to leave him alone, lest our endeav-
ors to get hold of him should only start

him for the other shore of the lake,

which was a mile wide.

To return, however, to the alp. Weed
and I, after climbing to the upper and
north side of the alp, ascended a small

peak, from which there was a splendid

view in every direction except to the

north. The pass leading over to the

Bush Valley, which I have named the

Bush Pass, was plainly visible, and I

was in hopes that it might prove feasible

for horses ; I visited it a few days later.

A somewhat short but steep snow-slope
on the eastern side proved that pack-
horses could probably not be taken
across.

It was not till the 8th that we moved
our camp up the valley, camping in a

small clear space that had been denuded
of trees many years ago by a huge
avalanche that had fallen from the south
side of the valley, and, after crossing the

stream, had swept away the forest for

perhaps 100 yards up the opposite face.

From this camp, on the 9th, we started

with blankets and food for a bivouac as

high up Forbes as possible. Ultimately

we camped directly under the peak, just

at the limit of the tree-line, but not more
than 1400 feet above our camp down
below. During the night, although at

the camp below the temperature was
below freezing-point, yet amidst the
great fir trees on the mountain-side
where we bivouaced the air was quite

warm. This may perhaps be due to the
dense forest being much heated during
the day-time by the sun, then, owing to

the tendency of hot air to rise, a slow
but continuous current of air filtered up
the mountain-side amidst the trees, so

keeping us warm nearly the whole night.

Early next morning, almost in the dark,
we started for the ascent of Forbes.
The day was perfect ; only a faint but
cold breeze blew. Soon we got to the
small glacier under the peak : then,

keeping to our left, struck the southern
ridge. Here .some difficult rock-climbing
was met with, but C. Kaufmann led us
rapidly upwards towards the snow-
covered shoulder. Above the shoulder
was perhaps the most diificult part of

the climb, for there the arete became
excessively steep, and in more places

than one the rock was very insecure,

being torn and shattered by the frost,

making great care necessary. This part

surmounted, a snow climb led us to the

summit, 12,000 feet, which, like the
summit of Freshfield, consisted of a huge
snow-cornice.

At the suggestion of C. Kaufmann,
who had seen the north-west face of

Forbes about ten days before, we did not

return by the same route, but descended
the snow-covered north-western side.

Here we fortunately found the snow
frozen hard, for the face was much too

steep to walk down. For over 1500 feet

Kaufmann had to cut everj- step ; but at

last we reached a small col, which was

• A paper read before the Royal Geographical Society, Feb. 23. 1903.
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the connecting link between the massif

of Forbes and the mountains on the

west. Rapidly we glissaded from this

col to the glacier below ; then, skirting

underneath the great southern precipices

of Forbes, we came to the foot of the

southern ridge, up which we had climbed

in the morning, and just as the sun was
setting we got back to our bivouac, too

late, however, to think of returning to

the camp below that night. But we had
enough food to last us ; so, lighting a

fire, we talked over the climb, and then
slept comfortably for the second time

under the pine trees in the open air.

Next day, in company with Weed and
Rev. J. Outram, I went up the valley to

the Bush Pass. To take horses there
would mean an immense amount of

cutting for the first few miles ; after

that, however, the valley opens up.

But, as I have already said, even were
horses brought as far as the foot of the
pass, it is very doubtful whether they
could be got up the steep snow-slopes
which have to be surmounted before the
summit is reached. On the west side

there seems to be no difficulty and no
snow, the valley stretching in a .south-

westerly direction till it joins the south
branch of the Bush Valley, which runs
at right angles.

On the summit of the pass all the

rocks are heavily glaciated, and at one
time a huge glacier must have poured
over it, whether in a northerly or south-
erly direction it is impossible to say.
The height by the aneroid barometer
vv-as 7,600 feet. We then returned to

our camp, where we found that Fred
Stephens, as we had not returned the
night before, had become very anxious,
and had ideas about organizing a search-
party.

The ascent of Forbes was of much
value to me, for whilst in the Bush
Valley I had never been able to see what
lay between Forbes and the Bush Peak ;

of course, from Forbes that part of the
country lay at my feet, also the whole of

the great Lyell snowfield, also how the
west branch of the north fork of the
Saskatchewan bent round up to the
Columbia ice-field and to Mount Bryce
—all this I could see. But we were all

disappointed in the height of the moun-
tain. Although a few days previously I

had, by means of a base-line, a Steward's
surveying telemeter, and a clinometer,

made it to be about 12,250 feet (the mean
of two observations), yet we hoped that

it would prove to be considerably higher.

By the aneroid, however, it was only

12,000 feet. It is true that the only
times that I had seen Forbes from any
high altitude and entirely free from
clouds were from Freshfield with Baker
in 1897, 3-"d from Athabasca Peak with
Woolley in 1898, but in the latter case

the smoke haze almost obliterated it,

making it loom out in a mysterious and
exaggerated way. Owing to the same
cause we had also rather overestimated
the heights of Columbia and Alberta.

Whilst we were on the summit of Forbes,

the only peaks that seemed higher were
those to the north round the Columbia
ice-field. Lyell was lower, and of course

all the peaks to the south.

After our return from the Bush Pass,

on August 12, the Rev. J. Outram left us,

in order to return to the west branch of

the north fork of the Saskatchewan.
We took our camp down the valley, and,

turning southwards towards the Howse
Pass, camped underneath the Howse
Peak, which we climbed on the 14th.

This peak, by aneroid barometer, is

apparently about the same height as

Freshfield, being 10,800 feet, and is a

remarkable instance of a peak that has an
easy side towards the west, while its

eastern face is formed of a series of

impossible precipices facing Bear Creek
and the Waterfowl Lakes. From the

Howse Peak a good view of the Fresh-

field group was obtained, and I have
named a fine peak on the eastern side of

the Freshfield snowfield after Sir Martin

Conway. Leaving the Howse Peak
behind, we next made our way towards

the Lyell ice-field. Camping near the

foot of Glacier Lake, it was our intention

to cut a trail up the side of the lake, but

this was frustrated by our finding the

woods on the northern side of the lake

on fire. Fires in the dense pine woods
of the Canadian Rockies are excessively

dangerous to be near, and had it not

been for a considerable stretch of hillside

between us and the fire that had been

cleared by avalanches, it would have
been most foolish to go anywhere within

miles of these burning woods. A gale
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may suddenly spring up, and before one
has time to escape through the dense

forest to safety, one's camp, one's

horses, and one's self may all be involved

in a common ruin. That a fire should

have swept through this particular piece

of country is very much to be regretted,

for it will be at least a century before the

ravages can be repaired, and iu the mean
time for many years to come, the scenery

of one of the most beautiful lakes in the

Rocky Mountains has been sadly marred.

There it lies with one shore blackened
and shorn of its beautiful primeval for-

est ; whilst the charred trunks of the

great pines and the poor stunted under-
growth will remain for years to come as

a mute protest against the carelessness

of those who do not see that their camp
fires are properly extinguished.

As it was out of the question to at-

tempt to cut a trail along the side of the

lake, our only alternative lay in sailing

up on a raft. For a whole day Fred and
Dave toiled with the axes, and we could

hear the ceaseless chopping down to the

water's edge. Then the weather turned
wet, and the fire up the valley was nearly

extinguished. Fishing in the deep pools

of the river that runs out of Glacier Lake
was indulged in, and with a piece of

twine 6 feet long, a pole of the same
length, and a hook baited with some
bacon fat, I caught a bull trout about 5
lbs. in weight.

On the 19th the weather cleared.

With much luggage we embarked on
the raft, and slowly made our way along

the shore to the upper end of the lake,

where we camped, our horses in the

meantime being left near the old camp,
"on some good feeding-ground up the

mountain-side.
From this spot we started for the Lyell

ice-field, bivouacking at the foot of the

glacier. The next day saw us start for

the upper snows. We kept to the east

of the Lyell Glacier, and followed very
possibly the direction taken by Dr. Hec-
tor in 1858, when he climbed Mount
Sullivan. To climb straight up the

Lyell Glacier on to the ice-field above
would be both foolish and dangerous,
for the ice from above descends in a

huge cascade from the higher levels over
a wall of rock, and in most places would
be quite impossible to climb up from

below. By ascending a lateral valley to

the right this was avoided, and we
ultimately reached the great plateau of

snow which is one of the sources of the

Saskatchewan.
Before this, however, we scrambled to

the summit of a rock peak that overlooks

a valley running due east towards Mount
Wilson. This valley is full of small

lakes, and at its head is Mount Lyell.

Once on the great snowfield, we slowly

trudged onwards. This day was warm
enough to melt the upper crust of the

.snow, making progress rather tedious,

and the summit of Lyell that we had

thought of climbing became covered

with cloud whilst we were still over a

mile away. The question whether we
should climb in mist to the summit of

the mountain, or instead strike across to

a small eminence near the centre of the

glacier, was soon settled—I am afraid,

much to Hans Kaufmann's disgust.

All he could say was,
'

' Not climb

Lyell ! You will regret it very much."
I think that Woolley, too, who ought

to have known better, heartily agreed

with Hans, thinking that we were
far too lazy a party to go out with,

when serious mountaineering was the

object. Be that as it may, person-

ally, I was glad that the plans were
changed, for, once on our small peak

in tlie centre of the snowfield, I could

see the Bush Peak well, and the val-

leys round it ; also other peaks to the

north of the Bush Peak, on the western

side of which we had been in 1900.

Moreover, I could follow how the ridge,

of which Lyell is a part, bent away to

the north-west and the Thompson Pass.

We descended by a shorter but more
precipitous way, and on one steep glis-

sade of about 300 to 400 feet, in attempt-

ing to save my pipe, which I had knocked

out of my mouth with my ice-axe. I lost

my balance and completed the last half

of the descent in all sorts of positions,

sometimes head first, and .sometimes rol-

ling over and over. Fortunately there

were neither rocks nor crevasses, and the

snow was soft, so no damage was done ;

and, what was also fortunate, nobody on

the glacier below was quick enough to

photograph me during my ignominious

descent. Later, we got back to our

bivouac, and, in order to avoid the very
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bad trail on the left bank of the stream,

we crossed the snout of the glacier, in-

vestigating on the way a deep canyon
through which the glacier stream flowed.

Towards evening we were back once

more in our tents at the head of Glacier

I,ake.

On the next day, August 22, we broke

up the camp, and, starting early on our
raft, sailed gallantly before a westerly

breeze, and, under the care of Dave, to

the foot of the lake, where our horses

were. That evening saw us again at

Bear Creek.

If time had permitted, we should have
liked to visit our old haunts on Wilcox
Pass, where we were in 1898 ; but it was
impossible, .so we turned our faces once
more to civilization, returning by the

same route by which we had come. On
the 24th we climbed an easy peak (Mount
Noyes, 10,000 ft.), which lies to the east

and a little further up the valley than
the Waterfowl Lakes. From the sum-
mit an uninterrupted view of the country
lying between Bear Creek and the Sifleur

River was obtained, and a portion of the
country lying behind and to the east of

Murchison I saw for the first time.

From this summit it was most evident
how isolated Murchison was, and its

series of rugged peaks .stood up magnifi-
cently against the white clouds. Almost
due north, and to the right of the most
easterly point of Murchison, could be
seen the highest of the peaks in the
group lying between the Cataract River
and the Saskatchewan. This peak over-
looks the historic Kootenay plain. I

have named it " Cline " Peak.
It is curious how this small level plain,

hidden away amongst the hills—the
Kootenay plain—is now hardly, if ever,

visited by man. Perhaps once a year a
few Indians come there for the hunting.
Over half a century ago, however, it was
very different ; for on this Kootenay
plain hundreds of the Kootenay Indians
from the west of the Rocky Mountains,
after crossing the Howse Pass, held their

annual fair at this place with the fur-

traders and the Indians from the eastern
slopes of the Rocky Mountains. This
meeting had, even in Hector's days,
been long discontinued, and he tells how
Nimrod pointed out a large tributary of

the Sa.skatchewan coming from the north-

west, called the Waputeehk, or White
Goat River (the Cataract River of Cole-

man), up which lay a trail to Jasper
House on the Athabasca. To quote
Hector's journal again :

" Through this

valley Nimrod said a trail runs to Jasper
House, known as 'Old Cline's Trail.'

Cline was a trader that every summer
travelled through the mountains from
Jasper House to the Kootenay Plain."

This is now ancient history ; not only have
the Indians and the fur-hunters almost
entirely deserted these upper waters of

the Saskatchewan, but most of the game
has gone too. Although Hector came
across droves of sheep and rams on one
occasion whilst sitting on the mountain-
side just above the Kootenay plain, he

says, "A flock of at least a hundred
rams rushed close past me, so close,

indeed, that I hit them with stones," yet

even in these days the game had become
scarcer than in former years. He also

found traces of buflalo as well, but the

Indians told him that, eleven years pre-

viously, "there Were great fires all

through the mountains and in the woods
along their eastern base ; after that a

disease broke out among all the animals.

Before that time (somewhere about 1847-

1848) there was abundance of game in all

parts of the country ; but since then there

has been a great scarcity of animals, and
only the best hunters can make sure of

killing." Probably nowadays the scarc-

ity is partly due to the wholesale

slaughter indulged in by the Indians,

and there is no doubt but that some
measures should be taken to stop it.

After the ascent of Noyes we returned

to Laggan and civilization, but having a

few days at our disposal, we took our

whole camp up to Moraine Lake and
Desolation Valley, a spot that can be

visited in one day from the chalet at

Lake Louise. Our object was purely

mountaineering ; two fine peaks. Delta-

form and Hungabee, being accessible

from the head of Desolation Valley.

Owing to unsettled weather we did not

try to ascend either, but, instead, climbed

a most interesting rock peak, Neptuak
(10,500 feet), by the ridge that leads

from a snow col between Desolation and
Prospector's Valley. On the moraine of

the glacier in Desolation Valley some
most curious and apparently fossil re-
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mains were found in the Cambrian
quartzites.

Ou September 5 we returned to Banff,

our expedition ended. Our trip had
been most successful ; ahnost uninter-

rupted fine weather had lasted during
the whole time ; we had always been
able to go where we wanted, owing to

there being no trouble with either the

commissariat or the trails. A great

number of questions relating to the

peaks, passes, and glaciers had been
satisfactorily solved. The chief points

being : (i) The heights of Forbes, Mur-
chison, Freshfield, and Howse had been
barometrically determined

; (2) the dis-

covery of a pass across the range between
the Lj'ell and Freshfield groups of gla-

ciers ; (3) the exploration of the Lyell

glaciers and how the watershed ran from
the Freshfield group to the Columbia
group

; (4) a much more detailed topo-

graphical knowledge of various outlying

portions of the mountains ; for instance,

the portion south of the Freshfield

group, also that north-east of the Wilson
group.

If time permitted, I should like to have
said something about the individual

members of the expedition, how Hans

was always in the best of tempers and a

first-class guide, willing to do all things

from hard work on the mountain side to-

transporting gigantic logs for the camp-
fire or mending boots ; how Dave told us

most wonderful stories about the lumber
camps, and how single logs could be
used for the purposes of navigation in-

stead of an ordinary boat ; how Clarence

spent many weary hours searching for

the wary Indian " cayeuses " in the thick

woods when they were determined not

to be found ; how Robson, who had been
through the Boer war with Strathcona's
Horse, had great things to tell of the

prowess of General Buller, and the

ignorance of those who knew not the

peculiarities of horses and the various

methods of " getting along " in the open
veldt ; and lastly, of the genial Fred, to

whom we largeh' owe the success of the

expedition, always willing to do two
men's work, always cheerful, and as

good a hunter, trapper, and organizer of

an expedition as one could ever wish to

meet. It was worth travelling to the

Rockies only to spend a fleeting month
or six weeks in his company. May he
continue to prosper, and may it not be
long before we meet again.

Pacific Coast Fishing.

(from BIXLETIN NO. 16, B. C.)

The Bureau of Provincial Information

of British Columbia publishes every little

while a bulletin on some one or other of

the great industries of the province. The
latest is one dealing with the fisheries.

The facts have been compiled by R. E.

Gosnell, the secretary, who says :

—

" The British Columbia coa.st of the

Pacific Ocean, extending from the 49th

parallel to Alaska, is extensive and deep-

ly indented. \'ancouver Island and Queen
Charlotte Islands, standing out seaward,

are separated from the mainland by nu-

merous channels and thousands of islands

grouped in minor archipelagoes. Stretch-

ing inland are many long inlets, the

whole configuration being irregular, but

exceedingly picturesque, and the waters
rich in food fishes. From the time the
Strait of San Juan de Fuca is entered
until the farthest north point is reached,
with the exception of Queen Charlotte
Sound, where the coast swell is felt, and
a few tide rips, it is one continuous
glassy reach of water, which offers no
obstacles to navigation, and renders
coasting delightfully easy and pleasant.

The conditions, on the whole, are most
favorable to conducting the fi.shing in-

dustry.

"It is for the purpose of portraying
the wealth of these waters that this chap-
ter is penned. From time prehistoric

the Indians of the coast in their primi-
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live way pursued the almost sole means
of livelihood—fishing,—and with a tem-

perate clime and an abundant supply of

this food at all seasons, existence was,

except in so far as tribal warfare endan-

gered it, in no sense precarious.

"Says Mr. Ashdown Green, a local

authority in piscatorial science :

' Unlike
the Indians of the plains, whose liveli-

hood depended on their exertions, and
who had to roam over a vast extent of

country to obtain meat enough to put up
for winter use, the fish-eating Indians

could count securely upon their winter

supplies coming to their very doors.'

Those on the mainland had immense
supplies of salmonidae in their seasons,

which for winter use they dried , smol'.ed

or otherwise preserved in unlimited quan-
tities. Those on the western coast de-

pended upon the halibut and cod, which,
too, were without limit as to numbers,
and within easy reach. These were cut

into strips and were edible to even more
cultivated palates than those of the

natives.

THE SALMON.

" Writing of the Pacific salmon, Mr.

J. P. Babcock, Commissioner of Fish-
eries, says :

' We have in our waters the
five known species of the genus
oncorhynchus, termed the Pacific salmon.
They are distinct from the salmon of the
Atlantic, which are the genus saltiio.

Indeed, the word salmon does not by
right belong to any fish found in the
Pacific, it having first been applied to a
genus found in Europe. The settlement
of the Atlantic coast of America was
made by a people familiar with the
European form, who at once recognized
this fish as running in the rivers of their
newly acquired territory. They natur-
all)' and by right gave it the name
salmon, for it is identical with the Euro-
pean form. With the advent of people
from the Atlantic States to the Pacific

Coast, they found running in all the
main rivers a fish similar in form and
color, and of apparently similar habits,
and they naturally called them salmon.
Structurally these fish are but slightly

different, but their life history is totally

dissimilar, and they are distinctly and
positively placed. The greatest differ-

ence is presented in the fact that all the

species found in Pacific waters die

shortly after spawning once. This is

true of both sexes. This remarkable
characteristic, when first brought to the
attention of some Atlantic and European
authorities, was discredited, as they did

not then generally know that the Pacific

salmon was different from and not iden-

tical with the salmo salar, which does not
die after spawning, and generally returns

to salt water after depositing its ova.

While our Pacific fish are not salmon in a

scientific sense, they are now the salmon
of the world, because of their abundance
and their fine canning qualities, which
permit them to be offered in the markets
of the civilized world.

'

'
' We have in our waters the five

species of salmon known to the Pacific.

Taken in the order of their commercial
importance in the province, they are

known as :—(i) The Sockeye or Blue-

back (Oncorhynchus nerka); (2) the

vSpring or Quinnat (O. tschawytscha);

(3) the Coho or Silver (O. ki.sutch);

(4) the Dog (O. keta); (5) the Hump-
back (O. gorbuscha).

THE SOCKEYE.

" ' (i) The Sockeye weighs from 3 to

10 pounds, though specimens of 17

pounds in weight are recorded. The
anal fin is long, and has about 14 de-

veloped rays. There are 14 branchios-

tegals. The gill-rakers are more nume-
rous than in any other salmon, 32 to 40.

The young fry of this species can always

be distinguished by the great number of

the gill-rakers. The scales of the adult

usually average 130 to 140 in the lateral

line. The tail is narrow and widely

forked. The adults in salt water are

free from spots ; the backs are a clear

blue, and below the lateral line they are

immaculate. They are in form and color

considered the most beautiful of their

family.
" ' The bluish backs and silvery sides,

which so distinguish them in salt water,

give place in the head waters, at spawn-

ing time, to a deep carmine, while the

heads and tails become a deep olive green,

the male and female being equally highly

colored in the specimens found in the

extreme head waters of the province.

The head of the male undergoes less dis-

tortion in our waters than any of this
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genus. Specimens which enter the rivers

towards the last of the season's run, and
which do not ascend to the head waters
of the main streams, but which spawn in

the lower reaches near the sea, do not
become nearly so highly colored at the
spawning period, many of the females
not showing much if any red. The flesh

of the sock-eye is of a deep and unfailing
red. They enter the Fraser River as

early as April. They are not taken until

July I St, as their capture is, by regula-
tion, confined to nets of 5^-8-inch mesh,
which are not used until that time. The
main run in the Fraser is looked for

toward the latter part of July. The run
is at its height during the first ten days
of August.

'

'
' The sockej^e run in all our main-

land rivers, and in some of the rivers of
the west coast of \'ancouver Island, and
in the Ximkish River, near the head of

the east coast of that island. In the
rivers of the northwest mainland coast

they run a month earlier than in the
Fraser.

" ' The abundance of sockej'e in the
Fraser varies greatly with given years

;

there are years known as "the big years"
and as "the poor years." Their move-
ment appears to be greatest every fourth
j'ear, and the run is the poorest in the
year immediately following. The causes
which ma}- have led up to this most
remarkable feature have given rise to

much speculation, and many theories

have been advanced to account for them,
but none are sufficiently satisfactory to

be generally accepted. This periodicity

in the run of sockeye which is so pro-

nounced in the Fraser has no marked
counterpart in any other river in the
province or on the coast.

" ' The spawning period of the sock-

eye extends from August, in the head
waters, to as late as October and Novem-
ber in the waters nearest the sea. They
usually spawn in lake-fed or in lake-

feeding streams, the first of their run
seeking the extreme head waters. Very
little is known of the life of the young,
or the length of time they live in fresh

waters before seeking salt water. Noth-
ing is known of their feeding grounds in

salt water, as they are never found in

the bays and inlets which distinguish our
coast, and where the spring and coho are

so common. It is thought that their

feeding ground must be in the open sea.

There is a smaller specimen of the sock-

eye found in many of our interior waters
that appears to be a permanently small

form, which is known to writers as "The
Little Red Fish," "Kennerly's Salmon,"
or "The Evermann form of the Sock-
eye," and which in some lakes of the

province can be shown not to be anadro-
mous. This form of the sockeye is often

mistaken by observers as a trout. It has
no commercial value, and does not "take
a fly' ' or any other device commonly used
by anglers for taking trout. The Indians
of Seton and Anderson Lakes cure great

numbers of these small salmon by smok-
ing them. They give them the name of

"Oneesh."

THE SPRING SALMON.

" ' (2) The Spring or Quinnat Salmon
(O. tschawytscha) ranks second in im-
portance in the waters of the province.

This species is known in Alaska as the
King or Tyee salmon, in British Colum-
bia as the Chinook, the King or Quinnat,
in California as the Sacramento or Quin-
nat salmon. It was the first and for

many years the only salmon used for

canning. The spring salmon attains in

our waters an average weight of from
18 to 30 pounds. Specimens weighing
from 60 to 100 pounds have been report-

ed. It has 16 rays in the anal fin, from
15 to 19 branchiostegals, and 23 gill-

rakers. The number of scales in the
lateral line run from 135 to 155. The
tail is forked, and, like the back and
dorsal fin, is commonly covered with
round black spots. The head is rather

pointed, and of a metallic lustre. The
back is of a dark green or bluish color

;

below the lateral line it is silvery. At
spawning it becomes almost black, with
little or no red. On the spawning
grounds of the province they are often

spoken of as "black salmon." In this

respect these fish in our waters are dif-

ferent to those in the waters to the

.south, where the spawning fish are of a

dull red. The spring salmon are the

most powerful swimmers which seek our
rivers, usually going to the extreme
head of the watershed which they enter.

They seem to prefer the most rapid

moving streams, and apparently avoid
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the lake-fed tributaries. The color of

their flesh in our waters is from deep led

to a very light pink, at times almost

white. Owing to the uncertainty of its

color, it is less generally used for can-

ning, and all specimens are examined by
the canners before accepting them from
fishermen. It is stated that the ' early

run' fish are the most reliable in color.

It has also been stated that these pale

pink or white meated salmon are not any
less rich in flavor or oil than the red-

meatedones ; but. as the English market
demands a red-meated salmon and refuses

to accept anything else, they are rejected

by the packers.
'

'
' The spring fish enters the Fraser

early in the spring, and the run con-

tinues more or less intermittent until

July. There is no pronounced run in

the fall.

THE COHO.

" '

(3) The Coho (O. kisutch), or Sil-

ver or Fall salmon, is found in all of the
waters of the province, and of late years
has become a considerable factor in the

canned product. This species on an
average weighs from 3 to 8 pounds.
Heavier specimens, are not uncommon.
It has 13 or 14 developed rays in the

anal fin, 13 branchiostegals, 23 gill-

rakers, and there are about 127 scales in

the lateral line, the scales being larger

than any other of the genera. In color

these fish are very silver\', greenish
above, with a few black spots on the
head and fins. These fish run in August
and September in the rivers on the north-
west coast, and in September and Octo-
ber in the Fraser. Like the sockeye,
they travel in compact schools. They
do not seek the extreme head waters,
and frequent both the streams and lakes
to spawn.

THE DOG S.ILMON.

" '

(4) The Dog Salmon (O. keta) run
in most of the river and coast streams
late in the fall. They average from 10
to 12 pounds in weight; much larger
specimens are not unusual in most of our
waters. They have 14 anal rays, 14

branchiostegals, 24 gill-rakers, and about
150 scales in the lateral line. In provin-

cial waters they spawn close to the sea,

ascending almost every one of even the

minor coast streams. In the sea they
are dark silvery in color, the fins being
black. At the spawning period they
become dusky, with lateral lines of black,

with more or less grey and red coloring

along the sides. The heads of the males
undergo the most marked distortion, and
the teeth in front become large and dog-
like, hence the popular name. Until

within the last few years these fish have
not been considered of any value. Now
they are captured in great numbers by
the Japanese, who dry salt them for

export to the Orient, many thousands of

tons being exported the past season.

They are never canned in the province.

THE HUMPBACK.

" ' (5) The Humpback Salmon (O.

gorbuscha) is the smallest of the species

found in our waters, averaging from 3 to

7 pounds. It has 15 rays in the anal fin,

28 gill-rakers, and 12 branchiostegals.

The scales are much smaller than in any
other salmon, there being iSo to 240 in

the lateral line. In color it is bluish

above and silvery below. The back and
tail are covered with oblong black spots.

In the fall the males of this species are

so greatly distorted as to give them their

popular name. These fi.sh run in abun-

dance only every other year, coming in

with the last of the sockeye run. They
are but little valued, though a consider-

able use has sprung up during the last

few years. With the development of

the markets for cheap fishery products,

a demand has come for all of our salmon

products, with the result that the fishing

season is being extended to cover the

runs of all five of the salmon species

found in our waters. This lengthening

of the season is of marked benefit to our

regular salmon fishermen, and with the

development of our other fisheries, it is

confidently believed that these hardy

men may find ready employment during

the entire year.'
"
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Forestry in Sweden.*
liY ALEXANDER MACLArRIN.j

I visited Sweden during the month of
February, 1903 ; my idea in going over
there was to see how they manufactured
the himber, how the mills were built,

what kind of machinery was used and
how they managed their forests.

The timber lands extend from the
north of Sweden to within a few miles
of Stockholm, the capital of the country.
There are only two kinds of timber

there, viz., white wood, which resembles
our white spruce in this province, and
red wood, which is something like our
red pine, but a little closer in the grain.

There is an abundant supply of these
two woods, but of small size ; the average
runs from 6 to 9 inches at the top end,

20 to 28 feet long for winter sawing.
The large logs will average 8 to 1 1 inches
diameter. These are sawed in summer

;

there is comparatively no 12 or 13 inches
diameter timber.

Every farmer grows timber and mar-
kets a few trees every winter, just the
same as a farmer here would market his

oats and hay. Wood is a regular com-
modity of trade amongst the farmers

;

every farmer preserves a portion of his

farm which is adapted only to the raising

of timber for this purpose, and a Swedish
farmer will never attempt to clear or

cultivate land which is stony, reserving

it for forest culture. They cultivate the

land close up to the forest, and so soon as

they reach the stony portion they reserve

it for forest culture. The hills are all

covered with timber, I only .saw one hill

which had been denuded of forest, and
that was caused by a fire. Fires are of

rare occurrence. I saw no land of any
consequence which had been run over and
destroyed by fire. I was informed tliat

there had only been one fire during the
past year in the whole of Sweden. It

was an insignificant fire, and was put out
very quickly. Inasmuch as under the
system of fire protection in Sweden, fire

rangers may enforce the attendance of

the military, and all able bodied citizens

may be compelled hy the fire ranger to

assist in the extinction of forest fires, the
consequence is that a fire has no chance
of extending very far under this system.

There is a heavy fine upon any person
refusing to assi.st at a forest fire. There
was one thing which struck me very
forcibly going up the countr)-,—that the

railway ran through miles of forest and
I did not see a particle of land destroyed

by fire along the tracks for a distance of

400 miles which I travelled on that rail-

way, which runs up into the north of

Sweden. I asked one of the largest

lumbermen how they managed to keep
the forest so close to the railwaj- track

from catching fire. The railway com-
pany is obliged to keep watchmen along
the track during the dry season, in fact,

the}- were living along the track this

winter when I was there. Their houses
were situated about a mile apart along
the railway track. These men are rail-

way employees, and their duty is to take
all precautions against fire. The rail-

ways in Sweden are owned by the Govern-
ment, and in con.sequence these men are

also Government employees.
I travelled through the woods across

country in a sleigh, through wood roads
nearly all the way for about 30 miles, for

the purpose of seeing the condition in

which the forests were. I took partic-

ular notice of the forest floor in various
parts and where, on the private lots

owned by the farmers, they cut their own
firewood. The forest floor was cleaned
up completely and no debris left. I saw
a few tree tops in the bush, where they
were manufacturing small .square timber,

chiefly four inches square, for the German
market. I asked them what they were
doing with such stuff as that. They told

me it was for the German market. Every-
where I went the forest floor was clean,

there was no underbrush such as we have
in our country. It is about the closest

cutting that I have ever .seen ; nowhere
in Canada have I seen any such close

• Contributffl by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association.

t In the "Report, on Forestry and Colonization " prepared by the Hon. G. W. Stephens. K.C.
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cutting. The tops of some of the trees,

which were too rough, were cut off and
piled in with the slabs and edgings for

charcoal. Every available piece of wood
which is not otherwise merchantable is

worked up into charcoal, so that the

whole tree is utilized into merchantable

stuff.

The Government forest lands are for

the most part situated at the headwaters

of the rivers.

The forests are divided into sections.

The sections are simply blazed out.

When the Government decides to sell

any of the timber or trees of a certain

size, that is to say, merchantable trees,

they are marked by the Government
ranger. The sale of the sections is made
by auction, the lumbermen purchase the

trees only that are marked. The Govern-
ment in offering the trees at auction
gives an approximate estimate of the
quantity of timber on each section, they
give you the exact number of trees and
an approximate average of the size, and
what they will produce when cut down,
—this for the information of the pur-
chaser. The Government, however, is

not bound by this estimate, only so far

as the number of trees is concerned,

—

the approximate estimate is given as a
guide to the purchasers. The pur-
chasers, of course, examine the sections

which are to be sold, the Government
giving ample notice of the sales of these
sections, and the purchasers examine for

themselves the limits
; in many cases

where the purchaser has confidence in

the skill of the explorer, they place
implicit reliance upon the Government
report. They seem to rely on the
honesty of each other. I never saw a
people who placed such confidence in

one another as do the Swedish people.
This convinces me that their dealings
are distinguished by great honesty.

There is no effort to cheat the Govern-
ment, and there is nothing done on the
part of the Government to lessen the
confidence of the purchasers in the
honesty and fidelity of the system. The
fact is, the Government, the farmers
and the lumbermen work hand in hand,
inasmuch as the timber revenue forms a
very important item in the budget of the
country. The Government seems to
realize that it is their duty to facilitate

in every way the production of the
article and its sale in such a way that

the lumbermen can make a profit out of

the business, and all parties are satisfied.

I visited one of the largest lumbering
concerns in Sweden. They were engaged
in the manufacture of lumber since the
year 1643 ; they have conducted the
lumbering business through their an-

cestors in the same place, on the same
river, since the year 1643. I saw the
original deed granting a limit of 500
miles to the firm who established the

business in 1643 ; of course the
establishment has changed hands a

number of times since the original

grant, but the limits are operated still,

and are valuable at the present day.
The reason for this state of things is

easily explained by the fact that the
proper system of forest preservation has
existed from the first, on these limits,

and that this system is still in force at

the present day.

The cut of the establishment is about
eighty millions a year. I saw many
thousands of logs within 10 miles of the
mill, put out on the ice of the river this

winter. The average was from 4 to 9
inches.

I investigated the question of the
expense of getting timber out of the
woods, and found that the cost of this

department of lumbering differed very
slightly from our own. The cost of

manufacturing at the mills is much lower
than ours. This is due largely, first to

cheaper labour, and secondly, the rate of

insurance on mill properties and lumber
yards. These two items reduced the
cost of manufacture about one-half what
it costs us.

From what I have seen in regard to

Sweden, I think that the system there

will result in a permanent supply of

timber, and I am also of opinion that

the same result can be produced in the
Province of Quebec if the Government
would take hold of the question seriously

and intelligently. To do this the farmers
and colons must be taken into the con-

fidence of the Government and educated,

and no better method can be devised than
to enlist the good oifices of the country
curates in the instruction of their parish-

ioners in the principle which governs the
perpetual production of forest products.
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Unfortunately, in some instances, the
curate who has great influence in a

parish, becomes unconsciously an instru-

ment in the hands of speculating jobbers.

The Government revenue suiters accord-
ingly.

The large establishment of which I

have .spoken is situated on the River
Angennann, in Sweden. This river is

similar to theGatiueau, and about as long.

There are twenty-five lumbering estab-

lishments on this river, whereas on the
Gatineau to-day there remains only two
establishments. As a matter of fact the

Gatineau River and \'alley is far superior

as a timber producer to the Swedish river

both in size and possible quantities and
variety of timber. Where the Swedish
country only produces two varieties the

Gatineau country furnishes white and
red pine, spruce, cedar, birch, not to

speak of the hardwoods, which are of

considerable value. If the Gatineau
\'alley had been treated in the same way
as the country tributary to the Anger-
mann it would supply fully as great a

number of milling establishments as the
Swedish river.

At the headwaters of the Aiigermann
the timber becomes very small, which is

not the case with the Gatineau River.

I am familiar with the country tributary

to the Gatineau River and have .seen

thousands of pines in the burnt district

destroyed. In fact, in the Ottawa coun-

try there is more brule than standing

forest. In Sweden they do not re-plant,

they trust to natural reproduction, that

is to say, the seeding from the standing

trees. There are always trees left suf-

ficient to produce fresh seed and to re-

•seed the forest naturally.

The system of cutting in .sections

serA^es the purpose of reproduction by
lapse of time. It is a well known fact

that for every tree of 12 inches diameter

cut in the forest there has got to be a

sapling growing to fill its place ; it be-

comes a question then of preserving the

sections sufficiently long so that that

sapling will become a 12-inch tree before

the forest section is again lumbered over.

There is a record kept by the Govern-
ment of every section cut, and the date

of cut. Time is given for the reproduc-

tion of the forest. It is under this sys-

tem alone that the perpetual sujiply of

forest products can be obtained and per-

petuated. There is no middle course.

No system of preservation will be perfect

unless some such regulation is adopted
and effectively enforced.

Timber does not grow as fast in Sweden
as it does with us. It is estimated in

Sweden that between 15 to 20 years are

required to get a re-cut of 1 1 or 12 inches

on the stump. From observation and
experience I am of the opinion that from
the sapling to the 12-inch spruce tree it

will be about 30 years. The average
growth pine from the sapling in pro-

pitious ground would be about two feet

high for each year. A 12-inch pine
would be at least 40 feet high.

I noticed in the northern part of

Sweden farm after farm consisting of

only four acres, or thereabout, of good
land under cultivation. The balance of

the farm was entirely in forest trees.

These farmers supplement their agricul-

tural products by the profits which they
make out of forest culture, in fact, one
might say that the greater part of a

Swedish farm in this section of the
country is a wood or timber farm, and
the natives pay as much attention to the

culture of the forest as our people do to

their farms. If this practice had been
followed by the colons in the Province of

Quebec, where similar circumstances

exist, they would have a large forest on
the farm, instead of a desolate, buriit-up

and valueless piece of ground with hills

completely denuded of soil.

This forest farm would be a constant

source of revenue to the farmer, and we
would retain our population. The aban-

doned farm, as we know it now, would
be a thing of the ]iast and a source of

wealth to the Province. Now it is an
eyesore and a reflection on the system
which produces it.

Asa consequence of this forest culture,

in all my travels in Sweden I never saw
a house which was uninhabited, however
i.solated it may have been in the forest.

I found the houses inhabited by seem-

ingly comfortable families.

Q^c^S^^ •U^S3^:^D
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A New Winchester.
BY C A. B.

Each year the Winchester Repeating
Arms Company gets out a new model
rifle. Heretofore, the changes, while

always for the better, have not been
radical ; this season the new weapon
marks a new era in rifle construction on
this continent. It is called by the com-
pany an Automatic Rifle, because the

recoil is utilized to extract the empty
case and place a fresh cartridge in the
chamber, so that all the rifleman has to

do is to press the trigger.

Model 93 is a .22 calibre, but powerful
enough with its greaseless bullet and
nitro powder charge to kill a horse or

other large animal by a single shot in a

vital spot.

The rifle is an extremely handsome,
well balanced weapon, and I will venture
the prediction that within i5ve years there

will be ver>' few sporting rifles manu-
factured for use in this country, upon
anything but an automatic or semi-auto-
matic principle.

The Winchester Repeating Arms Com-
pany thus describes the newest product
of its factory :

"The Winchester Model 1903 is a
ten-shot, automatic, hammerless, take-
down rifle, adapted to a new .22 calibre

rimfire cartridge loaded with smokeless
powder and the Winchester Greaseless
Bullet. It is simple in construction and
operation, and is the first automatic rifle

on the market and the only automatic
arm using the inexpensive rimfire am-
munition. The rifle has grace of outline,
light weight, certainty of operation, ease
of manipulation and novelty of action,
making it a most desirable and up-to-date
gun. There are innumerable uses for

which the Winchester Automatic Rifle

will be found particularly well adapted,
among them being wing shooting or
fancy shooting. We predict with the
advent of this gun a new era in rifle

shooting. It will be used by true lovers
of sport in open places upon moving
game—ducks, geese and small animals

—

in many places where .shotguns are now.
used. Its loading without movement of

the firer enables continued accurate aim
and rapid discharge heretofore unknown,
and only to be appreciated after trial.

One brain shot with this gun instantly
killed a horse, and a hog weighing 370
pounds was also killed at one shot. In
the automatic action of the Model 1903,
there are no moving parts outside the
gun to injure the hands, catch in the
clothing, brush, etc., and, being simple
in construction, it is not apt to get out
of order with any ordinary use. After
filling the magazine and throwing a
cartridge into the chamber, all that is

necessary to do to shoot the ten cart-

ridges that the magazine holds is to pull

and release the trigger for each shot.

The rifle can be shot as fast as the trig-

ger can be pulled ; and with its rapidity

of fire is combined the accuracy for which
all Winchester rifles are famous. When
a shot is fired, the recoil from the ex-
ploded cartridge ejects the empty shell,

cocks the hammer and throws a fresh

cartridge into the chamber.
"The Winchester Model 1903 Auto-

matic Rifle is made with blued trim-

mings, a plain walnut stock and fore-

arm, not checked, and a 20-inch round
barrel, fitted with open front and rear

sights. Weight about 5% pounds. The
stock is 13^ inches long ; drop at comb,
i^ inches; drop at heel, 3^ inches;
length of gun over all, 36 inches. Fancy
walnut stocks and forearms and plain or

fancy walnut pistol grip stocks, checked
or unchecked, are the only variations

from the standard gun that will be fur-

nished.

"To fill the magazine, hold the gun
with the muzzle pointing down and turn
the magazine plug, seated in the depres-

sion in buttplate, to the left, and draw
out the magazine tube until it stops.

Drop the cartridges, bullet foremost,

through opening in stock into the maga-
zine until it is filled, which is shown by
the appearance of head of last cartridge

in forward end of magazine opening.

Push in magazine tube and lock it by
turning magazine plug to the right.
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" To use the gravity charger, first fill

the charger, which holds teu cartridges,

by pushing five cartridges, bullet end
upwards, into each tube.

" To fill the magazine with the charger,
insert the spring end of the charger into

the magazine opening in stock at an
angle which conforms to the opening in

the stock. The front end of charger
spring will rest on charger spring shoul-

der of magazine. Press downward on
charger, and charger spring will release

the cartridges from the lower tube and
allow them to pass into the magazine.
Turn the charger over and insert the

other tube into magazine opening and
again press downward, and the cart-

ridges from this tube will pass into the
magazine. Be sure to hold the gun
muzzle pointing down when using the

charger.
'

' The magazine can be emptied of cart-

ridges without shooting, either by work-
ing the operating sleeve backward and

chamber, and leaves the gun ready to

shoot upon pulling the trigger. No fur-

ther manual operation, except pulling

the trigger for each shot, is necessary to

.shoot the ten cartridges the magazine
holds. Do not hold back on the trigger.

Let it move forward after each shot.
" To take down the gun, cock the gun

by pushing in the operating sleeve. Hold
the gun by the grip with the muzzle up,

and with the thumb press down the
take-down .screw lock, found just under
the take-down screw, which is located at

the rear of the receiver, and turn the
take-down screw to the left until it is

free from the receiver. Then draw the
barrel and forearm directly forward,'

which will remov^e the barrel and receiver

from the stock and tang. This simple
and convenient take-down device leaves

the interior of the gun in view, making
it exceedingly easy to clean. To assem-
ble the gun, proceed in revense order.

D " To clean the gun, take it down and

Winchester Automatic Rifle (.22 Calibre, Model 1903)

forward with a quick and positive mo-
tion, or by withdrawing the magazine
tube entirelv from the gun. To do this,

pull out the magazine tube until it stops ;

then give it a half turn and draw it clear

from the gun. When the magazine tube

is out, elevate the muzzle and push back
the operating sleeve, and all the cart-

ridges will drop out of the magazine.

When emptying the magazine in this

manner, be sure to push back the operat-

ing sleeve, for if this is not done, one
cartridge, which is held under the bolt,

will remain in the gun.
'

' To load the gun , hold it with the open
side of the receiver up, and with a (juick

and positive motion push back as far as

possible the operating sleeve, which pro-

jects from the forearm, and let it spring

forward of its own accord. Be sure to

push the operating sleeve back quickly,

as far as it will go, and let it spring for-

ward without holding it. This cocks

the hammer, throws a cartridge into the

retract the bolt by pushing rearward tlie

operating sleeve. While the operating

sleeve is still in its rearward position,

turn the operating sleeve tip slightly

either way. This locks the operating
sleeve in its retracted position, and holds

the bolt back, leaving the breach of the

barrel open so that a cleaning rag may
be passed through the barrel into the

receiver. Wliile the bolt is in its rear-

H IWINCHESTER
//AUTOMATIC

.22 Winchester Automatic Cartridge

ward position, clean the forward portion

of the receiver from dirt and ])0wder

residue. To clean between the top of

the bolt and the receiver, wipe back of

bolt and then pu.sh bolt back and wipe
ahead of it. To remove powder residue,

which may accumulate between top of

bolt and receiver, jwur a few drops of oil

on the receiver, in front of the bolt, hold
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the gun, muzzle upward, so the oil will

run between the bolt and receiver, and
then work the bolt backward and for-

ward a few times by means of the oper-

ating sleeve. Wipe all inside parts as

free from powder and dirt as possible,

taking special care that the inside and
outside magazine tubes and throat piece

are kept free from powder residue and
rust. To do this, it is advisable to re-

move the inside magazine tube, and wipe
it out carefull}-, then cock the hammer
and pass an oiled rag through the outside

magazine. In cleaning the outside ma-
gazine, always draw the cleaning rod
and rag through from the rear toward
the mouth of the magazine. All the

parts and the inside of the barrel should
be kept clean and covered with a light

coat of oil to protect them from rust.
" In the use of this rifle it should be

borne in mind continually that, after the

first cartridge is thrown into the cham-
ber, the gun is always loaded until the

last cartridge is fired or the magazine
emptied by hand."

e^c^i^^s •»^S2»^

European Forestry.'
BY MARCEL HOEHX, BERLIN, ONT.

The question is often asked wh}- it is

that in Gernianj- and France forestrj- has
been successfully practised by the Gov-
ernment for a century and a half, and we
are now only thinking of teaching com-
ing generations how best to con,serve our
forests ? By long years of education, and
practical experiment, forestry has become
an art in those two European countries.

There, as a rule, they look ahead. They
reforest their woodland and do not de-

forest it. It is managed as carefully as

a gold dollar. Everything is worked out
and boiled down systematically before

they enter the woods. The forests are

cropped when they are ripe as regularly

and methodically as a farm crop. They
have no open season methods, for one
crop is followed b}' another crop in regu-
lar rotation. They have no denuded
woodland, for one crop is immediateh'
followed by another, and the last is al-

ways better than the one preceding.
When the original forests are cropped

in order to start a new plantation, every
tree is removed. Nothing is spared ex-
cept a few nurse trees, and each one has
to pass inspection, for it would be a poor
policy to leave one which is parth' dis-

eased or crooked. The ground is never
in better condition to grow young seed-

lings than just after the removal of the
original forests. Nature has provided
the forest floor with millions of seeds of

all kinds, and they are only waiting
for sunlight and air. Under a thick,

shaded canopy they will not germinate
readily. Young forest seedlings under
this systematic treatment must come up
together properly and crowded thickh-.

The}' must touch each other, and the
more struggling and fighting that goes
on amongst the plants the better. Other-
wise there would be a failure. The
forest plants must pass through a regular

sj'stem of transformations altogether, in

order that they should develop in a uni-

form manner and produce regular stems,

and it is in this camp or school that such
transformation must take place before the
plants are thinned. There are onlj' two
stages of growth in a young forest : the

nurses and the young seedling.

Under this system it is surprising how
rapid the growth is. In five or six years

seedlings are transformed or conquer, and
are ready to be thinned, and in fifteen or

twenty years you will have a forest of

which you may be proud, for it will be a

delight to look at. We cannot view the

art of forestry^ as practised in Germany
or France to-day without feeling the

deepest respect and admiration for it. It

is a credit to skill and long and patient ex-
periment, resulting in improved methods.
As all the trees are of one age, they are

all of the same height and thickness,

all straight, smooth, sound and without
limbs on the trunks. In a systematic forest

there will never be any over- ripe trees,

for as they are all of one age, they will

all ripen together and be cropped together.

* Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association.
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In Siwash Land.
BY A. L. HENRY.

There is no more beautiful scenery in

the world than that of the northern coast

of British Columbia. Appreciation of

the beauty of nature is instinctive, and,
in those mortals not gifted with the
power of ready speech, inarticulate.

Most of us become dumbfounded, and
ha%-e to express by silence our admira-
tion. In a somewhat similar way the
beauty of this portion of British

Columbia app)eals to us. We cannot say
that it reminds us of something that we
saw elsewhere, for this scenery is incom-
parable and totally different to the
natural beauties of other portions of the
globe. This is its charm ; we feel that

at last we have found some spot in the
world where all is new. For instance,

what other scenery have we observed in

our travels to equal that which can be
seen on a trip from \'ictoria to the Naas
River, or, indeed, at all similar to it. To
Europeans who are accustomed to a set

form of landscape the effect will be at

once pleasing and bewildering. Bold and
threatening coast, appearing as if

offering an eternal challenge, succeeded
by the tropical scenery of the Pacific,

calm waters and quick and complete
change from one set type of landscape to

another,— all these present a striking

contrast to the traveller, and fields of

exploration and delight altogether
undreamt of. It can easily be inferred

that anyone making this trip will at

least not suffer from languor nor satiety

born of excess. His attention will be
fixed on the continually changing
landscape, and the adjective monot««ous
will never once be on his lips. And to

the man intent on bu.sine.ss the informa-
tion that can be acquired on the trip will

amply repay him for his apparent waste
of time. The resources of the country
are simply incalculable, and only await
the investment of capital to make Briti.sh

Columbia one of the richest countries in

the world.

After all, the majority of mankind are

merely people of one idea. Even the

most liberal minded of us are painfully

conservative and follow the beaten track
with all the assiduity of our natures.

We hardly ever stay to inquire whether
it is absolutely necessary that we should
always follow the one path. But
deviation must be shunned. We have
implicitly believed "common report,"
and it has never deceived us, or rather
we have imagined that it has not.

Besides, we have too long been devotees
at the shrines of "wont" and "usage"
to change now. So we still stick to the
beaten track of travel—the Hudson,
Switzerland or Norway. We endure the
heat and burden of the day, and the
eternal round of fa.shion. We discover
no relaxation ; as a matter of fact we
never expected to. We are martyrs to
public opinion. But those who take
notice of the general trend of human
events will obser\-e that the fashionable
resorts of Europe and America are slowly
giving ground to the greater attractions
of Canada. At last it is dawning on the
peoples of Europe and America that they
are and have been only trifling their
days away. And, as the burden of
existence grows heavier and the need for
complete mental and physical rest greater,
they will find that the natural peace and
the natural beauty of British Columbia
are quite sufficient to meet their greatest
needs. Owing to the wear and tear of
life, the nerve-destroying noises of the
cities, and the keen and unwearying
attention it is necessary to give to our
various businesses, a holiday at a certain
period of the year is absolutely
imperative.

We must recuperate. And recuper-
ation is only made possible by changing
from one condition of life to another,
and not by changing from one city to
another. We smile when the holiday
maker passes from London to Paris.
The transition appears absurd. But he
who finds his rest in the external peace
of nature and in the calm contemplation
of its beauties will find his compen.sation.
And as a matter of fact the traveller will

find that there is a better holiday ground
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in British Columbia than elsewhere. Its

wildness alone makes it attractive. Here
we can get back to nature and pass our
time free from many of the intolerable

conventionalities of life.

But not only is it a field for the tourist

in search of pleasure. Rich mineral

deposits that have never yet been worked,
thousands and thousands of acres of

grain and ranching country that still lie

unoccupied, invite capital and labour to

an easily acquired fortune. Here, too,

the sportsman will find that the fates

have been kind to him, for he will find

almost every species of game within easy

reach. Bears, mountain lion, moose,

sheep, goat and deer, represent the

larger game, while grouse, and every
description of wild fowl abound in

countless numbers. Its fishing is—but

it seems hardly necessary to expati-

ate on that subject, as British Columbia
has long been famous for sport with the

rod.

-">—ITr^'tri

The Fir;

The word Fir comes to us from Scan-
dinavia and brings down with it the
memories of the old vikings who issued

from the dark forests of the north, and,

sailing boldly seaward on their wooden
ships, brought down destruction and ter-

ror upon the civilized and peaceful shores
of more southern lands. The name was
first applied to the Scotch Pine or Fir,

but it is now sometimes used to designate
the whole class of coniferous trees, al-

though its usual and more restricted

sense confines it to the spruces and silver

firs, and especially in Canada to the
Balsam Fir (y4 (5/« balsamea). From the
economic point of view this has not been
considered a tree of much value, but it

is one about which the greatest interest

and most pleasant memories cling, for it

is the Christmas tree of America, although
the spruce is also used for this purpose.
The demand for Christmas trees annually
makes a large drain on the young growth
of the forest, and the results are, at least

in some parts of the United States, that
forests are being almost destroyed. This
is no necessary result of the furnishing
of such trees, but only an exemplification
of the unscientific and happy-go-lucky
style of provision which this advanced
age adopts as a return for nature's
bounty. This tree is also levied upon
for the " pine " pillows which the ladies

carefully manufacture in order that its

odoriferous needles may bring quiet sleep

or pleasant dreams, in which all the mys-
tery and magic of its dark, waving
branches and the romance of its forest

home may weave them,selves into the

fabric of the visions of the night and
spread their enchanting influence even
into the waking hours.

But its virtues do not stop with this.

The bark furnishes the Canada Balsam,

also called by the French Balm of Gilead,

a clear, viscid resin which is used as a

medicine and also for the purpose of

mounting specimens for microscopic ob-

servation. This resin is obtained from
blisters or vesicle^ in the bark. Some
French-Canadian families have made
quite a Vjusiness of gathering '

' le baume
de Gilead," camping out in the woods
and having a good time generally while

the harvest is being gathered.

The Balsam Fir is easily distinguished

from the spruce by its leaves, which
spread flatly from both sides of the twig,

instead of like those of the latter, being

somewhat square-shaped and arranged

all around the stem ; and from the hem-
lock by the size of the leaves, which are

from three-fourths of an inch to one inch

in length where those of the hemlock
hardly exceed half an inch, and by their

glossy appearance. The bark is grey,

blotched with lighter color, and quite

smooth even in large trees, so that with-

out looking any higher it is quite easy to

distinguish it from any other conifer.

* Contributed by the Ofificers of the Canadian Forestry Association.
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The leaves are dark green and glossy
above, and silvery white beneath, with a

prominent green midrib corresponding to

a centre line of indentation in the upper
surface, and the ends are blunt. The
branchlets are in a cruciform shape,
tipped by the smooth buds. The cones
are large—two or three inches in length
—and stand erect on the upper branches.
In the early stages of growth they are of

a decided purple color.

This tree is found throughout Eastern
Canada, generally in low ground with
the spruce, and ranges north to James
Bay, and it has been found west as far as

the Athabasca River. The wood is not
of great value, being neither strong nor
very durable, and the quantity of resin it

contains and its brittle fibre interfere

with its usefulness as a pulpwood. It is,

however, cut into lumber to some extent
and, although ten to twenty-five per cent,

was considered the limit for its use in

paper pulp manufacture, it is now being
taken freely and used generally by some
manufacturers in the United States. As
a fuel it burns quickly and easily, but
the smoke is very pungent and irritating.

It may be of interest to mention that

the original fir tree—Scotch Pine {Pinus
sylvestris]— furnishes most of the red

deals of the Baltic trade and that the
white wood is from the Norwood Spruce
{Picea excelsa). Both of these trees have
been introduced into Canada, and may be
found in arboretums and private grounds.
At the Central Experimental Farm the

former has been found a rapid grower
and well able to adapt itself to varying
conditions of soil.

On the Rideau.
BY M. D.

There is an Arab proverb '

' that he
who drinks once of the Nile will come
back to drink of it again." The same
may be said of those who once experi-

ence the joN's of a holiday in the woods,
far, far awaj- from the dwellings of men
and the distractions of the cities. They
will come back—and no wonder. What
can be compared to lazily passing one's

Jays in the seclusion of the whispering
trees, idly dangling for fish, or floating

down the river in a birch bark canoe ?

Everj' summer an increasing number of

vi.sitors are finding that the north is an
ideal holiday ground for busy men and
women, and, indeed, for all those who
have had to toil hard in the cities.

Sequestered, hidden, unfettered, they
can find that peace and quiet, impossible

elsewhere. There are many who cannot
afford to take long journeys in search of

health and recuperation. To these

Eastern Ontario is easily accessible.

And .'uch fish as are killed in the

Rideau, Beverly and Charleston Lakes !

—

lake trout as high as twenty pounds in

weight ; small mouthed black bass up to

five pounds, and full of fight into the

bargain ; big mouthed bass of from five

to seven pounds ; long pike of ten and
twelve, and pickerel from four to ten

pounds. With all this fishing there is

the most beautiful scenery imaginable,

lyovely lakes full of bays and islands

which open up new vi.stas to the eye at

every stroke of the paddle ; sheets of

water calm and quiet, in which the sur-

roundings are so perfectly mirrored that

it is hard to tell where the water meets
the shore

;
sylvan banks over which the

trees droop ; and lake opening out into

lake in endless procession. Is it any
wonder that poets write of it, and sports-

men grow enthusiastic over it ? No
more peaceful or restful region can be

desired than the district through which
the Rideau flows. One great advantage
of the fishing grounds in this territory

is their accessibility.

(S^^SS^^t'^^SSS^^^
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The St. Bernard.
BY D. TAYLOR AND F. STUART.

The readers of Rod and Gun are no
doubt familiar with the touching picture

of an exhausted traveller, lying half-

buried in the snow of the Swiss Alps,

being nursed back into life by a St. Ber-

nard dog, which had been sent by the

monks of the hospice on that mountain
to search for wayfarers who may have
lost their way or been overcome by the

blinding storms so frequent in the moun-
tain passes. For the time being at least,

the person who looks upon this picture

must experience a feeling of sympathy
with and admiration for the noble animal

engaged in such meritorious work as the

saving of human life. Nor is the subject

of the painting a mythical one. The re-

cords of the hospice of St. Bernard, show
that annually, numbers of persons are

re.scued from certain death through the

succour brought them by these intelligent
" first aids " to the distressed, and only a

short time ago, the death was announced
of one of these dogs, which, during his

career, had been instrumental in render-

ing timely assistance to over ninety per-

sons, many of whom were in the last

stages of exhaustion. These associations,

and others which cluster around the St.

Bernard, probabh- account for its pop-

ularity, and its size alone is against its

being more generally kept. The St.

Bernard is certainly not a dog for the

modern flat, he requires plenty of yard

room, and with this prime requisite he is

a good dog for a family, being generally

of a kindly disposition, and very tender
and confiding with children, who may
take the greatest liberties with his person
without risk of retaliation. He also makes
an excellent watch and is very companion-
able at walk. Like other heavily-coated

dogs, the St. Bernard is somewhat sus-

ceptible to skin affections and to vermin,
but with frequent grooming these little

drawbacks will not be present, and atten-

tions of this kind paid to the dog will

result in increased affection on his part,

and add greatly to the beauty of his

appearance. The color of coat most
favored by fanciers is a deep orange-red

with white markings.

The general appearance of a St. Bernard

dog should show great muscular develop-

ment, suggestive of power and endurance,

and combine dignity of carriage with

expression denoting intelligence and be-

nevolence. When full grown, a dog
should measure not less than thirty inches

at the shoulder, and a bitch twenty-seven
inches. The main characteristics of a

good St. Bernard are a large and massive

head, the circumference of the skull

being double the length of the head from
nose to occiput or back of the skull,

broad and round at top but not domed
;

lips, deep and not too pendulous ; nose,

large and black with well developed

nostrils. The ears are of medium size,

set close to the head and not heavily

feathered. Eyes, rather small and deep

set, dark and not too close together.

Chest, wide and deep : shoulders, broad

and sloping ; back, level to haunches and
slightly arched over loins. Forelegs,

perfectly straight, of good length and
strong bone ; hind legs, heavy in bone
and well bent at the hocks ; thighs, mus-
cular ; feet, large, compact and the toes

well arched, spreading toes or splay feet

are a serious fault, and too much import-

ance cannot be given to the soundness of

the legs which have a heavy body to

sustain. Unfortunately, in this breed,

there are a great many which .show a

decided weakness here, and the result is

a shambling gait when at walk which is

utterly foreign to the animal, if it has

been properly cared for during the puppy
stage and afforded ample room and free-

dom for exercise.

A very good specimen of a St. Bernard

is the one whose photograph appears

in this issue of Rod .\nd Gun. He
was bred by Messrs. F. & A. Stuart

and is by their late Sir Hereward II.

(imp.) ex Snowdrop II. (imp.) When
seven months old, he won 2nd novice,

3rd limit and open at Burlington,

Vt. ; 1st puppy 2nd novice, 3rd limit,

reserve open and special for the best

puppy at the last Montreal show. His

litter brother, Lochnivar, second at the

same show, was sold to a Nova Scotia
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gentleman at a good figure. Snowdrop
II. recently had another litter to the
famous Duke of Watford ( ist New York
and Toronto), one of which has been
sold to Mr. Geo. J. Rogers, of Charlotte-
town, P.E.I., but the best in the bunch
is considered to be a bitch, named Prim-
rose Princess, of which great hopes are
entertained.

HINTS ON ST. BERNARD PUPPIES

Perseverance and patience, and plenty
of pluck, are among the attributes that
are necessary to make the thorough dog
fancier. It makes no difference what
particular breed of dog a man may make
a hobby of, he learns sooner or later that
before he may even hope to breed a
winner he has to overcome a great many
difficulties, and it is only with the aid of
the above qualities, added to plenty of
hard experience, that his expectations
may in some measure be realized.

The St. Bernard I have found to be no
exception in this respect, and I have often
wondered, when I have paused before the
stalls of some of the great blue ribbon
winners at our dog shows, how many
people realize just how much time, care
and forethought it has taken to bring
about this result. Next to quality, size

being about the greatest consideration in

the St. Bernard, it perhaps takes greater
care in feeding and exercising than in the
lighter built breeds. Take a terrier or a
spaniel, for instance, and if he is a good
quality dog and should happen to go off

his feed for a few days it is not of such
vital importance as in the heavy breeds.
In the St. Bernard we must have bone
and size coupled with quality, and this

can only be gained through plenty of

proper nourishment, and, as a natural
consequence, plenty of feeding means
plenty of exercise.

There are scores of St. Bernards
to-day which might have carried off very
high honors at some of the leading shows
had their owners understood rightly the

benefits derived from proper feeding and
exercising. Now, as to feeding; generally

speaking a pup will start to lap at three

weeks, and if milk can be had fresh from
the cow they will thrive well on this

until about six weeks old, after which I

start giving raw meat cut up fine, three

or four times a week, until their stomachs
become accustomed to the new order of

affairs, then I recommend milk be given
only occasionally. Let meat both cooked
and raw be the staple food from this on,

with now and then a mash of porridge,

cooked with meat, soup and vegetables
;

onions are greatly relished when well

cooked. Large beef knuckles should
always be on hand as the bone keeps them
busy and develops the head. Always
bear in mind that plentj- of natural exer-

ciseisequally as nece:ssary as good feeding.

Playing with other pups is the most
natural, and therefore the best form of

exercise ; a collie or terrier pup is a

great benefit in this way, as they are

always on the go. Swimming is another
grand form of exercise as it gives the
muscles full play while at the same time
it takes the weight of the body off the
legs, and the dog never gets overheated,
which of course is as uncomfortable for

him as it is for us.

After a St. Bernard puppy is six or
.seven months old the bone is formed and
the legs set, and there is therefore not
much chance, if they are good and
straight then, of them going wrong
afterwards. From this on until they are
twelve months old it is next to impcssible

to make them look fleshy enough, as

they generally run right up to their full

height about this time, and they do not
properly develop and finish until they
are about two years old. After this

they can be kept in very fair every day
condition on a comparatively small
quantity of food, one meal a day being
amply sufficient for most dogs at this

age. Bones can be given right along at

all times.

Abercrombie & Fitch, outfitters, of

New York, have published another edi-

tion of their comprehensive catalogue.
This is rather more than a mere enum-
eration of articles kept for the benefit of

campers, as it includes a chapter on

preparations for a canoe trip, by Mr.
Abercrombie, who has had considerable
experience in the Canadian woods. It

may be had upon application either to

ourselves or to Messrs. Abercrombie &
Fitch.



The Balsam Fir.

The balsam {Adi^s bahamea) is one of the trees most characteristic of the northern Canadian forest.
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Our Medicine Bag.
'

' Upland Game Birds,
'

' by Sandys and
Van Dyke, is the second volume of the

American Sportsman's Library, edited

by Caspar Whitney, and published by
The MacMillan Company, 66 Fifth Ave.,
New York. Like all the companion
volumes of the series it is a carefully

written, and, on the whole, successful

attempt at covering a big—and scarcely

a new subject. The nomenclature
adopted is by no means scientific, nor
indeed is it quite accurate, but no doubt
will be acceptable to most shooters, who,
as a rule, do not bother their heads as to

the family to which a game bird belongs.

The authors divide their subject into :

The Partridge Family, The Grouse
Family, The Ptarmigan Family, The
Quail and Grouse of the Pacific Coast,

and so on. The " Ptarmigan Family"
must, one would think, be very near
kinsmen to the "Grouse Family," seeing

that each is a member of the noble family
Tetraonida

.

These defects, if defects they be, are,

however, much more than balanced by
the admirable descriptions of the various
game and '

' gun '

' birds that yield sport

to the shooter in this western continent.

One of the chapters appealing to us as

forcible as any is that on the red ruffed

grouse of the Pacific slope, for only last

autumn we happened to enjoy some
shooting in a part of British Columbia,
where these birds outnumber all other
species. Mr. Van Dyke writes :

'

' The
red ruffed grouse, as he is called, is the
same in general size and shape as the
brown ruffed grouse of the eastern woods,
but is distinctly darker, with a reddish
cast in the brown. Its habits of breed-
ing and living are about the same, yet
with an abundance of food, milder
winters than the eastern bird has to

endure, and apparently far fewer enemies,
it is not as plenty on the very best

grounds as the eastern grouse is in many
places. And this is the case where it is

not shot, trapped, or hunted in any way,
and where hawks, owls, coyotes, foxes,

wild cats and other marauders are very
rare." This statement may be accurate

as far as the country south of the Inter-

national boundary is concerned, but

requires to be modified as regards British

Columbia. Last year grouse, both

Bonassa umbellus togata (grey) and
Bo7iassa umbellus sabini (red), were

quite remarkably abundant in the forests

adjacent to Shuswap Lake, B.C., and

this being a region of heavy precipitation

as compared with the Okanagon and

Ashcroft districts nearby, there were as

many of the
'

' red
'

' birds as of the grey.

Fannin very j ustly notes that ; " Although
the ' red ' phase of the ruffed grouse is

more constant west of the Cascades, both

red and grey are found throughout the

Province, with the tails indifferently red-

dish or greyish ; so that the sub-division

as it now stands is somewhat perplexing.
'

'

Very many readers of Rod and Gun
do almost as much hunting with the

camera as with the rifle ; to such
'

' Nature

and the Camera," by A. R. Dugmore,
may be recommended as an eminently

practical text-book. Mr. Dugmore
discusses his subject with thoroughness,

and his practical experience shows it-self

in every page. The hunter of big game
will turn with a lively interest to the

chapter on photographing animals, and

in it he will find very minute directions

for the " bagging " of his game. " The
outfit required," writes the author, " is a

camera allowing focussing while the

plate is ready to be exposed, and which

has a draw of bellows sufficient for the

use of a low-power telephoto lens. In

addition he must have a long-focus lens

of great rapidity, and a tripod. Further

on we are told : "A short focus-lens is

of practically no use in animal photo-

graphy ; when large animals are the

subjects they are rendered too small

unless you are fortunate enough to be

able to approach to within very short

range. Even then the results are far

from satisfactory. The shorter the focal

length of the lens the greater will be the

distortion due to the exaggerated

foreshortening, so that for all animals,
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large or small, use a long-focus lens—the
longer the better, so that its speed is

great enough. For a 4 by 5 plate I use
nothing less than a 9'- inch lens, usually
one of still greater length." The book
is full of just such excellent directions as

those quoted. Moreover, the illustrations

are as instructive as they are technically

excellent, so that the hunter who is also

a photographer should certainly possess
this book. The publishers are Doubledav,
Page & Co. ^
The Forest Commissioner for the State

of Maine reports that the fires in that
State for the months of Maj' and June
burned over an area of 277,395 acres,

causing a total loss of $1,041,210. In
connection with this the following
statement from the Boston Globe is of

interest:
—"In the south ninety per

cent of the shippers of yellow pine have
more orders than they can possibly fill,

while prices are constantly advancing.
The price of white pine, poplar oak and
cypress has advanced during the year
from $6 to $14 a thousand feet. The
fact is that the increase of population in

this couutr)' averages 1,000,000 a year.

Side by side with this fact there is an
ever-increasing demand for lumber. We
must relatively increase the supply or the
building trade will begin to feel it

severely. We are thus brought face to

face with a grave situation. We must
begin planting trees and raising forests.

Planting trees in New England and other

sections of the country will before
long become as familiar an occupation
as planting corn. We have already
neglected it too long.

'

'

Since the annual meeting of the
Canadian Forestry Association a marked
step forward has been taken in the

forestic interests of Prince Edward
Island. At that meeting we named as

vice-president of the province the Rev.
Father Burke, of Alberton, whose
enthusiasm for all such work as ours -was

well known to the Association, and he
has not been idle. From the most
complete indifference to the speedy
denudation of the province, he has
singly and in a short time aroused the
whole community to an intelligent

concern in the preservation of the
remnant of forest and the repairing of

the mistakes of the past. At the last

Session of Parliament, held in Charlotte-

town, he prepared himself and caused to

be passed into law an Act for the
appointment of a Forestry Commission
with wide powers, and now that under
its provisions the Commission is named
and with his assistance its report will be
made to the next Session of Parliament,

it will doubtless prove of the utmost
value to the whole country. It will be
seen that our Prince Edward Island vice-

president has already earned his spurs,

and is vigorously planning for the future

of forestry in his province. He is also

Grade " A " Marlin has a Special

Rolled Steel Barrel, with a tensile

strength of about 66,000 pounds
to the square inch. The frames are

blued, and the buttplates of best quality

rubber.

The full choked barrels are guaranteed
to target better than 240 pellets in a 30-

inch circle at 35 yards, using one ounce
No. 7>2 chilled shot. These barrels are

specially bored for smokeless or black
powders, and are proved with excessive

Buttstocks are 13^^ inches long, with

ifi inches drop at coml) and 2^ inches

drop at heel. Special hand-made stocks,

any dimensions, made to order at small

extra charge.

loads. Modified and cylinder bored bar-

rels furnished at same price.

Magazine holds five cartridges, and
with one in the chamber gives six shots.

All made to Take Down.
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endeavoring to secure a maritime meeting
of the General Association so that the

important interests involved may be

thoroughly organized. This is a proper

example to set before the other officers.

J*

In a former issue of Rod and Gux
attention was drawn to the change made
by the executive of the American Ken-
nel Club in the making of a champion,
and it was then said that the new system,

which awarded points according to the

money value offered in prizes, would
prove unsatisfactory to a large majority

of fanciers. The prediction proved cor-

rect. The change from the previous

system of rating was received with so

many expressions of disapproval that a

special meeting was called to reconsider

the question. There was a record at-

tendance of delegates, and the result was
that the resolution providing for the
change was rescinded. The old system
will be adhered to, at least until the
annual meeting, when it is probable that

some modification of the terms, accept-

able to all parties concerned, will be
arrived at. These modifications will

naturally be in the direction of raising

the number of points to constitute a

champion, and also make it compulsory
that one or two of the wins should be at

a three-point show.

Baily's forAugust, among other articles

of more or less interest to sportsmen on
this side of the Atlantic, contains a paper

on physical training in its application to

sport. The writer urges each aspiring

athlete to choose early from the many
pastimes one or two for which physique
and temperament naturally adapt him, in

place of striving, as do too many, for

that all-round dexterity which is so

rarely possible. Sports that have a

certain resemblance and which may with

advantage be practiced by the same
person are : fencing and boxing ; rowing
and swimming ; football (Rugby) and
running ;

golf and cycling. Stress is

laid upon the value of ' 'muscle-memory,
'

'

which can only come through familiarity

with the movements required.

A Report on Tree Planting on Streets

and Highways, prepared by Col. Wm. F.

Fox, has been issued by the Forest, Fish

and Game Commission of New York. It

is published in the beautiful style for

which the reports of the Commission are

noted, and contains a great deal of infor-

mation on the subject with which it

deals, of which we hope to give our

readers some of the benefit at a later

date. The colored plates of leaves of

forest trees are a specially handsome fea-

ture of this report.

The Winchester Repeating Arms
Company announce that they are pre-

pared to furnish, through the regular
trade channel, the .32 Automatic Smoke-
less Powder Cartridge, adapted to the
new .32 Colt automatic pistol now on the
market. They also announce that they
are ready to supply the new .38-55 Win-
chester High Velocity Cartridge, loaded
with low-pressure smokeless powder and
soft-point, metal-patched bullet, giving
high velocity and great muzzle energy.
This cartridge can be used in all Win-
chester Model 1894 and Single Shot
rifles of this calibre in good repair, and
greatly increases the utility and power
of these guns. For fine shooting, a

slight alteration of sights may be neces-
sary, when this cartridge is used. For
purposes of comparison, we give below
a table showing the velocity, penetration

and trajectory of the regular and Win-
chester High Velocity .38-55 cartridges :

Weight of
BuUet.

Penetration in

?fi in, dry pine
boards at 15 ft,

from muzzle.
Soft-p'nt bullet

.3^-55 2SS grains 1,321 ft. per second 13

.3S-55 W.H,V 255 " 1,593 ft.
" 10

Muzzle
Velocity.

100 yards.
Height at 50

yards,

2,91 inches
2.00

—Trajectory—
200 yards.

Height at 100
yards.

13.14 inches
9.52 "

300 yards.
Height at 150

yards,

34,43 inches
25.46 "

On account of the high velocity of this

new cartridge, the trajectory is much
flatter than that of the regular .35-55 ;

and the striking energy being much
greater, the soft-point bullet has excel-

lent mushrooming, pr upsetting, qualit-

ies. Hence, while the penetration is not

so great as with the regular cartridge,

the shocking effect is much greater.
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Notwithstanding that the fashion runs
towards hanimerless guns and single
triggers, three of the best shots in

England still stick to the hammer gun.
The Prince of Wales, Lord de Grey and
Mr. Stonor have their guns built by
Purdy , and fitted with automatic ejectors,

and never use a haramerless weapon.
With three such authorities using the
old-fashioned sort there must be some-
thing to be said in its favor. Mr. Stonor,
who is looked upon as one of the most
brilliant performers in the British Islands,

uses one ounce of Xo. 5 British, equal to

about No. 6 American, and his favorite
powder is " E. C. No. 3."

J*

Most men think they know all about
training a dog—and about one in ever}-

10,000 actually does know something of
the rudiments of the art. The other

9,999 will derive incalculable benefit
from a careful study of

'

' Practical Dog
Education," by Thomas C. Abbott

(Re-capper). Unfortunately Mr. Abbott
has failed to include an index, which
omission we hope to see remedied in the

next edition- -for uo doubt a second

edition will be called for by the dog-

loving public. The publishers are the

M. T. Richardson Company, New York.
The price is not given.

Fishing is reported on all the trout

streams, but amateur anglers are recom-

mended not to visit the streams in the

interior as themosquitos are thick. The
coast streams, however, are free from
this pest.— Vancouver Ledger.

If the Ledger means this part of the

interior we beg to say its statement is an
unqualified libel. \\'e have big streams,

big trout, big catches, in fact everything
big but raosquitos, and there are not

enough of them to make it interesting.

Sa%-e us from the coast streams though.—Ashcroft Journal.

The Velvet Clutch Garrison Shot Gun
Cleaner may be recommended with confi-

dence, as it has been thoroughly tested
and never fails to act. The cuts accom-
panying this notice render a verbal
description almost superfluous. The
cleaning rod is in three joints, carrying

thickness of cloth about three inches

square makes a perfect swab. The gauze
pads are held in place by a turned-over

hook at end of cleaner's fingers, and by
a screw at rear, and are easily removed
when necessary, but this should not

occur more than once in several years.

CLOSED

within a moveable steel rod, acted upon
by a lever at the handle end. The end
of the rod has a cone which expands
when the lever is compressed. The ad-

justment being under control, chamber,
barrel or choke are cleaned alike. One

While the cloth pad removes all but
the most obstinate rust and lead, a
moment's use of the uncovered gauze
will do it effectively. The makers
recommend vaseline or gun grease as a
lubricant.
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The annual show of the Ottawa
Kennel Club will be held from September
15th to 17th inclusive, during the

Central Canada Exhibition. Good money
prizes and a large number of valuable

specials are offered, and intending

exhibitors would do well to note that

entries close on September 7th. The
judges are Dr. C. Y. Ford, Kingston,
Ont., and Mr. F. F. Dole, New Haven,
Conn., and the position these gentlemen
occupy in canine matters is alone suffi-

cient to attract a large entry. Dogs
sent direct from Toronto show will be
well cared for free of charge until the
close.

large flocks of young birds accompany
their mothers amongst the reeds. On
Plum Lake many flocks of young wild
geese are to be noticed, besides the ducks
on the waters and the [grouse on the
shores.

Mr. James Lindsay and Mr. Arthur F.
Gault, of Montreal', will judge terriers

and collies respectively at the Sherbrooke
show, which opens on the 2nd of Sep-
tember. Mr. Joseph Kennedy will take
all other breeds. The prizes are $3.00
and $2.00, with a full classification, and
there are lots of valuable specials.

In a letter received from Hartney,
Manitoba, the writer says : Not for

many years have the prairie chickens
been so plentiful as is the case this

summer. The coveys are large and
the birds nearly full grown. In every
district the same conditions exist and
sportsmen are anticipating a rare time
when the shooting season opens. Ducks
are also numerous and on every pond

Mr. E. T. D. Chambers has issued a

new edition of his useful Angler's Guide
to Eastern Canada.
This is one of those little hand-books

that are indispensable to the salmon and
trout fisherman, who does his angling in

Eastern Canada. It is published by the
author through the Chronicle Printing

Company, Quebec City.

The Royal Chinook.

(From the Portland Oregonian.)

Of the fish in fresh water there's never a doubt In the deeps he is taught by some wonderful
That the best of them all is the game little trout

;

rune .,11

He's speckled and brilliant and loved of the That the river's in spate and the season's] at

cook, June,
And swiftly he flashes for river and brook.
Till Columbia chokes with the Roval Chinook.

But he's only a mite to the Royal Chinook.

With the strength of a Sandow, the grace of a
girl.

From the sea the Chinook comes through
current and swirl.

And tough would the line be and well-forged
the hook

His strength and his swiftness there's nothing
can let,

Till he meets 'thwart his passage a wavering
net,

And then it's alas ! nor by hook nor by crook
That would stay on his journey the Royal Is there hope of escape for the Royal

Chinook. Chinook.

We regret that King Salmon thus ends his

career.

But expectant the palate arrests the salt tear
;

And when to the table we eagerly look
We drink to both fisher and Roval Chinook !
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ROD AND GUN PUBLISHING CO., 603 Craig Street, Montreal,
PrIcCf 10 cents a Number. SI-OO a year.

Branch Office 36 Confederation Life Building, Toronto.
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The310 BORE "SHARPSHOOTERS CLUB" rifle

WILL KILL

BLACK BUCK
and holds " The World's Record " for accuracy at the Target.

LIGHT. ALL BRITISH MADE. Fires Cheap Smokeless Cartridges.
Detachable Barrel. PRICE, £3-3-0.

Complete Lists of Guns and Rifles sent FREE.

W. W. GREENER, Gunmaker, Birmingham, Hng*

r\
THE

Berliner ^? ^ ^

GramsOsphone
JT SIJ^/GS EVERYTHING and is almost human. The greatest entertainer for

IT T>J aw rTJrT>VTHIMr CAMPING PARTIES, CLl-BS OR HOMES
. .IT PLJIYS EVERYTHIMG p^^jcES - - $15 oo to $45.00

IT TALKS EVERYTHING made in canada .

A 5 Years' Guarantee with each.

Write for Catalogues of Gramophones and nearly

Two Thousand Records—Free for the asking. J^ J^ jS^

E. BERLINER,
EMANUEL BLOUT,

General Manager for Canada.

2315 St. CatHerine Street,

MONTREAL.



CHAMPION REVOLVER SHOTS

OF THE WORLD
Won with the

SMITH & WESSON
The American Team which recently won the International

Championship for revolver shooting made a splendid showing. They
beat the French Team by 249 points, though the Frenchmen had the

advantage of shooting at different times and the Americans all shot at

one time.

Every member of the American team with but one exception used the

SMITH & WESSON REVOLVER
WINNING TEAM AND SCORES

Oscar I. Olsen



The Savage 25-35. 32-40 and 3S-5S calibres are some sizes recently added to the famous ,305 and 30-30

Model 1899 Haranierless Repeater. These loads are considered the standard for accuracy, and will probably
never be excelled for hunting and target purposes. Savage Rifles are fitted with "Special SmoVeless Steel "

barrels and with a breeching mechanism or/fif/naZ/y constructed to withstand the enormous pressures
developed bv modern smokeless powder. This gives confidence to " the man behind the gun."

Catalogue H, with full particulars, mailed on request.

SAVAGE AR.MS COMPANY, UTICA, N.Y., U.S.A.

THE
Brad ley
Stiot G\in
Sight^^

The Bradley system of sighting shot guns is a radical
departure from old methods, and makes wing shooting
easy and certain. There are two beads, one for each
barrel, and instantly attachable to the gun in such a man-
ner that there is no interference with the sight originally
on the rih. Shooting at stationary ohjects or straight
away birds, the side beads plainly define the killing
circle of the arm since a bird seen between them if not
out of range will certainly get a good portion of the
charge. But it is in crossing shots that the Bradley
sights are the most valuable. All double barrel shot
guns cross the central line of sight at about w yards,
beyond which the right barrel throws to the left and the
left to the right. Sighting directly down the barrel fired
compensates for this, but there is still the difficulty of
judging how much to lead crossing birds. And some
shooters are never able to get the knack of doing this
correctly. With the Bradlev sight it is only necessary
to aim at a left flyer down the left barrel and fire the
right lor the reverse in case of a bird crossing to the
right .which gives the proper lead and will almost inva
nably insure a kill, with this sight any one can very
scon become a good wing shot. Sent postpaid for ,10
cents. In ordering give gauge of gun.

C. L. BRADLEY, Clarksville, Tonn.

FOR SALE
Canadian Patent for a good
novelty in sporting goods line.

Splendid article for a small
manufacturer. For particulars, address,

"M" care of Rod and Gun in Canada
603 Craig Street, Montreal.

DONT GROWL
at the Fishing until you have inves-

tigated your rod. Don't growl at

the rod until you know who made it.

There is but one maker that makes

rods that are RIGHT ; and we make a

specialty of rods, to suit each particular

case,— whicli means your special want.

A Postal Card w/ill bring you
our Catalogue.

= Fred. D. Divine Co.

72 State St.,

UTICA, M. r.



"The work of a Steel [BRISTOL] Fly Rod
that has seen ten ( lo) years adlive ser\ice—see

books oth May, iSqi. [signed] H. H. Frazbr.
"St. Johns, Newfoundland, June, igoi."

THE ABOVE TEXT WAS WRITTEN ON
THE REVERSE OF THE PHOTOGRAPH
FROM WHICH OCR ILLt\STRATION WAS
REPRODUCED. Perhaps YOO would Like

"°^"^
''Bristol"

Sendforour FREE CATALOGUE, which describes

our various styles, and make a selection. Address

THE HORTON MANCF. CO..

No. 57 Horl-on Street, Bristol, Conn. C^

Harritnac Landing Net

Feather-light
Reels ^ J^

For Trout and Bass.

Cost Little.

Ci>'

All-right
Reels

For Bass, Salmon

and Lake Trolling,

rrive Satisfaction.

Expert Reels
For Trout, Bass and

Lake Trolling .

All Dealers sell these.

A. F. Meisselbach & Bro.,Mfrs.

Newark, N.J., U.S.A.

,^^^^''7°X
(LONDON)

Ale and Porter
AWAKDBD

ELEVEN GOLD, SILVER
AND BRONZE MEDALS

AT THE world's

EXHIBITIONS OF

France, Australia, England, United States,

Jamaica, and Canada.

AMERICAN BOAT & MACHINE CO.

Builders of Launches. Sail Boats,
CanocB and Pleasure Boats

f>nr SlK*cialty

—

Knock Down Cratts
T(H» of any description ,

!^^K. I). Row Boats,
^^"•^ Clinker Hiiilt.ti.oo

-_ —, , ,- , ,
- ptr rnnning foot.

Send/or a Catalogue. J,^ ^^^^

3517 South Second St., St. Louis, Mo>

The Hudson's Bay

Company
Has had over 229 years

*A» experience in providing

for hunters

Everything necessary can be

supplied. Circular Letters of

Credit issued on all the
Company's Inland Tosts.
Further particulars on ap-

plication to

HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY
WINNIPEG



More

^

DuPONT
Smokeless

is shot [than

all other
powders
combined.
Gunners,
therefore,

must consider
DuPONT
SMOKELESS
THE BEST.

lCArry in

f A BUGGY
[last a

Lifetime

CANVAS BOAT CO;
KALAMAZOO • • . MICH.'

5en<J 6<J;tbr Catiloq-

The!" KING" is isimplylwondcrful in cons

struction. Puncture Proof Canvas. Equal in

wearing strength and model to"the best modern

boats, yet^it folds in a small package to check as

baggage or carry by hand. No repairs or cost

for storage. Made non-sinkable, and perfectly

safe anywhere. King Folding Canvas
Boat Co., 667 N. St., [Kalamazoo, Mich.,

U.S.A.

FORYACHTS.STEAnSHIPS.BOATS

MUa5kill'dougall&($5
Standard Boat&SparVarnishes.

MONTREAL.

The

Fishing Gazette

BULLARD STEEr LAUNCHES,
ROW AND PLEASURE BOATS,

ARE EVERLASTING !

Safer than wood; have greater carrying capacity;
always dry; no bolts or nails to rust.

^ IVeekly Newspaper
indispensable to Ang-
lers all the world over.

Subscription
$3.00 Year.

Boat Liveries equipped with the Dullard Steel Boats.
Always have dry boats, that last a lifetime.

STEEL BOATS CHEAPER THAN WOOD.

THE OSGOOD FOLDING CANVAS BOATS
Original Canvae Boat; made for 3Ci yeara. Sold all

over the world; ueed by U. S. Government; best Fish-
ing and Hunting le where there are no boats, take one
with you In trunk or bag. Nonpuncturable. Folded
or extended In one minute.

Send for catalogue Illustrating all Improved pop-
ular designs of Steel, Wood, and Canvas Boati.and
Marine Engines.

MICHIQAN CONSOLIDATED BOAT CO., LTD.

608 Main St., Battle Craek, Michigan.

J^. B, Marston, Editor
St. Dunsia?i's House, Fetter Lane, l.ondon,G.B.

For Trout and Bass
Split Bamboo, Lancewood, Greenheart
and Steel Rods, Reels, Baskets, Raw
Silk and Linen Lines, Flies and
Hooks, all grades .

SPECIALTIES:
Split Bamboo Rod, Reel and Silk Line . $2.00
Lancewood Rod, Reel and Silk Line . 2.00

Mail Orders for Tackle or Cartridges for the
coming Tournament promptly executed.

McDOWALL & CO., 10 Kln^ St. E., Toronto
Phone 2244



nrVk** lM*3kAX7 f **fV»'V^'r'
is the Simplest. Hest BalanceU and Most

M. M.\X^ i^ CrW J.^^l.V' V^J. Syninietrical Hammerless Gun ever

offered to the public. It embodies All the latest Improvements, including a

SINGLE TRIGGER
Guaranteed Perfect^

ill Guns
itted with

Automatic

EjectorsTRAP GUNS and FEATHERWEIGHTS
A SPECIALTY.

i6 and 20 gauge, 5 '4 to 7 lbs. ; 12 gauge, 5f/ lbs. to 8 lbs.

Our Perfect Gun Cleaner,
By mall, 30 cts.

Send for mi Catalopc.

D. M. Lcfevcr, Sons & Co.
SYRACUSE, N.Y.

Not connected with Lefever Arms Co.

LAUNCHES
A Gasoline Launch

to carry eigfht per-

sons, for, $220.

W'e are making a spe-

cialty of them and carry

them in stock. Call

and see them running,

or write for particulars.

The Canada Launch Works
Foot of Carlaw Ave. LIMITfD

TORONTO, ONTARIO. CANADA.



When you take

your next

Hunting, Shooting

or Fishing Expedition

you will require a First-

class, Reliable Canoe.

You can depend upon

us to supply you with

one that will meet

your requirements.

The Peterborough Canoe Co., Limited

PETERBOROUGH, Ontario, Canada

Before purchasing, it will pay

you to obtain information

concerning our products

SEND FOR OUR INTERESTING CATALOGUE

The leading manufacturers of

Canoes, Skiffs, Launches, Yachts,

in fact everything that floats

Cable Address : Turners, Peterboro*, Canada.

J. J. TURNER (Si 50NvS
Peterborough!, Ont., Canada

.^asL-

The most complete aud up-to-date tent made. Has vcKUlai uooi aud
windows, suitable for any purpose.

Manufacturers
of . . .

Tents

Awnings

Sails, Flags

Waterproof Goods

Coal Bags

Nose Bags

and every

description

of camping
goods for
sale or for

hire. ....

Decorations of all kinds done to order. Telephone day or night.



^Association

Patron :

• His Excellency the (Jovbbnor-Gbnkbal.

Honorary President :

William Little. Est;., WVstmoimt, Montreal.

President :

Hiram Robinson, Ksi;., Ottawa, Out.

Vice-President

:

.\UBREy White, Esy., A.ssi^t;iiit Cunmiissioinr nf Crown Lands, Toronto, Ont,

Provincial Vice-Presidents

:

O.sTARio.—J. B. McWilliams, Esy., Peterborough. Manitoba. —jNIa.ior Stewart Mulvky, Winnipeg.
QiEBEc— Hon. S. N. Parent, Quebec. Assiniboi.a. — .T. .S, Dennis, Esq., Calgary.
Xem Brin.s\vick.— His Honour J. B. Snowball, Alberta. -William Pearce. Esq., Calgary.

Lieut. -Governor. Athabaska.— K. D. Wilson, Esq., Fort Vermilion.
XovA Scotia.—A. H. McKay, Esq., LL.D., Supt. British Columbia.—H. Bostock, Esq., Monte

of Education, Halifax. Creek.
Pri.nce Edward Island.—Rev. A. E. Burkb, Yukon.—The Commissioner, Dawson.

Alberton. Keew.\tin. -Tuk Likut.-Govkbkob of Manitoba.

Board of Directors :

Wm. Saunders, Esq., LL.D., Ottawa, Ont. J. R. Booth, Esq., Ottawa, Ont.
Prof. John Macoun, Ottawa, Ont. C. Jackson Booth, Esq., Ottawa, Ont.

Thos. Soothwobth, Esq., Toronto, Ont. John Bertram, Esq., Toronto, Ont.
E. G. Jolt de LoTBiNiiRE, Esq., Quebec, P.Q.

Secretary :

E. Stewart, Esq., Ottawa, (Jnt.

Assistant Secretary and Treasurer :

R. H. Campbell, Esq., Ottawa. (Iiii.

THE objects of the CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION are:

The preservatiou of the forests for their influence on climate,

fertihty and water supply ; the exploration of the public domain
and the reservation for timber production of lands unsuited for agriculture

;

the promotion of judicious methods in dealing with forests and wood-
lands ; re-afforestation where advisable ; tree ])lanting on the plains and

on streets and highways ; the collection and dissemination of information

bearing on the forestry problem in general.

Rod and Gun is the official organ of the Association, which supplies

the articles relating to Forestry published therein.

This As.sociation is engaged in a work of national importance in

which every citizen of the Dominion has a direct interest. If you are

not a member of the Association your membership is earnestly solicited.

The annual fee is $i.oo, and the Life Membership fee $10.00.

Applications for membership should be addressed to the Treasurer,

R. H. CAMPBELL,
Ottawa, Ont. Department of the Interior.



Canadian

national

Parl(
A MEDICINAL

WATERING
PLACE AND
PLEASURE

RESORT

Altitude

4,500

Feet

This Park is a National Reservation,

containing about 5,000 square miles,

embracing parts of the Valleys of the Bow,

Spray and Cascade Rivers, Devil's Lake,

and several Noble Mountain Ranges.

No part of the Rockies exhibits a

greater variety of sublime and pleasing

scenery, and nowhere are good points of

view so accessible, since about 75 miles of

Good Roads and Bridle Paths have been

made.

A DURESS A I, I. C 11 R R S I' O N D E N C E

SUPERINTENDENT, NATIONAL

PARK, BANFF, N.W.T..........

Fishing and Hunting
Complete Camping and

Packing Outfits.

Experienced Guides fur-

nished to any part of the

Mountains on short notice,

at reasonable rates.

Special facilities offered

Fishing Parties.

W. & J. Brewster, Guides and Packers

BANFF, N.W.T.

nOUIMP BLACK BASS & SALMON TROUT.
rltJllJlllli Illustrated Guide with Maps of

*" the RIDEAU, BEVERLEY and
CHARLESTON LAKES, free. Apply to E.
A. GEIGER, Supt. and G. P. A. Brockville,
Westport & Sault Ste. Marie Railway, Brock-
ville, Ont.

H-T-T Published monthly. 64 pages.
Tells all about Hunting. Trapping and
Raw Furs. Sample copy loc,

Hunter-TradeV-TrapDer,
Box 35, Gallipolis, Ohi*.

BILL PEYTO
Guide and
Outfitter

For Hunting, Fishing, Mountain Climb-
ing and Exploring Parties.

References :

Members of the American
and English Alpine Clubs
and others.

Addre.ss - - BANFF, Ai.ta.

1881 1903

Wilson& Campbell
Outfitters for

Fishing, Hunting,

Camping and

Exploring Parties.

C. p. R. GUIDES FIELD
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AN ENTIRELY NEW RIFLE NOW READY
Unequalled rapldit}' and ease of manipulation aid accurate aim of successive shots

g^iHE "Winchester Model 1903 is a ten-shot AUTOMATIC, hammerless, tafce-

11 down rifle. It is adapted to a new .22 caliber rim-fire cartridge, loaded with

smokeless powder and the Winchester Greaseless Bullet. It is graceful

in outline, light in weight, certain in operation, simple in construction and pos-

sesses few parts. After filling the magazine and throwing the first cartridge

into the chamber, all that it is necessary to do to shoot the ten cartridges tt^at

the rifle containsistopullthetrigger for each shot. Weight, 53/ pounds. List Price, $25.00.

Send for circular fully describing this rifle.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY, NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT

2226- 223C^t.Ca.tKerineStreet-

MONTREAL.

High Grade AnOlerS'
and Select *^

Pattern . . SuppUSS

Athletic
Goods .

For

ALL
GAMES

Our line is TOO EXTENSIVE
to tell of in SMALL SPACE,
but our 1 20 page catalogue is

mailed to ANY INTERESTED.

"We've endeavored to make it INTER-
ESTING, and a request by CARD or

LETTER will bring it you.

Hamilton Powder

Company

E. SPORTING
HAS
MANUFACTURED

^ GUN POWDER
Since 1865. as a result you have

"CARIBOU" made from best materials, perfectly

put together. * DUCKING " hard pressed,
slow burning, keeps well under all conditions.
' SNAP SHOT " high velocity, moist residium
Cheap. The powder for every day use.

ENGLISHMEN SAY
Powder can be bought in Canada as good as ever
put in a gun. It has a positive advantage over
home make, the dirt is soft.—J. J. W in London
Field.

AMERICANS SAY
The finer English or American Powder and Cana-
dian " Caribou," I am quite familiar with. They
give so little recoil that one may shoot all day
without bruised shoulder or headache.— Forest
and Stream

CANADIANS ABROAD SAY
Can you send over some Trap ? I don't Tiean to
flatter but it is ahead of anything we get here.—
A. W. \V.. Batavia. N. Y.
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' Teach tlie j-ouiig idea to shoot " with the Ann that is Accurate, Safe and
Reliable. Any sport that necessitates outdoor life promotes health and stri-ngth ;

there is no greater enjoyment than hnnting with a "STEVENS." I'se our arm on
your trudge through the wooils these fall clays. You will surely " bag your game,''
because it cannot get away when sighted by our guns. \\'e manufacture a complete
line of RIFLES - - from $3.00 to $150.00

PISTOLS - " 2.50 to 50.00
SHOTGUNS - - " 7.50 to 30.00

Ask your de.tlei , ami tn ^iire to K^t the " ST£l/CyVS. "
1 f \i>ii camiol st-curt- our anus, kindlv

intorm us. aniJ \vc will ship dirtcl. express prepaid, upon receipt of price.

Illustrated catalog mailed upon re<juest. This book contains much valuable information for
Sportsmen, and is a desiraldi.- ac<iuisitif)n.

J. STEVENS ARM5 (Si TOOL COMPANY
365 Main Street.

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASSACHUSETTS, U.S.A.

r^ ^ r^

THE HERALD PRESS, MONTREAL
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Canadian Pacific Railway

Algonquin,



Canadian Pacific Railway

/

1,

Mount Ste!)heu House,

Glacier House,

Hotel Sicanious,

Fraser Canon House,

Hotel \'anconver,

Field. B.C.,

Glacier, B.C.,

Sicanious, B.C., -

North Bend, B.C.,

Vancouver, B.C.,

from $3.00 upward

o .00

3.00

3.00

3.00

For further pa'ticulars as to any of these hotels, appl)- to the respective

Managers, to any of the Company's Agents, or to

ROBERT KERR, Passenger Traffic Manager, Montreal.
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taius by way of the Bow Pass. As most
accessible, it furnishes a fair sample of

the process of evolution above referred

to. The river has here a width of some
three hundred feet and a greatest depth
of Ironi eight to ten. In mid-summer
the water is clear as cr\-stal, and the

boulders and gravel at the bottom easily

discernible. In June and July it is a

rushing, mud-coloured flood, and occa-

sionally, owing to cloud-bursts along

the eastern face of the mountains—some
fifty miles distant—or to exceptionally

hot weather early in the year, overflows

the banks and causes much confusion

among the inhabitants of the lower levels

of the town as well as considerable dis-

arrangement to railway traffic, owing to

washouts of the white clay banks which
confine this portion of its course.

On the climb through the foothills,

from the windows of the train the

trough of the Bow may be seen, winding

like a black snake through the green or

yellow grass of the beach-lands above,

so narrow as only to be followed by the

eye from a height or when close to the

bed, and chiefly to be traced by a line

of stunted spruce tops and gnarled and

twisted Douglas fir, distorted bj' the

strong, warm chinook winds sweeping

down the valley. In this section the

Bow is joined by several tributaries of

considerable volume, noticeably the

Elbow, Jumpingpound, Ghost and Kan-
anaskis Rivers. Some idea of the volume
attained by these streams during flood

time may be gathered from the follow-

ing measured discharges :—The average

highwater flow of Jumpingpound River

is 130 cubic feet per second ; in 1897,

owing to continued heavy rains in the

mountains, the flow reached the enor-

mous proportion of 7,400 cubic feet per

second. This, of course, was abnormal,

but still a flood flow may be anywhere
between. Owing, however, to their

deeply cut channels, the streams are well

confined and little damage is done beyond
partially flooding the immediate bottoms.

Not far beyond the junction of the

Kananaskisthe eap in the eastern escarp-

ment of the mountains is reached. The
Bow River now assumes the nature of a

mountain stream ; the grade becomes
steeper, the course wider, and boulders

and stranded debris more frequent. At

Anthracite, the railway leaves it tem-
porarily to take a short cut, and does
not again join it until some distance

beyond Banff. In the interim, however,
other attractions are presented, and the

river for the time being is forgotten.

At the first-named village are the coal

mines; close by are the "Hoodoos,"
fantastically shaped pillars of hard,

sandy- clay, eroded from the face of the

cut-banks on which they stand. And
then, the Canadian Buffalo Park, and
the hope of a passing glimpse at the

buflalo and other species of mountain
animals collected there by the enterprise

of Mr. Howard Douglas, the present

superintendent. In 1901, the writer

was standing in the obsen-ation car of a

westbound train. On board was a

largely attended Raymond excursion

from the United States. As the confines

of the park were reached, the conductor
came in and called in alond voice : "Now,
ladies and gentlemen, look out for the

buffalo !

'

' Almost as he spoke, two of

the animals broke from a poplar grove
immediately beside the railway and lum-
bered along in clear view for fully a

minute. It seemed as though he had
touched a button and let them loose. It

is needless to say, the incident was
greeted by cheers and many exrlaniations

of delight at the forethought of the

Company in providing so interesting and
timely a spectacle.

Beyond Banff, the river flows quietly

through the valley of the Vermilion
lakes, but soon again becomes more
broken as Laggan and the summit are

approached. It grows ever smaller as

numerous tributaries are cut out, the

Spring River, Cascade Creek, Forty-

mile Creek and Pipestone River, until at

Laggan it has but a width of a hundred
and fifty feet, and a depth of only five or

six.

Here, it is cro.ssed by a rustic bridge,

from which a well made road leads

through picturesque pine and spruce

woods, along the border of a foaming
cascade to the C. P. R. chalet, at Lake
Louise. Lake Loui.se is a gem of trans-

parent blue, nestling at the base of Mts.

Victoria, Lefroy and Fairview. It col-

lects the melting ice and snows, reaching

from base to summit of the mountains
named in a natural re.servoir, which pours
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its outflow by the torrent along which the
road winds, in a well regulated supplj'

to maintain the waters of the Bow.
As the East and West " Flj-ers" un-

load their visitors to the chalet, it is

amusing, on a wet daj-, to see them
rapidly clad in " slickers " (long, yellow
oil-coats, worn by cowboys and riders on
the Western prairies), and driven off

into the woods, for the chalet is two and
a-half miles distant from the station.

The process of being so clad is, especially

among the ladies, a source of much mer-
riment, and interesting as typical of the
country. Were cowboy hats also pro-
vided the necessity for umbrellas in an
open vehicle might be dispensed with.
A mile and a-half bej-ond the station

the Bow Valley turns northward, while
the railway continues west through the
Kicking Horse (Hector) Pass. The
real business of following the stream to

its source now begins. Tents, food sup-
plies, and general camp equipment must
be carried on pack-ponies. To convey
the writer's party eight pack-ponies were
used. The neatly arranged bundles,
covered by white duck mantos, and
firmly secured by that crowning stroke
of genius, the diamond hitch,—so com-
plicated to the uninitiated, and yet, in

skilful hands, so ready to dissolve into a
state of untiedness—looked most pictur-
esque and business-like, and imbued us
with the impression that we were em-
bryo explorers.

Xine miles to the first camp ground,
a dryi.sh spot by the river in the middle
of surrounding muskegs; a trail, which
cannot be commended except in the
most summer-like weather leads up
along the east side of the river. It was
originally cut out when a selection of
routes through the main range was
being made for the railway. At the
time it was thought that the valley and
pass at the head of the Bow might be
utilized to connect with the Howse Pass,
leading by the Blaeberry River to the
valley of the Columbia. The scenery is

not as yet of the most picturesque order.
The country has been much burned over,
and is a tangle of fallen tree trunks and
second growth pine, uncomfortable to

travel in. even on the trail. In spring
and early summer the sides of the path
are brightened by many mountain flow-

ers. Among them were noticed the
^•ellow columbine, which only grows at a
considerable altitude, the painted cup,
varying from yellow and pink, through
all shades of red to the deepest crimson

;

purple asters, mountain marigolds and
}-ellow daisies. The first six miles from
Laggan is comparatively dr>-, but from
thence to the summit at the source of
the Bow the country on both sides of the
stream is a series of muskegs, alternating
with timber land and draining by an
endless succession of water courses to
the river. The latter, now only a hun-
dred feet wide, is a swiftly flowing tor-

rent, broken by swirling rapids, and split

in places into minor channels by gravel
bars, grown with willows. The muskegs
are a veritable breeding ground for insect
pests, and in a wet season, such as the
present, make life hideous. Chief among
them are the bulldogs or horsefly, which
practically devour the ponies and are not
above cannibalism ; then there are the
ordinary mosquito and a species of red
black-fly, if such a term may be used.
They are somewhat larger, but very
similar in their methods of attack and
unceasing worrisome buzzing into the
eyes and ears of the traveller. Lastly,
there is the almost invisible sandfly, so
significant of the phrase " tnultum in

parzo."
On the west, across the river, rise the

dark walls of the Wapputehk escarpment,
showing on its sheer precipitous face the
formation of three distinct geological
periods. Behind the escarpment lies the
picturesque, glacier-hung valley of Bath
Creek, draining the Bath Glacier and an
arm of the Wapputehk snowfield. Bath
Creek is the most westerly tributary of
magnitude to the Bow River. On its

further side rise Mounts Bosworth, Niles
and Daly, forming a portion of the back-
bone of the great Continental Divide.

Down their eastern precipices silver

cascades leap to swell the torrent below.
Eastward of the Bow River, the tim-

bered slopes rise upward, first to open
timber, once the old bush is passed, and
then to gra.ssy alps, interspersed by
clumps of larch ftamarac) and dotted
here and there by tiny ponds and shining
streams draining from the snows above,
where pink and white heather forms a
pattern on the carpet of green, and the
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resoundiug note of the whistler echoes
from crag to crag high up on the over-
hanging cliffs.

The crest of the ascent is a long,

frequently cleft ridge, commencing from
nearly opposite Laggan and culminating
in the castellated and battlemented fort-

ress of Mount Hector, rising to an
altitude of 11,200 feet above the sea.

The peak, which is pre-eminent, is well

named in honor of Dr. James Hector,
now Sir James Hector, the renowned
explorer and topographer attached to

Capt. Palliser's expedition of 1857-60.

The ascent to it is easy, and only difficult

on account of its length and the rough
slopes of shale and scree. Arrived at

the crest of the northern shoulder, a

snowfield leads directly to the summit,
the only danger being encountered near

the top, where the snow-slopes are very
steep and lie in a thin layer on the slip-

pery rock beneath. The first ascent was
made in 1895 by Messrs. Abbot, Fay
and Thompson, of the Appalachian Club
of Boston. Their names were now
found in a bottle in the cairn they had
erected. Space does not permit of a

description of the glorious view on all

sides from this superbly isolated and
exalted peak ; suffice it to say that it

well repays the exertion of the climb,

and far more than compensates the trials

and tribulations of the Bow Valley.

Moreover, its easy accessibility renders

it a specially desirable point of attack.

What caused the writer most surprise

was that on setting up a transit-theodolite

and looking southward at the best known
section of the mountains, only four peaks
could be seen to rise above the horizontal

plane of the summit of Hector, viz. :

—

Mounts Temple, Hungabee Goodsir and
Owen. Below, to the south and west, lay

the valley of the Bow, spread out like a

map, every wind and turn of the river

clearly visible ; while, beautiful beyond
all, immediately to the west, lay Hector
Lake (formerly known as Lower- Bow
Lake). The waters, an exquisite green
in colour, reflected the surrounding
mountain peaks and passing fleecy cloi:ds,

and showed like a rich gem in the darker

setting of spruce and pine forest sur-

rounding its shores to the very edge.

Every bay and shallow was sharply
defined, and the very peculiar topo-

graphical features of this glacial lake,

one of the many feeders of the great
Saskatchewan River, became clearly ap-

parent. Two were particularly striking :

(i ) The inlet and outlet were both at the
same end, and only a short half mile

apart, the former divided into many
channels and slowly pushing out a delta

into the lake. Here was a large natural

reservoir, of greatest length near four
miles and greatest width probably one
and a-half, ensuring at all times a steady
flow to the Bow River, so necessary an
adjunct to the fertile plains of Alberta.

(2) The further end seemed to be cut
square off, and from our great height
what looked like a sand beach glittered

in the sunlight. Many streams were
flowing through it, discharging their

turbid waters into the lake like so many
puffs of smoke.

Beyond, at the further end of the
beach, a huge tongue of crystal ice

dropped from the heights above, broken
into numberless wonderful serais where
the glacier fell over the cliffs that lay

beneath. Above the icefall, rising

heavenward in slopes of whitish snow,
towered Mount Balfour, on this side, a

beautiful snow peak of the first order.

Two black rock spots near the summit
looked like eyes, and rendered the peak
most distinctive and recognizable from
all points in our direction. To the north,

blocking the straight line of the valley,

rose the Goat Mountain of Dr. Hector,

now more appropriately named Bow
Peak. To the south-west, at the north
end of the Wapputehk escarpment,
isolated on either hand by an amphi-
theatre. Pulpit Peak stood out strikingly.

From certain points of view, it- is dis-

tinctly worthy of the name, and conveys
the impression of a mighty pulpit, finely

carved on the grandest lines of medieval
architecture. One thing is certain :

that together with its surroundings, it

preaches a sermon, which for solemnity,

grandeur and wisdom cannot be ap-

proached by mortal man.
In the amphitheatre on the western

side of the peak rest two beautiful little

lakes of distinctly opposite types : one is

fringed with a dense forest growth of

dark green spruce ; the other, .some

thousand feet above it, is surrounded by
sheer cliffs, rock slides and overhanging
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walls of ice and snow cornices. The
waters of the upper—misnamed '

' Tur-

quoise' ' Lake—are of a beautiful cerulean

blue, while those of the lower are a deep
ultra-marine, deepening as the day
advances to indigo, and as the shades of

night fall to inky black. It is known as

"Lake Margaret." Each contains from

25 to 30 acres, superficial area. The
waters of the Turquoise Lake drop to

those of Lake Margaret in a slightly

broken fall of fully one thousand feet
;

while from thence they flow in a foaming
cascade to empty into Hector Lake. A
visit to Lake Margaret disclosed the fact

that it was alive with trout. At the

mouth of the outlet, where were collected

a number of drift logs, shoals could be

seen, varying from ten to twenty inches

in length. Human nature is human
nature, and some of our party had lines

in their pockets and flies in their hats.

Consequently, there was a fine dish of
'

trout for supper that night. Moreover,
the fact was established that as these

must have come from Hector Lake, that

lake must be plentifully stocked with
fish.

It is probable our party were the first

to navigate Hector Lake. For that pur-
pose, an Acme folding canvas boat was
used. It was twelve feet long, and easily

carried three. Packed in a roll it readily

fits on the back of a pack-pony, and is

strongly recommended to all exploring
parties as doing away with much extra
travel and for taking supplies across
swift deep streams. If stiffened by lash-

ing a couple of thwarts fore and aft at

the joints of the upper frame, they are
very safe and satisfactory.

Arrived at the supposed sand-beach, it

was found to consist of packed boulders
and gravel, evidently the result of glacial

action, and subsequent packing and
levelling by water flowing from the
glacier further on. The gravel bed
stretched in a straight line across the
end of the lake, and beyond a few feet at

the edge the water seemed of great
depth. The glacier lay half a mile
inland. At the centre of the base of the
ice fall, a fine cave, some twelve by
twenty feet was excavated, from which
the main outflow poured in a wild tor-

rent. To the right, a fall of several

hundred feet carried the drainage from

higher levels. In front of the tongue or

snout of the glacier, at more or less

regular distances, lines of boulders, mud
and gravel, stretched like earth works,

cut here and there by dried up and still

flowing water channels. These lines

showed clearly, year by year, the retreat

of the Balfour Glacier. Huge isolated

blocks of rock, weighing hundreds of

tons, lay .scattered around where they

had been dropped from the surface of the

ice. Black dripping crags on either

hand, rising several thousand feet, com-
pleted the striking desolation of this

morainal basin. Looking towards Mount
Balfour, now wrapped in clouds, a huge
black bee-hive rock rose from the centre

of the ice-fall and dominated the scene.

Here, indeed, was one of the homes of the

Bow River, and incidentally of the

Saskatchewan.
Bow Peak stands directly in the centre

of the valley, and forces the river to

swing to the eastward around it. From
the summit, a scene, unique in the

Canadian Rockies and probably in any
other mountain system, -meets the eye.

To the south, below it, lies Hector Lake,

of a beautiful turquoise green ; on the

opposite side, directly northward, stretch-

es Bow Lake (formerly known as Upper
Bow Lake), the waters of a more decided

green in colour, but of the same trans-

lucent rather than transparent appear-

ance as Hector Lake. The southern end
is broken by islands, separated b}' nar-

rows, where the water flows in rippling

rapids. The shores are partialh- clad in

the .same dark green setting as the

southern lake, but at the north end, like

a wide spreading avenue, a three mile

stretch of bright green verdure, fringed

on either side by open spruce timber,

reaches directly from the water's edge to

the summit of the pass. The west end

of the lake is shut out from Bow Peak,

but by following it up, a morainal bed,

similar to that of Hector Lake is dis-

covered with the same turbid streams

discharging their smoke-puffs (for that

is what they look like from a great

height) into the lake.

The Gordon Glacier, fed by the snow-

field lying east of Mount Gordon, one of

the peaks of the main water shed, dis-

charges its outflow by three separate ice-

falls. The largest and most interesting
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is that nearest Bow Lake, and all the

streams from the others join at its foot.

Between it and the lake are three distinct

terminal moraines, the two outer clad by
a thick growth of timber, showing that

ages have gone by since the ice rested at

their foot. The third or inner one is

only just beginning to show signs of

vegetation, and is chiefly composed of

bare boulders and clay. The ice is now
several hundred feet distant from this

one. Through the bed rock of the

second moraine, the never ceasing torrent

has cut a gorge with sides a hundred
feet or more in height, and so narrow
that at one point the chasm is bridged by
a single huge boulder ; at another, the
jutting rocks are so close together that

one stride pa.sses j-ou from side to side
;

beneath the torrent boils and roars.

Twenty feet down is a narrow ledge
;

standing on it the canyon is completely
shut in with the exception of a small

hole through which may be seen waving
green trees on a background of bright

blue sky. At your left the stream thun-

ders in a mighty fall to depths below,

filling the hollow with fine spray on
which the sun, shining through a slit in

the gorge behind, displays a rainbow of

most vivid prismatic colouring. This
glacial stream is in reality the farthest

source of the Bow, for though another
stream comes down from the summit of

the pass, it is small in volume when
compared with that from the Gordon
Glacier.

The ascent of Mount Gordon was
made by the middle ice fall. On cresting

the ridge, imagine our surprise to see

before us, sitting on a ledge at the side

of a fine rock peak, no less a personage

than Santa Claus. The resemblance was
perfect, and he evidently seemed at

home. As children, much wonder has

been expressed as to where he lived

when not busy distributing gifts, and
many northern countries have been

named as the land of his adoption. It is

pleasing to know that his home is really

at the summit of the Continental Divide,

in the heart of the Canadian Rockies.

We named the rock "St. Nicholas Peak"
in his honour. At the southern end of

the snow-field leading to Mount Gordon
is another very striking rock, which
stands up prominently on the sky line.

At a distance and until quite close, it is

an almost exact representation of a

vulture sitting on top of a rocky knob,

which here juts out of the snow. The
pass beside it has been named, most
appropriately, "Vulture Col" by previous

explorers.

Sitting on the summit of Mount Gor-
don, the very backbone of the continent

;

before you the two most reliable maps of

the mountain region, viz. :—that issued

by the Department of the Interior and
the more far reaching one compiled from
his explorations by Dr. Norman Collie,

F.R.S., it soon becomes apparent that

there are hundreds of fine peaks still

unnamed, many interesting vallej'S yet

to be explored, and many snow-fields

and glaciers still to be discovered.

At the summit of the Bow Pass are a

number of tiny ponds fed by springs and
surrounded by groves of spruce trees.

From these the waters flow north and
south. The stream to the north is

tributary to a beautiful turquoise blue
(if it be permitted to use such a dis-

tinction) lake, completely surrounded by
dense forest growth. It is named "Peyto
Lake." At its head the Baker Glacier
falls from Mount Baker— also one of the
peaks of the Divide—to another morainal
bed, through which many sparkling
streams discharge the outflow of the
Glacier to feed the North Saskatchewan
River. The stream flowing from Peyto
Lake is named Mistaya Creek, and
by some is known as the south branch
of the North Saskatchewan. It flows

northward, a beautiful blue between
gentle slopes of dark green spruce and
pine, frequently joining other lakes fed

from glacial sources, and on again
through vistas of towering peaks and
snow-clad summits, black precipices and
walls of ice, ever increasing in volume
and power until, after a course of thirty-

five miles, it joins the middle and north
branches of the North Saskatchewan,
when the united course becomes east and
the river starts on its lengthy run before
joining the South Saskatchewan at Fort
^ la Corne, some fifty miles below the
town of Prince Albert.

On the other hand, the Bow River
starts from the .same .source and flows

south almost the same distance ; then,

turning eastward, it is joined by other
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streams to help form the South Sas-

katchewan. Thus, the waters flowing

in opposite directions from practically

the same source meet again far away
beyond the prairies, after a run of nearly

fifteen hundred miles.

In the foregoing sketch, the Bow River

has been followed to its source, and it

has been seen that its steady, unceasing

flow, is mainly dependent upon the vast

bodies of snow stored along the crest of

the Continental Divide and the numerous
reservoirs or lakes supplied by nature to

catch the run off from them and dis-

tribute it evenly to the main waterways.
From the summit of the Bow Pass to the

International Boundary or 49th parallel

of latitude, every drop of water flowing

from the annual melting of the entire

body of snow lying on the eastern side

of the watershed between the points

named, as well as that from the annual

rainfall at lower altitudes, goes to swell

the South Saskatchewan. In the case

of the North Saskatchewan, while the

actual area drained is much smaller,

extending only over less than a degree

of latitude as compared with nearly three

degrees in the former instance, yet the

balance is more than turned by the fact

that the area of ice and snow is very

much greater and the run-off corres-

pondingly large.

Considering that the same process of

river-making is in operation throughout
the entire area indicated, the wonder is :

not where all the water comes from to

make so large a stream as the Saskatch-

ewan, but how so small a stream can

carry it all away.

Q^c^g^^t •4^S2@^

Rocky Mountain Sport.

BY C. G. C.

In June Mr. de L. and I left Edmon-
ton, Alberta, with an outfit consisting

of six half-breeds, thirteen pack horses,

and our six saddle animals. The pack
horses each carried about 200 lbs. Our
trail from Edmonton to the mountains
we found in better condition than usual,

the muskegs, which at times are very
bad, were dry, the fallen timber that lay

so thick on our trail the year previous
had been partly burned away, conse-
quently did not impede our progre.ss.

Arriving at the mountains, after eleven
days' travel, we pitch our camp to rest

our horses, build a "cache" for our
provisions, and await our guide's arrival,

who was to follow us in a few days.
From this camp we sent back two of our
men, allowing them provisions enough
for their return journey to civilization.

This left us with the humble staff of
three men—one to look after our horses,
one to cook, and the guide. While
encamped here Mr. de L. and I made
several short trips into the mountains
after sheep and goat, but without much
success. Later on, however, we had a

good deal of sport, as will be seen,

amongst these animals.

Five weeks' provisions had already

been made into packs, and everything

necessary to take with us for this length

of time put aside by itself. The balance of

o>ir goods had been stowed away in a good

strong "cache" built for the occasion.

August ist.—We leave our camp on
the Athabaska River with our saddle

animals, and six pack horses carrying

about 150 lbs. each, and cross a steep

mountain some i ,000 feet high. Descen-

ding on the other side we meet with

several small swollen rivers, crossed by
bridges. At one of these bridges our
pack animals took fright, crowding each

other as they filed across, and one un-

fortunate pony, pack and all. was sent

rolling over into the rushing water. We
got to work with ropes, and succeeded

in landing horse and pack, but not before

everi'thing got thoroughly saturated.

Two days' travel brought us to a place

on the Athabasca suitable for swimming
the horses across, a feat which we
accomplished successfully.
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August 5th.—We find ourselves on
the summit of the Rockies, and in a
country where one can alwaj-s expect to
find caribou. Our camp was pitched
considerably above timber limit ; conifer
roots had to be burned as firewood.
Whilst here we were greatly annoyed
by the appearance of two Indian
"lodges," one of which contained a
well-known hunter of meat, a killer of
cows and calves. It is evident these
people expected us to fee them on con-
dition of leaving us to hunt freely in

these preser\-es. Speaking to John
about the matter, he assured us caribou
were plentiful, and there would be
enough for us all. At " Miserable
Camp" (as Mr. de L. appropriately
named this place) we killed two goats,
one falling to Mr. de L-'s rifle and one
to my own. Travelling on further in a
north-westerly direction we arrive at a
ver>- pretty- lake, on one side of which
the country is open, and covered with
grass unusually green for these parts

;

clumps of diverged conifers grow
abundantly round the water's edge. A
delightful spot i; chosen for our encamp-
ment, and with hopes high and ardent
we commence caribou hunting in real

earnest. As my diary gives full details

of a few good days' sport, I think I had
better copy some passages from it.

August i2th.—Xo fresh meat in camp.
Mr. de L. takes John and goes after

caribou. I in the meantime see after

the horses ; those with sore backs and
bruises are washed, and Elliman's Em-
brocation applied. In the evening Mr.
de L. and John return, the former bring-
ing a very fine specimen of a caribou
mask, whilst the. latter carries some
fresh meat. Mr. de L. gives me over
the camp fire a graphic account of his

day's work, somewhat as follows

:

After they had gone above the timber
limit, and had sat down to rest them-
selves, John took the glasses and swept
the circuit, and almost as soon as he had
done .so he exclaimed, "Me see him
caribou." pointing at the same time to

where it was. It was lying on a patch
of snow, but soon got up and commenced
to graze, lying down again on the snow
almost immediately. They started down
the mountain, crossed the valley, and
soon arrived within shooting distance of

this magnificent beast. Mr. de L. aimed
at the chest in line with the shoulder,

the animal facing him, and pulled the

trigger. Noticing no visible effect, he
fired his second barrel as the caribou

trotted ofl, and saw him distinctly kick

out his hind leg. John called out,

"Good, sir!" Following in haste for

some one hundred yards through the

timber they found the caribou quite

dead. Part of the bullet of the first

shot had grazed the heart and raked the

flesh from where it entered high up and
well forward on the shoulder to near the

left hip ; the second shot had struck the

buttock.

August 13th.—Antlers and meat were
brought to camp by two of our men and
four horses.

August 1 6th.—Indians, encamped
close to us, are shooting from three to

six caribou a day. Mr. de L. and I

decide to push on ahead of them.
Taking our saddle horses and John, we
go some distance beyond where anj'

hunting has been done this year. Leave
our horses hobbled where grass is

plentiful, and climb to a height sufficient

to command a good view of the moun-
tains round us. As soon as John looks

he sees, as if by instinct, two fine bull

caribou with fair sized antlers. Watching
them until they disappeared behind a

knoll we quickly descended and com-
menced our stalk, John leading the way
whilst we followed. Fortunately for us

the caribou remained behind the hill

until we arrived within shooting range
;

they then either heard or winded us, as

they cautiously moved out from their

hiding and began trotting quicker than
we liked, Mr. de L. and I firing alter-

nately at them until they fell within a

few yards of each other. Both heads
were fine trophies; we left John attending

to them whilst we walked back to where
we left the horses. Our guide, coming
to join us. came across another very fine

caribou close to the timber and shot it,

as there was no time to bring us on the

scene. On our way back to camp we had
to follow the bed of a creek for some
distance, and saw several fresh grizzly

bear tracks in the sand.

August 17th.— Indians kill seven

caribou to-day, most of them cows and
calves unfortunately : this makes a total
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The Canyon below the Gordon Glacier. Taken by A. O. Wheeler, D.T.S.



Bow Lakk. Ai.bekta.

Taken bv A. i>. \\'hfeler. D.T.S.. from tlic smniiiit of Hinv I'eak.

St. Nicholas Peak.

This startlingly tUarte crag would, were it in Europe, certainly be considered the home of the .siiperiiatunil.
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of twenty caribou killed by five of us

since this day week, showing what sport

the country can afford to those who care

to follow it.

August 19th.—To-day we again start

about 9 a.m. to look for caribou. One
canon not far from camp, which remains
as 3-et undisturbed, we make up our
minds to visit. Looking over it with the

glasses, it seems empty of game. Sitting

down to smoke for half an hour or so,

we start back towards camp, and go
about a quarter of a mile, when John
sees a caribou crouching behind some
dwarfed pines. We watch its move-
ments with some interest. As it arrives

at our tracks of the morning it appears
very much alarmed, and at a loss to

know which way to go. Finally it comes
trotting towards us, but at about two
hundred yards' distance wheels, as if

intending to go back. Mr. de L., how-
ever, stopped it with a well directed
shot, which broke the jugular vein and
turned it completely over.

Caribou are long, low, heavily built

animals, some of them weighing at least

500 lb. The antlers of the male are

much larger than those of the female.
The nose of the animal seems more use-

ful to it than even the eyes. They com-
mence rubbing the velvet about the end
of August ; at this time they confine
themselves entirely to the timber. To
look for caribou one has to choose those
mountains where vegetation such as the
caribou feeds on grows in abundance.
They are very fond of a peculiar white
moss, and are generally to be found on
mountains that have many patches of
snow still unthawed on the south side
during the heat of the day. It is com-
mon to see as many as six lying on a
small patch of snow, trying to get some-
where out of the way of the '

' caribou
fly," which is plentiful and troublesome
in these regions. I have shot several of
these fine animals, and been at the death
of others, but have never seen a larger
one than was killed this year by my
friend, Mr. de L. It measured from the
nose to root of tail six feet eight inches :

the length of horns forty-one and a half
inches ; had thirteen tines on each horn ;

was seven and a quarter inches in cir-

cumference above the large tine, and
twenty-nine and a half inches in span.

From caribou shooting we go to the

goat. I have no doubt others as well as

myself have read, and read frequently,

that the goat of the Rockies gives little

or no sport to the hunter. To my mind
this is a mistaken idea. I have killed

all kinds of big game in the Rockies,

grizzly bear included, and no animal

worth going after gives the hunter more
dangerous climbing than an old billy

goat. Mr. de L. and I killed eleven this

season, and I don't believe one out of

the lot were below an altitude of 4,000
feet. The vitality of this animal is

marvellous. An old nanny, with a pair

of exceptionally good horns, was coveted

by my friend this year. Leaving the

level ground where he was hunting

caribou, he commenced rather a stiff

climb up a steep mountain, vowing he
would get these horns if possible.

Arriving within about 160 yards, and as

near as he could get, John handed him his

.500 express. Fives times he fired and hit

the old nanny, and still the brute slowly

jumped from rock to rock, the blood

oozing from almost every part of the

body. Twice again he hit her with a .44

Winchester before she came toppling

down. The horns of four of our goats

measured ten and a half inches in

length.

A few days of severe and tedious

travelling brings us to a country teem-

ing with sheep. September 20th I shall

not soon forget. It was our first day

after big horn this season. Going out

about 9 a.m. Mr. de L. and I with John
walked up the gravelly bed of a small

creek, stopping occasionally to look with

the glasses at the grassy slopes directly

under the rocks and above the timber

limit, as this is where sheep generally

feed. We had not been long walking,

when John gave us to understand he

saw four sheep. Deciding amongst
ourselves the best way to stalk them,

away we went up the mountain .side as

if climbing was a pleasure, and easy

work. However, before long we were
obliged to check our pace and proceed

with more caution as the rocks were
becoming dangerous, finally we got

above our game, but failed at first to

obtain a good position to shoot from.

The ledge of rock we were on was
narrow, and below us, it was at least
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sixty feet to the bottom. A bighorn
coming into view, made Mr. de L,. bring
his rifle to the shoulder, whilst I held
him from behind, the bullet hit the
animal, but it disappeared behind some
small fir trees, and was lost to view. I

got three shots at a smaller sheep, as it

was going off, and saw that my last shot
rolled him over. Mr. de L. getting in a
better position, got two long shots at a
very fine old ram, sending both bullets
home, the ram only got a few yards
further when it lay down and died.
Sending John after the big horn Mr. de
L. first hit, he soon caught sight of it,

and firing, brought it down. The horns
were badly smashed in the rolling down
the rock, which spoilt a verj' fine trophy.
Going down to examine the old ram,
which proved to be a very splendid
animal, we found it to measure, as it

lay, five feet one inch from root of
tail to the nose, and the horn at the base
sixteen and a half inches in cicum-
ference. A severe snowstorm and the
illness of our guide prevented us from
doing any more sheep shooting for some
days, when we killed two very fine

ewes.

September 28th.—Mr. de L. took John
with him, leaving camp about one
o'clock, and returned about four with a
very fine three-year-old head. One shot
did the work at sixty yards.

September 29th.—Horses were packed,
and we were ready to move further south
when our man informed us he had seen
a number of sheep grazing close to our
camj). We had the saddles removed
from our horses, turning the latter loose
to feed. Mr. de L, myself, John, and
his two brothers, formed the party to go
after these sheep, John and his brothers
taking horses to fetch in the heads and
meat. We found on nearing the locality

of the sheep, wind was unfavorable and
very careful stalking had to be done to

get within range- Seeing .some rocks
between us we endeavored to reach them
in order to get a favorable shot ; by
crawling slowly we gained this advantage.
Mr. de L. firing his first barrel at a .sheep

some forty yards off, killed it instantly r

his .second shot wounded another so

badly, he considered it useless to fire

again, devoting his attention to others-

that were fast making for the mountain
adjoining. There were at least fifty

sheep of all sizes in this herd. We
called on our men to use their rifles, and
for some time any one in the distance

would have been justified had they,

mistaken our fusilade of shots for a small

war. As the sheep got to a higher
elevation the sport became more
interesting, occasionally an enormous
ram would come pitching over the
precipitous rocks above us and roll dead at

our feet. Not until after the sheep had
disappeared from view did the firing

cease. Mr. de L. and I then filled our
pipes and looked over the " bag," count-
ing eleven as they lay, picking out the
largest horns of our own shooting for

removal to camp, the Indians seeing that

none of the meat was wasted. An hour
or two after we had left John told us
three more sheep came rolling dead off

the mountain ; this made a total of

fourteen sheep killed in one afternoon,

and a grand total of nineteen killed in

five days. From this the reader may
conclude Rocky Mountain sheep are

easy to get. But in any such conclusion
he would be far from the truth. The
ewes especially are most wary, and have
always a watch over the valleys below
them. Let the hunter be most careful

in making his camps in a sheep country,

nor allow big blazing fires, nor excessive
chopping of wood. The bells should
come off the horses before turning them
loose, and the dogs tied up for the night.

Should this precaution not be taken, a
porcupine is almost certain to be treed,

and your dogs barking all night at the
unfortunate animal will, of course, give

the alarm to the sheep in the neighbour-
hood.

It was in October we returned to

civilization, having had very good sport,

unbroken by any serious accidents to

ourselves or our horses, with the excep-
tion of one very old horse that died.

QfecSS^^^«
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The Sumach.
BY R. H. CAMPBELL.

The Sumac, Sumach, or, as it is often

popularlj- called, " shumac," for which
pronunciation there is authority, is a

well known straggler along the high-

ways and byways, and as its name has

come down to us from the Arabic

through the French it has apparently

accompanied the journeys of mankind
through many different ages and scenes.

The Romans knew it under the name of

Rhus, and this has been adopted as its

cognomen in scientific classification.

The species most commonly distributed

in Canada is Rhus typhina, the Staghorn
Sumach, and anj^one who has examined
the horns of a stag in the velvet will

easily guess how the name was sug-

gested by the branches densely covered
with reddish velvety hair. The tree

never attains a large size, ten to thirty

feet, and the wood is of no value,

although small ornamental articles are

made of it. The wood is described as

orange-colored, but it has rather more of

a green tinge. In fact it might be con-

sidered as a blending of the orange and
the green, a somewhat unusual, though
in this case, harmonious combination.
The leaves are very large, consisting of

eleven to thirty-one leaflets, long,

pointed and serrate on the edges, dark
green above and paler beneath. The
flowers are yellow and arranged in

lengthened panicles or clusters, and are

polygamous, i.e., the male or staminate
flowers and the female or pistillate

flowers are in separate bunches on the

same plant. The fruit is a globular

nut inside a coating covered with crim-

son hairs which has a strong acid taste.

The fruit is neither useful nor palatable,

but it supplies that sharp, sour taste for

which there is sometimes a craving and
may be chewed without ill effect. Its

deep rich red is very effective against

the dark green of the leaves in the later

summer. But it is in the fall of the

year that the Sumach puts its glory on.

Blushing into flaming scarlet it forms
the most brilliant bit of coloring of the

autumn landscape, outshining the most

highly-tinted of the maples, but blend-

ing harmoniously into the gorgeous
picture which the fingers of the passing

summer have fashioned and which forms
the greatest glory of the Canadian
woods.
There are three other harmless species

which are found in Canada : Rhus
glabra, similar to the above, except that

it is glabrous or smooth ; Rhus capellina,

a dwarf species ; and Rhtis Canadensis

or aromatica, with leaves of three

leaflets, rhombic-ovate in form and frag-

rant when crushed. The Dwarf Sumach
has been found in only a few localities,

but the other two species are more
widely distributed.

The black sheep of the Rh%is family

are the poison sumach, also known as

poison dogwood, poison ash and poison

elder, Rhus venetata, which has been

found only in one or two places in

Western Ontario, and which may be
distinguished from the harmless species

by its smooth and entire leaves ; and
poison ivy or poison oak, Rhus toxico-

dendron, the specific name meaning
"poison tree," which is found prac-

tically everywhere, e.specially in rocky
places, sometimes only a small shrub but
often climbing up to a considerable

height. The leaflets are three in

number, broad, usually pointed and
irregular in outline, and the clustered

fruit is berry-like and green, striped

with lighter color. It is frequently,

though unnecessarily, confounded with

the Virginia creeper, the distinction

between them being clearly marked by
the five leaflets of the latter placed in

circular form. Our illu.stration shows
the poison ivy growing in a character-

istic .situation and a close look at the

lower part of the centre of the picture

will show a leaf of the Virginia creeper.

The poison of the ivy is peculiar in its

action, as some persons are not affected

by it at all while in others a most irri-

tating eruption is caused, breaking into

blisters and very annoying and disfigur-

ing when transferred, as it frequently is,
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from the hands to the face. It is most
active when the surface with which it

comes in contact is wet, a fact which is

well substantiated b\- the trying expe-
rience of a camp of boys, of which I

was a member in the years that are

gone, who ignorantly tramped through
this pernicious plant after swimming and
had to add doctor's bills to the expenses
of their trip, besides suffering great dis-

comfort. The belief is popularly held

that the poison will show its effects year
after year at about the same time, but
on my mentioning this to the family

physician, the idea was firmly rejected,

and the facts adduced from experience
and hearsay were designated as merely
instances of incorrect diagnosis. It is

quite certain, however, that any person

badly poisoned is much more easily

affected by it for some years after.

Another popular belief is that the poison

may be transmitted without actual con-

tact, and I have myself been affected

by it when I was absolutely positive that

the plant had not come in contact with
me in any way. The oil which contains

the poisonous principle has not, how-
ever, been found to be volatile. On the

other hand, there are reports of ca.ses of

persons sleeping in the same room with
goods newlj' covered by Japanese lacquer

made from Rhus vernicifera who exhi-

bited all the symptoms of poisoning

next morning.
A remedy, simple and ea.sily obtained,

is a solution of acetate of lead (sugar of

lead) in vinegar applied to the parts

affected, but it is itself poisonous when
taken internally and should be handled
carefully. Other remedies are an alka-

line .solution of lime water, ammonia and
hyposulphite of sodium, decoctions of

white and black oak bark, Virginia

snake root, chestnut leaves, etc. Among
the domestic remedies vinegar and solu-

tions of saleratus and carbonate of

sodium are considered highly, while
buttermilk is esteemed as of great

virtue. Our enterprising Japanese friends

strike out a special line of remedies of

their own and go in for pounded crabs.

It is hardly conceivable how some
ideas originate, but it may be well to

mention the notion that a decoction of

the leaves of this plant taken iuternalh'

will counteract the effects of the exterior

action of the poison. The only case

reported in which anyone was foolish

enough to try this renied .• was with
great difficulty saved from fatal results.

Even our homceopathic friends would ad-

mit that this is pushing too far the doc-
trine that " Shnilia similibus curatitur."

The Arboretum.
BY W. T. M.\COUN, CURATOR.

Although several of the other import-

ant British colonies had been .setting us

a good example for many years, no suc-

cessful attempt had been made to estab-

lish a National Arboretum and Botanic

Garden in Canada previous to 1886. A
good opportunity occurred, however,
when the Dominion Experimental Farms
were organized ; and, when the Central

Exp)eritnental Farm was purcha.sed in

1886. sixty-five acres were .selected for

an Arboretum and Botanic Garden on
the east side of the Farm. The site

chosen was a good one, as most of the

land is high and a fine view is obtained

of the city of Ottawa on the north and
east, while to the south there is a
pleasing view across country with
glimpses of the Rideau River in the
distance. The Arboretum is bounded
on the south side by the Rideau Canal,
which at this point has marshy banks,
that take away much of the sameness
which the canal would otherwise have
and also affords a splendid opportunity
for testing aquatics, though little has
yet been done in this direction.

The Arboretum and Botanic Garden
has developed so rapidly that, although
the first planting was done as recently as
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the autumn of 1889, a collection of

trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants has

been brought together since that time,

which, as far as the number of species

and varieties is concerned, will compare
very favourably with some of the oldest

established Arboreta and Botanic Gar-
dens in the North Temperate Zone.

The original plan was to arrange the

trees, shrubs and herbaceous plants in

their proper botanical order. This has

in a measure been adopted ; but

the number of species and varieties

which it was found could be obtained,

has made it impossible to keep all plants

of one genus in a single group, and in

some cases even three separate groups
have had to be made. Furthermore, in

many cases the soil was not suitable

where a certain genus would come if

kept in the regular sequence, and it was
thought better to plant the trees which
would succeed in wet soil in that kind
and reserve the drier parts for those

which would not ; in like manner, to use

the heavy clay and sandy loam soils for

those trees and shrubs which would be

most likely to succeed in them. This
arrangement, however, has not always
been possible. Up to the present time
little has been done with a view to land-

cape effects in the Arboretum. The
place is beautifully situated, and great

improvements could be made by the

judicious planting of masses of shrub-
bery and clumps of trees for this pur-

pose. There is. however, no special

grant for the maintenance of the Arbore-
tum and Botanic Garden, what money
is spent being taken from the Experi-
mental Farm vote. It has, therefore,

been thought that the best use that

could be made of the money available,

was to make the collection as large as

possible, keep the place in order, and
leave the ornamental planting until

later.

The trees and shrubs are, in most
cases, planted far enough apart to permit
of their developing into full-sized speci-

mens without being crowded by each
other.

One of the prominent features of the
Botanic Garden is the herbaceous
perennial border, which is situated on
the east to south-east side of an Arbor-
vitae hedge, which serves as a great

protection from the wind, helps to hold
the snow in winter and is a fine dark
background to the flowers. This border
is 12 feet wide, and the plants

are set in rows three by three feet

apart. This distance has made it

possible to keep the different kinds
separated, and renders cultivation easy.

The Arboretum and Botanic Garden
was in charge of Dr. James Fletcher,

Botanist and Entomologist to the
Dominion Experimental Farms, from
the time it was laid out until the spring
of 1S95, when the work was undertaken
by the writer, who, in the spring of

1898, was appointed Curator. From the
first. Dr. Saunders, Director of the
Dominion Experimental Farms, has
taken a keen interest in the work

; the
planning of the grounds and the procur-

ing of plants and arrangement of the
material has been done in conjunction
with him.
Twelve j'cars ago, when the first

planting was made, comparatively little

was known of the hardiness of a large

number of trees, shrubs and herbaceous
plants, as the number of species and
varieties found in gardens was limited.

In 1889, 200 species and varieties of

trees and shrubs were set out, and by
the autumn of 1894 about 600 were
being tested ; up to the present time

3,728 species and varieties of trees and
shrubs have been tested, and about

4,500 specimens were living in the
autumn of 1901, representing 2,871

species and 185 genera. Of herbaceous
perennials 1,586 species and varieties

were living in the autumn of 1901, mak-
ing in all a total of 4,457. This large

collection has been obtained from many
sources. From donations of seeds from
Botanic Gardens throughout the world,
a large number of species and varieties

have been grown, the Royal Gardens at

Kew supplying many of them. The
catalogues of nurserymen in America,
Europe and Asia have been searched to

increase the collection, until now it is

difficult to obtain additional species of

many genera. As far as possible, two
specimens of each species of tree and
shrub have been planted ; but there are

so many cultivated varieties that in

many cases only one specimen of each of

them has been utilized. At first, three
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specimens of each kind of herbaceous
perennial were planted, but for the same
reason the cultivated varieties of these

are usually limited to one, unless it is

unusually attractive.

Nearly all the Arboretum is now
seeded down to lawn grass and this is

kept cut with a pony lawn mower.
These large lawns add very much to the
attractiveness of the place. In order
that the trees and shrubs will not suffer

by growing in sod, circles are kept cut
around them and the surface soil is

loosened with the hoe. Most of the
specimens are neatly labelled with a zinc

label fastened to a stiff wire which is

pushed into the ground near the specimen,
and as fast as possible duplicate labels

are being written and attached to them as

the others get cut off or broken off from
time to time, rendering identification

somewhat difficult. Each label bears a

number which corresponds to a number
and name in the record book.

Every year the trees and shrubs are

examined and notes are taken on each
intlividual specimen. The principal notes

recorded relate to the hardiness and
growth of the plants. The dates of

blooming are also recorded, as far as

possible. The work entailed in recording

notes on 4457 species and varieties of

plants in the Botanic Garden is very
considerable. The data accumulated
every year are becoming more and more
valuable and reliable.

In 1899 a catalogue of the trees and
shrubs which had been tested in the

Arboretum was published conjointly by
Dr. Saunders and the writer, which has

been received very favoralily by those

engaged in botanical work. In this

catalogue the scientific names of the trees

and shrubs are arranged alphabetically,

and, when a species or variet>' has a

common name, this is al.so given. The
countries are named, of which the trees

and shrubs are native, also the year in

which they were ])lanted. In compiling

this work, the nomenclature and classifi-

cation of the 'Index Kewensis" and the
" Kew Guide" were adopted. The
name of the species or variety is printed

in bold faced type, followed by the

author's name in small capitals.. The
term "Hort." indicates a garden or

gardener's variety. Synonyms of genera

and species are printed in italics. The
common names given are those found in

the leading botanical works of modern
authors.

While a large number of synonyms
have been recorded, it is probable that

there are still included in this catalogue

some which are listed as species or vari-

eties which are really synonyms. In

recording the synonyms, the uames
given are only those under which the

species or varieties have been received

at the Experimental Farm, and do not

include all the known synonyms in each

case. When the catalogue was publish-

ed in 1S99, the total number of species

and varieties which had been under test

was 3071. Of these 1465 had been
found hardy, 330 half hardy, 229 tender,

307 were winter-killed, and 740 had not

been tested long enough to admit of an
opinion being given as to their hardiness.

The different degrees of hardiness were
fixed as follows : Hardy, when the tree

or shrub had passed through one or

more winters uninjured or with very
slight injury to the tips of the branches.

Half hardy, when the new wood was
killed back one-fourth or one-half. Ten-
der, when the wood was killed to the

snow line or to the ground.
In addition to this catalogue the writer

published in his report for 1897, a des-

criptive list of what was considered the

best one hundred hardy ornamental trees

and shrubs and the best one hundred
herbaceous perennials, which has proven
very useful to tho.se who desire to

improve their grounds. In the writer's

report for 1898 a short additional list of

herbaceous perennials is given In the

report for 1899 are another short des-

criplive list of perennials and a descrip-

tive list of twenty-five of the best low
growing flowering shrubs. The report

for igon contains descriptive lists of the
best woody and annual climbers, and
that for 1901, a descriptive list of the
different species and best varieties of

lilacs.

Some further notes regarding the trees

and shrubs may be of interest.

As examples of how largely some
genera are represented, I may state that

there were growing in the autumu of

1901 in the Arboretum :

—

220 s]5ecie.s and varieties of Pyrus.
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1

i34of /V2/««5, 93 Lotiicera, 89 Ulmus,
no Acer, 155 Syringa, 121 Salix,

"j^Bsrberis, 100 Ouercus, bdPicea,

ioCratcegus, g2 Fraxinus, 64 Thuya.

Canadian trees and shrubs have been

thoroughly tested, and are well repre-

sented. All of the trees mentioned in

Prof. John Macoun's paper on "The
Forests of Canada and their Distribution"

having been tried, with the exception of

a few western species which have not

been given a thorough trial as yet.

Among these are Salix scouleriana,

Baratt ; Pimis flexilis, James ; Piniis

jxlbicaidis, Eng. ; Piniis ??io>iticola, Dougl
;

Tsuga paltoniana, Eng. ; Tsiiga merten--

s/ana, Carr. ; Abies grandis, Lindl.
;

Abies amabilis, Forbes.

Of Canadian trees which have been
-thoroughly tested, the following have
mot proven hardy :

Asitnina triloba, Duval (Papaw). This
has killed out root and branch.
Liriodendron ttilipifera, Linn. (Tulip-

tree). The tulip-tree kills to near the

ground every winter. A variety of this

species, however, inlegrifolia, imported
from Berlin, Germany, in 1897, has
•proven hardy for the past three years.

Cercis canadensis, Linn. (Judas-tree or

American Red-bud). The tree now
.living in the Aboretum was planted in

Uhe autumn of 1896. That winter it

jkilled to the ground and only made weak
growth in 1897 : the next winter it killed

back Vi, the third ',4
; the fourth winter

it was almost hardy to the tips, and it

was also the same last winter. This is a

good example of the acclimatization of

trees.

Cornus florida, Linn. (Flowering Dog-
wood). One .specimen of this tree was
-practically hardy from 1897 until last

winter, when it killed to near the ground.
Other specimens were not as hardy.

Nyssa sylvatica. Marsh (Sour Gum).
The tree now living was planted in the

spring of 1897 ; the first winter it killed

back ^, the next J^, the third it was
hardy nearly to the tips, and again the
•same last winter.

Sassafras officinale, Nees, (Sassafras).

This has killed out loot and branch thus
far, though it has not been as thoroughly
tested as some of the others.

The following other trees peculiar to

•south-western Ontario, appear to be

hardier than the above, and some in-

dividual trees are perfectly hardy.
Piatanus occidentalis, Linn. (Button-

wood).
Castanea saliva, Mill, var. Americana

(Chestnut).
Fraxinus quadrangtilata, Michx. (Blue

Ash).
Gleditschia triacatithos, Linn. (Honey

Locust).

Some of the rest, such as Gymnocladus
catiadensis, Cratcegt<s Criis galli, Pyrus
coronaria, and Juglans 7iigra, are quite
hardv.
A few of the coast trees of British

Columbia kill out root and branch,
among such being Acer tnacrophvUutn,
Arbutus Memiesii, Cornus Nuttallii and
Quercus garraya7ia.

It is interesting to note that, out of
the list of 121 species of native trees

published by Prof. J. Macoun, about 100
have proven hardy or half hardy here,

and the writer has no doubt that, when
all the species are tested, there will not
be more than ten which can not be
grown at Ottawa.
The question of the acclimatization of

trees, shrubs and plants is a very
important one, and one in which there
is a good field for work at the Central
Experimental Farm. I have men-
tioned a few instances where native
trees have gradually become hardier
after being planted several years. It

might have been further stated that
other specimens of these had been
killed out root and branch. These
furnish excellent examples of the indi

viduality of trees. We have noticed
over and over again in nursery rows,
that some trees of the same speeies are
hardier and more vigorous than others.

It has also been noticed that a tree which
has a wide range from north to south,
will not be as hardy when imported from
the south as from the north. An excel-
lent example is the Red Maple, Acer
rubrum. This tree, imported from some
parts of the United States, has killed

back and made .scrubby trees, while
from further north it has done well.

There is no doubt, in the writer's
opinion, that many trees which we have
great difficulty in getting to fruit here,
will eventually be much hardier a'hen
raised from seed ripened at Ottawa.
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Much could also be said and written

of the herbaceous perennials which make
such an attractive and useful feature of

the Botanic Garden from early spring

until late autumn. The collection is

growing rapidly, and the information

regarding the different species and vari-

eties when grown in this climate is get-

ting more valuable every year.

The Arboretum and Botanic Garden
is a public institution and should be
made use of by the public. Every
assistance will be fully given to those

who desire to study the plants growing
there, and it is hoped that this paper
will induce some of the members of the
Ottawa Field Naturalists' Club to make
a closer study of trees, shrubs and
herbaceous plants in cultivation than
they have done in the past.

Contributions of plants and seeds,

especially of rare Canadian species, will

be gratefully received, as the desire is to

increase the collection as rapidlj' as pos-

sible, and to have the native flora well
represented.

m— I- f'!JJ--^.a>r^:y>gg-=N

Preparation vs. Faking.

BY FANCY.

When the time comes for preparing a

dog for exhibition at a bench show, the

owner, if he knows the man who is to

"look over him," and aware of his

weakness or partiality for certain points

in the dog's conformation, is anxious, of

course, to meet the judge's views as far

as he can within certain limits. This

has led, in only too many instances, to

the process of " faking " certain parts of

the animal's anatomy in order to gain a

favorable verdict, and there is no practice,

I may at once admit, more reprehensible.

The practice is condemned by every

honest exhibitor, and has been legislated

against by every Kennel Club in the

world. The penalties provided by the

latter are severe, and in the event of

discovery disqualification of both owner
and dog follows, the former for a time or

for all time, according to the enormity

of the offence. Still faking is carried

on, and it frequently happens that it is

unobserved by the judge, who may have

large classes to go through, and who is

thus made to render a wrong decision.

A rival exhibitor, of course, has the

right to protest, if he happens to become
aware that unnatural tampering with

the dog has been done, but as a general

thing the majority do not care to run

the trouble and expense of following up
a protest, and so a miscarriage of justice

follows the wrong verdict.

But there is a wide difference between
faking and expert preparation, and I

hold that every exhibitor, if he knows
how, has a perfect right to put his dog
in the show sing at his best natural
appearance. This can onlj' be done bj-

judicious combing and trimming for the
removal of all dead or superfluous hair.

The }>todus operandi does not hurt the
dog, no more than the removal of tangled
locks or a week's growth of beard from
a man, and we all know the improved
appearance of the subject fresh from the
barber's chair. It is essential that the
combing and trimming should be done
in a workmanlike manner and within
reasonable bounds, a little at a time and
at inter\'als. The expert handler, who
knows how to improve his dog properlj'

in this way, is almost certain to come
out ahead of the man who neglects such
treatment, as a neglected coat may often

hide a better formed dog. But it takes

an expert to know the fine points of the
game, because a slim boned dog may
suffer from the manifestations of a too
zealous amateur. It is quite legitimate

also to assi.st the proper carriage of a

dog's ears, for in.stance a collie's, if done
in a proper way, without pain to the
animal, but the breaking of a "prick
ear," that it may assume a semi-erect

position, ought to meet with severe

punishment.
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Moose Hunting.

BY
J.. C. CONROY.

When the leaf on the northern birch

begins to turn yellow, and the wild duck
reappear after passing the nesting season

in the arctic lands, where instinct tells

them they may alone rear their broods
in safety, the big game hunter begins to

feel the old feverish longing, or as

Kipling has so truh- put it, he hears the

call of the Red Gods. Fortunately for .

Canadian sportsmen, they have not far

to go to leach the land where moose,
without any stretching of the truth, may
be said to be abundant. In Northern
Ontario the big, black bulls—Diana's
cattle—are, probably, more abundant
to-day than when the white man first

forced his way into these solitudes.

Then innumerable bands of roaming
redskins lived off the land ; they tilled

not, neither did they reap, yet the ridge

poles of their lodges bent under the
weight of provender the flint-tipped

arrows had secured. The Indian has
practically passed aA'ay, for the few j-et

remaining have little effect upon the
game supply, and it was only the other
day that the Ontario Government threw
open its great preserves upon terms that

make moose hunting therein possible.

Previous to last autumn the law barred
the way. Only once in every third year
could a sportsman shoot his moose law-
fully ; even then, in order to do so, he
had to brave the rigors of the north at a

time when none but the foolhardj' would
care to be abroad, for a single night's
frost could so seal the waters as to cut
off the retreat of an isolated hunting
party.

Now, on October i6th, when the
forest is blazing with the gorgeous hues
of autumn, the hunter may step forth,

rifle in hand, confident of finding the
grandest prize that can fall to his aim on
this continent, the bull moose in his

pride, with antlers wider than a tall

man's span, and a bell as patriarchal as

the beard of a Moses.
The moose inhabits a country- 3,500

miles in length, and liaving an average
width of 500 miles, yet in all this vast

region it is not probable that they are
anywhere more abundant than in the
territory on each side of Canada's great
transcontinental railroad between Sud-
bur}- and Rat Portage.

There is no great object in going very
far from the railroad

; twenty miles may
well be as good as fift}-. and fifty some-
times better than 100. The things that
determine the abundance of moose are
seclusion, and an absence of their natural
enemies, and there are many places
within ten miles of the railroad that are
as secluded as the centre of the Sahara
itself, and as to their enemies they
have but three ; man who preys
indiscriminatelj' on bulls, cows and
calves, and the grey wolf and the black
bear, who, as a rule, give a wide berth to

the adult animaJs, though they take a

heavy toll of the j-oung.

Missanabie is a good outfitting point
;

here there is a Hudson's Bay store,

where all things essential to a life in the
bush are procurable, and where Indian
hunters may be met by an appointment
made through the officers of the Great
White Company. This is not to say
that there are not other points as good.
There is room for a hard}- explorer, and
the man who desires to combine explora-
tion with sport could not find a better
region. Even the latest government
maps are singularh- inaccurate and
vague ; many a lake 3-et remains to be
named : manj' a stretch of noble pine
forest has not yet been looked over by
a white ej-e, and as to the mineral
wealth of the country, the promise of

vast deposits is good, man}- believe

better than in almost any other part of

the continent. Nickel, iron and gold
have already been found, and if we may
credit the predictions of geologists, the
day is coming when the most precious
gems will undoubtedly be won from
the gravels that overlie the old Lau-
rentian and Huronian rocks of Western
Ontario.

The moose hunter's outfit need not be
an expensive one, and it must not be a
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ponderous one. Everything that he
takes with him will have to be carried

on his own shoulders or on those of his

men, over rocky portages, and through
mossy barrens, so that the part of true

wisdom is to cut necessaries down to

their lowest limit, and to leave all luxu-

ries behind. One thing he must have,

and that is a good Winchester. He may
please himself as to whether he will use

the old-fashioned black powder models,

shooting a heavy death-dealing bullet,

or one of the new nitro-powder weap-
ons, that make up by the velocity of

their projectiles what they lose in crash-

ing power. Another requisite is a good
field glass ; if the white man had the

eye of the Indian, he would not need
this latter aid, but would have a pair of

telescopes ready for use that he would
have inherited from a long line of hunt-
ing forbears, but unfortunately the dis-

astrous effect of civilization is more
apparent on the eye than any other

organ.

Of blankets, two heavy pair of four-

point Hudson's Bay coverings are suffi-

cient at this season of the year, though
in the dead of winter it is hardly possi-

ble to have too many in camp.
All provisions should be packed in

canvas bags. Paper is a poor material

to use in the bush. Tents may be either

open, such as the Indians themselves use
when hunting in the fall of the j'ear, or

closed, as the white man usually prefers
;

only in the latter case a small, portable,

sheet-iron stove is to be recommended,
as otherwise the blood-curdling chill of

a dew-damp canvas covering will be
felt most unpleasanth' on cold mornings.
Any moose head spanning more than

48 inches is considered a good one. One
fortunate sportsman killed a moose in

the Kipawa region, whose head spanned
nearly 63 inches—this head, by the way,
has been on exhibition in Toronto at the

Dominion fair ground.*^—and each season
a few moose are brought in with heads
that measure from 55 to 60 inches.

Q^rSES^^ •O^^i^^^

Bay of Quinte Bass.

BY WALTER GREAVES.

I returned recently from a three

weeks' visit to Belleville, during which
time I enjoyed several pleasant days on
this Bay, boating and fishing, or I

should say, trying to catch fish. I

visited many of the places wliere black

bass used to be plentiful a few years

ago, and where one could catch, with

a fly, as many bass of about two or

three lbs. as he could possibly wish for.

From m\' recent experience one would
starve if he had to depend on his catch

with a fly in the Bay of Quinte waters.

Netting, I understand, is the cause of

this. It is a shame that this sort of

thing should have been allowed, as one
would not find a finer water for black

bass than the Bay of Quinte. There is

a good hotel at Massassaga Point, close

to the best fishing ground,—this is four

miles from Belleville, reached by a nice

little steamer, the "Annie Lake," at

25c. the round trip, and there is an
excellent hotel, "The Quinte," in Belle-

ville, which would no doubt be well

filled with Canadian and American
anglers if the fishing were what it used
to be. Good row boats are plentiful in

Belleville and at Ma.ssassaga Point. A
petition is now being circulated in Belle-

ville with a view of endeavouring to

sto]) the netting, and if it meets with
success I am sure the Bay of Quinte will

afford excellent sport again witliin a few
years, and that there will be quite a rush
of anglers from all parts of the country.

Till largest ba.ss I took during my
recent visit was one of three pounds,
which I took on one of mj' " Massas-
saga " ba.ss flies.
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Collies as Workers.
BY D. TAYLOR.

In most country districts of England
and Scotland the collie is trained to a

high state of perfection, in the working
of sheep, and his value to the shepherd,

on the heather hills of Scotland, es-

pecially, is the highest possible. Indeed,

the shepherd's task on the Grampian
range, or on the sheep farms of the

northern and western Highlands, would
be an impossible one, were it not for the

assistance of his intelligent canine friend.

It is the dog that keeps the sheep from
straying, rounds them up, and drives them
to the shelter of the fold in the evening.

In many localities there are annual trials

of skill, the shepherd and his dog coming
from far and near to participate, and the
trials are of the most interesting de-

scription to the .spectator. The dog has
to collect and drive a small flock of sheep
through various obstacles into a pen, with
no other assistance from his master than
a word or sign, and much berating or

bidding detracts from the estimate of the

dog's performance.

In Canada and the United States such
trials are almost unknown, but a start

will be made next year, under the aus-

pices of the American Collie Club, at

St. Louis. The rules governing contests

of this kind in the Old Country will be
pretty closely followed, the numVjer of

sheep allotted to each dog being five, and
of course a difTerent flock will be given

each dog. Each shepherd may take his

dog over the ground previous to the sheep
being brought in, and show or direct him
what he wants done. Tractability, ready
obedience, steadiness in driving, gentle-

ness in working the sheep, and general

aptitude in the dog for the tmsiness before

him, are the factors in judging. After
the regular trials are completed, a shep-

herd will have the privilege of showing
the good points of his dog by choosing
his own kind of work, and he may also

show the training of his dog for other
practical purposes as a farm or hou.se dog.

There is a widespread belief that the

breeding of the collie for show purpo.^es

has affected his intelligence, and rendered

him unfit for the work which his high
natural attainments, docility and activity

so admirably adapt him. This may be

true in instances where close inbreeding

has been resorted to, but in the majority of

cases the dog is improved, both mentally

and physically, by proper mating, and,

if subjected to a course of training while

young, there should be no difficulty in

making the show dog a perfect worker.
The trouble is that nearly all the dogs fit

to win are in the hands of those who have
not the facilities nor the time to devote

to a regular system of training, and the

consequence is, that the dog's natural in-

telligence is dormant from lack of oppor-

tunity to bring it out.

The Canadian farmer, as a general

thing, is content with any animal in the

shape of a dog ; his antecedents are not

closely enquired into, and he is only

allowed to hang around the premi.ses on
sufferance, his utility as a herder of

cattle or sheep seldom being thought of.

Yet, a little patience at the right time,

and with the right kind of a dog, would
give the farmer a valuable help, a help

that could not be duplicated by the

employment of a " haflin " at a consider-

able outlay for wages. In this economic
age, every cent saved is .so much earned,

and if the small cost of keeping a dog is

put against his usefulness in man}' kinds

of work, the balance will lean heavily to

the dog's side.

I have no doubt, however, these pro-

jected sheep trials will interest a large

number of collie breeders, and prove an
incentive to them to educate their dogs
for various useful purposes. Can't we
have similar trials in Canada ? What
about the Canadian Kennel Club, which
has recently developed a strenuous pro-

gre.ssiveness, taking the initiative in this

matter ?
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Seals and Sealing.

BY C. J. CARLETON.

The hair seal's chief home is iu the
North Atlantic, and although he has not
attained to the political prominence of

his brother the fur seal, he is as equallj'

important to the naturalist. His domain
is extensive. He is found on the coasts

of the British Isles and those of Europe,
and abounds in almost inexhaustible
numbers off Newfoundland, Labrador,
and in the Gulf of the St. Lawrence.
All nations send their ships in search for

him. The Russian hunts for the pinna-
poids in the Caspian and on the White
Sea : and Danes, Norwegians and Scotch
whalers, wander over the Arctic regions

for the Phoca greetilandica.

It was John Cabot who, shortlj' after

the accession of Henry VII., discovered

that in these western waters there were
uncountable quantities of fish of every
species, and who brought back to

England marvellous tales of their variety

and quantity, and also of their compar-
atively easj' capture. At a time when
the Old World was waking to the possi-

bilities of the New, these accounts did

not appear incredulous, and, in fact, thej-

founded an industry which is still a

source of great wealth to many to-day.

The great herds of seal and walrus, and
the numerous white bears %vhich existed

on the shores of Newfoundland in the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries are now
only to be found in the far off Arctic

regions. The first result of the dis-

covery of North America, and, in fact,

the only result for over a hundred years

after, was an immense fishing industry

carried on by almost all the nations of

Europe. In days when there was not so

much money in circulation as there is

now, fish proved a valuable bartering

commodity, and was often given in free

exchange for wines and fruits, linen,

silks, velvets, cloth, cutlery and cord-

age. So important did this itidnstr)-

become that Sir Walter Raleigh him-
self declared that misfortune to the

fleets of Newfoundland would be the

greatest calamity that could happen to

England.

But it was the Spanish Basques who
first developed the great seal and whale
fishery of the North Atlantic. Up to

1587 there were about fifty of their

ships hunting the whale, seal and walrus

round the coasts of Newfoundland and
the Gulf of the St. Lawrence. The
dangers which these intrepid mariners

had to encounter were many, and it often

happened that they lingered too long in

the northern seas and perished miser-

ably. In one year we read that five

hundred and forty men were caught in

the ice and were frozen to death. But
none of these hideous perils seemed to

daunt the daring fishermen of Europe.
Year after 3'ear they set sail for the

home of the seal, and returned back at

the end of the season heavily ladened
with their rich and remunerative spoil.

It was the Basques who first taught the

seamen of England how to use the har-

poon, which enabled them years after-

wards to obtain the supremacy in this

particular industry. It was with the

assistance of Indians that the American
whale and seal fishery on the North
Atlantic was first carried on. In a few
years it developed into an enormous
trade, which was the source of great

wealth, and also gave employment to

thousands of men from the shores of

New England. In the early days of the

industry the settlers of Newfoundland
carried on a net seal fishery ; men from
the shore went off on the ice and killed

the seals, and frequently used large

fishing boats to assist them in their

work. But about the end of the eight-

eenth century it was found necessary to

fit out regular fleets each spring to

prosecute the search for the seal.

The seal, perhaps once a stay-at-home,

has now learnt the habits of migration.

Late in the autumn he comes south and
fishes on the Grand Banks of Newfound-
land. In the spring he leaves the open
water for the ice fields of the north of

Newfoundland and the vStraits of Belle

Isle. On the immense fields of ice which
are formed with the calm weather of
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January, the 5'oung seals are born.

They are peculiar little creatures, with

white coats and child-like cries. It is

wonderful how the instinct of maternity

has developed the power of identification.

The mothers wander away great distances

in the search for food, but invariably

come back to the exact spot where they

left their young, though the iceflow

extends hundreds of miles and there are

thousands and thousands of young crying

for their parents.

There are five varieties of seals in the

North Atlantic. The commonest, and
the most valuable commercially, is the

harp seal, which is succeeded in import-

ance by the hood or bladder-nosed. The
most beautiful of the whole family is

that which is found all round the English

and Scotch coasts, and abounds on the

west coast of Ireland. He is of no

commercial value, except for his skin.

Young seals develop with great rapidity
;

when born the average weight is about
five pounds, and in three to four weeks
they increase to forty or fifty pounds.

Beneath their skin is a beautiful coat of

white fat from three to four inches thick.

The youngsters are nurtured by their

mothers for about five or six weeks
;

when the fat is at its very best commer-
cial value. It is at this time that the

hunters arrive on the scene, and the

young are quickly despatched by a blow
on the nose from the gaff. The skin

and fat are then separated from the

carcase. Sometimes the whole catch is

made in one week, and ships have
returned within that time with forty-two

thousand seals. A good year at the

present time generally totals about three

hundred and twenty thousand.

""
I r " i"»-7«y:'g«^

The Foothills Timber Reserve.

In the early part of the year 1899, a

Timber Reserve covering the eastern

slope of the Rocky Mountains from the

International Boundary north to the

Bow River, was set apart with the object

of protecting the watershed, which is the

source of supply of the rivers tributary

to the South Saskatchewan, that furnish

the waters required for the extensive

irrigation works in Southern Alberta.

A glance at the map will show the

streams heading in the Rockies which
traverse this semi arid district, and the

absolute necessity for a regular and
continuous flow throughout the growing
season is clear to anyone with a know-
ledge of the country and of the insuffi-

ciency of the rainfall for the production
of general crops, particularly in the dry
years, a succession of which may be
looked for at any time. Recognizing
this fact, irrigation surveys on a large
scale have been undertaken by the
Dominion Government, and large and
expensive works have been projected by
private enterprise, and the question of
water supply is one of the greatest

moment, and which must here be given

a larger share in the consideration of the

subject of the protection of the watershed

than almost anywhere else in Canada.

The decision, therefore, which has

recently been announced that this reserve

is to be thrown open to be granted under

timber license is one of grave impor-

tance, and the possible results of this

action on the future of the country

affected should be thoroughly weighed.

It may be explained that the timber on
the lands reserved could be taken under
a settler's permit any time, the reserve

only prohibiting the granting of licenses

and permits for the cutting of timber for

sale. The grounds upon which the

withdrawal of the reserve was asked are

that the timber requirements of the

people along the plains bordering the

foothills could not be met by each settler

taking out his Own timber, the distance

rendering this a great inconvenience or

an impossibility, so that there was a

necessity for regular operators to go in

and prepare the lumber supply. In

opposition to this it is pointed out that

Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association.
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the larger portion of the supply for this

district and the best lumber comes from
British Columbia.
The removal of the mature timber,

carefully done, will probably not consti-

tute a danger to the watershed in every
case, but there are steep slopes from
which it would be absolutely disastrous

to cut out such timber with the methods
which the present financial position of

the lumbering industry admit of, and
with the carelessness which a century of

training has imbued in the lumber
operators of the American continent.

There is also a great increase of the

danger from fire as a result of the debris

of lumbering operations, and if these

dangers are not guarded against there is

a possibility of the repetition of the

experience of France, which is now
spending millions of dollars trying to

replace on the water worn slopes of the

Pyrenees the forests which were care-

lessly cleared away, and the passing of

which resulted in disastrous floods and
landslides causing large loss of life and
property. This is no fancj' picture but
painful fact, and a history that can
always repeat itself.

The provisions of the regulations under
which licenses will be granted which
affect the points referred to, are that the

licensee shall not have the right there-

under to cut timber of a less diameter

than ten inches at the stump, except

such as may be actually necessary for

the construction of roads, etc., to facili-

tate the taking out of merchantable

timber, that he shall prevent all unneces-

•sary destruction of growing timber on
the part of his men and exercise strict

and constant supervision to prevent the

origin or spread of fires. In regard to

permits the provision is also made that,

to prevent the spread of prairie or bush
fires, the refuse {i.e.. the tops and
branches unfit either for rails or fire-

wood) shall be piled together in a heap
and not left scattered through the bu.sh.

The rigid enforcement of these regu-

lations would do much to prevent the

dangers, although the purpose .sought by
gathering the refuse into a heap might
be better accomplished by lopping the

branches in such a way as to permit the

wood to fall to the ground and rot away.
But it is exceedingly difficult to enforce

regulations which involve expense and
are not directly in the interest of the

operator, unless an impossible army of

officials is employed.
The tenure granted by the timber

license is not a simple annual tenure, but
licenses contain the provision that so

long as the licen.see complies with the

conditions of his license and of the regu-

lations, he shall be entitled to a renewal

of his license from year to year while
merchantable timber remains upon the

area licensed. If the purpo.ses of the

timber reserve are carried out to any
extent, this, though an indefinite, would
be practically a perpetual tenure.

If the policy of throwing this reserve

open to timber license is carried out,

there should in the first place be an
examination made of all tracts applied

for before they are disposed of, so that no
tract should be denuded on steep slopes

and other places where even such cutting

as is allowed in ordinary cases would be
•injurious to the water-supply or destruc-

tive of the vegetable covering of the soil.

Preliminary examinations are made in

other parts of the Dominion, and there

is no reason why it could not be done
here where the necessity for it is imper-

ative.

An increased and more efi^ective fire

ranging staff will be required, and the

regulations looking to fire prevention

and the protection of young growth will

need to be enforced strictly.

The tenure under the license should
be modified in such a way as to make
clear that it cannot be interpreted as a

perpetual one, and that the freedom of

administration of the reserve will be kept
inviolate. For the first great object of

this watershed is not the supply of

timber, but the supply of water, and
while the one does not neces.sarily pre-

clude the other, first things should be

first, and the flow of water should be

gunrded at all hazards.

The whole subject is one of great

importance, and is deserving of the most
careful study and con.sideration.

\
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Forest Fires and Railways.

The dry weather of the spring and
early summer of the present year brought
into prominent notice the question of

forest fires and the causes thereof, and
important amongst these are fires starting

from railway lines. These ma}' be
occasioned by sparks from locomotives or

other means. The face of the country
still exhibits the scars which record the
conflagrations that accompanied and
followed the building of the railways.

And the danger is still present. The
reports on forest fires in Canada compiled
from year to ^ear contain instances which
establish this. During the present season
many fires have been clearly traced to

sparks from locomotives, and the
carelessness of some railway employees
is exemplified by the action reported
from a branch line in a forested district

where fire was set to a pile of old ties on
two different occasions during the dry
spell, with the result that the fire spread
to the adjoining timber, causing consider-
able loss. This railway not only carries

in lumbermen's supplies but transports
timber out, and it is therefore decidedly
in its interest that the forest should not
be destroyed, especially on the poor,
rocky land run over by the fire.

Evidently the railway companies require,
as a rule, to take further steps to impress
on their employees the importance of
care and watchfulness. With such an
efficient patrol as is provided by the
service of the .section men, proper
vigilance would be the only thing
necessary to almost absolutely prevent
the spreading of fire from the railway
line. Even with the best preventive
appliances, sparks will escape from loco-
motives at times. Grades are always
great danger points. A thoroughly live
staff of section men held up to their duty
in this respect would be the most effective
preventive measure.

Various devices, more or less effective,
have been resorted to to prevent the
escape of sparks from locomotives.

In England the railway companies
hold that the use of any netting necessi-

tates the sharpening of the blast, and

therefore increases the risk of ashes being

drawn from the firebox. They have

therefore, as a rule, done away with

spark arresters, and rely on a special

arrangement of the firebox. The chief

methods employed are an enlargement of

the grate area, thus decreasing the

necessary strength of the draft, and a

brick arch which slopes backward and

upward from the front of the box, and

round which the flames must pass, thus

increasing the distance to be traversed

by the sparks and the opportunity for

complete combustion.

Any person who has observed the new
types of American locomotive will have

noticed the fact that the smokebox
extends in front of the straight smoke-

stack. The object of this extension is to

provide a receptacle for the sparks which

may pass from the firebox, and at the

same time to give space for an area of

wire netting sufiicient to prevent sparks

being forced through. Any sparks that

may issue from the firebox pass along the

tubes running through the boiler into the

smoke-box, where they are thrown
downward by a steel deflecting plate,

and are prevented from rising through

the smokestack by the netting which
covers the upper part of the smokebox.

In wood burning engines the same
purpose is accomplished by an inverted

cone in the smokestack. The locomotive

manufacturers contend that if these

devices are kept in proper order practi-

cally no dangerous sparks will escape,

and if regular inspections are made by
the railway companies and repairs kept

up the danger will be reduced to

infinitesimal proportions. But old loco-

motives, which usually are much more
in need of repairs, and have not the best

appliances, are naturally relegated to the

back districts, amongst which are the

forested lands, so that the adoption of

new types is not as much of a protection

to the forest as might at first be thought.

The question of the liability of railway

companies for damages by fires caused by

* Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association.
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sparks from locomotives was discussed
at some length during the present Session
of the House of Commons, in connection
with certain suggested amendments to
the Railway Act. It had been held and
so decided in certain cases, that actions
for damages against railway companies
were to be decided on the principle of the
common law that no person should be
permitted to use his property in such a
way as to result in injury to his neighbor,
but on an appeal on this point being
carried to the Imperial Privy Council it

was decided that inasmuch as Parliament
had given the railway companies
authority to run locomotives they would
not be liable for damages for doing
so provided that no negligence or
carelessness was proved. Thus the
running of locomotives without statutory
authority, or the running of a traction
engine along a roadway, would come
under the principle of the common law.
This is in accordance with the almost
unanimous decision of the English
courts in similar cases, and is based
on the argument that Parliament having
authorized certain things to be done
under certain restrictive conditions, it

would be absurd to suppose that it was
intended that the performance of such
acts in compliance with the conditions
imposed would render the company
doing them liable for damage that might
result.

With the object of placing railway
companies in the same position as the
individual in regard to liability for

damage, the following amendment to the
Railway Act has been passed b\' the
House of Commons, and will probably
become law, viz. ;

—

'

' Whenever damage is caused to any
lands and fences, plantations or buildings
and their contents, by fire started by a
railway locomotive, the company making
use of such locomotive shall be responsi-

ble for such damage and may be sued for

the recovery of such damage in any court

of competent juri.sdiction.

"

Another amendment, which especially

affects prairie lands, is to the effect that

in the North West Territories railway

companies must provide a fire guard of a

ploughed strip eight feet in width,

distant at least three hundred feet on
each side from the centre line of the

railway, and burn off the grass between
the strips.

In connection with this provision the

results shown by some recent experiments
made with the object of obtaining

definite information as to the distribution

of sparks from locomotives are of

interest. The experiments were made
near Lafayette Station, on the Lake Erie

and Western Railway, on a heavy grade.

The wind varied from seven to twelve

miles an hour, and the speed of the trains

from 14^2 miles, the lowest for freight

trains, to' 38 miles for passenger trains.

The sparks were caught in pans spread

out at right angles to the track, the

bottoms being covered with cotton to

hold the sparks and also to show to what
extent they were still capable of causing
combustion. The summary of the results

showed that the greatest number of sparks

fell at from 35 to 150 feet from the centre

of the track, while the pans nearest the

track, i.e., from fifteen to twenty feet,

caught but few sparks. Beyond 125 feet

from the centre of the track the sparks
were of such a character that there was
no possibility of fires being started from
them. No scorching of the cotton in the

pans was observed in any case, but this

may have been due to the fact that at the

time the tests were made, April and May,
the temperature was comparatively low,

namely, 60 to 70 degrees Fahrenheit.

Some of the larger sparks were, however,
(|uite warm when picked up immediately
after falling.

\
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Our Medicine Bag.

The annual general meeting of the

Canadian Kennel Club was held on
Wednesday afternoon, September 9th, in

the exhibition room of the dog show
building on the Toronto fair grounds.
Mr. John G. Kent, the president, was in

the chair, and there was a large attend-

ance of members, who took a marked
interest in the proceedings. Mr. H. B.

Donovan, the secretary-treasurer, sub-

mitted his annual report, from which it

appeared that the financial standing of

the club was in good condition. The
matter of affiliation with the American
Kennel Club elicited a good deal of

discussion, in which loyalty to the C.K.C.
was the prevailing note, and it was
ultimately decided that as far as the
latter body was concerned the matter
should drop except on the initiative of

the A.K.C. The secretary's report also

showed that during the year there had
been 534 registrations, a considerable
increase on the previous year. The
total number now recorded in the stud
book is 7,085. The membership for

the year was 273, being an increase of

12 per cent. Some discussion arose over
a suggestion to affiliate with the English
Kennel Club. It was finally agreed to,

and a committee consisting of Messrs.
Kent, Donovan and Lindsay were
entrusted with the matter with full

power to act. The election of oflEcers

resulted as follows : Patron, Mr. Wm.
Hendrie, Hamilton ; President, Mr. John
G. Kent. Toronto ; Hon. President, Mr.
R. Gibson, Delaware, Ont. ; First \'ice-

President, Rev. Thos. Geoghegan.
Hamilton ; Vice-Presidents, Mr. H.
Parker Thomas, Belleville ; Mr. C. W,
Minor, Victoria, B.C. ; Mr. Geo.
Caverhill, Montreal ; Mr. O. J. Albee,
Lawrence, Cal. ; Mr. H. S. Rolston,
Winnipeg

; Mr. G. B. Borrodaile,
Medicine Hat, Assa. (Above elected by
acclamation), Secretary-Treasurer, Mr.
H. B. Donovan, Toronto ; Auditors, Mr.
G. B. Sweetnam, Toronto ; Mr. A. A.
Macdonald, Toronto. Executive Com-
mittee

: Mr. Jas. Lindsay, Montreal
;

Dr. Wesley Mills, Montreal : Dr. W. H.

Drummond, Montreal ; Mr. Geo. H.
Gooderham, Toronto ; Mr. W. P. Eraser,

Toronto; Mr. A. A. Macdonald,Toronto
;

Mr. F. W. Jacobi, Toronto ; Dr. C. Y.
Ford, Kingston ; Dr. A. A. Babcock,
Brantford; Mr. J. Cromwell Cox, Ottawa;
Rev. J. D. O'Gorman, Gananoque

;

Mr. T. A. Armstrong, Ottawa.

Baily's Magazine for September con-
tains a paper upon the twelve best game
shots of the British Isles. The Editor
called upon well known sportsmen in

each of the sfiires for their opinions. As
a result of the ballot Earl de Grey stands
an easy first. In succession follow Mr.
R. Rimington Wilson, Lord Walsingham,
Mr. H. Noble, Hon. H. Stoner, Lord
Falconer, Prince Victor Duleep Singh,
H.R.H. Prince of Wales, Mr. F. E. R.
Fryer, E. de Oakley, Lord Ashburton
and A. W. Blyth. In connection with
this subject it is interesting to note that

Baily's says :
" It is not everyone who

has described his own method of shoot-

ing, so far as he knows it himself ; and
it is quite proverbial that the best per-

formers never seem quite to know how
they do it ; but nevertheless between
what they have said, and what they
have done, and the appearance of their

performance to other people, the secret

(if it be a secret) is disclosed. Briefly

put, it is this : they can shoot in any
form save one. They none of them
shoot without aiming

; they none of

ihem appear to aim ; they none of them
put up the gun yards ahead of their

game and fire with a still gun ; they all

of them swing the gun with the game to

the point ahead they want to reach ; and
they none of them stop the gun when
they pull the trigger." Lord Walsing-
ham 's best work has been done with a

12 bore cylinder—chokes are decidedly
out of fashion in Great Britain—and %
drams of powder and \\i oz. of No. 5
Derby shot. With this load and gun he
killed 121 wood-pigeons on the wing, as

they flew to their roosts in the beech
woods at night, and any one who has
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shot the wild pigeon of Europe under
these conditions knows that this feat

takes a lot of doing. Lord de Grey
shoots with I 1-16 oz. Xo. 5 English
shot and 42 grains of Schultze all the
j-ear round. None of these gentlemen
use a gun heavier than 7'4'lbs., while
Mr. Fryer, who is an acknowledged
crack shot, shoots a 12 bore, weighing
(>% lbs.

One of the greatest boons ever granted
hunters of big game, was the choice of a
high velocity, low pressure cartridge to
use in their black powder rifles. English
cartridge manufacturers claim 10 per
cent, less pressure and 10 per cent.
higher velocity for their qprdite loaded
cartridges over the old black powder
express charges, but the American
factories seem to have done even better,
for they have certainly gained more than
10 per cent, in velocity while but slightly
increasing pressures.

The high velocity, low pressure cart-
ridges put out by the Winchester people
are .25-20, .32-20, .38-40, .44-40, .45-70,
.45-90 and .50-1 ID Express.
The advantages of the .25-20, .32, .38

and .44 model 1892 high velocity cart-
ridges are increased velocity, flatter

trajectory, greater striking power and
better mushrooming of the bullets. The
.45 and .50 caliber high velocity cart-
ridges are desirable for the same reason,
and also because their energies at 200
yard.s are practically the same as those
of the small caliber high power cart-

ridges. An additional advantage is that
the results they give are obtained with
bullets of large cross section, which
make these cartridges unsurpassed in

striking and killing power at the dis-

tances at which most big game is killed.

A feature of all the high velocity cart-

ridges is that they can be used by
persons who dislike the high power small
caliber cartridges on account of their

great range.

These cartridges are loaded with
smokeless powder, and .soft point, metal
patched bullets. Users of Winchesters
of models 1886 and 1892, may increase
greatly the power of their guns. Old
rifles should have a slightly higher front
sight affixed, or they will be found to

shoot too high above the line of sights

but if new rifles are ordered, and these

cartridges are to be used, the correct

sights will, of course, be put on by the

makers.

The fifteenth annual dog show in

connection with the Toronto Industrial

Exhibition, was held from the 7th to

loth September inclusive, and was
beyond question the best, from any point

of view, ever seen in Toronto. Not only

was the entry the largest, but the
exhibits were much ahead of the usual

standard, the uniform excellence of most
of the classes being the subject of general

comment. In all classes of sporting

dogs there was an unusually keen com-
petition, and was a very gratifying

feature of the exhibition. Foxhounds,
greyhounds, pointers, English and Irish

.setters, and spaniels, were unusually
strong in number, while the quality was
exceptionally fine. Indeed, seldom, if

ever, has such a uniform lot been seen

at any show, and this department must
have delighted followers of the gun. As-

usual in Toronto, the display of fox-

terriers, both smooth and wire-haired,

was one of the features of the show, and
while judging was going on the ring was
surrounded with interested spectators.

Another event which created great inter-

est was the judging of the collies. Two-
recent importations, Balmoral Baron and
Balmoral Beatrice (formerly Old Hall
Beatrice), two handsome tri-colors, and
both extensive winners in England, were
greatly admired. They are owned by
the Balmoral Kennels, Ottawa, and are
certainly an acquisition to their already
fine lot of stud dogs and brood bitches.

There were quite a large number of

American dogs shown, a fact which nnist

be peculiarly satisfying to the Committee,
seeing the attitude which the American
Kennel Club has taken towards the

C.K.C., and the efforts that were made
to induce them to hold the show under
the former's rules.

A new and very powerful box-maga-
zine rejieating rifle cartridge has just been
placed on the market by the Winchester
Repeating Arms Company. The des-
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cription given by the manufacturers is as

follows; "Model 1895, caliber .405."

Rifles for this cartridge are made with
24-inch round, nickel steel barrels, and
weigh about %% pounds. The Win-
chester .405 caliber cartridge is the most
powerful shooting cartridge, at both long

and short ranges, ever adapted to a

magazine rifle. Its high velocity and
heavy bullet give flat trajectory and
great striking power, making it desir-

able for hunting the largest game. Its

striking energy at 150 yards is greater

than the muzzle energy of the .30 U. S.

Army cartridge. The .405 caliber cart-

ridge is loaded with a 300-grain soft

point metal patched bullet and special

smokeless powder, which gives the bullet

a muzzle velocity of 2,204 foot seconds,

generating a muzzle energy of 3,235 foot

pounds. Its penetration with soft point

been published, a tolerably dependable

index of the permanent value of the

work. The author does not confine his

remarks to taxidermy and the preser-

vation of trophies, but has a good deal

to say upon weapons and charges. He
quotes a letter from Selous, the great

African hunter, from which we take the

following passage :
" It is difficult to say

which is the best form of small bore rifle,

as the Mannlicher, the Mauser, and the

Lee-Metford each have their advocates,

and good work has been accomplished

with all of them. Success depends very

much on the form of bullet used, and
young sportsmen should be very careful

on this point. Personally, I have used

a .303 bore rifle with most satisfactory

results against such animals as sable and
roan antelopes, and Koodoo bulls in

South Africa, and wapiti bulls and mule

.405 Winchester Cartridge.

bullet at 15 feet from the muzzle is

thirteen 74 -inch pine boards. Send for

illustrated circular of this new gun and
cartridge.

There is just one animal on this con-

tinent that needs such strong medicine—
bruin. But as Winchesters are as much
used in India and Africa as in Canada,
we will venture to predict a great demand
for the .405 in those lands of savage
carnivorse and huge pachyderms. No
leopard, lion or tiger could do much
damage after receiving a shot in the
vitals from this rifle.

Although written for British sports-
men, Mr. Rowland Ward's handbook on
practical collecting will be found of con-
siderable value to Canadian and American
sportsmen. The eighth edition has now

deer in North America, and I have every

faith that such a rifle would be as effect-

ive against a lion as the best form of

.450 bore express rifle, with which latter

weapon I have killed several lions.

Indeed, I look upon the .303 bore rifle,

with the best form of expanding bullet,

as somewhat superior in killing power to

a .450 express rifle, over which, more-

over, its much lower trajectory gives it

a very great advantage.
'

' The book may
be had of the author, at 166 Piccadilly,

London

The Editor Rod and Gun in Canada.

Sir :—In your August number you
made reference to a suggested resolution

forwarded by Col. Falk Warren, but

received too late for the annual meeting
of the Forestry Association.
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Taking great interest in game preser-

vation, the idea embodied in the reso-

lution suggested itself to me some time

since, with the result that in February

last I wrote Sir Henri Joly de Lotbiuiere,

the Vice-President of the Association,

and also consulted with Col. Falk

Warren, who very kindly took the

matter up and forwarded the proposed

resolution. It was a matter of great

regret that same was too late for the

annual meeting, but I think you will

agree that it is of suflBcient importance

to receive the serious consideration of all

interested in the preservation of Forestry

and Game. Granted, as you say, the

matter is one of " paramount interest,"

you will therefore agree that it cannot be

taken up too soon.

Cannot a special meeting of the

Association be called to consider the

matter, and authorize the Executive to

take some immediate steps to see that

provision is made in all transcontinental

railway bills for land grants so that same

are subservient to the location of Fores-

try Reserves in any province or territory.

Yours truly.

F. M. Chaldecott.
Vancouver Club,

Vancouver, B.C.

The Chinese or "Mongolian" pheasant

(Pkasianus torquatus) has been introduced

most successfully into British Columbia,

and from what Mr. W. B. Tegetmeier,

the great English authority, writes in

the latest—the third—edition of
'

' Phea-

sants," it should do very well in the

great woodlands of southwestern Ontario,

between Toronto and Detroit, especially

in that favored strip where the rigors of

winter are mitigated by the proximity of

Lake Erie. Of this bird the author

states: " The specific name torquatus is

derived from torquis, a chain or collar

worn around the neck. This species was
introduced into England a great many
years since, long before the time of

Latham, who described it as having been

turned out in preserves on many estates.

No bird could be better adapted for our

coverts ; being natives of a cold part of

China they are very hardy—a character

which they display by laying early in

the season, and by producing an abun-

dant supply of eggs.
'

' A very great

deal of interest is being taken in the

pheasant family just now, especially by

American sportsmen, and to all such Mr.

Tegetmeier' s work may be commended
;

it is by long odds the most trustworthy

of the numerous treatises on the natural

history and practical management of

the pheasant. Horace Cox, Bream's

Buildings, London, is the name and

address of the publisher.

Mrs. Alice M. Hayes is well known to

all English speaking readers as a delight-

ful writer upon the art of horsemanship,

and it is not surprising that a second

edition of her work "The Horsewoman, '

'

has been called for. Captain Hayes has

written a series of most useful books

dealing with the horse in a very thorough

way—the only branch left untouched by
him being capitally handled by Mrs.

Hayes. To write such a book success-

fully a woman must herself be a superb

rider, and have had a wide and varied

experience. This the authoress has had,

undeniably, and hence what she writes

may be accepted as authoritative. For
seven years she acted as rough rider at

her husband's hor.se-breaking classes m
India, Ceylon, Egypt, China and South
Africa, and latterly she taught many
pupils to go straight and to fly the

formidable fences of the English shires.

The treatment of the subject is thor-

ough. The horse to pick, the saddle,

bridle and dress, are discussed ; then

mounting, the rein-holds and the seat

come in for careful consideration, and,

finally, riding in all its phases, from the

school to the burst across a stiff country,

is gone into at length. The book, which
is published by Hurot & Blackett, 13

Great Marlborough St., is well illustrated

by half-tone cuts, made from photo-

graphs.

The Ottawa Kennel Club held its

annual show under C. K. C. rules, com-
mencing September 15th, and continuing

for three days. There was a very good
entry from various points in Canada and
a few from the United States, and, on

the whole, the Committee may be con-

\
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gratulated on the success achieved.

Being held in conjunction witli the

Central Canada Exhibition, the show
attracted a very large number of visitors,

who were well pleased with what they

saw in canine aristocracy. Messrs. F.

F. Dole, of New Haven, Conn., and Dr.

C. Y. Ford, of Kingston, Ont., were the

judges, the former taking the major por-

tion of the classes. Both are experienced

men, and gave general satisfaction.

Sporting dogs were quite an interesting

feature, and it is very encouraging to

note the evident favor in which this class

of canine is now held. Collies were a

very good class, the most conspicuous in,

merit being the Balmoral Kennels dis-

play. This enterprising firm captured
premier honors in both sexes with
Balmoral Baron and Balmoral Beatrice,

recent additions to their kennels from
the Old Country. Fox Terriers were
also a fine exhibit, and two Montreal
exhibitors carried off first honors in

wires. These were Mr. R. C. Binning'

s

Stovepipe and Mr. Alec Smith's Sawdust.
The former is a compact dog of about
nine months old, with a fine head and
ears, about the right size, good jacket,

and teeming with terrier quality. If

Stovepipe maintains his present rate of

progress until maturity he is likely to be

heard of in better companj'. His win-
nings were, ist puppy, novice, limit,

open, winners, and special for best wire-

haired terrier in show. He was got by
Financier ex Anna Held, and was bred
by Alec Smith. Several other breeds
were worthy of extended notice, but
space will not permit.

A region that is attracting a good deal

of attention at present is that drained by
the Mississaga, discharging into Georgian
Bay. That part of Ontario is very little

known, and undoubtedly contains a good
head of big game, and no doubt timber
and minerals. We know but little of it

as yet, but, so far as our information

goes, there are many deer and black

bear in the valley of the Mississaga,

some moose and caribou, and unusually

good pike and grey trout fishing. Ruffed

grouse and duck are reported to be

present in quantities sufl&cient to satisfy

the needs of many hunting parties. The
region is best reached by way of Biscot-

asing.

The Manitoba Field Trials took place

last month, and were well contested. In

the Derby the winners were as follows :

Uncle Sam, ist ; Shawnee, 2nd ; Chip-

pewa, 3rd. In the All Age stake the

winners were : Portia, ist ;
Prince Rod-

ney, 2nd ; Tony Man, 3rd. The Cham-
pion stake was won by Mohawk. The
judges were Messrs. W. W. Titus and
W. F. Ellis in the Derby. Mr. Bevan
assisted Mr. Titus in the All Age and
Champion.

J*

Two volumes that the enquiring man
having a taste for natural history and for

forest wandering should certainly own
are Parts I. and II. of the Catalogue of

Canadian Birds, by John Macoun, M.A.,
F.R.S.C., the talented and indefatigable

naturalist to the Geological Survey of

Canada. The first volume appeared in

1900, but the second has only made its

appearance recently. A third and com-
pleting volume is promised shortly.

The Government of the Province of

New Brunswick has given notice at a

meeting of lumbermen held recently

that they intend to increase thestumpage
rate to $1.50 a thousand. Owing to the

prosperous state of the lumber industry,

it is considered by the Government that

they are in a position to pay the increased

rate of 50c, while the demands on the

expenditure of the Province will require

an increased revenue.
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SINGLE TRIGGER
Guaranteed Perfect.

All Guns
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Automatic

EjectorsTRAP GUNS and FEATHERWEIGHTS
A SPECIALTY.

i6 and 20 gauge, 5 V to 7 lbs. ; 12 gauge, 53^ lbs. to 8 lbs

Our Perfect Gun Cleaner,
;
By mail, 30 cts.

Send for m$ Catalogue.

D. M. Lcfcvcr, Sons & Co.
SYRACUSE, N.Y.

Not connected with Lefever Arms Co.
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One of Marble's Auto-
matic Gaffs,wiU catch and
hold any rish you can
hook. You just reach out
and touch the fish when
near the boat, and the gaff
automatically seizes and
holds him.

No. I Gaff, big enough
J
for bass and any fish up to

' 15 pounds in weight. Post-
paid $1.50.

No. 2 Gaff, for all fish
from TO to 60 pounds. Post-
paid $i.OO.

Marble's Handy Fish
Knives. Postpaid S5 cts.
and $1.00. Send for cata-
logue U. Sold by dealers
everywhere, or direct
from
MARBLE_ SAFETY AXE CO.
GL.-\DSTONE, MICH., U.S.A.

LAUNCHES
A Gasoline Launch
to carry eight per-

sons, for 9220.

tt'e are making a spe-

cialty of them and carry

them in stock. Call

and see them running,

or write for particulars.

The Canada Launch Works
Foot of Carlaw Ave. LIMITED

TORONTO. ONTARIO. CANADA.
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national

Park
A MEDICINAL

WATERING
PLACE AND
PLEASURE

RESORT

Altitude

4,500

Feet

This Park is a National Reservation,

containing about 5,000 square miles,

embracing parts of the Valleysof the Bow,

Spray and Cascade Rivers, Devil's Lake,

and several Noble Mountain Ranges.

No part of the Rockies exhibits a

greater variety of sublime and pleasing

scenery, and nowhere are good points of

view so accessible, since about 75 miles of

Good Roads and Bridle Paths have been

made.

ADDRESS ALL CORRSPONDENCE

SUPERINTENDENT, NATIONAL

PARK, BANFF, N.W.T.....«««

Fishing and Hunting
Complete Camping and

Packing Outfits.

Experienced Guides fur-

nished to any part of the

Mountains on short notice,

at reasonable rates.

Special facilities offered

Fishing Parties.

W. & J. Brewster, Guides and Packers

BANFF, N.W.T.

nOUiyP BLACK BASS &. SALMON TROUT.
rlunilllli Illustrated Guide with Maps of

• WIIII1 Vi
jjjg RiDEAU, BEVERLEY and

CHARLESTON LAKES, free. Apply to E.
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Westport & Sault Ste. Marie Railway, Brock-
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LEARN TAXIDERMY BY MAIL

EASILY and quickly 1.

Complete course, i

irneil

le

K_ I i>vir instruction*
Just what Sports;

men have long been waiting for. Save you trophies :

decorate your den Pay all gun and sporting expenses
by taxidermy. Competent instructors. Tuition very
reasonable. Your only opportunity. Hundreds of de-
lighted students in the United States and Canada.
Are you interested^ Don't miss this opportunity.
Utefature free- Write to us to-day.

The Northwestern School of Taxidermy

4llu Bee, Omaha, Nebraska

FREE!
Instructions, for preservinj;

and mounting birds, fishes,

game heads, etc., together

with complete directions for

dressing skins with the hair

on for rugs and robes

Hunters, Trappers, Outers,

Collectors, Koj-s, Girls and

all others interested in saving

trophies for decoration or

sale will do well to send

stamp for free instructions

and outfit, to

MORRIS GIBBS, M.D.,
128 East Lovel PL,

KJiLJtMMZOO, Mich.. U.S.Jt.

With a "Y and E" Automatic Reel
you simply press a lever with your little finger, instead of winding a crank
like fury. The reel takes in every bit of slack, no matter hovp quickly
your fish may turn. The result is

YOU LAND YOUR. FISH
where, with an ordinary crank reel you'd never get him in the world ,

These are the only reels which give you a chance to play your fish—to get
all the sport there is in it. No reels are more finely constructed. There's no
" lost motion ;

" they will stand all sorts of " rough and ready " use.
It's "all off " with any other reel when a "Y and K"gets into the game.

1Q03 MONKY PRIZKS
There are 5 of them.—3 of $25.00 eachlfor anybody over 16, and 2of^$r5.oo

each for Boys (and Girls) not over i6.riVr/te to-c#ay for free contest
blank and handsome new catalogue "299 D.A,**

Little Finder aoes it.

"YANDE" AUTOMATIC
Style 1

Aman'ftreel. but mighty fine for a boy I Car-
ries and automatically rewinds 90 feet. Weight,
8 oz. Diameter, 3 132 inches.

Price S5.OO

Automatic Combination Style B

Price $8.00

The only perfect reel for fly and bait-casting. Either free

or automatic instantly, by the slipping of a catch. Diameter,
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matically, without rewinding. Buy from your hardware or
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prepaid on receipt of price anywhere in U. S. or Canada.

4 other styles.

YA^VMAN (Q. ER-BE MFG. CO.

Main I'actorits ard Hx. Offices, R.ochester, N.Y.
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.405 CALIBER MODEL I895 RIFLE.
A NEW nitill r-OWER RIFLK.

The .405 Caliber is the strongest shooting cartridge, at both long and short
ranges, ever adapted to a magazine rifle. It is loaded with smokeless powder
and a 300-grain soft point metal patched bullet, which, owing to its high
velocity and weight, mushrooms in a most excellent manner. This makes
it a particularly desirable cartridge for shooting big game.

WINCHESTER GUNS AND AMMUNITION ARE SOLD EVERYWHERE.
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., - - NEW HAVEN, CONN.

^

2326- 223C^t.C:ith.erinaStreet.

MONTREAL.

High Grade AnOlerS'
and Se/(3ct

Pattern . . SUppllCS

Athletic ""•
ALL

Goods . GAMES

Our line is TOO EXTENSIVE
to tell of in SMALL SPACE,
but our 1 20 page catalogue is

mailed to ANY INTERESTED.

We've endeavored to make it INTER-
ESTING, and a request by CARD or

LETTER will bring it you.

l)aiiiilton Powder

Company

SPORTING
HAS
MANUFACTURED

^ GUN POWDER
Since 1865. as a result you have

•"CARIBOU" made from best materials, perfectly

put together. 'DUCKING" hard pressed,

slow burning, keeps well under all conditions.
" SNAP SHOT " high velocity, moist pesidium

Cheap. The powder for every day use.

ENGLISHMEN SAY
Powder can be bought in Canada as good as ever
put in a gun. It has a positive advantage over
home make, the dirt is soft.—J. J. W in London
Field.

AMERICANS SAY
The finer English or American Powder and Cana-
dian " Caribou," I am quite familiar with. They
give so little recoil that one may shoot all day
without bruised shoulder or headache.— Forest
and Stream.

CANADIANS ABROAD SAY
Can you send over some Trap'' I don't -nean to
flatter but it is ahead of anything we get here.

—

A. W. W., Batavia, N. Y.
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are the proper equipment for your
hunting days this fall. There is no
-port more healtli-giving and enjoy-

aVjle. and your pleasure will be

irreatlv enhanced if vou use the
" STEVENS." -^11 th^'arms should

\ie is embodied in our line. This

means that the S)X)rtsman need look

o further than the product that

is been guaranteed for quality for

veral generations.

We manufacture a full line'of

Rifles. Pistols.Shotpns
A-t \our dei^ler ana in-i>i up>»ii the

' STEVENS.'" If you cannot secure our
tr-ods. lei us know, and we will ship
direct, express prepaid, upon receipt of
price.

T"u-=trate'^l catalo;? «ent free upon

J.Stevens Arms & Tool Co.
365 Main Street,

CHICOPEE FALLS. MASS U S A
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Canadian Pacific Railway

Algonquin,



Canadian Pacific Railway
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Great Slave Lake, a distance of 190 miles,

making a grand total of 745 miles by
water from Athabasca Landing. Along
the river there are some very fine

stretches of timber. The south and south-

western portion of Great Slave Lake
is, comparatively speaking, void of any
particularly attractive scenery. That,
however, is not the case with the north
and north-eastern part of it. After leav-

ing Fort Resolution, going north for a

distance of 60 or 70 miles, one enters an
innumerable cluster of rocky islands,

and following the canoe or the Indian
route, one requires to be particularlj-

conversant with the locality in order to

be able to follow the proper channel, as

in many places the islands are so densely

situated, and forming so many narrow
gaps of almost identical appearance, that

only an experienced and close observer

can follow his proper course, the loss of

which might lead to much annoyance
and even to serious consequences. As
one travels north along the west shore

of the lake and among the islands, the

red granite ridges which stretch along
the lake shore, with here and there

crumbling frontages, gradually rise to an

imposing height. Some of the headlands
and cliffs along this route stand perpen-

dicular out of the water to a height of 100

to 200 feet, and I must admit that when
sailing close in beneath some of tho.se

stupendous cliffs, I felt awestruck by
their great and towering height above me.

In the face of one of those cliffs, about
120 feet above the water, I obser\'ed a

golden eagle's ( Aquila crysaetos) nest.

The young bird, not yet fully fledged,

was sitting composedly on the brink of

it, regardless of any danger to its safety

beyond an apparent suspicion conveyed
by the alarming whistle-like calls of the

parent birds, which were .soaring far

above it. My guide, who was over 40
years of age, told me that since his

earliest recollection, and probably long

before, the eagle hatched there every

year. All through this portion of the

lake, it is very deep, and at the Eagle's

Cliff, as it is called, and of which I

have just spoken, the natives claim that

they failed to find bottom with a sixty

fathom line.

About forty miles north from this point

are the narrows, where the Hudson's

Bay Company many years ago used to

have an outpost, and is known as Fond
du Lac. Quite a strong current runs

sometimes .south and sometimes north,

here. The water is crystal-like clear,

and ice-cold, even in summer. I had a

net set here one night, which was only
100 feet long, and in the morning we got

about 240 pounds of fish out of it,

consisting of seven different kinds of

exceedingly fine fishes. There were
three species of speckled salmon trout,

varying in weight from seven to thirty

pounds. This portion of the lake

abounds with a variety of fish, some of

which, owing to the temperature and
the purity of the water in which they
subsist, I believe cannot be excelled 'in

any part of the world. I have stood on
the rocks at the outlet of some of the

man3' comparatively small rivers falling

into the lake from the steep sides of

the mountains bordering upon it, and
watched the speckled trout in large

numbers passing to and fro in their

crystaline abode, and often thought how
many of the sport-loving tourists in the
old country would feel delighted to have
such an opportunity for satisfying their

desire for the pleasure and sport which
the fishing rod and tackle can afford

them.
These mountain torrents, in their im-

petuous race down through the rugged
rockj' channels in which they travel to

rest in the quiet level of the great lake

into which they disappear, look in their

mantle of sparkling foam like a narrow
drift of snow, or a white streak running
serpent-like up the steep sides of the

hills over which they bound from the

level plateaus beyond, and can be readily

seen here and there through the sparsely

wooded sides of the mountains at several

miles distance.

At the mouth of one of the rivers to

which I have just referred, there is a

small estuary, which the Indians of that

region regarded with much veneration,

as they claim they need not ever pass it

hungry during the summer season. I

Jiave seen Indians (and did so myself)

quietly approach this estuary with their

canoes and set a net across it at the end
next the lake, and then go to the outlet

of the river, and forming their canoes

into line, drive a large number of beauti-
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ful salmon trout into their net. This
particular river is about seventy miles

north of Fond du Lac, or the narrows,
where Mr. Waburton Pike wintered in

1889. The little wooden hut, in which
he passed the winter was still a souvenir

of his sojourn there.

I was still travelling slowly along the

shore of the lake, which from this

point lies in a north-easterly direction.

It was now drawing near the last days
of July and I was looking forward with
eagerness for the arrival of the reindeer

and caribou {Rangifer caribou) from the

coast and barren lands, to where they
had gone in the spring to fawn, and to

be more free from the pest of flies that

would worry them to a much greater

extent during the summer season farther

south. My guide told me, upon my
making inquiry, that the usual time for

the arrival of the deer was about the
1 2th of August. The weather was
beautiful, with some days excessively

warm ; the nights were clear and balmy,
and the stars, which owing to the very
short time the sun dipped below the

horizon for a month and a half previous,

could not be seen, were becoming visible

again at night. The remoteness and
quiet solitude of the surroundings in-

spired one with a feeling that nature
had ceased to exist, and the occasional

shrill though melancholy call of the great

northern diver {Urinaior imber) (Gunn),
was a relief to the wakeful ear at night.

In this part of the lake, and on a good
sized island, stands an imposing huge
column of red granite, rotunda shaped,
and presenting a perpendicular facade
about one hundred and thirty feet high,
and probably three hundred yards in

circumference. On the top of this

column of apparently solid rock, is a

small lake, but which can only be seen
from the heights back from the lake
shore. No one has ever been known
to get to the top of this wonderful struc-

ture by nature. The natives regard it as
supernatural, and are inspired with a

superstitious awe of it, as they believe
it to be the abode of some genius which
it is not safe for them to approach.
Now the much wished for notable 1 2th

of August (a notable day in the High-
lands of Scotland) arrived, and with it,

in compliance with their instinct, the

deer arrived also at the lake ; and the

Indians were at their different established

points of vantage to meet them, and
to give them—not a friendly—but a

deadly reception. I must, however,
admit that they were all, men, women
and children, overjoyed at (to them) the

very important event, as they now saw
in sight for them, both food and raiment,

which cost them very little to secure.

Now the deer shooting, or more cor-

rectly speaking, slaughter, began in

earnest, and the crack of the rifle could

be heard on every side. Not only to the

hunter and his rifle were these beautiful

and harmless animals easy victims, but
also to the old men and women, who in

their canoes watch for and pursue them
when crossing the lakes and estuaries of

rivers, and kill them with spears in large

numbers. There is really no by-law
for the preservation of these helpless

animals, even to a reasonable extent.

On their arrival the deer are in poor
condition, and their meat is scarcely

worth being preserved (smoked and sun
dried) for food, but they are wantonly
killed in great numbers notwithstanding;

often only for their skins, which the

natives use largely for winter garments
and coverings, and at this time they are

growing their coat of new hair, which
as yet is short and fine, and more elastic

and durable and resembling fur, than it

is later in the season, when it becomes
coarse and brittle. The fawns are as

frequently killed as their dams, as their

skins are much finer and lighter in

quality, and therefore more de.sirable for

young people and children. The women
dress these peltries with much skill, and
make them as pliable as a piece of fine

cloth. The male deer have splendid

horns or antlers, especially when they
are three or four years old, a new set of

which they grow every year, in less than
six months. They all, young and old,

cast their horns in December, and the

horns for the following year do not begin
to grow until the month of April. Dur-
ing their period of growth the horns are

quite soft, and are covered with a velvet-

like skin. This skin falls off, or more
strictly speaking, they tear it off their

horns by rubbing them against trees and
rocks, and this they do about the middle of

September, when the horns are full
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grown. They tlieu become quite hard.

It was very interesting to watch those

animals, of which there are thousands
then marching in their annual tour.

They scarcely appeared to take any rest,

or halt, excepting for three or four hours
in the middle of the night. They kept
travelling in continuous bands along the
lake towards its north-east extremity, and
appeared to be impelled by some mighty
power over which they had no control.

They have regular and well trodden
paths, which they keep without deviation,

even when fleeing from their enenn*.

These paths in many places lead into

rivers, lakes and wide bays, and it is

surprising how unhesitatingly and fear-

lessly they take to the water and swim
across. I have seen them swim across

some arms of the lake fully a mile and a

half to two miles wide, and as if guided
by compa.ss, strike tlie exact landing
place and trail on the opposite side to

where they started from. They are

wonderfully powerful swimmers, and it

takes a good canoe man to keep up with
them. The fawns take to the water as

readily as the old ones, and the icy cold

state of the water had no influence on
them, for they appeared just as lively

and active upon landing as they did

when they went into the water.

At Lockhart River, at the extreme
north-east end of Great Slave Lake, I

camped for a few days, enjoying its

many fine attractions. This is a beauti-

ful place, with charming surroundings,

diversified by high, sloping hills, level,

sandy plateaus and valleys, dotted with
tall spruce trees and no underbrush.
This is par excellejice the place for a

month's outing for the sport - loving

tourist, for here he can get fishing and
shooting to his heart's content, and a

variety of very fine wild fruit in

great abundance. In fact the country
all along the side of the lake which I

travelled was teeming with a large variety

of wild berries, such as the strawberry,

gooseberry, raspberry, blueberry, cran-

berry, eyeberry and yellowberry, and so

forth—pleasing luxuries in thf.t distant

country. Roast venison and cranberry

sauce was an easily obtained dinner.

The Lockhart River so far as I saw of it

is full of rapids and some fine waterfalls.

They also cause the destruction of a

great many deer, as when crossing the
river they are frequently carried over
the falls and are drowned or killed by
being dashed against the rocks. I saw a

score or more of them along the river

that were killed in that way.
Situated on a fine sandy flat on the

border of the lake, on the east side of the

estuary of the Lockhart River, stands the

ponderous stone chimneys of the build-

ings which once constituted the now
almost forgotten Fort Reliance, which
was first built by Sir George Back's
party as a wintering station in 1825,

when the pioneer expedition was made
to the Arctic by the Great Fish River,

since named Back's River, after the ex-

plorer. This expedition was in search

of Sir John Ross, who was lost for four

years in an attempt to discover a north-

west passage, from whose journal during
that long and weary time some notion

of the sterling qualities of our sturdy
race can be learned. It was on this

expedition of Sir John Ross' that his

nephew, Sir James Clarke Ross, more
famous in Arctic and Antarctic dis-

covery, discovered the magnetic pole.

Twenty odd years afterwards, the same
route was traversed by Chief Factor
Anderson's expedition, which was sent

under the auspices of the Hudson's Bay
Company in 1855, doubtless with a fond
hope of rescuing at least some survivors
of the lamented Sir John Franklin's
party, alas ! not to be realized, and Fort
Reliance was restored by Mr. Anderson's
party, chiefly to serve as a base of supply
of provisions in case his expedition
should have to winter there. You will

I trust be pleased to permit me this

digres.sison on a subject to the gener-
ation of Nor'westers, now well nigh
passed away ; it was one of engrossing
interest, and which I may be permitted
to say is worthy to rank with the brav-
est .stories treasured in the history of our
people.

If the attractions and possibilities of

this great region were better known to

the wealthy pleasure-seeking sportsmen
and tourists of the old country and the
United States, I feel sure that very
many of them would come and .spend a

month or more of the summer season
in it, which for its picturesque scenery,

invigorating climate and sport-producing
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capabilities, is not excelled in any part

of the American continent ; and I believe

the time is not far distant when many of

the wealthy pleasure-seekers of the old

country and America, who spend millions

on European travel, will make it an
annual resort. There is no doubt a

great future in store for that part of the

country, with its enormous mineral

deposits and great supply of the finest

fishes the world can produce and so

forth. I cannot offer to give you an
accurate idea of its grandeur—it would
require a student of nature to adequately
describe it. ^^

Sir George Back, in his evidence taken
before the select committee of the Hud-
son's Bay Company in 1857, stated that

he experienced 70 degrees below zero,

(102 degrees of frost) in January, 1825,
at Fort Reliance, Great Slave Lake.
Fort Reliance is in 62-46, north latitude.

I observed but very few birds in the

region of the north-east portion of the

Great Slave Lake, such as the Golden
Eagle ^{Aquila chrysaetos), the Great

Northern Diver ( Urinator imber), Cow-
heen or Old Squaw (^Clangula hyemalis),

Green Winged Teal {Anas carolitiensis),

Ring-Necked Duck {Aythia collaris),

Canada Grouse or Spruce Partridge
{Dendragapiis cayiadensis). Rock Ptarm-
igan {Lagopiis rupestris), and three or
four species of gulls. I had five (5)
samples of copper ore taken from points

on the north-west shore of Great Slave
Lake, assayed by Professor Kenrick, of

St. John's College, which gave the fol-

lowing results, viz :

Sample No. i gave 11.3 per cent,

copper, silver a trace.

Sample No. 2 gave 15.2 per cent, cop-
per, silver a trace.

Sample No. 3 gave 21.0 per cent, cop-
per, silver a trace.

Sample No. 4 gave 16.5 per cent, cop-

per, silver a trace.

Sample No. 5 gave 27.6 per cent, cop-
per, silver a trace.

Assaj' of Galena taken from a point

near Fort Resolution, G.S.L., gave 60
oz. of silver to the ton.

Veris Initium

1901.

BY HELEN M. MERRILL.

Winter is approaching. While many
delight in it, some think not kindly of it,

and yet if we were deprived of it, we
should be deprived also of the beauty and
jo}' of the Canadian spring, the most
delightful thing in the world.
The Canadian winter is not tedious.

We experience little or no severe weather
before Christmas, and after New Year's
the days pass rapidly as we look forward
to the first flash of a blue wing, or song
of a sparrow.

According to Caesar's calendar, which
divided the year into eight periods, the
second point, the ninth of February, was
Veris Initium : the beginning of spring.
Subsequently a revision of this calendar
reduced the periods to four, the second
falling upon the twenty-first of March.

While it cannot be that any possible

arrangement of periods would suit all

latitudes, that man can any more estab-

lish a date for the coming of spring than
he can say to love

'

' Come here, " or " Go
there." for spring loves the hills and
comes when she lists, it would .seem that

the old Roman calendar at times more
accurately indexes our seasons than does
the revised, or Gregorian calendar,
However this may be, independent of all

written laws, spring set her .sign in the
heavens over her hills this year on the

morning of the 18th of February. And
what a sign ! A splendid sundog in the
south, its edge toward the east over-

lapped by a shaft of rainbow, the lower
end lost in the forest, the upper indis-

tinct toward the crest of the mist-bank
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in whose heart gleamed and grew dim,
and gleamed ever more brilliantly the
silent dog.

One who at sunrise chanced to see this

charming phenomenon said :

'

' The sun-

dog is a sign of storm
'

' and quoted :

"A rainbow in the morning
Is the shepherd's warning."

And yet not a breath of wind stirred

during the forenoon. The skj' was a

radiant, crystalline blue such as is seen,

I doubt not, only in Canada and lands of

similar climate ; for it would seem that

as frost precipitates dust and impurities

in our lakes and streams, it in somewise
must be accountable for the splendid,

far-shining blue of our winter skies.

At mid-day a gentle wind blew out of

the west, and respecting this it is written
in Ovid's calendar:

"And lo ! if anyone used to shiver at

the northern blast, let him now be glad
;

a milder breeze is coming from the
zephyrs. . .the hours of early spring are

at hand."
The day to its close was balmy and

beautiful, and there followed several

pleasant days, quiet and spring-like
;

and though a little snow fell, there was
an atmosphere about them which made
one expectant of hearing any morning a

song sparrow sing merrily.

On the twenty-eight of February a

few hairy woodpeckers came to town,
and on the outskirts several snow-
buntings were seen. The morning of

the first of March was grey and calm.

At noon a great white gull flew over the

harbor, and almost immediately in its

wake came wind and snow, but in the

heart of it one felt the caress of spring.

It is said that gulls fly to shore, and
inland, not on account of any direct in-

fluence an approaching storm may have
over them, but in search of food, the fish

on which they are accustomed to feeding,

swimming to a depth beyond their reach

in rough weather.
On Friday, March eighth, a small flock

of crows visited town. On February
seventeenth, several of these birds had
been seen in a wooded district in the

country. As many crows spend the

winter in Canada, it is only in their

movements that one may look for pro-

phecy. On that day they flew high,

portentous of the approach of spring.

Following close on the crows' visit,

several horned, or shore larks were seen

on the outskirts of the town. It seems
as if the nearer this bird comes to town,

the rougher will be the weather which
follows. A year ago I discovered several

a mile from town, feeding ravenously,

as is their custom, in the road, and a few
days later came unexpectedly upon three

of them in town, one feeding in front of

the post ofiice in the midst of a flock of

house-sparrows. By the following morn-
ing the severest snow-storm of the season

had set in. This year they hardly came
within town limits. Snow and wind
followed, but the storm was of brief

duration, and mild. Monday and Tues-
day were delightful da3's, and on
Wednesday not far from town I came
upon four snow-buntings rollicking in'

the wind. Of all birds these seem the

most joyous. They play alike with the

breeze and the sunlight, the storm and
the snow. Wherever they appear there

seem to be spirits in the air with which
they frolic. On the morning of which I

write, I caught a snatch of exquisite

song, a tantalizing measure of summer-
like music, as the birds rollicked by.

At the edge of a wood where pines

grow dense, four blue jays flashed their

beautiful metallic colors in the sun, in

little rapid flights from tree to tree.

Near by, a modest flock of four crows
settled in a blue beach, and later I came
upon four shore larks feeding in the

road. Nature, indeed, on that day
slighted her favorite number, five.

On March eighteenth, five trees in the

wood were full of crows, numbering in

all several hundred. They were holding

a council of some sort—it was hardly

time for afternoon tea—and the din of

their voices was good. There is some-
thing tangible in the cry of a crow.
The day following was decidelj' wintry.

A day or two later, at sunset, I saw in a

field not far from the wood a grand and
solitary elm hung black with crows
against a gorgeous sky of purple, and
rose, and gold. In the mornrng I was
awakened before dawn by a great,

strange cry. It was scarcely light

enough to .see more distinctly than as

shadows hundreds ofcrows sweeping like

a vast, black army over house top and
harbor to the southern hills. From this
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district they went abroad daily in small

foraging parties, at times flying across

country in a business-like manner sug-

gestive of site-hunting for summer
habitations.

Another day or two and the morning
one looks forward to from the beginning

of the year, had arrived. I was directed

very early to a southern window. I

opened it cautiously, and at the same
time expectantly, and no sooner had I

done so than I heard the most delicious

song of all the year. No other song, no
matter how alluring or pretentious, has

quite the same undefinable charm as has

that of the first song sparrow ; not even
the mellow warble of the blue bird, nor

yet the cat bird's ravishing cadenza in

June, nor the bell-like vesper call of the

Veery.

It was Sunday, the twenty-fourth of

March, this auspicious spring day. For
several hours after rising the sun ap-

peared but as a luminous spot in a fog

bank, then withdrew altogether from
sight behind heavier vapor for the

remainder of the day. Rain fell during
the forenoon, yet the bird sang on and
on, undaunted, and at sunset a robin's

sweet, inspiriting song was heard. Some
there are who contend that the robin has
no song. The following is a test

proffered by its defendants. Does it

utter its notes for pleasure's sake, or like

the crow which cannot sing, does it call

to attract attention from its mate or

comrades, or by way of reproof, or com-
plaint ? Who could imagine the robin

repeating again and again its cheerful

ditty for aught else than pure joy, as if

it were the best thing in life to do.

Then by way of compari.son, who ever
heard a crow caw as if .solely for

happiness ? There is not much variety
in the robin's song, it is true ; neither is

there in that of the veery, its cou-
sin

; yet who would be bold enough
even to hint that the latter does not
sing ?

On Tuesday the twenty-sixth, as I

listened in the rain to a song sparrow
singing to a colony of house sparrows in

a garden, a new note struck through the
air, and on looking up I caught a glimpse
of a soldier bird flying over the house-
tops toward the bay. On Wednesday
there were but a few patches of snow to

be seen on the uplands across the harbor.
Thither the weather spirit called us.

The walking was not good on the ice
;

there were already indications of honey-
combing on top. Arrived on the far

shore, it was as if we had come suddenly
into an aviary. A. flock of nearly thirty

song sparrows lighted in red cedars
about us, singing ecstatically. Usually
one sees but a solitary song sparrow, at

the most two or three. We regarded
this flock as an omen of an uncommon
season.

As we approached the uplands, we
came to a lone pine tree from which a
blue jay called loudly. In a moment
there came an echo, and we saw two
others hastening to him across the fields.

As they passed the pine, he joined
them, and together they flew down to a
meadow at the edge of the bay. It was
a cheery spot. A stream from the hills

rippled over the land, giving the knolls

the appearance of a delta in miniature,

and went singing merrily through devious
channels to the shore.

Proceeding from the solitary pine

across field to a gorge, we found the

stream at this point tumbling and swirl-

ing through its rocky cut some little

distance above the meadow. What is

more delightful in early spring than an
upland stream ? What sound so restful,

what sight so fascinating ? I should like

to pitch my tent for a season somewhere
beside this one, in the latter days of

March, defying the gods of earth and air

to make me repentant, no matter how
unbefriending some days might be.

The uplands were full of beauty this

grey March morning. The fields for

the most part were bare, while here and
tb.ere in a lane, or along a fence, or in a

sheltered hollow, were still to be found
light drifts of snow.

At the stream's edge it was good to go
trampling over great soft mats of juniper

flattened by the winter's drifted snows,
which had also preserved quite fresh

their bright green hue. Walking here

it seemed as if one trod on incense pots

of gods, since presently the air grew
sweet as that of a midsummer forest.

In May the meadows on the uplands
will be scattered over with pink, and
white, and purple flowers ; larks will

carol from grassy knolls, plovers call and
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the stream siug blithely, no matter
whether the sun shines or the day be dull

and showery.
On our return home, in the field of the

lone pine we saw half-a-dozen blue birds,

and it was good to watch their bright

wings flash like blue fire against linger-

ing drifts of snow, as they flew from rail

to rail along the fence. We had heard
a dulcet warble in this same field on our
way to the uplands, but did not recog-

nize it. Spring had come to her own
again, and this was her heart song to

the happy hills.

Okanagan Fishing.

BY R. I.ECKIE-EWING.

Probably few lakes in the Province
hold a finer stock of fish than those

caught in the Okanagan ; and fewer
still wherein Mr. Angler can indulge
his hobby, practicalh' speaking, all the

year round. The winter fishing in this

splendid sheet of water would be very
hard to equal anj'where.

During the spring, summer and fall

mouths, when fly fishing can be had,

the trout caught never run to any great

size, from half up to five pounds, the

last figure being almost the limit at

which the silver trout will rise to a

fly-

The lake is some seventy odd miles in

length and from two to three and a-

half in breadth, so that the fisherman

has lots of ground to choose from.

With the rod, the best catches are always
taken whilst fishing off some rocky point,

where the water is deep, and a long line

can be thrown. It is around these points

that the trout appear to feed, and one can
often see them passing and repassing,

and if one is careful and can throw his

fly lightly ahead of them, he can see his

fish coming up and is able to strike him
succe.ssfully.

If the fish are on the feed, all flies are

equally good, as they will rise to any,

and the size appears to have little to do
with their fancy.

A very successful lure is the grass-

hopper, and by attaching one of these

insects on to a small hook an almost sure

catch can be had.
One need not expect to get very heavy

baskets with the rod, Okanagan, for some
reason or another, never yields the huge
catches which one reads .so much of, and
which can be caught in many smaller and
less known waters.

But what may be lacking in fly fishing

in summer is amply made amends for by

the weight and size of the fish caught
during winter.

Abotit the beginning of November up
till the end of March, these huge fellows

are on the feed. They are of two varie-

ties, locally known as the silver and the
spotted. In build and size they are
pretty much on a par, but the silver

variety, on account of his dark green
back and beautiful silvery sides, is by
far the handsomer of the two. During
winter they, of course, do not rise to fly,

so that trolling has to be resorted to
;

this makes the sport much poorer, but if

a light trolling rod and tackle are used,

the splendid fight the big fellows show
makes the troll no mean substitute.

They run in size from 3 lbs. up to 30
lbs., the last named of course being ex-
ceptional, but fish of from 7 to 15 lbs.

are commonly caught.
The Indians (who are fast dying out),

fish nearly all winter, marketing their

catches, often making good money at it.

The baits used are many and varied :

spoons, otters, beetle baits, and ones cut
out of bright colored tins, are all equallj'

good
;
great care must be taken in .seeing

that hooks, cast and line are very strong,
especially the first named. I have lost

many a fine fish by the hook either

straightening out or snapping off in the
mouth of a strong, heavy fish.

But apart from the fishing, the climate
in the Okanagan \'alley, and particularly

that around the shores of the Lakes, is

about as perfect as any sportsman could
desire. Even in winter, it is never very
cold, and it is only occasionally that a

biting wind, and a hard frost keeps the

angler indoors.

Big and small game .shooting can
also be had in the near vicinity, .so that

when the rod is laid aside, the rifle or

gun can always take its place.
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" A Vicious Dog."
BY D. TAYLOR.

From the time the dog made his

appearance in our street, up to his

untimely and cruel ending, he was a

source of anno)-ance and anxiety to

people blocks awaj- who only incidentally

heard of him, not to ourseh-es or to our
immediate neighbors. I don't know why
it was so. for he was only a little bit of a

fox terrier, didn't take up much room,
and was never out of the yard in which
he lived unless accompanied b}- his

owner. But all the same these people

styled him '

' a vicious dog.
'

' From my
point of view this opprobrious appelation

was totally undeserved, for in an experi-

ence of over two years, he proved a most
agreeable companion, and with children

who occasionally came around the yard a

most engaging playmate. He was full

of fun at all times, and nothing delighted

him more than a romp with a 5^oung

Canuck of five 3'ears. For this small

atom of humanity the dog had a great

affection, and it was amusing at times to

watch the actions of the two and the airs

the young sprig of manhood would
assume when directing the dog to do
something or other.

How, then, did the possessor of all

these good qualities acquire his evil

name? The explanation is simple, but
it may be said that it was only after

committing the offence for which the

majesty of the law demanded the death
penalty, that people who would not have
known him had they met him on the
street suddenly discovered that he had
all along been a vicious dog. Boys,
overflowing with animal spirits and with
a reckless disregard for the feelings and
rights of others, took every opportunity
to annoy and tease him when confined,

along with a collie, within the j'ard,

which was cut off from the street by a

spar gate. There were regular hours of

persecution—going to and coming from
school being favorite times. The boys
pelted the dogs with stones, .shouted and
rattled with sticks on the gate ; they
took pleasure in hearing the dogs bark
and in seeing them leap with impotent

rage against the gate, in vain attempts

to reach their tormentors. But the sad

part of the story has yet to be told. One
day, just at the usual hour when the

tormentors usually appeared, a boy was
running past the gate which, unfortu-

nately, had been left slightly ajar by a

tradesman a short time previously. The
dog got out and, conceiving the lad to be

one of his daily visitors, fastened upon
him. An excitable individual who
happened to be passing, with more valor

than discretion or good judgment,
belabored the dog with an umbrella, a

proceeding which acted on the dog as a

stimulus to hold what we have. The
result was that the boy required medical

treatment, and the fiat went forth that

the dog had to be destroyed to appease

the clamor of people who knew absolutely

nothing of the dog's character or even of

the dog itself.

While every sympathy is deserving the

lad who was bitten, it is not out of place

to suggest that some consideration might
in all fairness have been shown the dog,

which held a clean record and looking at

the provocation to which it had previously

been subjected. But in regard to dumb
animals, and dogs especially, the average

man or woman is very unreasoning. The
moment that a dog resents brutal

treatment, or shows impatience at being

teased and tormented, he is set down as

"vicious," or even "mad," and the

truthfulness of the old adage "Give a

dog a bad name," etc., is soon made
apparent. It is a far cry from the day
when we burned witches, and it is not

now considered necessary, unless amongst
the most ignorant of the masses, to skin

alive a black cat in order to have a

sure cure for rheumatism : but the

popular delusion still holds good to some
extent, even among what are considered

the educated classes, that it is absolutely

necessary to destroy a dog that has,

under provocation, bitten someone. The
idea that the person so bitten will, if the

dog at some future date should develop

rabies, become afflicted likewise, still
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retains a strong hold on the public mind,
atid nothing will satisfy these nervous-
minded people but the dog's destruction.

Indeed they are backed by the strong
arm of the law, which demands that the
so-called

'

' vicious
'

' dog shall be incon-

tinently slain, in order that the suffering

person and his friends maj' sleep easier

o' nights. Upon few other topics have
men shown themselves so irrational as on
the subject of the mad dog. At no
distant date it was a cardinal article of

our faith that in what are known as the
"dog days," any and every dog was
liable to go mad spontaneously. It was
esteemed among the eternal verities that

if a dog showed signs of distress for

want of water in a hot and arid land he
was mad ; on the other hand, if he
refused to drink water when not in need,

it was a sure sign of madness. The
belief that the dog afHicted with rabies

ran in a mathematically straight line and
could not be swerved from it, was equally

strong with the notion that the person
bitten assumed the actions and voice of

a dog. These and other beliefs are they
not written in the book of man's super-

stitions ?

Without further recalling all the

variegated details of this barbarous
delusion, it may be asserted advisedly

that not one " mad " dog in a hundred
is really mad, and that the popular
conception of the causes, nature and
symptoms of rabies is, as a distinguished

medical writer on the subject has stated,
" as wildly erroneous as that the moon is

made of green cheese, and that the rage

for killing every dog suspected or

accused of being vicious or mad is

unspeakably brutal, stupid and calculated

to defeat the very object which tho.se

who cherish it vaguely think they have
in view. " Further on the same writer

says: "That such a mania should

prevail in a civilized community, after

the enlightenment given to the world by
the illustrious Pasteur, is a sad expression

to the perverse persistence of human
frailty and folly, and of the savagery
which centuries of civilization have not
been able to eradicate.

'

'

Mr. A. J. Sewell, M.R.C.V.S., the
honorary veterinary inspector to the
Home for Lost and Starving Dogs,
London, gives the following as the
preliminary symptoms of rabies

:

Loss of Appetite.—If unaccountable,
watch the animal closely.

Change of Disposition.—Cheerful dogs
become morose and sullen, quiet ones
become restless, and the good tempered
ones become quarrelsome. A disposition

to hide in dark corners.

Bark.—Very characteristic, short,

dismal, hollow, half a bark and half a

howl. This change should be readily

noticeable, as the usual bark of the

house or yard dog must be well known
to the owner.

Attack.—Timid dogs become fearless

and snap and bite both large and small

dogs without provocation. As a rule

there is no "fight,'' but merely a
" snap," and this is often preceded by a

lick, from the rabid dog. Even his com-
panion, the cat, is liable to be attacked.

Eating LTnnaturally.—Although as a

rule refusing food, rabid dogs will devour
filth, stones, straw, etc. Great disposi-

tion to gnaw kennel woodwork, hearth-

rugs, table cloths, legs of tables and
chairs, etc.

Disposition to Wander.—A rabid dog
has a great inclination to escape and
wander. When any suspicious symptoms
have been detected, he should be confined

or securely chained.

Water.—Rabid dogs have no fear of

water. They will plunge their muzzles
into the water, but during the later

stages of the disease, they are unable to

swallow.

The Jaw—in dumb rabies—so called

—

the lower jaw, through paralysis, is

dropped slightly, and the mouth is

constantly open with a fixed appearance.
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A Hunting Trip.

BY A BOY/

It was in the early part of August
that a citizen of Syracuse received a

letter from Mr. A. , of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, inviting him with his

son and a gentleman friend to go on a

hunting and fishing trip into the wilds

of Canada, in the Province of Quebec.
After a good deal of letter writing, all

arrangements were made, and on the i8th

of August the three Yankees started for

Morristown on the Rome, Watertown
and Ogdensburg Railway at five-fifteen

a.m. Ariving in Morristown at ten-

twenty, we crossed the St. Lawrence
on the ferry and landed at Brockville,

Ontario. Shortly after we were met by
the custom house oflBcers and by a rep-

resentative of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way. After we had our dinner, which,
by the way, cost Yankees seventy-
five cents and Canadians fifty cents (I

believe they charge Yankees more
because they eat so much, at least they
looked with surprise at our appetites).

After dinner we strolled about town,
did our final shopping and departed at

five-five p.m. for Mattawa, arriving there
at ten a.m. We were met at the station

bj' a bus, which was driven by a small
boy, and a footman to take care of our
luggage, who drove off the crowd by
saying, " This bus is for the gentlemen
who own the railroad." Of course we
were surprised at this remark, but we did
not take the trouble to correct him for

the more important they thought us the
more attention we should get. Shortly
after we arrived at the Rosemont House
and were comfortably put up by the
proprietor.

The next morning the rest of our
party arrived from Montreal. With but
little delay we proceeded on a branch of

the Canadian Pacific. Arriving in Tim-
iskaming at about noon, we ate our
dinner there, then embarked on the
steamer Meteor and began our long
eighty mile ride, arriving in Haileybury
the next day, which was Sunday.

• Aged fourteen.

Monday morning bright and early we
started on our trip, enjoying ourselves

immensely with plenty of good, whole-

some food. I will describe one of our
meals, it was a little more elaborate than
usual, but it was Sunday and that

accounts for it. The meal consisted of

bouillon, black bass, boiled and fried,

grilled partridge, bacon, L,yonnaise and
boiled potatoes, pickles, marmalade,
Dent's crackers, hazel-nuts, coffee and
tea.

As we journeyed along we spent con-

siderable time in fishing and hunting.

We passed through many beautiful lakes.

One lake in particular attracted our
attention. It contained thirteen hundred
and forty-six islands, and from one point

more islands can be seen than from any
one point on the St. Lawrence River.

The beauty of this lake, Timagaming,
they say, compares favorably with the

Saguenay. It is shaped like a huge
octopus, with arms extending fifteen or

twenty miles in all four points of the

compass.
We camped about noon, one Monday,

on an island in a pretty little lake which
the Indians call " Mick-wa-ki-ji-ko sa-

kai-gon," and means the " Lake around
which grows red cedars." not very far

jrom big Lake, Kipawa. Our party

now consists of only four, the other four

having very important business which
they must attend to. After dinner we
are all on the alert and wish to try our
hands at fishing and hunting, whichever
suited us best. The guides say that

there are plenty of moose around the

lake, andWabiskigens and Wabiskiginens
start out with two of the best guides in

that part of the country, namely Michel

Kat and Frank Lemire, both Indians, on
a savage hunt for moose They paddled

down to the foot of the lake, a distance

of some six miles. As they pass along

down marshes are seen and tracks, but

no moose. Having reached the foot of

the lake, they turn about and paddle
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back towards camp, as it is growing
dusk. Coming back they begin to feel

tired, and stop at a little island to stretch
their legs, as it is very tiresome sitting

in a cauoe all one afternoon without
moving.

After strolling about for a few minutes,
they start to walk back to the boat, or
rather canoe, when Frank Leniire sud-
denly stopped and the rest of the party
involuntarily did the same. "Hist! he
said, I hear moose coming through the
forest.'' Try as we might we could not
hear the moose, for the forest was over
half a mile away. While they were all

listening intently and standing as mute
as statues, Frank again spoke as follows:
'

' Vibudge ! ( which means quick ) ;

jump in canoe ; see two moose entering
the water, one an old moose and the
other a young one." Again the Yankees
were at fault, their eyes not being
trained as were the Indians (through long
practice in the woods) could not see
them, but trusting him inplicitly they
quickly entered the canoe ; then the
Indians paddled towards the two moose
without making the least bit of noise.

As they approached nearer and nearer
the old cow-moose was becoming more
and more nervous

; the setting-sun being
in her eyes she could not see us, but she
threw up her nose once in a while and

sniffed the air as if she smelt us. When
we approached to within one hundred
yards of her, her suspicions having been
aroused, she turned about and started for

the shore. Then the Indian in the stern

suddenly turned the canoe with its broad-

side to the moose and shouted :

'

' Shoot
now ! and shoot hard !

'

' Bang ! went
Wabiskigeii's rifle, and down fell the

old moose, and bang ! went Wabiskigin-
en's rifle, and down fell the little fellow.

After dragging the moose to a rock the

guides took the saddles and the best

part of their bodies : we started for camp
as it was long past dark, and there were
two of the happiest hunters in Canada
in that camp. When they reached camp
they were told that one of the fishermen
named Pak-wej-wa-ki Wi - ni - ni had
caught eleven bass weighing twenty-
four pounds and a quarter, being away
from the camp just one hour and fifteen

minutes,—a truly remarkable feat when
it is considered that they were caught
on a light fly rod.

Thus ended the principal events of a

very enjoyable fishing and hunting trip

that will be remembered with pleasure

by the participants as long as they live.

The Province of Ontario, we are told,

is full of moose, caribou, and deer,

north of the Canadian Pacific Railway ;

next year I hope to shoot there.

Q^C&cxU—«)»^^2^£>^

Canine Vaccination.
BY

There is no end to the remedies for

distemper in dogs, many of which are

utterly worthless, while from some good
results are obtained ; but the fact remains
that no certain specific has ever yet been
discovered for the absolute cure of this

dreaded disease. Persons of experience
in the management of kennels and
breeding of dogs agree in saying that the
best of all cures is prevention, and that

what conduces to immunity are dry,

comfortable quarters, strict sanitary

conditions and regular feeding and
exercise. It is claimed, however, by the

FANCY.

discoverer of the method, a Dr. Phisalix,

that the vaccination of puppies renders
them almost immune, reducing the
liability to atjoul five per cent, and the

mortality to two or three. A prominent
London veterinary surgeon, Mr. Henry
Grey, M.R.LW'.S., writes as follows

concerning the new treatment :

" The vaccine used in this operation is

obtained by cultivating the virulent

microbe or cocco-bacillus of Lignieres

and Phisalix, termed the Pasteurella

canis, which is a very small micro-

organism found in the blood and viscera
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of dogs, cats, guinea-pigs, etc., during
the early stage of distemper, so as to

weaken it, that when injected under the

skin it does not cause distemper, but acts

as a preventive. It is of two grades of

strength, one a w-eaker or more
attenuated culture, to be used as a first

vaccine, the other a stronger and less

attenuated cultuie, to be used as a second
vaccine. It reduces the liability to the

disease from 90 or 100 per cent, to 5 per

cent., and the mortality from 90 or 50
per cent, to 2 or 3 per cent.

" It should be adopted as early as

possible, preferably at the age of weaning
or soon after, before the puppies are

exposed to the risk of coming in contact

with distempered dogs or are put in

infected quarters or surroundings. How-
ever, dogs of all ages can be vaccinated

to advantage. It seems very harmless to

dogs of all weights, of all ages, and of

all breeds, provided they are strong and
free from disease or infection. Healthy
puppies or adult dogs only should be
vaccinated. It does not prevent dis-

temper if the dog be exposed to conta-

gion before the vaccination "takes" or

is already the subject of the disease at

the time of inoculation. Two inocula-

tions are necessary, one with the very
weak or first vaccine, the other, twelve
or fifteen days, or even three weeks,
after the first, with stronger or second
vaccine. The dose for a puppy of six to

eight weeks is two cubic centimetres
;

for a puppy of two or three months, two
and a-half cubic centimetres : for a puppy
or adult over three months, three cubic

centimetres. It is injected under the

skin of the groin, after this has been
previously washed with warm water and
soap, by means of a Roux antitoxin

syringe, which should have a capacity of

three to five cubic centimetres, and
which should be thoroughly sterilized

before being used. The second inocula-

tion is made with the same quantity of

second or stronger vaccine under the

skin of the opposite groin after a period

of twelve to twenty-one days following

the first, the same precautions being
taken. The reaction to be obtained is a

swelling in the glands above the seat of

injection, or even the seat itself, two or

three days after the inoculation,

temporary loss of appetite, slight

dullness, and even .stiffness of the limb.

Sometimes an abscess forms at the seat

of inoculation, and when it does occur it

should be opened. If the injections fail

to produce a reaction, another inocula-

tion should be made, using this time
freshly prepared second vaccine. Unless
the vaccination " takes," no immunity
is likely to be conferred. The vaccine

should be fresh, and the contents of the

bottle used up at once, as soon as the

bottle is opened. It should be kept in

the cool in a dark place. The bottle

should be shaken up before the contents

are used, when it produces a slight

turbidity. It has been used with great

success by veterinary surgeons in large

kennels, including foxhounds, as well as

other breeds, such as toy Pomeranians
or toy griffons, etc. , both in England and
on the Continent."

In a municipality adjoining Montreal
one of the constables was reported by his

chief for insubordination in refusing to

hang an unlicensed dog. In persisting

in his refusal at the risk of dismissal the
constable acted the part of a man, and
should be commended for his humane
feeling instead of censured. Constables
have too many disagreeable duties to

perform without being called upon to

play the part of public hangman, even in

the case of a dog, and if there is to be

any censure let it be borne by the police

committee who do not provide a more
humane method of getting rid of

unlicensed dogs than by strangulation.

We agree in this that it is desirable to

destroy many of the dogs now running
unclaimed around our streets, but the

means employed in this particular muni-
cipality are both antiquated and brutal

—

it should be desisted from at once in favor

of a more humane and scientific method,
namely, anjesthesia, or death by sleep.
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Adirondack Forestry/
The Adirondack Park, in the State of

New York, is under the control of the

Forest, Fish and Game Commission,
under the chairmanship of Col. \Vm. F.

Fox, and through the kindness of the

Commission an officer of the Canadian
Forestry Association was given the

opportunity recently to visit the

Adirondack Mountains for the purpose of

seeing the character of the forest and the

reforestation work which is being carried

on under the supervision of Mr. A.
Knechtel, forester to the Commission,
who is by birth a Canadian, being a

native of the Province of Ontario. The
itinerary arranged bj- Mr. Knechtel could

not have been more happy, either from
the point of view of pleasure or informa-

tion. The scenery of lake and island, so

familiar a feature of the Laurentian
districts of Canada, is reproduced here in

all its beauty, and from the dawn of the

day when the first gleams of sunlight

cause the mists to rise and waver, con-

cealing, and then again for a moment
revealing, the higher hilltops, till the

broken fragments drift away from lake

and hillside white and pure against the

dark background of the forest clad

heights, and the full glory of the ri.sen

sun spreads a golden radiance across the

rippling waters, throwing out into clear

view in the fresh air of morning the

island-dotted lakes with their bold shores,

the scene is one of surpassing charm.

And not least of the beauties is that of

the autumnal forest. The red maple is

striving to justify its name, the hard
maple is putting its glory on, the poplar

ceaselessly agitates its yellowing leaves.

Amidst these lighter colors stands out

the dark green of the spruce, the blue

tint of the balsam, piercing the air with

its spire-like top, the dark hemlock, and
the lighter cedar fringing the shore. All

these are spread out on the sloping shores

in a mass of delicately contrasting colors,

while occasionally a cloud-piercing pine

tree raises its troubled head in majesty

above the surrounding forest, as if

striving yet to uphold its departing glory.

It is easy to enter into the feelings of

the old lumbermen in their admiration
for the white pine, when it is seen
standing thus in lonely supremacy, and
to a Canadian it is like the face of a

familiar friend.

The forest is of much the same
character as that of the Laurentian
districts of Canada. Spruce and balsam,
hard and soft maple, aspen and large-

toothed poplar are the most frequently-

occurring trees. Next come hemlock,
white pine, Norway or red pine, tamarack,
elm, white and yellow birch, a.sh, moose
maple, mountain maple and lesser shrubs.

The spruce is not, however, the species

most generally distributed in Canada,
being the red spruce {Picea rubra),
which has been found as a distinctly

differentiated species only in the eastern

provinces. On lower lands the black
spruce {Picea nigra or Mariana) is also

found. The red spruce is described as

follows by Britton and Brown: "A
slender tree sometimes reaching a height
of 100 feet and a trunk diameter of four
feet, the branches spreading, the bark
reddish, nearly smooth. Twigs slender,

sparingly pubescent, sterigmata glabrate,

leaves light green, slender, straight or

sometimes incurved, very acute at the
apex, five to eight lines long, cones
ovoid or oval, seldom more than one inch
long, deciduous at the end of the first

season or during the winter, the scales

undulate, lacerate or two-lobed.
Much of the forest has not been

lumbered, although all that has passed
into the hands of lumbermen has been
cut over to some extent. There is

therefore still to be found almost primeval
forest, some of the trees being of great

size, notable among which was an
immense white cedar ^ Thuya ocddentalis)

close to five feet in diameter, so far as it

could be measured with the appliances at

hand. White pine logs up to twenty-
four inches in diameter are still being cut

at some of the mills. An examination of

the forest floor did not reveal a very
large or general reproduction of spruce,

• Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestrj' Association.
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and there are many indications which go
to show that the views expressed bj- Mr.
Kuechtel, and previously referred to in

Rod and Gun, as to the advantages
possessed by the hardwoods, are justified.

An interesting product of the forest

in the Adirondack Mountains is the

Adirondack boat, which takes the place

of the canoe in Canada, and is used by
the guides conducting tourists. These
boats are made of thin narrow strips of

white pine, nailed together over spruce

ribs formed from the curve of the root.

The whole boat, including light seats of

cane, has been made as light as sixty-

five pounds, and seldom goes much above
that figure, so that it can easily be
carried b}' the guide over a portage or

"carrj^" with the assistance of the yoke,
which is alwaj's a part of the boat's

equipment. Owing to the growing
scarcity of white pine, cedar is sometimes
substituted for it in the manufacture of

these crafts, but is not considered with
favor by the older manufacturers.
At Acton was found the headquarters

of the New York State College of

Forestry, which has for the present

suspended operations. The coml>ined
library' and lecture room, with the

cottages which were occupied by the
professors and students, form a modest
group of buildings, now looking lonesome
in their desertion, and it is impossible
not to feel strong sympathy with the
brilliant principal in the frustration of

his plans.

The nursery is mainly stocked with
white pine, Scotch pine, Norway spruce,

Douglas fir and European larch, it having
been more feasible to obtain the foreign

than the native species at the beginning.
The trees one and two years old are

making good progress, but the seed

planted during the present year, particu-

larly of the white pine, does not appear
to have germinated very fully. It is

evident that the seed should be sown
thickly so as to allow for failures. Qnite
a large area has been planted out in the
vicinity of Axton from this nursery, and
is making on the whole a good showing.
Some failures were noticed, however, and
it is understood that others have been
replaced since the first planting.
Some few miles further on is the

Wawbeck nursery, near the tract on

which lumbering operations were carried

on by the college. White pine and
spruce seedlings in this nursery are

growing vigorously, and many of them
are ready to set out, but the beds are

showing the effects of the withdrawal of

care. Lumbering operations are to be
suspended with the exception of the
disposal of timber already cut and the
felling of the trees on the area burnt

•over, except in so far as it may be
necessary to fulfil the requirements of

the contract with the Brooklyn Cooperage
Company for a supply of hardwood for

its wood alcohol plant. This contract

was the main difficulty in the way of a

change of policy when it was found that

close cutting was not meeting with public

approval. The scientific problem which
had been undertaken by the College was
to replace a mixed forest with a pure
forest of pine and spruce, as it had been
decided that these were the most valuable
trees to reproduce, and the method
employed was to cut clean and replant

with the desired species. This was the
simplest solution and based on scientific

principles, but popular opinion did not
see the necessity for a coniferous forest

or the desirability of entirely removing
the one in existence on the faith of the
future, and leaders of public movements
cannot get too far ahead of popular
opinion if they are to continue to lead.

The fact that the venture was not made
a success from an economic point of view
also added to the diflSculties of the
situation.

An interesting plantation on this tract

was that on grass land, the trees being
placed in furrows run with a plough.
This breaks the sod and gives the tree a

chance to grow before the grass can form
again while the trench as.sists to hold
moisture.

The wood alcohol plant at Tupper
Lake is a somewhat unusual industrial

undertaking. The wood, consisting of

maple, beech and birch, cut into cord-

wood lengths, is placed in metal cart of

two and a-half cords capacity, two of

which are run into each retort. Closed
from the air the wood is charred without
being burnt, producing charcoal. The
other commercial products obtained from
the liquid distilled from the retort are

wood alcohol and acetic acid, the latter
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of which is combined with hiiic to form
acetate of lime. Other products are tar

aud chemical oil, but these are as yet

practically waste products.

At Saranac Iiiu Station is the nursery

of the Forest, Fish and Game Commis-
sion. This is a new venture, the stock

for the plantings already made having
been obtained from the nursery of the

College of Forestry. Seeds of native

trees have now been collected, and little

rows of white pine, red pine and red

spruce are making their appearance in

the beds and are apparently assured of

success. The soil is a light, sandy loam,

well suited for pine. After they have
attained a year's growth the trees will

be transplanted to six inches apart, aud
after another year will be ready for

planting out. The nursery is a noticeable

feature to travellers on the New York
Central & Hudson Railway, and the

Commission have shown good judgment
in placing it and the first plantations in

situations that will attract the attention

of the public. The establishment of the

nursery is an evidence that the Forest

Commission are satisfied with the success

of their first efforts at replanting.

And a visit to the plantations at Lake
Clear Junction and on the Saranac Lake
branch line will demonstrate the grounds
for this confidence. At these places

about one thousand acres have been

replanted with white pine, Scotch pine,

Norway spruce, European larch and
Douglas fir. Of these the larch has not

been a marked success, but as the nursery

stock when received was not in the best

of condition the partial failure may be

due to this cause. The Douglas fir is

healthy, though not very vigorous, and
the remainder are making a vigorous,

healthy growth. The land covered by
the plantation is in part light, sandy .soil,

and in part rocky hillside, in fact just

such burnt-over areas as can be dupli-

cated over and over again in either

Northern Ontario or Quebec. The trees

were first set six feet apart each way, but

it has been decided that a closer stand is

desirable, and in future they will be

placed four feet each way. The cost of

material and labor was found to average

about half a cent a tree, which at a total

of 1,200 trees would be $6.00 per acre,

but planting closer will take aViout 2,000

trees, making the cost $10.00 per acre.

It is expected, however, that with their

own nursery stock and the experience
gained it will l)e possible for the Commis-
sion to reduce the cost still further.

The.se plantations are close to the railway

and in a few years will be a great object

lesson to all passers-by.

Protection from fire is provided for by
a system of fire wardens, there being a

chief fire warden appointed by the Com-
mission and under him are five wardens
for the towns (a division which corre-

sponds somewhat to the municipal term
township in Canada) who may divide
their towns into districts and appoint
district fire wardens in addition. In case
no town fire warden is appointed the
town supervisor (or reeve) acts in this

capacity. All residents are required to
a.ssist in extinguishing fires, and such
services are remunerated at the charge
of the town. The Commission are
empowered by law to direct the work,
and the town is responsible for the
charges. It will be seen, therefore, that
here the municipal organization and the
fire warden system have been made to
work harmoniously together, a develop-
ment that would be most desirable in

Canada.
That the system is a success is shown

by the fact that in spite of the unusually
long dry spell of the early summer the
damage done by fires on the State lands
was comparatively small.

It is unfortunate that the Commission
has no power to remove timber from
State lands, a clause in the constitution

of the State preventing this. Thus the
burnt timber, which is not only unsightly,
but a menace to the remainder of the
forest, cannot be removed, and no steps

can be taken to improve the forests by
the removal of mature or fallen timber.

As no change in the constitution can be
made'except by popular vote the repeal

of this clause is not easily to be obtained.

In addition to the public lands in the
park are several large private holdings.

On some of these estates fires were
numerous during the present year, and
there is a strong impression that they
were not all accidental. Private holders

have not always been tactful or judicious

in their dealings with the people
previously located in the district, and
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the antagonism aroused has gone to

extreme lengths. A startling example
of this is the recent shooting of one of

the large landowners by someone whom
it has been so far impossible to discover.

The difficulties of the situation may
result in an enlargement of the area
under State ownership, which probably
would be the best solution for the
management of forest lands.

Our Western Forests/

Mr. E. Stewart, the Dominion Super-
intendent of Forestry, has returned to

Ottawa after an absence of three months
in the Northwest and British Columbia.
He made his annual inspection of the
work of the Forestry branch and also

some explorations in the timbered districts

with a view of protecting them from fire

and, in certain cases, of setting aside ad-

ditional areas for timber reserves.

The good work done by the fire rangers
is again shown by the absence of such
disastrous forest fires as occurred almost
every year before the forest ranging
system was established. The only fire

of any extent this season was one that

occurred in the Turtle Mountain Timber
Reserve. It has always been very hard to

guard this reserve, owing to the fact that

the timbered area extends over the
American boundary adjacent to the

reserve, and as the American Government
has thrown the land open for sale, settlers

all along the line embraced the oppor-

tunity afforded by a very dry time in May
to burn the timber on their clearing.

A fierce wind from the south drove a

number of these fires over into our timber
and overran certain portions of the
reserve. It is believed, however, that it

will be found that the damage will not be
as was first anticipated.

In British Columbia, during the dry
weather in the early summer, several fires

were started, but by the prompt action of

the rangers none of them assumed large

proportions. On the Columbia River,
below Revelstoke, what no doubt would
have proven a very destructive fire to the
large timber limits was kept in check by
the rangers, and those employed to assist

them, till rain came to their relief and ex-
tinguished the fire.

After visiting British Columbia Mr.
Stewart inspected the forest nurseries of
his branch at the Experimental Farms
at Brandon and Indian Kead. At these
nurseries are grown the seedling trees

which are annually distributed all over
the prairie sections of the country to
farmers who, in co-operation with the
Government, are carrying out a system
of afforestation on their homesteads.
Upwards of 1,000,000 seedling trees

have been distributed this season, and a
much larger quantity will be distributed
next season. These trees are furnished
only to farmers who have prepared their

land for that purpose and agree to follow
the directions of the forestry office in

planting and attending to them. The
•success that is attending this work will

be appreciated when it is stated that as
near as can be estimated fully 75°/o of
all the trees sent out during the past
three years are now growing. These
plantations are now beginning to be seen
as one drives through the country', but
in a few years they will be a conspicuous
feature of the landscape. Of course, only
a farmer here and there has yet gone into

the scheme, but they are scattered all

through the bare prairie regions and will

be an excellent object lesson which will

certainly induce everj' farmer desiring a
shelter belt on his farm to follow the
example thus afforded him.

Mr. Stewart attended the meeting of
the American Forestry Association at

Minneapolis in August, and says he could
not fail to observe how forestry matters
are engaging the attention of the

* Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association.
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American public. No doubt the many
patriotic utterances of President Roose-
velt on the subject have served to

awaken the public to the fact that it has
been too long neglected. The meeting,

like that of our own Canadian Asso-

ciation, was attended by men in all walks
of life, the specialist from the college

sitting side by side with the practical

lumberman from the Upper Mississippi

or the Pacific Coast and exchanging
ideas on this most insteresting problem.

Not only this, but the meeting was

honored by the presence of a number of

the leading ladies of the twin cities, and
from other parts of the country, who
have done a most excellent work in this

connection through an organization

known as the Minnesota Federation of

Women's Clubs in arousing public
attention in favour of a forest park on
the upper waters of the Mississippi.

It .seems generalh- admitted that the

setting aside of this natural park is due
to the efforts of this Society. Would that

we had such an organization in Canada !

The Ironwood/
The ironwood is fotind scattered here

and there throughout the forest, although
nowhere in large numbers, but is well

known from the characteristic which
gives it its name—namely, its hardness,

making it as solid and heavy almost as

iron. When the axe strikes it the dull,

heavy, resistant nature of the wood
makes itself felt immediately, and with a

shock of surprise that wood could be so

solid. The leaves of the tree are much
like those of the birch, but not so

smooth, and the bark is very rough. If

the fruit is on the tree there is no-

difficulty in distinguishing it, as it is

covered by inflated receptacles placed

together somewhat in the form of the

fruit of the hop, from which comes one
of the common names, hop-hornbeam.
The scientific name is Osina Virginiana.

The wood is not a commercial one, but is

used on the farm for any purpose where
strength and solidity are required, hence
the name leverwood sometimes applied

to it. A distinguishing feature of its

appearance is the dark heartwood. The
ironwood is found growing singly in

pastures, as shown in our illustration.

A use to which it was formerly put was
as a pestle for the grist mill, which in

primitive days was the hollowed out top

of a tree stump.

• Contribute.! by the Officers of the Canadian Foiestry Association.

Do you wish to make a long, tolerably

expensive, and assuredly successful ex-

pedition after moose next autumn ? Well,

then, proceed to Prince Albert, and go
by waggon thence to Montreal Lake and
on to Lac La Ronge. Here there is a

Hudson's Bay Company post, and you
c.in get Indians, and sugar, and tea and
other delightful things. If you cannot
kill moose upon the Churchill River, it

is Vjecause nature evidently intended you
to refrain from moose hunting. At
the present moment Major Buss, of the

British service, is there and having good
sport. Last season one of the profes-

sional moose hunters, that is to say, one
of the Indians who supplied Lac La
Ronge with meat, shot two hundred
moose to his own gun, and they were
coming just as thickly when he left

off as when he started in, but it

must be admitted that moose in that

district are very small as comjiared
with our Ottawa bull moose and carry

poor horns, 46 inches being about the

best found.
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Ontario's Forest Policy.

A very important statement in regard

to the future policy of forest management
is that made by Hon. E. J. Davis,

Commissioner of Crown Lands, in the

following interview as reported in the
newspapers:—

'

' The position is this : The area in the

Province that has timber upon it is

divided into two classes. One class is land

that is good for agricultural purposes.

On that class the present system of sell-

ing the timber is practically about the

only sj'Stem that can be pursued, because
the timber must be cleared off and the

land opened up for settlement. The
other class of land is not suitable for

agriculture, being rockj- and otherwise
unsuitable. On these areas the new
policy will apply. The Temagami
Reserve was set apart in 1901 as a per-

manent forest reserve. Since that time

we have not sold any timber there. It

contains about 1,400,000 acres, or 2,200
square miles of land, not good for agri-

culture. The proposition is that we
should sell certain portions of the timber
as it develops and can be placed on the

market to advantage. We have decided

to sell the timber by public competition,

at so much a thousand feet, and the

trees that are to be taken will be marked
by our men. No trees below the size

marked can be cut.
" We are hoping to set apart reserves

whenever we can in other areas, in a

similar way. Many old licenses will in

time lapse, and the limits will revert to

the Crown. These will be reforested

and kept as permanent forest reserve.

The system practically is a first step to-

wards the plan of reforestry in use in

Germany, and will involve much more
stringent regulations in regard to fire

ranging then have been hitherto in force.
'

'

The policy thus laid down is a sound
one. Agricultural lands may be cleared
of timber as they are required for settle-

ment and the land put to the use to

which it is best adapted. The manage-
ment of such lands is a simple problem.
The only difficulty of serious moment is

the prevention of fire until the land can

be denuded.
The wisdom and foresight necessary

to arrange that the lands adapted only to

the raising of timber should be devoted to

that purpose must rest with the Govern-
ment. There are lands so rocky or sandy
that the returns from agriculture or

grazing are inadequate to the support of

a prosperous community. A leading

religious journal of the United States

recently, in an article on mission work
among the people of the mountain dis-

tricts of Carolina, stated that these people

were so poor and ill-nourished that there

was reproduced the type of pale-faced,

stunted childhood found usually only in

the slums of cities, and this was empha-
sized by the relation of special cases of

children attending the schools who had
but a scant meal of potatoes as their

usual fare, while at times even this in-

adequate nourishment failed, and they
had to go to school without. If this be
a true statement of the conditions in a

settlement of long years' standing, is

there not ground for considering that a

serious mistake was made by those who
established it ? In Scotland, as appears"

by the evidence subnntted before the

British Forestry Committee, which has
recently reported, sheep grazing is be-

coming an unprofitable industry, and
many landowners are considering the
advisability of placing their grazing lands

under forest. Calculations made by
several witnesses went to establish the fact

that under forest 100 to 200 acres would
require the employment of one man,
while for sheep grazing not more than
one man per thousand acres would be
employed, calculating two sheep to one
acre and 500 sheep as the flock that could
be cared for by one shepherd. So that

the forests would support five to ten men
and their families in place of one where
the land was devoted to sheep grazing.

It will thus be seen that those who urge
permanent forests are not speaking with-

out consideration, or giving due weight
to other indu.stries.

* Contributed by the officers of the Canadian Forestry Association.
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It having been settled then that certain

designated lands are to be kept perpet-

ually in forest, there are certain condi-

tions to be provided for. Protection from
fire should, as stated by the Commis-
sioner, be provided at all hazards, and a

much larger expenditure than now made
upon it would be a paying investment.

Every tree, even the smallest, is valuable
either actually or potentially, and to per-

mit of the destruction of the growth of

even the smallest number of years would
be less the part of wisdom than for the
farmer to allow the crop of one year to

be destroyed because he could have an-

other one the next year. The providing
of an adequate preventive service is the
necessarj' corollary to the setting apart

of timber reserves.

The removal of the mature wood crop
has also to be provided for, as a reserve

from which no lumber is taken would not

be serving its full purpose, and the plan

suggested appears to be the most feasible

one. The Government will keep control

of the cutting but will not do the actual

work itself. Provision can thus be made
for the care of the young growth, while

those in the lumber business and knowing
it best will have control of the practical

part of the operations. A diameter limit

for cutting may well be fixed, but there

are other conditions to be considered.

A seed supply must be assured, and trees

which would blow down when deprived

of the support of those surrounding them
had better be removed. This is specially

likely to be the case with spruce, which
is shallow rooted. Some means of getting

rid of defective or worthless trees will

have to be devised, and also some method
of utilzation of the hardwoods.
The method of reproduction of the

forest is a problem that is not by any
means a settled one and requires a careful,

accurate study. If clean cutting and re-

planting were adopted the (jueslion is

simple, but, except possibly on small

areas, this is an impossibility at the pre-

sent time. Natural reproduction must
therefore be relied on, and the conditions

under which it takes place are not by any
means as clear as some are inclined to

think. The frequency and quantity of

the seed crop of the principal coniferous

trees is not at all well known. The
results of the struggle between difi'erent

species is not definitely worked out so as

to give sure data for all cases. The
method of reseeding of burnt over areas

is still in doubt. These and other pro-

blems only careful, continuous observa-

tion for a series of years can work out.

It would be well if the Government had
special areas of cut-over or burnt-over
lands marked out to be observed carefully'

from year to year with reference to the
supply of seed, the average of reproduc-
tion of valuable trees and the results of

the struggles between the difTerent spe-

cies. If the members of the Canadian
Forestr}' Association who visit the
forest districts regularly, or otlier-

wise, would mark some such tract and
keep careful note of observations upon
them, much valuable data might be thus
obtained.

These problems can only be worked
out with time, but the Goverment has set

its face in the right direction, and a steady
adherence to the policy outlined will

residt in placing the forest administration

of Ontario on a sound and permanent
basis which will insure not only to the
benefit of this generation but to the future
prosperity of the country.

gaLigoJU^^'^iiTrTyg^^

Manitoba moose hardly carry as good
heads as those from Eastern Ontario and
Queh>ec ; the largest head ever measured
in Winnipeg, is believed to have spanned
but 5K inches, and anything above 54
inches is very good.

Of all the regions likely to yield bear
to the jier.severing hunter, the tributaries

of the Stikine mp.y be recommended with
the greatest confidence. In spring, as one
old Hudson Bay man told the writer a few
weeks ago, " any fool can kill a bear."

f
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Long Range Shooting.
BY AN AMATEUR.

Riflemen in the habit of shooting at

ranges not exceeding 200 yards or 250
yards, have, as a rule, very erroneous

ideas as to the demands made upon those

who go in for shooting at ranges of 900
or 1000 yards. In short range shooting,

holding, and the preparation of ammuni-
tion are almost all the factors that have
to be thought of, whereas, in long range
shooting many others are brought into

the problem. Atmospheric pressure,

light, wind and differences of refraction,

owing to varying densities in the layers

of air, render the task of the long range
rifleman by no means an easy one. Not-
withstanding the victory of the American
team in the shoot for the Palma trophy,

it is pretty generally conceded that the

British long range shots are somewhat in

advance of those of other countries. That
is to say, for every good long range shot

outside the British Isles, there are prob-

ably three within its borders, and an im-

mense amount of thought has been given
to long range shooting. In this connec-
tion a very useful paper recently appear-

ed in the Kynoch Journal, from which I

have ventured to take the following para-

graphs :
—

" One of the most remarkable features

of the Bislej' Meeting this j-ear was the

very marked improvement in the shoot-

ing of the '303 Service rifle at long
ranges, when using the special ammu-
nition manufactured by the Kings Norton
Metal Company. It was admitted on all

hands that with this ammunition the
shooting was at least as good as with the
Mannlicher, which has hitherto been
considered its superior at long ranges.

There appears to be no doubt that the
special ammunition kept the elevation
much better than that issued by the
Government for the meeting, which was
generally stated not to have been quite
up to the standard of the last two
years.

"As an instance of the very fine shoot-
ing qualities of the Kings Norton ammu-
nition, we may mention the 900 yards
shoot made by Mr. L. R. Tippins, whose

full score occupied a space in the bull

about one foot high by two feet wide.
The variation in elevation with a Service

cartridge for the same number of shots is

seldom less than three feet.

"The very fine shooting by Major
Fremantle is another example of the

great advantage which this ammunition
has over the usual Service cartridge.

" The question to be .solved is, what is

the cause of this great improvement ?

The most obvious difference is the in-

crease of velocity, amounting to about
120 feet per second. But this, although
in itself advantageous, is not sufficient

to account for the observed results. A
series of experiments were therefore

undertaken to determine the causes

responsible for the great improvement in

shooting. A number of the cartridges

marked "High Velocity" were exam-
ined, and were found to contain 34 grains

±_ '/3 grain of cordite, the diameter of

the strands being '035" as against about
032" in the Government specification

;

the bullets which averaged 213J2 grains

being rather small in diameter, possibly

owing to the choking of the- neck of the

case after loading. The turn-over at

the base of the bullet was rather deeper
than is usual.

"The velocities in a series of seven
shots were found to vary about 30 feet

between the maximum and minimum.
This, although a very good result, can
hardly be said to be exceptional, as

Standard cartridges tested against them
gave practically the same variation.

'

' The pressures when taken in a Wool-
wich back pressure gun gave 17 '45 tons,

as against 15' 17 tons for the Standard
cartridge. When taken in a side pres-

sure gun, the pressures were 18 '07 tons,

as against i6'68 tons for the Service

cartridge, at a temperature, in both
cases, of sS"' Fahr.

" It will be seen that the larger

diameter of the cordite strand has a

marked effect in keeping down the

pressure, which would otherwise have
reached 20 tons.
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' It is now necessary to consider what

are the conditions which will allow of the

elevation being kept within a foot or so

at a thousand yards. If we neglect

errors due to mechanical defects in the
barrel of the rifle, or in the construction

of the bullet, and inaccuracies of holding,

we have two main causes which may pro-

duce variations in elevation.
" I.—\'ariations in the trajectory due

to irregular muzzle velocities.
' 2.—^ariations in theangleof depar-

ture due to the effect on the
" jump " and " flip " of the
rifle, caused by slight irregulari-

ties in recoil.

" Fortunately for rifle shooting, the
errors due to these two causes have not
necessarily to be added together. It is

evident that as far as the trajectory is

concerned a high velocity tends to give
a high shot, and it may be supposed that

the resulting increase of recoil would
have a similar effect b3' increasing the

jump. This, however, is not always the
case. The jump is of course increased,

but the flip, or springing of the barrel,

may entireh' counteract the increase in

jump, and also the difference of trajec-

tory.

"As it is difficult to give an explana-
tion of flip, which would not be tedious

to the non-scientific reader, we will make
a direct appeal to experiment, which will

illustrate our point.
" A series of shots were fired from the

prone position, first with Standard 303
ammunition, and then with the Kings
Norton high velocity cartridges, taking
care that the temperature of the barrel

and other conditions were the same in

each case. The mean point of impact
with the high velocity cartridges was
about an inch and a half lower than with
the Standard cartridges. With the Stand-
ard cartridges the height of the group
was about one foot, with the others it

was about six inches.
" The same cartridges were then fired

from a fixed rest. In this case the high
velocity bullets struck the target one foot

eight inches higher than the Standards,
and the height of the group in each case

was about one foot.
" This experiment shows that when a

rifle barrel is firmly clamped so that a

flip cannot take place, it does not behave

in the same way as when fired in the or-

dinar\' way from the prone position.
" It was found by experiment that the

Kings Norton cartridges were giving

about 120 feet more velocity than the

Standard. The calculated difference of

elevation due to this is about 20 'j inches,

which is almost the difference observed

when using the fixed rest; and it is

interesting to note that from the prone

position the Kings Norton cartridges,

instead of shooting 20'- inches high,

shot I '2 inches low—a difference of 22

inches, which can only be accounted for

by supposing that the increased charge

so affected the spring of the barrel as to

not only produce the observed difference

in elevation of 22 inches, but also to

counteract the increased jump due to the

heavier recoil.

" It is often noticed when firing exper-

imental charges at 100 yards that with

some rifles the heavier charges throw the

bullet lower on the target than the light-

er ones, whilst in other rifles the contrary

is the case. This is another example of

the effects of flip. It is therefore appar-

ent that some rifles possess what ma)' be

termed " Negative" flip—that is to say,

at short ranges an increase of velocity

causes a bullet to strike lower on the tar-

get. It does not matter whether the flip

is actually sending the bullet up or down,
it only implies that it throws it more
down or less up with the higher velocity.

" In long range shooting this property

of negative flip is most valuable, as it

may at a certain range exactly correct

the difference of trajectory due to the in-

evitable slight variations in the explosion

of cordite. It must, however, be clearly

understood that this exact equilibrium

can only be produced by a given charge

at one particular range, or rather, that

for each range there is a charge which
will produce equilibrium. There is no
doubt, however, that for every rifle a

charge may be found which will produce
a very fair amount of correction over a

wide series of ranges.
" It will be interesting here to consider

what amount of elevation will be pro-

duced by a given variation in velocity at

different ranges. At 500 yards for vel-

ocities of about 2,000 feet per .second a

variation of 10 feet in the muzzle velocity

will cause a difference of elevation of i
'8

\

I
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inches. For velocities of about 2,100 feet

per second the difference will be about

I '6 inches for each 10 feet variation. At
1 ,000 yards for muzzle velocities of about

2,000 feet per second the variation is

about 8>2 inches per 10 feet per second.

For muzzle velocities of 2,100 feet per

second the variation of elevation is about
8 inches per 10 feet variation of muzzle
velocity.

" If we take 40 feet per second as a

fair average variation of muzzle velocity,

we see that this is equivalent to a differ-

ence of elevation of 32 to 34 inches, ac-

cording as the muzzle velocity is 2,000
or 2,100. To this has to be added the

error of holding, which is at least one
inch per 100 yards, or say 10 inches at a

1,000 yards, and also any errors due to

mechanical defects of barrel or bullet.

"It is thus evident that apart from
errors due to changes of light, or direc-

tion of wind, the accuracy of elevation

is barely sufficient to keep within the in-

ner ring at a thousand yards, unless there

is some compensating action such as we
have been describing.

'

' With the Service charge the compen-
sating action is not very marked, as a

slight increase of charge throws the shot
high, and a decrease throws it low. The
neutral point for short ranges is given by
a charge greater than the Service, but
less than the " High \'elocity " charge.

'

' We append a table showing the
velocities and pressures of '303 cartridges

in various rifle and pressure guns. It

will be .seen that whereas the Woolwich
pressure gun considerably increases the
velocity taken simultaneously owing to

the oiliness of the barrel, the side pres-

sure gun shows no such increase, as the
cartridges, of course, are dry.

'

' The ratio of the velocities given by
various cartridges is not the same in the

different guns. It may be mentioned
that the rifle showing the lowest velocitj-

had just been used with great success at

Bisley.
" We think that the foregoing suffi-

ciently shows the care with which the
rifle and cartridge have to be adapted to

each other in order to obtain the best

results at long ranges. We fear that

in the new English Service weapon
these things are being left entirelv to

chance.

Kings Norton Kings Norton Standard Bisley
High Velocity Long Range 2040 ft. Government

Cartridges

Mnzzle Velocity in Rifle ;

—

(i) 2130 ft. sec. 2ii8ft. sec. 1995 ft. sec.

(2) 2039 " — — 1925 ft. sec.

(3) 2125 " — 2003 " —

Woolwich Pressure Gun :

Pressure

I7'45 tons 17"77 tons I5'I7 tons —
Muzzle Velocity

2243 ft. sec. 2196 ft. sec, 2107 ft. sec.

Side Pressure Gun :

Pressure

18*07 tons I9'oS tons l6'6-8 tons —
Muzzle Velocity

2071 ft. sec. 2094 ft. sec. 2000 ft. sec. —

9^&rtS»«i<3&irtS^

A preservative process for timber was
described by W. Powell before the
Engineering Section of the British

Association recently. The method is

quite simple. Timber was boiled in a
saccharine solution until most of the oil

in the timber was exhausted, and then,
by leaving the wood in the syrup to cool
a certain quantity of the sugar was
absorbed by the timber, in some ca.ses so
much as to cause it to sink. After the
wood had become sufficiently saturated
it was put into a drying stove and the
moisture driven off at a fairly high

temperature, until the wood was thor-

oughly dry-seasoned, and it was then

ready for immediate use. Poplar ab-

sorbed over two and a half times its own
weight of the solution, and when thor-

oughly dried was 75 per cent, heavier

than its natural state. Experiments
showed that the woods so treated were
very much increased in strength and
solidity, were much less inflammable or

subject to rot, and much more sanitary as

paving material. The cost and amount of

labor required in the process was compar-
atively small and the plant was simple.
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Our Medicine Bag.

In his introduction to Bulletin 60,
" A Catalogue of the Fishes of New
York," Director Frederick J. H. Merrill,

of the New York State Museum, says :

" In the present bulletin Dr. Tarleton

H. Beau gives to the citizens of the State

the benefit of his natural talent and long

training as an ichthyologist. It is hoped
and believed that the results of this work
will be of much practical use to the

public at large, aud to teachers and
students in the schools of the State."

These expectations will no doubt be

realized, as the bulletin, a work of close

to Sco pages, contains a vast amount of

such information as Dr. Tarleton Bean
can impart so lucidly. One of the prin-

cipal drainage basins of New York State

is the St. Lawrence River, hence this

bulletin is almost as useful to Canadians
as to those for whom it was more especi-

ally written. Excellentas is this bulletin.

Dr. Bean promises ere long to prepare a

new account of the fishes of New York,
containing illustrations of all the species,

together with keys for identification, but

can not complete such an undertaking
till after the inland waters of the State

have been more thoroughly and system-

atically investigated. It is not to be

expected that even the best authorities

will agree upon all points, and so we
must forgive the author for .saying " The
flesh of the rainbow is generally much
esteemed, and in most localities the game
qualities of the fish are scarcely inferior

to those of the brook trout." After a

fairly wide experience with the rod in

three continents, we .should put the

rainbow—at least as he exists in the

Kootenays—very, very far ahead of

Salvelinus fontinalis as a game fish, and
not behind it as a table delicacy.

We are thoroughly in accord with Mr.
Frank M. Chapman, of the American
Museum of Natural History, as to the

enormous value of the bird to the

agriculturist, but although agreeing with
his arguments, as contained in a bulletin

entitled "Economic \'alue of Birds to

the State," we doubt if his opening
postulate—The Bird is the property of

the State—is good law. Apart from
this, Mr. Chapman's pamphlet is admir-
able throughout. After recapitulating

the good the bird does the state, the
author shows what the state, in return,

should do for the bird—and as there are

seemingly but four things the latter can
do to be of service to the avian wan-
derers, self-interest might, one would
think, cause them to be done. Enforce-
ment of the law ; licensiug cats and
destruction of all non-licensed cats ;

teaching children to realize the economic
and aesthetic value of birds ; leaving
hedge rows, undergrowths and clumps of

trees as resorts for birds, are the only
points necessarj- to attend to, according
to this high authority and sincere bird-

lover. The pamphlet is most excellently

illustrated by Louis Agassis Fuertes.

Mr. Thomas Southworth, Director of

Forestry for Ontario, has returned from
an inspection of the Timagami Timber
Reserve, made in company with the
Commissioner of Crown Lands, Hon.
E. J. Davies. There is a very fine body
of pine in this reserve, much of which
has reached maturity, and, as appears
by statements made by the Commissioner
since his return from this trip, it is likely

that provision will be made in the near

future for taking off some of this timber.

The difficulty of getting rid of the tim-

ber slashings and debris is a problem of

serious moment, as all such refuse in-

creases to a great extent the danger of

fire. Some experiments will be made to

see whether it will not be feasible to get

rid of this material by burning. This
would not only accomplish the primary
object, but would prepare the best seed

bed for the white pine. It has been
noticed that the ]iine reproduces much
more generally on burnt-over than on
cut-over lands, owing to the exposure of

the mineral soil ; and, therefore, the

Ijurning of the debris, if done with due
care, would probably be beneficial rather



'\'Ui: iKoNWnoit.

Osifya I'irgunana, though by no means an abundant tree, is prized by

the backwoodsman.



I.Aiv]". St. Ci.air Si\a I.ioxs.

These ai\- the Jiunhns of Iheir species— :iiid beauliliil as they htl' big !

Tni: N'nurii Thomi-son.

Il.s juiiftiuii with the main stream.
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than harmful. It is expected that the
railway to New Liskeard will be com-
pleted before the end of next summer,
and as this road runs for a considerable

distance through the Timagami Reserve,

special precautions against fire will be
taken. The right of way is being cleared

back for some distance on both sides of

the track, and a guard will probabl}- be
placed on the road to follow each train.

It is hoped that an extension of the
reserve will be made so as to include the
non - agricultural lands further to the
west, and eventually the greater part of

the I/aurentian watershed. Recent ex-
plorations have shown that there is a
considerably larger quantity of pine still

untouched than there was thought to be
some time ago. Considerable bodies of

pine have been located on the Missanabie
and Seine Rivers, in addition to that
standing in the Timagami district.

It has been pointed out recently by
H. A. Surface, professor of Zoology at

Pennsylvania State College, in a con-
temporary, that there is a direct and
important connection between forestry

and zoology, and he gives several ex-
amples of how this connection exists.

Aside from the clearing of forest growths
which naturally drives away denizens of

the woods from the cleared localities, he
finds that the effect of forest destruction
on streams is a far-reaching one. Clear
streams, flowing perpetually through
wooded country, are the natural haunt
of the trout ; but if the country in which
these streams rise or have their courses
is destructively cut over, the streams
themselves becomes intermittent, muddy,
and in some cases only a succession of

warm and slime-covered pools in mid-
summer. As such they are iit only for

the lurking places of the mud-sucker and
the carp. In the larger streams and
rivers which, under natural conditions,
are the homes of the desirable game
fishes, the black bass and pickerel, which
pass the water in deep pools in a state of
partial hibernation or quietude, the
changes are even more to be deplored

when the watershed is disforested. Floods

arising from the destruction of the trees

bring down immense quantities of silt,

'

' washings , '

' sand , etc. , and deposit them
in deep pools, where the current runs

slower, so that the quiescent fish are

covered over and destroyed. Another
disastrous result comes from the washing
of the fishes out of their places of winter

abode, dashing them against rocks and
ice, and in some cases leaving them
stranded to gasp out their lives after the

water subsides.

The setting aside of forest reserves will

not only keep the forest and the beauty

of the landscape, but will restore game
and song birds to their original haunts,

protect the wild animals, and preserve

the most desirable fishes—the trout, the

bass and pickerel.

A very pleasant function on Thanks-
giving Day was the annual open air show
of the Montreal Collie Club, confined to

members only. It was a delightful day
for an outing, and the grounds of the

Corporation quarry at Outremont is an

ideal spot for such a gathering. Old
Mount Royal, clothed in the brightest

autumnal tints, was a splendid back-

ground, and afforded a diversified picture

of green and color with which the lover

of nature could never feel satiated. The
glorious weather drew a large number of

visitors to the grounds, who seemed
pleased with the specimens of the breed

shown, although at this season of the

year, when they are coming into coat, is

not the time to see the collie to the best

advantage. There were about fifty dogs

benched, and generally speaking the

quality was good although the majority

were undersized, and the bitches were
slightly better than the dogs. Mr. W.
S. Spark, of Ottawa, who has had some
experience of judging in England,
handed out the ribbons, but we are

bound to say his rulings did not give

entire satisfaction. However, dissent

from the judge's decision is nothing
uncommon at a dog show and ought not

to be taken too seriously. The principal

Messrs. Abercrombie & Fitch have
issued a new and complete catalogue of
outfits for explorers, sportsmen and pros-

pectors. This is a very useful manual,
and should be in the hands of all who
take their vacation in the woods.
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prize takers were Messrs. James Ainslie
and R C. Binning, of Outreniont, and
J. J. Reid, St. Lambert, tiie first named
taking the highest awards in both sexes.
The committee, who entertained tlie

visitors to tea, coffee and cake, are to be
congratulated on the success of the
affair.

The value of the water supply and the
necessity for its protection in the West is

well shown by the following quotation :

—

"In this connection it is interesting
to note the many times which the water
of some of the western rivers is used
over and over again. First, it pours
through some rocky gorge and generates
an immense electric power. This is trans-
mitted miles away to do its work, pump-
ing water for irrigation, and supplying
towns with current for lighting, street

railways, etc. The river in the mean-
time has lost none of its usefulness. It

flows down and out on to the plains and
valleys, and is diverted to agricultural
land until all its water is taken out and
it remains a dry bed. When land has
been irrigated for a number of years it

becomes so well saturated that there-
after much of the water used for irriga-

tion seeps away, .so that as one drives
down the drj- bed of the river it is seen
to be no longer drj'. The water used
for irrigation has drained off into its

natural channels and is returning to the
river bed, the lowest point. So that
ten miles below the last diversion dam
there is a respectable river again flowing
towards the .sea. This water has now
been used twice, once for generating
electricity and once for moistening the
roots of plants ; it is now taken out
again to irrigate more land. This re-

turning of the water by seepage may
occur three or four times, and each time
it is used over again for irrigation, and
if large additional areas are irrigated by
pumping, the river may actually increase
in volume."

Sergeant L. R. Tippins, of the 2nd
Volunteer Battalion of the Essex Regi-

ment, is one of the crack shots of the Em-
pire ; a statement easy of substantiation

by any one having access to reports of

the shooting at Bisley where he has won
innumerable prizes and much kudos.

He has also developed into a writer who
commands attention when discussing the

gtooved barrel and the use thereof, and
we have much pleasure in calling the

attention of our readers, and also of the

Department of Militia, to a couple of

treatises recently published by Sergt.

Tippins. "Modern Rifle Shooting in

Peace, War and Sport," and "The
Service Rifle," should be in the posses-

sion of all Canadian riflemen, for they
are the latest utterances of one who
thoroughly understands the modern rifle,

and keeps not only abreast of the times,

but even a little wee bit in advance.
The prices of these books are $1.37 and
25 cents respectively, and the publisher

is J. S. Phillips, 121 Fleet Street, London,
E.C. We intend to discuss some of the

niatters mentioned in these works in a

future issue, lack of space being our
excuse for a brief notice of what de.serves

more generous treatment.

Bird life has been studied from many
standpoint-s—and one of the latest books
is also one of the most interesting.

Messrs. Clarence M. Weed and N. Dear-
born have published with the J. B.

Lippincott Company of Philadelphia,
" Birds in their Relations to Man," in

which the habits, appetites and foods of

a majority of our North American birds

are minutely and accurately described.

Moreover the scope of the work has been
made to include the conservation of birds,

both non-game and game, the Lacey Act,

and a partial bibliography of the economic
relations of the birds of this continent.

We consider this one of the most useful,

most instructive and authoritative works
on economic ornithology published.

\

The J. Stevens Arms & Tool Company,
of Chicopee Falls, Mass., has issued a

puzzle which calls for a great deal of

ingenuity upon the part of those who
would make a success of its solution. It

will be sent upon request, and receipt of

two 2-cent stamps. The Company says
that if you can solve this puzzle you are

certainly a crack shot.
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A new edition of " Down Channel "

—

the third—has appeared and will doubt-

less find a ready sale, for its author, the

late Mr. R. T. McMullen, had a host of

admirers among the Corinthian yachts-

men of the British Isles. His solitary

death on the '

' Perseus '

' in mid-channel
on the night of June 14th, 1891, caused
widespread .sorrow. The last entry in

his diarj' was on June' 12th; on the

following day he landed and posted a

letter at Eastbourne. The next heard of

him was a telegram on June i6tli, saying
he was found dead on the evening of

June 15th, b}' some French fishermen.

He was sitting in the cockpit, with his

face toward the sky, and the vessel

sailing herself along. "Down Channel"
is a log of his cruises for 51 years, and is

brimful of hints and shrewd observations
that will be appreciated by Corinthian
sailors all the world over. The price of

the book is $1.25 ; the publishers being
Horace Cox, Windsor House, Bream's
Buildings, London, E.C.

We hope, earnestly, that the Dominion
Government in its wisdom will see fit to

place a very large bounty upon the grey
timber wolves of the Northwest Terri-
tories. We are assured on excellent
authority that there are not more than
150 of the woods buffalo now living

;

there are no calves, nor animals under
three years living at the present moment;
those that are left are all adults, able to

defend themselves from the bands of

timber wolves that have been preying
upon the young buffalo. These destruc-
tive brutes hunt the buffalo range each
spring, and after having killed the calves,

they migrate, by certain well - known
trails which they invariably follow, to

the barren lands, and prey upon the
caribou and musk oxen until the suc-
ceeding .spring, when they return to re-

new their depredations upon the buffalo

he rd

.

Neither the Indians nor scattered whites
are killing the buffalo, and if a bounty of

$10 were placed upon the grey wolves,

the Indians would soon make a business

of exterminating them, or, at least, so

thinning their numbers, that they would
not be able to commit ravages upon the

same scale as at present. We yet have a

few of tho.se magnificent, black, shaggy,
buffalo bulls that the old timers knew
so well ; surely we can afford a couple of

thousand dollars a year in order to pro-

tect them.

Messrs. Sampson, Low, Marston &
Co., St. Dunstan's House, Fetter Lane,
London, E.C, have issued "Angling
Anecdotes '

' by Robert Stanley ; the

same being a series of humorous stories

more or less intimately connected with
the gentle art. It is a capital shilling's

worth, and would make a nice Christmas
present for any wielder of the rod.

One of the most successful hunters in

British Columbia, a man who has shot

forty-two bears in three seasons, uses a

38-55 smokeless, but rarely fires at over
fifty yards and tries for the neck shot every
time. He uses a pack of small terriers,

and while they are distracting the ani-

mal's attention, he places the fatal shot.

The value per thou.sand feet of pine

lumber imported from Canada by the

United States shows a steady appreciation

from year to year. By the treasury

reports it averaged $13.24 for the first

eight months of 1901, $14.30 for the

corresponding period of 1902, and $14.66
for the same part of 1903.

The E. I. Du Pont, Nemours & Com-
pany, of Wilmington, Delaware, manu-
facturers of Du Pont smokeless powders,
have issued a set of twelve half-tone
cards, showing the Canada goose, snipe,
rabbit, turkey, woodcock, blue-winged
teal quail, grey squirrel, pinnated grouse,
ruffed grouse, mallard and canvas back.

These twelve cards will be sent to those

giving their address and forwarding 24c.

in American postage, to the Bureau of

Advertising, E- I. Du Pont Company,
P. O. Drawer 1002, Wilmington, Dela-

ware, U.S.A. They make very pleasing

decorations for a sportsman's den.
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gives a keen appetite, but as

every sportsman knows, it is

not always convenient to carry

a large supply of food. This iS

where BOVRIL comes in, as

it contains in the smallest pos-

sible bulk, and in the most con-

venient form for instant use, the

entire nourishment of beef. It

makes an appetizing sandwich

or a palatable and invigorating

drink.
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THe^lO BORE "SMARPSHOOTEKS CLUB" rifle
"—"«

WILL KILL

oears black buck
and holds " The World's Record " for accuracy at the Target.

LIGHT. ALL BRITISH MADE. Fires Cheap Smokeless Cartridges.
Detachable Barrel. PRICE, £3 - 3 - O.

Complete Lists of Guns and Rifles sent FREE.

W. W, GREENER, Gunmaker, Birmingham, Eng,

THE

Beriiiner ^ ^ ^

Gram=o=phone
IT SIJ\[GS EVER YTHIAfG ^"'^ ^^ ^'™°^* human. The greatest entertainer for

IT PLAYS EVERYTHING ^t^;™p
"^^"^s. ^lubs or homes

. .

^ ' PRICES - - $15.00 to $45.00
IT TALKS EVEHYTHIMG made in Canada

A 5 Years' Guarantee with each.

Write for Catalogues of Gramophones and nearly

Two Thousand Records—Free for the asking. J^ J^ J^

E. BERLINER.
2315 St. CatHerine Street,

EMANUEL BLOUT,
General Manager for Canada. MONTREAL.



The Savage 25-,;5, 52-40 and .;^\S^ calibres are some sizes recently added to the famous .^03 and 30-30
Model i'^'j'3 Hammerress Repeater. These loads are considered the standard for accuracy, and will probably
never be excelled for hunting and target purposes. Savage Rrfles are fitted with ""Special Smokeless Steel

'

barrels and with a breeching mechanism or/sffnal/y constructed to withstand the enormous pressures
developed by modern smokeless powder. This gives confidence to " the man behind the gun."

Catalogue M, with full particulars, mailed on request.

SAVAGE ARMS COMPANY. UTICA. N.Y., U.S.A.

KOENIG'S SHELL EXTRACTOR.
Every shooter should

I
have one—carry it in a
vest pocket. Fits any
gauge shell. Koenig*s
Gun Catalogue, Free.

G.KOCNIG. NEWJEHSEy's LftWGESTGUN HoUSE
William Street. Ne^-ark, X.J.

Send oiilv I' S. stamps or ODin.

10 CU. Postpaid.

of Memory
. . TrainingThe Pelman System

Requires only a few minutes daily, and is so simple a

child can master it Mr. Pelman's books, "Memory
Training; Its Laws and their Application to
Practical Life," and "The Natural Way to
Learn a Language," sent FkKE by mail, postpaid,
write right n'>w—before you forget it.

THE PELMAN SCHOOL OF MEMORY TRAINING
^1698 Masonic Temple, Chicago.

Hotel Bellevue TrmfsRami^e
In the heart of the moose country. Splendid speckled
trout fishing. All modern conveniences. Headquarters
for outfitting for the celebrated Teniaganii eanoe trip.

Write W. H. LEAVITT. Lumsdens Mills P.O.. Quebec,
Canada

Ciiiiadiaii Patent for a good
novelty in spirtiiig goods line.

Splenrlid article . for a small

manufacturer. I'or particulars, address,

"M" care of Rod and Cun in Canada
603 Craig Street, Montreal.

FOR SALE

forestry jMlrrlgailon
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE

Devoted to the perpetuation of natural resources
through wise use.

Published at Washington, in close touch with
the National Govemnient. making its articles

authoritative and timely. The list of contribu-
tiirs includes the names of the leaders in these
two lines of endeavor.
This magazine not only keeps pace with the

increasing interest in forestry and irrigation,

but leads the thought on these two important
questions. It is of interest to all who want to
keep in touch with the logical "expansion"
questions now betore the country.

If you are interested ia these two live sub-
jects, which President Roosevelt considers "the
most vital of the internal questions of the United
States." you should be a subscriber to

Forestry and irrigation

official organ of the American Forestry Associa-
tion anil of The National Irrigation Association.

Subscription price, Ji.oo a year.

Sample copy free if you mention
Ron AND Gun in Canada. . .

.\ddress

—

Forestry and Irrigation,
.Atlantic Huilding,

Washington, li.C.
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HOPKINS caALLEN ARMS CO.
NOR>VICH, CONN., U.S.A.

MaKers of EVERYTHING in GUNS

No. 822. .22 Calibre, Short or Long Cartridge. Price ----- $'^.30
No. 832. .32 Calibre, Short or Long Cartridge. Price ------ 4'<30

Send for our Lithographed Folder, and Catalogue No, 95;

(LONDON)

Ale and Porter
AW.^RDED

ELEVEN GOLD, SILVER
AND BRONZE MEDALS

AT THE W0RLD'.S

EXHIBITIONS OF .. « • ;. ,
•'.

France, Australia, England, United States,

Jamaica, and Canada.

AMERICAN BOAT & MACHINE CO.

Builders of Launches, Sail Boats,
Canoes and Pleasure Boats

Our Specialty

—

Knock Down Crafts
of anv description.

^P^K- I)'. Row Boats,
'^-'^

^-liU-^-*" J^T"^^^^**"
Clinker Built, |i.oo

•% ^yV' ~^,~~ .^','^~ Pfi" rnnninff foot,Send/or a Latalogue. itetcash.

3517 South Second St., St. Louis, Mo-

>jJ^^

c^^^'^S BAY COa;^^

""^^^^0^^^^'^'*

The Hudson's Bay
Company

Has had over 229 years

•!• experience in providing

for hunters

Everything necessary can be
supplied. Circular Letters of

Credit issued on all t he
Company's Inland Posts.
Further particulars on ap-
plication to

HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY
WINNIPEG



DuPONT
SmoKeless

, . At Michigan State
League Stioot Max Heusler
w/on the State Expert
Trophy, 24 out of 25 and
then 25 straight
. . W. Carson tvon state
Amateur Championship.

DuPONT
SmoKeless

A BUGGY

Last a
Lifetime

JTCANVASBOATCO^
^^! KAtAMAZOO • • • . MICH.

SO

k
The "KING" is simply wonderful in con=

struction. Puncture Proof Canvas. Equal in

wearing strength and model to the best modern

boats, yet it folds in a small package to check as

baggage or carry by hand. No repairs or cost

for storage. Made non-sinkable, and perfectly

safe anywhere. King Folding Canvas
Boat Co., 667 N. St., Kalamazoo, Mich.,

U. S. A.

FORYACHTaSTEAHSHIPSiBOATS

M^CaskiuDougall&O?
Srandard BoaterSparVarnishes.

MONTREAL.

BULLARD STEEL LAUNCHES,
ROW AND PLEASURE BOATS,

ARE EVERLASTING!
Safer tlmn wood; have Breater carrying capacity;
.always dry; no bolts or nails to rust.

Boat Liveries eqalppcd with the Bullard Steel Boats.
Always have dry boats, that last a lifetime.

STEEL BOATS CHEAPER THAN WOOD.

THE OSGOOD FOLDING CANVAS BOATS
Original Canvas Boat; made for 30 years. Bold aU
over the world; used by U. S. Government; bent Flsh-
Ingand Hunting 1h where tht*re are noboata.takeone
with you Id trunk or bag. Non-puucturable. Folded
orexlend«'d In one minute.

Send fur caulogue IlluHtratlne all Improved pop-
ular d*-(tlgnB of Steel, Wood, aod CanvuB Boats, and
Murine Engines.

MICHIGAN CONSOLIDATED BOAT CO., LTD.

608 Main St.. Battle Creek, Michigan.

The

Fishing Gazette
A Weekly Newspaper
indispensable to Ang-
lers all the world over.

Subscription
$3.00 a Year.

R. B. Marst Oil , Editor
St. Dunsian's House, Fetter Lane, London, G.B.

Balmoral Kennels

The premier ROUGH COLLIE Kennels

of Canada. See list of wins at all

the principal shows. Correspondence

.solicited and cheerfully answered.

Quality our aim. Address

BALMORAL KENNELS, 348 Waverly Street.

Orrt/Vi CANADA



^T^l IW^m'mT T ^^^WT^'»» ^^ "^^ Simplest, Best Balanced and Most
•!• X\C I^CW l-<dCVCr Symmetrical Hammerless Gun ever

offered to the public. It embodies All the latest Improvements, including a

single: trigger
Guaranteed Perfect.

All Guns
fitted with

Automatic

EjectorsTRAP GUNS and FEATHERWEIGHTS
A SPECIALTY.

i6 and 20 gauge, 5% to 7 lbs.
;

Our PerTect Gun Cleaner,
By mail, 30 cts.

D. M. Lcfcvcr, Sons & Co.
SYRACUSE, N.Y.

Send for mi 6<it<ilogue.

Not connected wfith Lefever Arms Co.

RBLE'S
"'iMATIC

One of Marble's Auto-
matic GafFs will catch and
hold any rish you can
hook. You just reach out
and couch the fish when
near the boat, and the gaff
automatically seizes and
holds him.

No. 1 GafT, big enough
J
for bass and any fish up to

' 15 pounds in weight. Post-
paid $1.50.

No. 2 Gaff, for all fish
from 10 to 60 pounds. Post-
paid |^.oo.

Marble's Handy Fish
Knives. Postpaid 85 cts.
and $1.00. Send for cata-
logue U. Sold by dealers
everywhere, or direct
from
MARBLE SAFETY AXE CO.

\IjSTONK. MICH., U.S.A.

LAUNCHES
A Gasoline Launch
to cairy eight per-

sons, for <p220.

We are making a spe-

cialty of them and carry

them in stock. Call

and see them running,

or write for particulars.

The Canada Launch Works
Foot of Carlaw Ave. LIMITED

TORONTO, ONTARIO. CANADA.



Cfi^J^sidi^iJ^ Forestry

,A.ssociation
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Patron .-

His Kxckllencv the (Joveknor-CJenkkal.

Honorary President :

William Little, Esq., WcBtmimnt, Montreal.

Pre5ident :

HiKAM Robinson, Esij., Ottawa, Out.

Vice-President

:

Ai'BUKv White, Ksi^., Assistant Commi.s.si(mer of Crown Ijands, 'I'oninto, Ont,

Provincial Vice-Presidents

:

Ontario.—J. B. McWilliams, Esy., Peterborough

.

Manitoba.- Major Stewart Mllvev, Winnipeg.
Quebec— Hon. S. X. Parent, Quebec. Assiniboia. — J. S. Dennis, Esy., Calgary.

New Brunswick.— His Honour .T. B. Snowball, Alberta.-William Pearce, Esij., Calgary.

Lieut. -Governor. Athabaska.—F. D. Wilson, Esq., Fort Vermilion.

Nova Scotia.—A. H. McKay, Esq., LL.D., Supt. British Columbia.—H. Bostock, Esq., Monte
of Education, Halifax. Creek.

Prince Edward Island.—Rev. A. E. Burke, Yukon,—The Commissioner, Dawson,
Alberton. Kekwatin.—The Lieut. Governor of Manitoba.

Board of Directors :

\Vm, Saunuebs, Esq,, LL,D., Ottawa, Ont. .1. R. Booth, Esq., Ottawa, Ont.

Prok. John Macoun, Ottawa, Ont. C. Jackson Booth, Esq,, Ottawa, Ont,

Thos. Southworth, Esq., Toronto, Ont. John Bertram, Esq., Toronto, Ont.

E. G. JoLY DE LoTBiNif;RE, EsQ., Quebec, P,Q.

Secretary :

E, Stewart, Esq., Ottawa. Ont.

Assistant Secretary and Treasurer

:

R. H. Campbell, Esq., Ottawa, Ont.

THE objects of the CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION are:

The preservation of the forests for their influence on climate,

fertility and water supply ; the exploration of the public domain

and the reservation for timber production of lands unsuited for agriculture :

the promotion of judicious methods in dealing with forests and wood-

lands ; re-afforestation where advisable : tree planting on the plains and

on streets and highways ; the collection and dissemination of information

bearing on the forestry problem in general.

Rod AND Gun is the official organ of the A.ssociation, wliich supplies

the articles relating to Forestry publi.shed therein.

This A^ociation is engaged in a work of national importance in

which every citizen of tlie Dominion has a direct interest. If you are

not a member of the A,ssociation your membership is earnestly .solicited.

The annual fee is $i.oo, and the Life Member.ship fee $10,00.

Applications for membership should be addressed to the Treasurer,

R, H. CAMPBELL.
Ottawa, Ont. DeparlTnent of the Interior.



national

Park
A MEDICINAL

WATERING
PLACE AND
PLEASURE

RESORT

Altitude

4,500

Feet

This Park is a National Rtstrvation.

containing about 5,000 square miles,

embracing parts of the Valleysof the Bow,

Spray and Cascade Rivers, Devil's Lake,

and several Noble Mountain Ranges.

No part of the Rockies exhibits a

greater variety of sublime and pleasing

scenery, and nowhere are good points of

view so accessible, since about 75 miles of

Good Roads and Bridle Piths hav; been

made.

ADDRESS ALL C O R K S 1' O N U E N C E

SUPERINTENDENT, NATIONAL

PARK. BANFF, N.W.T..........

Fishing and Hunting
Complete Camping and

Packing Outfits.

Experienced Guides fur-

nished to any part of the

Mountains on short notice,

at reasonable rates.

Special facilities offered

Fishing Parties.

W. & J. Brewster, Guides and Packers

BANFF, N.W.T.

riOUlUn BLACK BASS &. SALMON TROUT.

rlunlilUi "luslrated Guide with Maps ofWIMI1WI
the RIDEAU, BEVERLEY and

CHARLESTON LAKES, free. Apply to E.
A. GEIGEK, Supt. and G. P. A. Brockville,
Westport & Sault Ste. Marie Railway, Brock-
ville, Ont.

H-T-T Published monthly, 64 pages.
Tells all about Hunting. Trapping and
Raw Furs. Sample copy loc.

Hunter-Trader-T rapner.
Box 35. Gallipolis, Ohio.

BILL PEYTO
Guide and
Outfitter

For Huuting, Fishing, Mountain Climb-
ing and Exploring Parties.

Rp:fkrences :

Members of the American
and English Alpine Clubs
and others.

Address - - BANFF, Alta.

1881 1903

Wilson& Campbell
Outfitters for

Fishing, Hunting,

Camping and

Exploring Parties.

C. p. R. GUIDES FIELD
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.405 CALIBER MODEL I895 RIFLE.
The .405 Caliber is the strongest shooting cartridge, at both long and short
ranges, ever adapted to a magazine rifle. It is loaded with smoi^eless powder
and a 300-grain soft point metal patched bullet, which, owing to its high
velocity and weight, mushrooms in a most excellent manner. This makes
it a particularly desirable cartridge for shootin'J big game.

WINCHESTER GUNS AND AMMUNITION ARE SOLD EVERYWHERE.
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., - = NEW HAVEN, CONN

2226* 223CAt.Ci^tKerineStre8t.

MONTREAL.

High Grade AnOlerS'
Supplies

and Select

Pattern

Athletic
Goods .

For

ALL
GAMES

Our line is TOO EXTENSIVE
to tell of in SMALL SPACE,
but our 1 20 page catalogue is

mailed to ANY INTERESTED.

We've endeavored to make it INTER-
ESTING, and a request by CARD or
LETTER will bring it you.

Hamilton Powder

€ompanv

MANUFACTURED SPORTING

^ GUN POWDER
Since 1865. as a result you have

"CARIBOU" made from best materials, perfectly
put together. "DUCKING" hard pressed,
slow burning. l<eeps well under all conditions
" SNAP SHOT " high vetocitv. moist residium
Cheap. The powder for every day use.

ENGLISHMEN SAY
Powder can be bought in Canada as good as ever
put in a gun. It has a positive advantage over
home make. th« dirt is soft—J. J. W in London
Field.

AMERICANS SAY
The finer English or American Powder and Cana-
dian "Caribou," i am quite familiar with. Thev
give so liitle recoil that one may shoot all dav
without bruised shoulder or headache.— Forest
and Stream.

CANADIANS ABROAD SAY
Can you send over some Trap? I don'i mean to
(latter but it i^ ahead of anything we get here —
A W. W., Raiavia. \. V.
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TABGET PP
'PHERI-, are no restrictions to this popular and fascinating sport, ^^ asold and younj;

•* of both sexes can e<|uaU_v enjoy it. Target practice is rapidly

each year, anrt RiHe Target Chibs are' being organized in all sections

Our line comprises :

Rifles—Pistols—vShotguns
The accuracy and shooting qualities of STEVENS FIREARMS are guaran-

teed ; we have been in the same line of manufacture since lS64,

^ \-k voiir dealer ami iusi^l in)on llic Stud for iUusliated calalou. It is a
•• STEV£/iS." II voucaiinotohtaiuthein. book ul ready reference for Sporlsiiien,

lei us know and" we will stii]) direct and contains valuable information about

express prepaid, npoTi receipt of price. shooliiiH. Sent free for the askinc.

Very inteicstins; puzzle mailed anvwliere, upon receipt of 2 two-cent stamps.

J, STEVENS ARMS & TOOL COMPANY,
365 Main Street,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASSACHUSETTS, U.S.A.
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Canadian Pacific Railway

\

i

Algonquin,



Canadian Pacific Railway

Mount vSteplieu House,

Glacier House,

Hotel vSicaiiious,

Fraser Canon House,

Hotel Vancouver,

Field, B.C.,

Glacier, B.C.,

Sicamous, B.C., -

North Bend, B.C.,

Vancouver, B.C.,

from $3.00 upward

3 . 00

3 . 00

3.00

3 . 00

For further particulars as to any of these hotels, apply to the respective

Managers, to any of the Company's Agents, or to

ROBERT KERR, Passenger Traffic Manager, Montreal.
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bass is to my mind the best—but it is

not the only variety-, pike, maskiiiouge,

trout are also found. The dwellers on
the seashore affect to despise fresh water
fish, but when one comes to live about
six hundred miles or more inland, one
gets to think that fish do grow somewhere
besides in saltwater, and not too bad ones
either. Cooked, as our hostess cooked
our fish for us, and fresh from the lake,

an epicure would not have considered he
fared badly. Game, too, is abundant,
and many trophies reward the modern
Nimrod.
The journey up is without incident.

Now and again a little boy comes through
the train with fruit, the morning paper
from Ottawa, and choice literature of the

ten cent type, sold for a quarter.

Conversation is difficult, the noise is so

great. We grow impatient at the

frequent delays at little stations, delays

which seem of no earthly use except to

enable the people to get off and pick the

raspberries which grow along the track,

or the flowers and bulrushes which are

also close b)'. There are not many
passengers on the uptrain in the morning,

unless it be an excursion day, and then it

is crowded.
After four hours' travelling we hear the

conductor cry out " Gracefield," and as

this is the last station on the line we
know the first part of our journey is

completed. Out we get, feeling not at

all sorry to stretch ourselves. Taking
Ellard's stage we drive to his summer
hotel for dinner, and to get horses to start

on our fourteen mile drive. We have
not time to add a stone to the traveller's

cairn at the top of the hill, to which most
tourists contribute dutifully.

At length, settled in the express, our

pails, our boxes, and ourselves, prepared

for rain, off we start. Our elaborate

preparations for it have not kept off the

rain, as we fondly hoped they would." As
luck will have it, we also find ourselves

forestalled in reaching the .scow on which
we have to cross the river, by a young
man and his horse and trap, who are also

bound for the other side. There is no

help for it. There is only one .scow, and

first come, first served. As a matter of

course the scow is on the other side, and

our friend in front has to wait for the

ferryman to cross before he can begin to

get out of our way. It is natural, we
say, that the ferryman should be on the
other side, as he happens to live there,

but when the same thing occirrs on our
homeward trip we begin to think he
crosses on the wrong side on purpose
when he sees a passenger coming. So
we wait, anj-thing but patiently, in the

pouring rain. Some of our party get

under the trees for shelter, the rest

remain in the express and wish it did not
take so long to cross the river at this

point or else that more than one scow
plied between the two sides. , Our
ferryman is at last .seen on his return

voyage, and we go down the hill to meet
him at such a curve, that the onh- wonder
seems to be that we do not find ourselves

in a heap in the water at the bottom.
But, notwithstanding the apparent
danger, we get down all right and soon
are on the scow. Of course we untied the

horses before starting, as there is always
a danger of their becoming frightened

and trying to run away, and though we
have been declaring the rain only added
to the fun of the drive, and we did not

at all mind getting wet, we referred to

rain water, and none of us have anything
but dislike for a sudden plunge into the
cool waters of the Gatineau.

Arrived at the other side, a matter of

seven minutes only—it had seemed more
like seventy while we waited—we climb
another steep hill, almost of sand, and
then have to back perilously near the

edge before we can turn to go up the

road to the lake. I wanted very much
to get out and allow our Jehu to do that

backing up by himself, but my friends

had been there before and did not seem
to think there was much danger, so I had
to pretend I did not mincj it either,

though my heart was in my mouth
during the whole performance. As we
all know, accidents will happen, and one
member of the party I can answer for at

least was greatly relieved when we were
fairly started on the road

It rained on St. Swithin's Day, and
the old saint is keeping up his reputation

well, but now that it is the middle of

August we have looked for better

weather. In consecjuence of the rains

the road is in a dreadful state. "Here
we go up, up, up, and here we go down,
down, downy," just as in the old
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nursery rhyme, and we have no sooner
exhausted all our energies in trying to

lean to the right, to prevent what seems
an inevitable turn over, when we find

ourselves lurching to that side, and
hastily throw our weight to the left again

to balance things somewhat. Our driver

is not verj- good humoured, and when
asked to drive a little faster he makes a

point of whipping up his horse when he
comes to a particularly bad mudhole. All

this time the rain is coming down in

torrents, but we are a very good-natured
part}', with the exception of the aforesaid

driver, and as we are driving for pleasure,

and he because he can't help himself, he
is not without excuse, and though the
rain is running off my umbrella down my
friend's back, she bears it patiently and
cheerfully, and I do not grumble though
I feel the water steadily coming in at my
side and know I have a small rivulet

running round my sailor hat, which is

trimmed with red, from which I

momentarily expect to be dyed a roseate

hue. The rest of our party are equally
philosophic, indulging in witty remarks
as to our personal appearance, their

feelings of general dampness, and the
chances of fine weather

; but it is a relief

when the sun comes out and we can look
round us a little to see the beauties of the
road. It is an extremely pretty drive,

along the bank of the river, through an
avenue of great trees, with here and
there a smooth piece of pasture ground,
a picturesque log house, or a glimpse of

the chain of lakes—Abitibi, Rat and Mud.
Its beauties I freely confess I did not
discover until ten days later, when we
were driving homewards, for very soon
the rain began again, and my chief

occupation during the greater part of the
drive was trying to keep my umbrella
over my companion, who had not brought
hers, without getting her wetter than
ever. If 3'ou ask her, and promise not
to tell, she may inform you that I was
not so successful as .she could have
wished.

We looked rather like drowned rats

when we arrived at "The Lodge," where
my friends had invited me to spend a
week or so, but it did not take long to
change our wet clothing, and after a nice
warm tea we were none of us the worse
for our fourteen mile drive in the rain ;

indeed, when it was over we had to

allow it was rather an entertaining drive,

and very exciting.

The next day breaks rather cloud}-,

but still fine enough for us to look
round a little to see the beauties of the
countr}- to which we have come. The
lodge is built on a little rise with a

broad verandah on three sides. From
the front we get a beautiful view of Lake
Pemichangan, and glimpses are caught
of Thirty-one Mile Lake through the
trees at the back. We are surrounded
by mountains, in fact there is little to

be found here but mountains, trees and
water. There are only about half a

dozen families round, some of which
"families" consist of a single man
come up for the fishing. The lake in

front of us stretches beautiful and
smooth. It is some ten miles in extent,
though this cannot be seen from the lodge,
as islands intervene. Our first day's
fishing takes us on this lake, and its

beauty cannot be described by me.
Lovely little bays are found, with
wooded shores, exquisite bits of scenery,
at once the despair and delight of the
landscape painter. We have no lake
poets here, but the lakes are poems in
themselves, waiting only a human voice
to tell them to the world.

Another daj- we spend on the big lake,

starting in the morning and taking pro-

visions for a mid-day meal. We could not
go a very great distance, as we were
fishing, and with two oarsmen in one
boat and one in the other, we did not
like to tax them too much—two of them
were of the party as well, and, eager
fishermen, did not intend to be done out
of their day's sport because three women
might have liked to be rowed round to

pick water lilies and see the country
quietl}'. The fish were there in quan-
tities, we could see them plainly through
the clear water ; we could feel them
taking off our bait in the coolest manner
imaginable, but the greater number of

the beauties refused to be caught
: just

when we thought we had them, they
would swim quietly away. At one cove
the perch came and bothered us so that
we had to move off, for we were fishing

for black bass, and nothing else was
acceptable, and we did not want all our
bait eaten by the cheeky little perch.
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which we had to throw back again.

On the whole, this day's fishing was not
successful, only nine to the five of us,

but they were fair sized ones. I am not
an enthusiastic disciple of Walton
myself, and the beauty of the place,

wholly new to me, the pure fresh air

and the pleasant motion through the
water, without any exertion on my part,

quite made up to me for the fact that I

had not landed one single fish. Had
we not on many occasions been fishing

for our dinner, I do not think I should
have cared whether we were success-

ful or not, but I am partial to fish

—

cooked !

The big lake, so far as I have seen it,

is not so pretty as the smaller one,

having fewer bays and inlets, but as it

extends some miles in length, too far to

go in a rowboat, I am not competent to

give an accurate opinion. At one place

on this lake the water stretches for ten

miles without a break. One could
almost fancy himself on the broad
Atlantic. In fact, the lake is so large

as to need a steamer to take one pro-

perly over it, as one of the clubmen
has discovered, an American who comes
every year with his family and goes up
the lake fishing in his yacht for three

or four days at a time.

Another day our fishing terminated
rather early, owing to a big thunder
storm coming up. I never before

viewed a storm from such advantage
ground. It was simply magnificent.

We were out on Thirty-one Mile and
saw the black clouds creep up from
behind the mountains which surrounded
us. Soon they covered the sky in

angry blackness. Then the lightning

began. The sky seemed literally rent

in twain by the fierce light, and the

thunder rolled across the waters and
was caught by the mountains on one
side and flung back again in echo from
all sides, for we were encircled by
mountains. I have often seen worse
thunder storms, and this was not very

close, but I never heard anything like

the thunder amono;sl the hills, nor saw
anything like the lightning in the open.

Two of our part}' were still fishing after

the rain was falling heavily, but we
who had landed and sought .some low

trees for shelter begged them to come

in out of the wet. o They did so rather

reluctantly, as they said the fish were
biting beautifully, and there we sat for

nearly two hours waiting for the storm
to abate. The thunder and lightning

did not last long, but the rain continued
incessantly. We turned up one of our
boats and rested one end on a tree to

make a covering for some. One stood
smoking under a big umbrella, telling

us every now and then that he wished
he had come by himself, and he would
not have had to stand like a frog under
a toadstool, just becau.se it was raining

a little ! The two men settled them-
selves in various ways. Ned, who had
been at a country dance tiie night before,

and was tired out, curled himself up at

the end of the boat and went sound asleep

in the midst of all the thunder and rain.

We envied him his easy conscience. For
my part I would not have minded being
at home, in.stead of out in that deluge.

After a while the rain ceased, and we
soon got our boats out again and started

on our homeward journey. We made a

good pull for it. Ned's sleep had
evidently refreshed him. He was a
strong oar, though his only practice was
when parties came up to go fishing, and
the other boat with its two pair of oars
had hard work to beat him on the run
home. As we climbed up the hill

towards the lodge, and looked to west, I

saw some of the finest clouds it has ever
been my lot to see, amongst all our
Canadian sunsets. It was not so much
the brilliancy of the coloring, for the
clouds were dark, but the curious cho-
colate, mauve and purple clouds, with
streaks of light here and there where
the dying sun pierced them, gave an
extraordinary appearance to the whole
sky, which was still very threatening,
and just as we reached the hou.se, a

distance of about a quarter of a mile, the
rain began again.

Two of us varied .some of the days by
walks down to the mill, or attempts to

climb the hills, but we soon discovered
that was not our forte and came back to

something easier. From one hill which,
though high was easily reached, we got
most lovely views of both lakes, and
longed for a camera that we might carry

away something of their beauty, though
much consisted of the coloring of the
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trees, lakes and sky. The Italian sky
may be blue, I have not seen it, but
cannot believe it excels in richness of

color our own Canadian heavens, on a

clear summer day.

Many a time we made firm resolves to

see the sun rise over the hills, but some-
how never did, so we decided the sun
did not rise, that is, in the orthodox
wa\',up there, for nearly every day broke
cloud}' and when we did get up it was
to see the white mist, which, " like a

face cloth to the face, clung to the dead
earth," rising in soft clouds from the
mountains on all sides.

All too quickly the quiet days passed,

and the last day of our holiday came.
One at least left the lakes with much
regret, for it meant going to work
again, whilst the others were discuss-

ing the next trip to be taken up that
way in September, when the hunting
was good, and regretted we could
not all be of that party. Nine deer
to seven hunters rewarded that Septem-
ber week's work, and some very fine

venison found its way to the one who
was left behind.
On our return trip the hand of autumn

has painted all the trees with gorgeous
colors. Though cloudy when we
start—our ten days have been only too
well filled with rain—the sun comes out
brightly, and we drive through a natural
avenue burnished with red and gold.

There is "something sad in all that's

fair," and certainly an autumnal wood
is sad, though beautiful, but the day is

bright, our hearts are light, we have
enjoyed our holiday despite the rain.

and the fourteen mile drive is only too

short.

Back at Ellard's again, the old host
welcomes us heartily and enquires about
our luck, which has been good. We are

carrying home some two dozen of the
finny tribe, black bass, all over two
pounds, some as large as seven, one
day's fishing. The novice has caught
the largest of the lot, and feels much
"set up" in consequence. Soon the
Gatineau train comes in. We exchange
fish stories with some other fishing

parties, of course our luck has been far

ahead of theirs. The train is crowded.
It is Saturday evening, when the line is

always well patronized.

Soon the lights of Ottawa and Hull
appear through the blackness of the
night. There is the Parliament Tower,
there are the lights along the avenue
leading to the Victoria Park, where in

the distance we hear the strains of some
popular air.

The horses are waiting for us as we
steam into the station, and a very sub-

stantial supper table, to which ample
justice is done, waits our arrival.

While getting ready for bed, which
we do early, for though a drive of

fourteen miles is pleasant, it is also

tiring on a country road in a country
conveyance, we hear the never failing

rain once more. 'Tis sixy days since

St. Swithin's, and surely it has rained

every day since ; but we sleepily

remember it is Jubilee year, and the
patriotic old Saxon saint would fain

bring his contribution to grace Her
Majesty's long reign !

The name of Tarleton H. Bean, Chief
of the Department of Fish and Game,
vSt. Louis, is one to conjure with as far
as icthyology is concerned, hence the
latest work from his pen will be in
demand by students and fishermen. It

is called "The Food and Game Fishes of
New York," and is issued by the Fish
and Forest Commission of the State, and
printed by J. B. Lyon & Co., of Albany,
N.Y. This valuable work contains 460
pages of letterpress

; nine colored plates
and 132 text figures. Everything that

may be even remotely considered as

belonging to either of the classes named
is included ; all the bass, trout, salmon
and pike species are very thoroughly
described and figured, while the least

important species are also dealt with in

a very satisfactory manner. There is

very little that the enquiring fisherman
may reasonably be expected to desire to

know, which is not to be found in this

very painstaking and lucid description
by one of the greatest living authori-
ties.
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Bear Hunting.

BY H. A. CONROY.

According to promise, I am sending a

few statements gleaned hy myself from
the lips of the natives of the Peace River
country last summer. The Peace River
country has been noted from time imme-
morial as the greatest bear hunting
country in the great district of

Athabasca.
One hunter, a white man, who was

talking to me, said that in one season he
had killed sixty-five bears. He is one of

the most noted bear hunters in that

country, and says that the right time to

hunt the bear for meat is in the berry

season, when the blueberries and rasp-

berries are ripe.

The banks of the Peace River at that

point of which I speak are very high

—

twenty-three or twenty-four hundred feet

high. One can see for miles awaj' from
these high places, and from here the

hunter watches for his prey. He can
see the bear at a considerable distance

;

then he tries to get as close as possible

before dispatching him.
Outside of the fruit season they hunt

with dogs, and a dog that is a good bear

hunter is worth a good deal of monej'.

In the spring of the j'ear, when the

bears are travelling, the female bear

drives away the cubs that have wintered

with her Sometimes one will persist in

following her, and the hunters have
sometimes noticed that she kills it.

The bear is a very timid animal, and
sniffs danger from afar. One has to be

wary to get close enough to shoot at

him ; but he is a dangerous animal when
hunted, notwithstanding this, for in his

blind rage, when wounded, he will rush

at the hunters. I have come into contact

with a number of men who have h)een

maimed by the loss of an arm, ear, or

nose, which the wounded bear had torn

off.

Apparently the bear come down from
the Rocky Mountains in large numbers.

I have seen several of an evening along
the bank of a river tributary to the Peace.

Among the Indian bands there is

generally one who is noted as a great
bear hunter. I am well acquainted with
an Indian who is a famous bear hunter.

He told me that when he was a boy he
shot a grizzly bear, and, on his return to

camp, his father secured a good water
willow and gave him a good thrashing
for having the audacity to shoot a grizzly.

Now, most of the Indians are very much
afraid of the grizzly, but this hunter told

me that they were no more dangerous
that the others, unless they had young.
If attacked they will run away. He had
chased after a bear day after da}' until he
had shot him. They are very much
stronger than either the black or the
brown bear, and generally kill them if

they come in contact with each other.

Last spring, when tracking up the
Peace River, a tracker found a bear
about two years of age that had been
killed recently. When I enquired as to

the cause the Indians told me that
probably two males had met, and one
being smaller and younger than the
other had consequently been killed by the
stronger ; by the look of the ground they
must have had a desperate scrap.

As you travel to the north of the
Peace River the bears are not so
numerous, still there are a great many.

Bear hunting is very profitable for the
Indian, as he has double value in it. He
gets a good price for the pelt and uses
the meat. The meat is considered a
delicacy with them.
The bear is found in the whole Rocky

Mountain range, but I understand there
are ver\- few fotnid on the north side of

the Mackenzie River, or as far north as

Great Bear Lake. However, Polar bears
have been shot north of the Mackenzie.
The black bear is not as large in the far

north as to the south.

I
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The Coming North.

BY EGBERT OWEN.

The old world is dying. Asia has had
its day, and, like some glorious vision,

only to be renewed in the mind of the

dreamer, is sinking deeper and deeper

into an abyss, which contains but memo-
ries of the days of conquest and splendor

;

though the East, the dead, the dying
East, has its tale to tell. And in its

recital one can almost hear the faint, low
wail of a world that is aware—without
power to alter—of the speed of its

approaching doom.
To the observant traveller the East

bears clear evidence of its over weari-

ness—too heavy to be borne—with no
hope of redemption. Listless, over-

burdened, patiently enduring the decrees

of its million gods, it lies heavily inert,

like some dying giant, in the pangs, the
all-conquering pangs of death. To him
who is accustomed to observe, with care-

ful contemplation, the mere puny affairs

of man, and to read and regard history

with reverence, as an oracle of the gods,

will generally—if his observation is

sufficiently analytical, and his valuation

of the evidence before him discriminating

in character—arrive at fairly safe con-

clusions as to the primary cause or causes

of the rise and fall of empires. But all

this is incidental and indirect, and to

those of us who are weary and impatient
of the chronicles of the older days, and
are anxious to visit no more the decadent
East—the shrinking shadow of the
ancient world-wide empires—but to get
closer to the primeval conditions of

nature, Canada, the future country of

the world, peopled with a vigorous
northern race, offers herself, disdainful
of competition. Here, in a t&mperate
northern zone, with perfect climates in

both summer and winter, heat or dry,
invigorating cold, according to the
alterations of the seasons, Canada stands
out in strong contrast to the enervated
nations of the dying East. Sons of a
proud and glorious people, children of an
Island home, the giant of the North has
obeyed the genius of the North and
become submissive to the will of a

dominant race. The mighty range of

the Canadian Rockies has bowed to the

mind of the engineer, and its passes and
apparently impassable heights no longer

defy the approach of freight and passen-

ger trains. And in the West, vast

interminable prairies, yearning for popu-
lation

—

" From waste places comes a cry,

\xiA murmurs from a dying sun "

—

have been made obedient to the plough,
and yearly give of their fruitfulness an
abundant stock.

But while in America, the advance of

civilization has been extremely injurious

to almost every species of game, Canada
still remains the mistress of the world in

this respect, standing ttnrivalled as the

greatest game and sport producing
country of the age. Her game flourishes

in countless abundance, and almost every
province of the Dominion offers ad-

vantages to the sportsman.

Intending tourists and sportsmen have
imagined that the distance to be tra-

versed is so great and the cost so high,

as to debar them from entertaining for

one moment, that for which they
innately yearn.- This idea, it is hardly

necessary to point out, is entirely falla-

cious and can be refuted with 'the

greatest ease. There is no neces.sity for

the fisherman or sportsman to go North-
west in search of game. The north

shore of the St. Lawrence, east of Mont-
real, will afford the fisherman splendid

sport in fish of a moderate weight, and
ample return for his patient toil. The
Laurentians, which run parallel to the

cour.se of the St. Lawrence, and many
other places too numerous to mention,

are excellent fishing grounds, and all

within easy distance of Montreal and
Quebec. However, it is not within the

scope of this article to mention each
place in rotation, nor does space permit
me giving directions and information,

which ma}', moreover, be easily acquired
by a study of the numerous guides and
handbooks published annualh-.
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Long ago, when Canada was but
another name for the Hudson's Bay
Trading Conipany, the prevalent idea

was that the country, romantic and
attractive in many ways, could offer no
sufficient Miducement to the settler and
the sportsman, but the last thirty years
have seen a remarkable change, a com-
plete transformation of conditions and
difficulties, hitherto supposed insur-

mountable. The interior was practically

a ' 'Xo Man's Land," being unknown and
apparently beyond the reach of the
white man's civilizing influence, except
that of the occasional adventurer who
went trading and passed his life in the
grim but splendid solitudes of the un-
bending Northwest. This da}', however,
has passed, and with it the indefinite

knowledge and hopele.ss inaccessibility

of the west ; territories, where nature
was unconquered and defiant, reigning

alone amidst the eternal silences, never
broken by human voice, or undisturbed
in its long, long sleep. At first sight

it appears inexplicable that Canada
should have been suffered to remain for

so long a practically unknown country,

whilst other portions of the British

Empire were being exploited by mer-
chant adventurers. The truth is pro-

bably to be found in the fact that the

outward glamour was wantiug, and that

unlike India, its history had not yet

told of those vast undeveloped resources,

which needed but capital and popula-

tion, to make it without doubt, im-

measurabl}' the richest country in the

world. India had its wealth in glitter-

ing, tantalizing display, exceedingly
tempting also, and it may be added
rapidly demoralizing, because of its ap-

parently easy acquisition ; with Canada,
potentially wealth^', this was quite

different, and yet it only wanted a few
determined men to show that the axiom
that wealth is the result of hard work,
and not necessarily of genius, was as

applicable to the Dominion as to older

lands. A dream, the dream of a few
great men,—for most great men have
been dreamers,—which rapidly, despite

a formidable opposition and the scorn of

many doubters, resolved itself into con-

crete form, and started on a stupendous
enterprise, the connecting of the Atlantic

with the Pacific Coast, by a railway

which was to be complete in every
modern detail. A few years saw the

final completion of this .scheme, and the

full establishment of a railroad, which is

one of the greatest and best appointed
in the world. So by this connecting
link province has been brought into

touch with province, and vast extents of

sporting territor}- thrown open. The
mountaineer has exploited Switzerland
and its marvellous peaks ; the Canadian
Rockies still defj- him and offer them-
selves as a tempting, but a by no means
easy, prey to the adventurous climber.

The vast range reaches northward in a

treble line of peaks, many of them
altitudes of at least 10,000 feet, and
some perhaps 15,000 feet. Even Swit-

zerland, the fashionable mountaineering
resort of Europe, cannot equal in beaut)-

and majestic grandeur the Rockies.

Nor is that all, for mountaineering is not

the only resource which the Rockies
have to offer. Their slopes abound in

streams and leaping brooklets, which
afford fishing difficult to surpass, and
the great, silent woods, huge dark bul-

warks, in whose depths lie hidden many
species of game, should divert the atten-

tion of the hunter and supply him with
excellent sport. Much of the most
superb .scenery of the Rockies, it may
be added, can be seen from the train

as it rushes on its way to the Pacific

Coast. Here then are attractions which
should divert the mountaineer from
the beaten path of Europe—Switzer-

land—and satisfy his sporting proclivities

to satiety. Mr. Edward Whymper, the
veteran mountaineer, wrote in a letter to

the London Times "that though time
may come when everyone of these un-
known summits will have felt the foot of

man, that time will scarcely occur during
the lives of those who were addressed by
Mr. Bryce, late president of the Alpine
Club, or in the lifetimes of their .sons.

Now is the opportunity for the ad-

venturous youth. At present he can
pick and choose anywhere. It will be
idle to complain a few years hence
because .some of the plums have been
gathered in the interior." ITnknown,
vast, interminable, these giants srand as

fortresses to the advance of the armies of

civilization, and silently await the

exploration of some intrepid mountaineer
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before they reveal the secrets hidden in

their vast and gloomy recesses.

It has been said, without fear of con-

tradiction, that the Canadian Northwest
still reigns supreme as the first shooting

ground in the whole of the American
continent, and, indeed, can safely defy

successful rivalry by any other portion

of the British Empire. Vast as they are,

the prairies offer every inducement to the

hunter, and so many connections can,

with facility, be made that the sportsman
need have no fear as to the accessibility

of any hunting section of the great

Northwest. The hunter will find that

the prairies and woodlands of Manitoba
and Assiniboia afford superior sport, as

these undulating plains, full of lakes and
sloughs, are the homes of the migratorj^

wild fowl that every spring leave the

warm regions of the South and fly back
to the far North, where they breed
undisturbed by man. As is generally
tnown, the prairies of western America
once swarmed with game, and afforded

excellent sport, but the terrible ravages
of the market hunter have literally ruined
those lands, and made man 3- species of

game as rare in those regions as the

Great Auk. In the Canadian Northwest
the conditions are quite contrary, for

though settlers are rapidly establishing

themselves in the country, the wild fowl
are well protected in their accustomed
haunts, and, as a natural consequence of

this protection, are simply inexhaustible
in quantity. But game of this descrip-

tion may be very tame sport for those
who have been accustomed to other lands
and to a certain amount of peril in con-
nection with their hunting. For these
the buffalo no longer roam the prairies in

vast herds, and are now almost totall)-

extinct : but the giant moose, elk,

caribou, mule and whitetail deer, black
and brown bear, grey wolf, lynx, and
many other species are yet to be found in

great quantities. In fact so endle.ss is

the variety of big game and wild fowl

that the mere recital of the name of each
species would be a task.

Winnipeg is certainly the best centre

for the hunter to work from, as it is

practically on the edge of the prairie, and
from there he can strike out with greater

ease toward the four quarters of the

globe, and find in each the variety which
he himself desires to shoot.

In passing, I might mention that those

who wish to take a riding tour over the

country- will find everything acceptable to

their tastes, and the travelling perfectly

asy and delightful. Horses are good and
very cheap, and their keep costs nothing.

The Canadian Northwest— accurately

described as the Sportsman's Paradise

—

still offers inducements unsurpassed else-

where to the enterprising hunter and
fisherman. But above all to the tourist,

to whom the treasures of Rome and of

Paris are as mere commonplaces.
Sickened with the Old World, let him
try and satisfy his heart's longing with
the beauties of the New. Rumor—many
tongued—has now, at last, changed
from the whisper of uncertainty to the

loud, clear call of established truth, and
proclaims Canada all sufficient to meet
the needs of men of widely divergent

tastes. No longer rough is the road for

travelling, nor accommodation by the

wayside insufficient, but from coast to

coast, in safety and speed, beyond the

wildest dreams of years gone by, the

stately expresses fly on their unwearied
way. On sites once supposed impossible

of habitation, now stands stately hotels,

with modern conveniences to meet every

taste. So is the transformation complete.

Far off can be heard the murmur of many
voices, and the trampling of advancing
hosts on their way to conquer the West,
and some day, perhaps not so far distant,

many stately cities will rise in the

ancient haunts of the prairie wolf. The
voice of the Northwest calls: "Come now,
ere it be too late," and he who hears her

call will obey the summons if he be wise.
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Canadian Game Laws.
BY C. CARLETON.

The United States Department of

Agriculture are responsible for a work
which claims to be a summary of the
Game Laws for 1903, compiled bj' the
Biological Survey Department. The
book embraces every Province and State

in the Dominion and the United States,

and would be of exceptional value, were
it not for the glaring inaccuracies which
appear in its pages.

We learn, for instance, that in the
Province of New Brunswick a non-resi-

dent license is required by the visiting

sportsman for the pursuit of game of

any description. As a matter of fact

such a license is only required for moose
and caribou

;
and any other animals, as

well as birds, may be hunted and killed

in the open season hy anyone, whether
resident or non-resident.

Again, we are told that the cost of a

license for all game is S30, and for moose
and caribou S20. In truth, there is no
$20 license for any kind of hunting, and
the license for moose and (or) caribou,

the only hunting license required in the

province, is $30.

The Canadian Game Act permits one
moose and one caribou to be killed under
each license. The compilers of the above-
mentioned work, however, inform us that

a limited number may be bagged by each
hunter ts-itli a permit. Such a delightfully

vague term could be translated bj- each
one according to his own desires and
opportunities, and it is to be hoped that,

when taking out a license, the prospective

moose or caribou hunter will studj' its

clauses and conditions most attentively.

Yet again, the compilers come to grief

over the licensing of guides and camp-
helpers. On page 40 we read that non-
resident guides or camp-help are licensed

at S20, the truth being that no non-
resident guides can be licensed in New
Brunswick, and the non-resident camp-
help's license costs $30. The charge for

resident camp-helper's license, which is

only one dollar, is entered as $2.00.

The Provincial or Dominion Govern-
ments should bestir themselves to obtain

the correction of the compilation wher-
ever mistakes appear as to any Canadian
regulations.

Although our American cou.sins have
only practically "discovered" Canada
within the last three years, we, our-

selves,' have been doing a little explora-

tion on our own account for two or three

centuries— yet we have by no means
exhau.sted the possible discoveries, es-

pecially in natural history. There have
been many arguments as to whether the

Queen CharJotte Group contained cari-

bou or not. Mr. R. H. Hall, Hudson's
Bay factor, in charge of the post at

Prince Albert, is able to "set the matter

at rest, as he has seen the hides and
heads of four killed in the islands and

eaten of the flesh thereof. He thinks

the}- are not exceedingly abundant, but
of this he is not sure, because the Haida
Indians were exclusively a salt water
folk, and rarely left the coast line, or
ventured into the mountain vastnesses,

where, alone, the caribou are to be found.

In the same group there are very big
black bears, almost as large as the grizzlj',

and having the same most wonderful
coats. It is strange that bear from a

moist, warm region should have pelts

even better than others coming from the

cold districts east of the Rockies, but
such is the ca.se.
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A Ferocious Moose.
BY REV. W. C. GAYNOR.

It was rough footing. The tall dark
pines and the slender saplings of spruce

were rooted in what seemed a foundation

of granite, so frequent were the boulders

and so treacherous the numerous pitfalls

between the rocks, concealed as the}-

were by a light covering of moss and
scanty soil. Overhead, the dusk of

evening was gradually settling down,
and the shadows of the pines were
deepening ; the solemn stillness of the

forest was making itself felt, and only

the metallic cadences of an evening
thrush brought a message of life from
the outer world. John, our Indian guide,

led the way. There was no special

reason for caution or silence in our
present trip, so that from time to time,

particularly after an especially hard climb

to the top of some sudden rise, he would
wait for the old captain and renew their

confidential intercourse with a remark on
the perenially interesting subject of

moose and moose hunting. Again and
again would the deep voice of the old

sailor reach me as I followed at my ease

in the rear, and I could divine without
effort that, while moose hunting by the

camp fire had its attractions, the actual

experience of a trail as rough as the

present one was not to the old man's
liking.

" Say, Johnny," I could hear the old

baritone voice above the noise of inter-

mittent stumbles, '

' where's this Menzies
Lake, anyhow? Appears to me we have
been travellin' skywards ever since we
left the camp, and the.se dashed rocks are

not the best footin' for ." Here a

stumble of more than ordinary vehemence
interrupted further inquiry, and I could

see John turn and help the old man.
It would hardly be accurate to say that

we were moose hunting that evening in

late August. The sea.son had not yet

opened, and it was a question whether a

bull moose would pay attention yet to

the seductive call. Moreover, it was a

doubtful experiment, this calling of a
moose within ten miles of the city of St.

John. We had only a few unsatisfactory

signs upon which to found our belief that

a bull was in our vicinity. Some mouse-
colored hairs on a leaning deadfall, one
or two hoofprints in the bog between the

rocks, a low rumble one evening, which
John claimed he could differentiate from
the siren of a distant train—this was
practically all the evidence we had for

the nearness of the moose. Still, the

Indian felt so sure of the fact, and the

old captain was so eager to believe him,
and I had such pleasant memories of

moose calling in real moose land, that I

was nothing loth to acquiesce in their

project—which they had come to enter-

tain with such evident anticipation of

sport—of making the effort to call him
up. John had had to take a long trip to

the foot of Ludgate Lake, in order to

find a birch tree of sufficient size to supply

bark for his horn : and the making of

the horn or moose-call had been one of

the notable events of our camp on
Ludgate. John and I outdid ourselves

in reminiscence of adventure in search of

the giant elk of our New Brun.swick

woods. The old captain learned more of

"signs" and "works" and "doin's"—
all the vernacular of the moosewoods

—

than any one man ever learned in the

same time. This new knowledge only

whetted the edge of his expectations of

the coming adventure, when the Indian

was to employ all his native craft in

giving the old .salt a view of a bull

moose, free and untrammeled in his

forest haunts. It was agreed that, should

we by good luck raise a bull, no harm
would be done the animal consistently

with our own safety.

Thus it happened that we were
stumbling our way north to Menzies
Lake, from our camp on Ludgate, that

fine evening in August. In order to

make himself heard over as large a

stretch of territory as possible John
;vanted to reach as high a point between
the two lakes as he could.

At last by dint of much effort and a

good deal of hanging on by our toes (in

which the captain's life-long experience
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with ratlines stood him in good stead)

we reached the coveted prominence. To
the north and east of us glimmered in

the growing dusk the waters ot the St.

John River, spread out in a broad sheet
;

while to the south, in the dim and
seemingly measureless distance, the

deeper blue of the Bay of Fundy waves
rollicked in one parting slant of sun-
light. Then the August night shut
down and the broad harvest moon broke
in upon it to relieve its darkness.

We had first to dispose of the captain.

Big and heavy as he was, and not fleet

of foot, it was contrary to all the canons
of friendship to allow him to remain
within reach of an angry moose. We
had some difficulty in coaxing him into

the fork of an ancient pine, but we did at

length persuade him to it. John took

his position on the top of a boulder
within reach of a decaying birch, whose
ragged j^ellow bark shone in the moon-
light, and I sat on a lower limb of the

captain's tree. Then drawing a long
breath—and incidentally interrupting the

captain's query as to how we should ever

get back to camp—the Indian sounded
that first wheedling blast. Gently and
slowly, with the cadence of the first

soughing of a strong breeze ere the

forest feels its full force and the trees

sway and the storm rushes onward, rose

that primeval cry on the soft silence of

the night. Higher and higher the

passionate coaxing of the call, yet deeper
and deeper the bottom notes upon which
it rested ; raucous it was in places,

coarse and rough, befitting the purpose
and the animal from which it was
supposed to proceed, but the love-story

of its closing notes was as recognizable

as the fondest syllables of human speech.

My Indian John was a master player on
the birch conch with which men imitate

the pleadings of a love-sick moose. The
first call was finished, and I could hear a

distinct sigh of satisfied surprise from
the old captain above me. Scarcely had
John taken the horn from his month
when the echoes of the call came welling

back on every side. The distant hills,

which edge in Ludgate Lake on the east,

sent back the reverberating roar, and the

granite background of the smaller lake at

our feet acted as a sounding board for

the message. Surely, if his lord.ship is

within hearing he must hear that cry.

The echoes died slowly out in the night,

and all was again still. John would not

repeat the call, I knew, for some minutes,
but, with ears attent to the slightest

sound, would hearken for a reply. As I

sat on the limb, my cheek resting against

the truuk of the old pine, memory took
me back to other moose-callings when no
make-believe purpose carried us into the

wilds of Canaan, with this same old

Indian guide, and when it was a fight

for life, no convenient pine tree being
there to take shelter in, and no footing

but the uncertain one afforded by a

swaying muskeg. Again I could see

the glance and ripple of running brook,
could hear the distant hooting of the
screech owl, and peer into the myste-
rious shadows of night in the forest.

Suddenly, a familiar sound broke in

upon my musings—a deep and unmis-
takable grunt. John heard it too, and I

could see him wave the bark horn at me
and again put it to his lips. This time
the call was soft and silken, the mere
coo of a wood dove in comparison with
previous effort. The effect was instan-

taneous. Away down on the lake bottom,
where the alders leaned over the cat-tails

and blueflag, there was a rush and com-
motion, and out of the darkness and
moonlight came a series of hoarse grunts
and the shaking of antlers like the

rattling of axe-handles in a bag. We
had found his lordship surely. Openly
and with no attempt to follow the
shadows, he came out on the plateau of

rock. The hillside, bare of aught but
scrub, with here and there a dead and
branchless pine, afforded us an uninter-

rupted view of the lake below. We
could see the glint of moonlight on his

great antlers as he swayed on the ledge,

trying to make sure that his ears had not

deceived him. It was now up to John
to lure him to us. I expected to hear
him give the cow-call once more, but
he did not—and herein lay the secret of

our after misfortunes. Instead of the

coaxing call of the cow, some demon of

the woods tempted him to give out the

hoarse cry of defiance of a bull ; then,

without waiting to watch the effect, he
began to tear the curling bark from the

birch tree by which he had been sitting.

He made all the noise he could and
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punctuated his gj'mnastics with subdued
grunts from the horn. They very devil

of mischief seemed to have possessed my
old Indian.

No self-respecting moose, in the face

of such overt provocation, could refuse

this gage of battle. With a snort and
roar, the echo of which, methinks, is

still resounding along the shores of that

silent lake, he charged up the hill. As
I watched the great beast zigzag his

furious course up the declivity, I could

not help wondering how things would
come out. We had our rifles, of course,

and the ancient mariner was stowed
away in a place of safety, but beyond
these facts I could not speculate. Nor
did I have time or pressing inclination

to do so. In a shorter period than it

takes to write these words, the bull was
charging in upon us, believing evidenth"

that our clump of trees concealed his

enemy. As he swirled in among us I

realized that a few more feet of higher
altitude would help my case most con-

siderably. In his furious onset, our
friend the moose had almost shaken me
from the limb on which I stood with n

stroke of his horns. Now, a bull moose,
when charging into a thicket, will

instinctively lay his antlers back upon
his shoulders, a fact to which I owed my
safety on this occasion. Had he acted

as if he were in the open, I certainly

would have been swept from the branch.
I hastened therefore to clamber beyond
his reach, which brought me close to the

captain.

"You call this moose huntin', do
you?" he enquired with a shake in his

voice, caused by the fact that the sud-
den swaying of the tree under the im-
pulse of the bull's attack had almost
dislodged him. " Shoot the thing,

can't ye ?
"

I started it to explain to him that
shooting was out of the question, since

it meant a heavy fine in case of detec-

tion, when suddenly things began to

happen. The Indian, on the first onset
of the moose, had sought safety in the
birch tree, but the lower stubs, which
once were branches, being rotten gave
way with him. The rustling which his

excited efforts to climb the tree now
made attracted the attention of the bull,

and as it was in kind like the sounds

which he had construed into a challenge,

he charged on John's tree without fur-

ther ado. From my position I could
witness the Indian's frantic efforts to

shiq up to the heavier branches, where
he could be beyond the reach of his

adversary. He clung to his rifle, hold-
ing it out from him as he climbed. The
split hoofs of the moose rattled viciously

on the stones as he projected himself in

John's direction, and the next moment
he was beneath the birch. Then I saw
an unusual sight. The Indian went up
the tree as if some friendly hand had
given him a hoist in the desired direc-

tion, and the moose passed out into the
open. In his hurry to catch a branch
John lost hold of his rifle, which came
clattering to the ground. He afterwards
assured me that he found for a swift
second a foothold on the palmated
antlers, and thus gave himself the neces-
sary lift upward. My own impression
was that the moose did the lifting and
that John had only the luck to travel in

the right direction. I remember register-

ing mentally an act of thanksgiving that
his gun had fallen ; for I knew that if

he once got angry no protest of mine
would avail to save the moose. The
bull was not yet done with him, how-
ever ; circling round, he came back to
the charge, bellowing forth his peculiar
battle grunt. Again the unusual hap-
pened. I had seen on the famous moose
ground, known as the " Popple Knoll,"
in Canaan, a herd of moose feeding in

early winter ; and I had sat and watched
them while the bulls reached up and
with their fore feet drew down the birch
saplings within reach of the young
cows, and straddled the trees to keep
them down. But I had no idea that an
angry bull would adopt the same tactics

to get at an enemy. That is just what
he tried to do, nevertheless. Standing
on his hind feet, his great head with its

long, horse-like muzzle pointing up-
wards, he plied his fore feet in the
attempt to reach John. In that mirage
of moonlight he looked to nie like some
giant beast of the antediluvian period,

some belated mj'lodon from the Pleisto-

cene. But John was now in real danger
;

he had by this time reached the highest
branch that would sustain his weight,
and vet the lunging brute below came
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uigli striking; him at each jump ; the air

was full of flyiug knots and splinters,

and the trunk of the tree, which was
neither large nor sound, was already

showing the effects of the poundii^ it

was receiving. And yet the bull gave
no sign of fatigue or relenting.

Perhaps it was the novelty of the

spectacle that held me spell-bound, but

the old captain found no entertainment

in the sight. Snatching my rifle, which
lay near him—he did not carry one of

his own, being considered a poor .shot

—

he blazed almost perpendicularly down
in the direction of the moose. Whether
his aim was good or not, we never had

evidence to prove one way or the other
;

for the bull, doubtless with the memory
of previous experience of gun-powder
before him, toppled over as if he had
been hit, and then recovering himself
made off in the moonlight down the hill.

The captain .sent a parting shot in his

wake, but it was a shot at random, the
bullet ricochetting on the rocks till it

splashed into the lake.

"A mos' vorashus animal," was the
Indian's solitary comment, as he stood
examining his rifle at the foot of the
tree. But I noted with what care he
assisted the old captain as we .stumbled

and groped our way back to camp.

* '

' The Woodlot '

' is the title of a

pamphlet recently issued by the Bureau
of Forestry of the United States. This
pamphlet relates to Southern New
England, the trees in which are mainly
hardwood, such as oak, chestnut, maple,

hickory' and ash. Among conifers are

found white pine, pitch pine and hem-
lock, and in the swamps, white cedar.

The woods are mostly second growth,

and under sixty years of age. Second
growth hardwood forests are composed
principally of sprouts from stumps, with
the result that the trees are frequently

crowded and in bad form, and also are

early subject to deca}' from the rotting

stumps. The rate of annual decay is

often so rapid in old sprout woods that

the amount of wood added each year by
growth is more than offset by the decay,

and if a sprout forest is allowed to grow
older than 40 or 50 years, many of the

stumps send up only feeble shoots, and
others do not sprout at all.

Improvement cutting is the fir.st work
to be done. The general rule for thin-

ning is to remove all dead and dying
trees, suppressed trees, and such indi-

viduals of the intermediate cla.ss as are

crowding the dominant trees or the more
thrifty intermediate trees. The trees

left standing grow more rapidly and
reach a merchantable size much sooner

than when the woods are left untouched
until maturity. It is estimated that

through this kind of thinning the time

required for forests to grow from seed to

merchantable size may be shortened from
ten to twenty years.

There has been reported through the
newspapers recently a most remarkable
story of the suicide of the entire village

council of Peszer in Southern Hungary,
consisting of seven persons, all related.

It appears that the Council, without
other authority than their own, disposed
of a forest which was the property' of

the village and pocketed the proceeds.

For a considerable time, and by the
exercise of extraordinary ingenuity, they
were able to keep the transaction secret,

but disclosure finally came, with the
above mentioned result. This is a some-
what unusual denouement of boodling
operations, btit possibly the chief actors

were only anticipating events, as the
disposal of a communal forest would
be a serious enough matter to arouse
violent feelings. When the taxpayers of

Canadian communities understand that

the dwellers in villages happy enough to

own forests are .sometimes not only
immune from taxes, but even have
obtained dividends from this source, they
will begin to realize with what a feeling

of personal loss the news of the financial

operation above outlined would be
received by the communit>', and their

indignation might rise to such a pitch as

to render a hasty exit from the scene the

happiest for those who were the objects

of it.

• Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Poiestry Association.
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'Tet Gaulan."
BY MARTIN HUNTER.

When I first went to reside at Wey-
montachingue, the man who was in
temporary charge awaiting my arrival,

received orders to proceed to Coocoocache
to assume charge there. The latter post
is about fifty miles south of the former,
down the river St. Maurice. One of
his children, a boy of twelve, had a
tame .sea gull which he had boxed up the
morning of their departure, ready to
take down with the rest of the family's
belongings. The canoe was so very
much overcrowded that his father
ordered the boy to leave his pet behind.
The poor little fellow shed tears, but
was obliged to obey, and by the father's
own hands the slats were torn off the
box, and the gull given his liberty there
on the beach.

After the canoe had left, and disap-
peared around the bend of the river, I

noticed the bird floating about off the
place of departure, and turning I went
up to the house. For .several days after
the gull kept coming back to the post

;

food "was repeatedly offered him, but he
would not even taste it. He u.sed on
these occasions to waddle about the
yard, and all places frequented formerly
by his little master, and evidently much
puzzled at his non-appearance in the
usual places. At last the gull failed to
return for .several days, and we thought
no more about him.
Had a canoe been going down to the

other post about that time I would cer-
tainly have boxed him up, and sent him
down to the little boy, who no doubt
grieved for his feathered pet, as much
.as the bird plainly showed sorrow for his
ma.ster. But, unfortunately, no canoe
went to Coocoocache until I had occa-
sion to visit that post on business some
three weeks after the family had left

Weymontachingue.
The second day after my arrival down

there (I must explain the post is built on

a small lake off the St. Maurice, and
joined by a sluggish creek connecting the
two) I was standing outside talking to
the manager, when I noticed a gull alight
on the surface of the lake a couple of
hundred yards from shore. As a rule,

gulls in the interior are only seen about
large lakes, and this one settling on such
a small body of water as Coocoocache
struck me as peculiar. The thought
occurred to me probably this was
" gaulan," the boy's pet, but it seemed
too absurd to think the bird could find
its way down fifty miles of river and
alight on a lake off at right angles.

I mentioned my thought to the boy's
father, but he said, impossible. However,
we could soon prove it by getting little Joe
to run down to the beach and call him

;

if it was his gull he would come at once on
hearing his master's call, " Gaulan."

Joe was summoned from the hou.se, and
the bird pointed out to him. He sprang
away towards the sands with glee in his
eyes. As I watched the boy running I

thought should it not prove his gull what
a disappointment it will be to the little

fellow. It was his gull, however, with-
out a doubt, for as soon as Joe began to
call "Gaulan ! gaulan ! ! gaulan ! ! !

"

the bird rose on the wing and came and
lit quite near the shore, and with the
continuance of some further endearing
words from Joe, he swam to the sands
and permitted his master to pick him up
in his arms and carry him to the hou.se.
The other children and the mother
made as much of the gull as if it was a
long lost brother.

Now, when the writer a.ssures the
reader that the foregoing is an actual
fact, witne,s.sed by him, what conclusion
can we arrive at ? Was it accident, or
instinct, that brought the gull to where
his master lived? Be it as it may, it

,

was very pathetic to see the affection
between the bird and boy.
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A Big Game Country.
BY E. C. S.

In a late issue of Rod and Gun refer-

ence is made to the Mississaga River,

Algoma district, as being a favorable

locality for securing big game. I have
lately returned from a trip up the west

branch of that river, having gone in by
way of Thessalon, which is forty-six

miles east from Sault Ste. Marie, on the

Algoma branch of the Canadian Pacific

Railway. From Thessalon I went over-

land twenty-five miles by road to the

west branch of the Mississaga, at the

Cheney mine, which is above the river

from what is known as the " Tunnel," a

long rapids rushing through gorges in

the rocky formation. The falls at the

Cheney mine are picturesque. The
Mississaga River above those falls has

long reaches of very swift water,

alternating with distances of less rapid

current. In the swift reaches progress

in canoes can only be made by expert

poling, and then it is very slow and

arduous work and entails careful naviga-

tion when canoes are heavily loaded.

The depth of water, in tho.se .swift places,

varies anywhere from one foot to five

feet in depth. The bottom of the river

is, of course, gravel, with some boulders.

The further up the river the swifter the

current is experienced. The return

journey is, of course, correspondingly

quick and easy for canoe travel. This

country is well stocked with big game.
On my trip up a black bear swam across

the river a short distance above our
canoes, and I fired at it with a .38 calibre

revolver, the effect, however, only seem-
ing to be to accelerate the movements of
bruin, the Indian guide remarking the
following day that " he believed the bear
was running yet." We also saw a
mother deer with two fawns standing in

the shallow water on a shoal of gravel
almost as far out as midstream, enjoying
the bright sunlight and the refreshingly

cool air. On several occasions members
of my party saw red deer and moose, and
the tracks of red deer, moose and caribou
were frequently observed. The district

is a favorable one for tourist travel, many
lakes, not shown on our maps, affording

excellent transportation by canoe. A
canoe trip from Biscotasing via lakes and
the main branch of the Mississaga, which
empties into Lake Huron, would be most
interesting to the tourist and explorer.

In fact all that district lying between the
main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway
to the north, and the Algoma branch
to the south, covered as it is with
numerous lakes, "will be a region of
interest to sportsmen and explorers, as

it abounds in big game, timber and
minerals, and is of easy access from
various points on the railway.

^^3SS^a^»'>«^SS^'^

One would think that the .450 cord-

ite express is sufiiciently powerful to

kill any living creature, and yet in

practice our fine-.spun theories of velocity

making up for lack of weight, in projec-

tile as well as for .striking surface, are

sometimes not borne out by experience.

Only recently an luiglish .sportsman

shooting in Africa, was seriously mauled

by a lion, though he had placed several

.450 bullets from one of these rifles in the

beast's body. Another accident is

chronicled in the Indian papers. A Mr.
Pelham Rogers, in the Indian Civil

Ser\'ice, wounded a large tiger with
a .4.50 cordite, but the animal had
sufficient vitality to charge home and
maul him so that he eventually died. It

seems that for the dangerous felidse,

whose soft skins and bodies have not
sufficient resistance to absorb the

enormous energy of the .450 bullet, a

different shape or composition will be

necessary for the latter.
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r.RK.AKJNC. A BUONCHO.
A typical Alberta scene. These are the imii and these the horses we breed there.

]

Ini>ian Kishkks.

This sna])shot was taken <>» Okana^ati I.ake.
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Laurentian Lakes.

A correspondent sends us the following list of lakes in the neighborhood of the
branch line from Montreal to Labelle. While it is probable the list is neither com-
plete nor exact—seeing the enormous difficulty in the way of such a compilation

—

nevertheless it should be of very considerable value to fishermen desirous of
exploring the well-stocked waters of the Laurentians.

ST. JOVITE REGION.

Population, 1850. 3 Hotels. Telephone and Telegraph. 4 Hours' Run from Montrkai,.

Name of Lake.
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STE. AG.\THE-DES-MONTS.

Population, 2,120. 5 Hotels. Telegraph. 60 Miles from Montreal.

Name of Lake.
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STE. MARGUERITE.

395

Population, 2 Hotels. 4 Miles from Station.

Name of Lake.
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The Black Walnut/
(Juglans nigra.)

BY E. G. JOLY DE LOTBINIERE.

This magnificent tree (one of the most

valuable and now one of the rarest of our

forest trees), which at one time grew so

plentifully in certain sections of the

United States and Western Canada, has

now become so scarce that it is likely to

disappear before long from the category

of our native timber trees, unless steps are

taken to reproduce it on a large scale

from the nut.

Fifty years ago, or even less, its value

was so little appreciated that it was used

not only for building purposes in some
sections of the country where it grew,

but also for shingles, fence posts, rails

and even fuel.

The condition of things has altered

since then. To-day it is worth, in car

lots, from $85 to $100 per thousand feet

board measure. The retail price must

be considerably higher. Enormous
prices are paid for any particularly fine

piece of wood fit for veneering. Such
pieces are generally obtained from a

crotch of large limbs or from the stump
and large roots, and sometimes from

burls or excrescences that are found on

the trunk of the tree.

Such a valuable tree is certainly

worthy of cultivation, especially as it is

hardy, and, under good conditions, of

rapid growth.
The black walnut derives its name no

doubt from the color of the heart wood,

which is of a dark tinge. When freshly

cut the sap wood is quite white and the

heart of a delicate violet color, which,

after exposure to the air, assumes a more

intense shade and becomes almost black.

The tree grows to a large size and attains

sixty or seventy feet in height, and from

three to seven feet in diameter. It grows

best in a rich, deep, and fairly moist

soil, though it will thrive well but not

grow so rapidly upon dry and rocky

lands. When isolated it forms a mag-

nificent ornamental tree, assuming most

graceful proportions. The leaves emit a

pleasant aromatic odour when crushed in

the hand, and the nuts also, when green,

have a most delightful perfume. The
natural range of distribution of this tree,

in Canada, does not extend east of

Kingston, and even there the species was
never abundaut. The country drained

by the St. Clair River and its tributaries

was, I believe, the section where it was
found in its greatest perfection and

abundance.
The reproduction of this valuable tree

from the nut should be an easy task

when undertaken in Western Canada, its

native home, but it has been successfully

grown as far east as the city of Quebec
and its environs. Such being the case,

there is no reason why it should not be

cultivated with satisfactory results in the

various provinces of the Dominion. The
winters about Quebec are as severe as

can be found anywhere, and yet the tree

does not suffer from the intense cold and
frost, and when planted in a congenial

soil grows vigorously. The nuts also

mature thoroughly and reproduce as

readily as those grown in the west.

The nuts should be planted late in the

autumn—the later the better. The
object of this late planting is to allow the

nuts time to mature thoroughly before

putting them into the ground. This is

most important, for if the kernel of the

nut is yet in the soft milky stage when
planted, it invariably rots. In Eastern

Canada the nuts cannot be allowed to

winter on the surface of the soil, for the

frost destroys them. They must either

be planted as I have said above, or kept

until the following spring in a cold

garret, but one free from frost. When
kept over until the spring, plant as soon

as the snow has left the ground. The
nuts should be planted in a sheltered

position in light rich soil that has been

thoroughly well worked over. I ]ilant

them in rows twelve inches apart and

three inches deep. Between every three

• Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association.
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rows I leave a space two feet wide, so as

to permit of one's moving about the

plantation to attend to the weeding and
care for the seedlings without danger
of crushing or injuring them. At each
end of a row I place a little post, so as

to know where to look for the seedlings

when the time comes for them to make
their appearance. I often take the

trouble to plant a little stick near each
nut, as I sow it. This saves a great

deal of trouble and one is sure of not

injuring the little tree when weeding.
The seedlings can be left in the nur-

sery until they are about three feet in

height. They .should then be trans-

planted. Transplanting should be made
in the spring, about the middle of May,
before the buds open.

The ground in which you intend
making your plantation should pre-

viously be ploughed, thoroughly har-

rowed and rolled, the trees planted
about four feet apart. Great care should
be taken when removing the young trees

from the nursery to damage the roots as

little as possible. If the soil is adhesive
a ball of earth .should be removed with
the young tree, thus saving all chance of

mutilating the " radiculae " or small
roots. A notable feature of the black
walnut is its extraordinary long tap-

root. Should it be broken or badly
injured in the removal, cut it off above
the wound with a sharp knife.

The grass in no case should be allowed
to grow up to the stem of the trees, and
to avoid that they should be mulched
whenever neces.sary. The young trees

should be carefully pruned until their

heads meet. Nature afterwards will do
that work herself. Do not prune your
trees late in the season. June and July
are the proper months. The earlier you
prune the better, as it will give the
'

' callus
'

' time to form and mature
before the frosts of winter. Should you
prune late in the sea.son (in Eastern
Canada) the "callus" will almost
invariably be destroyed by frost, and the
wound made by the removal of a branch
will never heal over properly. Prune as

closely to the stem as you possibly can
with a sharp knife. Should you use a

saw, freshen the edges of the cut with
your knife so as to leave a clean smooth
surface.

Do not be discouraged if a tree should
appear to die after transplanting.

Though the stem of the tree may die,

the root as a rule will not. Before long
you will see shoots forming on the stem
of the tree, near the ground. Select the
shoot nearest the ground and remove the
others. This shoot will grow with great

vigor and will make as fine a tree as any
in your plantation. Your plantation

should be made in as sheltered a position

as possible.

I trust that these few elementary hints

may be of some slight service to those
who intend growing black walnut. L,et

all such be well assured that the time and
money they may expend is time and
money well invested. All may not live

to reap the pecuniary benefits resulting

from their labors, but in the meanwhile
the}' have done a useful work, one of

national importance, and one that future
generations will bless them for.

(^;Sg^^« •4^^2@)^

The Art of Forestry/
BY A. HAROLD UNWIN, D, OEC. PULL.

Forests as they occur naturally repro-
duce themselves on large or small areas,
according to the weight of the seeds of
the individual tree species. It is the
business of Silviculture, or wood growing,
to assist and alter this process to the

advantage of the economic requirements
of mankind. Timber, which will most
likely be of general utility, must be
produced or perpetuated. A very good
illustration of this is afforded by German
forestry practice, which about sixty

* Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry As»oci«tion.
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j'ears ago started converting extensive,

nearly unprofitable, beech forests into

those of very paying spruce.

The Germans foresaw that any coni-

ferous timber, and especially that of

spruce, would in the long run be used
more extensively and rise higher in

value than hardwoods. Their prediction

has come true, and those forests to-day

are beginning to be the most paying of

any in that country.

The character of the soil, of course,

.sometimes distinctly limits one as to

choice of tree in a great many parts of any
country. For instance, it is a well knoMn
fact that it would be better policy to let

the common Norway or red pine grow
on a very poor, sandy soil, rather than
introduce the more exacting white pine.

In Europe, at least in the most highly

developed countries, natural regeneration

or reproduction of a forest by its self-

sown seed, unaided by the hand of man,
is gradually being superseded by arti-

ficial methods such as .sowing of seeds

and planting of seedling trees. Here the

former method, though generally occu-

pying more time, is in place, as the forests

are not of such value that one could or

should expend a great deal in insuring

their continuity. With care this can be

done as effectively, if not more effect-

ively, than with planting. In one way
it requires more skill in handling the

present growing trees than with the

other system. One great point to be

noticed is that the soil must be kept in

a receptive state for seeds, i.e., free from

weeds, moist and loose. This is as it

is under a dense growth of old trees as

is seen in any piece of bush or forest.

If the forest under consideration has

been left in its natural condition, such will

be the case, otherwise it will take longer

for the new growth to get started once

the original growth has been removed.

The gradual, and hence partial, removal

of the first crop of trees is the safest way
to get a fre.sh growth, rather than clear

the area entirely and let seed fall in

from the surrounding forest trees. In the

former case the seeds find a splendid

bed for germination, and receive just the

amount of shade and .shelter which they

require in their earlier stages of growth.

Finally, when the young seedlings have

got thoroughly established the old trees

are removed with little damage to the

new crop. With the latter system the

ground is liable to become hard and dry
and covered with weeds, including un-

desirable seedling trees, such as poplar

and birch. In the course of time the

parent crop is reproduced, but in some
cases the poplars, etc. , have got such a

start that the conifers never catch them
up but grow underneath and only

dominate finally by the fact of their

being longer lived trees ; others again,

which have not got such a start, get

caught up by the spruce, etc., which
outgrow them and so insure a fresh

crop of what is wanted. This is not

entirely satisfactory, as one does not

get a full crop of the trees especially

required. Modifications of both sj-stems

occur, such as clearing very small areas

which are partiall}- shaded by surround-

ing trees and so cannot become covered
with weeds before fresh seedlings have
come up. This is called the group or

strip system, and the before-mentioned
the shelter system. These are the chief

methods of natural regeneration of a

forest. These, especially the latter, do
not entail a decrease in the cutting areas,

as might be supposed, but on the contrary

a very large portion of any forest or

timber limit can be treated in this way
each year. It is with this, the group
method, that one attains the best finan-

cial results, otherwise the cost of draw-
ing the individual logs together (under
the shelter system) would be so great

that it would diminish or leave no profit

on each at all.

With the conifers, such as spruce, the

group generally takes the form of a

long narrow strip, which facilitates the

cutting and marketing of logs. This
method is very satisfactory and insures

a good crop of fresh seedlings. In a

level countrj' it is possible to make the
strips one-half to one mile long and
three-quarters to one tree's length in

width. If made wider part of the area

remains un.seeded, as the majority, e.g.,

of spruce seeds fall within the length
of the height of the tree, of course if

it is windy a great number of seeds will

be blown further away but this is not

always the case.

Planting, the other great method of

forest reproduction, tends in Europe, a^
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least, to supersede the various systems
of natuial regeneration. During the

last thirty years it has steadily been
on the increase, despite very substantial

advantages of the other system. Arti-

ficial sowing of seed has been practically

given up, except in some special cases

where seed is very cheap and the soil

easily worked. Years ago the Govern-
ment of Saxony, Germany, started some
experiments as to the best distance to

plant trees in order to get clean stems
and the greatest amount of growth,
both in height and diameter per year
and acre. For the one species, Norway
spruce {Picea excela) with which they
were conducted, three and one-half to

four feet turned out to be the most satis-

factory distance. This distance, though,
only yields the best results combined
with judicious thinnings, beginning with
the twentieth year and continued once
in ten years until maturity.

Reproduction of trees by stool shoots,

after the tree has been cut down, gives

good results with some trees. Perma-
nenth- practiced it does not tend to pro-

duce good timber, but only scrubby fire-

wood of small size. According to

European results hickory treated this

way grows rapidly into very flexible

poles and small trees. This special

means of perpetuating a piece of wood-
land has been given the term, coppice
or copse, practised largely on this con-
tinent in the Xew England States and
in Europe in nearly everj- country. A
rapid return is a great point in its favour,

but of course only certain species are

adapted for it, of the conifers only pitch

pine (Pinus rigida), Japanese cypress
{Crystotneria Japonica) , and red wood
(Sequoia sempervirens^, are the chief

trees, whereas, most broad-leaved species

send out stool, or root, shoots more or

less abundantly.

Charmelte.
BY WILLIAM HF.NRV DRUMMOND.

\CopyrighUd\

Away off back on de mountain side,

Not easy t'ing to fin' de spot,

W'ere de lake below she's long an' wide,
A nice leetle place I got

Mebbe ten foot deep by twenty-two,
An' if you can see it I bet

You'll not be surprise w'en I say to you
I chrissen dat place Charmette.

Dat's purty beeg word Charmette, for go
On poor leetle house so small.

Wit' only wan chimley, a winder or so.

An' no gallerie at all.

But I want beeg word, sode worl' will know
Wat de place it was mean to me,

An' dere on de book of Jean Jacques Rousseau
Charmette is de nam' I see.

O ma dear Charmette ! an' de stove is dere

—

(Good stovej an' de wood pile too.
An' stretch out your finger mos' any w'ere

Dere's plaintee for comfort you

—

You're hungry, wall ! you get pork an' bean
Mak' you feel lak' Rdouard de King

—

You're torsty, jus' look dere behin' de screen
An' mebbe you fin' somet'ing.

Ha ! ha ! you got it—Ma dear Charmette,
Dere's many fine place, dat's true

If you travel aroun' de worl', but yet
Were is de place lak' you ?

Open de door, don't kip it close

—

Wat's air of de morning for ?

Would you fassen de door on de win' dat blows
Over God's own boulevard?

You see dat lake ? wall I always hate
To brag, but she's full of trout.

So full dey can't jomp togeder. but wait
An' tak' deir chance turn about

—

An' if you was campin' up dere above,
De mountain would be so high

Very offen de camp you'd have to move.
Or how can de moon pass by ?

It's wonderful place for sure, Charmette

—

An' ev'ry wan say to me,
I got all de pleasure a man can get

'Cept de wife an' de familee.

But somebody else can have ma wife,

De familee too. also

—

An' I'll stick to Charmette so long ma life

Was spare to me here below.

For we can't be happier dan we been
Over twenty year, no siree.

An' if ever de stranger come between
De leetle Charmette an' me.

Den all I can say is kip out de way

—

For dynamite sure I'll get

—

An' offer dat you can hunt all day
For me an' ma dear Charmette!
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Our Medicine Bag.
'

' The Approaching Timber Famine '

'

is the title of an article in a contemporary,
by Mr. E. Stewart, Superintendent of

Forestry, and is an able presentation of

a timely subject. Mr. Stewart calls

attention to the increasing demand for

timber and the decreasing supply, quot-

ing conclusive statistics from leading

European authorities to show that a

timber famine is among the possibilities

of the even near future. Then discussing

the capability of Canada to meet the

demands upon its forest resources he
states as follows :

—

" Regarding the first, it has been esti-

mated that this country has an area of

266,000,000 acres of timbered laud. This
is certainly too low an estimate if taken
to represent the whole area of land on
which any kind of timber is growing,
but may safely be taken as embracing
the area covered by timber of merchant-
able value, including pulpwood. Put-
ting the quantity growing on such land

at 2,000 feet board measure per acre, we
have a total area of 532,000,000,000
now ready for use. Besides this we
have covering this same area an immense
quantity which has not yet attained a

sufficient size for cutting. This growth
varies in size from the young seedling

just shooting from the ground up to the

young tree of 10 or 12 inches in diame-
ter. Let us consider the value of this

younger growth. In those countries

where a regular system of cutting has
been practised for a number of years the

annual growth increment has been es-

tablished with great accuracy, but to

apply their figures to our forests would
undoubtedly be misleading. Three hun-
dred and fifty feet board measure per

acre has been e.stimated as the annual
growth in the United States. If we put
ours at, say, two hundred feet to the

acre we will have an annual growth of

53,200,000,000 feet. This, however,
would include limbs and branches and
very rough timber that would not be
used in this country except for fuel.

Deduct for such timber 30 per cent, and
we have still left 37,240,000,000 feet as

the yearly product. At the lowest the

stumpage, that is, the value of such
timber standing in the tree, may be put
at present at $1 .00 per thousand, which
would give in the first case a revenue to

the State, provided it was all in the hands
of the Crown and subject to Government
dues, as most of it is, of $532,000,000
for the virgin forests of to-day, and a
yearly return for that of the maturing
timber of $37,240,000. But this only
represents what might at present prices

be asked by the Government as a royaltj',

and forms but a small part of its value

to the community as a whole. Possess-

ing not only the raw material, but also

the motive power right at hand, Canada
.should be without a rival in the manu-
facture of all articles in which timber
forms the chiefs ingredient."

To the Editor of Rod and Gun in
Canada.

Dear Sir,—The interesting account
of "Canine Vaccination, '

' which appeared
in the November number of Rod and
GxTN, while showing the value of vacci-

nation as a preventive of distemper in

dogs, suggests the query : How far this

dreaded disease may be avoided with
ordinary care, at any rate by house dogs
and dogs kept about the house as pets ?

It is almost incomprehensible how
apparently reasonable persons will permit
their dogs the run of the house during
the day and chain them up for the night
in a back-3'ard kennel, which, in nine
cases out of ten, must from its con.struc-

tion and location be dangerously damp.
Probably the dog has spent its last hour
or two indoors, stretched asleep before a

warm fire or stove. Dogs treated in this

manner fall an easy victim to distemper,
in the same way that a human being
suffering from a cold, however slight,

and the fever which accompanies a cold,

both with dogs and men, are more prone
than their stronger neighbors to any seri-

ous disease to which they maj' be exposed.
The writer has owned, during a period

of ten years, three fox terriers, two being
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Angling in B.C.

Kveryoiie in the western province of the Dominion goes a-fishing. and some pass most
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smooth-haired aud one a rough-haired

dog. The first named were son and
daughter of "Carlton Lad," the fore-

most prize winner of his daj', and the

rough dog was of exceptional breeding.

All these dogs were taken from the litter

as early as possible, and, from the lirst,

slept in a warm corner of the kitchen in

a dry bed of hay, which was always
selected with great care. Not one of

these dogs ever had distemper, although

there was mortalit}' from this cause

among the pups remaining in each of the

three litters. The smooth-haired bitch

lived four years without a day's sickness,

before falling a victim to the poison

fiend. Her brother died at two years of

age from the same cause. The rough-
haired dog we have had for five years,

and is the strongest and most active

terrier we have ever owned.
It should not be difficult to keep a

house dog, which is well under control,

away from infection, when distemper is

known to be in the neighborhood, and,

except in the case of a wide-spreading
epidemic of distemper throughout the

district, the full-grown or adult dog
should be practically immune. Distemper,
like measles, is most often confined to

the j'oung, but is more dangerous to the

adult than to the infant, given equal care

and good nursing in both ca.ses.

Dog owners are apt to consider that,

by allowing their pets to sleep within
doors, they weaken their constitution

and make them fit only for drawing-room
ornaments. Nothing of the kind, pro-

vided alwa}-s that sufficient exercise be
given.

Yours truly,

Toronto. E. W.

The seasoning of wood is a question of

economic importance, as it has an impor-
tant bearing on the life of the material
and on its phj'sical adaptability. For
construction and other purposes com-
plaints of warping and shrinkage in

timber are more frequent than some

years ago, the result probably of the use

of unseasoned stock owing to the pressure

for supply. The publication of a report

on this subject by Hermann von Schrenk,
of the United States Bureau of Forestry,

is timely. Seasoning is ordinarily under-
stood to mean drying, but it implies other

changes than the evaporation of water.

It is very probable that one of these con-

sists in changes in the albuminous
substances in the wood fibre, and possibly

also in the tannins, resins and other
incrusting substances. The rate of

evaporation differs both with the kind of

timber and its shape. Air drying out of

doors takes from two months to a year,

the time depending on the kind of timber
and the climate.

The advantages of seasoning are : (i)

Seasoned timber lasts much longer than
unseasoned. Since the decay of timber
is due to the attacks of wood-destroying
fungi, and since the most important
condition of the growth of these fungi

is water, anything which lessens the

quantity of water in wood aids in its

preservation. (2) In the case of treated

timber, seasoning before treatment
greatly increases the effectiveness of the

ordinary methods of treatment, and
seasoning after treatment prevents the

rapid leaching out of salts introduced to

preserve the timber. (3) It is believed

that by proper treatment timbers which
otherwise could not be used for ties,

poles, posts, bridge timbers, etc., can be
made to serve longer than the untreated

timbers in use up to the present time.

The cheap and porous wood, which may
be more easily treated, will, when well

treated, outlast the other in every

instance. The short-lived, porous beech,

which ordinarily lasts but four to five

years, has outlasted the oak several

times over. From the experiments so

far completed it is concluded that green

timber should be piled in as open piles as

possible as soon as it is cut, and so kept

until it is air dry. In the case of ties the

pile made with seven ties one way and
two across alternately was found the

We are in receipt of a very full,

useful catalogue, issued by Caverhill,
Learmont & Co., wholesale hardware
merchants, Montreal. This firm carries

a very full line of shotguns, rifles,

revolvers and ammunition. The cata-

logue is well illustrated and is a useful

work of reference.

I
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best, and the onh- difference in cost in

comparison with solid piling was the
space required. The lodgepole pine
yPinns inurrayaua), which is found in

Canada in the Cypress Hills and west-
ward, was one of the woods experi-

mented with. This is a poor wood in

the nattiral condition, but it is expected
that with proper treatment it may be
made a verv useful material for ties.

The value of civilian rifle clubs has
been well demonstrated in England.
Mr. John Seeley, M.P., wrote to the
London Times, giving an account of a
match held between long and short
range shots :

"The contention of those who have
started the many short range rifle clubs
now existing in England is that practice

at the short range with reduced charge
is almost as valuable as practice at long
range, the problem of judging distance
being one which cannot be solved by
shooting on any range, whether short or

long, and the recoil of the rifle with full

charge being so small as to make but
little difference. By the courtesy of the
military authorities, I was enabled to

arrange for the following experiment
being conducted with a view to seeing
whether these contentions were well

founded or not. Four men were selected

who had never fired with a rifle with a

full charge at long range in their lives,

their shooting having been confined ex-
clusively to practice with the service

rifle, fitted with either Morris tubes or

adaptors, at fifty yards and under on a

small open-air range in the Lsle of

Wight. Then they went to the range
at Eastney, near Portsmouth, on a day
when a strong and gusty wind was blow-

ing, and when frequent storms of rain

and hail interfered with the practice.

The .scores thev made were as follows :

—At 400 yards (lying down) out of a
po.ssible 28—26, 12, 18. and 18. At 500-

yards (lying down) out of a possible 28
— 21, 20, 22, and 24. The practice was
superintended by the usual military au-
thorities, .since men of different branches
of the service were firing at the same
time. Your readers will understand
that the scores made bj' these four men
would be regarded as good scores if

made by men who had had frequent
practice at these distances. It should be
added that it seems unlikely that similar

results can be obtained by practice at an
indoor range, whether the full or reduced
charge be used, since the difficulties of

varying light and wind are there absent.

The range at which these men where
trained cost ^,'35 to erect ; a similar range
where a full charge could be fired could
not have been put up at all within three
miles of the place, and when so put up
would have cost many thousands of

pounds. The results obtained have
seemed .so very remarkable to the mili-

tary authorities to whom I have sub-
mitted them, and the whole problem of
ranges and rifle shooting is .so much
affected by the possibilities disclosed,

that I have ventured to trespass on your
space.

'

'

From this it is evident that practice at

short range with a 22 calibre will make
a very fair rifle shot of any man with
good eye-sight and good nerves.

To the Editor of Rod and Gun.

Sir,— I take pleasure insendingyou the
following information regarding fishing

and shooting in Japan. I enclose a
translation of the police regulations
regarding shooting, and al.so a translation

of the law published by the Japan
Mail in 1901. Like all translations of

Japanese regulations they are somewhat

The J. Stevens Arms and Tool Com-
pany, of Chicopee Falls, Mass., have
sold all their machinists' tools, patents,

goodwill, etc., to the L. S. Starratt Co.,

of Athol, Ma.ss. The Stevens Company
found it necessary to restrict themselves
to the manufacture of firearms, as the

demand for these weapons has become so

great that all their time, space and
energy will be absorbed in their manu-
facture. The J. Stevens Arms and Toot
Company will immediately occupy the

space thus given in increasing their out-

put of firearms, and al.so that of automo-
biles, into the manufacture of which they
have gone extensively.
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vague, but will, perhaps, give you the

desired information.

The shooting license costs yen 2.00,

yen 10.00 or yen 20.00, according to

the amount of income tax paid by the

applicant in Japan. In the case of a

tourist, the police advise that the highest

rate would be charged. The only

restricted areas are the Imperial

preserves. The country around the

Treaty Ports is, of course, pretty well

shot over, and to obtain good .sport it is

necessary to go off the beaten tracks,

when a guide is necessary' and provisions

have to be taken, as the small Japanese
inns in the interior furnish only Japanese
food. The northern part of the main
island and the Hokkaids (Island of

Yezzo) are the best parts of Japan, both
for shooting and fishing.

The following is a list of the principal

game to be had :

—

Snipe, woodcock, pheasant, mallard duck,
teal duck, widgeon, geese, quail. Plentiful all

through Japan.
Grouse. Only in the Hokkaids.
Hares.
Small deer I deer not allowed to be shot in

the Hokkaids).
Small brown bear, large black bear, grizzly

bear. Only in the Hokkaids.

Cartridges, loaded with the best

English powders and chilled shot, in

English made cases, can be obtained here
in any quantities, and costs y^w 7.00
per 100.

There are no restrictions or regulations

as regards fishing, and no license is

required. On the main island fishing is

not particularly good ; small trout can be
had in some of the lakes, btit the sport is

not considered good. In the Hokkaids
good salmon trout fishing can be had
with a fly in June and July, and also

salmon, but the latter will not rise to a

fly, and a "spinner" is generalh' u.sed.

Sea fishing can only be had by those
owning 'a private boat, as the native

fishermen are not disposed to allow
Europeans to go out with them in their

boats.

I need hardly say that we shall at all

times be glad to render every assistance
in our power to those coming out here.

Yours truly,

W. T. Payne.

A correspondent writes :

—
" lu view of

the wanton slaughter of wild birds of all

descriptions, which goes on year after

year in many localities, it is about time
that some action was taken hy the proper
authorities to enforce the laws regarding
the carrying of arms, and the destruction

of birds which are nominally ' pro-
tected.' The worst offenders are young
lads who have no business with fire-arms

of any kind, and these little nuisances
love to sally forth in couples or in bands
to the woods or the lake shore, and
' pot ' any living thing, be it bird or
beast, that comes within shooting
distance. I have seen a party of ten or
twelve boys leave an Ontario village for

a 'shooting' expedition, and the
weapons carried included rifles, breech-

loading and muzzle-loading shot guns,
air guns and revolvers. They returned
with a miscellaneous bag of jays, robins,

woodpeckers and plover (the latter ' pro-

tected ' at that season* under the Game
Acts). The son of the village constable
accompanied the party with his father's

1 2 -bore, and was considered the best shot
in the party. Such scenes may be
observed in many other towns and
villages where the district is thinly popu-
lated and the laws laxly administered.

" A pair of brilliantly-hued ' black-

winged canaries,' very rare in that part

of the province, cha.sed each other on the

outskirts of a certain village on a bright

June morning. By noon their exquisite

plumage was being proudly exhibited by

At the Individual Rifle Championship
Match for Greater New York and vicinity,

which was shot on November 3rd, Dr.'W.
G. Hudson won the championship, break-
ing the 50 and 100 shot records, his score
being 11 54 and 3301 respectively.

Dr. Hudson used the Stevens-Pope
barrel, 33 caliber. Mr. Kelly was
second, using a Stevens-Pope and Mr.

Fred G. Ross, third, using a regular

Stevens 32-40.

Nearly all of the records during the

past two years in rifle contests have
been made and broken with either a

Stevens or a Stevens- Pope. The word
'

' Stevens " on a rifle is considered

by all expert riflemen as meaning ex-
treme accuracy.
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their murderers—two boys under
fourteen years of age.

'

' The plea of the true sportsman and
lover of nature is simply incomprehen-
sible to these young savages. Possibly

at a future date, when insectiverous

birds have almost disappeared, and the

farmer is confronted with the ruin of his

crops, he will, when asked by his young
hopeful to hand down the old gun from
its nail on the wall, reach for a stout

strap instead, and find his way to the

feelings of the youngster by the only

certain road."

A very erroneous stand has been taken
by the Vancouver World with regard to

a new automatic shotgun, which, rumor
has it, will be placed upon the market
some time next year. That journal says,

editorially, that the repeating shotgun is

a weapon which will lend itself to the

designs of the pot hunter and contribute

to a rapid decrease of our game birds

and wild fowl. Truly a little knowledge
is a dangerous thing. We do not believe

in making sportsmen by Act of Legis-

lature, and we are very sure that the

automatic shotgun, should such a thing

be produced, will not, as a rule, be found
in the hands of the market hunter and
the game butcher. More game has been
killed by '

' family shots '

' from a big-

bored muzzle-loader than from any other

weapon, and even were it the case that

the perfected mechanism of the automatic

shotgun would have a disastrous effect

upon the game supply, how could manu-
facturers be prevented from placing such

a weapon upon the market ? No legis-

lation would be legal that could be

passed for such a purpose. The world

moves : the bow and arrow was replaced

by the flint-lock ;
the flint-lock by the

percussion gun ; the percussion by the

breech loader, and in all probability the

double barrel will, within the next ten

years, give place to the automatic. In

Great Britain, where the ethics of sports-

manship are, as a rule, considerably-

higher than they are on this continent,

crack shots use three double barrels

upon driven game, and we believe that

for rapid shooting the automatic gun
will be in great demand, but we do not

think that it will turn decent sportsmen
into game butchers any more than we
consider it will reform the market hunter
or the greedy shooter. Sportsmen, and
their name is legion, that delight in

perfected mechanism, and the smooth
working of cleverly constructed mach-
inery will be certain to avail themselves
of any improvements that may be put
within their reach, notwithstanding the

ignorant or ill-natured strictures of

certain disgruntled scribes.

Reports from the hunting camps in

Quebec are that unprecedentedly good
sport is being enjoyed this season. One
small party of Ottawa sportsmen in the

vicinitj' of Coulonge, secured five fine

deer in forty-eight hours, and equally
good accounts have been received from
other camps in the district, writes an
Ottawa correspondent. The Waltham
section of the Ottawa, Northern and
Western Railway, or the Pontiac and
Pacific Junction, as it was formerly
known, traverses a country unrivalled

for picturesqueness, and within a few
miles of the line there is to be had some
of the finest hunting and fishing in

we.stern Quebec. Its road bed has been
improved until now it is quite up to the

standard, while the train service is ad-

The Longman Gun Sight Corporation,

of Middlefield, Conn., have sent us their

1903 catalogue ; it is a very full and
u.seful little pamphlet. In it are figured

all the ingenious sights manufactured by
the corporation. It may not be out of

place to say that the prejudice once

existing against peep-sights for actual

sport has now almost passed away, in

consequence of the admirable devices put

upon the market by the Longman

Company. In Great Britain the very
extensive miniature target and rook
rifles, so much in demand since the

impetus to rifle shooting caused by the

late struggle in South Africa, are in

most cases fitted with Longman sights.

They are of especial value to those who
from one defect or another in their vision

are not able to focus accurately at the

same moment the rear and fore sights

and the objects aimed at.
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mirable. The present terminus at

Waltham is within a few minutes' walk
of the famous falls where the Black
River tumbles over a sheer precipice of

eighty odd feet, and whirls in a mass of

creamy foam through a deep canyon
down to the broad, open channel a few
hundred yards below. There is a saw-
mill above the falls, owned by Mr. David
Rochon, who is the proprietor also of a

fine brick hotel overlooking the rapids,

but it is likely that before long the
waterpower will be developed on a large

scale for manufacturing purposes, as

surveys of it have been made by en-

gineers for two or three parties during
the past few weeks.
When the railway is extended west-

ward, as it will be next summer, it will

cross the Black River quite close to the
falls. Fine trout and bass fishing is to

had in the Black River in the vicinity of

the prospective railway crossing. Quite

a number of Ottawa people enjoyed
tkeir holiday outing at Waltham last

summer.

What very mistaken notions some
people have as to temperatures in the
north and west of this great Dominion.
The writer has been more inconvenienced
by the heat in latitude 60, on the border
of northern British Columbia, than he
ever was from the cold in winter, and on
the 28th of September last, near Prince
Albert, the temperature at mid-day in

the shade was within a few degrees of
that registered at New Orleans.

The Pine River Pass is at present an
excellent point for elk (wapiti) and bear.
How long this will be the case remains
to be seen, as there are at present a
couple of surveying parties in that
region.

How Far do Yor Walk ?

Of all the various forms of exercise

there is none more healthful, none which
gives a greater variety, or from which
more real, lasting enjoyment can be
derived than walking.

When studying nature, either in her
wilder aspect on mountain top or rock}-

pass, one realizes that on foot, and only
on foot can she be thoroughh^ studied,

appreciated and enjoyed.

It is a regrettable fact that, owing to

the rush and hurry of the strenuous life

of the twentieth century, with its electric

cars, swift mail trains and the new
terror, the automobile, walking has
in the past fallen very much into disuse

among the American people. Thanks,
however, to golf and the growing spirit

for outdoor sport, walking is again be-

coming the national pastime.

To those who enjoy walking for walk-
ing's sake, next to the enjoyment of the
scenes through which they may pass, the
all-pervading question is, "How far have
they walked?" This, upon well-kept
turnpikes where the milestones are
regular, is a comparatively easy matter
to keep track of : but where the tramp-
ing is done along city streets or in

country by-lanes, the pedestrian has no

means of accurately totaling the miles he
has covered.

Interesting experiments have recently
been conducted along this line with a
most remarkable American invention
called the American Pedometer. It is a
simple, accurate, well-made little instru-

ment, the size of an ordinary watch,
which it very much resembles, and can
be regulated to the step of the wearer.
It is a carried like a watch in the vest
pocket or attached to a belt, and it care-

fully and methodically ticks off and
registers ever}- mile or fraction of a mile
walked. The dial is very similar to that
of a watch, the figures representing
miles. The movement, too, is like a
watch, the pendulum within swings to
the rhythm of the stride, ticking off the
steps as a w-atch ticks off the seconds,
and the hand points out the miles
walked.
Apart from the pleasure of registering

the number of miles tramped in a given
walk, it is also deeply interesting to note
the number of odd miles covered in the
course of one's daily business. The man
about town, in and out of office build-

ings, up and down corridors, etc., would
be surprised at the grand total of steps
which he takes in the course of a day.
This the pedometer registers just as
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If you wish to shoot antelope, go to

some station between Moose Jaw and
Morley, on the main line of the Canadian
Pacific Railway in the month of Novem-
ber ;

antelope migrate in the spring and
fall and a good many cross the track.

In the winter they wander down to

the shelter of the Cypress Hills, while in

the spring they journey north to the

great sand hills along the course of the

South Saskatchewan, in the perfect se-

clusion of which they rear their young
unmolested by man. The antelope is an

animal of most curious disposition. At
a single bound it can cleai' the track,

ditches and all, yet is will hesitate some-
times for weeks before making the spring:

it is a famous "long jumper," but a

fence three feet high will stop it effectu-

ally. Some days it is tame, so tame that

}-ou may kill it by a shot from a revolver;

on others the best long range rifle will be

none too good. It is extremely probable

that most of the successful hunters, about

whose exploits we read so much, secured

their game on one of these easy days, but,

of course, this supposition is not suscep-

tible of proof, and the testimony of the

persons most vitally interested would
probably be dead against this assumption.

How few of us realize the wonderfully

interesting life that surrounds us, as we
stroll along the wet sea sands when the

tide is out. It is probably correct to saj''

that a dozen amateur naturalists could

be found with a fair working knowledge
of birds and fishes, to one that knows
even the rudiments of invertebrate

paleontology, and, therefore, we welcome
with pleasure the balance of the third

edition of "Animal Life of our Sea-

shore," by Professor Angelo Heilprin,

of the Academy of Natural Science of

Philadelphia. This little manual will be
found a thoroughly satisfactory guide
book to the animal life of the much fre-

quented Atlantic Coast, as far north as

Cape Cod. It is divided into chapters,

dealing with the shell fish of the coast,

polyps and jelly fishes, star fishes, sea-

urchins and sea-cucumbers, carcinological

friends, worms, sponges, etc., and some
coastwise fishes. The publishers are

J. B. Lippincott & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

accurately as it does the straight-away

walk.
Learu to walk—walk often—and walk

far. No one should let a day go by

without walking at least two or three

miles, five to fifteen would be better.

A good walk will add zest to your life

and walking regularly will promote it

many years.

Walk more and you will find the habit

will grow upon you, and that you will be

able to walk longer distances without

fatigue.

Walking has become a popular pas-

time in England, and hardly a day passes

but what some long distance race or long

walking feat is accomplished.

As a result of frequent walking the

English people rank among the health-

iest people in the world to-day and all

those who value good health, clear

brains and strong bodies .should cultivate

the art of walking. There is satisfac-

tion in knowing the distance walked.

There is added pleasure in walking if

one knows he is not to lose credit for a

single step. An American pedometer

will make one appreciate the value of

good walking ability by registering the

steps faithfully.

The greatest value of the pedometer
comes in the fact that it adds interest to

the every day routine work. The office

boy wearing a pedometer is alert and
active, trving to run up his score, the

manager finds satisfaction in the proven
exercise he gets each day. The doctor
prescribing exercise or limiting it can
find a faithful and truthful exponent in

the little American Pedometer, which
" cannot tell a lie."

The few Pedometers hitherto put upon
the market have been not only expensive
(often costing as high as $15.00) but
have been far from reliable. The
American Pedometer can be bought for

$1.00, and no better instrument can
possibly be produced.

Kvery sportsman, tourist, golf player

and pedestrian, either man or woman,
should carry one.

Write for booklet, the American Pedo-
meter Co., go6 Chapel Street, New
Haven, Conn.
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gives a keen appetite, but as

every sportsman knows, it is

not always convenient to carry

a large supply of food. This iS

where BOVRIL comes in, as

it contains in the smallest pos-

sible bulk, and in the most con-

venient form for instant use, the

entire nourishment of beef. It

makes an appetizing sandwich

or a palatable and invigorating

drink.
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Sportsmen SAVE YOUR
FINE TROPHIES

We can teach you BY MAIL to mount all kinds of Birds, Animals,
Heads, Fishes, etc., absolutely true to life. Our methods are the

standard—used by all leading taxidermists. Hundreds of students in

all parts of Canada and the United States.

Be your own Taxidermist.
Mecorate your home, uiBce and den with your fine specimens.

-Make your gun and rod pay their own expenses. The game season is

open, and j-ou should start now. Our catalog tells all about the
school, and it's yours for the asking. Write for one tO-day, if you are

interested. .\ postal will bring it.

T/ie Northwestern Scttool of Taxidermy,
41 12 Bee Building, OMAHA, Neb.

The only School of Taxidermy in the world.

Touring-
Entomologists

The finest hunting ground for all orders. The Hotel Cabinets containing

over 700 species of local Lepidoptera. Nine species new to science were

added last year. For terms or information address

J. WM. COCKLE, Entomologist, Kaslo Hotel, KASLO, B.C.

DOMINION
sportsmen

should shoot

DOMINION
game with

Dominion . .

Ammunition

Dominion Cartridge Co.
MONTREAL Ltd.

Manufacturers of ... .

HIGH GRADE CARTRIDGES
for Rifles and Revolvers -^ -^

SKotgun SHells, Primers, Etc.

This Company has been established sixteen years, and their product
has reached the greatest excellence.

BRANCH OFFICES .AT VAXC0UVF:R AND VICTORIA, B.C.
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Dear Reader ;
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you are acquainted with several who would like to subscribe. If so, will you please

write their names at foot of this page, and return to us. We will then send them a

sample copy with your compliments. We do not ask you to do "something for

nothing." Providing we obtain two new subscribers from your list, we will send

you our paper for one year Free of Charge. If we receive four new subscribers

from your list, we will place you on our lists for two years. Tear this page out
and return to

Subscription Department»
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414 Huron Street,

TORONTO,
CANADA
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DuPONT
Smokeless

. . At a tournament at
Dalton, O., Isi and 2nd
high averages ivere ivon
/by Messrs. Phellis and
Snow, respectively,
both shooting ....

DuPONT
Smokeless

BOLLARD STEEL LAUNCHES,
ROW AND PLEASURE BOATS,

ARE EVERLASTING !

Safer than wood; have greater carrying capacity;
always dry; no bolts or nails to rust.

BoatLlverlps equipped with th(' Bullard Steel Boats.
Always have dry buats. that last a lifetime.

STEEL BOATS CHEAPER THAN WOOD.

h^IS

THE OSGOOD FOLDIN^Q^BaNVAS'bOATS
OrlKlnal (.'unvae Boat; mnrlc fur .% yearn. Sold all
over the world; uHed hy U. S. Government; best Fish-
ing and Huutjiie is where thore are no boats, take one
with you In trunk or bag. Non-puncturahle. Folded
or extended In one minute.

Send for catalogue tllustratlng all improved pop-
ular designs of Steel. Wood, and Canvas Boate.and
Marine Engines.

MICHIGAN CQNSOLtDATED BOAT CO., LTD.

bOB^Maln St.. Battle.Creok, Michigan.

IF YOU SHOOT

You should have
a copy. ] twill tell

you what powder
IS best adapted to
the different cali-

bres, alsn the t\\ist

of all the various
rifles. aid the pro-
perlnadsof Uigll

nnd I,0\*' pressure
pnwders for Rifles,
Pistols and Shot
Guns, viih much

other useful informa-
tion. UC, pp. Send 3
two-cent stanip'-^ to

IDEAL MFG. CO.

39 « St., NEW HAVEN, CONN., and mention
Kor) AND f^il'N-

A BUGGY"

Last a
Lifetime

?CANWVSBOATCOj
KALAMAZOO > • • • MICH?

fSeid 6* for Catalog
- SO

U
^'6tea Lo'iigjtoaio-
"'y and Diagonglty I FT.

The "KING" is simply wonderful in cons

struction. Puncture Proof Canvas. Equal in

wearing strength and model to the best modern
boats, yet it folds in a small package to check as

baggage or carry by hand. No repairs or cost

for storage. Made non-sinkable, and perfectly

safe anywhere. King Folding Canvas
Boat Co., 667 N. St., Kalamazoo, Mich.,

U.S. A.

FORYACHTS.STEAMSHIPS.BOATS

McCASKiaDOUGALL&C?-?
Srandard Boat<r5parYarnishes.

MONTREAL.

Balmoral Kennels

The premier ROUGH COLLIE Kennels

of Canada. See list of wins at all

the principal shows. Correspondence

solicited and cheerfully answered.

Quality our aim. Address

'iALMORAL KENNELS, 348 Waverly Street.

OTTAWA, CANADA



'T^'E^^ T^ <->-T»r T O^^kmr^** '^ "^^ Simplest, Best Balanced and Most
^ **C i^C^V J.^dt? vCa Symmetrical HammerlesS Gun ever

oflfered to the public. It embodies All the latest Improvements, including a

SINGLE TRIGGER
Guaranteed Perfect.

All Guns
fitted with

Aatomatic

EjectorsTRAP GUNS and FEATHERWEIGHTS
A SPECIALTY.

i6 and 20 gauge, 5^4^ to 7 lbs. ; 12 gauge

D. M. Lefcvcr, Sons & Co.

Our Perfect Gun Cleaner,
[ By mail, 30 cts.

Send for m$ Catdlogue.

SYRACUSE, N.Y.

Not connected with Lefever Arms Co.

A lew d,i\^ .._.. Ml.- I-. ,i-|.,i|..'i - i.,).i 11,.. -1 .iv .i[ llH-

discovery of the p.Kelel.^n o£ a uiati—evidenUy a hunter
who perished in a hand to hand Hchr wfth a bear brcnusf
hiM hiinfina I'liifr hroi'f.

Marble's Safety Pocket Knife
cannot break. It In haufi fortfod from the beet 8ele<'te(l

ateel. Folde when not In use, yet lorke perfectly rlcid when
open- not a toy. but a knife to gtako a life on. Prict* *4.W
from all dealers or fllr<*ct from thf manufarturerfi.

Send for rataIo(fii«' *'U."
KARBLE SAFDTT AXE CO., GLASBTOKE. UICE.

Rod and gun

in Canada..
Offer.s advertisers one of the best

propositions in the field. It reaches
sportsmen in every part of Canada
and the United States. If your
goods are of interest to this class,

you will find our publication of

greatest possible value to you as an
economical method of reaching
them. For advertising rates and
all other information, address

Rod and Gun Publishing Co.

414 HURON STREETTORONTO



A Berliner Gramophone

FREE
The publishers of Rod and Gun in Canada, a publication

that every sportsman will subscribe for, are offering to ener-

getic boys a Gramophone of the very best kind, for securing

subscriptions to this magazine. Now is the time to start

in and work for this prize. For further particulars address

Deplr't^enr Rod aiicl Ouh in Ostristda
414 Huron Street, TORONTO

KOENiG's Shell Extractor
Every shooter should
have one—carry it in a
\est pocket. Kits any
u-'au^e shell. Koenij^'s
(iun Catali)i;ne, Free.

E.G.KOENiG. NEW Jersey's Largest Gun House
William Street, Newark, N.J.

.Send only U.S. stamps or coin.

lOCts. Postpaid.

The Pelman System"'":::^
Requires unls a ftw niimitcs tlaily, and ib so simi)Ie a
child can master it. Mr. Pelman's books, '* Memory
Training:; Its Laws and their Application to
Practical Life," and *' The Natural Way to
Learn a Langruagre," sent FREE by mail, postpaid.
Write right now—before yuu forget it,

THE PELMAN SCHOOL OF MEMORY TRAINING
1698 Masonic Temple, Chicag^o.

Hotel Bellevue
LaKe
TimisKaming

In the heart of the moose couutr>-. Splendid speckled
tro\it fishing. .\11 modern conveniences. Headquarters
for outfitting for the celebrated Temagami eanoe trip.
Write W. H. I.K.WITT, I.umsdens Mills P.O.. Quebec,
Canada,

FOR SALE
Canadian Patent for a good
novelty in sporting goods line.

Splendid article for a small
manufacturer. For particulars, address,

" M " care of Rod and Gun in Canada
603 CraiB Street, Montreal.

forestry aidirrigation
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE

1 )evoted to the perpetuation of natural resources
through wise use.

Published at Washington, in close touch with
the National Government, making its articles

authoritative and timely. The list of contribu-
tors includes the names of the leaders in these
two lines of endeavor.
This magazine not only keeps pace with the

increasing interest in forestry and irrigation,

but leads the thought on these two important
questions. It is of interest to all who want to

keep in touch with the logical "expansion"
c)uestions now before the country.

If you are interested in these two live .sub-

jects, which President Roosevelt considers " the
most vital of the internal questions of the I'nited

.States," you should be a subscriber to

Forestry and Irrigation

oiEcial organ of the American Forestry Associa-
tion and of The National Irrigation Association.

,
Subscription price, |i.oo a year.

Sample copy free if you mention
Rod .\nd Gun in C.\nada. . .

.Addres.s

—

Forestry and Irrigation,
.Atlantic Building.

Washington, D.C.
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.22 Caliljre, Short or Lmig Cartridge.

.32 Calibre, Short or Long Cartridge

Price
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AT THE world's
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taken advantage of by any per'^on (Icsiring to make
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414 Huron Street, Toronto.
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WINCHESTER
REPEATING R.IFLES AND SHOTGUNS

MAKE ACCEPTABLE CHRISTMAS GIFTS.
No sportsman has so many guns that he won't welcome a Winchester for

a Christmas gift, and many a young Nimrod who has to "borrow" when
he goes hunting, would rather have a Winchester Rifle or Shotgun for a pres-

ent than a block of government bonds. A Winchester doesn't cost as much
but is just as safe an investment. Winchester Guns are sold everywhere.

FREE—Sendyour name and address on a postal cardfor our 104-fage iihistra'.ed catalogue

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY, - - - NEW HAVEN, CONN.

FREE!
Instructions /or preserving

and mounting birds, fishes,

game heads, etc., together

with complete directions for

dressing skins with the hair

on for rugs and robes

Hunters, Trappers, Outers,

Collectors, Boys, Girls and

all others interested in saving

trophies for decoration or

sale will do well to send

stamp for free instructions

and outfit, to

MOIOOS GIBBS, M.D.,
128 East Lovel PL,

K^LJiMJiZOO, Mich., U.S.J}.

I

l)aiiiilton Powder

Company

SPORTING
HAS
MANUFACTURED

^ GUN POWDER
Since 1865. as a result you have

"CARIBOU" made from best materials, perfectly

put together. "DUCKING" hard pressed,
slow burning, keeps well under all conditions.
' SNAP SHOT " high velocity, moist residium
Cheap. The powder for every day use.

ENGLISHMEN SAY
Powder can be bought in Canada as good as ever
put in a gun. It has a positive advantage over
home make, the dirt is soft.— J. I. W in London
Field.

AMERICANS SAY
The finer English or .American Powder and Cana-
dian " Caribou," I am quite familiar with. They
give so little recoil that one may shoot all day
without bruised shoulder or headache.— Forest
and Stream.

CANADIANS ABROAD SAY
Can you send over some Trap? I don't mean to
6attcr but it is ahead of anyihine we eet here
A. W. W., Batavia, N. Y.
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SANTA CLAUS

speeding o'er house-lops in his " Stevetis-

Duryea" automobile, loaded down with Stevens

Firearms for the youths of the land, is the most welcome

visitor this lime of the year. There is no more appropriate

Xmas present for the rising generation. Make a man of your

boy bv giving him a " STEVENS "
; he will surely appreciate i

and you will add to the education of your son.

We manufacture a complete line of

RIFLES - from $3.00 to $150.00

PISTOLS - " 2.50 to 50.00

SHOTGUNS " 7.SO to 30.00

\^k vour dealer ami insi.st on Don't fafV to send for illuslraleiicata-

Ihl " STEVENS." Ifvoiicaiinot log. It .s a book of ready retere.ice nul.s-

oUaii. them let uskmnv. and peusable to all shooters, and should he m
°e will ship direct express the hands of everyone interested in th.s

prepa/c/rnpo„ riceipt orpnce. gratld sport. .Mailed free np n. request.

Are you aood at Puxxles 7 We have issued a inost interesi iiig one,

, o .l^r. whkh will keep you guessing until you solve it hent anywhei e

,,,„„, receipt of two i cent stamps. Address •' Puzzle Department.'

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.

365 Main Street,

Chicopee Falls, Mass.
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.405 CALIBER MODEL I895 RIFLE.
A NEW HIGH POWER RIFLE.

The .405 Caliber is the strongest shooting cartridge, at both long and short
ranges, ever adapted to a magazine rifle. It is loaded with smokeless powder
and a 300-grain soft point metal patched bullet, which, owing to its high
velocity and weight, mushrooms in a most excellent manner. This makes
it a particularly desirable cartridge for shooting big game.

WINCHESTER GUNS AND AMMUNITION ARE SOLD EVERYWHERE.
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., - - NEW HAVEN, CONN.

DOMINION

sportsmen

should shoot

DOMINION

game with

Dominion
Ammunition

DOMINION CARTRIDGE CO., Limited

nONTREAL

Manufacturers of

HIGH GRADE CARTRIDGES
for Rifles and Revolvers 1^
Shotgun Shells, Primers, Etc.

This Company has been established sixteen years and their product
has reached the greatest excellence.

Branch Offlces at Vancouver and Victoria, B C.



Canadian Pacific Railway

Mount Steplien House,

Glacier House,

Hotel Sicamous,

Fraser Canon House,

Hotel Vancouver,

Field, B.C.,

Glacier, B.C.,

Sicamous, B.C.,

North Bend, B.C.,

Vancouver, B.C.,

frcni $3.00 ujnvard

3.00

3.00

3.00

" 3-00 "

For further particulars as to any of these hotels, apply to the respective

Managers, to any of the Company's agents, or to

ROBERT KERR, Passenger Traffic Manager, Montre.\l.
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ed liim lor the trip and lie proved to be a

very valuable man to us, as he was famil-

iar with all the northern country throus^h

which we were to travel.

On reachins; Quinze Lake we had dinner

and then launching our canoes we commen-
ced the long paddle northward We could

very well have proceeded up the Quinze

Kiver, by carrying around the various rap-

ids as we encountered them, and taking in

the scenery there, but our delays prompted

us to adopt the quicker route. On the

evening of the seventh we camped at the

north end of this lake and started early in

the morning up the river to Barriere Lake.

This river is, I believe, sometimes called

the Lonely River, but it must not be con-

founded with the Lonely River that we as-'

ccnd later on in our journey. .\t the foot

of Barriere Lake, we again encounter rap-

ids, and a short carry is necessary to get

into its waters. From here we paddled

northward all day, stopping on an island

for dinner. This lake is very long and

narrow, with dense forest down to the

water's edge. Wild fowl, including various

species of duck, were fairly plentiful. though

shy, owing to the route being frequently

travelled by the Hudson Bay Co.'s men and

by those engaged in lumbering and survey-

ing.

In the afternoon we entered the Lonely

River, which is almost a still-water stream

about eight miles in length, connecting

Barriere with Opisatica Lake. We saw

many duck on this stream and numerous

fresh signs of moose. Reaching the fool

of Opisatica about an hour before sundown,

we camped for the night and caught several

pike. There is very good fishing from here

onward.

Next morning we journeyed onwards until

we came to the Narrows, where William

Paulson lives with his family during the

trapping season. Continuing through the

Narrows the Lake expands again and we

fin.l two large bays extending to the west

and east. On the journey up this lake we

saw our first moose. He was busy eating

lily pads when we first saw him, but as

the wind was blowing towards him. he

soon got our scent and made ofT into the

forest.

Soon after we reached the north end of

tlu; lake and crossed a short passage into

"Height of Land" Lake. Paddling down
this we came to a somewhat longer port-

age, parts of which were planked, it being

one of the routes of the Hudson Bay Co.

Crossing this portage we came into anoth-

er small lake, which empties its waters
northerly by the Snake River into Island

Lake.

We are now over the "Height of Land"
and are on waters which eventually reach

Hudson's Bay. Down .Snake River we go

and soon find ourselves in Island Lake,

where we were to have two weeks of genu-

ine sport. It being late in the afternoon,

we did not go far on Island Lake that

day, but pitched our tents on an island,

where we remained a couple of days to ex-

plore that part, and ascertain where the

moose were located.

\\\ along the route travelled by canoe

there are dense forests of poplar, birch, fir,

spruce and tamarack, but the latter were

all dead.* I think it would be very difficult

to find a living tree of this species. What

is the cause of the death of all the tama-

rack I was unable to determine, unless

from the depredations of some species of

caterpillar. We certainly enjoyed immense-

ly the long canoe trip, with a south wind

sweeping us a'ong all the way. I would

be glad to take the trip again, if for noth-

ing else than to view these magnificent

lakes. The air here, unpolluted by smoke,

is enough to bring health and vigor to any,

and I thought if one could transfer these

waters to the vicinity of some of our Am-

erican cities, what a resort they could be

for holiday excursions of our over-crowded

people.

In passing up these lakes, you find that

lumbering is carried on to a considerable

extent, though I failed to see any timber

that I considered worth cutting, unless for

pulpwood. and inquiring to find if the ter-

ritory had been lumbered over in former

years, I was informed that such was not

the case, that the large timber is found

principally on the high ridges, somewhat

distant from the lakes. Here they get

fairly good pine, but in general from the

lakes the forest trees appear small and I

*See Editorial Comment.
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understand that one hundred years or more
ago, according to Indian tradition, this im-

mense country was swept by destructive

fires. Hunting in the bush here is difficult

work owing to the denseness of the under-

growth, so we always confined ourselves to

the small creeks that make into the lakes.

To return to our story: We found on ex-

ploring the various bays, outlets and inlets

of Island Lake that our geographers are

much astray. There seems to be no end of

islands, which hide the shore line, but as

wo had lots of time, we determined to

make use of it, and discovered that on the

east side, there is a short channel leading

into another large expanse of water, of

very irregular shape, almost, it seemed, to

me, as large as the main body, and this is

not shown on the map.

On Friday, the eleventh, we determined to

reach the northern end of the lake and find

the stream that leads into it from Laby-

rinth Lake, through which latter runs the

boundary line between Quebec and Ontario.

Bui though we went several miles up a

small creek, which seemed the right one,

we had to abandon following it farther ow-

ing to the fallen trees which obstructed

our passage. Here we found plenty of fresh

moose sign. We camped in a veritable jun-

gle for the night, and retraced our way
next morning to the lake, where after

another hour's hunt, we found the right

stream, the outlet of Labyrinth Lake. At

its mouth we made our headquarters for

the rest of our stay. Here away from

the route of the fur traders we enjoyed

complete seclusion from the rest of man-

kind, and had things all to ourselves.

Though we had rainy weather most of the

time, and very windy, yet a few evenings

and mornings were calm enough to call

moose. George Crawford acted as my
guide, and William Paulson for my friend,

Mr. Jenkins, while .Vngus Bastein acted as

cook. Every day when it did not rain too

hard we paddled across bays and up

creeks, in search of fresh signs of game and

found that they were there somewhere.

Monday, the fourteenth, we thought we
had them located and started off, George

and I up the creek where the logs were,

and William and Mr. Jenkins farther west

to another creek. We were not there long,

and had called only a few times, when it

was evident that our chopping the day be-

fore had scared the moose out, and soon
we heard shots in the direction of the oth-

er party. Returning to camp for break-

fast, we had not long to wait before Mr.
Jenkins and William returned with smiling

countenances, and after hearing their story,

w-e breakfasted and went with them to skin

the moose. We found him near the water,
and he proved to be the largest that I

have ever seen on any of my trips. His
antlers had a spread of fifty-one inches,

which though often surpassed, were never-

theless very symmetrical and we were well

pleased with them. After cutting him up
we returned to camp, and as they said

they had heard two or three more there, it

was resolved that we try there again next
morning. This time George and I went,
and after some time meeting with no re-

sponse to the call, concluded the other

moose had been frightened away, and ac-

cordingly we paddled for headquarters. But
we were to have our share of sport before

we reached camp, for on approaching a
point of land that makes out into the lake,

George espied a black object on the shore,

and after watching it a while, to ascertain

if it moved, he called my attention to it,

and there was Bruin sure enough.

The wind was blowing at this time, but
fortunately from the bear toward us. Ap-
proaching him carefully we came within

about one hundred and fifty yards, then

stopped to see what he or rather as it

turned out, she would do. The bear was
evidently undecided herself, for after walk-

ing backward and forward a few times,

on the shore. she started toward
tlip bush, when George instructed

me to fire. which I was about

to do. when she retraced her steps to the

water's edge. Being requested to reserve

my shot, we watched her awhile longer,

edging nearer meanwhile for a closer shot.

Why she did not see us I cannot under-

stand, but she was evidently thinking of

something else, and after looking all round,

she plunged into the lake and started to

swim across and strange to say, in a di-

rection almost directly toward us. When
within about fifty yards of the shore, she

raised herself in the water and looked

straight at us with a very much surprised

air. then turning made haste for the point
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Dropping the rille and grasping a paddle,

we were soon close on, when 1 suggested

that we get between the bear and shore,

but my guide thought it better since we
were then so close to land to take no

chances and advised me to shoot, which I

accordingly did, killing her instantly by a

shot through the neck. Then grasping her

by the ear we towed her ashore. She prov-

ed to be an old bear, with the incisor

teeth broken off, which my guide said was

probably due to her having been caught in

a trap somewhere, and sure enough when

skinned, we found a large horizontal scar

on her back, where she had been crushed in

a death fall. We began to think by this

time that Quebec was not a bad place for

big game after all. Later on we secured

another pair of fine antlers, which, though

not having so wide a spread, were much

more massive and had twenty points in all.

Small game was very abundant, including

two varieties of grouse, also rabbit and

muskrat. We used a .22-calibre for these, as

a shotgun would have made too much

noise and 'disturbed the larger game. In

the vicinity of the camp we found old bea-

ver dams, otter slides and muskrat houses.

The animals were very plentiful, and pad-

dling down the rivers after dark, we woi.!d

be almost scared overboard by the noise

caused by their sudden plunges in the wat-

er. My guide would smile at me and

grunt: "O jusk !

"

Their knowledge of the habits of all kinds

of game furnished us always with an inter-

esting subject of conversation, as we sat

smoking our pipes around the evening

camp fire.

Our time was now limited and we began

moving south by easy stages, in order to

reach Klock's by Friday night, twenty-fifth

and get our baggage on their teams Satur-

day morning bound for North Timiskam-

ing. On our way out we met a number of

other parties going in. These came from

various parts of the United States, New

York, Philadelphia, Chicago, Annapolis,

Maryland, and from Ohio. The last day of

our canoe trip we had the wind against

us, and the lake became so rough that we

shipped water badly and it looked dubious

for a while, whether or not we could make

our connections in time. Fortunately an

"alligator" came along and taking us

aboard, helped us over a very considerable

part of the balance of our journey. These

"alligators" are so constructed that they

can navigate over land or water and if re-

quired can be turned into a portable steam
saw null. They are a very convenient

craft for this northern country.

The voyage from North Timiskaming to

Mattawa was uneventful. We reached there

on the evening of the twenty-

ninth, and after a hurried change

of clothing, we bade our guides

and the Hudson Bay people goodbye, and

boarded the train for home, reaching Bos-

ton Wednesday, the thirtieth, after an ab-

sence of thirty days.

As I think over the trip now at my lei-

sure, I feel that up to date it is the best

that I have ever made and the most suc-

sessful. Our guides were all that mortal

could wish. They were most painstaking

to provide for our comfort, and the best

hunters I have ever yet accompanied, and I

cheerfully recommend them to others who
may desire their services.

*(The destruction to the larch or tama-

rack throughout the forests of Canada, by

insect depredation, has been severe and

widespread. The appearance of the destruct-

ive agent, the Larch Saw Fly (Nem-

atus Ericksonii ) was sudden, and

its spread very rapid, but it has

now almost disappeared, leaving how-

ever the tamarack trees bare and dead,

until the new growth, which is now com-

ing up, takes their place. The Larch Saw
Fly was first noticed in the United States

in 1881, and in 1882, and 1883, its first ap-

pearance in Canada was recorded in the

Eastern Townships of Quebec : In 1885 the

tamaracks were dead or dying all along the

line of the Intercolonial Railway, and the

work of destruction had advanced into On-

tario and quickly spread through the

northern forests. Whether the insect is in-

troduced or indigenous is uncertain. Dr.

Packard stated that the American Saw
Fly differed slightly from the German, in

the eggs being laid at the base of the

leaves of the newly grown shoots, rather

then on or under the epidermis of the last

year's shoots, where they were repeatedly

and in vain searched for, and he considered

that it could not have been introduced

with the European Larch, as its ravages
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were committed in the wilder and least fre-

quented parts of Maine, New Hampshire
and New York. Dr. Fletcher noticed that

the eggs of the German insect were laid in

double rows, and those of the Canadian in

single rows, but was of opinion that the

species must have been introduced on ac-

count of its rapid increase and spread, and

freedom from parasites, and the fact, fre-

quently observed, that the Euronean Larch

was attacked in preference to the Canadi-

an. The practical disappearance of the pest

is prpbably due to parasites, as this is Na-
ture's usual method of keeping the balance

of forces.

The Larch Saw Fly belongs to the Order

Hymenoptera, and is a small insect about

half an inch long, its color being black and

orange. The wings are four in number,

black-veined with a tawny fore margin and

dark black spot—the stigma—towards the

tip of the wing, and in the female have a

spread of three-fourths of an inch. The
head, thorax, and base and tip of the ab-

domen are black, and segments two to five

of the last and part or all of six are a

rich waxy orange color. The first and sec-

ond pair of legs are yellow and the third

pair longer than the others. The oviposi-

tor, or female organ for depositing the

eggs, is fitted out with a saw apparatus

for making the necessary slit in the larch

needles to prepare a receptacle for the egg,

hence the name sawfly. The eggs are laid

in the terminal young shoots, and some-

times in one of the lateral shoots as well,

and give them the peculiar distorted ap-

pearance which is a sign of the work of

this insect. The larvae, when hatched, are

dark green, with the head large and dark,

and they begin immediately to eat the

leaves with a voracious appetite, beginning

at the apex of the twigs and working

down. When disturbed they curl up into

the peculiar "S" shape so characteristic of

the saw fly. They are active for about one

to three weeks and after the last moult the

color is bluish, the head and thoracic feet

black and the lower part green, while the

length is about li inches. They then change

to brown or pink, drop from the trees and

prepare for winter, by spinning brown co-

coons under the leaves, or debris, or some-

times down a short distance in the earth.

The mature fly appears about the end of

June or beginning of July, according to

the locality and the cycle goes on again.

The damage is done in the larval stage by

the destruction of the tamarck needles, the

trees being bared and killed out.—Ed.)

In the course of an article on "Things a

boy should have a chance to read," in the

"American Review of Reviews" for Decem-
ber, Mr. H. L. Elmendorf deals with the

so-called Nature books, and as we agree

most cordially with what he has said, a

few excerpts may not be amiss:—"For in-

stance, he must know the value of the eth-

ical animal stories, in which animals talk

and reason in a human way, beginning

with 'Aesop's Fables,' which the boy may
have as a very little boy in 'Baby's Own
Aesop,' pictured by Walter Crane, or later

in Joseph Jacob's 'Fables of Aesop,'

through 'The Delectable History of Rey-
nard, the Fox,' down to their natural suc-

cessors, Kipling's 'Jungle Books. ' These

teach ethics, — the power of kindness,

the necessity and nobility of obedi-

ence, the strength of the weak, and

the quality of mercy. Then there are ani-

mal stories such as Lloyd Morgan's 'Ani-

mal Sketches,' Ernest IngersoU's 'Wild

Life of Orchard and Field,' W. T. Horna-
day's 'Two Years in the Jungle,' and Paul

Du Chaillu's 'World of the Great Forest,'

which teach natural history,—healthy

books of which boys, as a rule, are very

fond. Between these two classes there is

a mass of pernicious stuff, generally pub-

lished under the name of 'nature books,'

but most unnatural, where 'peach trees

ruminate on the distribution of their pits,

and the caterpillar reasons as to his fu-

ture metamorphoses,'—false science and

poor stories. Those who love nature and

outdoors should be told of the best bird

books, such as Chapman's 'Bird Life' and

Dugmore's 'Nature and the Camera,' of

Mrs. Dana's 'How to Know the Wild

Flowers,' of the fern books, the mushroom
books, and the like."
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Sir James Hector.*

BY MARY S. S S(;HA1"KER.

In August of r.KKJ the climbers, explorers

and visitors generally among the Canadian

Rockies, heard with delight and interest

that Sir James Hector had arrived on the

western coast and was wending his way
east to retraverse some of the old ground

which he had visited forty-three years pre-

viously. He had come from Wellington, N.

Z., where he had made his home all these

years, holding the position of director of

the Royal Museum of New Zealand. Need-

less to say that among many there was

the keenest anticipation of his coming, and

a pardonable curiosity to see a man whose

life-record was such as his. The eagerness

to behold the hero was tempered by some

of younger generations, who asked the

question: "What did he do ? " It is for

the questioners chiefly that this slight

sketch is given, with the accompanying

photographs It seems strange that a man
who struck such a superb blow for the lib-

eration of the west from its vast solitude,

silence and impassibility, should be so lit-

tle known today among general travellers.

Many of those who have given their best

of brain and strength that two threads of

steel might traverse in unbroken line from

Atlantic to Pacific are gone. But the man
who drove the first wedge lives, and to

climbers, explorers and students in the

vast new countries, his name carries a

deeii and abiding reverence. Little did we
think when the snowy-haired traveller de-

scended from the train at Glacier, that

hopes were to go unrealized, and that he

would return alone with his sorrow to his

home, leaving a young, bright son, to rest

forever in the valley of the Columbia.

Our first evening with him was one of

intense interest listening to little sketches

of that expedition wh'ch began in 18.57,

ended in 1860. and whose hardships started

on landing at Fort William, extending di-

rectly west and finally reaching what is

now Golden via the Columbia. The ex-

treme limit of the expedition was conduct-

ed by Dr. Hector himself in his search for

a pass. Reaching Golden, he started back

by way of the famous river, since called

the Kicking Horse. Reaching a point not

far from the present little village of Field

an incident occurred which is best told in

his own words. Bringing his hand down
emphatically upon his knee he said: "There
is one place I mean to see, and that's my
grave I

" "Your grave ? " "Yes, I'm sure

I can go to the exact spot. We had fol-

lowed a deep and swollen river from its

juiRtion with the Columbia through a very

narrow and precipitous pass and eventually

came to an end. Just before reaching the

end, it was necessary to get our entire

outfit across. I undertook to drive the first

horse in, always a difficult and tedious

proceeding and he resented my efforts and

showed his dislike of fording an unknown
angry torrent by a most emphatic kick,

which struck me on the left side, breaking

several ribs. I dropped of course, and aft-

er working over me for some time, my
men concluded the end iiaa come, and pro-

ceeded to dig my grave. But that's a good

many years ago and I did not use that

grave. Instead, they named the river the

Kicking Horse, and gave the Pass, which

we made our way through a few days lat-

er, the same name." Another little inci-

dent which the explorer mentioned, may be

of interest to others as it was to his lis-

teners. Half-breeds were employed to a

very large extent as packers throughout

the entire three years, though in the

farther western work friendly Indians oc-

casionally assisted. But one of the most

faithful, reliable men of the entire trip was

one Louis Riehl. Louis Riehl. who headed

later the rebellion that has since taken his

name. To return now to the incidents

as they occurred at Glacier. The son Dou-

glas grew rapidly worse and it was decid-

ed to remove him to the Revelstoke Hos-

pital. There he died after thirty-six hours"^

illness. Sorrow makes the world akin. On

•(COPYRIflMTKI))
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the 17th of August those who gathered

about that open grave were friends of the

one who was gone, and to the one who was
left Where the Selkirk Mountains will for-

ever cast their purple shadows across his

grave, where the winding Columbia will

murmur a dirge as long as the river flows,

we left him. Strange that the father

leaves a son in the land, where so many
years ago he brought his best manhood.
Returning to the Re.velstoke hotel, we ask-

ed for a portrait, that those who had so

eagerly awaited the coming of the Grand
Old Man (a borrowed but a fitting title),

might form some idea of the one who had

been such a power in the Palliser Expedi-

tion.

Edward Whymper, the well-known moun-

taineer, was by his side that sorrowful

day. The first handclasp of the two well-

known men was one worth seeing. They

had known each other for years and never

met. But when they greeted, Sir James'

eager exclamation "Ah Whymper, is it

you ? " spoke volumes. The expression of

the two faces is typical of each. The one

overcame difficulties by bending with gentle

insistence to the force—the other overcame

obstacles by absolute mastery, as the grim

powerful jaw and straight rigid lines would

indicate.

Here came together on that August after-

noon, Edward Whymper, master of the

Matterhorn, and a long list of other fam-

ous mountains, and Sir James Hector, bo-

tanist, geologist and surveyor of the Palli-

ser Expedition.

And now a word of this expedition. It

seems almost sacrilege to infer that there

are those who know not of its import.

There are many living on the very thres-

hold of the land explored who do not com-

prehend the value of their beautiful coun-

try. One portion outvies the great

wheat fields of the Tnitcd States, at

which hitherto all the world has marveled
;

and another ranks or eclipses the Alps

.\nd it is the man Hector to whom Cana-

dians owe so much,—that he endured hard-

ships of extreme cold, starvation and the

risk of life among the Indians, pluckily in-

spiring his men, and by his own niagnet-

ism leading them on to the victory which

discovered the Passes so much sought. The

wild tribes amoiii; the foothills were one

of the most serious problems, and his ca-

pacity of making friends with them,
through his knowledge of drugs is best

told in his own words: "I was very for-

tunate in having an epidemic break out

among the Indians, which I was able to

master with very simple drugs, and by

frequently changing their camps. But it

was that epidemic that made some very

doubtful neighbors our friends, and enabled

us to continue our exploration, where
doubtless we would have failed had I been

unable to cope with the trouble." Palliser

in his own report refers m the following

manner to Sir James' skill, to which he

himself referred so lightly: "Dr. Hector,

whose able assistance and exertions mainly

contributed to the success of the expedi-

tion, was most indefatigable, not only dur-

ing the general exploring season, but also

during the several winter excursions, ex-

posed to all the hardships of an Arctic

temperature. A great cause of our success

was due to Dr. Hector's skill at his pro-

fession among the Indians, especially the

women and children." Again quoting from

Pallister: "The object of the expedition

was : 1st. Information for a favorable

route for immigration or agricultural ad-

vantages. 2nd. To ascertain the nature of

the country west of the Red River, and el-

bov.' of the Saskatchewan and north of the

boundary line. 3rd. To find a pass or pass-

es across the Rocky Mountains, north of

the boundary line."

In closing this particular preface to the

general report, he says: "The knowledge of

the country on the whole would never lead

me to advocate a line of communication

from Canada across the continent to the

Pacific, exclusively through British terri-

tory. The time has now forever gone

by for effecting such an object and the un-

fortunate choice of an astronomical boun-

diir> line has completely isolated the Cana-

diai' - American possessions of Great Bri-f

tain from Canada in the east, and also al-

most debarred them from any eligible ac-

cess from the Pacific coast on the west.
"

If .Sir .James Hector shared Pallisser's

doubt at that time what must have been his

thoughts on seeing the beautiful harbor of

Vancouver, with her Majestic Empress

boats and her trains lying hardby to carry

the stranger direct across the conlinent,
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with no need for the rivers and lakes

which dip below the boundary line. He did

not say. But above all what would have

been his feelings, had he been taken over

the Kicking Horse Pass—his Pass—and seen

the marvelous engineering, with which true

Canadian grit has overcome such enormous

obstacles, obstacles which caused Palliser

to speak so positively of absolute failure.

Let us trust that Sir James Hector will

come again to see the work which is finish-

ed, a work that received its first impetus

from a brave, intrepid self-sacrificing ex-

plorer. And when he comes a royal wel-

come his. Such men as he are few.

Messrs H. W. Moller and R. I. Rioux,

lately made a very interesting canoe trip

and one that we think would give the

greatest possible satisfaction to eleven men
out of every dozen. Those who have been

in the Saskatchewan country know what a

fascination it has for lovers of the smooth

bore or rifle. Of this journey a correspon-

dent writes:—

"The trip affords magnificent fishing,

shooting, and scenery, and is a perfect one

for a holiday outing. Messrs Moller and

Rioux were away twelve days. They went

to Innisfail by train and drove thence to

the Clearwater. The route from Innisfail

to the Clearwater is but little used, and it;

requires someone acquainted with the coun-

try to make the journey. Three miles

west of Innisfail the Red Deer river has to

be crossed. The cable ferry operated there

by the government was not working, neces-

sitating the swimming of the horses. A
splendid ranching country, without much

timber, and having plenty of hay sloughs,

is traversed to the Medicine river, ten

miles beyond the Red Deer. Four miles

after passing the Medicine River, settle-

ment ceases, the only habitation to be

seen being that of Thompson, a trader, on

the Clearwater. The weather was unfavor-

able and the travellers, after spending a

night in camp on the banks of the Clear-

<irater, started down stream in a drizzling

rain. The river is swift and the water

clear. The country through which it runs

is very flat, the banks not being more than

two or three feet high. At low water the

river is full of sand bars and channels, and

spreads ilsef over a distance of about a

quarter of a mile in width. During the

high water of last year it spread out to a

width of two miles, and the driftwood it

left on what is now dry prairie can be seen

a mile from either shore. At Prairie

Creek, a confluent of the Clearwater, about
thirty miles below Thompson's post, is the

great trout fishing spot. Here the travel-

lers spent a short time, but the fish 'vcre

not biting much that day, and after secur-

iiift- a few they continued the journey. The
next afternoon brought them to the junc-

tion of the Saskatchewan and Clearwater.

The view here is magnificent. The Sas-

katchewan broadens out to a great width,

and comes rolling down in great waves
where the waters meet. Just across the

river are the remains of the old Rocky
Mountain House, an old post of the U. B.

Co. In crossing over to view the rem.iins

the travellers swamped their canoe and
lost much of their food supplies. The next

day the down-river journey to Edmantori
commenced. This part of the trip occupied

eight days. The day after leaving the

Clearwater, a magnificent elk was shot

along the river bank. With a number of

others he had cc.ne down to cross the riv-

er, when Mr. Moller brought him liown

with a long shot. They estimate that the

animal weighed 1100 nr 1200 pounds. The
horns and some of the meat they brought

down. On their journey down the Sas-

katchewan it had been their intention to

go up the Rrazeau after jumping deer, an-

telope and moose, which are reported plen-

tiful in that region, but the.v passed the

mouth of the river unknowingly, and so

missed that part of the trip. In places the

river is dangerous to one not knowing the

channels, and at all times the scenery is

magnificent. As a holiday outing it is un-

equalled. Game and fish are plentiful, and

the journey being down stream all the way

makes it an easy one to make."
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Sir James Hector and Edward Whymper; taken by Mrs. Mary Schafter

at Glacier, last summer.
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An early morning scene near Balfour showing the Selkirk Rango draped in mist.
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A Stoney Indian Squaw picking up fuel on the banks of the How River, Alberta.
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The Cottonwood/

One of the common poplars of the West,

and an occasional visitor in Eastern Can-

ada, is the Cottonwood, (populus monilif-

era.) The poplars are soft wooded trees of

fast growth, and although the wood is

not of great value, their quick maturity is

a great advantage. The Cottonwood pro-

duces the best wood of the species grow-

ing in the West and is a favorite tree for

planting where the object is to obtain a

quick growth. The favorite habitat of this

species is along the river valleys and as it

is a native, success with it is not difficult,

provided its natural proclivities are given

due consideration. It has been largely used

by the Forestry Branch of the Department

of the Interior in connection with its co-

operative tree planting scheme. The num-
ber of trees of this species supplied is not

differentiated in the last annual report,but

the stock provided for future use was
300,000.

Populus, the people, and the rustling

whispering, restless leaves of the poplar

suggested to the ancients the tossing, mur-

muring, ever-moving populace, which could

never keep secrets or maintain silence but

must ever be telUng to the vagrant wind

and the passing stranger the empty noth-

ings of a vacant hour or the light gossip

that might possess a power of evil which

it was too empty-headed to have the pow-

er to discern. The Aspen Poplar is the

chief representative of this characteristic,

but the laterally compressed leaf-stem on

which the trembling depends is more or

less developed in all species of the i^enus

In the bright sun the play of lli^ht on

the leaves as they quiver in tremulous

motion has a beauty that compels the

gaze of the onlooker and gives a sensation

of exquisite pleasure such as only natural

scenes can arouse. The Cottonwood has

the young branches slightly angled, and the

leaves are broadly deltoid, about as wide

as they are long, slightly incurved at the

Ijase, and narrowing somewhat abruptly at

the top into a short, sharp point. The
margin is distinctly serrate and sometimes

has incurved hairy teeth. The fertile cat-

kins, which appear in the spring, are very

long and from them is derived the popular

name of Necklace Poplar, sometimes ap-

plied to this tree, and also its scientific

designation "monilifera" or necklace bear-

ing. It grows to a height of from eighty

to one hundred and fifty feet, in favorable

conditions. While found only incidentally

in Eastern Canada it is more generally

found in the West. Macoun's Catalogue

makes the following statement in regard to

its distribution:

—

"Rather common in all the river valleys

thioughout the prairie region from the Red

River westward to the base of the Rocky

Mountains. At "Big Stick" Lakes, north

of the Cypress Hills, there was a grove of

these trees of a very large size in existence

in 1880. These had escaped the annual

prairie fires, being surrounded and partly

covered up by sand, and stood as a proof

of the existence of forests in the past,

where now there is not even a bush. The

trees were over fifty feet high and some ol

them at least two feet in diameter."

•Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry

Association.

THE HUNTER'S MOON.

Bv Helen M. Merrill.

Night on the mountain, not a sound

Save dead leaf falling.

The bay of hound, the far-off cry

Of wild fowl calling.

Mists swimming under the white stars

Where the deer drink

In silence, like dusk shadows looming

At the lake's brink.

Beyond the summit of black pines

The hunter's moon,

Dim growing in the misty light

That breaketh soon.
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Down The Crochc.
HV MAKllX HLN IliK.

While the route I am about to describe is

not actually virgin water, still, I fancy, it

is not generally known to anglers.

Though having the entry into numerous
club preserves, were I so minded, I decided

to avoid the usual haunts of fishermen and

—figuratively speaking — paddle my own
canoe.

A visit to the Crown Lands Department
in Quebec gave me access to a very com-
plete map of the Lake St. John's basin,

and that of the St. Maurice to the west. I

found the divide between the Riviere au

Toma that flows into Lake St. John's and

the upper reaches of The Croche was only

a few miles, and by referring to the des-

cription of the smaller river, I found it

was navigable for canoes, and decided there

and then that that route would be my field

of outing.

Next morning I tooTi the Lake St. John's

Railway for the lake and passed through

some of the most pleasing and varied scen-

ery imaginable.

Having put up at the Hotel Roherval for

the night, next morning I foimd any num-

ber of guides hanging about the piazza of

the hotel. The clerk gave me the benefit

of his knowledge of the men and selected

tw'o first-rate, all-round bush and canoe

men. Of course they provided their own
canoe, and between us we made up a list of

necessary provisions for a ten-day trip.

This was handed into the principal store

of the place to be filled during the day,

and that evening, canoe, tents, provisions,

etc., were packed and corded on a wagon

ready for an early start in the morning to

a point, or rather, a bend of the river nine

miles back from the village This portage

exempted us from about twenty miles of

the lower part oi the river, a portion of al-

most continuous rapids, so the guides in-

formed me.

By noon the wagon had deposited our be-

longings at the river. The guides and my-

self following in another vehicle. The team-

sters let their horses graze, while my men

loaded the canoe, and I wrote a few pen-

ciled lines home to be posted at Roberval.

We paddled up over about a mile of slug-

gish water to the first rapid, and there

finding a good camping place, and the head

guide informing me there was pretty fair

fishing at the foot and half way up, I gave

orders for the first night's camp to be

made, though yet early in the day.

While the men were busying themselves

at this work 1 jointed my rod and fished

for an hour or so, with very good success as

to number and quality, but small in size.

What a soothing and delicious night's rest

I had—my bed of fresh pine bows and the

gentle rippling of the rapid to lull me to

sleep.

The next day we were off bright and

early as we had numerous small rapids to

pole the canoe up and some where the wat-

ers were too turbulent, canoe and baggage

had to be portaged. Places where the men
could pole the canoe up they put me ashore

to walk across the short portage.

That evening at dusk, we landed at the

place where we left the Toma and camped

on the end of what is known as the long

portage. The men were pretty well tired

out from their long day and as soon as

supper was over, we rolled into our blankets

and wore soon fast asleep.

The long portage is long, probably three

and a half miles, but the walking is good.

The land is a gentle roll and was burnt

clear to the ground some years previous.

We went through in what the guide called

a trip and a half and was accomplished in

this way.

.\11 the stuff was done up into two bun-

dles, except my rod, gun and satchel: these

I said I would carry. Man No. 1 took the

canoe and went ahead on the trail as far

as he could comfortably carry it, and then

put it down. Man No. 2 loaded one of the

large bundles and followed the first man

until he was tired, and while No. 2 was

returning for the second bundle No. 1 had

come back on the portage to where he

found the bundle, and when he carried this

as far as the canoe, he put 11 down and
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went aheail again with the hark. Consid-

erable time can he saved hy proper order-

ing of trips on a portage.

At the upper or West end of the long

portage we fell into a small round lake, the

waters of which flowed hoth ways, west-

ward into the Croche and eastward into

the Tonia.

Across this small body of water we took

"Antler Portage." It is about a mile

long, the whole length of which is carpeted

by beautiful white moss and studded by

clumps and avenues of pitch pines. Some
of the views down these delightful glades

were surpassingly beautiful to the eye.

We embarked at the other end with as

little delay as possible as the sun was get-

ting near the tree tops, and we had yet

two miles of lake-like river before us to

reach the Grand Falls of the Croche. This

was our objective point, when we broke

camp in the morning.

We camped that night at the upper end

of the portage and the roar of the falling

waters kept me awake far into the night,

so the next day we moved camp half-way

through, where the trail lay back from the

river a little. Here we found a fresh,

grassy glade, a delightful spring of clear,

cold water and abundance of dry wood for

our camp fires.

A more ideal place could hardly be imag-

ined. Our tents were in easy distance of

ill the best fishing points.

The great falls are, more properly speak-

ing, a succession of three falKs varying in

height from forty to sixty feet, each of

which is cut into by rocky, tree-clad

islets, making the most picturesque scenery

one could desire. Too late, I regretted

having purposely left my kodak. Here, in

this delightful spot I remained three days

and had all the sport I wanted tor one sea-

son. Below the different ledges and around

the little bays was room for twenty rods.

The fish were in abundance and varied in

weight from one pound up to three or four.

Every angler knows the lusciou.sness of

speckled trout direct from the water into

the frying pan, and this we had a la de

mand.

As a change in our menu one of the

guides shot two brace of partridge back of

the camp and these were cooked as only a

hushman can cook.

Unfortunately my time was limited and

it was with much reluctance I at last left

the Falls.

Down the Croche we paddled, passing

several other minor falls and rapids. The

last twenty miles of the river is almost

still water and by its torturous windings

gives the name "Crooked" to the river.

The Croche debouches into the St. Maurice

five miles above La Tuque. Here I paid

off my men and took the river steamer for

Grande Piles. This little steamer carries

one safely down sixty miles of the grand

St. Maurice, making close connection with

the branch C. P. R. into Three Riv-

ers. The evening train from Grande Piles

connects with the express from Quebec and

at 10.10 p.m. on my tenth night I was in

Montreal, refreshed and much pleased with

my journey by "Forest and Stream."

The Fourth .Annual Report of the Cana-

dian Forestry Association has been issued

and any member of the Association who

may not have received a copy will be sup-

plied upon advising the Secretary.

"Go ask papa," the maiden said.

The young man knew papa was dead.

Also the wicked life he'd led—

So understood, when the maiden said,

"Go ask papa."

—Fishing Gazette.

Some very reckless statements appeared

in the daily press touching upon game pre-

servation and the slaughter of game. One

Ontario paper quotes a gentleman who has

hunted in Northern Ontario and Quebec for

years, as stating that ninety - five

per cent of the deer killed in On-

tario are slaughtered out of sea-

son .\s tlie number of deer slaughtered

in season is approximately known, it is

easy to check ut) this statement. Let us

suppose that 5000 deer fall to the rifles of

hunters during the legitimate season, and

this total is under the mark, then 45,000

deer at least, according to this old hunter,

must be killed annually, something that is

by no means probable.
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The "Capital City.'"

When a Governor-General coined the

phrase "fair city with its crown of tow-
ers" to designate the capital of the Dom-
inion he used an appelation which was not
only singularly happy in form but is fully

justified by the natural beauty of the sur-

roundings in which the City is set and the

fine gothic pile of the Parliament Buildings

standing out in bold relief on the high

rocky bluff overlooking the Ottawa River.

Canadians have reason to be proud of the

natural charms of their national capital,

and may be expected to take a deep inter-

est in and to give cordial support to any
measures that may be undertaken to en-

hance its attractiveness and make it an ex-

pression of the national ideals of beauty.

The first step in this direction was taken

many years ago in the improvement of the

grounds surrounding the Parliament Build-

ings and of Major Hill Park, both over-

looking the Ottawa River and framing in

the beautiful view of the Laurentian Hills

through the valley of the Rideau Canal.

Quaintness is lent to the picture by the old

canal locks, interesting in their reminder

of the fears of invasion from the South
and the industry and engineering skill of

Colonel By and his associates by whom it

was constructed under the direction of the

Imperial Government as a military route.

More recently the city itself, by acquir-

ing several small parks throughout its

bounds and the beautiful Rockcliffe Park in

the eastern suburbs, has made still further

advances. But no comprehensive scheme

was undertaken till the appointment of the

Improvement Commission by the Dominion

Government. The Commission have

projected and largely carried to completion

a roadway across the City from Rideau

Hall, the residence of the Governor-Gener-

al, in the eastern suburbs, by the way of

King Edward avenue and the banks of the

Rideau Canal, to the Central Experimental

Farm on the West. Where trees were al-

ready growing on this route they have been

worked into the general plan with good ef-

fect, and elsewhere trees and shrubs, both
native and foreign, have been set out. This

is now, and will in the course of years be-

come increasingly more so, one of the most
beautiful drives to be found in any city.

The funds of the Commission have recent-

ly been consolidated and the personnel add-

ed to so as to make it more clearly na-

tional rather than civic, and in order to

have larger plans fully considered and ma-
tured it was decided to ask for a report

on a. general scheme from an expert land-

scape architect. The choice fell upon Mr.
F. G. Todd, of Montreal, and we make no

apology for bringing to the attention of

our readers an outline of the proposals sub-

mitted by Mr. Todd.

The keynote of the proposals is found in

the following quotation:

—

"We have only to study the history of

"the older cities and note at what enor-

"mous cost they have overcome the lack of

"provision for their growth to realize that

"the future prosperity and beauty of the

"city depends in a great measure upon the

"ability to look ahead and the power to

"grasp the needs and requirements of the

"great population it is destined to have.

"Not only is Ottawa sure to become the

"centre of a large and populous district,

"but the fact that it is the capital of an

"immense country whose future greatness is

"only beginning to unfold, renders it neces-

"sary that it shall also be the centre of

"all those things which are an index of

"man's highest intellectual attainments,

"and that it be a city which will reflect

"the character of the nation and the dig-

"nity, stability, and good taste of its citi-

"zens."

Large expendit\ires have been necessitat-

ed in many cities for parks and other im-

provements by the failure to look far

enough ahead and provide for the needs of

the future. Washington was a unique ex-

ception but the plan laid out for that city

over a hundred years ago was discarded af-

ter half that time had passed and is now

I

•Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian I'orestry Association.
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being returned to when the development of

the intervening years has rendered neces-

sary the outlay of millions of dollars to

carry out what might have been accom-
plished earlier at a comparatively small ex-

penditure. Ottawa is not a large city at

present but is growing steadily and unques-

tionably it will be possible to lay the bas-

is of a general scheme of improvement more
easily and with a less outlay now than at

any future date.

One of the proposals involving an exten-

sion not previously suggested, is for a

large natural park or reserve on the Que-

bec side of the river in the vicinity of the

Gatineau River and Meach Lake. As Mr.

Todd justly observes, the Dominion of Can-

ada is famous the world over for the ex-

tent and beauty of her forests, and for this

reason it would seem appropriate that

there should be reserved in close proximity

to the capital good examples of the forests

which once covered a great portion of the

country. Not only will these reserves be

of inestimable value to future generations

as an example of the original forest, but

they will also provide a place where na-

ture may still be enjoyed unmarred by its

contact with humanity. The suggested re-

serves include lands which originally were

densely forested and which now include

groves of well grown hardwoods such as

hard and soft maple, beech, ash, etc., and

also less extensive areas of second growth

pine and spruce and other coniferous spe-

cies. The gorgeous setting of these woods

in their autumn colors is a sight not easily

forgotten. The sceneny of hill and lake and

stream is that characteristic of the beauti-

ful Laurentian formation and the rocky

character of the district renders so much
of it of little value for other than park or

forest purposes that the few thousand

acres necessary to the carrying out of the

scheme could be obtained at a reasonable

figure. The City of Boston within the last

eight years has spent about ten million of

dollars in creating just such parks and re-

serves which, if purchased fifty years ago,

could have been acquired for about one-

twentieth of this amount.
The foundation for suburban parks is al-

ready laid by Rockcliffe Park in the east,

having a beautiful outlook over the Ottawa
and Gatineau Rivers from its rocky eleva-

tion. This park which is pleasantly wood-
ed with groves and groups of matured
hardwood and coniferous trees, was estab-

h.shed by the city. It has been left large-

ly in its natural condition, and is a favor-

ite resort of children and others during the

warm summer days and evenings. Mr.
Todd suggests an extension of this park so

a? to take in similarly wooded lands in

that vicinity and to extend to the Domin-
ion Rifle Range, which lies some distance

be\ond.

The west end of the City above the Chau-
diero Falls and overlooking the Little

Chaudiere and Remous Rapids has a con-

siderable area of land fairly well wooded
and of little value for other purposes,

which, with the islands located in the riv-

er just opposite, would make a park of

great beauty, and the dark waters of the

broad river foaming over their rocky bed,

give life and animation to the scene. An
extension of the driveway to the Experi-

mental Farm so as to connect with this

site would make the scheme of parks and

parkways through the City complete, while

the suggestion is made that a boulevard be

constructed along the Ottawa River for

the return journey.

These are the main features of the

scheme as suggested, though there are

some further points and minor details

which have not been referred to. Enough

has been given however to show that the

plan is a comprehensive one and that if

adopted and carried to completion, it will

make of the Capital city of the Dominion

one of which Canadians may well be proud,

and which will bear comparison with that

of any other country—both for its natural

features and as a concrete presentation of

the national ideals of beauty and civic

adornment.

m^^m
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Wood Utilization at Dcscronto.*

While Germany is looked to as the ex-

ample!" in forest management the differen-

ces that obtain in other countries must al-

ways be a check on a too close following

of the model. The rate of stumpage in

Germany has been given ny a good auth-

ority at $2U, while in Canada it ranges

from an unappreciable amount to as high

now as $6, though $2 to $3, might be tak-

en as the average. This difference is not

merely the result of higher prices for lum-

ber for the difference in mat respect is not

very great. According to the reports sub-

m.itted a few years ago by the Consuls of

the United States in regard to American

lumber in foreign markets, the prices at

which pine and fir lumber was being sold

at Frankfort by lumbermen who had saw-

mills in Bavaria, Wurtemburg and Baden,

would be about equal to $30 per thousand

feet, B.M., for clear pine lumber one inch

thick, twelve inches wide and sixteen feet

long, $25 for half clear, $22 for good and

$17 for culls.

The value of the wood crops depends on

the expense of cutting and getting it to

market, which is determined mainly by the

scale of wages and cost of transportation,

and on the possibility of making profitable

use of all the forest products. Where all

parts of the tree have a value, even down

to the twigs, there is a larger return fin-

ancially.

The question of methods of utilization of

forest products is therefore of great inter-

est even though the stage may not be reach-

ed where everything produced, even to the

smallest dimensions will bring a return.

The factories at Deseronto furnish an ex-

ample of very complete utilization of the

wood of different kinds produced on the

limits and a short description of the works

at that place may give some points of in-

teiest. Deseronto is beaut if\illy situated on

the slope of a hill overlooking the Bay of

Quinte and has some lake traffic and local

traffic, particularly with the county of

Prince Kdward, for which it is the near-

est port. Practically, however, the exist-

ence of the town, which has a population

of 3,72.') according to the last census, is de-

pendent upon the lumber industry and oth-

er industries connected therewith. The lum-

ber mill was established by H. B. Rathbun

and continued by his son, E. W. Rathbun,

and round it has grown up additional in-

dustries for the further manufacture and

more general consumption of the products

of the forest.

Both softwood and hardwoods are taken

from the limits as the variety of manufac-

ture makes it possible to use both. The
logs are not cut to a uniform length in all

cases, as by leaving them of irregular size,

the whole log length of trees which would

noi cut equally into logs may be brought

out. The ends of such over-sized logs are cut

off before they are passed into the mill

and are sent to be worked up in any of the

industries for which their size and quality

make them available.

In the sawmill which has a capacity of

300,000 feet B.M. per day, the logs are

controverted into lumber in the usual way
by band and gang saws. This process,

though familiar, is one of unfailing inter-

est as the carriages swing backward and

forward and under the skilful manipulation

of the log handlers, on whose judgment and

skill so much depends for getting the best

value out of the logs, the saws steadily

eat their way into the heart of the mon-

archs of the forest. The edgings and other

portions of pine logs not suitable for

boards are passed on, some to be cut into

lath of different grades, while other pieces

of suitable quality are prepared to be made

into rollers for window blinds, and others

again into mouldings. Pieces of greater

width are made into box shocks and barrel

headings in another building. Odds and ends

are sent on to the match splint factory

and w'hatever cannot be devoted to any

olher purpose is sold as firewood, for

which there is a ready demand at a good

price.

'Contributed by the Officers of tlie Canadian Forestry Associ.ition.
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The door ami sash factory, while using

some board material, is largely supplied

from smaller pieces which can be worked

into the panels, mouldings and the frame

work both of doors and windows. Pine is

the wood most used for this purpose, hard-

wood being but little employed. The pro-

ducts of this factory find their way as far

as the British market.

The box and heading factory makes use

of smaller pieces, the equipment including

m addition to what is necessary to pre-

pare the material a simple but ingenious

machine for nailing the boxes together and

a complete printing outfit for labels'. Here

also are made racks for bricks in which

thin strips of about one inch in width and

a foot or more in length are employed.

The smallest blocks are passed on to the

splint factory, where they are converted

into match splints for the British mar-

kets. In this industry the work is light

both in cutting and packing, the materials

handled being small in bulk and \Yeight. It

is therefore done mainly by boys and girls

and gives an opportunity for employment

to those who have reached a suitable age,

thus augmenting the family incomes and

by rendering the conditions of the work-

men more comfortable, making them more

contented.

In the cedar mill, logs which are sound

and of proper size are made into ties.

Posts are sawn from others and the re-

maining pieces are worked up into shingles.

The deftness and celerity with which the

shingles are cut from the blocks and differ-

entiated into the several grades of quality,

are a wonder to the unmitiated. All pro-

gress in the more economic use of products

means an increase of dexterity and a high-

er grade of intelligence in those employed,

thus being an advantage from every point

of view. Skill and foresight are developed.

The hardwoods are sawn into boards and

disposed of as such, but the same care is

exercised to make use of all material. The
hairi woods that are suitable for lumber,

and some soft woods are made use of in

the charcoal plant. The wood is baked in

retorts, both the newer metal retorts and

the old style brick ovens being used at Des-

eronto. From one cord of wood are pro-

duced !fl to .tO bushels of charcoal, a bush-

el being equal to 20 lbs. Other products of

value from a cord of wood are wood alco-

hol 3.05 gallons, tar five gallons, and ace-

tate of lime (lime being added) 110 lbs.

The fuel for heating the retorts is supplied

by the gases therefrom, mainly carbon,

monoxide and hydrogen, and by the tar

product mixed with the finer portions of

the charcoal which cannot be used in the

smelting works. The charcoal works are

not now under the control of the Rathbun
Company and the smelting company has al-

ways been a separate organization.

The Deseronto Iron Company, which

came from the United States and has been

operating for a comparatively short time

in Canada, was induced to start its works
on this side of the border, according to

the statement of its management, by the

placing of a duty on charcoal by the Gov-
erimient of the United States, making it

more profitable for the Company to locate

nearer the source of fuel supply. The spe-

cial advantage of charcoal as a smelting

fuel is the fact of its purity as compared
with other forms of carbon used for this

purpose, such as coke. The ore being simi-

lar in composition, this gives a purer pro-

duct, thus making it possible to better con-

trol the chemical constituents. A disad-

vantage under which charcoal labors is a

less ability to stand the crushing strain in

the furnace. For this purpose the firmer

hardwoods give the best material and only

the larger pieces of charcoal are used, the

dust and smaller material being returned

to the charcoal W'Orks. The furnaces used

are. however nine feet, six inches in diam-

eter and sixty-one feet in height, while an

ordinary coke furnace would be thirteen

feet in diameter and eighty feet high. The
product is from thirty-five to forty tons of

pig iron per day and is all disposed of in

the Province of Ontario. In fact the only

difficulty that stands in the way of the

continuance and extension of the works is

the question of the supply of charcoal. It

is necessary at the present time to obtain

occasionally a supply additional to that al-

ready furnished by the Deseronto works,

and the future of the wood crop is so prob-

lematical and so evidently reaching a less

satisfactory position as time goes on that

extension may not be the part of wisdom.

From the foregoing outlines some idea

can be obtained as to the extent and the
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varied ways in which the wealth of the

forests is being made use of in Deseronto.

Such an extension of methods of utiliza-

tion means an increase in the value of the

product and so of the raw material, thus

bringing nearer the time when it will be

financially possible to put forest manage-
ment in Canada on a sound and scientific

basis. It brings out clearly also the im-

portance of the forest as a means of liveli-

hood for the people. The existence of the

works means first the employment of num-
bers of men in the woods, it means the

continued prosjjcrity of a town of nearly

4,000 inhabitants and of the country sur-

rounding it, and it means the establish-

ment in Canada of other industries to sup-

ply raw materials for the manufacturers of

the Dominion, so that the progress of the

country and the perpetuation of the forest

arc bound together in many ways and by

the closest ties.

It is by no means uncommon for wild

fowl on their migrations to encounter a

'og, and when they do they immediatelv

alight to await more favorable conditions.

They seem perfectly incapable of making a

direct course in foggy weather. The writer

has seen this upon more than one occasion.

At such times geese are very helpless
;

their natural wariness seems to desert

them entirely, and they are easy victims

to the first farmer's boy with a gun that

comes along. On the 28th of November,

according to the St. John Sun, the inhab-

itants of Chatham, N. B., had an oppor-

tunity of witnessing just such an interrup-

tion of the southward flight of the last of

the migrating geese. According to that

paper: " A storm was in progress during

the day which took the form of rain and

sleet. The rain froze as soon as it reached

the ground, as the temperature was low,

and it soon became evident that the geese

were getting seriously impeded in their

southward flight, as large flocks were ob-

served flying with labored efforts and very

near the ground. A telephone message was
sent in from the railway station to the ef-

fect that a large number of geese had lit

in a field in the outskirts of the town and

some sports proceeded to the place indicat-

ed, but it is not known that any birds

were killed, as they made oH after resting

awhile. Reports indicate that the whole

country from Napan Bay to Barnaby Riv-

er and as far north as Bay du Vin was

literally a resting place for the wearied

and ice-burdened wild fowl. The fields, bar-

rens, marshes and even the woods, were

invaded by the birds, but very few are re-

ported as having been killed."

The London Times said recently that

300,000 tourists go to Switzerland each

year, and that these tourists give occupa-

tion to 35,000 people. Of course Switzer-

land has got the densely populated Europ-

ean countries to draw from, but we in

Canada have got the United States to

draw upon, as well as our own Empire, to-

gether with some assistance from the

more wealthy classes of continental

Europe. For scenery and sport you may
travel far and you may travel wide, but

you will not easily find Canada's equal.

Why should we too not have our 300,000

tourists visit us ?
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Indians and the Weather.

BY C. C. FARR.

y-?9

Even amongst the indoor-loving denizens

of cities the weather is a never-failing sub-

ject for comment. Imagine then the im-

portance of it to a people that practically

lives out of doors, and then one can readi-

ly understand how, on meeting an Indian,

his first word, after salutations are ex-

changed, is an allusion to the weather. It

may be "Meeno-keejigan", "It is a fine

day" ; or, "Keemuun", "It is raining." If

it is winter he will probably say "Keesi-

na", "It is cold", or "Sukipun", "It is

snowing." When the wind is blowing hard,

it is "Geetchi-nodin", "Big wind." What-

ever it is, it is nearly sure to be some
allusion to the exiting meteorological con-

ditions, showing how ever present in his

mind the subject is, for the weather is so

bound up with his daily life, that it is im-

possible for him to forget it. It is only

natural that he becomes a keen observer of

all phenomena, terrestial and celestial, con-

nected with it, and that he can forecast

with fair precision, but this very know-

ledge, gained by observation, and experi-

ence enables him to recognize the fact

that he is often liable to be wrong, and he

holds his white brother, who is afflicted

with the malady of "cock-sureness" in this

matter, somewhat in contempt, tinged with

iimusenient. He is not like that old fraud,

"The old trapper." who pretends to deduce

the future from signs that would imply a

greater intelligence, and reasoninu power in

the lower animals than in man ; such as

the manner in which a niuskrat builds its

house, or the quantity of food supply laid

in by a family of beavers, which kind of

"rot" is on a par with the superstition ol

the simple farmer, who watches with bated

breath the milt of the last pig that he

kills, with the view of determining the

probable severity of the coming winter.

The Indian is inductive in his methods of

his treatment of the seen world, for he

builds his theories on known facts, and is

always ready to make all allowance for the

modifications of conditions. For instance,

when he sees a large flight of migratory

birds in the fall going south, he does not

ascribe to them a foreknowledge of what is

about to happen, but he knows that, in ad-

dition to their natural migratory instinct,

they have been driven before, or have rath-

er outstripped conditions of cold and storm
that would reduce, or perhaps, entirely de-

stroy their food supply ; especially if they

happened to be of an insectivorous species,

and hence they would be to him, as n,

were, a telegraphic message from the tar

north, a hint, in fact, that Boreas was on

iti way south.

The Indian loves the sun. In the early

spring he will fairly bask in it. When the

ice begins to soften under its mid-day
rays, he does his travelling at night, or in

the small hours of the morning, until he

can feel the warmth of it ; then he picks

out a spot sheltered from the north wind,

a bank, or the sheltering shore of a lake,

where he gathers copious balsam or cedar

brush, and lays it down, to form for him a

luxurious bed, whereon he can sleep with-

out need of blankets, for the sun's rays
act for him as blankets and thus he courts

Nature's sweet restorer, until either the

pangs of hunger or the gatheiing chill ol

evening, force him to leave his luxurious

lair. I have often wondered why Indians

have not been sun-worshippers, for to them
the sun means so much ; life, light, heat,

and comfort ; but they are not, and the only

explanation that I can think of is, that the

sun lacks the power of volition and is so

set in its course, that, to a rational being

such as the Indian undoubtedly is, it ap-

pears an instrument, or slave of a still

greater power, say, the Geetchi-manitou.

The Great God.

The Indian word for sun is "Keesis",and

from it is derived "Keejikan", "Day" as

"Keesis," "Month" is derived from "Tip-

ik-keesis". The moon, or "Night sun", and

"Keejigahtay" signifies "It is moonlight."

"Wahhan" is "Dawn" from which comes
"Wahbunk" "Tomorrow", and "Pee-dah-

bun" "The first sign of dawn", formed

from the root "Pee" "coming towards.''
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Another term for light is "Wah-sia" which

implies rather a brightness than actual

light, for instance, the Northern Lights

are called "Wahsia-tipikan." "Brightness

at night." A bright display of these lights

signifies, to the Indian, fine weather, but

somewhat cold, in proportion to the time

of year. "Wahsi-konaysie" means "Light-

ning" and that redundant polysyllable

"Wahsikahkinendahmahgan" expresses the

insignificant tallow "dip." "Onigoush" is

"star", and 1 am somewhat at a loss re-

garding the full meaning of the word, un-

less it is derived from, or connected with

"Onaykisah" which implies "trembling"i.e.

"twinkling." When the stars are very

bright at night the Indian cheerfully prop-

hecies snow or rain, according to the sea-

son "Cloudy" is "Wahweewan", and

"Meshahkwan " is "Clear sky" from "Mes-

hah", "large," and "Kwan" "space."

When a Christianized Indian sings that he

wants to go to Heaven, he sings "Wahk-

wing ne we-ijah" ; "To the clouds I want

to go," for he has no conception of space

beyond. The pagan Indian is still more

earthly in his aspirations, as will be shown

later on.

The points of the compass are named, in

two cases, from the character of the winds

that blow from them ; ror instance, the

North wind is called "Kee-waydin" : "The

wind that goes back" from the word "Kee-

way" : "to go back", again illustrating

the observant nature of the Indian, who

has learnt that in these northern latitudes,

no matter from which way the wind may
be blowing, it is bound to go back to the

north.

The south wind is called "Shawwinin-

noe": "The soft, kind, gentle wind", which

in a cold country expresses the character

of this same wind to a nicety.

The east wind is called "Wahbahnin-noe,"

which means the wind that comes from

the "dawn."

The origin of the name of the west wind

must be wrapped up in their religious be-

liefs, and conceptions of a hereafter. They

call it "N'gahbehan-noe." : "The wind that

comes from the place where I am going

to." "N'gahbehah" meaning "1 am going

to he (there)". Now, if we think over it,

we remember that Longfellow sends his

hero, Hiawatha, out into the West, as the

sun went down,' when he wanted to get

rid of him, and in so doing he showed an

accurate knowledge of their beliefs regard-

ing a future state, for, it is in the west

that the pagan Indian considers his future

home to be. He looks upon this earth as

the sum total of it all, and at the last, in-

stinctively follows the light of the sun, his

friend, and comforter. To him it would
appear madness to turn his face to the

dark, uncertain south, and he would have

to cross the night to meet the dawn ; so

his instincts bid him, in the evening of life,

to turn his face to the light, to the set-

ting sun, and to follow it to the place

where it sinks below the horizon, and
where he probably thinks the sun is again

lit up at the perpetual source of light, to
enable it to run its beneficial course anoth-

er day.

I am afraid that after all I have not
given much information of practical value

to the white traveller in the bush, such as

would enable him to determine the proba-

bilities of the weather by means of the set

theories, and traditions of Indians, but as

I have said before, they are not dogmatic
upon the weather, of which they are un-

doubtedly keen observers, and in determin-
ing the immediate meteorological probabil-

ities, they base their calculations on prev-

ious experience, just as you or I might,

and with often like results, for after all,

amongst white, red, and black, such proph-

ecies are simply conjectural, coupled with
a slight admixture of the simple rule of

three.

A busy life has not given me much time
to study these matters from a purely phil-

ological stand-point, hence I cannot speak

with authority, and I may say that my
etymological deductions are simply based

upon my limited knowledge of the Indian

language, and my limited powers of rea-

soning.
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Climbing in The Rockies.

By ST. CROIX.

It was a foregone conclusion that so soon

as the climbing world had discovered the

northern Rockies, that vast solitary moun-

tain range would soon be made to unfold

the mysteries of its forest-clothed valleys

and virgin peaks, and now these things are

coming to pass. The latest contribution to

our knowledge of the northern portion of

the cordellerean chain, is a work just is-

sued from the press of Longmans, Green

& Company, by Messrs Hugh Stutfield and

Professor J. Norman Collie, which is en-

titled "Climbs and Explorations in the

Canadian Rockies." Several useful books

have been published dealing with the Rock-

ies, and one by Mr. Wilcox merits the high-

est praise, judging it solely on the score

of artistic merit, yet this latest work far

exceeds it in interest, as Messrs. Stutfield

and Collie have been perfectly indefatigable

in their explorations, wonderfully success-

ful in their climbs, and particularly happy

in their joint literary effort.

Professor Collie made the acquaintance of

the Rockies in 1897, when in company

with Messrs. C. E. Eay, Rev. C. L.Noyes,

C. S. Thompson and others, he made the

ascents of Lefroy and Victoria, and set

foot upon the great Waputehk ice-field.

Other visits to the mountains followed,

the authors being fascinated by their

beauty and solitude of the glorious Rock-

ies ; they were also exceedingly anxious to

discover Mounts Hooker and Brown, reput-

ed to be of great height, and, in the end,

they actually did discover these two
peaks, and had to take a great many
thousand feet ofi their reputed heights

after having done so. This result

gives me, personally, the greatest

satisfaction, because in '98 I pointed
out, in the columns of the Manitoba Free
Press, that Mounts Hooker and Brown
either did not exist, or else that they
must be masquerading under false preten-
tions, as there could be no mountains of

that height in the region in which the
North Saskatchewan has its source. My

contention was scoffed at by an Edmonton
editor, who, although he had never been
there, evidently felt a personal affection
for the mythical 15,000 feet mountains,
and resented any attempt on the part of

an outsider, that is to say, a person resid-
ing beyond the limits of Edmonton, from
attempting to dispossess them of their

pride of place.

Being unsuccessful in '97 in finding these
illusive mountains, though the climbers
conquered Mounts Freshfield and Forbes,
and explored the dreadful brules of Blae-
berry Creek, Professor Collie gave his

spare time during the winter of '97 and
'98 to consulting all the literature he could
find in London dealing with the Canadian
Rockies.

In the spring that followed, the indefatig-

able Collie, "feeling drawn," as he himself
says, "by the fascination of those wild
western valleys, irresistibly back to the

Canadian Rockies, laid his plans for an-

other trip." Mr. Stutfield accepted an in-

vitation to accompany him. Their plans

were: "to reach the actual sources of the

vast Saskatchewan, Athabasca and Colum-
bia systems

; to explore and map out the

unknown mountain country, where they

took their rise ; to locate, and perhaps, to

climb the semi-fabulous peaks of that re-

gion ; to rehabilitate if the facts prompt-
ed, the outraged majesty of Mount Brown
—all this with much more besides, was a

tempting enough programme in itself ; but

he also hoped to work in a little sport, on

his own account, with mountain sheep, up-

on bear or goats, so long as such frivoli-

ties did not interfere with the more seri-

ous business of map-making and moun-
taineering."

This programme, ambitious as it was,

was pretty well worked through before the

eni! of the summer, although had it not

beei: for Stutfield's unerring rifle the party
would have had to beat an ignominious re-

treat before the completion of their work,
owing to lack of provender. The actual

dethroning of Mounts Hooker and Brown
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could not be veritied until the party had
returned to civilization. After so doing

Professor Collie discovered a reference in

"Bancroft's History of British Columbia"
which had been published in the Compan-
ion to the Botanical Magazine, by Dr. \V.

T. Hooker, and which, eventually, gave the

solution to the problem. Mount Brown had
to go down into the 9000 feet class, and
the Professor's verdict was : "These two
fabulous Titans, therefore, which for nearly

oeventy years have been masquerading as

the monarchs of the Canadian Rockies,

inust now be finally deposed ; and Mounts
Forbes, Columbia and Alberta, with Peak
Robson, west of the Yellowhead Pass,

must reign in their stead."

In the summer of 1000 another visit was
made to the mountains, the Bush River
being explored. In 1901 the party were
back again and did some good climbing.

Strange to say, because the reverse is us-

ually the case, one of the party became
more luxurious in his tastes than he had

been on former expeditions, and actually

took a mattress into the mountains. This

mattress was doubtless a great comfort at

night and also a horrible encumberance on

the trail. However, it caused the poet

"lariat" of the party to burst forth into

poetry, and very good poetry too—so after

all the mattress was not without its good

points. The principal climbs of the sea-

sons were Mounts Forbes, Howse, and the

Lyell ice-field.

Mr. Stutfield contributes a chapter, sum-

ming up his sporting experiences during his

visits to the mountains, and we do not

think that anything better has been writ-

ten, or a more absolutely trustworthy. As

all experienced men know game does not

abound in the Rockies ; it is very much
more abundant in the Coast Range, on the

interior plateau, and in parts of the Sel-

kirks, yet there is more or less shooting

to be had, and shooting, moreover, that

will repay a hardy, keen sportsman. Sheep

appear to be more numerous at the head

waters of the Brazeau than anywhere else.

The Rocky Mountain goat is widely distri-

buted, and few sportsmen should return

without a couple of good heads. Bears,

black, brown, and grizzly, aboimd more or

less all through the Rockies, but hunting

them is an extremely difficult matter, and

not one is shot for every twenty trapped.

The almost impenetrable thickets of Blae-

berry Creek are a favorite habitat of bears,

as are also the immense forests on the

slopes of the Selkirks, and along the main
side of the Rocky Mountain chain, but the

hunter may not see one for weeks togeth-

er. Bruin will come into the open to feed

on the berries at uncertain intervals, but
as a rule remains concealed in the myster-
ious depths of the forest. In the winter

he dens up under some root or ledge, shel-

tered from the piercing winds by a heavy
jovering of tnow.

The conclusion of Mr. Stutfield's inter-

esting chapter is well worth quoting, as it

breathes the spirit of true sportsmanship:

"Happily for the hunter whose lot is cast

in these times when large game is growing
even scarcer, if only he be a true lover of

Nature in all her forms, sport in the moun-
tains offers other joys than those contain-

ed in the mere gunning part of the busi-

ness. It is enough for such an one, even

if a stalk be out of the question, to sit

out in the sunshine on some ridge or hill-

top, and watch the quarry, whether it be

Rocky Mountain sheep, or goat, or alpine

chamois, or ibex. Again, half the charm of

mountain sport as opposed to mountaineer-

ing proper, is that it gives you so much
time to admire the scenery. As you lie

concealed behind some knoll, or rocky pro-

tuberance, you can watch at your ease the

face of the landscape, changing after each

change in Nature's moods, the great gla-

ciers and snows around you, while above

them the tall peaks thrust their heads up

into the deep, blue sky. Below on the

grassy hillside, the big-eyed, white-faced

ewes, keep watch and ward over the

lambs, frisking and gambolling around

them, while further off on some jutting

promotory of crag, may be seen the curv-

ing massive horns of an old sentinel ram,

his eyes intently fixed on the middle dis-

tance, alert and ready to give the alarm

the moment that danger threatens. Such a

sight consoles you for much hard work or

long hours of waiting, or even for the dis-

appointments of the cha.se ; and you feel

that kill or no kill, after all your labors

have not been entirely in vain, and that

life is worth living—at any rate in the

mountains."
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The Finding of Lost Lake.
BY FRED C. ARMSTRON'}.

The evening of September nineteenth

found a party of six in camp by the shores

of Beaver Lake, at the head of Burnt Hill

brook, New Brunswick. The Burnt Hill is

one of the most important tributaries of

the upper southwest Miramichi. The party

was made up of three sportsmen from New
York, and their three guides, and they

formed a very jolly crowd as they sat be-

fore the roaring fire of burning logs yarn-

ing.

One of the sportsmen at length said, ad-

dressing me:

"Fred, I have a proposition to make to

you^ but as it will demand a lot of skill

to succeed if you accept, think it over a

bit before replying."

"All right, let's have it."

"Well," said he, "it is this. I want you

to start off tomorrow, take a camp helper

with you, and cruise until you find a new
lake or pond, where we may hunt all by

ourselves. I will give you three days' leave

and if you find such a lake, spot out a

trail to it by the shortest route. Do you

think you can do it ?
"

"I think I can, Mr. Moore. Of course,

thi.'. is a strange country to me, but I will

try and I think I can succeed." And after

talking the matter over we settled our-

selves in our blankets and were soon in

dreamland.

On the morning following, bright and

early we packed our provisions in a bag,

and Stephen Campbell and I started off

for what was to prove a long tramp. We
had travelled about two miles, hardly ever

speaking, when we came upon a moose

standing in the road. He saw us first,

but not getting our wind was reluctant to

go. At last, however, ne went crashing

through the underbrush, the maple and

rowan twigs rattling against his horns as

he freed his way. Not a little relieved by

his departure, because a big hull in autumn
is like a cnllege freshman—you can never

guess what he will do next—we resumed

our tramp, and at four o'clock came to

Eagle Bird camp, where another sportsman
was. He had secured a large head with
45-inch spread, with twenty points on each
side, and after telling us about their ex-

citing experience in getting him, it was too
late to travel, so we concluded to stay

there that night. We had a fine dinner of

moose steaks and trout before turning in.

By six next day we were off once more.
I determined to travel south by the com-
pass, through a hilly region to which we
were strangers. We climbed many quite

steep mountains, and at length from the

summit of one, somewhat higher than its

neighbors, we saw what appeared to be a

deep valley, which we felt sure contained a
lake. I climbed a tall spruce, and had
hardly got to the top when I heard a cry

from .Steve. "For God's sake, Fred, come
down quick, there is a big black bear

coming !

"

I yelled to him : "Stay where you are,

the bear won't hurt you"; but all to no

purpose. Off he started through the woods,

like a bull moose—jumping over tree-tops,

ana breaking down the bushes'; so that he

could have been heard a mile away.

I shinned down that tree as quickly as

I could without actually falling, and look-

ed about for the bear. It took a few sec-

onds to distinguish him—and then I saw
a big, black stump, that Stephen had mis-

taken for bruin. .So I climbed slowly

back to my perch near the top of the big

spruce and took a careful bearing by com-

pass of the valley. .Stephen returned, with

clothes torn, and face and hands bleeding.

He was so badly rattled that he thought

the bear had chased him a mile or more,

he having escaped merely through his

fleetness of foot.

I told .Steve we would not take lunch un-

til we took it in the valley to which we
were bound. After walking four miles we
came to a large barren with a small wind-

inm deadwater through its centre. I told
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Steve not to make a fire—as then we
might see game. Sure enough before long

we saw a bull caribou, and later several

others, as there was a herd in the barren

as I had guessed by the fresh tracks lead-

ing in. Many a sportsman would have

paid well for such a sight. The bull fed

within twenty yards of us and might have

come even nearer had not Stephen let an

unfortunate sneeze.

After our lunch, I took a bearing to a

high hill, and started for it. It required

three hours' steady travelling to reach its

summit, but we were rewarded by a most
superb view. All around lay miles and

miles of forest, and, best of all, at the foot

of the mountain, was a most beautiful

pond, just the place for moose.

(To be cont

We ran down the mountain and before

long were standing by the water side,

looking at as sweet a place for moose to^

feed as ever I have seen. Tracks were

numerous and we knew that if we could

get our sportsmen there they would have

good sport.

By this time it was growing dusk, so we
made a bough shanty, and ate a frugal

meal of cold corned beef, having finished

our bread at lunch.

So far all had gone well, but we could

not help asking ourselves three questions:

Where were we ?

How far were we from camp ?

How are we going to reach it, seeing

that most of our grub was gone ?

inued.)

Mr. C. Camsell of the Canadian Geologi-

cal Survey, read recently an interesting

paper on the Country of the Wood Buffalo,

before the members of the Winnipeg Histor-

ical Society. The Honorary President,

Rev W. A. Burman in introducing the lec-

turer, spoke of the large portions of this

country which are still unexplored, and al-

so of the large field for investigation in the

department of natural history, particularly

with reference to the smaller animals,

b;:ds, insects and plant life. Mr. Camsell,

he said, had been able to explore some

parts hitherto practically unknown.

Mr. Camsell told in a very interesting

way how in 1902 he had gone out under in-

structions of the Geological Survey de-

partment, t' make an exploration of th"

country lying to the west of the Slave

river and between the Peace river and the

Great Slave lake. The objects of the expe-

dition were primarily geological, with ref-

erence particularly to the large salt depos-

its and beds of gypsum; in addition to

which he was instructed to collect as much
information as he could with regard to the

numbers and distribution of the wood buf-

falo. He described the journey to that far

off region, gave glimpses of the life of the

Indians, and indicated the limits beyond

which the wood buffalo are not found. The

number of these animals had been estimat-

ed at 400; they were found, he said in

small bands of ten or a dozen. The numbers

had formerly been far greater; the diminu-

tion was ascribed by the Indians to timber

wolves, which destroyed the young buffalo.

The wood buffalo and the buffalo of the

plains were considered to be of the same

species, the former being larger animals,

owing to more favorable environment. The

lecturer spoke further of the salt springs,

1he gypsum deposits, and the beaver dams
which were a characteristic feature of that

country.

W^^W:
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Our Medicine Ba^.

Although Alaska is not by any means

Canada, yet we think that all Canadian

hunters of big game, as well as our Amer-

ican friends who come in such vast num-

bers every year, will be intensely interest-

ed in a little book just published by
Messrs. Horace Cox, Windsor House,

Bream's Building, London, E. C. It is call-

ed "Summer and Fall in Western Alaska",

and it is written by Colonel Claude Cane.

We do not recollect any book that gives a

greater feeling of confidence in the writer

than this one. It breathes a spirit of hon-

esty and fair play that is very refreshing.

Colonel Cane is evidently too good a

sportsman to be a braggart ; he has no

need to vaunt himself, as he has just finish-

ed one of the most successful sporting

trips to Alaska, of which we have any

knowledge. We will not spoil the interest

of the reader by quoting too much, so we
will merely extract what the author wrote
about firearms. He says: "My weapons
were only two in number, a .256 Mannlich-

er-Schonauer and a 12-bore Paradox. I

have used the small bore Mannlicher ever

since 1895, both in Scotland and abroad,

and have the greatest possible faith in it.

Owing to its very high velocity and flat

trajectory, I find that I can do far better

work with it than with any other rifle,

and the shock given by its tiny little bul-

let is out of all proportion to its size. I

may have been exceptionally lucky, but I

have shot nearly fifty red deer stags, a

good many sheep, moose, wapiti, bears,

etc., with it, and have only lost one

wounded beast, a red deer stag, and he

was hit in the haunch, so that it was not

the rifle's fault. The Schonauer pattern is

more convenient than the older one, as

there is no underneath magazine to get in

the way when one is carrying it, other-

wise, of course, the weapons are exactly

similar. That it did not disappoint me
this time, those that read my narrative to

the end will discover. The Paradox I took

for use with bears, and possibly moose at

close quarters, and as a shot gun. In the

latter capacity it came in very useful, but

as a rifle I was very much disappointed in

its performance."

Further on the author writes: "In the

matter of a choice of a weapon, of course,

everyone has his own ideas. I think the

Mannlicher cannot be beaten—indeed, I do

not think it has any equal ; but all the

modern small bores are so good that I do

not think anyone who prefers a Mauser or

a .303 will be making any great mistake.

My experience with the Paradox is not such

as to make me recommend it, though I

may have been unfortunate ; and, if a heav-

ier rifle is desired for bear or moose, I

should recommend one of the larger bore

nitro rifles, such as can be obtained from

any of the leading makers. Expanding

bullets should, of course, be used with

whatever rifles may be selected. On this

trip I was using Jefferies' split bullets in

the Mannlicher, though I had previously

been rather prejudiced against them on ac-

count of two cases I had in Scotland, when

they failed to expand in a stag. This time

I am hound to say they did their work

admirably, and the way they crumpled up

two big bears at Krison River was a cau-

tion. A shotgun, if brought out, had bet-

ter be left at the Coast for use on the

duck later on, and a small .22 American

rifle, with plenty of cartridges, which weigh

next to nothing taken for the grouse and

ptarmigan. Besides giving one much better

sport a small rifle like this has the ad-

vantage of being almost noiseless." One of

the reasons why Colonel Cane was so suc-

cessful was that he possessed the rare fac-

ulty of doing without things. If the ambi-

tious tyro would condescend to take a leaf

out of the Colonel's book, and leave behind

him two-thirds of the rubbish he usually

carries into the woods, he would very

possibly enjoy a measure of the success,

which fell to the lot of this admirable

sportsman.
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Messrs. Cadham and Ritchie of Beause-

jour, Man., secured a magnificent moose
a piece last month.

Some very fine caribou were secured in

November on Hooper CreeU, flowing into

Canoe Lake, near Crawford Bay, Kootenay

Lake, B. C.

Four Teulon hunters returned to that

Manitoba town with six moose a short

time ago. Manitoba is very well stocked

with moose, though the heads are not quite

so good as those of the Ottawa Valley.

The first preliminary, and by no means
complete, statement of the deer killed this

season in Ontario shows that 2950 have

been accounted for, having a total weight

of 309,101 pounds. Many of the best north-

ern districts have yet to be heard from.

Moose hunters have had more than usual

success this season says the Birtle Eye-

witness. Two loads of them have already

been brought down from the Riding Moun-
tains and accounts from other districts are

equally good. Hunters say they are more
numerous than for years and it is a com-

mon thing for those driving over the trails

to pass bands of jumping deer.

In last issue of Rod and Gun we were

made to speak of "The Longman Gun
Light Corporation of Middlefiekl, Connec-

ticut." Of course our readers understood

The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation was in-

tended. By the way how far ahead of his

day the late William Lyman was. Only

quite recently have his sights secured in

Europe the recognition they deserved.

A Cape Breton farmer, M. D. MacDon-

ald, of Murray Bay, Victoria County, has

got into trouble with the game warden for

killing a moose with a pitchfork, out of

season. Moose some years ago were very

abundant in Cape Breton ; now they are

increasing slowly in number, but, of course,

if free and independent electors are to kill

them with pitchforks, we can hardly expect

moose ever to be "real thick."

Dr. A. Harold Unwin and Mr. Norman
M. Ross, of the Dominion Forestry Branch

who have been in the West during the past

summer superintending the tree planting

under the Government co-operative scheme,

have returned to Ottawa. They report a

continued interest in tree planting and a

favorable condition of the plantations set

out. The land secured by the Branch for

a nursery is being put into good condition

and the supply of trees will be equal to

the demands.

The city of Vancouver claims to be the

only city on the North American continent

R'here goats, deer and bear are to be shot

within sight of the city hall. It is perfect-

ly certain that these animals may be shot

as stated, and ooly last month Messrs.

Fred Madison and Charles Mullen of that

city shot four goats, just across Burrard

Inlet, upon which the city is situated. The
mountains on the other side of the arm are

exceedingly lofty, but a man standing 4000

feet or so up in the air, is able to look in-

to the city of Vancouver, and may be seen

with the aid of a good glass from the city

hall, so that the claim is substantiated.

.\ccording to the New York Mail and

Express, while "white maple" sugar was
most commonly made in the olden time,

sugar was also secured from the birch, ash,

and box elder. The birch and ash sugars

were dark colored and seemed bitter and

had medicinal properties. The box elder

yielded a beautiful white sugar, whose only

The Northwest School of Taxidermy of

Omaha, Nebraska, teaches every branch of

taxidermy. It is endorsed by sportsmen all

over the United .States, and it has had a

good many Canadian pupils. Taxidermy is

an art that, like music and painting, re-

quires study, practice and some brains, but

there is nothing to prevent any sportsman

from taking it up and succeeding, provid-

ing he will give his closest attention to the

work and go to a good master. The North-

western School of Taxidermy teaches by

correspondence, and its success demon-

strates the cut ire feasibility of the meth-

od.
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This scene will bring lack lively recollections of pleasant <Ia>s to many of our readers.
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fault was there was never enough of it.

We wish some of our correspondents would

confirm these statements if they can, or if

not, contradict them. Personally, we have

never seen sugar made from anything but

the rock maple, though we understand that

some of our woodsmen have tried to make

sugar from the birch without success.

Mr. J. C. Munro, the new Master of the

Atherstone Hounds, forms the subject of

the Portrait and Biographical Sketch in

the December number of Baily's. Then we
have an informing article on the successful

sires of the past racing season, followed by

a thoughtful and able essay on Riding to

Hounds, over the familiar initials W.C.A.

B. Golf is the field wherein readers of the

magazine seek the "Twelve Best" this

month. The editorial remarks on promi-

nent exponents of the game indicate wide

and discerning acquaintance with their

merits and methods. Mr. Robert Maxwell,

the amateur champion, ties with Mr. H.H.

Hilton for first place and the ordeal of the

ballot, it will be agreed, has produced a

very just result. Mr. F. S. Corrance con-

tributes a very pleasant glimpse of "Par-

tridge Shooting at a Country House in the

Fifties"; our only complaint is that there

is not more of it.

An unusual sight was seen near Montreal

on November twenty-ninth. A flock of

wild geese, probably between five and six

hundred birds alighted on the St. Lawrence

a short distance above the bridge. The cur-

rent at this point is rapid, and every few

minutes the birds would drift down within

about fifty feet or so of the structure,

when they would take wing, fly up stream

three or four hundred yards and then a-

light and repeat the performance. A large

crowd of persons stood on the bridge, but

the birds were not at all alarmed, appar-

ently, until some hunters, with more ambi-

tion than dexterity, put out in a boat,

when the birds left for good, flying south-

ward. These geese appeared to be very

tired, and had no doubt come a long dis-

tance, possibly from the lower St. Law-

rence. The oldest inhabitant, a man close

onto two hundred years of age, according

to his own statement, does not remember

to have ever seen so large a flock so near

the city.

Mr. E. W. Rathbun, head of the Rathbun

Company of Deseronto, died at that place

on the 24th November. He had been un-

well for a considerable time owing to

heart weakness, but the end came quite

suddenly. One of the leading lumbermen of

Canada, who had built up a great business

on which the existence of the whole town

of Deseronto depended, he was a kindly

and considerate employer and was respect-

ed as a man and considered as a friend by

those who served under him. While his

health permitted he took much interest in
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the forestry movement, being one of the

members of the Forestry Commission ap-

pointed by the Ontario Government in

1897, the report of which is one of the

best expositions of a sane and practical

Canadian Forestry policy. He was a mem-
ber of the first Board of Directors of the

Canadian Forestry Association and always

gave it cordial support. The For-

estry Association and the forest-

ry movement generally owe much to

lumbermen like Mr. Rathbun, whose sup-

port is a sufficient answer to those who
consider its aims impractical or visionary.

The crop of "nature writers" is a rank-

one. It would almost appear as though

every professional writer, who is not seri-

ously crippled in the arms, is holding a

pencil in either hand and scribbling for

dear life. The blunders they make, and the

statements they foist upon an unsuspecting

and long-suffering public—Ye gods ! Even

in the West, where men should know bet-

ter, seeing that they are very near to the

broad bosom of Mother Nature herself,

they are writing some horrible rubbish.

One ambitious scribe in describing the hab-

itat of the beaver says:

"Perhaps the best known example of such

preparation is that of the beavers, which

first make a pond by damming a stream

with trees, brush, stones and mud, and

then, in the pond thus made erect stanch

huts, whose roofs are well above the wiit-

er, and whose door-ways are well below

it."

Of course, as every trapper knows, the

beaver does nothing of the sort. Like a

sensible beast he first builds his house, and

then makes his dam, but, naturally, a na-

ture writer could not be expected to know

this.

The Biennial Report of the Commissioner

of Fisheries and Game for Indiana, Mr. Z.

T. Sweeney, has been received. Our Amer-

ican cousins leave us so far in the rear in

the matter of getting out reports upon fish

and game matters, that we should have

had our pride humbled in the dust long ago.

They have the men and the money, too,

and although we have infinitely more game

we certainly do not sacrifice much time to

making the most of it. An American writ-

er will dwell with loving affection on such

fish as the crappie. Commissioner Sween-

ey has turned in a very capital report, and

we congratulate him most heartily upon

it. The expenses and disbursements of the

office of the Commissioner of Fish and

Game for Indiana, during the two years

comprehended in this report, amounted to

$15,212.27, to which should be added ap-

parently, the salary of the Commissioner

himself, whatever that may be. It seems

to us that such an appropriation was a

very wise one, and that the State of Indi-

and will reap a manifold return for the

money it has spent through its Fish and

Game Commissioner.

We are in receipt of the Annual Report

of the Board of Regents of the Smithson-

ian Institution, for the year ending June,

1902. The most interesting article in it,

from a purely Rod and Gun standpoint, is,

perhaps, that on "Reindeer in Alaska," by

Gilbert H. Grosvenor, though, of course,

nearly all the papers in it would appeal to

any educated man of scientific tastes. Mr.

Giosvenor is the Editor of the National

Geographic Magazine, and he was very well

equipped to write this account of what Dr.

Sheldon Jackson has been doing for the na-

tives of Alaska. Dr. Jackson is the gen-

eral agent of education in Alaska and has

made annual visits to the territory since

1885. He saw that it was either a ques-

tion of providing reindeer for the natives,

or of allowing them to starve to death

through the scarcity of game, and in the

winter of 1891 he succeeded in inducing the

benevolent to subscribe $2000 toward im-

porting deer into Alaska from Siberia.

Success followed his efforts, and in '94 the

United States government stepped in and

has since contributed $25,000 a year in aid

of the undertaking.

The Smithsonian Institution is beyond

all praise, and its reports should be more

widely distributed than is the case, al-

though the Exchange department of the

Smithsonian now costs $24,000 a year.

The following item appeared in a Mon-

treal paper a few days ago: —
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"The Comptroller of Mounted Police yes-

terday forwarded to Winnipeg three and

one-half pounds of mail matter for the oflfi-

cers and men of the Hudson Bay expedi-

dition. The matter consists of letters from

the men's wives, relatives, or friends.

From Winnipeg the letters will be taken

by a courier of the Hudson Bay Company
and a dog team to Fort Churchill, on the

south-westerly shore of Hudson Bay. The

mail packet may not reach its destination

until May next."

Those that have never travelled in the

north by dog team and on snowshoe, can-

not realize the vissicitude this little

mail of three and a half pounds will under-

go. There will be days of blinding bliz-

zard ;leagues of bad going, when the gran-

ulated snow- affords no footing ; nights of

bitter frost, when the mercury is out of

sight in the bulb of the thermome-
ter, should there be one in the outfit, as

is extremely improbable ; and then, later

on, the warm, slushy days when it is good

to sleep, and the clear starlight nights

when man and dog may step out merrily

on the crust, until at length the three and

a half pound mail packet—damp and soil-

ed, but yet intact and safe—shall be hand-

ed by the Esquimaux mail-carrier to the

leader of the expedition in his camp by

the Arctic Ocean,

A new pass has been discovered through

the Rockies. This of itself would hardly

be worth mention, as there must be any
number of passes in the Rockies that have

never yet been trodden by a white foot.

But this particular pass shortens the dis-

tance between Dawson City and the Mac-
kenzie River by more than 300 miles. For

generations the Hudson's Bay Company
and others have been following the old

trail by way of the Porcupine River, to

reach which you have to descend the Yukon
to the mouth of the Porcupine, follow that

river up to its source, and cross over to

the head waters of the Peel River, by fol-

lowing which the Mackenzie is eventually

gained.

The new trail through the Zola Pass

gives a direct route to Twelve-Mile River,

which flows into the Yukon, just below

Dawson. The Zola Pass leads to the Black-

stone River, which is a tributary of the

Peel. Even the Indians profess to be un-

acquainted with this route. The two dis-

coverers were N. W. Craigie and George

Bull. They were hunters, and it was while

following the wild sheep and caribou that

they found their way through this pass.

And how many other notable discoveries

have not hunters made ? The big game
hunter, provided he is not a game butcher,

deserves almost as much honor as the sol-

dier.

The usual tinkering of the game laws has

been proceeding merrily for several weeks.

Our legislators are never too busy to

amend the game laws. The following is

said to be the text of the latest effort in

the Northwest Territories;

The recent session of the Northwest Leg-

islature passed a new game ordinance

which makes the open seasons as follows:—

Mountain sheep and goat, 1st Oct. to 15th

Dec; antelope, 1st Oct. to 15th Nov.; cari-

bou, moose, elk, wapiti, deer, 1st Dec. to

15th Dec, in Eastern Assiniboia; caribou,

moose, elk, wapiti, deer, 1st Nov. to 15th

Dec, in other parts of the Northwest Ter-

ritories. The shooting of females of the

above is prohibited.

Ducks, 23rd Aug. to 5th May; cranes, 1st

Aug. to 1st. Jan.; rails and coots, 23rd

Aug. to 5th May; snipe, sandpiper, plover,

curlew, 23rd Aug. to 5th May; grouse, par-

tridge, prairie chicken, 15th Sept. to 15th

Dec; not more than twenty of the grouse

family shall be killed in one day or two

hundred in a year.

Mink, fisher, marten, 1st Nov. to 1st

April; otter, 1st Nov. to 1st May ;
musk-

rat, 1st Nov. to 15th Blay ;
beaver is pro-

tected until 21st Dec, 1908.

The license for non-residents is $25 for

general and $15.00 for birds
;

permits

for guests may be had from the guardians

on payment of $1.00.

The above open seasons are fixed by the

new ordinance for the protection of game

and include the first date, but not the last

mentioned.

Just in time for the opening of the sea-

son's sport, we have received a copy of
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"Ski Kuniiiiig", by Messrs Somerville,

Rickmers and Richards, printed by Horace
Cox, Windsor House, Bream's Building,

London, E.C. This book is sure to have a
large sale in Canada, because we have just

taken up ski running with enthusiasm, and,

moreover, what we do not know about ski

running would make a very thick book, ev-

ea in agate type. The feet of our young
men seem unaccustomed to the ski, as may
be verified any Saturday afternoon upon the

mountain back of Montreal. The ski is as

far ahead of the Indian snowshoe for cer-

tain purposes as anything well could be,

but skiing is an art, and one that does

not come naturally to any of us. This

book tells everything, apparently, that is

worth knowing about skiing, and all our

large sporting goods suppliers should have

it on their counters. The authors deal,

firstly, with the origin and history of the

ski ; then they tackle the elements of ski

running, including the skiing outfit, how to

stand, turning on the spot, walking with-

out stick on the level, uphill, gliding down,

how to stop and brake with the stick.

Then, for those which are further advan-

ced, there is a description of ski-jumping

and the Telemark swing. There is perhaps

one division of this chapter that will ap-

pear unnecessary to the average tyro, viz.,

that "on falling." Most beginners can fall

successfully, if not gracefully, but they

should derive comfort from what the auth-

ors have to say on this important branch

of the past-time. "Be sure that you will

fall, but let not the prospect trouble you

greatly. In the HoImenkoUen competition

of 1902, when the snow was fast and good,

there were two hundred and forty-four com-

petitors, of whom forty per cent, fell, after

leaping on an average of about seventy

feet ; there wps not a single accident. In

general the unsuccessful jumper hurtles

through the a.ir. alight.-;, falls, and, with

many somersaults, proceeds in a soft and

cloudy pillow of snow to the bottom of the

hill, where he picks himself up and shuffles

off to try again." The price of this book

is 2s. 6d.

A meeting of the Board of Directors of

the Canadian Forestry Association was

held at Ottawa recently for the purpose of

discussing the business of the Association

generally and making preliminary arrange-

ments for the annual meetings to be held

at Toronto on the 10th and 11th March,

1901. The meeting, it is expected, will be

one of the most interesting yet held. Pap-

ers will be given by prominent scientific

men and lumbermen of the Dominion, and
invitations will be sent to leading forest-

ers of the United States. Full announce-

ment will be made later when the pro-

gramme is completed. In accordance with

the suggestion of the Toronto representa-

tives the evening entertainment will proba-

bly take the form of a public banquet. In

view of the slow process of reaching the

whole Dominion by itinerating the Annual

Meeting it was decided that it would be

advisable to hold a series of meetings in

the different provinces, commencing in the

Maritime Provinces. These will be arrang-

ed for as soon as possible.

The Treasurer reported that the Ontario

Government had granted the sum of $300

to the Association and the British Colum-

bia Government the sum of $200. A reso-

lution of thanks was pas.sed and the Sec-

retary instructed to transmit a copy to

each of the Governments. In view of the

improved financial condition it was thought

that the question of starting a forestry

journal specially representing the Associa-

tion might be considered, but it was finally

decided to take no final action, but to re-

fer the matter to the annual meeting. A

proposal to have small tracts or pamph-

lets issued both in F.nglish and French for

wide distribution was mentioned and fav-

orably considered, but will not be under-

taken until the financial and other condi-

tions are such as to give the venture as-

surance of success.

It was with much regret that we learnt

that Arthur Corhin Gould, the founder and

Kditor of The Rife. ?nd Shooting and

Fishing, was dead. Mr. Gould died on the

evening of December l.'ith in New York, of

an affection of the heart. The deceased

was one of the greatest authorities upon

the rifle and revolver that the United

States has produced, and in addition to

knowing the theoretical 'ir'e of his special-

tv. he was a very good shot, and during

111 ^ lone re-idnn'c in Boston, before Shoot-
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ing and Fishing was moved to New York,

he was one of the most regular attendants

at the Walnut Hill Range. Mr. Goulds
name is associated with a pistol manufac-
tured by the Stevens Arms Company, and
with a special hollow point bullet for use

in .45 caliber rifles. He was the author of

two works that have had a large sale; one
upon rifle shooting and the other upon the

revolver. Xo one was more universally re-

spected or esteemed, among the sportsmen
and sporting goods manufacturers of the
United States than the late Mr. Gould.

According to the Union Advocate of

Newcastle, N. B., big game shooters have
been doing very well in the Cain's River
region. Game now appears to have in-

creased enormously in New Brunswick, ow-
ing to protection. Some years ago the

writer knew that district thoroughly, and
the amount of game then in existence was
not remarkably large ; what the intelli-

gent New Brunswickers have done through

protection, the Ontario, Quebec, Manitob-
ian and other intelligent electors can do if

they try real hard. Game protection is

after all not such a difficult problem. Just
protect the females during the breeding

season, keep down their natural foes as

much as possible, spare the females and

young, and limit the bag of male animals

to a reasonable size—and there you have

it.

One of our subscribers in renewing his

subscription says: "If not presuming, I

might suggest raising the rate of subscrip-

tion to your paper. An individual posing

as a sportsman in my opinion is a poor

sportsman who cannot afford to pay a cou-

ple of dollars for a paper of this na-

ture." After this we shall be prepared to

accept a couple of dollars, or more, from

any sportsman who feels that Rod and

Gun in Canada is worth that amount to

him, but nevertheless we shall continue to

do business at the same old stand, as well

as at various news stands, at the same
old price.

The manufacturers continue to shorter,

the barrels of high velocity rifles, until we
already find that a 2-l-inch barrel is a com-

paratively long one. It is said upon good

authority, that the Austrian Arms Compa-
ny, of Steyr, Austria, is now manufactur-
ing a new style of rifle, of which the fol-

lowing is an accurate description:—

"It is like most of the high power for-

eign repeaters, a bolt gun, caliber 6 J mm.,
being intended for game such as deer and
chamois. The magazine is of a new design,
being of cylindrical form, rotating on an
axis, and gives the arm a neat appearance.
This magazine system is said to be the
most perfect and surest in action, with less

chances of getting out of order, than any
yet employed in bolt action rifles, even
surpassing the simple Mauser magazine
nov.- so popular with military authorities.
It is loaded with a clip, similar to the
Mauser, holding five rimless cartridges,
which are pushed into the magazine by the
thumb. The rifle can also be used as a
single loader by simply placing the car-
tridge on the carrier and pressing into
magazine. The arm has an ingenious de-
vice for unloading a filled magazine. By
simply pressing a button, placed on the
side of the bolt in the receiver, and turn-
ing the rifle so that the sights are on
the under side, all the cartridges will fall

into the hand when held over the receiv-

er. The standard barrel is seventeen inch-

en long and the muzzle velocity obtained
about 2400 feet per second. The rifle with
seventeen inch barrel weighs about 6 1-5

pounds. It is also furnished with twenty-
two-inch barrel if desired, slightly increas-

ing the weight. It is furnished with set

trigger and swivels for strap, and made
with round barrel only. The butt of stock

is hollowed out so as to hold a jointed

cleaning rod and the necessary cleaning

materials."

His Excellency, Lord Minto, and Mr.

Arthur Gates, returned recently from a

hunting trip to the Mattawa district. They
were successful, each one securing a good

moose head.

We have received a very neat little desk

calender from the Marlin Firearms Co.

Any of our readers sending stamps for

postage to the Marlin Firearms Company,

New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.A., will be

furnished with one of these.
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The following is the text o£ '.he propos-

ed amendments to the British Columbian
game laws:—

\o person shall, save for the personal

consumption of himself and the members
of his family residing with him, buy, and
no person or corporation shall buy, sell, of-

fer or expose for sale, or have in his pos-

session for sale, or supply, or deal in, or

keep for any of such purposes in cold

storage or warehouse, or otherwise store,

game without first taking out an annual

license effective from the 1st. day of Jan-

uary of each year, and, on payment of a fee

of $25, may be issued by any government

agent or by the superintendent of provin-

cial police. Such license shall be a person-

al license to the applicant and in no way
transferable, and in the case of a corpora-

tion, it shall be necessary for each director

of the same for the time being, and in the

case of a partnership firm for each mem-
ber of such firm to apply for and take

such license. The license aforesaid shall be

issued with and under the following con-

ditions and restrictions to be endorsed on

the same, viz;—

(a). No license dealer shall purchase

game save from a person licensed under

this section to deal in game.

(b.) An entry of each purchase and sale

shall be made in a manner required by sec-

tion hereof.

(c.) The license to be revokable by the

Lieut.-Governor in council at any time, and

to be cancelled upon any conviction of the

holder of an offence against the provisions

of this act.

(d.) The game covered by the license

shai: be lawfully killed and dealt with.

The license under this section may at

any time be revoked by the Lieut.-Gov-

ernor in council.

(a.) Upon recommendation of the super-

intendent of provincial police stating that

he reasonably suspects the holder has been

persistently guilty of infractions of the

provisions of this act.

Game found upon the premises or under

the control of any club manager, hotel-

keeper, fi.sh dealer, butcher, or any licens-

ed game dealer, shall be deemed to be "ex-

posed for sale," and "in possession for

sale" without further proof.

Any person knowingly permitting premis-

es to be used for storage of game in aid

of or for any persons carrying on the

trades before in this section enumerated,

or otherwise than imder the provisions of

this act, shall he liable upon conviction to

a penalty of not less than $50, or more
than $250, for each day or portion of a
day on which the offence charged shall be

proved to have been committed.

According to a correspondent of the

Ashcroft Journal, of no country can it be
said that its possibilities are greater than
the northern interior of British Columbia.

"That the Northern Interior is rich in

minerals we have plenty of evidence," says

the writer, "and to the evidence familiar

to us of prospectors who have been

thiough the last few years, we can now
add that of Mr. G. M. Gething, a resident

of Slocan city, who returned from spend-

mg the summer prospecting in this sec-

tion.

"Mr. Gething left Ashcroft in May last,

accompanied by several others, prospectors

like himself, on a trip of discovery for

minerals. The Findley and Peace rivers

were the objective points but this did not

prevent them from taking many side trips

to other places. Four of the party will

stay through the winter. Next spring M.

Gething will return and continue prospect-

ing.

"Of the maps of that part of the Pro-

vince he says they are all misleading and

of no practical value. They give only an

idea of the country. For instance, the

Parsnip is shown as much larger river

than the Findlay and as the chief feeder of

the Peace river. The reverse is the cor-

rect position of these rivers. Other rivers

and lakes were found whose position on

the maps are as incorrectly given as the

instance cited. He visited Fort Graham,

the Hudson Bay Co.'s. northerly post and

from there struck into the Rocky Moun-

tains north and east to examine copper, in-

dications of which he had been advised.

The Oslinca, Omineca, Findlay, Peace and

surrounding rivers and country were all

travelled by the party, thus giving them a

general knowledge of the vast country

that can in no other way be obtained. Mr.

Gething knows something of the advan-
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tages which the Peace river and Pine riv-

er passes.

"A number of coal locations have been

made by this party, and although averse to

talking much of their prospects, Mr. Geth-

ing said the country was good and there

was plenty of room for all to prospect in

a thoroughly mineralized district. Nothing

can be accomplished beyond the merest

prospecting until there is railway commun-
ication, as the cost of supplies there is

prohibitive. Not only that, but at times

impossible to get. Fancy having to order

food supplies one year and sometimes
eighteen months ahead. This is the situa-

tion today anyone will find himself in

that attempts to live in the northern .in-

terior of British Columbia. "

Is not the District of Sulzburg in

Germany the land of promise, flowing
not with milk and honey, but with
forest wealth. Listen to this descrip-

tion of it:— The average net revenue
derived from this district for the

last five years is nearly $8 an acre. In

Sulzburg itself each adult male inhabitant

ami each widow receives yearly $17 of

revenue from the forest, which, as a rule,

overbalances their local taxes. In addi-

tion, the town has been lighted with ace-

tylene gas, has built a court house, has

put in waterworks, and subsidized a local

railway. These special expenditures alto-

gether amount to about $65,000, and the

foicst is expected to pay for them in ten

years. In all there are thirteen villages

and about 8,000 people interested in these

50uO acres of forest.

" 'We have no waste lands ; our state is

all good agricultural land, and there is

neither need nor room for reforestation,'

said the governor of one of the Lake
States a few years ago.' We have no
waite lands in our town or country," say
the officials of a county which, in spite of

thirty years settlement, is poorer now than
it ever was, and has today scarce one per

cent, of improved land, more than ninety

per cent, of its land not even in the hands of

settlers and much of it abandoned for tax-

es. That the county people should for a

moment admit that some of these lands

arc r.or-agricultural or forest lands is too

much to expect. The editor feels that he
must make it clear that every acre of land

is suited to settlement and the building of

prosperous homes. 'These lands are valua-

ble; our expert informs me that they are

worth $100 per acre, and it is sheer folly

to reserve them for reforestation,' says the

land speculator, who bought large areas at

less than fifty cents an acre, and who
wheedled for a rebate of taxes because his

holdings were assessed at not to exceed

one dollar per acre. Speculators get op-

tions on these lands, buy them for a trifle,

and then demand that the state shall deal

with its own property as they prescribe,

and sell lands for a mere song. They per-

suade thrifty laborers in the cities, men
without knowledge and experience of farm-
ing, into the exchange of the city home
for eighty acres of sands. In this way
they bring ruin to hundreds of families

and replace prosperity by pauperism. Yet
these men try to persuade us that they

arc acting as agents of civilization and de-

velopment. The value of their testimony

as to the waste of lands of our States

should not be considered too seriously. If

we go among the people of these land dis-

tricts we soon learn the real truth of the

matter. 'That is one of the poor sand

farmers' is the phrase in town when a

man comes in with a poor horse, dilapida-

ted harness and wagon, and a general air

of wretchedness."

This is a description of a certain dis-

trict in the LTnited States. Do such

things occur in Canada ?

The annual tournament of the Hamilton

Gun Club will be held on January 12th,

13th, 14th and 15th. The tournament com-

mittee intends to make this meet the best

in the club's history.

"A Saskatchewan exchange says: Ben,

Ncal and John Robinson of Tisdale trap-

ped a timber wolf on Tuesday. It weighed

200 pounds and measured nine feet from

the nose to tip of tail, and had teeth five

inches long. It was a monster and was
the first timber wolf ever seen in the Tis-

dale settlement."

(This is another instance of animal

growing after death.—Ed.)
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Send for catalogue illustrating all Improved pop-
ular deelgns of Steel, Wood, and Canvas Boati.and
Marine Engines.

MICHIGAN CONSOLIDATED BOAT CO., LTD,

IF YOU SHOOT

You should have
a copy. Itwilltell
you what powder
IS best adapted to
the different cali-

bres, alsi> the twist

of all the various
rifles, ard the pro-
per loadsof Higfi

and Low pressure
powders for Rifles,
Pistols and Shot
Guns, with much

other useful informa-
tion. 146 pp. Send 3
two-cent stamp? to

IDEAL MFG. CO.
39 « St., KF.W HAVE\, CONJf., and mention
Rod and Oun.

VRRY IN
A BUOCY

[Lest a
Lifetime

' 'f'y and Diagon3//y

Tfsm
'CANVAS BOAT CO,
KALAMAZOO • • • . MICH.
erd 6<t for Caftloq ^i

50 '^-

UR

The "KING" is simply wonderful in

construction. Puncture Proof Canvas.
Equal in wearing strength and model
to the best modern boats, yet it folds in

a small package to check as baggage or

carry by hand. No repairs or cost for

storage. Made non-shrinkable, and
perfectly safe anywhere. King Fold-
ing Canvas Boat Co., 667 N. St., Kala-

mazoo, Mich., U. S. A.

FORYACHTS,STEAHSHIPS,BOATS

Mc(A5KiaD0UGALL&(?f
Standard Boat&SparVarnishes.

MONTREAL.

Balmoral Kennels

The premier Rough Collie Kennels
of Canada. See list of wins at all the
principal shows. Correspondence solicit-

ed and cheerfully answered. Quality
our aim. Address

Balmoral Kennels, 348 Waverly St.

OTTAWA, CANADA



THP /VPIA/ / PPPVPf? '^ the Simplest, Best Balanced
IlIL^ lyL.vy M-^l^l /w y i^IV ,^,j^^ Most Symmetrical
hammerless Uun ever offered to the public. It embodies AN the latest

Improvements, including a

Single Trigger

Guaranteed Perfect

All Guns
fitted with

AUTOMATIC
EJECTORS

TRAP GUNS AND FEATHERWEIGHTS
A SPECIALTY

i6 and 20 gauge, ^^•i to 7 lbs.; 12 gauge, 6^^ lbs

^?a[[ai[iIi;iI:;i::iKr

D. M, Lcfcvcr, Sons & Co.

EILOur Perfect Gun Cleaner,
iBy mall, 30 cts.

E5 Send fonpOS^Cataloguc

SYRACUSE, N. Y,

Not connected with Lefever Arms Co.

A ^
A fow (la\H au'O ih n.u-i-, ,s lold the 8t ly of ihf

dlftcovery ^«f tho fikclct m ol ^i man—evidently a hunter
who perldbeiltn a hand to band flaht with a bear becnwtf
Mb hunt in 't knife hrohr.

Marble's Safefy Pocket Knife
rjinri'ii hri-Hk. It f« hand fort'cd fmm ih** beni seh'i i...]

HN-'-i. Folds when not in use. yet lockn perfeclly rlpld w ti<-ri

op'Ti not a toy, but 11 kntfe to etake u life on. PrlC" H.'xi

from all dcalerri or dlr'-<l fiom the niiinufirtiirers.
Send for rutaiogi.c "U.*'
UABBLE SAFEir AXE CO., GLADSTONE, MICH,

Rod and 6un

in Canada..
Offers advertisers one of the best

j:n-opositions in the field. It reaches

s]iortsmen in every part of Canada
and the United States. If your
goods are of interest to this class,

you will find our publication of

greatest ]iossible value to you as an
economical method of reaching

them. For advertising rates and
all other information, address

Rod and Gun Publishing Co.

414 HURON STREETTORONTO



C^^risi^iisiJ^ Forestry
i\.ssociation

Patron :

His Excellency thk Governor-General.

Honorary President :

William Little. Esy., Wu.stni.mnt. Montreal.

President :

Hiram Robinson, Esy., Ottawa, Ont.

Vice-President

:

Aubrey White, Esq., A.s,sistant Cummi.-isioner of Crown Landa, Toronto, Ont,

Provincial Vice-Presidents :

Ontario.—J. B. McWilliams, Ksq., Peterborough.
Quebec.—Hon. S. N. Parent, Quebec.
New Brunswick.—His Honour J. B. Snowball,

Lieut. -Governor.
Nova Scotia.—A. H. McKay, Esq., LL.D., Supt.

of Education, Halifax.
Prince Edward Island.-Rev. A. E. Burke,

Alberton.

Manitoba.— Major Stewart Mulvey, Winnipeg.
AssiNiBoiA.— J. S. Dennis, Esq., Calgary.
Alberta.—William Pearce, Esq., Calgary.
Athabaska.—F. D. Wilson, Esq., Fort Vermilion.
Briti.^h Columbia.—H. Bostock, Esq., Monte

Creek.
Yukon.—The Commissioner, Dawson.
Keewatin.—The Lieut. -Governor of Manitoba.

Board of Directors

:

Wm. Saunders, Esq., LL.D., Ottawa, Ont. J. R. Booth, Esq., Otta\v.% Ont.
Prok. John Macoun, Ottawa, Ont. C. Jackson Booth, Esq., Ottawa, Ont.
Thos. Socthworth, Esq.. Toronto, Ont. John Bertram, Esq., Toronto, Ont.

E. G. Joly de Lotbiniere, Esq., Quebec, P.Q.

Secretary :

, E. Stewart, Esq., Ottawa, Ont.

Assistant Secretary and Treasurer :

R. H. Campbell, Esq., Ottawa, Ont.

THE objects of the CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION are :

The preservation of the forests for tlieir influence on clnnate,
fertility and water supply ; the exploration of the public domain

and the reservation for timber production of lands unsuited for agriculture
;

the promotion of judicious methods in dealing with forests and wood-
lands

; re-aiTorestation where advisable
; tree planting on the plains and

on streets and highways ; the collection and dissemination of information
bearing on the forestry problem in general.

Rod and Gun is the official organ of the Association, which supplies
the articles relating to Forestry published therein.

This Association is engaged in a work of national importance in
which every citizen of the Dominion has a direct interest. If you are
not a member of the Association your membership is earnestly solicited.

The annual fee is $i.oo, and the Life Membership fee $10.00.

Applications for membership should be addressed to the Treasurer,

Ottawa, Ont.

H. CAMPBELL,
Department of the Interior.



OF INTEREST TO OUR READERS

Dear Reader :

There are thousands of sportsmeh throughout Canatia and tlie United States

who would find Rod and Grx in Canada of interest and vahie. Probably 3'ou

are acquainted with several who would like to subscribe. If so, will you please

write their names at foot of this page, and return to us. We will then send them a

sample copy with your compliments. We do not ask you to do " something for

nothing." Providing we obtain two new subscribers from \our list, we will send

you our paper for one year Free of Charge. If we receive four new subscribers

from vour list, we will place 30U on our list.s for two years. Tear this page out

and return to.

Subscription Department,

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA,

414 Huron Street,

TORONTO.
CANADA

Name No 1 Address

Name No. 2 Address

Name No. 3 Address

Name No 4 Address

Name No. 5 Address

Please write vour name nnd address below.

J\ New Year's Gift
If vou contemplate sending a New Year's

])resent to any friend who is interested in

hunting and fishing, why not give him a

year's suliscription to

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA
and earn his heartfelt thanks? Send

.IS One Dollar, and his name will be

entered on list at once, and a letter will ije

sent him stating that the magazine is being

sent during 1904 with your compliments.

ROD AND GUN PUBLISHING CO.

nontreal and Toronto

e05 CRAIG £T , 414 HURON ST,

MONTREAL, CANADA TORONTO ONT.



Canadian

national

Parl(
Altitude

4 500

Feet

A MEDICINAL

WATERING
PLACE AND
PLEASURE
RESORT

This Pjrk is a National Reservation,

containing about 5,000 square miles,

embracing parts of the Valleysof the Bow,

Spray and Cascade Rivers, Devil's Lake,

and several Noble Mountain Ranges.

No part of the Rockies exhibits a

greater variety of sublime and pleasing

scenery, and nowhere are good points of

view so accessible, since about 75 miles of

Good Roads and Bridle Paths have been

made.

A D D R K S S A 1. 1, C ( ) R R S I' O N U E N C E

SUPERINTENDENT, NATIONAL

PARK. BANFF, N.W.T..•"«..«

Fishing and Hunting
Complete Caiiipii'g and

Packing OutGts.

Experienced Guides fur-

nished to any part of the

Mountains on short notice,

at reasonable rates.

Special facilities offered

Fi.-;liing Parties.

W. & J. Brewster, Guides and Packers

BANFF, N.W.T.

FISHING.
BLACK BASS AND SALMON TROUT

lllustratetl Guide with Mnps of the

RIDEAU. BEVERLEY and CHARLESTON
LAKES, free. Apply to E. A. GEIGER, Supt. and

G. P. A. Brockville, Westport & North Western Rail-

way Co., Brock\ille, Ont.

H-T-T Published monthly. 64 pages.
Tells all about Hunting. Trapping and
Raw Furs. Saniple copy loc.

HUNTER-TRADER-TRAPPER,
Box 35, Gallipolis, Ohio.

BILL PEYTO
Guide and
Outfitter

For Hunting, Fishing, Mountain Climb-
ing and Exploring Parties.

References :

Members of the American
and English Alpine Clubs
and others.

Address - - BANFF, Alta.

1881 1903

Wilson& Campbell
Outfitters for

Fishing, Hunting,

Camping and

Exploring Parties,

C. p. R. GUIDES FIKLD



EVERY ANGLER slumkl own a Fish Scaler.

BISHOP'S LIGHTNING FISH SCALER
Is the best on the market. Is made entirely trom best grade of IS gauge

steel, tempered and nicUle plated, nice looking and very durable. No

antrler's outfit complete without one. Upon receipt of one new subscription to

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA, we will send one of these useful contriv-

ances. Or, providing your subscription is paid up to January, '04, and you

will send us along sufficient to e.xtend it to January, 190S, one of these scalers

will be mailed you. Every angler should avail himself of this opportunity.

Address : Subscription Department,

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA414 HURON STREET
TORONTO ONTARIO-

J. M. Mast Mfg. Co., Mfrs.
Lititz. Pa.

Grrenfell & Co.,
London. Ont., Canadian Agents.

BEST FLUAT APLOA'

To Our Readers
Rod and Gun wishes its readers a very prosperous New

Year, and begs that they will use their influence in extending

its circulation. A little effort on the part of each one would

undoubtedly double our circulation, and thereby enable us to

give better value for the same subscription.

The more readers, the more advertising, and also a

larger and better magazine.

We are pleased to say that our advertising pages carry

advertisements of some of the most representative firms of

Canada and the United States.

Our well-wishers will, of course, make a point of

patronizing these advertisers to the best of their ability. We,

on our part, have declined many advertisements from firms of

doubtful trustworthiness, and feel sure that those advertise-

ments we have admitted to our pages, are worthy of the

serious attention of buyers.

Our readers will confer a great favor if they will be

careful to mention "Rod and Gun in Canada" when writing to

advertisers.



THE

Berliner -4 ^4 ^4

Gram=o=phone
IT SIAIGS EVERVTHIJ\[G ^i"! is almost human. The greatest entertainer for

IT PLAYS EVERYTHING CAMPING PARTIES, CIX'ES OR HOMES
PRICES

IT TALKS EVERYTHING made in canada

A 5 Years' Guarantee with each.

$15.00 to S45.00

Write for Catalogues of Gramophones and nearly

Two Thousand Records—Free for the asking. J^ J^ J^

E. BERLINER,
EMANUEL BLOUT,

General Manager for Canada.

2315 St. CatKerine Street,

MONTREAL.

'How \
far

haveyou
talked?

THE AMERICAN
PEDOMETER

WILL TELL YOU carried like
A WATCH-

lull MilePedomtter $|.50 REGULATES TO
lOMile Pedometer $| OO STEP OF WEARER
yiimhi IS on dial rcpnsenl mihs. flainl piiiiil.-
oiit numhcrof utiles iralhvil. Crifr nf luiinl
soini: iiirkel. If you play tjolf orliiii',1. null,
for business or jiUasni^f in sran-li nf Inallh ni

rtereation the WALKING IS MADE DOUBLY INTER
ESTING I'll rarryinu a I'nlnnieUe. At iiitiii

dealer orhy moil on rereiptuf priee J-'nlh/
t/t/aranltetl. Write for hookh I

'

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER CO.
I?5 CHURCH ST. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

f^mwrn Powder

Company

MANUFACTUREDSPORTING *

^ GUN POWDER
Since 186S. As a result you have

"CARIBOU" made from best materials, perfectly

put together. "DUCKING" hard pressed,

slow burning, keeps well under r|| conditions.

"SNAPSHOT" high velocity, moist residium.

Cheap. The powder for every day use.

ENGLISHMEN SAY
Powder cnn Ijehoiightin Canada asgjoodasever
put in a euii. It li ts a positive advantage over
home make, the din is soft,--!. J.w. in l,ondon
Field.

AMERICANS SAY
The tinerKngIisiror.A.niericfinrnwnerandCatia-
dian Caribou" I am qnile familiarwith. They
give so little recoil that ore may shoot all day
without liruised shoulder or hea'dache.—Forest
and .Stream.

CANADIANS ABROAD SAY
Can you send over some Trap? I don't mean to
tlatter, but it is ahead of anything we get here.—
A. W. W., Batavia, X.Y.



VHHX the fame of a product has con-

sistently spread for almost half a

century, and when that product has
been adopted in preference to all

others, it simply means tliat intrinsic Merit is

the fundamental principle for the success

achieved.

Stevens Firearms are guaranteed for quality : are
positiveU' unexcellecl for their v.irious purposes, and conse-

ciuently. bear both a national and an international reputation.

W'e manufacture a complete line of :

RIFLES, from Sj.oo to $1^0.00

PISTOLS, from $2.50 to $50.00

SHOTGUNS, from Sy.jo to $jo.oo

Dent fail to send for

illiisiiated catalog. It is

a hook of ready reference,

and appeals to all lovers

interested in the grand
^-port ol shooting.

Ask your dealer, and in-

sist on our goods. If you
cannot obtain them, let

MS know, and we will ship
drrect. express prepaid.
\i;ioii receipt of price.

\\*e have issued a very ingenious puzzle, which we will

be pleased to send to any address, upon receipt of two
_• Cf-nt St.imps. .Address "' Puzzle Dcpiii tnieiil.

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO..

565 Main Street, Chicopee Falls, Mass.
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TAKE DOWN REPEATING SHOTGUNS
The notion that one must pay from fifty dollars upwards in order to get

a good shotgun has been pretty effectively dispelled since the advent of

the \A^inchester Repeating Shotgun. These guns are sold within reach

of almost everybody's purse. They are safe, strong, reliable and handy.

When it comes to shooting qualities no gun made beats them. They
are made in 12 and 16 gauge. Step into a gun store and examine one.

FREE: Send name and address on a postal card for our large illustrated catalogue.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY - NEW HAVEN, CONN.

8£

Trophies I

JftlYIES D. BAILEY

Jewelry Parlors

P ?^ Owint:; to snial

enabled to gi^e

ref^ular sliops.

^,,;,__
• ,-, -. — ".. expenses we are
enabled to si\'e lx.-tter values than

MKDALS. HADCES,
and CLl'H laiHLIi.MS,

as well as the regular lines carried by

first-class jewelry shops.

oRONTO. ""
"i,^;';/;;,^."'"-



Canadian Pacific Railway

Algonquin,

Chateau Frontenac,

Place Viger,

Banff Springs,

Lake Louise Chalet,

St. Andrews, N. B.,

Quebec, P. Q.,

Montreal, P. Q..

Banff, N. W. T.,

Laggan, N. W. T.,

from $3.00 upwards

3-50

" 3-00

3-50

3.00

For further particulars as to any of these hotels, apply to the respective

Managers, to any of the Company's Agents, or to

ROBERT KERR, Passenger Traffic Manager, Montreal.
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Mississau^a

BY GEO. G. COTTON

In August last we made a trip m the

far-lamed Mississauga Klver in the Pro-

vince of Ontario, starting from Biscotasing

on the "Main Line" of the Canadian Paci-

fic Railway on the mornmg of the 19th.

The party consisted of Mr. L. O. Arm-

strong, of Hiawatha Indian play fame; J.

S. C. Bennett, photographer; my son Don-

ald and myself. Our guides were Wm. Har-

ris, Jr., an Englishman of Day Mills, ra-

ther small, but quick and energetic and

quite a character ; George Linklater, a

"breed" of Desbarats, and an ex-factor of

the "Company of Gentlemen Adventurers",

of medium height, broad and solid, thews

of steel, the best canoe man and packer in

that region and an expert paddler, born at

Moose Factory on Janies Bay, the south-

ern part of James Bay. At the age of thir-

teen he began his apprenticeship to the Hud-

son's Bay Company as a boat builder. He
had been factor at the Green Lake Post

for many years, which post was situated

in the heart of the Mississauga country,

thus he was fully posted as to the river.

Last, but not least a French-Canadian half-

breed Indian, Aleck Longevin, six feet four

and one-half inches tall, a giant in propor-

tions and taciturn as they are made.

The three canoes purchased from the

Hudson's Bay Company by Mr. Armstrong

were loaded as follows: Bennett and his

photographic outfit, the camp stove and a

bag 01 pork were entrusted to Harris in

one, Don, boxes of provisions and one of

the tents were consigned to Linklater in

the second. Mr. Armstrong, the writer

(no light-weight,) the balance of the pro-

visions, two tents and our two personal

packs to Old Aleck in the third. Each ca-

noe had an axe, at the start, but later on

—

though as Rudyard Kipling says, "But that

is another story" not to be told here.

Donald had his shotgun and revolver, and

I my inseperable Winchester .30-. 30.

After the canoes had been thoroughly in-

spected and discussed, we gathered our

traps to make a start, "our Store

Clothes" being shipped to Blind River sta-

tion on the Soo branch, to await our jour-

ney's end.

Mr. Shannon, who is taking out pine on

Ramsay Lake, offered the service of his

gasoline launch "Helene" to take us over

the Biscotasing Lakes, and we accepted.

We piled in the duffle, placing the canoes

on the "deck" and were oft. The ride up

the Lake was delightful; the day was beau-

tiful, not a cloud in the blue sky ; the

breeze was cool and filled with odors of the

forest; the lake had scarcely a ripple,except-

ing those made by our ship's prow. It was
not to be wondered at, that after a

"short" night in a sleeper and an uncere-

monious landing at a wayside station at

four a. m., that the most of the party sue-
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cumbcd to llie drowsy god, and did

not awaken until the cessation of the

throbbing of the propeller foretold that the

landing was near. We were much surpris-

ed at the excited tone of the erstwhile cap-

tain to the new Indian engineer (his trial

trip) to "get under way and give him

steerage." We found that in the short

channel between the Biscotasing Lakes,

there was an abrupt turn and swift cur-

rent and unless the current was entered at

a certain point, the boat would be thrown

to one side or the other against the rocks,

and it would have to drop down and then

try again. This had proven true in our

case. On the second trial we had better

fortune aiid succeeded in makinp; the pass-

age. The upper lake is also beautiful, but

the forests have been devastated by fire,

and the blackened trunks are in view

wherever you turn. We reached the head of

the lake and landed. h short portage of

about one-eiehth of a mile broucbt us to

one of Mr. Shannon's camps, and we were

invited to partake of dinner, "shanty men's

style." We accented. The camp was I

should iudse about tbirtv bv sixtv feet,

built on timbers at the water's edee. At

one end is the kitchen and cookine stove;

the other end is the dining; room (an ima-

einarv line dividineV furnished with a

table of roush boards about six feet by

sixteen feet, and around the edees of the

camp are boxes and barrels containing; po-

tatoes, canned beef, tloiir, pork, beans,

liard tack, dried apples, suear, molasses,

tea, etc. When dinner was announced we

stepped into the sbantv and were eiven a

tin plate, pint cup. knife, fork and spoon,

and invited to "help yourself" from the

dishes of food set out on the table. Each

helped himself, and found a place to stand

or sit. About thirty men were served that

day to pork and beans, baked in big pans,

potatoes boiled in a can that would hold a

bushel at the least calculation, bread cut

an inch thick, heaped high up in a milk

pan, butter in a wooden firkin, apple sauce

by the pan full, warm biscuits, dried apple

pie, fresh blueberry pie, and a big can of

tea, certainly ten gallons. It was good

and wholesome and we did it ample jus-

tice.

On the side of "the loe that acted as

ridge pole for the roof, over the centre of

iiic table, a swallow during the long sum-

mer days had bunded her nest oi mud and

slicks, laid her egg,s and hatched her brood

01 four little ones. Evidently she knew

tuere were strangers, because for some

lime she fluttered about and finally anxie-

ty overcame her fears and she flew in, fed

her babes and away again she went for

more. After dinner Mr. Bennett tried to

photograph the nest and birds, scarcely live

leet above the table. To this the mother

bud, thinking we meditated harm, strenu-

ously objected. I am afraid the picture

was not a success, as no good light could

be had except by disturbing the roof

boards and nest, which was not to be

thought of. I doubt, if the shanty men
would have "stood for it" anyway. What
grand faith and confidence that swallow

had in the goodness and kindness of those

big-hearted, hard working, rough, shanty

men.

As soon after dinner as the pipe had been

smoked, we loaded up the canoes as plan-

ned, and embarked on Ramsay Lake for the

head waters of the Spanish River, of

which the lakes are but widened parts.

Linklater says the Indians call this lake

Wah-bu-me-quck-co-sa-kai-gan, meaning the

"Lake with the Water Lillies in the In-

let." In this lake we caught five good

size pike. We paddled all the afternoon

and camped on a point on the main land,

put up two tents, had supper, and shortly

after went to bed, all pretty tired.

We had for our camp cooking outfit a

Baxter stove of sheet iron, with an oven

and a service for six people. The guides

looked upon it at first rather askance

on account of its weight (fifty pounds) and

strangeness. At the first trial they used

more wood than was necessary, making

too quick and too hot a fire. When they

were more accustomed to it, there were

no criticisms—nothing but praises. Twenty
minutes would get a meal, except on state

occasions, when a new relay started in, or

when experiments with new concoctions

were tried.

On Thursday, August 20th, we were

up at 4.30 a, m. and started up the

Inlet. At about 10.30 we reached swift

water, and at the head found a fall

of about ten feet. Aleck ,nortaged his canoe

around both rapids and falls. Harris tried
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paddling and poling up the rapids and

came to grief , had lo get out and drag

his canoe up. Linklater tried to follow

him with no better success. Both got wet

and had to portage after all. At the head

of the fall Shannon's people were building

a dam, which was about half completed, so

Mr. Armstrong named this carry "Half-dam

portage." A timber slide was also in pro-

cess of construction. Half a mile above

the fall. Shannon had a bridge and another

camp. In return for taking a picture of the

camp the shanty men gave us a small bag

of flour. Two miles further up the stream

there was another rapid, and a portage of

one-quarter of a mile, with another dam
at the head (Whole-dam portage). Here
also were three shantymen caulking a

large batteau. This night we camped on

an island in Canoe Lake. We caught a

couple of pike trolling, and as we wero
paddling along the shore heard some large

animal in the, wood but could not get a

glimpse of it. We surprised an otter vhile

fishing, but he made off into a tingle of

logs. Immediately after supper i.e tnok

to our beds, but did not sleep very well.

The bed might have been softer.

Friday morning the wind was blowing a

gale, sky was cloudy and it looked like

rain. On the lake the waves were capped

with foam and it was noon before the wind
began to die down. We passed the morn-
ing in playing bridge whist. After dinner

we reconnoitered and concluded that by
paddling down behind the islands, we could

get under their shelter and make the lee

shore of the main land. This we did, but

the waves were still high and all the can-

oes had more or less water in when we
reached the main land. By keeping along

the shore, close in, taking advantage of

every headland and island, we arrived at

the head of the lake and portaged over

quite a sharp "hogs-back" to Sulphur lake,

and camped for the night on the routh
shore. Mr. Armstrong ami I viMit fishing

while supper was being made ready and the

tents pitched. We caught some fine pick-

erel, averaging about four and one-half

pounds. Being from this clear, cold water,

they are very good eating.

The country around Sulphur Lake is hilly

and rocky and not very attractive, on ac-

count of having been burned over. The

water is dark as though saturated with

iron.

On Saturday morning we broke camp,

crossed Sulphur Lake, made a short port-

age, then across to another lake, to the

head of the Spanish River. Then a long,

hilly, rocky portage over the "Height of

Land" and we launched our canoes in the

head waters of the far-famed Mississauga

—"The river of the heavy forests." We
were on the old Hudson's Bay Route, to the

post on Green Lake. Going with the cur-

rent the travelling was easier. We dined

at the abandoned Hudson's Bay post "Miss-

issauga" on the upper Green Lake. Geo.
Linklater has been factor there for about
fifteen years. The Post is on a strip of

sandy beach between the river and the

lake. Back of the post, the land begins to

rise and on the bluff overlooking the Post
is an Indian burying ground. The Post has
been abandoned about twelve years, and
the buildings are rapidly going to decay.
Green Lake is nearly circular and stretch-

ed out to the south surrounded by pine for-

ests
;
has beautiful sandy shores and bot-

tom, and was pronounced fine bathing by
Mr. Armstrong and Donald. In one of the
storehouses we found some old sheet iron

stoves, made large and roomy for burning
two-foot wood, and some old pine chests,

one of which we attached, as a memento.
It is a lovely spot, and if a person could

afford the time for a vacation to go and
come, I know of no other place better .- lift-

ed for a summer camp.
We got away about two o'clock, cros^ed

the Lake into the River, and camped o;i a
portage at a small rapid.

Although the following day was Sunday
we travelled to make up the time we were
wind-bound on Canoe Lake. On cro'.,.^'ing

a small lake about ten o'clock we stopped
at an Indian camp. The Indians were away,
the poles of their tepees were standing
stripped of their birch bark covering, which
covering was "thatched". That is, the In-

dians build a pole platform about four or
five feet high and the things they do
not want to take with them (in this in-

stance, their guns, axes, clothes and some
provisions) are tied up in birch bark and
placed on this platform, covered over with
the birch bark covering of their tepees and
the bark not needed for this covering is
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loUed up with the other goods. In a gieeu

thicket were two birch canoes with pad-

dles and poles. We left the camp and

crossed the lake. Here we made a short-

cut consisting of two portages and crossing

a small lake, which saved us about thirty

miles o£ river running. During the day

there were many small rapids. Since our

canoe was large, it drew considerable wat-

er and being pretty well loaded, the larg-

est single piece of baggage (I), was usually

invited to take to the woods or rather the

portage; some times Mr. Armstrong as

well. The river averages about thirty

yards wide, and so far was wooded to the

water's edge with pine, hemlock, spruce,

etc. The hills are a mile or more back.

We camped on the river bank at the foot

of a rapid, and as the weather was quite

damp and chilly, we arranged to have a

camp fire outside the tent. About three

o'clock in the morning it was decidedly

£old, the mist from the river being like a

wet blanket, so we called Harris to build

the fire anew, and then we slept quite com-

fortably until morning.

Monday was our sixth day out. We
agreed that each day's cooking should be

done in squads. No. 1, Linklater and Don
;

No. 2, Aleck and Armstrong; No. 3, Harris

and Bennett ; I was to put in my talen,ts

where they seemed most necessary. To the

most proficient a prize was to be awarded.

Today squad No. 1 had the carpet.

We were started by 7.30 a. m. Twenty

minutes later, a portage; and at 9.15 a. m.

I was perched on some rocks at the end of

the second portage at the foot of a rapid,

watchmg the rest coming down in the

canoes. I was out of the running, so out

of the fun—too much avoirdupois. At 10.1.5

I was again watching them coming through

the third rapid. As the pack straps begin

to cut in, and fit rather snug, your temper

grows shorter, and you begin to think the

canoe could just as well carry anoth-

er one as not. At 11.30 o'clock ano-

ther rapid ; they are beautiful and

were lots of fun — for the other

fellow. Aleck comforted me by saying

that there would be no more portages

in the afternoon. Shortly after dinner

we ran into the bottom lands. The

river bank on each side was covered with

beaver meadows, through which the river

ran its length. The grass was so high that

you could scarcely see over it standing up

in the canoe, and there were deer and

moose tracks in plenty. In some places the

rile was still in the water, where they had

passed. At 2.30 p.m. we passed an Indian

burying ground on the bluff, at a return

bend. The graves were surrounded by a

wooden fence painted a bright blue, and

decorated with a pair of deer antlers.

Empty vessels of birch bark and bottles

were strewn about. Evidently they had

held food to cheer and sustain the dead on

their journey to the "Happy hunting

ground." Those graves were of recent

date, while further up the hillside were

traces of an older burying place.

It was proposed that we could stock our

larder with a little red meat. "Man was
not made to live by bread alone," and

"salthorse" for our "stiddy" was getting

a trifle familiar, but alas ! it was the

close season and like the good sportsmen

we would like to be, we abstained from

shooting in spite of great temptation. At
8 p.m. Harris was out in his rain coat,

beginning his preparations for breakfast.

He had very craftily contended all long

that cooking was not in his line, and it

was chiefly on this account, that the cook-

ing arrangement was made. Harris had

taken upon himself to pitch the tents,

make the shake-down for our beds, and do

the packing up. and a great success he

made of it, but the others made a kick

about doing all the cooking. So it was
arranged, and they found that Harris could

cook and wash dishes with the best of

them.

On Tuesday we slept later than usual,

and found it .showery and a heavy mist

enveloping everything. We started on our

way about eight o'clock, and at eleven

o'clock we ran into lower Green Lake,

where there were the remains of another

Hudson's Bay Post. The roof had tumbled

in, the walls alone were left standing and

the whole grounds were grown-up with

berry bushes. Geo. Linklater had been

factor here for about a year. We cooked

our dinner on the rocks at the landing and

got away at one o'clock and crossed the

lake. The shores are low and grassy and

look like exceptionally good moose grounds,

and George says "they can't be beat." At
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two p.m. we made portage around a rapidi

and falls. Mr. Armstrong iniormed me
that when this trip was concluded, he was
going on some business up to Timagimi
Lake, where we had been together tome
six years before, and intimated ti'.at a

camp outfit like the one we had -.vith i.s,

and which belonged to me, would .save liim

much valuable time, on the way, because it

would be necessary to cut so little wood,

also that it could be used to ivarm Ihe

tent at night, and further, that its econom-

ies in the wood line would help 'o jire-

serve the Canadian forests. (As he is

deeply and vitally interested in the '."iiua-

diau Pacific Railroad as a grand iighv\'ay

to this great "game country" iie ;n(juld

pose as a bright and shining example in

these economies.) All of this I cheerfully

subscribed to, and suggested, that as Don-

ald thought he was in need of a birch bark

canoe to complete his education at Cor-

nell, and if Mr. Armstrong would see that

the canoe the young man had been travel-

ling- in was safely shipped to Ithaca, he

might take the camp kit on his journey
;

and "so mote it be."

While these negotiations had been going

on we had been running into a more hilly

country, and soon we passed into a lake,

the like I have seldom seen, full of high

rocky islands and points jutting out into

it, called Min-ne-sina-quah Sakaigan, the

"lake where the head lands look like is-

lands." If the guides were not familiar

with it, I can imagine strangers would

spend some considerable time finding the

outlet, which is hidden behind a high bluff.

The current sets in pretty stiff. It is all

one could do to paddle a canoe up it. We
camped on a flat rock covered with moss,

only about a quarter of a mile from the

lake, and opposite a bluff, fully six hun-

dred feet high.

While making camp I jointed the rod, and

having a leader with some midge flies on

went to casting, and in the swift water

had a strike. The fish started for the oth-

er side of the river lively and I had. to let

him have the line. After about twenty
minutes work, we got him in, and lo and

behold, a pickerel weighing about five

pounds. I first thought I had hold of a big

"small mouth bass", by the way he went
for the swift water. The hook being

caught way back in the corner of his

mouth, made him so hard to land.

Wednesday was the day of our lives. We
slept late, then photographed the country

from the top of the bluff, and got away
about nine o'clock. The water was quick

and we ran several rapids, the "heavy-

weight" walking around three. Then we
struck what Linklater called the "Devil's

Portage" and it was the "Devil's own."
At this place in the river is a chute, and

a rapid that could not be run, so there was
nothing for it but the pack straps. The
portage was about three-quarters of a mile

up a stony, very steep hill, then *ound
down a rocky ravine to the river. It was a

poser. I thought the blamed straps would

saw my shoulders off. Donald insisted on

carrying his canoe and nearly put himself

out of business. Well, we were all glad

when over it. The river here is about one

hundred yards wide and has a big volume

of water. We had dinner at the foot of a

portage around a rapid and at the junction

of the Winnebegon with the Mississauga.

The Winnibegon has about the same vol-

ume of water as the Mississauga. We ran

up the Winnebegon a short distance so we
could say we had been on it and picked

and thoroughly enjoyed some high bush

cranberries that grew over the banks.

Linklater told us there was one more
portage before we cramped and old Aleck

said if the last portage was the "Devil's"

the next one was his wife's. It was all

down hill around Aubrey Falls, and awfully

stony.

We started on with not a little enthus-

iasm. In the middle of the afternoon we
came to a narrowing of the river where it

looked as if it melted away. On each side

of a small rocky island you could see the

mist rising and the tops of the trees away
down below. We landed at the side and

found it impossible to get much of a view,

and on the assurance there was a good

place further down the portage, we start-

ed. If anything the "Devil's Wife" was
harder on our feet than the Devil. About

one-half mile down, we halted, put down
our packs, and took a walk over the rock,

and came out on a ledcp. Such a sight I

have never seen : .\Mbrey Falls, one hun-

dred and sixtv-five feet hieh. I wish I

could describe them, so that the reader
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could get a realizing sense of their beauty,

with the setting sun flooding them with

its radiance, the mist cue mass of prisma-

tic colors, and the waters foaming milky

white.

As you stand on the rocky brink of the

chasm, looking up the river, you see the

waters tumbling on either side of the is-

land, into a broad shelf of rock and across

the shelf down into an abyss. The second,

or lower fall, is divided by an immense
shaft of rock, which rises out of the seeth-

ing waters below. The waters are then

gathered from right to left and sweep

jcross the face of the fall and plunge into

a rocky gorge or canyon approximately

one hundred feet wide and as many feet

deep, the sides of which, gradually drop

and sink away a half-mile below to the

level of the waters of the river. After gaz-

ing our fill and doing some photographing,

we returned to the trail, resumed our

packs and shortly found ourselves on the

flat rocks at the river's edge, where we
made our camp for the night. We were

tired, and slept well, with the music of

Aubrey Falls for a lullaby.

We were up at five o'clock on Thursday

(our ninth day out) and breakfasted at

seven. Opened a barber shop while waiting

for breakfast. Harris shaved me, Mr.

Armstjong started in to do the same for

himself, using a tin plate for a mirror. By
nine o'clock we had passed two portages

—

around rapids for me—and now came to a

thirty-five mile run, and Harris remarked:

"When you get down, you will wish you

were back." Don asked him "Why ? " and

he said, "So you can do it over again."

And it was a ride for your life. We were

in the hard-wood country now, and the

trees were beginning to assume the bril-

liant hues of autumn ; the banks were a

series of rocky bluffs, several hundred feet

high, and a panorama of beautiful views.

The river is like a mill-race, from one hun-

dred to one hundred and twenty-five yards

wide, and one need not put in a paddle ex-

cept to dodge the rocks or keep out of too

violent waves or eddies. The smaller

canoes took in more or less water, but the

large canoe with crafty, careful old Aleck

barely took two pailfulls the whole dis-

tance, and onlv touched two rocks. About

five p.m. we passed the place where a.

trout stream came in from the west, but

we were in a particularly swift current so-

could not stop.

At noon we had dinner at a point where

a surveyor's line crossed the river. Here

they had had their camp. We were out of

matches excepting some Donald had in his

pack, and he and Aleck were not handy, so

we took the lens out of Bennett's 8 inch, x

10 inch, camera for a burning glass to-

light a fire to cook dinner, but could not

induce a flame. We looked about and found

an Indian "cache" near the old surveyor's

camp, and on opening one of the chests we
found several small boxes of matches, some
of which we appropriated, and left in liea

enough money to cover. This Aleck assured

us was the proper and only thing to do in.

the woods.

Friday (ten days out) camp was left at

7.45, and still we went on down hill, in

the swift waters. At one place it looked as

if the river sank away before us like a to-

boggan slide, and dashed itself against the

foot of a huge bluff, then rolled away to

the left. Here we had to paddle lively to

get out of the rough waters without being

upset.

Mr. Armstrong believes this to be the

most beautiful river he was ever on, and

he has been on many of them, not only in

Canada but in the States.

At 9. .30 we met two Indians, Bamagesick

by name, poling their canoe up the river.

They were taking supplies to a Govern-

ment surveyors camp on Township 195 and

201.

At 11.30 we arrived at Squaw Chute and

we portaged around. At this place there is

a cabin (no one at home) with a potato

and cabbage patch. As we had seen na
green vegetables for ten days, we did not

get away until 1.30 p.m. We ran rapids

and paddled until 3.15, when we reached

the VaWr at the head of the Tunnel. These

falls are about seventy feet high and

would have been considered grand, if we
hadn't seen the .\ubrey Falls. At the foot

is a large pool ; then it sweeps around tr.

the left and into the Tunnel as it is called.

It appears as though the river had worn a

cut through the solid rocks about one hun-

dred and fifty feet wide and as many feet

deep, and about three miles long, and is
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full of ledges and jagged rock. The guides

say that logs coming through are pounded

almost mto pulp wood, and it certainly

looks a.s though they might be. There is a

copper mine and stamp mill at this place,

but not being worked ; also three or four

cabins, one or two occupied, and these

were the first habitations excepting the

one at Squaw Chute since we left Bisco-

tasing. We sent over the hills and got a

farmer to come with his hay rack filled

with hay to take our duffle and canoes

over the three-mile portage. When about

half way over, Aleck invited me to go

with him and take a look at the tunnel.

We left the portage and climbed down the

hill to the edge. It was a wild sight, the

water dashing against the rocks and flying

many feet high in the air, and white as

milk. I can assure you it was a tough

climb back up to the portage. We travel-

led along, reached the River and camped

for the night. We appropriated the farm-

er's hay and were assured of good beds for

the night. We had a turn at the great

American game before sleep overtook us.

On Saturday morning it was raining, but

we started at 7.15 and paddled to Slate

Falls, twelve miles through the rain, port-

aged around the falls on the left side, cross-

ed the river, arid while we were holding a

counsel of war to decide on our future

plans, we had the guides put up a tent, to

keep off the rain and build a fire to warm
us and dry our clothes. None of us were

very strorig to keep on down the river, and

Harris invited us to go home with him and

spend Sunday. His home is at Day Mills,

on the south shore of "Wah-que-ko-bing"

lake, and to get there we must climb over

a hill and cross' the lake. There had been

at one time a portage, but it had grown
up with brush. Mr. .Armstrong, Harris

and Linklater volunteered to cut out the

portage, while Aleck cooked dinner, so we
decided to accept Harris' invitation. We
put up the second tent for .\leck to cook
in, while the volunteers cut out the port-

age. .\fter dinner we took what duffle we
thought we would need and left the balance

in the tents, and started everybody for

himself. Don and I followed the Indian,

but he was too quick for us. and going ud

a "dry water course" we missed the blaze

on the tree that indicated the portage,

and got lost, so we stopped and began to

howl. Harris answered away up the hill-

side to the right, and we were found. Just

at this time the Indian came back over

the trail for his canoe, and I stopped him

and made him take my load and nearly all

of Don's and then we had all we wanted to

do to get over, the rain coming down

harder than ever. Mr. Armstrong and the

guides made the trip three times and pro-

nounced it an easy portage for the dis-

tance. Under such conditions we will have

to adopt some new footwear for the next

time. The boot packs when wet through

are soft and slippery and treacherous. I

never tumbled around so much in all the

times I have been in the woods as I did

on that tramp over the hills on that port-

age of about three-quarters of a mile, and

never but once did I attempt to travel

through the woods in such a rain storm,

and that to keep an appointment, and trav-

elling light. I should have remembered my
vows on that occasion ; but all things end,

and so did that. Harris and Bennett with

the photographic supplies had embarked,

and were well out into the Lake. Link-

later, Don and I went next in the big

canoe, and Aleck went back for the third

canoe, and Mr. Armstrong waited for him.

When we were on the Lake the ram ceas-

ed, the wind began to come up and the

waves with it. We arrived safely before

they got too lively. We shouldered our

packs and hustled down to the Harris resi-

dence, wet, tired and dirty, at 4.30 p. m.

We cleaned up, had a good hot supper, and

felt more like "white folks", played cards,

and went to bed at ten o'clock.

The indefatigable Mr. Armstrong changed

his clothes, hired a man with team to take

him tw-elve miles to Dayton, caught a train

for Blind River, where our things were to

be, and got his mail. He stayed over

night, shipped our things to Desbarats,

hired a team and man, and drove the thir-

ty miles to Day Mills and arrived Sunday
noon.

We loafed around all Sunday morning.

Day Mills has a population of nine fami-

lies, and its principal industry is a saw
mill, and a Methodist church. The mill

saws lumber by daylight, and furnishes the

power to run a generator that lights the

houses and church by electricity. We all
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thought Harris was "joshing" us when he

was telling about all the comforts of

home, he had in the "wilds of Canada,"

but they were gospel truths each one of

them.

Mr. Armstrong's plans were to go back

to Slate Falls and on down the river to

the railroad station at Blind River, but we
declined. So Aleck and Linklater went

over to Slate Falls, got the tents and duf-

fle, while we made arrangements to be

taken to Dayton in the m,orning.

During the afternoon we made a call at

the cottage of the Kingfisher Club, 1892,

at the landing on the lake. Messrs. Good-

er and Hartman of Cincinnatti, Ohio, were

our hosts, and dispensed its hospitalities

in royal manner. We returned to the Harris

residence, and photographed the family and

the guides in the garb of civilization. In

the evening a neighbor brought in a fiddle,

Linklater executed the leading part, and

Harris accompanied him on the organ.

Early on Monday a team came and was

loaded up. On account of my lameness I

was honored with a conveyance; the rest

walked. Going out in our party was a

young man from the Stevens Institute of

Technology at Hoboken, New York, Geo.

M. Richards, who had been spending his

vacation at Harris' and earlier had gone

down the Mississaugua with Harris and a

party a^s second guide. His account of his

experiences were quite amusing. We parted

with Harris at Day Mills, with the young

man and Indian Aleck, at the Station, the

Indian returning to Biscotasing, where he

lives.

The rest of us journeyed on to Desbar-

ats. The people on the train must have

thought we were a wild west show in our

hunting clothes, with guns, rods and hunt-

ing knives in our belts, ragged and dirty

after a couple of weeks in the woods. I

can assure you that when we reached Des-

barats.we soon made for the hotel, secured

our trunks and got into civilized clothes.

In conclusion, we should have adhered to

our original plan and taken another week

to the trip. It was too beautiful to have

been hurried over, and I am sure there

were many lakes but a little ofT the direct

route where there would have been elegant

fishing and hunting; but the hardships are

all forgotten and only the pleasant times

and beautiful scenery will remain in our

memories. It is a glorious country and it

will be many years before the hand of the

lumberman will find it profitable to go to

the trouble and expense to do the work

necessary to pass the logs by the falls and

tunnel to the mills and railroad.

Only once did we see deer or moose. I

think it was on Tuesday, our seventh day

out, we saw a buck and two does in the

river drinking. They leisurely walked out

and disappeared in the forest, seeming fam-

iliar with the fact that the game law pro-

tected them.

I must say that the prize for cooking

was awarded to the Indian. He could, and

did, make white and corn bread and bis-

cuit. If the others could they would not,

so Mr. Armstrong gave Aleck a sample

(half-pint) bottle of whiskey. It was

worth the price of admission to see the

look on the face of the old Indian when

he took the miniature bottle. He rubbed

his stomach and .said: "No reach down
here" and I am of the opinion that he felt

as if he had been defrauded of his rights,

but Mr. Armstrong had given him all the

had and he squared himself afterward, to

Aleck's delight.

It was rather amusing to me to hear

Aleck's remarks in Canadian-French and

Indian about me to Mr. Armstrong, when
I would get tired of being doubled up and

attempt to stretch out in the canoe, some-

times putting my feet on the gunwales. He
would grunt and grumble, calling me Wind-

ido Shaganash (the long legged English-

man) and saying that I would capsize the

canoe. One day going through the rapids,

Alex yelled "Au large,—Ramnez au gouche,

au gouche." Mr. .iVrnistrong above the

noise of the waters heard the "au gouche"

and started to throw the head of the

canoe to the left and directly onto a huge

rock, when I repeated the direction. Aleck

"sensed" in a moment that T must have

known and understood all his little side

remarks to Mr. Armstrong. From that

lime on he was not so grumpy. I under-

stood from Mr. ."Vrmstrong afterward that

he liad been warned to be careful of cross-

ing .\leck, as he would take oRense on the

least pretext and leave one in the woods

and start for home, so Mr. .\rmstrong

humored him and deferred to him in the
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running of the canoes, which I think caus-

ed me to walk around many portages,

which could have been run, without very

great danger; but, then, "Who knows ?
"

We spent a couple of very pleasant days

at Desbarats, seeing the Indian Play of

Hiawatha and enjoyed it very much. Then

home.

The United States of America is popu-

larly supposed to be the freest country un-

der the sun, but we Canadians can assure

our friends across the border that the

sportsmen of the British Empire would

not tolerate for a day such legislation as

certain persons in the United States have

attempted to bring about. We refer to the

childish attempt to prevent sportsmen

from using such up-to-date weapons as may
be offered them by manufacturers. Some,
no doubt well meaning but misguided, in-

dividuals would actually forbid the use of

repeating rifles in addition to their bete

noir, the automatic shot gun. Their con-

tention is, that by forbidding the use of

these improved weapons they will protect

game, but if they were practical sports-

men, they would know that the only ef-

fectual way to protect game is to forbid

its sale ; make it illegal to kill more than

a certain number of birds, in a day, and in

a season ; to destroy vermin, and last, but

not least, to enforce such laws. The per-

cussion gun would be quite effectual in

cleaning out the game, provided no check

were put upon its use, and every loafer

could pass his days gunning. We are glad

to see that Judge Ross of the United

States Circuit Court of the northern dis-

trict of California, has taken this stand.

It appears that a certain W. A. Marshall

was convicted in the Justices Court, of

Marin County, California, of a violation of

an ordinance enacted by the board of sup-

ervisors of that county, which said: "Ev-
ery person who, in the county of Marin,

shall use any kind of a repeating shot-gun,

or any kind of a magazine shot-gun, for the

purpose of killing or destroying any kind

of wild duck, geese, quail, partridge, doves,

or any birds, shall be guilty of a misde-

meanor." In his decision, previous to giv-

ing an order discharging the prisoner from

custody. Judge Ross said: "In the present

instance what was the end sought ? Man-

ifestly the prevention of the taking or kill-

ing by one person of more than twenty-five

quail, partridge or grouse, in any one day;

for section three of the ordinance provides:

'Every person, who in the county of Mar-

in, shall take, kill or destroy more than

twenty-five quail, partridge, or grouse in

one day, and every person who in the coun-

ty of Marin shall have in his possession in

any one day more than twenty-five quail,

partridge, or grouse, shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor.' That end is just as ef-

fectively accomplished without the obnoxi-

ous section as with it. It is wholly im-

material to that object whether the sports-

men or hunter use a repeating or magazine

gun, or a double or single-barreled gun.

When the limit is reached he has to stop

shooting or incur the penalty prescribed.

And the opportunity of detection is just as

great'in one case as in the other. No valid

reason is therefore perceived, and none has

been suggested by counsel, why the owner

of a repeating or magazine shot-gun should

be prohibited from using it, and the owner

of the equally, if not more effective, double-

barreled, automatic-ejector shot-gun be

free to use it in killing the twenty-five

quail, partridge, or grouse, permitted to be

killed by any one person in one day. The

equal protection of the laws, to which

every person is, by the provision of the

Constitution of the United States above

quoted, declared entitled, would indeed be

a vain thing, if such discriminatory legis-

lation was sustained- by the courts. If sec-

tion seven of the ordinance in question is

valid, no reason is perceived why the pro-

cess of elimination may not be extended by

next prohibiting the use of the double-bar-

reled, automatic-ejector shot-gun, next all

but muzzle-loading guns, and so on until

the pop-gun only is permitted to be used

upon wild duck, geese, quail, partridge,

grouse, doves, or other birds in Marin

county."
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On The Great Divide.

BY JAMES BREWSTER.

We left our camp, which was situated on

the right hand bank of Goat River, early

in the morning and followed up the stream

in a northeasterly direction about one

mile, to the foot of Goat Mountain, which
we proceeded to climb in pursuit of goat.

After climbing about three hours, the

party, which consisted of Mr. S. B. Hus-
sey, of Pittsbourgh, Mr. Moore, of New
York, and myself, reached a point where
we could see the valley below us to good
advantage. After searching the surround-

ing country some time with our glasses,

Mr. Moore spotted a large Billy, who was
having a sleep in a small clump of juniper

bushes, about one thousand feet below us.

It was impossible for us to get down ofi

the ridge we were following without re-

turning to the bottom of the mountain,
and then following up the "draw" that led

to the small basin, which the goat occu-

pied. So we continued on up the ridge un-

til we came directly above Mr. Billy* This

brought us within a range of about seven

hundred yards and a drop of between fif-

teen and two thousand feet, which would

make very uncertain shooting; but after a

short consultation we decided to chance a

few shots; as goats will almost invariably

climb when alarmed.

Moore fired first, the shot striking the

rocks slightly below the animal as plan-

ned. The goat got up, shook himself, and

looked around. Another shot and he start-

ed to climb directly toward us. The third

shot quickened his pace and springing

lightly from one ragged point to another,

he was rapidly shortening the distance be-

tween us, but before the third shot had

died out in the adjoining peaks, a second

billy, much, larger than tho first, came in

sight, and joined his comrade in his last

climb up 'the mountain side.

We lay still on the brink of that rocky

precipice and , watched with interest

through our glasses the movements of our

now thoroughly deceived game.

As we waited the. approach of our vic-

tims, we decided to let Mr. Moore have

lust shot, as he had been least fortunate

duiing our trip. It being almost three

months since we had seen .any signs o£ civ-

ilization.

When the goat reached the foot of the

cliff, about three hundred leet below us,

Mr. Moore fired, breaking the hind leg of

the foremost goat. Of course this entitled

him to another shot, which he sent > very

quickly, but was not very effective, only

taking a tuft of white wool off the goat's

shoulder, and before he could get another

shot at hmi he had disappeared around a
corner of rock and was lost from view.

Mr. Hussey, who was an experienced

hunter, in both Africa and India, as well

as this country, brought his goat down
first shot. As his double-barrel English

Express barked forth its signal of death,

the big goat doubled up as if stricken

with a bad attack of colic, and began to

roll back down over the steep cliffs he had

taken so much trouble to ascend.

Mr. Moore ran along the ridge a few

yards to a place where he could see his al-

ready wounded goat, and fired, breaking

his back. Both goats started to roll down
the mountain at almost the same time.

They soon gained so much speed that they

looked more like balls or white wool than

anything else you could imagine.

Our next care was to get down to them,

and in order to do this, we would have to

return to the bottom of the mountain (as

I said before) and follow up a small

stream about a mile to the basin, wher&
the goats had stopped rolling.

We started down the ridge at a good

pace, as we knew it would then be pretty

late before we could return to camp. Hav-
ing almost reached the foot of the moun-
tain, my attention was drawn to an old

avalanche runaway, where T thought I saw
something moving in the low brush. In a

few seconds a large silver-tip grizzly step-

ped out into full view.

My companions fired four shots
; a few
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bounds and the grizzly had reached the

heavy timber, and was lost to our view.

We immediately went over to where he

had been, but we could find no trace of

blood, or any indication whatever that

would lead us to believe that the bear had

been wounded. Having decided that it was
useless to follow. Mr. Grizzly, we directed

our steps up through a narrow box can-

yon, about a mile and a half long, and in

an hour's hard work, scrambling over slip-

pery rock, and wading in ice cold water,

we reached the place where our goats had

stopped rolling. We found them very quick-

ly, as we had marked the place where they

were before we had left the ridge above.

After careful examination we were surpris-

ed to see how little they were damaged in

their desperate plunge down the mountain-

side. Their heads and horns were almost

perfect ; a few patches of wool had been

torn off their hides; the meat had been

slightly bruised, but anyone who had seen

them roll, would have expected them to

look more like a sausage, than the almost

perfect specimens they were. We started

to prepare the heads for the taxidermist.

After we had finished, we rolled the

skulls up in the scalps, and went back the

way W'B had come.

When we were about half way through

the canyon night overtook us; dark clouds

gathered in the sky, and before long inky

darkness presided.

Now our real troubles began. We spent

the baldest three-quarters of an hour that

I ever experienced in the descent of a

mountain, groping our way along the dark

corridor, stumbling over large boulders,

slipping on slimy rocks, and dropping waist

deep into pools of cold water. This exer-

cise is the most fatiguing one can experi-

ence, especially after tramping around the

mountains all day without anything to eat.

Everyone heaved a sigh of relief when we
emerged from the canyon, and entered the

tall spruce forest of the valley. Still our

difficulties were not at an end. We had

about three miles of heavy woods to trav-

el without a "blase" or any sign to help

us.

After prospecting around for some time

we discovered a clump of white birch. My
companions set about stripping the trees

of their outer bark, while I cut a green

stick about four feet in length, and one-

and-a-half inches in diameter. I split down
one end about six or eight inches, so that

I could force the two halves apart about

an inch. Into this I stuffed a bunch of

birch bark. Lighting the bark, we had as

fine a torch as any one could wish. These

last, as a rule, about two or three min-

utes. When we had gathered all the bark

that we could conveniently carry for the

purpose of replenishing our light, we again

started for camp, enabled to make much
better time by the aid of the light from

the torch. When we had proceeded for

about an hour in the direction of camp, it

was decided that we would fire a couple of

shots as signals, that we might locate the

exact direction of the camp. The first shot

had barely done echoing in the woods when
we received an answer which appeared to

be slightly to our right, and a half or

three-quarters of a mile away. W'e fired

another shot and received an answer from

the same place. When we had gone about

half way we met our three packers, Sabby,

Bob and George, who were on their way
out to meet us, bearing a similar torch to

the one we had constructed. We fairly

dragged ourselves the remainder of the dis-

tance into camp. We were wet, hungry and
tired, with sore feet, and skinned shins.

Our cook, "Big Sid," soon had a good

meal before us, which it is unnecessary to

say we did justice to. This, our last hunt

before we returned to Banff, was the hard-

est we had during our long trip.

I will write again and relate more of the

experiences we met with on this three

months' trip after mountain sheep, goat,

grizzly, and caribou, among the peaks and

high summits of the Canadian Rocky
mountains.

^^?-^^g:
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Settlement on Timber Lands.'

A deputation of leading liolders of tim-

ber limits in the Province of Quebec

waited upon tiie Government of that

province recently and presented a mem-
orial urging action to prevent the

granting of location tickets for lands

held under license which are unfitted

for settlement and which are taken up by

the locatees not for legitimate settlement

but for the purpose of obtaining the tim-

ber without making any return to the Pro-

vince. The memorial states that through-

out the length and breadth of the Province

persons are, singly or in numbers, robbing

the limit holders of their property and the

province of its dues by obtaining location

tickets for lands notoriously and manifest-

ly unfit for cultivation and settlement-

lands upon which are to be found in most

instances the best merchantable timber on

the limit—timber for the preservation of

which have been paid by the limit holder,

in many cases for years, ground rent and

lire tax, besides the original purchase

price, and which the limit holder has been

nursing and protecting for future use; that

in most instances not even a pretense of

fulfilling the settlement duties is made,

and the timber is sold to speculators, or

the patent is obtained after the least

possible work upon which a patent can is-

sue and the land and timber sold either to

local mill owners or to land speculators,

who, after cutting the timber, abandon the

lot. It was pointed out that as licenses

are renewed in May and any lots entered

for would then be excluded, the custom of

making entries in March and April is fol-

lowed and the memorialists therefore ask-

ed that all location tickets issued since

the first of March be disallowed.

In reply to this delegation the Premier,

while agreeing to the importance of the

subject and the desirability of fighting

fraudulent settlement, pointed nut the dif-

ficulty there was in distinEcuishing between

the bogus and the bona fide settler. Later

he agreed to withhold the granting of mv
lots within the confines of timber limits

during the month of April and also that

the Government will hold back any and all

permission to settlers for the four months

previous to April on condition that the

Limit Holders' Association will come for-

ward and show cause why the Government
should not allow these permits to take ef-

fect by offering proof that the parties who
have been awarded the permits are not

bona fide settlers.

The memorialists stated that they wel-

comed settlement on suitable lands and in

localities adapted for the purpose and, al-

though apparently the Premier was un-

willing to accept this as,conclusive that

the settlement objected to was entirely

unjustifiable, he had already referred to

this illegitimate settlement in the Annual

Report presented to the Legislature by

him in his capacity as Commissioner of

Lands and Forests, and stated that one of

the main objects of the Commission on

Forestry and Colonization is to give infor-

mation on this subject.

The question raised is as old as the time

when colonization and the lumbering indus-

try came into contact, but it is still far

from a satisfactory basis of settlement. It

is well that there should be a clear under-

standing by the public of the position of

affairs. That the plan of granting lands

free to settlers, no matter how safe guard-

ed, leaves openings for unscrupulous men to

obtain control of timber without paying

the just dues thereon is certain. The Que-

bec regulations do not permit a locatee to

dispose of timber from his land until he

has obtained a patent therefor, but only to

cut for his own use, but when once the

right to locate upon a piece of land has

been obtained, it is diflficult, unless an

army of officials is employed, to ensure

that the regulations are observed faith-

fully. It is a matter of history in Canada,

and prohablv more so in the United States,

that fraudulent use has been made of the

free grant provisions to obtain control of

timber lands, so that those who attempt

to denv that such methods have been and

(

•Contributed bv the Officers of tlie Canadian Forcstrv Associ.Tlion.
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still will be employed are talking without

a proper knowledge of the subject. As be-

tween the lumbermen who have purchased

limits and contribute honestly to the rev-

enue of the Province and those who at-

tempt to get hold of timber lands and at

the same time to escape paying their fair

share of taxation, there can be no hesita-

tion in choosing when the facts of the case

are established.

There appears, however, to ,be a question

in the minds of the Government as to

whether the representations made by the

lumbermen are entirely correct as to the

settlement complained of being fraudulent.

If, however, the lands so settled upon are,-

as stated by the memorialists, unfitted for

agriculture, the fact of the colonization be-

ing bona fide does not make it either jus-

tifiable or desirable. If it is clear that the

land will not support a population by agri-

culture, that, after having cut the timber,

the colonists must live in penury or aban-

don the land, there is no good reason why
futile attempts should be made to estab-

lish agriculture in such districts. That

there are such tracts, and such the best

lumber tracts, is admitted, but public op-

inion, not understanding the case and na-

turally taking the weaker side, frequently

expresses itself in support of the settler

without any understanding of the true sit-

uation. Germany has a population of one

to each 2 2-3 acres but finds it profitable

to hold 35,000,000 acres of twenty-six per

cent, of its land surface in forest. Th?se

forests cover the poorer, sandy lands of

the North German plains, the rough, hilly

and steeper mountain lands of the numer-

ous smaller mountain systems, and a small

portion of the northern slopes of the Alps.

Canada has a population of one to about

360 acres, and Quebec one to about 144

acres, so that surely the pressure of pop-

ulation has not reached such a pass that

the effort must be made to gain a living

on such lands as, even in a densely popu-

lated country 1 ike Germany, are found to

be most profitably kept in forest. "But"
the objector says, "why should the lum-

berman be permitted to hold public lands

and make a fortune out of them ? " Bear-

ing in mind that the lands under discussion

are those unfitted for agriculture and fit-

ted only for timber production, that ques-

tion may well be met by another, " How
then are such lands to be managed? Is it

better that they should be settled upon,

the timber removed and then have them

abandoned or transferred by an absolute

title to some other lumberman, or will the

Province take hold and manage them it-

self ? " To the last suggestion the Pro-

vince of Quebec would undoubtedly at the

present time give a decided negative, so

that, whatever the development of the fu-

ture may be, the Province is now shut up

to the plan of allowing the lumbermen the

management of such lands, and provided

the continuation of the forest, the conser-

vation and possible augmentation of the

Provincial revenues, and the final control

vested in the Government are made a con-

dition, so that progress and improvement
in administration may be assured, and fu-

ture contingencies provided for, there does

not appear to be any better method practi-

cal at the moment. Radical changes may
come and, if so, they will be in the direc-

tion of larger Government control, but th&
practical question must be dealt with im-

mediately.

The question still remains as to timber

lands that are also good agricultural

lands. On such lands the lumbermen say

they wish to encourage rather than dis-

courage settlement. This may be quite

true, but the hesitation of the Government
to accept absolutely the statements of the

memorialists may be taken as an indica-

tion that objection has been made at times

even to the settlement of good agricultural

lands. Licensees do not like to lose the

lumber they have bought or preserved, or

to be compelled to cut it before they are

ready to do so, and the danger from fire

which has always followed the trail of set-

tlement in Canada strengthens the objec-

tion. Where, however, there are areas of

any great extent fitted for agriculture,

they must be devoted to that purpose when
the demand for them arises, and any at-

tempt to prevent it would be not only use-

less but injurious by prohibiting the most
profitable use of such lands and prejudicing

the whole case for the proper management
of timber lands.

The Province is, however, responsible for

the managenient both of the timber and

the agricultural lands. It owes it as a
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duty to the colonists to know where the

good agricultural lands are so that it may

direct settlement to where its labors may

be crowned with success. It owes it as a

duty to the public that the timber lands,

that great source of revenue, should not be

utterly alienated and should not be des-

troyed, so as to become waste and unpro-

fitable. It is a problem of no little prac-

tical difficulty, and if the Commission on

Forestry and Colonization can assist the

Government in dealing with it their labors

will not be in vain. The situation demands

a strong, representative and impartial

commission ; a thorough investigation npt

only theoretically but practically, of the

issues involved, and a clear and unpreju-

diced report. Rut whether commissions

come or go, whether they report or not,

Government responsibiiny still remains,

and the question must be dealt with final-

ly by the Government. Its solution re-

quires courage and statesmanship and a

vision which, while not overlooking the

present needs, gives its full value to the

future and counts the continued well be-

ing and prosperity of the Province as a

whole its highest aim.

A few days ago a couple of moose heads

were sent to England under somewhat un-

usual circumstances. The men of the 2nd

Battalion, Royal Canadian Regiment fought

side by side with the Gordon Highlanders

at Paardeburg, and elsewhere, and a

strong feeling of comradeship sprung up

between thenj-, and so when Major S. May-

nard Rogers, of the 43rd Duke of Corn-

wall's Own Rifles, bagged a good head last

fall, he at once bethought him of his old

friends and resolved to send the trophy to

the Gordons for their mess-room. In con-

nection with this matter. Major Rogers

has written:

Ottawa, Jan. 9, 1904.

My dear .

The history of the two moose heads is as

follows: I killed the cow moose in a blind-

ing snow storm, as my f^uide said it was

an old bull that had shed its horns. This

was in the Maganicippi country. She mea-

sured eighteen hands in height, and weigh-

ed over twelve hundred pounds.

The bull, which I consider one of the fin-

est in Canada, though I have seen larger,

has eighteen tines on each antler, and a

spread of over fi-fty-one inches. He measur-

ed nineteen hpruls one inch, and weighed

over fourteen hundred pounds. I killed him

in the same country.

During the past fourteen years I have

Villed fourteen moose, thirteen bulls and

the cow above mentioned. My vhuntmg

ground has always been the Maganicippi,

Kipawa, Timiskaming and the Quinze. This

year I had in my party three gentlemen

and two ladies. We went to the Lonely

River country, via Mattawa, Timiskaming

and the Quinze, and in thirty-six hours the

party saw eleven moose and we got all the

law allowed. This country is swarming

with duck, partridge, and moose, and

within twelve miles to the eastward of

Lonely River and Lake Opasalika and

Kekek Hills there are a very large num-

ber of caribou, of which we saw numbers

of hacks, but as the portages are numer-

ous, we did not like to take our ladies in.

I might say that the scenery on this trip is

quite the most interesting in our north

country, combining the beautiful and the

magnificent, and is easily worth the trip

alone for an enthusiast with the camera.

There is only one portage between Klock's

depot on the Quinze, and the Height of

Land, and that a very short and easy one.

The Swinging Mountains near the Height

of Land, with a very interesting Indian leg-

end are magnificent, and the mountains

near Abitibbi are in plain view from the

lake and from the top of the Swinging

Mountains a vast stretch of country—more

than half lakes.

The best and cheapest place to outfit for

the Quinze country is North Timiskaming,

where good guides can be secured.
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The Finding of Lost Lake.

BY FRED C. ARMSTRONG.

(Continued from the January Issue)

"Here we were. Two men quite alone in

a country strange to them, without any

provisions, or gun; in fact, our whole out-

fit consisted of an axe, a few matches, and

a compass, tor we had left our blankets,

thinking that they would have made our

loads too heavy.

Stephen thought we ought to follow the

tote road, as it would be certain to bring

us out somewhere, but I made up my mind

we would make a trail straight across

country, spotting it as we went; upon

which he said, "Then the Lord only knows

where we will come out." I laughed and

told him that we should come out all

right, and, finally, after a lot of argument

on each side, I took out a pencil and tore

off a piece of birch bark, and made a rough

map of the Burnt Hill and Beaver Lake

country. By this T intended to travel. I

knew, of course, that we had travelled in a

southerly direction, and that if we travel-

led north now we should strike the Beaver

Lake region without fail. Having made up

our minds to this course, we threw our-

selves on our bed of boughs with our feet

to the bright fire of pine knots, thinking

we should have a good night's rest, but we
had scarcely slept a couple of hours when

the rain came down in torrents, the light-

nine played, the thunder rolled, and very

soon our lean-to of bouehs began to leak

badly, and our fire to give off more smoke

than heat.

To make matters worse a laree spruce

fell with an awful crash only a few feet

from us. and after this, trees fell on every

side.much to our alarm, for we thought we
should surelv be killed.

We passed an awful night ; rain fell in

torrents and the wind now arisen to

the fierceness of a gale, howled dismally

thrnneh the trees. T, for one. wished mv-

self safelv out of it, and regretted ever

having undertaken the trip.

When things get to their worst they

mend, and shortly before dawn the rain

ceased, and we started out on a hunt for

dry wood, which we found only after prow-
ling through the wet bushes for an hour.

At length an old, dry pine that had been

blown down years before gave us what we
were looking for. When we got back to

camp we soon whittled some dry shavings,

but when I tried to strike a match, I

found all mine wet. Stephen gave me a
great going over for not having a match
safe, but when he came to hunt for his, he
could not find it, so here we were without
matches and without fire.

Stephen once more wilted, and throwing
up his arms, cried we were going to freeze

to death. Moreover, he registered a vow
that if ever he got back to camp he would
never more go cruising with Fred Arm-
strong.

Well, we had to keep moving. Every lit-

tle while we would take a walk around the
camp, generally stubbing our toes against
a root and falling, and Stephen to enliven

matters sang snatches at intervals, the
favorite being "Where is my wandering
boy tonight ? "

; but after a time he grew
so hoarse that he could not talk, let alone
sing. After a light meal of corned beef,

without fixings, we started on our home-
ward journey, one spotting, the other giv-

ing the direction by the compass.

We travelled over hills, across brooks,

through beautiful hardwood groves, and al-

though Stephen doubted it, I assured him
that we should get to camp by dinner
time. We travelled fast, but at eleven

o'clock there was yet no sign of Beaver
Lake, though from the way the land sloped

I knew there must be a lake or stream
ahead of us. At noon we came to an old

tote road, and then I felt sure we were
near the lake. After crossing the road we
came to a stream, which we followed for
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a half-mile, aud here we got a glimpse of

beautiful Beaver Lake through the spruces.

Fifteen minutes later we were in camp,

just in time to prevent a rescue party

starting. They gave us a good dinner and

we did justice to it, as we had not had a

square meal since we left camp.

After dinner we had a sleep, and early

no.xt morning we guided Mr. Moore to the

lake. He was only there one day, but he

got his moose, and it was a big one in ttie

bargain. He it was who named the lake

"Lost Lake" in our honor.

Tree Planting on Sable Island.'

In the report of the Director of the Dom-
inion Experimental Farm for 1901, an ac-

count was given of some experiments un-

dertaken in May of that year in the plant-

ing of trees and shrubs on Sable Island,

ofi the coast of Nova Scotia, and noticed

at that time in Rod and Gun. There were

included in this test 68,755 evergreens of

twenty-five varieties, and 12,590 deciduous

sorts of seventy-nine varieties, a total of

81,345. A list of these is given in the An-

nual Report of the Experimental Farms for

1901.

In that report some extracts were pub-

lished from letters received from the sup-

erintendent of the island, showing that the

planting, which was begun on May 18, was

finished on June 17. In subsequent letters

received in July and November, he speaks

of the difficulties the trees had to contend

with owing to an unfavorable season, and

of their condition at its close.

In the report for 1902 just received fur-

ther information is given as to the condi-

tion of the plantations, from which we

quote the following:—

"I will give you the latest news of the

trees. Our winter has been very mild; not

much snow and not much frost. When

a cold snap occurred it was followed by

enough mild weather to take all the frost

out of the ground. March was very mild
;

April was cold and windy, and that has

continued up to a week ago. Many pines

that seemed to stand the winter went red

in March and April, and many that turned

color have recovered and are putting out

new buds. Survivors of Austrian, Moun-

tain and Maritime pines are the most

[iromising, and those that are not doing

well are the small specimens; nearly all

the larger ones planted are killed. A few

spruces of all kinds survive, but they are

not promising. Of the arbor vitae only a
few are living. Juniper of both kinds near-

ly all dead
;
perhaps four or five surviv-

ors."

"The Maritime pines raised from seed

were killed wherever they were scattered

on the bare ground, but where they came
up among the grass they are growing fine-

ly in this shelter, and there are thousands

now green and putting out new buds. When
sowing these I put them in thick, and after

they came up I thought that in spots they

were too thick, but this was their salva-

tion, as the winds subsequently killed those

on the outside, while those in the middle

of these bunches were protected and have

remained green."

"The deciduous trees were killed down
from the top, some to the ground, others

killed outright, but they are no exceptions,

all are killed at least half way down. In-

cluded in these are Pyrus prunifolia, P.

baccata, Caragana arborescens and Silver

Poplar. All these deciduous sorts put out

leaves a month ago, but lately we have

had very high winds and all the leaves are

more or less blisjhted, and some of the

gooseberry and currant bushes are strip-

ped. As Ihave mentioned before shelter is

necessary here to success."

"T kept about ten pounds of the seed of

the Maritime pine sent last year, and this

I have planted this spring along with the

seeds of other shrubs and trees you have

sent me since, in rows in different places

"Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association.
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THK FIRST HOfSE.
This clearing on the Mauasvin River, Quebec, is Ihe extreme verge of civilization.

THK I.\U1.\.\ S (..K.WK.
An old Indian burying ground near Lake OsUboning, Quebec. (Kepawa District.)
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more or less sheltered. I also gave small

lots to the three station-keepers in other

parts of the island. From the experience

gained last year I think I shall be able to

protect these seedlings next winter as well

as other specimens. Shelter from the winds

is the main point here. Many Manitoba

maple seedlings have leaved out and al-

though they are killed from half to three-

fourths down, they are putting up a vigor-

ous growth."

"Speaking again of the need of shelter,

you will remember that there were three

patches planted inside the home field in

which the house stands. Two of these were

long narrow strips, which were ploughed

before planting and subsequently cultivat-

ed. Of the trees planted on these plots,

there is one survivor. In the front a plan-

tation was made of about 1,000 trees, in

almost pure sand in which the sand-binding

grass was growing. When the grass grew

up I had some of it cut out with a grass

hook, and intended having it all cut, but

more than half of it was left. Where the

grass was left the trees are nearly all alive

and thrifty ; where the grass was cut nine-

ty per cent, are dead. In this grass there

are some nice specimens of white pine, pin-

us strobus, which did not stand exposure

at all. About 300 trees are now growing

in this plantation,"

The next letter is dated September 18th,

in which the superintendent says: "I wrote

you in the spring about the trees, and I

think on the whole it was encouraging. I

am afraid that the facts I am to give you

now will be. less so. I mentioned that

nearly all the deciduous trees had come
through the winter, and although killed

down somewhat, had leafed out again and

were making a promising start. The winds

in the latter part of May were cruel to the

trees, sometimes running up to forty miles

an hour. In June we had a succession of

windy days. On the sixth and seventh of

that month the wind averaged for the !or-

ty-eight hours over thirty-five miles an

hour, and the maximum velocity was 52

miles, with the thermometer ranging from
thirty-five degrees to thirty-eight degrees

F. This storm stripped all the loaves

of the deciduous trees and killed a

large proportion of them, the rest have

been struggling along feebly, but at this

time very few look promising. Pines have

held on pretty well."

"During July about 1,200 of the seedlings

of the Maritime pine were transplanted in-

to one of the larger plantations. I dug

small clumps, with one or two pines grow-

ing in each, with a hoe, and planted these

irregularly about a foot apart, so that if

they grow they will protect each other.

This work was carefully done and about

seventy-five per cent, are living. The seed-

lings in the bed look well, as do the pines

planted last year that survived the win-

ter. These are all protected by grass and

may have grown hardier by the time tliey

get above it. The remaining pines in the

plantation in front of my house held their

own during the summer. I left the ;-;ra.ss

around these also."

"With reference to the use of fertilizers

on the young trees, no difference could be

noticed in the ground treated and untreat-

ed ; the difference where any existed was
where there was some natural protection

from the wind. I am continuing the exper-

iments with the pines growing on the

plantation in front of my house, where I

shall be able to observe it, if there be any

difference. No fertilizer has been applied

to this lot, and although the soil is pure

sand, or nearly so, the pines that survived

there were quite equal in growth to any of

those treated with fertilizers last year."

"In many cases where the tops of the

seedlings of Pinus Maritima had turned red

and were apparently dead, new shoots

started just above the ground. It was a

surprise to me to see conifers do this, and
their roots are from six to nine inches

long, straight down."

In a later communication, under date of

November 5th, 1902, the superintendent

says:—"Our autumn has been an improve-

ment on the summer and last fall. Apple
trees and shrubs protected with barrels are

still growing as green as can be. The pines

in Gourdeau park look fine and the fall

rains have improved them very much. Our
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summer (iroiith affects the trees very seri- lomul there. These birches are still green

ously. Of the deciduous sorts planted in and where the leaves did not get above the

the park, about fifty white birches have tali grass, are yet on the trees. We have

surprised me this fall, and they and the had frost, but not enougn to do injury in

Scotch broom are about all that can l)e that direction."

Snowshocs versus Ski.

Hv sr. CROIX.

It has been said that neither the violin

nor Indian siiowshoe can be improved up-

on, but this statement may be challenged,

because the birch bark canoe is generally

included among the things that have at-

tained to perfection, whereas we know
that the birchbark is by no means perfect,

and, as a matter of fact, has heen very

much improved upon. All this is introduc-

tory to saying that the snowshoe is tor

very many purposes distinctly inferior to

tne Norwegian ski.

I had an opportunity to use the ski dur-

ing a long winter that I passed in Nor-

way when I was a lad, but in those days

its use was confined to the peasants and

Lapps, of the Scandanavian peninsula. It

was not used by the town folk, norhadit

spread to Central Europe. Since that the

ski has become better known and, unless I

am mistaken, we are about to have an epi-

demic of skiing, which may possibly cause

the rinks and the tobaggan slides to be

deserted, for this old Norwegian sport has

a tremendous fascination, and will no doubt

establish itself firmly in the affections of

Canadians and of our cousins across the

line.

The ski is nothing but a. long, narrow

board, turned up at the end and modified

to suit different districts. For a flat coun-

try, nothing will beat a long, narrow ski,

two and three-quarter inches in width and

eight or nine feet in length—some I have

seen measured twelve feet, but for all

around work, a man of medium weight,

will find a ski three inches in width and

seven feet in length about the best. I am

using a pair eight feet in length, but they

are not as good for ordinary work as a

shorter ski.

The ski has several advantages over the

snowshoe. In the first place one may use

any ordinary foot gear. A pair of old

boots or shoes covered by rubbers will do,

though the best foot gear I have been able

to discover is the Dolge. There are several

fastenings ; in principle they are much
alike, with the exception of the alpine ski.

which is used by about 8,000 skier in

Switzerland and Germany ; this has a met-

al foot-plate and a hinge, but all other I

have seen consist essentially of a broad

toe-strap and a heel-strap, either stiffened

by an insertion of wood, or wire, or sup-

ported over the instep by a light strap.

Walking on the level is simplicity itself.

The whole trick is the keeping of the ski

near one another and sliding them alter-

nately forward. No attempt should be

made at pushing with the rear foot, as the

slippery snow affords no fulcrum. The body

is thrown forward, and the ski slipped a

full stride ahead without being raised off

the snow. This is one of the ski's great

advantages over the Indian snowshoe ; the

weight of the ski never falls upon the mus-

cles of the thigh and, consequently, aft-

er a long day's tramp you hardly feel

tired. On the level the ski is a little fast-

er than the snowshoe. Up hill there is lit-

tle, if anything, to choose between thein ;

down the slope the skier will sail away
from the snowshoer as though the latter

were standing still. Some of the best men
among the Lapps have covered one-hundred

and thirty odd miles in the twenty-four
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hours, and if ever the ski is introduced

among the prairie Indians, I think they

will perform even more wonderful feats of

speed and endurance. A pole is carried in

skiing, but should be used as little as pos-

sible. This pole is from six to seven feet

long, either of ash or bamboo, and has a

disk a few inches above its steel-shod

point, which prevents it sinking too deeply

into the snow.

Our woods Indians and bushmen are per-

suaded that a very broad shoe is necessary

for progression in the woods, but I think

they will change their mind after they have

tried the ski. I have given mine a thor-

ough test in thick bush, and although they

are too long for the work, I find'no diffi-

culty in making better time than I could

have made with the Indian snowshoe. Their

extreme narrowness is a great advantage
;

their baring surface is such a long one,

that one does not break through in the

soft snow under the bushes, as one does

with the Indian snowshoe. I think that

for forest work a ski about five feet long,

and of five or five and one-half inches in

width, will be found to work wonderfully

well in thick bush, but the ski will only be

useful when a man is travelling light, be-

cause it is quite impossible to haul a

toboggan, the ski affording no grip of the

snow. This, of course will limit its use-

fulness, yet it is such a simple contrivance

and has so many advantages for certain

purposes that I consider its use must be-

come general throughout Canada.

Then there is another sidc' to skiing. On
skis men have jumped, or rather allowed

themselves to be carried, more than one

hundred feet through the air. The so-call-

ed jump is made, by sliding downhill at a

tremendous pace, and taking ofi from a

platform well down the slope. The inclin-

ation of the run, from the start to the

jump, for the best results, should not be

so steep as the inclination below the plat-

form. In this sport the stick is not car-

ried, as it has given i-ise to some terrible

accidents, jumpers having been impaled

upon their own staves. The body must be

thrown well forward during the jump, and

one foot should be somewhat in adv.mce of

the other upon aligl.ting. These jumping

competitions attract thousands in Norway,

and are bound to become just as popular

here in Canada. Some of our best athleros

are very fairly proficient, and it is qu:1e

possible some European records may he

broken before many seasons have elapsed.

To sum up : Ski are very low in price,

easily taken care of, almost as easily re-

placed, and afford the most delightful ex-

ercise that it is possible to imagine. There

is quite as much excitement in skiing

down hill as in tobogganing ; there is as

much skill required in skiing as in skating,

—and in skiing there is more variety than

can be claimed by either of the sister

sports.

The 0. A. and E. U/

I

At the last meeting of the Ontario Agri-

cultural and Experimental Union, held at

the Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph,

on the eighth and ninth of December, con-

siderable interest was shown in a discus-

sion on the subject of forestry from the

standpoint of the farmer. The Ontario

,'"ontribute<i hv the Officers of the Canarti.in Fnrestrv

Agricultural and Experimental Union is

composed of ex-students of the Agricultur-

al College and was formed for the purpose

of carrying on co-operative experiments in

all parts of Canada, and in all the branch-

es of agriculture. Two years ago a com-

mittee was appointed to look into the for-

,\ssociation.
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estry question as aifecting the Ontario

farmer. No funds were supplied to the

committee for carrying on any extensive in-

vestigation ; so, in order to gain some idea

of the general feeling among the farmers,

and also to find out if possible the amount

of woodlands still remaining in the agricul-

tural districts, printed circulars were sent

out to representative farmers throughout

Ontario asking various questions, in all

eighteen in number, such as: About what

proportion of land in your locality is left

under forest ? Of what varieties of trees

are the woodlots now composed ? What is

the value of lyour woodlot to you per

year ? What is the feeling in regard to for-

estry in your locality ? etc.

From the answers to these questions it

was found that in many localities only five

per cent, of the land still remained in for-

est, and ranging from this small per cent-

age up to fifty per cent, in the more re-

cently occupied districts; the average for

the agricultural lands of the Province be-

ing about eighteen per cent. In regard to

the feeling with reference to the forestry

question, the answers showed that at pres-

ent very little thought was given to the

subject, but indicated a general feeling that

something ought to be done by somebody.

At the meeting in 1903 a resolution was

passed urging the provincial government to

do something to encourage the reforesting

of certain portions where it might be

thought advisable, either by practical as-

sistance to the farmer, or else by actually

undertaking the work on public lands.

Nothing, however, has yet been done by the

Government along these lines.

At the last meeting, after a good deal of

discussion, a committee was appointed to

draft another resolution to the Govern-

ment. The resolution approved by the

Association, urges upon the Government:—

First, the necessity of obtaining accurate

information as to the comparative areas in

the different districts of such non-agricul-

tural land, at present lying idle, owing to

the fact of the forests having been cut ott

and the land being too poor to support or-

dinary agricultural operations ; second, the

advisability of reforesting these areas as

soon as possible ; third, the necessity of

establishing a school of forestry, where

young men may be trained in such a way
as to fit them to carry out such forestry

work as the future of the Province de-

mands ; fourth, the advisability of read-

justing the method of assessing real estate

so that forest land may not be over taxed

as at present, which tends to decrease the

forest area.

The subject of the taxation of the farm-

ers' wood lands was rather fully discussed,

the general opinion being that the present

method of assessment according to the

value of the land, plus the value of the

timber crop, was not only unfair but en-

couraged the cutting of the timber, which

in most cases is worth considerably more
than the land upon which it is growing.

After the timber is cut, the land, being too

poor for agriculture, reverts to the munici-

pality, as the owner refuses to pay high

taxes on unremunerative property.

The general subject of forestry, dealing

with the preservation of the large public

timber tracts, was not touched upon. It

seems that at present little thought is

given to this part of the question by the

average person. It is encouraging, how-

ever, to find a representative association

of farmers taking up the subject as affect-

ing their own interests, and it will not be

long before a general fcpling will be estab-

lished that forestry must go hand-in-hand

with agriculture in order that the latter

may be successful.
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Ontario Timber [peculations.'

The recent sale of timber limits hy ihe

Government of Ontario brings forward

somewhat prominently the importance of

the forest interests of that Province, and

it may well furnish the occasion for a re-

view of the history of its administration

of timber lands.

The Province of Ontario was finally es-

tablished as a separate entity with legisla-

tive powers at the time of the Confedera-

tion of the Dominion of Canada in 1867,

and the history of forest administration

since that time has had a separate devel-

opment. Previously, however, it was in-

termingled to a greater or less extent at

different periods with the general admin-

istration of the Dominion, and to obtain a

reasonably complete view it will be neces-

sary to take a look backward, hasty

though it may be, over the successive

steps by which, the present position has

been reached. Ideas In regard to the man-
agement of forest lands have undergone

many changes, but fortunately the public

interest in the matter is a factor that

has never been entirely overlooked, and

therefore the Province of Ontario and

some of the other Provinces of the Domin-
ion, are at the present time in a position

in which they may obtain large revenues

from the timber crop on lands, which will

still remain public property and under gov-

ernment control.

Under the French regime large tracts of

lands were granted to seigniors, which
were to be again allotted by them to ten-

ants, the intent being to reproduce as fully

as possible the feudal system of the ol<I

land. In these grants a reserve was made
of the oak timber for the use of the navy,

and in later grants reservations were also

made of lands and timber required for for-

tifications. When the British assumed pos-

session of the country in 1763, the re-

t|uirements of the army and navy were still

uppermost in the minds of the administra-

tion. The instructions to the first govern-

or commanded him to reserve a portion of

each township to provide timber for mili-

tary and naval purposes and also that a

general reserve be made of the forests be-

tween I^ake Champlain and the River St.

Lawrence. Later, in 1775, instructions

were given that no grant was to be made
of lands on which there was any consider-

able growth of white pine fit for masts for

the Royal navy. The only persons author-

ized to cut timber were contractors for the

Royal Navy, or persons holding licenses

from them. With or without authority,

however, timber was cut for domestic use,

and for export, and in 1818, the quantity

of Canadian timber which reached the

British market was 248,669 loads.

In 1791 Canada was divided into Upper
Canada, corresponding to the present Pro-

vince, of Ontario, and Lower Canada, cor-

responding to the present Province of Que-

bec. The instructions received by the Gov-
ernor-in-Chief of Upper Canada in the year

1818, were as follows:—

"Whereas, the reserving of such bodies

of land within our Province of Upper Can-

ada, where there are considerable growths

of timber fit for the use of our Royal navy

is a matter of the utmost importance to

Our Service ; it is Our Will and pleasure

that no grant whatever be made of lands

in any district or tract of Our said Pro-

vince of Upper Canada until our surveyor-

general, or his deputy, lawfully appointed,

shall have surveyed the same and marked
out as reservations to Us, Our heirs and

successors, such parts thereof as shall be

found to contain any considerable growth
of masting or other timber fit for the use

of our Royal Navy, and more especially on

the rivers ; and you are hereby instructed

to direct Our Surveyor-General of Lands,

in Our said Province, from time to time,

ributed bv the Officers of the Canadi.in Forestry Association.
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with all due diligence to complete the sur-

veys and mark out the reservations as

aforesaid, in the most convenient parts of

Our said Province ; and you are further di-

rected to direct our Surveyor-General not

to certify any plots of ground ordered and

surveyed for any person or persons in ord-

er that grants may be made out for the

same, until it shall appear to him by cer-

tificate under the hand of Our Surveyor-

General of Woods, or his deputy, that the

land so to be granted is not part of nor

included in, any district marked out as a

reservation for Us, Our heirs, and success-

ors, as aforesaid, for the purpose hereinbe-

fore mentioned."

In 1826 regulations were adopted permit-

ting any Canadian citizen to enter upon

unsurveyed Crown Lands and cut oak and

pine timber, at a duty per thousand feet

(white) 'pine, white pine being considered

of £6 5s on oak timber, of £4 3s 4d on

red pine, and of £2 Is 8d cm yellow

at that time of less value than the red

pine. Double the amount of duty was to

be charged on all timber that would not

square eight inches. The first receipts by

the Government from timber licenses were

in 1827, the amount collected being %'iW.

Although Upper Canada did not alienate

the wild lands to the same extent as in

Lower Canada, still the Governors disre-

garded their orders or used as a general

power what was to be employed only for

special cases, and between 1763 and 1825,

when the population had increased to only

150,000, the lands granted or engaged to

be granted, amounted to 13,000,000 acres,

while in the next thirteen years when
250,000 were added to the population, the

lands granted only reached the figure of

600.000 acres. The following statement

was given in evidence in 1838. and publish-

ed in an appendix to Lord Durham's re-

port:—"It appears that the quantity of

timber upon the waste lands of the Pro-

vince is practically unlimited and that, in-

dependently of the consumption of the ar-

ticle in England, there exists at present a

demand for pine timber in the Northern

and Western States of the Union^ which

mav be expected to experience a verv rap-

id increase and which can only he sup-

plied from the British North American

colonies. It appears that the revenue

which, under a wise and careful system of

management, might have been derived from

this property, has been needlessly sacrific-

ed by the practices adopted in the dispos-

al of public lands. The value of the timber

upon an acre of land at the price of gov-

ernment licenses is frequently more than

ten times greater than the amount requir-

ed to be paid in order to obtain possession

of the land upon which the timber is

growing. Payment of the first instalment

of the purchase money is alone necessary

for this purpose and before the second in-

stalment is due, or any measures are adop-

ted to enforce payment, the timber may be

cut down or the land abandoned.''

In 1840, by the Act of Union, the Pro-

vinces were united and the administration

of the forests again placed under one auth-

ority, and in 1846 new regulations were is-

sued, the principal provisions of which

were that no new limits were to be grant-

ed exceeding five miles in front, by five

miles in depth, or halfway to the next riv-

er, and that the quantity of timber insert-

ed in the license, and which the licensees

would bind themselves to take out was
1000 feet per square mile. Licenses were

not transferable without the sanction of

the Crown Lands Department, and when

there was more than one application, the

limit was to be disposed of by public auc-

tion.

In 1849 a select committee was appoint-

eil by the Legislature to enquire into and

report upon the state of the lumber trade,

the cause of its depression, the protection

of the forests from unnecessary destruct-

ion, and upon all other matters connected

with the lumbering interests of the Pro-

vince. The Commission reported that it

was clear that the depressed state of

trade was due to over-production in 1846,

and also to some extent to the order es-

tablished by the government regulations tc

manufacture a certain large quantity of

limber upon each limit, to the threatened

subdivision of the limits and to the want
of any equitable or decisive action on the

part of the Department with respect to

disputed boundaries, etc. As a result of
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the report, the first Crown Timber Act

was passed, which provided for yearly lic-

enses and the prevention of unauthorized

cutting, and by the regulations issued

thereunder, the size of limits was fixed at

50 square miles in unsurveyed townships

and at half that size in surveyed lands. All

licenses were to expire on the 30th April

in each year, and licensees who had duly

occupied their limits and who had com-

plied with the requirements of the Depart-

ment were considered as having a claim to

the renewal of their license in preference to

all others. The dues on white pine logs

twelve feet long were fixed at 5d per log,

and on red pine at 7d, red pine still being

considered the more valuable. In 1851 a

provision was made that all s-»wlogs cut

in future upon public lands, if exported

from the Province, shall be paid for at

double rates, and a ground rent of 2s 6d

per square mile was established.

A new Commission was appointed in

1863 to enquire into the subject of forest

administration, and in 1866 further changes

in the regulations were made by which the

practice of sale of timber limits by public

auction at an upset price was fixed. White

and red pine were placed on the same bas-

is of dues. In that year the amount col-

lected for timber dues and ground rent

was $338,302.

The accomplishment of the confederation

of the Dominion of Canada in 1867 again

and finally separated the Province of On-

tario and gave it the control of the Crown
lands. In 1868 ground rent was fixed at

$2 per square mile and dues at 15 cents

per standard of two hundred feet for pine

logs. The main features of the regulations

were finally settled and the changes since

that date may be briefly noted. In 1887

the dues on sawlogs were fixed at $1.00

per thousand feet and the ground rent at

$3 per square mile. In 1892 new licen.ses

were restricted to white and red pine and

the dues on saw logs were increased to

$1.25. At the present time the dues have

been raised to $2.00 per thousand and the

ground rent to $5.00 per square mile, and

a provision has been included that the

right of renewal shall not be considered as

extending beyond a period of fifteen years.

In 1885 the Fire Ranging System was

adopted and in 1898 the Forest Reserves

Act was passed in accordance with the

recommendation of the Forestry Commis-
sion appointed in 1897. Both have already

been fully explained in Rod and Gun.

In 1871 the first auction sale of timber

limits by the Province of Ontario was held,

the berths being in Muskoka and Parry

Sound districts, and 487 square miles were

disposed of for $117,672, an average of

$242 per square mile. In 1872, 5301 miles

North of Lake Huron were disposed of at

$592,601, an average of $110.

In 1887 limits on the Muskoka and Peta-

wawa Rivers aggregating 459 square miles

were sold for $1,313,755, an average of

$2,859 per mile. In 1892, 633 miles were

put up for sale and brought in $2,315,000,

an average of $3,657 per mile, the largest

bonus being $6,300 per mile.

The sale held on the ninth December,

1903, comprised an area of 826 square

miles in the Lake of the Woods, Rainy

River, Algoma and Nipissing Districts, and

notwithstanding the increase in dues and

restrictions of the term of holding, the

price realized for bonus was $3,667,337.50,

an average of $4,450 per square mile. The

highest price paid was $31,500 per mile tor

a berth of three and one-half miles in Nip-

issing District. This is about $50 per acre

and the average price for all the timber

disposed of is $7.00 per acre. It will thus

be seen that these timber lands bring to

the Province an immediate return of $7.00

per acre for the pine alone, besides future

payments of dues at the rate of $2.00 per

thousand, and ground rent of $5.00 per

square mile, that they will revert abso-

lutely to the Province in fifteen years with

all the timber other than pine, and that

they may then, if fit for settlement, be

granted to settlers as homesteads, or util-

ized in such manner as may be most ad-

vantageous. We venture to say that there

is no other kind or class of property under

Government control from which greater re-

turns will be received, and there is surely

the strongest justification for the efforts

that are being put forth to interest the

public in the administration of the great
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forest resources of the Province and the

Dominion, and devise the best means for

perpetuating and expanding the possibili-

ties of such a source of national wealth.

To the Editor of Rod and Gun:

The highly successful result of the sale

of timber held in Toronto in December by

the Ontario government, and which total-

led $3,677,337, affords a strong indication

of the growing importance of this branch

of our natural resources. High prices were

paid at this sale, notwithstanding that the

timber dues had been raised from $1.25 to

$2.00 per thousand feet, and the ground

rentals from three to five dollars per

mile. It has been predicted that the pur-

chases, in some cases, were too costly to

ensure a profitable result in working the

limits, but those who have shown tncir

confidence in the commercial activity that

is in store for the Dominion, will, no

doubt,, be suitably rewarded for their faith

in its development. The depletion of for-

ests of other countries, upon which, here-

tofore the world's supply has been depend-

ant, and the enhanced demand lor -vood of

all kinds, and especially for that king of

all woods, the noble pine, have increased

for us the value of our own timber areas.

This brings to the attention the subject of

Forestry, a knowledge of the science of

which is being gradually unfolded by those

who are making it a study, and to which

public interest is being more extensively

awakened. The value of the products of the

forest, in the Dominion, in the year 1891,

was eight million dollars, the exportations

amounting to twenty-four millions, and

our wooded area, including all kinds,

amounts to eight hundred million acres.

The possession of this vast resource, how-

ever, great as it is, should not engender

the idea, that, therefore, we have no need

to pay heed to the preservation and repro-

duction of our forest wealth. On the con-

trary, preservation and reforestration,

must be the means adopted to protect from

annihilation and sustain this valuable asset

of our national wealth. Canada, in 1891,

consumed in forest products 250 cubic feet

per capita of population ; Great Britain

only fifteen cubic feet per capita. In Eng-

land, as long ago as the reign of Queen

Elizabeth, public opinion was so impressed

with the value of the forests, and the fear

of their permanent destruction, that the

manufacturers were restrained by Parlia-

mentary influence from using timber as a

fuel. This enactment proved disastrous to

the manufacturing interests, as there be-

ing then no other known fuel, a temporary

cessation of manufacturing followed. Fire

is the deadliest enemy of our forests, but

this danger is, happily, kept in check by

systems of forest ranging, that have been

established by the Provinces, and to which

is attributable an immense saving of our

forest wealth from destruction.

C. Steele,

Sault Ste Marie, Ont.
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Our Medicine Ba^.

A correspondent asks where "Ski Run-

ning," by Mr. E. C. Richardson, is to be

obtained in Canada. We understand that

Messrs. A. T. Chapman, 2673 St. Catherine

Street, Montreal, and Mr. E. M. Renouf,

2238 St. Catherine Street, Montreal, in-

tend carrying this book in stock.

The following extract from the address

of President Roosevelt to the Congress of

the United States is of great interest:—

"The study of the opportunities of re-

clamation of the vast extent of arid land

shows that whether this reclamation is

done by individuals, corporations, or the

state, the sources of water supply must be

effectively protected and the reservoirs

guarded by the preservation of the forests

at the headwaters of the streams. The en-

gineers making the preliminary examina-
tions continually emphasize this need and
urge that the remaining public lands at the

headwaters of the important streams of the

West be reserved to insure permanency of

water supply for irrigation. Much progress

in forestry has been made durmg the past

year. The necessity for perpetuating our

forest resources, whether in public or pri-

vate hands, is recognized now as never be-

fore. The demand for forest reserves has

become insistent in the West, because the

West must use the water, wood, and sum-

mer range which only such reserves can

supply. Progressive lumbermen are striv-

ing, through forestry, to give their busi-

ness permanence. Other great business

interests are awakening to the need

of forest preservation as a business mat-

ter. The government's forest work should

receive from the Congress hearty support,

and especially support adequate for the

protection of the forest reserves against

fire. The forest-reserve policy of the gov-

ernment has passed beyond the experimen-

tal stage and has reached a condition

where scientific methods are essential to

its successful prosecution. The admin-

istrative features of forest reserves are at

present unsatisfactory, being divided be-

tween three bureaus of two departments.

Much has been said and written for and

against using cast or leaden alloy bullets

in the modern quick twist rifles. The man-

ufacturers of ammunition generally in-

struct their patrons that they cannot be

used. Of course any one knows that if he

is required to purchase a new cartridge

every time he shoots, his sport must soon

become very expensive. Many who desire

to economize and at the same time convert

their high power rifles into less dangerous

weapons for short range armory work and

small game shooting at distances of two
hundred yards and under, will be interest-

ed in the new bullets here illustrated.

They were designed by Mr. Barlow of the

Ideal Mfg. Co. They have proved to be

wonderfully accurate. With bullet No.

308,241 Lieut. W. C. Gannon of Co. "C."

4th Regiment of Infantry, New Jersey Na-

tional Guard, made ten consecutive bulls-

eyes at two hundred yards, Creedmoor tar-

get, at the regimental range at Marion, N.

J., on Oct. 3rd, 1903. This shooting was
done standing, off-hand, with regular mili-

tary sights. Again on October 10th, 1903,

at the regimental armory indoor range,

eighty yards, he, in a standing position,

off-hand, made five successive bulls-eyes.

Afterwards in the prone position, off-hand,

he made nineteen successive bulls-eyes, the

other being a four, scoring ninety-nine out

of a possible one hundred, which is believ-

ed to be the highest indoor score ever

made with a military rifle (30-40 Krag-

Jorgenson.) There was no cleaning and no

leasing.

The information relative to this wonder-
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It is therefore recommcniled that all mat-

ters pertaining to forest reserves, except

those involving or pertaining to land

titles, be consolidated in the Bureau of

Forestry of the Department of Agricul-

ture."

ued at $434,128, and of planks and boards,

954,241,000 feet, valued at $14,005,128, and

of planks and boards 954,241,000 feet val-

ued $14,005,708, going mainly to the Unit-

ed States; the value of spruce and pine

deals was $11,967,921, and of square tim-

ber $2,551,664, most of which was sent to.

Great Britain.

The Trade and Navigation returns for the

fiscal year ending 30th June, 1903, show
the imports into Canada of forest pro-

ducts, manufactured and otherwise, as

having a value 6f $6,166,834, the value of

the free goods being $5,015,121. Much the

larger proportion of these goods were im-

ported from the United States, some of the

principal items being;—Oak, 38,055,060 feet

valued at $1,268,053 ; cherry, chestnut,gum,

hickory and whitewood, 7,439,264 feet; val-

ued at $305,657 ; walnut, 1,182,710 feet,

value $55,600 ; white ash, 1,069,001 feet,

value $42,392; veneers $132,747.

The exports of products of the forest

amounted to $36,386,015, to which must be

added $4,473,952, the value of manufac-

tures of wood. The most important item

among the manufactures is wood pulp, $3,-

150,943, while the pulpwood exported is

estimated at $1,558,560. The quantity ex-

ported in the log was 51,803,000 feet val-

Thc merry little beagle has been the fav-

orite with sportsmen since the days o£

good Queen Bess who, by the bye, was the

owner, so history tells us, of a pack of

"singing beagles" that could be carried in

a man's gauntlet. Of course, there are dif-

ferent sized beagles and various sized men,

and, consequently, all sorts of sizes in

gauntlets, so that we need not be too-

sceptical. Of late years this breed has

come into well-deserved prominence in the

United States, so that we welcome a lit-

tle treatise on this sporting breed that has

just been issued from the Wheaton College

press. Mr. Reno B. Cole is the editor, but

the various chapters are contributed by

Messrs. Pulley, Tatham, Steffen, Zimmer,

Brooke, McAleer, Jones, Higginson and

Lord, in addition to Mr. Cole, and these are

names to conjure with in the beagle world.

ful shooting, Lieut. Gannon gives as fol-

lows: "For the two hundred yards range,

sights were elevated for 600 yards, for the

eighty yards, the elevation was four-hun-

dred and fifteen yards. Shells used were U.

M. C. primers U.M.C. SJ. For the two
hundred yards the charge of powder was
nine grains of Laflin & Rand's "Sharp-

shooter," and for the eighty yards eight

grains of the same powder. The bullet was
cast from Hudson's alloy; sized in Ideal

Lubricator, and Sizer left .312 inch in dia-

meter. It was seated in shell with Ideal

No. 3 tool, forward band projecting be-

yond the muzzle of the shell; shell no(

crimped, but indented with Ideal Shell In-

dentor." This combination of bullet, pow-

der, shells, primers, fire-arm and "man be-

hind the gun" seems to demonstrate with-

out a doubt that shells may be reloaded

advantageously, with lead bullets and

smokeless powders for use in modern

quick twist rifles.

We are informed by the Ideal Co. that

bullets Nos. 308,241, and 311,243, will here-

after be cut in the moulds attached to No.

6 tool for all of the 3n-30's and 3033 Sav-

age rifles respectively, and that .these bul-

lets may be seated with the same cham-

ber that seats the regular metal patched

bullets for those arms. . In that case, the

chamber will crimp Ihe same as it does

with the metal-patched bullet, but there

must be extra chambers with no

crimp for seating the bullets same as

Lieut. Gannon. For the .303 British and

30-10 Krag, there must be an extra cham-

ber, as these bullets are shorter over all

than the regular metal-covered bullets.

If our readers are interested, further in-

formation may be obtained by writing the

Ideal Mfg. Co., New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.
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The chapters deal with the history o£ the

beagle in America ; the beagle from an

English standpoint; breeding; rearing; fen-

nel management ; formation of a pack
;

training ; field trials ; bench shows ; drag-

hunts ; the pocket beagle ; the English and

American standards ; list of bench show

champions and list of field trial cham-

pions.

According to Mr. Jones, fifty per cent,

more beagles are now shown on the bench

than was the case five years ago. Of

course, owing to this much greater com-
petition, condition has become a more nec-

essary study. In past years when a judge

had fewer dogs to compare, one with the

other, conformation was shown, almost the

only factor taken into consideration ; now-
a-days a dog badly shown wodld have a

poor chance, hence this knowledge must be

obtained by the successful exhibitor, and
we do not know where he will obtain it

outside the practical school of experience,

better than between the covers of this lit-

tle book.

A new edition, completely revised, and

highly extended, of Dr. G. Brown Goode's

American Fishes has just been issued by

Dana, Estes & Company, Boston. The

work of revision and extension has been

done by Dr. Theodore Gill, Professor of

Zoology of Columbia University.

Fifteen years have passed since the puli-

lication of Dr. Goode's work on American
Fishes. Its merits soon became appreciat-

ed, and it has been for some time t.jt of

print. Messrs. Dana, Estes & Company,

being impelled thereto by a continued de-

mand for the work, resolved to reissue it,

but before doing so had it brought up to

date, wisely, by Dr. Gill. The species in the

original work have been consider.nl iiiostjy

in an approximately systematic ocdcv 'i"l>

supplement this, lists of the species of

economic value, or esteemed as angle fish-

es, have been given under five geographical

divisions. (1) The fresh waters east of the

Rocky Mountains
; (2) fresh waters west of

the Rocky Mountains; (3) the Atlantic

Coast
; (4) the Florida and Gulf Coast

;

(5) the Pacific Coast. It is well known

that Dr. Goode has supreme confidence in

Dr. Gill, and there can be no doubt that

he would have chosen this latter gentleman

to revise his work had it been possible for

him to do so. They collaborated in many
cases and the methods of the one were the

methods of the other.

The fifth annual meeting of the Canadian

Forestry Association will be held at To-

ronto on the 10th and 11th March, 1904.

The programme is now being arranged and

will be completed shortly, when full an-

nouncement will be made by circular to

the members of the Association. The pap-

ers already promised include "The Sys-

tems of Administration of Timber Lands

in Canada" by Aubrey White, Assistant

Commissioner of Crown Lands for On-

tario ; "The Laurentides National Park"
by W. C. J. Hall, Department of Lands
and Forests, Quebec ; "Forestry in Rela-

tion to Irrigation" by J. S. Dennis, Irri-

The most complete catalogue of power
launches is that issued by the Matthews
Boat Company of Bascom, Ohio. This

catalogue, which will be sent upon request,

contains not only a very full description of

the Torpedo Launches manufactured by
this Company, but in addition, much use-

ful information regarding the barometer,

buoys, and beacons, the compass, judging

distance, navigation rules, estimation of

power, and other things a sailorman

should know. The launches vary in size

from a 17-foot with beam of a 4-foot 8-inch,

and an extreme draft ot fifteen inches, to a
yacht 62 feet in length, and with a fifty

horse power motor, having ample sleeping

accommodation for twelve persons.

This is the range of XXX launches illus-

trated and described in this cataloghe, but

the Company is prepared to build still

larger a craft if so requested.

The launches made by this company are

known all over the country, and are the

standard by which others are judged.
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gation Commissioner for the Canadian Pa-

cific Railway Company ; "Forest Repro-

duction in Germany", A. Harold Unwin, of

the Dominion Forestry Branch. Other as-

pects of forestry in relation to lumbering,

agriculture and education,will be dealt with

by practical men, who are prominent in

these different branches. It is expected

that this will be the most successful an-

nual meeting yet held.

Forestry Exhibit of the Exposition, were

appointed a committee to make arrange-

ments tor an International Forestry con-

vention to be held at St. Louis during the

World's Fair. No date was set for the

convention, but it will probably be early

in the fall of 1904.

At the annual meeting of the American
Forestry Association held in Washington

recently, Mr. Gifford Pinchot, Chief For-

ester for the United States; Mr. E. Stew-

art, Dominion Superintendent of Forestry,

and Dr. Tarleton H. Bean, Director of the

We very seldom make mistakes, and still

more rarely do we acknowledge them when

we do make them, but it is clearly up to

the Editorial Department of this maga-

zine to explain why in the sub-title of the

cut of "Quebec Winter Sports" we were

so careful to explain that his Excellency,

the Governor-General and Lady Minto,

were in the picture. The only explanation

A -35 Caliber {250 Grains)
Soft I'oint Bullet

Before Firitig.

.\ .35 Caliber (Weiglu 247 3-10 Grains)

.Soft Point Bullet

Which Killed a Moose.

The Same Bullet

Showing Its Diameter
After Firing.

The .35 caliber Winchester Soft Point

Bullet reproduced above killed a bull moose

at about 350 yards, the shooting being

done by Mr. D. H. Mast of West Milton,

Ohio. The moose was struck in the shoul-

der, the bullet passing clear through the

body and stopping just under the skin on

the opposite side from which it entered,

t^rom the cuts of the bullet, the tremend-

ous smashing, shocking and killing power

of the .35 Caliber Winchester Cartridge can

be readily appreciated.

The original of the .33 Caliber Winchest-

er Soft Point Bullet reproduced below was

used by Edison Sylvester, a registered

guide, of Eustis, Me., in shooting a deer.

It struck the animal just behind the hip

and passed lengthwise through the body,

being found in the neck.

Circulars fully describing the Winchester

.33 and .35 Caliber Rifles will be gladly

sent to any one upon request.

Winchester Repeating Arms Co., New
Haven, Conn.

\ .33 f'aliber (200 grains)

Soft I'oint Bullet

Bforc Firing.

A .33 Caliber (Weight i8c; 2-10 grains)

Soft Point Bullet

Which Killed A Deer.

The Same Bullet

Showing Its r>ianieter

After Firing.
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that we can offer is such a poor one that

it is really in the nature of an apology,

hut such as it is we tender it with befitting

humility. The photograph, from which this

cut was made, does not represent the

Regal party, but a lot of very worthy

Quebec citizens, who were having a good

time in a modest way, but as it was one

of a series that came to Rod and Gun
from the same source, and as some of the

others represented his Excellency and Lady
Minto in snowshoeing costume, we, unfor-

tunately, took it for granted, that all the

photographs were taken at the same time

and in the same place.

Mr. Frank Chapman is well known as an

ornitholigist and as an author, and a new

book from his pen will be welcomed by all

bird lovers throughout the Dominion. His

latest contribution is "Color Key to North

American Birds." It consists of a short,

but of course, technical, accurate descrip-

tion of each bird, together with copious il-

lustrations in outline or color by Chester

A. Reed. Both author and artist have

succeeded admirably in their work, and we
believe that the publishers, Messrs Double-

day, Page & Company will find that this

book will have a large sale. Moreover, we
think it deserves it.

self, he states that unless more stringent

measures are taken to preserve mountain
sheep they will all be destroyed. He ad-

vocates a license for everyone, whether a

resident of the province or not, who hunts

sheep. Under present conditions many
heads are illegally shipped out of the pro-

vince, he says, and this should be put a

stop to in the interests of game preserva-

tion

«

N. Y. Commercial, Dec. 9, 1903: An at-

tempt on a large scale to introduce Eng-

lish song birds into British Columbia is be-

ing made. The Victoria Natural History

Society is taking out from England about

five hundred birds, consisting of one hun-

dred pairs of goldfinches, one hundred

pairs of larks, and fifty pairs of robins.

They go by way of New York to Victoria.

In accordance with the arrangements that

have been made, half of the consignment

will be placed in Vancouver and taken care

of there until next Spring when they will

be distributed throughout the woodlands of

ths lower mainland. The remainder will

be placed in Beacon Hill Park aviary and

kept until Spring, when they will be given

their liberty at various points on Vancou-

ver Island.

W. G. C. Manson, the Lillooet guide, has

recently been interviewed in Vancouver. He
has strong views on the British Columbian

Game Act. A thorough sportsman him-

Rod and Gun has many valued contribu-

tors scattered throughout the great Dom-
inion and in the United States. We have,

however, comparatively few poets among
them, so that it is with more than ordi-

nary gratitude that we read contributions

in verses from those that love us and wish

us well. Only the other day we had the

The Savage Arms Company 1904 Calen-

dar is a very beautiful specimen of highly

artistic work. The artist is Mr. Carl

Rungnies. The artist has depicted a scene

familiar enough at one time in the Ameri-

can west, and not one entirely unknown

even today. A frontiersman with his well-

trained saddle horse standing nearby, is

bending over a form of a large bull elk that

has just fallen to Savage. The scene is

pitched in the Rockies and the artist has

evidently worked up material for his sub-

ject on the ground. This most pleasing

calendar will be forwarded on receipt of an

application, accompanied by ten cents in

stamps, addressed to the Savage Arms
Company, Utica, N. Y., U.S.A.
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pleasure of opening an envelope from the

lertile Northwest, which contained a gem

of poetic expression. The writer had sent

but one stanza, but, nevertheless, we may
venture without tear of contradiction, to

state that genius is apparent in every

line; the sacred fire is there, notwithstand-

ing the frost of which the gentleman makes

such feeling mention.

"Oh Manitoba is the place !

"The wide, wide worKf for those

"Who have no heart lor laboring,

"Who're afraid of getting froze.

"When the frost is gone,

"We'll start the plow,

"We'll turn the prairie o'er ;

"For six months' work we'll get a v?ar's

pay.

"And eat and drink galore."

*

The fourth annual meeting of the North

American Fish and Game Protective Asso-

ciation was held at Portland, Me., on Jan-

uary 20th and 21st. It was a most suc-

cessful reunion, one hundred and fifty

members being present. The officers for the

ensuing year are: President, L. J. Tweedie,

Chatham. N. B. ; Vice Presidents, H. O.

Stanley, Dixfield, Me., W. F. Ilinman, Bos-

ton, Mass., R. E. Plumb. Detroit, Mich.,

A. T. Dunn, St. John, N.B.; C. H. 'Wilson,

Glen.s Falls, X.Y., G. A. McCallum, Lon-

don, Ont., J. T. Finnic, Montreal, F. G.

Butterfield, Vermont, C. S. Harrington,

Halifax, G. A. Megeath, Franklin, Pa. ;

Secretary - Treasurer, E. T. D. Chambers,

Quebec.

W

The Government of the Province of On-

tario is deserving of congratulation on the

extensive addition which has been made to

the Timagami Timber Reserve. The Re-

serve, as originally set apart, comprised an

area of 2,200 square miles, and there has

now been added a further tract of .3,700

square miles, making the total area 5,900

square miles, or 3,876,000 acres. The Re-

servo will not be boiiiuleil by rectangular

lines. Following up from the northeast

corner of the former reservation about op-

posite the head of Lake Timiskaming, the

eastern boundary follows in a northwest-

erly direction along the Montreal River

and Matatchewan Lake to Trout Lake

where it follows on west and north lines

the surveyed limits of townships which in-

clude what is mainly agricultural land.

The northern boundary of the tract is

Niven's base line, which is in latitude for-

ty-eight degrees, 27 min., 54 sec. This

is the apex of the irregular right angled

triangle, which forms the reserve and from

there the, western boundary follows, the

Kenogamisse, Metagami, Opickinimka, and

other smaller lakes to Proudfoot's base

line, a distance of about one hundred

miles. It then follows surveyed lines east-

erly to join the old limits, making a base

of over eighty miles. Although there are

surveyed townships of good agricultural

land in the vicinity of the reservation, no

settlement has been made within its

bounds and as the lands comprised within

it are rocky and almost entirely unfit for

cultivation, public opinion should support

strongly the decision to hold them for

growing timber. The reserve covers one of

the largest and most valuable forests of

pine and other timber in existence in On-

tario, and the recent sale shows some-

thing of its value to the state. The with-

drawal of the land from settlement will be

in the interest of the settlers as successful

cultivation of them is impossible, and thus

also one of the great dangers of fire will

be prevented. The small staff of fire rang-

ers employed on the old reserve will have

to be increased but the splendid work done

by them at a small cost is reason suffici-

ent that the numbers should be made ade-

quate and the millions of dollars standing

to the credit of the Province in this re-

serve should be preserved as carefully as if

it were actuallv turned into money at the

present timo For the forest stands there

a guarantee of the credit of the province

and an easily read prophecy of future pros-

perity.
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Kkewatin.—The Lieut. -Governor of Manitoba.

Board of Directors

:

Wm. Saunders, Esq., LL.D., Ottawa, Ont. J. R. Booth, Esq., Ottawa, Ont.
Prof. John Macoun, Ottawa, Ont. C. Jackson Booth, Esq., Ottawa, Ont.
Thob. Southworth, Esq., Toronto, Ont. John Bertram, Esq., Toronto, Ont.

E. G. JoLY DK LoTBiNiERE, EsQ., Quebec, P.Q.

Secretary :

E. Stewart, Esq., Ottawa, Ont.

Assistant Secretary and Treasurer :

R. H. Campbell, Esq., Ottawa, Ont.

THE objects of the CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION are :

The preservation of the forests for their influence on chmate,
fertilit}^ and water supply ; the exploration of the public domain

and the reservation for timber production of lands unsuited for agriculture
;

the promotion of judicious methods in dealing with forests and wood-
lands ; re-afforestation where advisable ; tree planting on the plains and
on streets and highways ; the collection and dissemination of information

bearing on the forestry problem in general.

Rod and Gun is the ofificial organ of the Association, which supplies

the articles relating to Forestry published therein.

This Association is engaged in a work of national importance in

which every citizen of the Dominion has a direct interest. If you are

not a member of the As.sociation your membership is earnestly solicited.

The annual fee is $i.oo, and the Life Membership fee $10.00.

Applications for membership should be addressed to the Treasurer,

Ottawa, Ont.

R. H. CAMPBELL,
Department of the Interior.



DOMINION

sportsmen

should shoot

DOMINION

game with

Dominion
Ammunition

MANUFACTURED BY

DOMINION CARTRIDGE CO., Limited

nONTREAL
Manufacturers of

HIGH GRADE CARTRIDGES
for Rifles and Revolvers IgJ

Shotgun Shells, Primers, Etc.

This Company has been established sixteen years and their product
has reached the greatest excellence.

Branch OSces at Vancouver and Victoria, B. C.

KOENIG-S SHELL EXTRACTOR.
Every shooter should

1 have one—qarry it in a
vest pocket. ?its any
gauge shell, Koenig's

10 Cts. Postpaid. Gun Catalogue, Free.

E.G.KOENIG. NEWJERSEVB LORGESTGUN HOUSE
WiLi.nM Street, Newark, N.J.

Send only U.S. stamps or coin.

»|395 HEW WflUSERJUFLES FROW^GOVT. flRMCRT

Bala. tUBceoTci ::miiM.~ UoitaoUoD. l-enctraLini

^in.lroD. &thot Automatic fjertnr Nogmnkr. Liiilp

;B Ibi. .'H m. b»rT*l. (ir.\RANTEF,D NE W. Sen!
B-KrciT Rifle. CO. D balance 21Q.(«> and fzprMSj««. Kiajninatinn allowed.

Caliber Im .m. 0artnilire»|3.'«i rer n*^ PranclH FtanDerman. bT.> B.Iwt.N V.

BEST HIQH POWER KEPEATINQ BIFLE 'N THE WORLD.

UtrouebWln-l
;oIl. WeVhl^lbl

THREE BOXES OP HUMMER SHOT
SPREADER sent to anyone sending' us one
new subscription to ROD and GUN.

Hotel RelleVlie *-''** Timiskamlng,llUl^l UC^IICVUC
In the heart of the

moose country. Splendid speckled trout fishing. All
modern conveniences. Headquarters for outfitting for

the celebrated Temagami canoe trip. Write W. H.
LEAVITT, Lumsden Mills, P.O., (Quebec, Canada.

FISHING. BLACK BASS AND SALMON TROUT
Illustrated Guide with ,MhPS of the

RIDKAU, BEVERLEY and CHARLESTON
LAKES, free. Apply to E. .A. GEIGER, Supl. and
G. P. A. Brockville, Westport & North Western Rail-

way Co., Brockville, Ont.

Kishiing
Rods...

REELS and TACKLE
SNELLED HOOKS,
LEADERS,
MINNOW GANGS,
FLIES.

New Catalogue
( profusely illustrated)

of all grades Fishing Tackle, Reels,
Fish Hooks, Silk Worms, Gut,
Fhes, Artificial Baits and every
requisite for anglers.

ANGIvERS ! Send 4c. in stamps for

large Catalogue.

Charles Plath & Son
No. 62 Fulton Street

NEW YORK CITY.

Correspondence with dealers for trade prices solicited



HOPKINS & ALLEN RIFLE No. 722

Shoots ii short or

long citttidgc. iS-inch bitid.

Weight -^l lbs. English wilnut stock,

checkered rubber butt plate.

Of A II Dealers or «J »J

Prepniil to anu Express Office in the United States

Send for Catalogue No. 72 of Rifles. Shotguns and Revolvers

The HOPKINS & ALLEN ARMS CO., Norwich, Conn.

The very best " First Gun " for a boy.

Solid breach block action. Detachable

barrel accurately rilled. Case-

hardened frame.

Sportsn^eq
Save Your Fine Trophies

Every true sportsman is deeply interested in preserving his

beautiful specimens. E.\pense and distance often prevent

sending them to a competent Taxidermist. ^^"'

Why Not Be Your Own Taxidermist ? Our scliool teaches the mount-
ing and preserving of all liinds of game, by mail. Standard methods.
Easily and quickly learned. Do not throw your fine birds, animals, heads,

etc, away. They are valuable. Decorate your home, den and office.

Make your gun pav vour sporting expenses. Spend Your Leisure
Winter Time Learning This Fascinating Art. C atalog Free to

sportsmen and nature-lovers. Write for One today. A postal will do.

The Northwestern School of Taxidermy, 701 Bee Bldg, Omaha, Neb.
The Original and only School of I'a.xidermy in the World.

^^^,,,SBAYCa^^^^

^^«'«SM^^^'*^

The Hudson's Bay

Company
Has had over 229 years

«§• experience in providing

for hunters

Everything necessary can be
supplied. Circular I.«tters of

Credit issued on all the
Company's Inland Posts.
Further particulars on ap-
plication to ......

HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY
WINNIPEG

(LONDON)

Ale and Porter
Awarded ELEVEN GOLD, SILVER AND BRONZE

MEDALS at the worlds exhibitions of France,
Australia, England. United States, Jamacia
and Canada.

To anyone sending- us twenty new sub-
scribers, we will send a 3 1-4 x 4 1-1 PETITE
CENTURY CAMERA, manufactured by Cen-
tury Camera Co.. of Rochester. 'Write for
further particulars to ROD AND GUN,
Montreal or Toronto.

The advantage of a cylinfler-bore pattern is secured
with more than ordinary effectiveness by using cartrid-

ges loaded with

3*^
"THE HUMMER"

SHOT SPREADER
by which the need of extra barrels

eliminated.

12 and 16 Gauge mailed for 20c. per bo.v of 50. (iun

dealers have them. DANIEL BROWN, Thornton, R.I



OLR INDEPENDENT EVEN SPOOLER
^1 l» The Real Thin<^ ^

If you don't believe it ask any of the Seven Thousand
Users. Patent pending in Canada; Patented in the U S.

January ijth, /goj Buy only quadruple reels ; they will

fit ; then spoolers can be put on at any time. Our Free
Catalog gives list of reels they will fit ; it also describes
Hook Shields, Fish Scalers, Reels and (iun Cleaners.

IVtile fur Cat,il,<i;

BISHOP & SON, RACINE, •WIS., U. S. A.
Patentees and Manufactvirers.

L/^ST CALL—*^^T 1 FEW nORK left of vhM BpoMmiaa

pronounoe " Thf Rest Shot «nn i o th^ WorM." ^ihott^i
BccoDda. Take down syMem Speaoer R>i*ai*r irith C|OC|C

double eitrMlors ^^^^^^^^^"^^^^"^^^^^^^^hBBWWW^*
Pipired twiat Btoel barrel .

Sea.! J.T.i'P_Tin *rii ^^lUSnlMUV
QooaUowvd. Prancia BanDrrm&o, jil> Broadwn;, N, ). ^^4^^

We will send any sportsman gretting- us
up a club of forty subscribers, a splendid
Kiug" Folding" Canvas Boat. Write for further
particulars to either our Montreal or

Toronto oflSce.

Why not sent for particulars how to earn
a fine BRISTOL FISHING ROD ? You would
have no difficulty in g-etting- requisite number
to earn one of these rods. Address, ROD AND
GUN IN CANADA, Montreal or Toronto.

Memory
The Pclman System "U:,,

Requires only a few minutes daily, and is so simple a
child can master it. Mr. Pelman's books, '* Mem-
ory training-; Its Laws and their Application to
Practical Life.' and " The Natural Way to Learn a
Language." sent FKKE by mail, pnstpaid- Write
light now—before you forget'it. The Pelman School
of Memory Training, 1698 Maaonic Temple, Chicago.

IF YOU SHOOT

You should have
a copy. Itwilltell

you what powder
IS be^t adapted to

the difeieiit cali-

hit.'^..a]s()thetwi-'"t

of all the various

rifle.-^.ard the pro-

per loads of High
and Low pressure

pnwders fur Rifles,
Pistols and Shot
Guns, vviih much

other u-eful informa-
tion. 14t) pp. Send 3
t\vfp-cent st^imp*: to

IDEAL MFG. CO.
39 St., NEW H.IVEN, CONN., and mention

Rod AN!) GcN.

A 8UGCY
;est a

Lifetime

JWASBOATCOJ
KALAMArOO • < > • MICH-I

FSend 6*^ ^oT" Catibg
GO

-.-.4 "'I'l'etl Longltua/n^
- _i "ty and Diagonally

The "KING" is s mply wonderful in construction.

F^uncture Proof Canvas. Equal in wearing sireiigth

and model to the best niodern boats, vet it folds in a

small packa'je to che k as baggag*' or carrv bv hantl,

No repairs or cost for storage. Made non-shi inKalile

and peifrcily safe anywhere. King Folding Cmvas
Boat Co., 667 N. St.. Kalamazoo. Mich., U.S.A.

Surf Fishing for Bass in Florida
with «L No- 17

^i BRISTOL''
% STEEL FISHING ROD.

Results: a 26 lb, bass and several
smaller ones. Buy a "BRISTOL" Rod
for your Florida or California fishing

;

the Nos. 21 and 22 Rods described in our
catalog are made especially for heavy
work— a postal will bring vou the cata-
log. Our Rods are sold by all dealers.

Ask for Catalog q
The HORTON MFG. CO.,

* Bristol. Conn.. U. S. A. 4



Life-Saving Folding

Canvas Boats
The latest, safest, and best is what we offer

you. A boat built on modern lines that will

prove a pleasure to own and use. Selected

materials used all throujjh, and it comes to

you GUARANTEED the best. Latest pat-

ent and improved Eolding Canvas Boat on
the Market.

. A hardy and safe boat for fishing and shooting. Puncture
proof. Galvanised tempered steel frame. No bolts to re-

move. Folds the most compact of any boat made. Send 4c.

in stamps for catalogue and reliable testimonials.

LIFE SAVING FOLDING CANVAS BOAT Co.
755 Portage St., KALAMAZOO, iVMCH., U. S. A.

THF NPW I PEFUPR '' '^^ simplest, Best Balanced and most
ini. Illllf LLrLlLn Symmetrical Hammerlees Gun ever oftered

to the public It embodies all the Latest Improvements, including
a SINGLE THIGGKlt. Guaranteed Perfect. All guns fitted with

AUTOMATIC EJECTORS
I'rapguns and Featherweights a specialty

16 and 20 gauge
dS to 7 lbs ; 12

gauge, 0', lbs.
to 8 lbs.

D. M, Lcfcvcr, Sons & Co.
SYRACUSE, N. Y Not connected with Lefever Arms Co.

Send for

1903

Catalogue

BULLARD STEEL LAUNCHES,
ROW AND PLEASURE BOATS,

ARE EVERLASTING !

Safer than wood; have ^enier carrying capacity;
always dry; no bolts or nails to met.

Boat Liveries erjulpped with the Bultard Steel Boats.
Always have dry hoate. that last a lifetime.

STEEL BOATS CHEAPER THAN WOOD.

THE OSGOOD FOLDING CANVAS BOATS
Original Canvas Boat; made for 30 yeara. Sold hll

over the world; uned hy U. s. Government; hcbt Fish-
Ine and Yluutlnf; Ih where there are noboatn.tukcone
with you In trunk or ha^. Non-puncturablc. Folded
or extended In one minute.

Send for catalotfue Ulustratlnp all Improved pop-
alar deHli^s of Steel, Wood, una Canvas Boats, and
Harloe Englnen.

MIGHIBAN CONSOLIDATED BOAT CO., LTD.

I^amllton Powder

Company
HAS
MANUFACTUREDSPORTING

^ GUN POWDER
Since 1866. As a result you have

"CARIBOU" made Irom best materials, perfectly

put together. 'DUCKING" hard pressed,
slow burning, keeps well under all conditiont.
•SNAPSHOT " high lelocily. moist residlum.
Cheap. The powder tor every day use.

ENGLISHMEN SAY
Powder can lielicjiiuht in Canada asgooilasever
pnt in a u^ii. It h;is a positive- advantage over
home make, the dirt is soft.--J. j.w. in London
l-ield.

AMERICANS SAY
The finerKngli.shor.^nurii.ml'owHerandCana-
dian Csnliou" I am .(uiu- f.iniiliarwith. They
give .so hltle recoil that one may .shoot all day
without l)ruised.shouldcr or headache —Forest
and .Stream.

CANADIANS ABROAD SAY
Can you send over some Trap? I don't mean to
flatter, but it is ahe;td of anything we get here.—
A. W. W., Batavia, X.Y.



ELEeXRie POeKET LHMP
Invaluable For Sportsmen.

NO. 4, PRICE SI 50

The latest and best flash-

light made, as well as the

cheapest. Send for catalogue.

ELECTRIC CONTRACT CO.
202 Centre Street, New York. 154 Lake Street. Chicago

BILL PEYTO
Guide and
Outfitter

For Hunting, Fishing, Mountain Climb-
ing and Exploring Parties.

References :

Members of the American
and English Alpine Clubs
and others.

Address BANFF, Alta.

DuPont Smokeless
Wins 1903 Championship

Fred Gilbert (champion in 1902 with
DuPont Smokeless) again wins high
average of the Western Hemisphere
with a total of 336 points.

DuPont Smokeless
The Champion Winner.

The Simplest Discovery of The Twentieth Century !

A BOON TO HUMANITY!

The SPINAL BRUSH
Affords insiantanous relief to all such who suffer from

Bachache, Faceache. Headache, and similar trouble;.

This Brush when properly applied is also invaluable
to those who suffer from
Nervousness, Insomnia.
Neuralgia, Lassitude.
Exhaustion. Brain Fag.
Paralysis, Lack of
Energy, and all

kindred diseases

which are attribu-

table directly or t^^^^^^o^^^^^^K/-
indirectly to such ^^^^^^^^^H^HP^ ^ ^

afflictions as ai^^^l^^^H!^^^^
are traceable ^^^^^^^H^^^k^
to the spinal ^^HB^HIr ^^""'^^

column. j^^^^SB^ Us\T)g A

Cure All

nor do w e

claim medi-
cinal or elei -

trical properties

peculiar to this

brush, but we d-i

guarantee relief and
relief instantaneous t<.

to all such who suffer

from any of the man\'
troubles which can be cured

by circulation, friction or
stimulation. Recommend
ed by the medical profession.

THE SPINAL BRUSH CO.
1133 Broadway. Room 135 St.

James Bldg , New York City.

Bruih sent postpaid on receipt of One Dollar.

far
have 3^11
walked?

I

THE AMERICAN
PEDOMETER

WILL TELL YOU ^^l''^^^^^
ion Mile Pedomtter SI-50 REGULATES TO
ill .VlilePedoinetcr SI.QO STEP OF WEARER
yifiithefS on dial rcjjri scttt tnl/cs. Uanti points
ontnumherof iiiiUs ua/knl. Case of hand-
s07nc niikcl. If i/ou iilitniiolf or hunt, walk
for liiisfnrss or pirastn-r. in sea7'ch of health or
r,rr,„f„,„ //i.- WALKING IS MADE DOUBLY INTER-
ESTING 'V r,irr,,,n;/ i, I'e.lomelrr. At I/our
ilrnhr (irliii iniiil nn rrcipt of price. Fully
iiuoriinti ed. Write for booklet

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER CO.
I?S C'^URC*^ ST Nf'.V H*'"^'.', r"NN.



DRAWN BV ROV MASON*

A Marble Safety PocKet Axe
is the handiest tool a sportsman ever carried, and a life-saver and comfort-provider in

the woods. Hunters, canoeists, yachtsmen, campers, fishermen, all need it and unite in

praising its supreme utilit}'. Has a guard -which closes over the blade and allows it to slip

into hip or hreast pocket or hang safely at the belt. Jlade from the finest steel and
superbly finished. No. i, i6-oz., $2.50. No. 2, 20-oZ., $2.50. Cheaper grade with wooden
handle fl.50. From sporting goods dealers or direct from us.

A fine catalogue of .sporting necessities free for the asking. Ask for catalogue

MARBLE, SATK-T-r A.XE. CO., GLADSTONE, MICHIGAN, U. S. A.

DANA ESTES 6 COMPANY. .I'ifi'^H^ss

"«*P»iW««i»"IWWPH»»W^WP"^IWI^*tiWi^l*W*"WW^"W»^™^^^"^^^^^^^^^^^~f'^'^i--.i I •"' -
mill • .11 ..1111 iiiiii HLP.Ti ^n^—

TWO BOOKS WORTH READING AND OWNING

AMERICAN FISHES.
By G. BROWN GOODE, LL.D., late U. S. Commissioner of Fisheries.

A new revi^eti edition of this popular treatise upon the g;uue and food fishes of North
America, with specinl reference to habits and methods of capture, ."-^evtral ch;iptcrs of additional

material have been added, including a conipIet>- classifitalion of all North American fishes. The
numerous illustrations include six full-page colored plates, and a fine half-tone portrait of Dr.

Goode. Revised and edited by Professor Theodore N. Gill, of the Smithonian Institution.

OCTAVO. CLOTH. Net Special $3.50.

A KEY TO NORTH AMERICAN BIRDS.
By ELLIOTT COUBS, M.A., M.D., Ph.D.

Fifth revised edition. Whollv new text. Contains a concise account of every species

of living and fossil liird at present known on the continent north of the boundry between Mexico
and the United States including Greenland; also a general ornithology, and outline of the

structure and classification of birds, a field ornithology, and a manual of collecting, preparing

and preserving birds. Profusely illustrated. Over two hundred new figures of rare species added
in this additionj from lile studies by I.ouis Agassiz Fuertes.

T'WO VOLUMES, CLOTH, Net. $10.00
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The Westley Richards
ONE TRIGGER
EJECTOR GUN

With Hand Detach=
able Locks

Is Perfection

Illustrated

Catalogue
Free on Application

It firet: Riiiht Left. Left Right,
or OS many Bights first, ,or as
Lefts first (is may be u'ished.

In some Systems of Sing/e-

Trigger Ouns Sportsmen com-
plain of the delay in firing the
second barrel, caused by either
the hanging of the timing mech-
anism or by the great Length
the trigger has to travelforward
again before the second barrel
is ready to fire ; and also that
when the mechanism of such
systems is adjusted to fire more
quickly, there is a liability of
both barrels going off together.

Sportsmen xoill be glad to learn
that the mechanical construc-
tion of the Westl-y Richards
One Trigger

Entirely

Prevents

the possibility of the second
barrel hanging or prematurely
discharging

Westley Richards
Guns are fifteen

years ahead of

the times.

One Trigger

Westley

Richards & Co.
LIMITED

178, New Bond St., London ; and
12. Corporation St., Birmingham

i<—s- r-n



attached to their

reels, they would

No perceptible friction. It takes entire

If Every Angler in the United States and Canada Could Examine

BISHOP'S INDEPENDENT AUTOMATIC
EVEN SPOOLING DEVICE
become enthusiastic over it.

care of line.

Upon receipt of SIX NEW SUBSCRIBERS to " Rod and Gun in

Canada" we will send an 8ovd. No. i Jewelled Bearing Reel, valued

at $6.50. Reel fitted with Independent Spjoler. Address, Subscrip-

tion Department,

Rod and Gun in Canada, ro*o"To°'*o^NT:

si'

J. M. Mast Mfg. Co., Mfrs.
Lititz, Pa.

Ed. H. Grenfell & Co.,
ri^don, Ont., Canadian Agrents

.

BEST FLOAT AFLOAT.

A PIONEER GUN CLEANER or a PER-
FECT GUN CLEANER will be sent to any-

one sending us in one new subscription to

ROD AND GUN.

H-T-T Published monthly, 64 pages.

Tells all about Hunting, Trapping and

Raw Furs. Sample copy loc.

HUNTER-TRADER-TRAPPER,
Box 35. Gallipolis, Ohio.

THE

Berliner ^ ^ ^4

Gram=Osphone
jrj' CTJlTf^C FUFRYTHIJ^G an<i is almost human. The greatest entertainer for

rrr nr /ivr rn/ro v-7-t/7]ir#-
camping parties, clubs or homes

. .

IT PLAYS EVERYTHING prices $15.00 to $45.00

IT TALKS EVERYTHING made in oanada .

A 5 Years' Guarantee with each.

Write for Catalogues of Gramophones and nearly

Two Thousand Records—Free for the asking.
je^ j^ j^

E. BERLINER.
EMANUEL BLOUT,

General Manager for Canada

2315 St. CatHerine Street,

MONTREAL.
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^ inslSCRIMINATING Sportsmen are enthusiastic
|Sj uJy over the many novel features of the Savage .22-

m

m

i

CaHber Repeater. It is hammerless, shoots the short,

long, and long rifle cartridges, all in the same arm, and
its accuracy alone has placed it in a class by itself.

Write to-day for Catalogue H free

Oiti' IW!, Calentlay sent ou receipt of ten eenit^ in stamps

SAVAGE ARMS COMPANY
UTICA, N.Y., U.S.A.

BAKER & HAMILTON, .San Fr,incisco and Sacramento, Cal , Pacific Coast Agents

i

ii

m
m

Power Skiff

16-foot double end clinker built

skiff to carry four, with i -horse

power motor in stern ; weighs
complete, ready to run, 200 lbs.

$150

For particulars write

—

The Canada Launch

Works, Limited,

( Foot of Carlaw Avenue)

TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA.

The Matthews
TORPEDO LAUNCH

Largest builders of high-grade hulls for Gasoline
Kngine .Manufacturers in America. Any length
from 16 to js feet.

Hunting launches. Cruising launches,
Cabin launches. Automobile launches.

Write us and let us tell you more about ilieni.

ANY POWER INSTALLED.

The Matthews Boat Co.
BASCOM OHIO, U.S.A.

I



OUR NEW PUZZLE has made a distinct hit, and should be in the bands of every

user of a Shotgun or Rifle. I ins aur:i' tive novt-liy is iesiifd in colors, and is seven by

seven inches in size. Great fun making "a perfect score" these long winter evenings.

Very easy when you know how. Send two 2-cent stamps, and we will forward puzz'e by

return mail to any address. Write tu '"Puzzle Department."

II V »i,ii/ut\u turc </ lo/npirff hill- of

R.ifles, Pistols, Shotguns
t^'Aik your dealer for our goodi

and insist on getting t/irm.

lllmtratt-d Catalogue mailed free
upon ret/uest.

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO.,
365 Main Street,

CHICOPCE FALLS, MASS.



Sing'le Copies, lOc. MARCH, 1904 $1.00 a year

OKanag^on Trout

A MAGAZINE
OFCAMDIAN SPORT

t ANsEXPLORATION



First in Records and in the Hearts of Americans
Winchester Factory Loaded "Leader" and "Repeater"
smokeless po-wder shotgun shells carried off substantially
all the honors at the trap in 1903, as is shown by Sporting
Lifers Trap Shooting Review for the year. Gilbert,

Crosby, Elliott, Spencer, Hirschy, Trimble, Hawkins,
Faurote, Boa and many others who helped make 1903
memorable in a shooting way all used exclusively

TVINCHBSTER
FACTORY LOADED SHOTGUN SHELLS
The constantly increasing sales of Winchester Factory
Loaded " Leader " and "Repeater" shells show that not
only trap shooters but disciples of the scatter gun gener-
ally throughout the country appreciate the superiority of
the time-tried 'Winchester brand. No shells are so uni-
versally popular and none deserve to be ; for none possess
such reliability, evenness of pattern, and strong and regular
shooting qualities. This is attested to by the unap-
proach ;d winnings made with them

IN 1900, 1901, 1902, AND 1903

LAUGHLIN
FOUNTAIN FEN.

THE BEST AT ANY PRICE

A Holiday Suggestion—A gift of

never ending usefulness and a

constant pleasant reminder of the

giver Your Choice of these pop-

ular styles, superior to the

$3.00 STYLES
1 other makes, for only

%\M
Try It a Week. If not suited,

we buy it back. Finest quality
hardrubberhoIder.uk. Diamond \

Point Gold Fen. any desired tiexi-

bilitv in hne. medium or stub, and
the only perfect ink feed. By mail,

postpaid on receipt of Sl.UO, (reg-
|

istration "^c. extra.

j

Ask vour dealer to show you this

pen. If he has not or won't get it

' T you (do not let him substitute

i!i imitation on which he cu
;iake more profit), send his nanw
:: ! v^,:r nrder to us. and receivr,

free of charge, one of our Safety

I r.'-i l>n Holders.
K»;n.eiiibcr. there is no "just as

jood" as the Laughlln. Insist on
i:. take no chances.

LAUCiHLIN MFQ. CO.,
51 LauEhlln Block,

UETkOIT, MICH.

?^

To anyone sending us six new subscribers

to ROD AND GL'N IX CANADA we will

send a "Clive" Illuniinated Clock, manufac-
tured by the Klectric Contract Co. . of New
York. These are warranted good time-keep-

ers, finished in i8 carat gold plate, mounted
on boxes in natural oak or ebony finish,

valued at $4.50.



Canadian Pacific Railway

Mount Stephen House,



%



Canadian Edition



fSS ROD AXD CL:A LX C.IXADA

ends of which are sewn a long strip of the

same material, some six feet in length and

tapering from three-quarters to half an

inch in width, for the purpose of tying

around the article or pack to be portaged,

the pack is swung on the back and the

wide piece placed against the forehead and

oH we go. There is very little of this kind

of work done nowadays. As it is near the

end of the day, the foreman in charge says

we had better camp for the night and

make an early start in the morning. So a

fire is lighted, tea made and hardtack and

fried pork are soon ready, and in a short

time the inner man is satisfied, pipes are

lighted, the events of the day spoken of,

a few stories told and a song sung, and

then, as all are tired after a hard day's

paddling and some are sore from the port-

aging, we turn into our cotton camps, roll

ourselves in our blankets and sleep soon

makes us oblivious, until the "leve, leve,

gra' jour" of the foreman in the early

morning makes us all turn out, and after a

hasty breakfast similar to our supper of

the previous evening, we again man our

boats and canoes and the routine of the

previous day is repeated until we arrive

at our destination, which is generally a

lumber depot and from whence we take our

departure to the scene of our winter's op-

erations. It sometimes happens that a

journey of some few miles has to be made
to reach the place, and as this is the case

in the present instance and as there is a

road a part of the way only, we have to

cut a road for the remainder to where the

shanty is to be located before we can take

in a yoke of cattle which is wanted to

draw the timber for the shanty and other

buildings, and also to get in supplies.

After about a week's work all the build-

ings are up and the men are divided into

different gangs of log or timber makers, as

the case may be. There is a greater di-

versity amongst the timber makers, who
are known as liners, scorers and hewers,

where as with sawlog makers there are

only the logmakers, but each have their

road cutters and skidding or rollwaying

teams. There is a handyman for repairing

sleighs, making what is known as crotches

and sloops, kinds of unshod sleighs, for

hauling the timber and logs to the roll-

way, and as his name implies, doing the

odd jobs of carpentering work around the

shanty, and last but not least, in fact I

may say, the most important of all, the

cook. In the days I am speaking of he had

to be proficient in breadmaking, as the

luxuries that constitute the menu of a

present day lumber shanty were unknown
and unthought of. Pork and bread and

bread and pork were the only diet, and the

first shanty I was ever in there was no

other diet from the middle of November
until the middle of the next .\pril, except

one bag of potatoes at Christmas time,

which was brought from the depot packed

in the middle of a load of hay, and some
fish caught through the ice in an adjacent

lake. Some lumber firms supplied their men
with tea, but others did not and then it

was a luxury paid for by the men them-
selves at the rate of one dollar per pound,

and when such was the case the cook furn-

ished the men with boiling water and two
of them would generally go together and
invest in a small tin pail and so have their

tea together, while in some instances the

cook would make the tea and the quantity
would be charsied up to the men using it.

A number of men would drink cold water
during the whole winter sooner than pay
for the tea. This was cold comfort and
now tea is as much considered a part of

the board as bread or any article.

The liner (who should be a good judge of

what a good pine tree is), after choosing
his tree, proceeds to cut, with the assist-

ance of the scorers, some small trees for

what is called "bedding", so that the tree

to be felled will not lie on the bare ground
or be too deeply imbedded in the snow,
thus facilitating the work of the hewer and
also his own as you will see. After felling

his tree he sees what size of a stick it will

make and forthwith proceeds to take off a
strip of bark on both sides of it, and, with
a line blackened with a burnt stick of ald-

er or reddened with a piece of chalk,

strikes a line along the course stripped of

bark for the guidance of the scorers and
hewers. The scorers now mount the fallen

tree and make notches on both sides

whereby they are enabled to take off blocks
or slabs as near as possible to the line al-

ready spoken of, and then chip or score
the under surface so as to leave it in a
condition for the hewer, who, with his

broadaxe, hews to the line leaving a sur-

face almost as smooth as if done with a
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plane. The stick is then chopped off at

the upper end to the length required, cant-

ed over on the hedding previously referred

to, and the same process gone through as

with the other two sides. It is now ready

for skidding. A good sized tree is felled—

a spruce, tamarac, or small pine is prefer-

able—and is drawn to a convenient place

and the stick is drawn across it in such a

manner that it is left on or near a bal-

ance, so that when drawing to the stream

or lake all that has to be done is to back

the sleigh under the end of the stick, ium,p

on the end to bear it done on the sleigh

bunk, attach a chain around it and the

sleigh beam to keep it in place and then

start ahead, one end on the sleigh and the

other dragging on the snow road.

The cutting up of a tree into sawlogs is

a great deal simpler process than the form-

er. All that remains to be done after the

tree is felled is to measure off to the re-

quired length as many logs as the tree will

make and saw off at the marks made on
the bark and the logs are then ready to

be rollwayed, which is a process something
similar to that previously described for

square timber, with this difference, that

two skids are used instead of one and are

placed on a head-block on the line of road,

which forms the front of the rollway, the

other ends being on the ground. The logs

are drawn to this end and rolled towards
the front where they are ready for the

sleigh, by which they are drawn to the

stream as soon as there is sufficient snow.
The timber and logs are then ready for

the spring drive. It they are drawn to a
lake a boom is generally placed around
them and they are towed or kedged across
to the creek leading to the main stream.
The timber is then made up into cribs, of

which a raft is constructed, and thus makes
its way to Quebec or Montreal. Some of

the logs are run into booms when they
emerge from the river or creek into the

main stream, and are then towed to the

sorting booms where they are distributed

to the different mills. A great deal of

square timber is now taken by the rail-

ways to suitable points on the Ottawa and
St. Lawrence, and there rafted instead of

being taken by water the whole way as in

former j^ears.

I might here observe that of late years

owing to the improvements made in the

manufacture of saws a great deal of the

work formerly done with the axe is done
with them, such as felling and butting and
topping the two ends of the tree ; in fact,

the methods now in vogue in the woods
for getting out stuff are far in advance of

those employed forty years ago, more at-

tention being given to making roads and
keeping them in condition by the use of

snowploughs and sprinklers, which amply re-

pays the operators by the increased size of

the loads drawn by a single pair of horses.

While improved methods for getting out
logs and timber in the bush have taken
place, a greater transformation has taken
place in the housing and feeding of the
men employed. The old camboose shanty,
with its wooden chimney for allowing the
smoke from the big fire to escape and also
for affording a free source of ventilation,

is fast disappearing, but while the present
stove-heated building for sleeping and gen-
eral purposes may conform to more mod-
ern ideas, I can only say this, that while
the camboose shanty may often have been
overcrowded, no such thing as any infecti-

ous or contagious disease was known to
exist, and any effluvia from perspiring men,
socks, and other paraphernalia that found
their way within its precincts, had easy
and effectual way of escape by the chim-
ney, which cannot be said of the more mod-
ern building. The dining, shanty and read-
ing rooms are certainly im,provements
both from sanitary and intellectual points
of view and are a credit to the thoughtful-
ness of the lumber companies for the com-
fort and welfare of their employees. Then
the change that has taken place in shanty
fare since my first e.xperience in 1857 al-
most confuses one, from bread and pork
day after day during the whole winter, to
a menu of fresh beef, mutton, pork, beans,
butter, cheese, rice, peas, prunes, syrup
and vegetables, is certainly a transforma-
tion bill of fare

; and turning out to work
in the early morning when the stars were
twinkling in the sky and often perhaps af-
ter a two-mile walk to the scene of the
day's work, to light a fire and wait for
daylight, with the prospect of some frozen
bread and pork for an out-of-door dinner,
all this it will be admitted is in broad
contrast to the present hours of labor when
work is commenced at 7 a.m.
There is another matter to which I wish
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to draw your attention, and that is :
tljat

while the prices of timber and sawn lum-

ber have greatly increased, till at the pres-

ent time you would think first quality

lumber had reached a maximum figure, the

increases in the value of standing pine,

men's wages, provisions and distance of

haul and a greater percentage of inferior

quality in the material got out, are big

offsets to the high prices now obtained by

lumbermen. These circumstances are a tax

on the economic forethoughts of the opera-

tor to keep down expenses in the woods,

for while the cost of operating the other

branches of the lumber business are calcu-

lated to a fine point, such as driving, saw-

ing, piling and shipping, so many conting-

encies are liable to retard operations in

the woods that an experienced, ready-wit-

ted and resourceful superintendent of such

work is one of the greatest necessities tor

economic success. The amount of capital

necessary for the successful carrying-on

of a large lumber business today is in

strong contrast to that required for-

ty or fifty years ago, as I will endeav-

or to point out. But I will go a little

further back, for prior to 1851 there was

no charge for ground rent and then it was

only fifty cents per square mile, whereas

today it is three dollars per square mile

per year, and on the limit sold on the 9th

December last the amount is five dollars

per year. Then, taking note of the increase

in the bonus paid per square mile for the

privilege of cutting the timber, in the earl-

ier history of the trade no bonuses were

exacted. The party applying for a license

to cut timber furnished the agent with a

description of the territory he wished to

cut on and, if desired, a plan also, gave a

statement of the estimated quantity he

proposed to cut and deposited twenty-five

per cent, of the amount of dues that would

accrue on that quantity, which amount
would be deducted from the accrued dues of

the whole quantity when measured, at the

rate of timber dues then in vogue.

My remarks referring more directly to

the Province of Ontario, it will be inter-

esting to see what the lumber trade has

contributed towards the revenue of the

Province since Confederation. By the re-

ports of the Commissioner of Crown

Lands from Confederation up to the end of

1902 the amount is $29,583,386.26, of which

sum the Ottawa district has contributed

$7,804,769.67, or nearly $216,800 per an-

num. Up to and inclusive of 1883 the Ot-

tawa District contributed nearly one-half

of the annual revenue received from timber

dues, etc., but since that time the Huron

and Georgian Bay Districts and also Rainy

River have been operated upon so largely

that a greater proportion of revenue has

been contributed by them, both by timber

dues and ground rent and bonus on limits

sold, which has placed the Ottawa terri-

tory from that period, considerably in the

background, especially in the item of bon-

us, for it must be borne in mind that the

greater part of the Ottawa territory was
placed under license when pine lands were

not considered as valuable as they have

proved to be of late years and passed from

the Crown to the first licensees at the up-

set price of S4 or $5 per mile. And the

quality and quantity of timber to the

mile was far in excess of that sold in the

Western territory in later years.

Before closing I wish to throw out a

suggestion somewhat on the following

lines: That in view of the increased value

of standing pine and spread of settlement

into townships under timber license, some
different arrangement from that now exist-

ing should be adopted, whereby the licensee

should be reimbursed by the Government
for any pine trees that may be upon a lot

located, such pine trees to become the ac-

tual property of the settler at such rate

per tree as would compensate the licensee

for his loss, which amount would be a

charge against the lot, no patent to be is-

sued until it was paid. An arrangement
somewhat on thi.'? basis would give the set-

tler an interest in preserving his pine trees

from fire, while at the same time contrib-

uting to give assistance to the fire ranger.

But territory now under timber license

and not open for settlement, should be

kept in that state until thp pine is remov-

ed. .

^^^W:
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A Kipawa Moose Hunt.

By A. C. L.

We left Montreal on the evening of Oct-

ober 2nd, 1903, by the Canadian Pacific's

Soo Line Express and arrived at Mattawa
on the morning of the third. After a wait

of one hour and a halt in Mattawa, during

which time we took breakfast, we boarded

a Kipawa train. This little backwood vil-

lage is the end of the iron ; we arrived

there in nice time for lunch. Here we pra

cured our guide and outfit, which included

two canoes, and embarked for a three

hours' paddle, broken by a couple of port-

ages ; we reached our camping ground and

had everything snug by supper time.

Next morning the weather was perfect

—

a beautiful warm day, and we carelessly

strolled through the bush looking for

tracks and finding many partridge, of which

we shot several. After returning to the

camp we trolled for a quarter of an hour

and in that time got four large "pickere-

el" (pike-perch.)

We did not want to do too much the first

day, so took things quite easily. The
following morning, however, we were out

by daylight, taking with us our guide and

his birehhark horn. We made our way to a

point that our Indian said was a good
crossing place for moose, and he called at

intervals for, perhaps, three hours. Alas,

no welcoming answer was heard, though
there were numerous tracks in the mud by
the lake and our guide pointed out many
that were fresh, consequently, we were
by no means discouraged. We put in our

time until four o'clock fishing and resting
;

then we returned to the crossing jjlace and
resumed our watch. Our Indian would not

call, as the wind had risen and he thought
it would do more harm than good; so we
simply stood still, listening, watching and
waiting until dusk. The breeze died with
the sun and Louis took up his birch bark
horn and gave an admirable imitation of

the bull-moose's challenge and to our de-

light, this was shortly answered by a

snort that seemed to come directly across

the Lake. Louis said it was made by a
young bull and that he was coming to-

wards us. After a few coaxing calls, Lou-

is succeeded in enticing the moose into the

lake.

Splash ! We were rapidly becoming excit-

ed, and we jumped into the canoe in a hur-

ry, yet we were careful to make as little

noise as possible. We could now see the

moose swimming towards a point fifty

yards away. Louis paddled us down until

we were within twenty yards of the moose,

which now stopped and faced us, looking

intently in our direction. By this time the

moon had risen, but it shone dimly through

a hazy sky and the wind out on the lake

was blowing rather too strong for accur-

ate shooting. I raised my rifle, and the

moose swung round facing the further

shore, yet he was not quite convinced that

we were foes, as the wind was blowing

from him to us, so he stood still.

Louis whispered "Don't shoot; see how
close I go to him." He then paddled us

ten yards nearer the moose, when I fired.

The animal made a jump into deep water

and swam back to the place at which he

entered the lake. I took up a paddle and

helped Louis in getting after him, but ow-
ing to the wind and rough water, we could

not get up to him before he landed and

disappeared in the swamp. We jumped a-

shore and examined his tracks by the aid

of an electric flash light that I carry on

hunting trips, and found blood stains on

sticks and grass, which showed that my
aim had not been altogether wide.

We decided it was useless to attempt
tracking him at night through a cedar

swamp, so we returned to our canoe and
were about to start home when we heard

another splash a few yards down the lake.

We paddled in the direction of the sound as

quickly as we could, but only arrived in

time to hear a moose retreating through
the brush. We then paddled across the lake

and used the horn, as it was just possible

there might be another one, and we ran the

chance of recalling the moose that we had
heard bul not seen. Within half an hour
our patience was rewarded by the answer-
ing snort from the bush some distance

from our left. After the customed recall-
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ing by our guide, a bull-moose emerged

from the woods and started up the lake

shore toward the point where our wounded

moose had lett the water.

The moon was now shining brightly, but

owing to the fluky, shifting wind, my In-

dian did not care to go too close, so we

laid resting on our paddles one hundred

and fifty yards from the animal. As the

moose drew nearer and was not more than

perhaps fifty yards from where the wound-

ed bull entered the bush, Louis remarked

that if he got scent of the blood he would

follow the trail. This proved a true pre-

diction, for before we got within a safe

range for a shot from the canoe in moon-

light, he struck the first bull's trail and

followed it into the bush. For an hour or

more we paddled around, and heard the big

fellow prowling through the swamp, giving

an occasional snort and evidently prodded

his unfortunate comrade. We verified this

next morning when we tracked the wound-

ed moose for miles and saw, plainly, where

the larger moose had been following the

smaller one, and every hundred yards or

so we found a little pool of blood, and his

tracks showed that he had started off in a

hurry, no doubt having been prompted so

to do by his wounded brother.

We struck camp that day and started for

new hunting grounds. We pitched our tent,

finally, on a small island in the big lake.

Rain came on towards evening and con-

tinued all next day and the following

night, and such a gale raged that we were

unable to leave the islana.

On Thursday the wind was still high, but

it had fallen sufficiently to enable us to

leave the island, so we pulled up our

stakes and returned to our first camping

ground, having decided to hunt again at the

crossing place where we had previously-

tried our luck.

Thursday evening we were out again, but

were unsuccessful. On Friday morning we

laid in camp until after daylight and then

paddled down the lake half a mile to some

narrows, which are about one hundred and

fifty yards across. Louis's quick eye spied

a fine big bull standing by the shore watch-

ing us, with erect head and his great ears

thrown forward. The Indian turned the

bow of the canoe toward the moose and

paddled cautiously, bringing me within sev- •

enty-five yards of the beast. I had, in the

meantime, got my rifle ready for action ;

then I aimed carefully ror the animal's

chest, and pressed the trigger. The moose

jumped about ten feet forward, swung a-

round and made for the bush. I fired again

and the moose fell. On examination I

found my first shot had been too low for

a mortal wound, but my second had hit

him in the head, behind the ear. The ant-

lers were of a very fair size, although not

as large as some I have secured, neverthe-

less, I had enjoyed rare sport.

Having thus secured a moose, we decided

to take a trip through a chain of small

lakes to White Lake. This we found very

beautiful and we enjoyed the trip, that

lasted three days, exceedingly. We saw

three moose, besides those already men-

tioned, hut once only were we enabled to

get range. One night we slept in a deso-

late lumber camp that had a fire place

made in the old fashion style of large flat

stones. In it we had a glorious fire and

next morning I was very glad to toast my-

self at it, for at four a. m. I went down

to the shore of the lake to wash, slipped

off a log into the icy water and had to re-

turn to camp and dry myself before going

out to look for more moose.

The Atlin district of British Columbia is

gaining notoriety, not only on account of

the richness of its alluvial gravels, but

also as an attraction to sportsmen. Last

autumn several expeditions were made by

English sportsmen, and from local ac-

counts they found much variety of game.

Moose, cariboo, sheep (ovis fanini), goat,

bear and lynx are all found in the neigh-

borhood, and one sportsman is reported to

have counted thirty-two big horn in one

flock. The country has many attractions

for camping parties, as there are innumiir-

able trout in the lakes and wild fowl,

grouse and ptarmigan are plentiful.
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From Golden to Windermere.
By A. C. ST. JOHN.

One of the most beautiful, if not the

most beautiful trip in British Columbia, is

that from Golden to Lake Windermere, one

of the Mother Lakes of the great Columbia

River.

The River itself is seldom over a hun-

dred feet in width, and winds about be-

tween the foot-hills of the Rockies on one

side and those of the Selkirks on the oth-

er. The River bottom is really about one

and a half miles in width, but it is cut up

by numerous small channels bordered with

tall Cottonwoods and an undergrowth of

11 ,. willow, Saskatoons, high bush cran-

berries and wild rose bushes. During the

months of June and July the river runs

bank-full and these hushes and their blos-

soms appear to be growing out of the wat-

er. The background of rugged mountains

makes a wonderful contrast.

For the first fifty miles above Golden,

the bencbes on either hand are heavily

wooded, but at Spillamachene the valley

broadens and becomes a park country with
bunch grass and scattering large Douglas
firs.

A string of lakes lying at the foot of the

Selkirks here ofier magnificent sport to the

fisherman. They are at a distance of four

to eight miles from the River, but can be

readily reached by good pack trails. They
have never been fished except by miners
and prospectors, and are as full of trout as

they could well be.

The highest peak in sight of the Colum-
bia, Mount Ethelbert, overshadows these

fishing lakes, which have not yet received

a name.

The journey as Lake Windermere is ap-

proached is intensely interesting. Perpendi-

cular banks one and two hundred feet in

height, formed of the sediment of ancient

glacial streams, are now and again cut in-

to the most fanciful shapes by the action

of rains and melting snow, giving the ap-

pearance of ruined castles, grander than
any that may be seen on the Rhine.

Two miles from the Lake, is passed the

last of the turbulent mountain streams

which up to this have made the waters

turbid, and the River becomes beautifully

clear. Here are the salmon beds, the

spawning ground of the persevering fish

that have fought their way up from the

distant Pacific. Twenty years ago the In-

dians from the surrounding country, and

even from the Kootenay Valley in Monta-

na, used to congregate here, and it was

not unusual for them to spear one thou-

sand fish in one night, but fish wheels on

the Lower Columbia, and steamboat wheels

churning up their carefully prepared spawn-

ing beds, have spoilt tne locality even for

all but the most venturesome salmon rov-

ers. A few are still to be seen :uid tlie

water which is here only three jr fur
feet deep fairly teems with smaller fish.

The view on entering Lake Windermere is

one never to be forgotten. A beautiful

sheet of water one and a half miles wide

and ten miles long, bordered by green roll-

ing hills, and behind that the great ice-

crested Rockies and Selkirks.

Windermere, half way up the Lake, pos-

sesses a very good hotel, which is well run

and at moderate prices. The bathing and

boating cannot be excelled. The weather

during the summer months is dry and

cloudless. A breeze generally starts after

sunrise and lasts till afternoon, when the

lake becomes perfectly calm. It is never

squally. There are no meadow lands nor

swamps in the vicinity and Windermere is

free from mosquitoes

The steamer "North Star", which dur-

ing the months of June, July and August

runs on the Columbia River, is a large

sternwheel boat, newly fitted up, clean

and comfortable. She makes two trips per

week ; one leaving Golden on Tuesday
morning and returning Wednesday, and a

longer trip leaving on Friday morning and
returning on Sunday, giving a full day on
Lake Windermere.
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Fish and Game Near Ottawa.
IHy •• EBOK.

Did you ever travel over the Gatineau

Railway, which not many years ago, ow-

ing to its curves and windings, was locally

known as the "Corkscrew", but now is

proud of its designation as the "Ottawa,

Northern and Western" branch of the C.P.

R. ? Did you ever make a journey on the

cars of the Pontiac and Pacific Junction

Railway ? These cars used to be lettered

"P.P. & J.R." and it was not long before

the entire countryside was designating the

railway as the "Push, Pull and Jerk"

road." The two local names have passed

into oblivion since both lines became bran-

ches of the great transcontinental road.

The zeal and energy which characterizes

the management of the C. P. R. top-not-

chers in raihvav organization, have been

extended to these railways. Both lines

have been improved ; new cars have been

procured ; curves have been taken out ; the

corkscrewing has in large measure passed

away, and practically new road beds have

been constructed. This is a preliminary.

When a man goes fishing or hunting he

wants to travel comfortably, and there is

no country near to the busy haunts of

men so easily accessible to the sportsman,

as are the fishing and hunting resorts of

the Gatineau and Pontiac districts. The
city of Ottawa is the home of not less

than thirty incorporated Fish and Game
clubs, with memberships ranging from ten

to sixty A club may have either hunting

or fishing privileges, or both. Latterly

all the fishing clubs whose waters are in

the counties of Pontiac or Wright have

leased the hunting territories adjacent

thereto.

These counties have been well named the

"Counties of Ten Thousand Lakes." As a

matter of fact the number of lakes, all of

which literally teem with fish, is count-

less. Into hundreds of them has a line

never been dipped. These lakes abound with

the ganiey black bass, the grey trout, or

the speckled trout, and when the fishing

season is over and the sportsman desires

more active exercise, he can range the

glorious hills of the Gatineau or Pontiac

after the red deer.

It is noteworthy that within the last

three or four years deer have been very

plentiful within thirty or forty miles of

the Capital. The reason for this is said

to be the increase in the number of wolves,

with the attendant result that the deer

are driven south, nearer to the settle-

ments. The accompanying snap shots were

taken on the hunting territory of The Cou-

longe Fish and Game Club, one of the

most thriving sporting organizations which

has its headquarters in Ottawa. The Club

has a lease of a fine trout lake known as

Moose Lake, three hours' drive from F^rt

Coulonge, and of fifteen miles of hunting

territory surrounding it.

Probably one of the most remarkable

sights ever witnessed by a hunter was that

which fell to the lot of Mr. W. J. Code, a

well-known Ottawa barrister, who is pres-

ident of the Coulonge Club, and his guide,

Billy Davis, last October. They were sit-

ting on a point on the east shore of Moose
Lake watching across the water to the

west shore, along which the dogs were

giving tongue. Suddenly to their left, in a

little bay, a fine doe and two beautiful

fawns took the water. Neither Mr. Code
nor his guide stirred. The mother and her

young frolicked around in the bay for some
time, totally oblivious of the presence of

man. After remaining in close proximity

to the hunters for ten minutes the doe and

her offspring headed out into deep water

across the lake. The pretty sight was am-
ple recompense for I\lr. Code. He had not

the heart to kill. Still straining their eyes

across the lake to the 'other side whence

the music of the dogs was coming, Mr.

Code and Guide Davis were again startled

by a noise in the little bay near by. Look-

ing around they saw a magnificent buck,

two does and two fawns taking the water

within twenty-five yards of them. The herd

had not got far from shore when the buck

scented danger and the live deer immedi-

ately headed for the land. One shot from

each of the hunters finished the buck and

one doe ; the others were allowed to go.

To see eight deer so dose to them was

enough for the two men in otic day, and it
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MOOSE CALLING.
A. C. L. and his guide on the ^vaters of Kipawa Lake.

IN MOOSELAND.
This lb Hhcre A i , 1,. saw one of the moose mentioned in the present issue.
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may be a long time before they have such

ano+her unique experience. As Billy Davis

remarked to an admiring crowd at the

Jewell House at Fort Coulonge later:

—

"Swelp me, bhoys, I niver seed the like of

it afore, and I niver expect to see the like

of it agin."

While large areas have been leased for

hunting and fishing purposes in this por-

tion of the province of Quebec, it must not

be suppo.sed that the casual visitor who
may not be a rrfember of an organized club

cannot get all the fishing and hunting he

desires. Either at Fort Coulonge, on the

Pontiac line, or at Gracefield and Maniwa-

ki on the Gatineau Railway, good guides

can be procured. There is an excellent ho-

tel at Fort Coulonge, but the Gatineau

District is clamouring for decent hotel ac-

commodation. The C.P.R. has just extend-

ed this line from Gracefield to Maniwaki,

skirting en route a beautiful sheet of wat-

er, the Blue Sea Lake, and it is said to

be the intention of the Company to erect

on its shores a fine summer hotel. As an

investment the impression is that a good

hotel there would certainly pay.

British Columbia Game.
(From B. C . Bulletin No. 17 )

It is difficult, in brief compass, to write

about the game of British Columbia. The
animals and birds which are hunted for

sport are numerous and widely distributed

over a vast extent of country presenting

many opportunities of, as well as many ob-

stacles to, success. The big game, such as

grizzly bear, mountain sheep, caribou, are

only found in the mountain fastnesses or

the more inaccessible parts of the Pro-
vince, and, therefore, their pursuit is not
to be undertaken lightly. As, however, the

difficulties and dangers incident to this life

form the principal zest for true sport,

British Columbia as a country is, and
ought to be, a very attractive field for

sportsmen. Accompanying this is a check
list containing the more familiar birds and
mammals. This has been prepared by Mr.
John Fannin, Curator of the Provincial
Museum, than whom no one is better qual-

ified to deal with the subject. As this list

gives the habitat of all the game animals,
it is unnecessary to more than refer to

some of the phases of sport in British Co-
lumbia.

Frequent inquiries are made by persons

in Great Britain and elsewhere, who are

looking to this country as a field in which
to shoot and fish ; and there are many dis-

appointments upon the part of such per-

sons upon arrival in regard to the condi-

tions which exist. Many of the big game
sportsmen who come to the Province are

extravagantly outfitted, and to many oth-

ers the supposed cost acts as a deterrent.

In regard to big game—grizzly, caribou,

and mountain sheep—it may be well to

quote a letter written to a gentleman in

quest of such information.

"First, as to the cost of outfitting, $500

a month, which will include a cook, a

guide, and five ponies, will take any per-

son very comfortably. Complete outfits

can be obtained here, and much cheaper and
better than at home, and all that is really «

necessary to obtain is rifles and blankets.

It is a great mistake to buy expensive out-

fits in England, and in writing to your

friends you should advise them on this

point. Guides vary from $2.50 to $3.50 per

day and can be obtained on the ground.

Manson, of Lillooet, a half-breed son of an

old Hudson's Bay Company officer, is the

best guide in the country, and consequent-

ly the most expensive. He lives at Ash-
croft. Indian guides can be had for $2.50

a day. Hunting parties can be outfitted at

Lillooet or Hope. I would advise Manson
because he knows every corner and nook of

the country and is thoroughly reliable and
well informed on every phase of big game
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sport. However, in order to obtain his

services it will be necessary to give him

ample notice as he is constantly in de-

mand.

"Xow then, as to the game itself: For

mountain sheep, perhaps the most attract-

ive game of British Columbia, the best

places are the Bridge River country in Lil-

looet District, French Bar Creek, Chilco-

ten, and Ashnola in the Similkameen coun-

try. The last named place was the most

famous for big horn in the country, but is

now pretty well shot out. October and

November are the best months for sheep.

"Mountain goats are found anywhere on

the mountains of the Coast from the 49th

parallel as far north as you can go. They

inhabit the most inaccessible mountains

and are not regarded as much sport as

they are stupid animals and easily bagged

when reached. The mountain goat can be

hunted at any time in season.

"The wapiti (American elk) are found

only in the centre of Vancouver Island,

where they are fairly plentiful.

"The nearest place for the caribou is in

the Okanagan District. They are plentiful

throughout Kootenay, in the Cariboo Dis-

trict and away north in the Omineca, Cas-

siar and Peace River Districts, where they

are exceedingly plentiful. The caribou are

shot principally in September and October.

"The best place for grizzly is in the

Bridge River country, and they are found

throughout Kootenay, in the Hope Moun-
tains and all up the Coast Range into

Alaska. May and June are the months for

shooting grizzly. Black and brown bear are

found everywhere in the country.

"The common kind of deer are plentiful

everywhere "

The charges of good guides, who arc £ b-

solutely necessary, are as a rule $2.50 and

50 cents for horses per day. Where special

arrangements are made in regard to a

cook, the consideration would be about

$1.50 a day. In a word, the requirements

depend very largely upon a man's tastes,

but $500 a month is an ample allowance

for two men, and it can be done very co-ti-

fortably for $.300. Of course, men like

Manson of Lillooet and McDougall of Ver-

non are more expensive, but in the opinion

of sportsmen who know the country I bey

are the best obtainable and well worth the

money. The following notes from Mr. W.
F. Burton, from whom the information in

this chapter is largely obtained, will give

practically all that is necessary to be

known on the subject.

For mountain sheep ( ovis montana),

mule deer, grizzly and mountain goat, Chil-

cotin and Bridge River countries are spe-

cially recommended. In respect to moun-
tain sheep, larger heads, but less plentiful,

are to be found in the Rocky Mountains,,

Golden being the best starting place.

In respect to other varieties of sheep

(ovis fannini, stonei and dalli) moose and
caribou, the Atlin country is recommended.

On Vancouver Island, wapiti (elk), black

bear, black tailed deer, wolf and panther

are plentiful.

Caribou, mule deer, grizzly, brown and
black bear and mountain goat are to be

found in the Okanagan and Kettle River

country, for which Vernon is the principal

starting point. Here is a very wide extent

of country to be exploited.

In Cassiar there are mostly caribou,

grizzly, brown and black bear. In the far

north, if the hunter had the time and
would risk the expense, moose and caribou

in great humbers would reward him.

In the northern interior, beaver are very

plentiful, particularly in the Ootsa Lake
country

; very few foxes are to be found

except in the extreme north land ; otter

are very plentiful on the Island and are

found scattered on the I\lainland ; lynx are

distributed all over the Mainland, also the

wolverine. Panther are quite numerous on

the Island of Vancouver. They are to be
found also in the southern interior and are

hunted with dogs.

In respect to feathered game and fishes

it is still more difficult to specify without
going into lengthy details, as they are very

widely distributed.

Pheasants, which have been imported,

are now very plentiful in the southern end

of Vancouver Island, and on the Lower
Mainland. All kinds of grouse are also

plentiful in the same localities. Blue grouse

are very abundant everywhere.

Snipe are found principally on Lulu Is-

land, and this district for that particular

sport is hard to beat. A good average

day's shooting will give thirty brace to

the man for a day, but larger bags can be

had. There are also plover to be found
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here in the spring, and the duck shooting

is excellent. Wild fowl, such as geese and

ducks, are to be found in great abundance

over the whole Coast, in the proper sea-

son, but particularly on the bays and in-

lets of Vancouver Island. Sooke Harbour

on the south, and Quatsino on the north,

are perhaps the most favorable localities.

Attempts have been made to give a list

of lakes and streams in the Province rec-

ommended for fishing, but this is quite

hopeless as it is difficult to discriminate.

As in everything else there are favorite

localities, but in respect to trout nearly

every part of the Province has its attrac-

tions. The best known resorts, however, on

the Island are Shawnigan Lake and Cowi-

chan River and Lake ; on the Mainland the

Coquitlam and Brunette Rivers, streams in

Lillooet, the Shuswap and Okanagan lakes,

and the Kootenay River.

Salmon in British Columbia, though not

ready to rise to the fly, are considered

good sport during the season. Spring sal-

mon and steelheads are caught throughout
the year. Cohoes and sockeyes during the

run.s in the latter part of August and Sep-
tember and during the early part of Oct-

ober, according to the run, afford good
sport. They may be trolled for in nearly

all the waters of the Coast. The best sal-

mon fishing in British Columbia, and pos-

sibly in the world, is to be found in

Campbell River, on Vancouver Island. Fish

have been caught here with rod and line,

weighing over seventy pounds, while the

average is about fifty pounds.

The whole interior of the Province, Is-

land and Mainland, possesses a wonderful
system of water communication, lakes and
rivers. These, as well as the lesser

streams, are abundantly stocked with fish,

principally salmon or trout, the several

varieties of which have already been enum-
erated. There are also whitefish in the
northern waters. While the best known
and favorite resorts are on Vancouver Is-

land, there is no locality where a fisher-

man may not prosecute with zest this

time-honoured sport
; and even on the sea-

coast, dliring the salmon run, with trolling

line he will meet with gratifying success.

The waters of Kootenay and Southern Yale

are already becoming locally noted as fish-

ing resorts, and when lines of communica-

tion are opened up, the rivers and lakes of

the whole interior will attract numerous

fishermen, affording as they do fish of un-

common size and number.

Of the varieties of trout found in the riv-

ers, streams and lakes of the province, the

steelhead trout (Salmo gairdneri) is the

best known and most highly considered, be-

cause of its abundance, great size, and

"game" and commercial qualities. In our

waters it averages about twelve pounds in

weight, though specimens weighing from

twenty to twenty-four pounds are not un-

common. As a "game fish" the steelhead

is considered by many fishermen to have

no equal in fresh water. It readily takes

a fly or spoon-bait, and "puts up a stiff

fight, taxing the skill of the angler and the

strength of his tackle to bring it to net or

gaff."

There are numerous forms of trout to be

found in the Upper Fraser and Thompson
Rivers, and in many of their tributary

lakes, that cannot be distinguished by any

technical character from the steelhead, but

which, because of the many differences ia

habit, form and color, have been given

many different names. Of these, perhaps

the best known to anglers is the very game
fish which abounds in the Kamloops, Shus-

wap, Okanagan and Kootenay Lake reg-

ions, to which Dr. Jordan gave the name
of Kamloops trout (Salmo kamloops). The
smaller specimens of this trout readily

take a fly, but the largest specimens are

seldom secured except by means of trolling.

In addition to the salmon and trout

which abound in our waters, we have the

Great Lake trout (Christivomer namay-
cush) and the Dolly Varden trout (salvel-

inus parkei), which are easily distinguish-

ed from the true trout by their red or

orange spots. Both these fish attain a

large size, the Great Lake trout not un-

uncommonly weighing as high as thirty

pounds, while the Dolly Varden not un-

commonly attain a weight of from fifteeft

to twenty pounds.
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A Manitoba Moose.
Bv A. R. DOUGLAS.

Every ardent sportsman keenly awaits

that time of the year when the laws of

his country permit him to take his rifle in

hand and wend his way into the forest in

search of big game, and, if he be luckj', re-

turn with one or even two good heads, as

evidence of his prowess.

In order to be successful certain condi-

tions are necessary, and among the most
important are: a country wherein game
abounds, a good guide, and, if the locality

be thickly wooded, a good fall of snow ac-

companied by a light wind. As regards the

former, Manitoba compares favorably with

any of the other provinces of the Domin-
ion. As regards a guide and companion
none could be better versed in all things

pertaining to sport than my esteemed

friend, whom I shall here call the Colonel.

After days of weary waiting, light flur-

ries of snow began to fall, gradually in-

creasing towards evening, until the ground
was covered in depth to about eight inch-

es, after which the snow ceased falling,

and the wind began to moan plantively

through the trees.

Our rifles are carefully oiled and exam-
ined, blankets, provisions and other neces-

sities of life packed securely, until every-
thing is in readiness for an early morning
start.

Long ere the first faint streaks of dawn
have touched the Eastern sky, we are urg-
ing our horses up the primitive trail which
leads into the Riding Mountains, and after

a rough, but nevertheless pleasant trip, we
reach camp at noon. Our abode consists of

a small cabin made from the rough hewn
logs of the forest and surrounded by spruce
trees, which afford an excellent protection
from the wind. The Colonel soon has the
kettle boiling and we partake of a plain
but satisfying meal, after which we prepare
for the chase.

Owing to the large number of accidents
which occur during the shooting season,

whereby hunters are shot down by fellow-

hunters, through carelessness and perhaps
what is particularly termed "buck-fever,"

which prompts them to shoot at any ob-

ject that moves in the bush, without first

ascertaining whether it be a man or a

deer, we decide to put on white sweaters

and caps covered with white material, as a

precautionary measure. Such a costume as

this is not only minimizes the chances of

being mistaken for a deer, but it also ren-

ders the hunter less conspicuous against

the snow, so that he can occasionally ap-

proach quite close to a moose or elk be-

fore their inquisitive nature is satisfied.

The wind having dropped during the

morning, we strike off into that section of

the country known as the Bald Hills, so-

called owing to their peculiar conforma-
tion, a series of abruj)t, treeless eleva-

tions, separated by deep ravines and noted
feeding ground for elk. A careful search

throughout this section proved fruitless, al-

though tracks of elk were numerous, a
band evidently remained here during the
night. The sun having disappeared over

the western horizon, we set out in the di-

rection of camp, as it is fast growing dark
and snow is beginning to fall ; we encoun-
ter numerous lynx tracks on the way back,

and here a relic of the Red man's crafti-

ness in the form of a bear tra,p of the dead-
fall variety, yet unsprung. At last we
reach camp, footsore and weary ; the Col-

onel prepares a welcome meal, to which
we do ample justice, and after a comfort-
ing pipe, we roll up in our blankets and
are soon in the arms of Morpheus.
Long before daybreak we prepare break-

fast, after which we lay out plans for the
day. A brisk wind is blowing from the
north, slightly stirring the trees, so that
a snapping of a twig or rustling of a
branch would scarcely be noticeable, where-
as on a calm day the slightest noise such
as this would immediately be distinguished
by the delicate and wonderfully acute aud-
itory apparatus of the deer tribe, and thus
the presence of the hunter would be be-

trayed. Thus we decide to hunt in the
heavy timber, and filling our pockets with
bannock we start. After travelling for sev-
eral miles we come across the tracks of a
moose going in a southerly direction, and
being fresh we decide to follow. Cautiously
we creep along over fallen logs, through
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undeibrush and scrub well-nigh impassable,

along the edge of a steep ravine, carefully

picking our steps and walking one behind

the other in lock-step fashion, so as to

resemble the footsteps of one man, owing

to the theory that a moose will listen in-

tently to one man's approach, while two
would cause a hasty retreat. At last the

tracks turn abruptly east and to all ap-

pearance the animal is heading for a fav-

orite stamping known as the "Big Lick",

so we hasten on, the wind now slightly in

our favor, so that he will be unable to

scent us. Entering a section of timber

more heavily wooded, than the rest, we
come across the fresh imprints of his

massive body in the snow where he had

lain not long before, and we knew he was
not far from us. With extreme caution we
move on, when, suddenly, the snapping of

a branch caused us to look in the direction

from whence the sound came, and there,

under a clump of spruce trees stood a mag-
nificent bull moose, his head elevated, nos-

trils dilated, sniffing the air as if scenting

danger, his massive antlers and pendalant

beard giving him a most formidable ap-

pearance.

As we threw up our rifles he turned with

a snort of rage and was off at a terrific

pace, but, alas, poor fellow, his mad rush

suddenly ceased at the sharp crack of two
30-30's, for he suddenly swung around and

came toward us, his eyes flashing fire. But

it was seen t<hat he was hit in a vital

part, as suddenly he stopped and his huge

body trembled violently. Another shot

through the lungs caused him to fall heav-

ily, and he lay tearing up the snow and

dirt with his front feet, in the vain en-

deavor to rise. With a determined effort

he raised himself on his fore legs, but a

bullet behind the ear caused him to roll

on his side, and with a last spasmodic con-

traction of the muscles he ceased to move.

The head proved to be valuable. Al-

though not extra large the antlers were

exceptionally uniform, having ten points

each, and the beard, or bell, was well de-

veloped. After removing the internal org-

ans, and packing the carcas with snow, we
struck out for camp, blazing a trail as we
went with our hatchets, and that night, as

we smoked our pipes and recalled the inci-

dents of the day, we felt at peace with the

world.

It is needless to recall the difiBculty with

which this curabcrsome eight hundred

pounds of moose was removed from the

bush, as every hunter has a knowledge of

the many obstacles to be surmounted in

such an undertaking as this ; suffice it to

say that the fascination of a hunter's life

with all its hardships clings to one, and

my heart yearns for the day when, with

rifle in hand, I shall again seek those plea-

sant hills and valleys "where romps the

lordlv moose."

In an interesting paper read recently by

Mr. Kivas Tully, C. E., before the Cana-

dian Institute at Toronto on the "Fluctu-

ations of Lake Ontario" he ascribes the

lowering of the level of the water of the

lake to the reckless destruction of the for-

ests in Ontario, also in Michigan and Wis-

consin, by lumbering and consequent lires,

in the drainage area of the great lakes,

without a partial or corresponding substi-

tution by planting. The Chicago drainage

canal and the deepening of the outlet of

Lake Ontario at the Galops Rapids have

also contributed to this result, and it

might be possible to regulate the level of

the lakes by engineering works such as a
Jam across the Niagara River at Buffalo.

The theory of the rise and fall of level

«luring regular periods was not considered

as being supported by the facts of the case.

The diminution of the rain and snowfall

from 1858 to 1893 was given as 2.602

inches, and from 1893 to 1903 as 1.583

inches, while the Toronto harbor records

show a lowering of the level of the water
of Lake Ontario during the same period of

13.61 inches. Mr. Tully pointed out the

setting apart of Forest Reserves in On-
tario as a step in the right direction, but

made objection to the cutting of the small

timber which was being done so extensive-

ly on pulpwood limits. The suggestion was'

made that if a small percentage of the

large amount derived from the recent sale

of timber limits in Ontario was set apart
for reforestation it would do much to mit-

igate the evil effects of the wholesale des-

truction of the forests.
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Is The Indian Hardy?
Bv C. C FARR.

The cold weather of this winter threat-

ens to become historical. I remember one

season like it, but it was about twenty-

seven years ago ; a season in which the

thermometer got down to business below

the zeroes al an early date, and stayed

there for a long time. The reason why I

remember it so well, was that I happened

to be on a tri,p for furs, in the interests of

the Hudson's Bay Company, and when furs

are the objective point in that business,

you question not the order or conditions of

going, but you simply go, and it the ther-

mometer is thirty degrees below zero, or

thirty degrees above it, it is all the same.

Your duty is to see that the fur list of

the year compares favorably with that of

the past, otherwise there is a good chance

of receiving from the man who is toasting

his shins at the stoves of the best hotels

in the city that happens to be head-quar-

ters, a gentle reminder that your post is

going behind, and that if you expect pro-

motion you have got to do better. The
whole of life can be summed up into the

proposition of bread and butter, with oc-

casional trimmings, for the man, his wife,

and little ones. Hence the dictum of the

man with the warm shins has to be accept-

ed, and you simply cool your own. And
this is how it is done.

The ordinary covering for a man with a

"stripe" working for the Hudson's Bay
Company, was, I will not say is, a four-

point blanket. The ordinary working man
had to keep himself warm with a three

point, that is, two sizes smaller than the

"Boss's", and he was lucky if he happened
to be a small man, for a three point blank-

et will cover a small man as well as a
four point will cover a large one. The
question might naturally arise, why should
the covering for the night be so light? The
answer is simple, for every pound of cov-

ering, or comfort, loaded on to the flat

sleigh would mean so much less tobacco,

grease, twine, sugar, and other merchan-
dize, which, in the trackless forest spell

FURS !

On this particular occasion I took the

regulation four point, and as my men, who

were Indians, had only their regulation

three points, I was encouraged to think

that I could live, if they could.

The wind went round to the north with a
rush after we had started, and the In-

dians said to me: "Tah keesina", which
means, "it is going to be cold." And it

was cold, so that our mufflers froze to our
embryonic mustaches. The mustache of a
pure Indian remains embryonic all his life.

I was not pure Indian, hence my muffler

bothered me in this respect most. I was
essentially green in the business and I

wondered what they would do. It was
a shivering kind of wonder, for the only
Indian that I had seen face the cold wea-
ther, in the open, while I was sleeping in

a stove-warmed tent, was old Jean Bap-
tiste, a man who had made fifty trips to
Moose Factory, and in those days, two
trips a year were as much as a man could
do. I had noticed that he would light a
small fire on the top of the snow around
which he would strew some balsam brush,
in the collecting of which he would dis-

play a spirit of economy, that either be-

tokened a constitutional laziness, or a con-
stitutional hardihood, which one might ex-
pect to find in a moose, but not in a man.
He would then wrap himself up in a single

blanket—three point, of course—and sleep
peacefully all night. In the morning I

'

would see him trudging around in his bare
feet, collecting the remnants of the wood
that he had cut on the previous evening,
stirring up the ashes of the fire, which
would have sunk about two feet below the
brush-covered platform whereon he had
slept, and after warming up a little the
rags that served him for socks, he would
wrap his feet in them, put on his moccas-
ins, and be ready for another's day's work.
This man lived, they say, to the age of
ninety, and goodness knows how many
years he might have lived if he taken ordi-
nary care of him.self. Now, I did not care
to submit myself to the same conditions of
living, especially in winter, that this man
considered only normal and natural, hence
I watched with apprehension what they
were going to do with me, for I confess
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that I dreaded the prospect of a night's

rest, or rather roost, on that kind of an

elevated platform of brush, with the fire

sizzling about two feet below me.

I need not have been apprehensive, for

these men knew their business, and were

to the manner born. This is what they

did, and to me at the time it was a reve-

lation, a lesson in the first book of wood-

craft. They took ofT their snowshoes, used

them as shovels, and soon had a pit dug

out in the deep snow, which in itself

would have afforded a certain amount of

protection from "Kee-waydin"—the north

wind—but that was not all. They stuck in-

to the walls of the pit at an angle of

about forty-five degrees, poles, upon which

they stretched the "abuck-quan", a cover-

ing of cotton, and beneath this they spread

any quantity of balsam brush, forming a

bed fit for a King. Upon this brush they

spread a spare covering, for a blanket

could not be spared, and they made in the

centre of the pit a roaring fire of dry pop-

lar. To the uninitiated it was a revela-

tion, indeed, for the result of all these

preparations, the pit, the "abuck-quan,"

and the fire was to make such warmth and

comfort that, compared to the outside con-

ditions, with the thermometer about thirty

degrees below zero, was as enjoyable as it

was startling.

The tea pail was soon boiling and the

bacon sizzling in the pan, so that by the

time that I had disposed of all the preci-

ous freight, yet to be converted into furs,

with which the flat sleigh was loaded, I

was able to eat a meal with an appetite

that is rarely granted to a man, unless he

is a ship-wrecked sailor, or a Hudson's

Bay Company employee engaged in the or-

dinary discharge of his duty. Then, wrap-

ping myself in my four points of superior-

ity, I laid me down to sleep, at peace with

the world, and thoroughly comfortable.

The Indians said to me: "Tah Keetchi kee-

sina"—"it is going to be very cold."

"Yes" I said sleepily, "I don't care" and

I was soon into the arms of the drowsy

god.

About three hours later I awoke with a

shiver. There was just a glimmer of light

from the fire, and there was the 'click,'

'click', made by the dying embers, a noise

that those who sleep outside know so

well. I hoped that the two sleeping In-

dians, who by the by, were sleeping in a

far more exposed place than I was, would

be disturbed by the cold, and thus induced

to make up the fire, but they were sleep-

ing too soundl.v, and snoring lustily,

though their blankets were only three

points, and very thread-bare at that. There

was nothing left for me to do, but to get

up, and attend to the fire myself, which I

did, and groping my way in the sim, un-

certain light to the wood-pile, I threw a

few arni-fulls of our reserve stock iipon the

fire, so that soon the flames rose high in-

to the dark night air, and again the whole

atmosphere of the camp was quickly

changed, and heat and comfort restored, so

much so that the sleeping Indians turned

over with a grunt of satisfaction, and pass-

ed again into the land of snores. I soon

followed suit, taking care to make a tar-

get of my back for the rays of the briskly

burning fire. Twice during the night was
this process repeated, and in the early

morning before daylight my guides arose,

made up the fire, cooked the breakfast and

awoke me just when I thought that life in

sleep was worth living. "Wan-ish-kan"

they shouted—"arise". "Ajaie kaygot wab-

an"—"it is nearly daylight," and though I

felt that I could, in that warmth, have

slept two or three hours longer, I was fain

to get up, washed my face and hands in

the snow, and once more prepare for the

day's work. When I reached for my moc-
casins, I found them frozen stiff, as hard

as boards, and when I showed them to the

Indians, they simply laughed, but took

them over into their care, fearing no
doubt that I, in my inexperience, might
use methods too heroic for the occasion,

and burn them into a state of uselessness.

They applied the heat slowly, in small dos-

es, making use of the warmth of the hand

more than of the warmth of the fire. They
rubbed, they pulled, and they squeezed the

leather until they were as pliable as they

had been when I put them on my feet brand

new on the previous morning.

The snowshoes, they, knowing my inex-

perience, absolutely refused to let me have

anything to do with, for a snowshoe scor-

ched by too much heat, at a long dis-

tance from home, may lead to serious trou-

ble, and it is astonishing how soon a blaz-

ing fire will burn out the filling of a snow-

shoe ; I have seen the bare frames stand-
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ing, stuck in the snow, before a good blaz-

ing fire, before the owner was aware that

the ice that had gathered on them had

even been melted. The stars were still

shining when we again started, but I did

not feel the cold, for at that hour, though

the coldest of the twenty-four, one does

not feel the cold. It is about sunrise, just

when the thermometer is actually begin-

ning to rise, that one feels the cold most,

and on this occasion my nose began to

freeze. The Indians noticed it first, and

began to laugh. They laugh at any catas-

trophe, short of death, and even when life

has hung on the balance for moments, or

minutes, provided that all danger has pass-

ed, they look at it all as a huge joke.

They made me rub my afflicted point with

snow, and though the process is not an en-

joyable one, it had the desired effect, nor

was I troubled with a recurrence of the

same calamity during the rest of the jour-

ney.

Night after night we camped under the

same conditions, for the weather remained

bitterly cold, even as it is doing this sea-

son, and though we occasionally struck an

Indian hut, so porous are these structures

that I preferred tn sleep in the open bush,

where wood was plentiful, and the atmos-

phere pure, to sleeping in a kind of rail

fence, which would retain no caloric, but

plenty of odor.

There is no doubt that Indians are ex-

tremely insensitive to cold. Conditions

that would make a white man shiver and

groan are to the Indian nothing abnormal,

and he accepts them as a part of what you
can't help. The difference between his

winter and summer clothing is hardly dis-

tinguishable. He' is more careful to keep
his moccasins dry in the winter, he wears
mitts, and if he is partly civilized, he will

wear a muffler, while he will bind his rags

around him with belt or string, instead of

allowing them to flap about in the breeze,

and yet he dies not, nor diminishes, except
by intermarriage, which latter is going to
be the real solution of the Indian question,

provided the rotten system of "Reserves"
can be relegated to the limbo of the past.

The Thaw.
By HELEN M. MERRILL.

I hear a whisper oij the hills
;

The upland fields are bare and brown,

Only a gleam of drifted snow
Along the fences grey and low,

Tells where the white storm idly raged

A month ago.

I hear a whisper in the wood
Where pine and cedar scent the air,

And lindens and blue beeches rise.

And larches, to the glowing skies
;

Nor any early leaf, nor flower.

Yet meets mine eyes.

I hear a whisper in t'lie stream
Amid the purple osier beds.

In meadows where the shorelarks sing.

And warbling blue birds on the wing,

Along the leafless hedges greet .

The joyous spring.

I hear a whisper by the shore

Where lie the idle water-craft.

And ice-fields glimmer dull, and grey,

Down the long reaches of the bay
;

The sun and wind have wonders wrought
Since yesterday.

I hear a whisper, cheerily

It echoes on the shining air

—

From stream, and field, and busy street,

When earth and spring in joy once greet,

The silver whisper of the Thaw
Uprises sweet.
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A Modern Gun.
Bv C. A. B.

Sportsmen of middle age will remember

how their first breach loader seemed to be

an absolutely perfect weapon. It was not,

so they then thought, possible to go far-

ther in gun-making. The summit ol the gun
makers' art had been attained. Yet the

piece in question was probably a double

grip, breach-loader, with clumsy up-stand-

ing hammers, cylinder bored and without
a top connection. It was, in truth, a long

way from that ultimate perfection to which
we have doubtless not yet attained. But
we have certainly travelled far since these

early days, and it must be admitted that

the double twelve bore seems hardly cap-

able of improvem.ent.

Up to a short time ago the hammerless
ejector marked the limit of progress : to-

day we have the single trigger and detach-

able lock ; improvements removing the ap-

parently only objections against the older

weapon. The Anson and Deeley action had
few defects, but it could not be stripped

without special knowledge and special

tools. The modern hand detachable lock,

as invented by Westley Richards, may be

removed without the use of any tool for

cleaning or repair, though it is hardly like-

ly to need removing for the latter reason,

seeing it consists of but tour main parts,

namely, a cocking lifter, hammer, main-
spring and sear.

These detachable locks consitute a radi-

cal' departure in gun construction, and
when to them is added in the same gun a
thoroughly trustworthy single trigger

mechanism, we have a weapon apparently
several years in advance of the ordinary
hammerless ejector. The great battle in

single triggers has been between the ad-

vocates of the two-pull and three-pull

movements, but the two-pull has won first

position. The editor of the London Field,
an authority whose judgment is accepted
without cavil by British sportsmen, car-
ried out a careful series of investigations
with all the single trigger mechanisms at
present available, and he found in the West-
ley Richards single trigger action a .perfect

piece of mechanism. Without a very care-

ful investigation it would be difficult some-

times to say whether a lock w-orks by a

two-pull or a three-pull movement, and if

dummy cartridges be used the movement
will evidently be confined to the two pulls

by which the locks are successfully releas-

ed. If again the weapon should be shot

with loaded cartridges, the parts have an

intermediate movement : but even so, an
involuntary pull is not necessary to free

the parts so as to make it possible to fire

Westley Richards Single Trigger.

A.—Lifting plate. B.—Safety spur. C—
Weight moving under recoil.

the second barrel. Hence, it is i-.doubted-

ly correct to describe the Westley Rich-

ards single trigger as a pure two-pull
mechanism, as it evidently does not re-

quire an intermediate pull as the necessary
part of the double discharge. On opening
the gun the hammers are cocked and the

parts set in such a position that the trig-

ger may be pulled to a certain distance.

In going so far, the sear is released and
the first barrel fired. Assuming recoil, a
vibrating weight is brought into play by
which the quiver of the finger on the trig-

ger is prevented from firing the second
barrel. .All movement of recoil having
ceased, the shooter involuntarily releases

the trigger slightly, just sufficient to free
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the locking detachment, then the second

pull fires the other barrel.

Accounts from the sporting fields of Eng-

land, and Scotland, show that this single

trigger mechanism' has made tremendous

strides in public favor, and in all the big

shoots, where nothing but the best in the

way of guns is good enough, the single

trigger is steadily crowding the older

mechanism out of the running.

Personally, I am always deeply inter-

ested in an improvement in either shot gun

or rifle, so I wrote to an old friaend in

England and asked him to examine one of

these new Westley Richards guns and re-

port to me. He replied:

"Vou will see from the enclosed that the

hand detachable locks mark a great ad-

vance in the development of hammerless

guns. The original hammerless gun, cock-

ing by the fall of the barrels, was intro-

duced by Westley Richards over twenty-

five years ago and this weapon had a suc-

cess which has never been equalled by any

other system ; it practically revolutionized

the double shot gun. It reduced the origi-

nal gun lock by about fifteen parts, and
the principle of cocking by the fall of the

barrels, which it initiated, is now adopted

in all modern breech-loading guns. If there

were any objection to this system, the

only one discoverable was, that you could

not strip the lock mechanism without first

taking off the stock from the action and

completely stripping the mechanism. Fur-

ther, special tools were needed to take out

the lock work ; a vice was needed and also

considerable skill on the part of the user

was necessary. It will therefore 'be seen

that by making the locks detachable en-

tirely by hand without the removal of a

single pin, it does away with this objec-

tion and simplifies detachment and attach-

ment of the lock to the last degree. This
system of detachability is obtained with-

out any sacrifice in the principle or effici-

ency of the original hammerless lock,

which is acknowledged by expert opinion,

to be the strongest and simplest ever in-

vented. It further introduced the principle

of interchangability, i.e., the easy method
of attachment gives the sportsmen the op-

portunity of having duplicate locks if re-

quired. Every one knows, that despite all

the claims that may be made to the con-

trary, there is bound to be a certain per-

centage of mishaps, even though they are of

a. trivial character, which may deprive a

sportsman of the use of his gun when he

most needs it, and if he should have to

send his gun away to the gunsmith for a

repair while in the midst of his shooting,

it is impossible to gauge the extent of his

disappointment. Sometimes this may be

caused by the pull-off varying a shade, but

sufficient to baffle him and render shoot-

ing difficult. Under any of these circum-

stances, consider the enormous advantage
of being able, in a few seconds, to substi-

tute one of the duplicate locks and con-

tinue shooting as before in full confidence

and comfort ; the gunsmith is dispensed

with. This advantage does not add great-

ly to the cost, for an extra sum of £4-10-

duplicate interchangable locks may be

had on any quality of gun.

The working Parts detached.

"This simple detachable system of lock

tends in other ways to the sportsman's

advantage
; think of shooting in a heavy

downpour of rain when all parts of the

gun are exposed. What pleasure it must
give to the sportsman to know that when
he gets home he can with a minimum of

trouble, take out his locks, oil them and
prevent them from becoming damaged by
the rust, which would be certain to accrue
under the same conditions with other sys-

tems of guns.

"We have all known people of a meddle-
some mind who never pick up a gun with-
out snapping oft the locks, or otherwise
tampering with the weapon. Such treat-
ment may sometimes cause a breakage
which would be most annoying to a sports-
man when out on a trip far away from a
gunsmith. This annoyance, due from this
meddlesome handling of weapons, is now
removed, if the sportsman only likes to
avail himself of the opportunity afforded
and take out the locks from his gun when
not in use.
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"I believe that in Canada you experience

your share of wet weather and that in

ducking, mud, wet ^nd a damp atmos-

phere are met with. The detachahle lock,

therefore, as it seems to me, appeals in a

special degree to the Canadians sports-

man."
It seems pretty clear from the foregoing

that, at length, we have a wonderfully per-

fect douhle barrel gun. Personally, I hard-

ly Icnow whether to pay the greater tribute

to the detachable locks or to the single

trigger. I think that for Canadian shoot-

ing the detachable lock will be the most

valuable feature, as one finds it so hard to

keep an action such as the Anson and Deel-

ey clean after a long spell of wet weather

in the bush, but I can conceive that the

pigeon shooter, and the sportsman who
goes in for "driving" game, as they do in

England, will find the extra rapidity gain-

ed by having only one trigger to manipu-

late of paramount importance. There can

be no doubt that rapidity is gained, and

men who have been shooting for twenty
years with the douhle trigger gun can take

up this new weapon and do better work
with it than thev ever did. There is noth-

ing to learn. You may fire one barrel or

the two as quickly, or as slowly as you

wish, and you need not move the hand or

finger for the second shot. Moreover, and

this is important, we Canadian sportsmen,

are likely, shortly, to insist upon this

mechanism, as in cold weather the sports-

men may wear thick gloves, something he

cannot do when firing the ordinary double

barrel. Of course, the system is now being

applied to all the Westley Richards rifles,

as well as to one-trigger guns. This firm

manufactures a full line of long range sin-

gle rifles, and double barrel rifles for large

and small game, and all these may be had
with a single trigger if preferred.

It is true a good gun costs money, and

a Westley Richards single trigger "ham-
merless" may cost as high as $385 deliver-

ed in the Unites States or in Canada, but

then on the other hand, one of the very

best quality, without elaborate ornamen-
tations, but in every respect a "best gun",

need not cost more than $250, a price well

within the reach of most men who do much
shooting. Such a gun will last a lifetime,

as all the metal used in it is hard, and the

fitting of the different parts is done by the

most skillful workmen in the world.

Editor Rod and Gun in Canada:

—

Sir.—In the interests of Rod and Gun
and its readers, I would like to give you a

brief report regarding the quail (Bob
White) of Essex and Kent Counties. The
season of 190.S was not a favorable one,

the forepart being too wet and cold for in-

cubation. The season's crop of birds,

therefore, unfortunately, was limited to a

small quantity. Thanks to our local

sportsmen, they saw the situation of the

scarcity and the days afield were some-
what shortened. The present cold winter

of 1904 with heavy snow falls and crusted

snow has diminished our birds to only a
limited few, and should the balance of the
winter finish in sleet and severe cold our
quail will be extinct. I am strongly of the

opinion there should be some protection in

the way of a quail industry, a breeding

farm—some locality adapted suitably for

fostering and hatching and wintering these

birds. Importing quail is not satisfactory

for reasons experienced; it is expensive and
some three or four years are required in

producing a sufficient number for the public

—even for field trial purposes.

There are in Essex county suitable places

and openings and grassy sections, protect-

ed from the sweep of prevailing storms,
where a small section, say one hundred
acres or more, could be properly fenced

and the birds cared for and fed during the

winter season, and maintained throughout

the year and stock the surrounding vicini-

ty.

Yours very truly,

F. H. CONOVER.
Leamington, Ont.
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Forestry and Science*

Dr. C. A. Schenck, Principal of the Bilt-

more Forest School, has issued a synopsis

of the lectures delivered at the School dur-

ing the fall term of 1903. After defining

forestry and considering the related scien-

ces, Dr. Schenck goes on to deal with the

subject under the following general divis-

ions; Characteristic Features of Forestry,

the Useful Functions of the Forest, For-

est Statistics, History and Facts of For-

est Policy, Government and Private For-

estry, Forestry in Government Forests,

Forest Political Miscellany, each of which

is considered in its several different bear-

ings, making in the whole a full and com-

prehensive survey of the subject. The stu-

dent who passes through such a course

should certainly have a clear and enlarged

grasp of what forestry means and of the

history and principles upon which its dev-

elopment must be based. A few notes may
serve to give some ideas of the general

bearing of the contents:

"Doctor Schenck wants to give as broad

a definition as possible when saying: 'For-

estry is any treatment, the object of which
is woodland.' This definition covers

prairie planting, lumbering, park forestry,

governmental forestry, good and bad for-

estry."

"Every foot of national soil should be

devoted to that production under which it

pays best ; hence forests should never dis-

appear from land on which conservative

forestry is the most remunerative use to

which soil may be put. A national plat-

form ought to invariably contain this

plank. Land as described is called 'abso-

lute forest land.'
"

"In Saxony, records have been kept

since 1816, showing that the forest has

paid on the average three per cent, per an-

num of interest and that, in addition, the

value of the forest has increased, on the

annual average, by two per cent, (com-

pound interest.)"

"In Germany, the increment production

falls short, by about three and one-half

billion feet, b.m., from covering the home
requirements for commercial production.

Germany conld easily supply all her com-
mercial demands, without timber imports,

tor a large number of years, if she would

reduce her forest capital as unscrupulous-

ly as the United States."

"To supply the present consumption of

the United States, now about forty-fifty

billion feet, b. m., could never exceed, in

times to come, the possible increment pro-

duction of the forest area at hand."

"A knowledge of the financial possibili-

ties of forestry is necessary for the owner
of woodlands. Then, only, can he arrange

his investments so as to make them most
productive of revenue. The knowledge must

be based on investigation and statistics

gathered by the government, since the pri-

vate individual is usually unable to make
them. He will never publish the result of

investigations which he may chance to

make. Most desirable are statistics on the

following points: Growing stock of tim-

ber in the U. S.; reproduction of timber
;

influence of fires
; yield tables and volume

tables ; log analysis as to quality and
quantity of output ; timber consumption

;

timber export and import ; study of for-

eign markets
; influence of forests on wat-

er supply for irrigation and navigation
;

influence of thp forest on rainfall, etc."

"Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry .Association.

Last fall Prince Alexander of Thurn and

Taxis organized a party for sport amid
the big game of British Columbia. He left

Ashcroft, in that Province, on September
16th, by special stage to Soda Creek, on

the Fraser, driving by easy stages and
halting at dusk and reaching Soda Creek in

four days. As soon as Clinton was reach-

ed, the party met with small game in

abundance on either side of the road. Wil-

low grouse, prairie chicken, snipe and thou-

sands of duck and geese were met with.

The jiarty enjoyed superb sport with the
shotgun. All the way along the Cariboo
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road there are numbers of small lakelets,

that were found swarming with duck.

At Soda Creek a small steamer was

boarded, which took the party as far as

Quesnelle, higher up the Fraser. From this

point the sportsmen went by canoe. The

flotilla niade quite an imposing scene as it

left Quesnelle, there being four canoes

manned by six Indians and two white men.

An almond-eyed celestial was taken as

cook. The head guide of the party was

the famous Rocky Mountain hunter, Tom
Martin, of Field, who made all arrange-

ments weeks beforehand, having planned

everything to go without hitch or error.

The Hudson's Bay Company supplied tents

and provisions through their agent, Mr.

Louis Dickson, in charge of the post at

Quesnelle.

After ten days steady travelling against

a stiff current, the party reached Fort

George, a Hudson's Bay trading post, one

hundred miles to the northward. Mule deer

were seen in numbers, and the party also

got shots at bear and wing game. At Fort

George the Quesnelle Indians were dis-

charged and six local Indians hired in their

stead. These men proved to be highly in-

telligent and magnificent canoe men.

For yet another one hundred miles the

party travelled, reaching the foot of the

Grand Canon of the Fraser. This extreme

headwater had a gentler current than the

lower part of the river. By this time the

party was in the heart of one of the best

big game countries of the world. Moose,

bear, caribou, goat and small game aboun-

ded on every side, and a very few days'

hunting sufficed, as the party was not out

for slaughter. The Prince shot two caribou

in one day, each having a magnificent

head.

Descending the river rapidly, the party

reached Quesnelle after four days, having

been thirty days away from civilization.

The Prince returns to this country next

year and expects to hunt in the Valley of

the Peace River.

Now that a noisy but uninfluential mi-

nority are clamoring against the introduc-

tion of automatic weapons, it is interest-

ing to read that in Great Britain the Na-

tional Rifle Association is fully alive to

the inevitable advent of a weapon superior

for sport and war to the best repeating

breechloader of today. In its issue of Jan-

uary 30th, the London Field says:

Evidently realising the possibility that

automatic rifles w-ill be a feature of future

military armament, the N.R.A. council has

decided to offer a prize of lOOgs. for com-
petition with automatic rifles suitable foi

military purposes during the next Bisley

meeting, which runs from July 11 to July
23. The following are the chief require-

ments and conditions:

The calibre to be between .2.55 and .303.

Minimum weight of bullet to be 24grs.

per millimetre of bore.

We:ght must not exceed Of lb.

The rifle must be capable of alternative
i|se as a hand-operated arm.
The bolt supporting the base of the car-

tridge must, at the moment of firing, be

positively locked.

The magazine must contain not less than

five cartridges, and must be loaded from

clips or their equivalent.

Th.e rifle must, in the opinion of the spe-

cial committee, be generally serviceable as

a military weapon. The committee may re-

quire any further tests which they think

necessary to enable them to form a judg-

ment upon this or any other point.

The "desirable requirements" are laid

down as follows:

The rifle should he as simple, strong, and

compact as possible, and the mechanism
should be well protected from the en-

trance of sand, rain, or dirt.

All parts that may require to be cleaned

or oiled by the soldier .should be accessible

witnout the use of tools.

The rifle should fire rimless cartridges

for preference.

After the last round in the magazine has

been fired, the fact should be indicated by
the bolt remaining open, or by some other

conspicuous arrangement.

The direction in which the fired cases are
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ejected should not be such as to incom-

mode the firer or men at his side.

The rifle should handle and balance well,

and the recoil should be moderate.

An efficient safety device should be car-

ried by the rifle, but the absence of such

will not be held to disqualify.

The following rules are also laid down:

No component will be allowed to be re-

paired or replaced during the competition.

A competitor may enter two rifles of a

similar type if he so wishes.

Competitors are to bring their own am-
munition and bayonets for their rifles.

Each rifle will be tested by the commit-

tee as a magazine rifle.

The following tests for accuracy and rap-

idity will be repeated on four days during

the Bisley meeting (July 11 to 23, 1904),

the rifles being fired by the exhibitors or

their representatives: The rifles will be fir-

ed as automatic rifles for accuracy, ten

shots at two hundred yards, the same to

be repeated with the bayonet fixed. They
will also be fired as automatic rifles for

accuracy and rapidity at two hundred

yards, as many shots as possible in one

minute ; the score only will be counted,

and not the number of shots fired. The
rifles in the above tests will be fired at

third-class targets (four feet square), and
sighting shots will be allowed. Rests, such

as "table rests," will be allowed. Each day
directly after firing, the competitors will

clean their rifles, and hand them to the

committee for safe-keeping. A rifle failing

on any two occasions to work correctly

automatically during the four day tests for

accuracy or rapidity will be disqualified,

except when in the opinion of the commit-

tee the failure is due to a missfire caused

by a defective cap. The rifles which have

passed the above tests will be stripped by
the exhibitors after the conclusion of the

tests on the fourth day, and the parts will

be examined for wear or clogging by the

committee. On the fifth day each rifle

with the magazine charged will be placed

in a box, and half a pint of mixed sand,

varying from medium to very fine, will be

blown into the box ; after which the rifle

will be taken out and as much sand as

possible will be shaken off and wiped away
with the hand. Fifty rounds will then be

fired automatically from each rifle at two
hundred yards range. The number of rounds

that fail to load automatically, or to fire,

will be noted.

The judging will be carried out by a spe-

cial committee of three members, appoint-

ed by the National Rifle Association, from
whose decision no appeal will be allowed.

Rifles will be disqualified if, when used as

a magazine rifle, they require 'excessive

force to operate the bolt by hand, or if

they otherwise fail to satisfy the tests laid

down. Those which have not been disqual-

ified will be placed in order of merit. If,

in the opinion of the committee, none of

the rifles or ammunition are considered to

be "of sufficient merit" the prize will be
retained until another year. Should two
rifles be of equal merit, the committee
mav divide the award.

Our Medicine Bag.

Go where you may, into the glare of the

tropics or the silent wastes of the tun-

dras, you will surely find some species of

snipe—hence the volume of the Fur, Fin
and P'eather series, dealing with this ad-

mirable sporting bird is as interesting to

Canadian sportsmen as to English readers.

Mr. De Visme Shaw, a well-known shot, is

the author, and Messrs Longman, Green

& Co. are the publishers. The English

snipe differs in a few unimportant details

from our American bird, but the ordinary
gunner would hardly notice a difference,

and in habit they are identical. After a
careful description of the natural history

of the snipe, the author discusses the gun
and charge best suited to the sport, and
finally, the haunts and habits of the bird.
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Of the gun he says: "As the result of con-

siderable experience in snipe shooting, I

am strongly in favor of having the right

barrel an improved cylinder, pattern about

140 (i.e. IJ 07.. No. 6 English, in the 30-

inch circle at forty yards range) and the

left barrel a full choke." This entirely ac-

cords with our own experience, as does
the author's choice of a 12-bore in prefer-

ence to a weapon of smaller caliber.

In addition to the snipe this little book
describes the woodcock—but as the bird

dealt with is the European cock it will

not be of particular value to those who
pursue Philohela minor. The price of the
book is $1.25 in England.

A correspondent asks : "Where can I get
coaching in long range shooting ? I live in

the backwoods and have a magnificent na-
tural range of 1200 yards or more long to
shoot over and plenty of time, but I am
a complete novice, and, alas, there is

none here to teach." We advise him, and
others in like case to procure a Lee-En-
fleld rifle, a good supply of cartridges, and
one of th'e many trustworthy manuals deal-
ing with the subject of long range shoot-
ing. For a beginner we know of none more
highly recommendable than "The Theory
and Practice of Target Shooting" by A.
G. Foulkes, published by The Field, Wind-
sor House, Bream's Building, London, Eng-
land. This book is so thoroughly illustrat-

ed that even a tyro should find little dif-

ficulty in following the author's meaning,
and acquiring a capital style, either stand-
ing, kneeling, or extended on Mother
Earth.

Travellers on the Gimli trail on Tuesday
afternoon of last week saw a very pretty
sight when some seventeen dog trains, lad-

en with furs, passed towards Winnipeg on
their way from Norway House, says a cor-

respondent of the Winnipeg Tribune. Each
toboggan was pulled by from four to six

well-trained and apparently well-fed dogs.
The chief trader's team was made up of

five good-sized dogs of almost a fox color, -

and even in color and si/e. The whole car-

avan camped for the night a couple of

miles south of Gimli.

The death is announced of Hcrr Ferdi-

nand Mannlicher, the inventor of the maga-

zine rifle which liears lus name. The de-

ceased, who had for many years devoted

himself to the improvement of fire arms,

was not only a recognized authority in

gunnery and an expert mechanician, but de-

voted much of his time to the discharge of

his parliamentary duties in the Austrian

Upper House. He died at Vienna, on Jan-

uary 20. in his fifty-sixth year.

Mr. Frederic M. Halford, the well-known

authority on Drj'-fl.v Fishing and all that

pertains to that scientific form of angling,

is the subject of the portrait and biogra-

phical sketch in the February Baily. "Bor-
derer" follows with a pleasant, chatty

paper on the varying dispositions of fox-

hounds. Captain E. D. Miller writes on

"Aids in Horsemanship", as he very truly

says, few, even of the best horsemen in

England, know how to properly use the

legs and hands in controlling the move-
ments and actions of the horse. Under
"The Stable—The Bush — The Hunting

Field," we have some horse reminiscences,

very readable and often amusing, by Glas-

tonbury. Mr. Leonard West writes with

knowledge and sympathy on Foxhunting in

the Lake District. An appropriate sequel

to the biography of Mr. Halford is the ap-

preciative review of his latest work "An
Angler's Autobiography." A suggestive

paper on "Horse Dealing for Amateurs"
contains hints well worth laying to heart.

"Sport at the Universities" deals with

past events and discusses the prospects of

the future. A very difficult task is set in

treating of the "Twelve Best Gentlemen

Riders to Hounds"
; it is pointed out, and

very justly, that a rider may be a first

flight man in the country to which he is

accustomed, and perform but indifferently

over country of a totally different char-

acter. Several names are mentioned, and

everyone who reads this well-considered ar-

ticle will doubtless add many names to the

long list compiled from readers' votes, at

the head of which stands those of Lords

Southampton and Annaly. Mr. Hu^i Hen-

ry writes gracefully concerning "The Poet-

ry of the Chase," and the quotations he in-

troduces are well chosen. H is to be hop-

ed that the anglers who behave as do some

of those condemned bv Mr. Carter Platts

in "The .\buse of .\ngliiig Privileges" are

few. The "Revised Polo Rules", with a
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short introduction, will be of great inter-

est to players of the finest game in the

world. "Stray Notes on Breeding" con-

tains much of great interest to students of

running form and lines of blood. The sport

of the past month is reviewed as usual in

"Our Van."

The present exceedingly severe winter

has made the wolves more than usually

daring. The daily press has been filled

with terrible accounts of lonely trappers

and lumbermen being devoured by the

ferocious, famished beasts, but we must

confess to its being utterly incredulous.

For the past twenty years we have en-

deavored to substantiate one single in-

stance in which a North American wolf de-

voured a man, and, so far, we have not

succeeded. All these wolf stories, when
tracked to their source, prove to be fabri-

cated out of whole cloth. The North Amer-
ican wolf is savage, and he is also chron-

icaly hungry, but he is such an arrant cow-

ard that he will not attack even a deer

while it remains in the shade of the bush.

Two or three wolves will chase a deer to a

frozen lake and kill it in the open, but if

the deer had sense to stay in the bush,

they would never summon up courage to at-

tack it. Moreover, the wolf will not will-

ingly venture on glare ice ; it prefers to

wait until a sprinkle of snow has hidden

the treacherous depths.

According to the Manitoba papers, a cer-

tain Alexander Morrissey, of Turtle River,

near Dauphin, had an exciting adventure

while trying to escape from a pack of

wolves on Round Lake, an arm of Lake
Manitoba, but the story is hardly credible,

because he is said to have had two hounds
with him. and although one of the hounds
was killed, the other escaped after a des-

perate battle. It is almost certain that

had a pack of wolves attacked two dogs,

they would have made very short work of

them.

the lee of the hay stack and trotted of!.

The team he was driving snorted and re-

fused to go forward, so he sprang down to

find the cause of their excitement, and saw

a young calf hidden in the hay. The .ini-

mal soon became tame, but when thirteen

months old, strayed away and was found

after an absence of five weeks, fifty miles

from home. She had been shot at and car-

ried some pellets of shot in one of her

shoulders. She recognized Mr. Wells' son

at once, and followed him home through

the bush. The other two animals in the

herd have been acquired by purchase.

The annual report of the Botanical Club

of Canada from the Transactions of the

Royal Society gives a number of interest-

ing tables of phenological observations

made at different points all over Canada.

These observations of natural phenomena

such as the dates of the first flowering of

.plants, of the appearances of birds and ani-

mals, made by teachers, pupils and others

have brought together a. series of facts

that will form the basis for scientific de-

ductions of a most interesting and useful

character, and have also served to quicken

the observing powers of the young people

and others who have undertaken them and

to add much to the pleasure of life. Blank

schedules for the recording and reporting

of phenological observations will be sent

free to anyone making application to the

secretary of the Club, Dr. A. \\. MacKay,
Halifax, N. S.

The Seventh Report of the Forest, Fish

and Game Commission of the State of New
York has been issued. The Forest, Fish

and Game Commission of the State of

New York consists of Mr. Timothy L.

Woodruff, president, and Messrs. Dewitt C.

Middleton and Charles H. Babcock, these

gentlemen being assisted by standing com-
mittees on Forestry, Fish-culture, and

Shell-Fisheries, bv an assistant secretarv,a

A farmer named Thomas Wells, who lives

ten miles northwest of Teulon, Manitoba,
has three tame moose. The largest is now
nearly two years old, having been captured

in May, 1902. The farmer was driving to

his meadow for a load of hay when, to his

astonishment, a cow moose jumped up from

The Northwestern School of Taxidermy,
Omaha, Neb., has just issued a new illus-

trated catalogue that every sportsmen
should see. This school teaches the correct

mounting of birds, animals, heads, etc., by
mail. This catalogue is free to readers of

Rod and Gun.
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superintendent of forests, a chief game pro-

tector and a superintendent of shell fish-

eries. The whole volume merits nothing

but praise, the report of the Superintend-

ent of Forests being especially interesting,

containing as it does a mass of most val-

uable information bearing upon the more
important problems of forestry. A valued

correspondent of Rod and Gun in Canada,

Mr. A. Knechtel, F. E., a graduate of

New York State College of Forestry, as-

sisted materially in the preparation of the

valuable chapter on tree planting by the as-

sistant superintendent, llr. J. Y. McClin-

tock.

The Report of Chief Game Protector

Pond is short but full of interest to the

wielder of gun and rod and is, moreover,

well illustrated with sketches in black and

white of rail bird shooting, duck shooting,

bass iishing and salmon fishing.

Mr. Richard Cotchefer, general foreman

of hatcheries, makes a very encouraging re-

port upon the raising of pheasants at the

Pleasant Valley Hatchery. He writes:

"Very gratifying reports of results have

been received from those to whom the

birds have been sent during the past sea-

son, and it is suggested that when appli-

cations are granted, notice be sent to the

persons receiving the birds, that they must
be liberated at once and not kept in con-

finement. The birds are strong and hearty,

will stand all kinds of weather, and do

very much better free than when kept con-

fined.

"Many instances could be cited where
large broods have been raised by birds

that were liberated, and other cases where

few, if any, birds were raised when they

were kept in confinement." If pheasants

have been able to stand the winter of 1!)U3-

'04 in New York State they are indeed

hardy, and should prove a valuable addi-

tion to our Canadian forests.

Owing to the changes in the Manitoba

Game l^aws, sportsmen shooting in Mani-

toba will hereafter only be able to take

out of the Province the heads, and hides of

two bulls or stags, fifty geese, and twen-

ty-five duck, and before they can take out

even this limited bag, they must procure a

special license from the Department of

Agriculture.

The most astonishing work on travel in

Canada that we have read is one by "I'aui

Fountain" (we take it for granted this is

a nom de guerre) entitled "The Great

Northwest and the Great Lake Region of

North America." According to the author

he first saw Canada in 1865 as a lad of

sixteen ; he passed a winter among the

"Cree ' Indians of the Ottawa, went by

canoe to Manitoba and Hudson's Bay, and,

finally, growing tired of the north, turned

south and became a peddler, travelling

thousands of miles by wagon in the west-

ern and south-western states of the

Union.

Mr. Fountain is interesting but is sin-

gularly incorrect in many of his state-

ments, which inaccuracies are, we fancy,

largely attributable to a treacherous mem-
ory and the lapse of years since he left the

Dominion. The Indians living near Timis-

kaming are Ojibways, not Crees
;

pickerel,

The U. S. government has again been giv-

ing some attention to the English spar-

row and, while at this writing no definite

statistics are obtainable, it is roughly es-

timated that there are upwards of a hun-

dred million of the little feathered crea-

tures in this country. The sparrows have
long ago been voted a pest, but it was not
until recently that strenuous efforts have
been made toward their extermination.

"Equip the boys with the Stevens rifle,"

says a well-known Washington official, "and
the sparrow question wont be a matter of

doubt very long."

This thought is right in line with the

ideas that the J. Stevens Arms & Tool

Co., of Chicopee Falls, Mass., the well-

known firearm makers, have been advocat-

ing for some time. The Stevens people have
been urging the use of the small-caliber

rifle on farms where not only the sparrow
but woodchucks, squirrels, crows, hawks
are also sources of nuisance.

As a general proposition it does seem rea-

sonable to believe that a man or boy, arm-
ed with a "Stevens" and instructed in its

use, could soon rid the neighborhood of the

living crop destroyers at a small outlay

and have a lot of fun himself while doing

the work.
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i. e., pike-perch, are very good on the

table ; winter in his day seems to have

begun almost a month earlier than it does

today in the Ottawa Valley ; how the

author managed to build his hut of beech

timber, which he says will last thirty

years in a district where that tree is al-

most unknown, requires explanation; there

are no mascolonge (muskinorgi ) in the

Timiskaming region ; white fish are found

in small lakes, and they do not take a

baited hook except on rare occasions—and,

lastly, if Mr. Fountain actually weighed

a "muskinongis" of seventy-four pounds

weight in the Red River he had a unique

experience. Such a fish would be almost

worth its weight in silver to any of the

great mu.seums of the world.

Notwithstanding its many inaccuraci^.

the hook is well worth reading, as it ap-

pears to be an honestly-intended account of

doings in days that belonged to a genera-

tion now passing away. The publishers are

Longman's, Green & Co.; the price in Lon-

don is half a guinea.

English sport and Canadian sport differ

widely. We have inferior fox hunting, no

"wild stag" hunting—for which we are

thankful—but little polo as yet, hardly any

motoring, and no falconry ; but we have

grizzly, sheep, moose, caribou, deer, and

half a score other beasties upon which to

use the rifle ; we have about the best sal-

mon and trout fishing in the world, and

our wing shooting we would not change for

the grouse butts and battues of our bro-

The J. Stevens Arms & Tool Company
of Chicopee Falls, Mass., have brought out

two new single barrel shot guns, to which

they have given the numbers 180 and 195.

The No. 180 will take the place of the 140,

which was so popular last year. This new
gun has a top snap, special "pyro-electro"

steel barrel, choke bored for nitro powder,

walnut stock, rubber butt plate, case hard-

throughout. This will be an ejector gun

only, and will take a $12.00 list; will be

furnished in 12, 16 and 20 gauge, regular

length barrels. They say:

"The No. 195, we believe, to be the best

and handsomest single barrel, hammerless

gun on the market. It is a distinctive trap

gun, made of high-grade material through-

out, with a fancy stock, fancy checking and

ened frame, pistol grip, checked and cap-

ped, with a patent forearm, checked. The
cocking device in this gun is similar to

the old Anson & Deeley, only much more
simple and with fewer parts. This gun

has a barrel cocking-device, and the shell

cannot be inserted until the gun is cocked,

hence is perfectly safe, and the entire parts

including the frame, are drop forged

engraved frame, with a matted top rib and

ivory bead sight, weighing 1\ pounds. This

gun will list at $45. We can furnish this

same gun in a plainer finish at $35, with
no engrgving, plain checking, plain finish,

but with the same action and special mat-
ted rib, same weight, at $25.00 list. These

we believe will fill a place in the single

gun field not heretofore taken care of."
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ther sportsmen across the Western Ocean.

Moreover, as an Australian poet says:—

"We are English !

Centuries will find us,

Living in homes with

Old familiar names."

And we take an especial pleasure in read-

ing about British sports and pastimes, and
many of us run over occasionally to enjoy

a taste of the same. Hence English

Sport by Alfred E. T. Watson, with con-

tributions by the best exponents of their

respective arts will be a welcome addition

to many a Canadian library.

By far the most interesting paper is,

however, one by the Countess of Minto on
Skating. As is well-known "the first lady
in Canada" is a graceful and finished per-

former on skates, and one who has done
much to encourage this grand pastime. The
following from this admirable chapter
should give the readers an appetite for

more:

"For the true enjoyment of skating it

must be practised in the open air, and for

this no country furnishes better opportun-
ities than Canada, where for weeks to-

gether clear, frosty weather prevails, and
the skater need feel no anxiety lest an un-

timely thaw should come and mar his plea-

sure. Nothing can surpass the beauty of a
typical Canadian winter's day. The tall,

dark fir trees stand up grandly against the
intense blue of the sky, the sun turns the
snowy landscape into myriads of sparkling

diamonds, and the clear still atmosphere is

almost awe-inspiring, so pure and spotless

does nature seem. Surely no prettier scene
can be imagined—the ice alive with skaters
in their bright and picturesque costumes,
swaying in perfect unison to the seductive
music of the waltz, or with their partners
following an intrepid couple who lead them
round through the fantastic and bewilder-
ing mazes of a march, skated on much the
same tunes as a musical ride, while many
shouts of merriment rend the air, and the
falling away of the less experienced skaters
betrays the difficulty of tracking the ser-

pentine course of the leaders. Imagine the
same .scene, but instead of the brilliant

rays of the sun the silvery light of the
moon throwing dark mysterious shadows
on all around, as the skaters, each holding
a blazing torch, dash to and fro over the

glassy surface, sending a weird fantastic

glow as they flit through the dim, uncer-

tain light. With these surroundings, who
can help being an enthusiast? "

English Sport is published by MacMillan

& Co., Ltd., of London and New York, the

cost in London being twelve shillings and

six pence.

Mr. Arthur O. Wheeler, one of the best

known topographers of the Dominion Geo-

logical Survey, is endeavoring to raise a

fund to place a monument over Sir Jas.

Hector's son's grave, and we bespeak the

contributions of the public for this worthy

object.

Sir Jas. Hector is the man who discov-

ered the Bow River Pass, through which

the Canadian Pacific Railway now reaches

the Pacific. In the fifties he was a mem-
ber of the Palliser Expedition and did

magnificent work in opening up a country,

second to none in its glorious future.

Then he went to New Zealand and be-

came a Director of the New Zealand Geo-

graphical Survey. Last summer he return-

ed to England by way of British Columbia
in order to visit the scene of his former

adventures, and while at Revelstoke, on
the Columbia, his son sickened, died, and
was buried, not many miles from where
they had thought to lay his father when he

had been kicked by a mustang.

All contributions should be sent to Mr.
A. O. Wheeler, Calgary, N. W. T.

As almost all our readers probably take

cold at least once during the winter, the

following from the pen of an Indian

who is now editing a paper, may be of in-

terest:

"To cure a cold the Indian went to a
mountain to camp, and hunted and ate wild

meat for forty-eight hours, which is now
the easiest way to cure a cold on earth.

You never contract a cold in a camp. It

is curious, but is nevertheless true. Try it

and be convinced. No one ever saw a tepee

Indian with a cold or cough. Nature will

cure you if you are not such a coward, and
will go into camp and give nature a
chance."

The foregoing agrees with our own ideas

upon this subject: The danger of catching

cold is greatest when you return to a
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warm house after having lived in the open

for weeks or months, as the case may be.

All our Government surveyors will tell

you that so long as they are in camp they

are perfectly free from colds, but upon

their return to civilization, one night in a

warm bedroom will often give them a se-

vere inflammation of the mucus membrane
of the air passages.

It is said that men on Arctic expeditions

never suffer from colds while their ships

are in the ice. Unfortunately, ordinary

work-a-day people cannot go to the ice to

escape colds. But the moral is, go to the

woods whenever you can, because, as the

Arabs say truthfully, days passed in the

chase are not counted in the length of a

man's life.

Some recent reports of the Bureau of

Forestry of the United States are on that

characteristic and important tree of the for-

ests of California, The Redwood (Sequoia

Sempervirens) ; Conservative Lumbering at

Sewanee, Tennessee ; The Diminished Flow
of the Rock River in Wisconsin and Uli-

nois.

The first Canadian Ski Club has been

formed and the first jumping competition

ever held in the Dominion took place on

Fletcher's Field, near Montreal, on the af-

ternoon of Saturday, February 13th. The
distances covered by the jumpers were only

about half as great as those covered by
the "cracks" in Norway, but, nevertheless,

we have made a beginning and already

there are some five hundred enthusiastic

skiers in the City of Montreal alone. We
predict that five years hence there will be

twenty thousand in the Dominion, for of

all the winter sports, this is the king. It

needs all the skill of the skater, and all

the courage of the tobogganer, and, in ad-

dition, it has the charm of variety. Some-
times on the flat, sometimes on the steep,

sometimes on his feet and sometimes on
his head—the skier has to take the rough
with the smooth, and gets enjoyment out
of it all.

The programme of the Fifth Annual
Meeting of the Canadian Forestry Associa-

tion is now complete, the following being a
list of the papers to be presented:—

"Forest Management," by Mr. John Ber-

tram, president of the Dominion Trans-

portation Commission.

"Forestry Education," John Loudon, M.

A., L.LD., President of Toronto Universi-

ty-

"Forest Reproduction in Germany," A.

Harold Unwin, D. Oec. Publ. of the Dom-
inion Forestry Branch, and a graduate of

the Royal Saxonian Forest Academy, Thar-

andt, Germany.

"The Laurentidcs National Park," W. C.

J. Hall, of the Department of Lands and

Forests, Quebec.

"Crown Timber Regulations of the Pro-

vinces of Canada," Aubrey White, Assist-

ant Commissioner of Crown Lands for On-

tario.

"Forestry in Relation to Irrigation," J.

S. Dennis, Irrigation Commissioner of the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company, Cal-

gary, Alberta.

"The Use of Our Native Forest Trees in

Ornamental Planting," F. G. Todd, Land-

scape Architect, Montreal, P. Q.

"Some Ontario Forestry Problems," Pro-

fessor H. L. Hutt, Ontario Agricultural

College, Guelph.

The meeting will be held at Toronto on

the tenth and eleventh of March, and 01

the evening of the tenth a banquet will be

held at the King Edward Hotel.

The Canadian Pacific, Grand Trunk, Can-

ada Atlantic, Ottawa and New York ^nd

Intercolonial Railway Companies have

kindly agreed as in previous years to al-

low members of the Association and their

wives, when accompanying them, attending

the Annual Meeting, return passage at sin-

gle fare, provided a certificate is obtained

from the agent at the point where the tic-

ket for Toronto is purchased. This privi-

lege has been allowed only for Manitoba,

the Northwest TerriJ,ories and the Eastern

Provinces, but members from points furth-

er west may obtain single fare from the

nearest point in the Territories. A single

fare ticket to Toronto should be purchased

from the ticket agent, and the certificate,

after being signed by the Secretary of the

Association, will, on presentation to the

ticket agent at Toronto, entitle the holder

to free return. This privilege will only be

allowed commencing three days before the

meeting, except from points west of Port
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Arthur, from which delegates can leave so

as to arrive at Toronto three days prior

to the nieetins ; and three days will be

granted after the meeting to take advan-

tage of the free return.

The Secretary should be notified regard-

ing any papers, resolutions or other mat-
ters of importance requiring discussion

which any member may wish to bring be-

fore the meeting in order that arrange-

ments may be made for giving them con-

sideration.

The work of the Forestry Association is

of great national importance. The preserv-

ation and reproduction of the forests and
the growth of trees for useful and orna-

mental purposes have such a direct influ-

ence on the public well-being that the As-
sociation should receive the hearty sup-

port of its members and the public gener-

ally to make the annual meeting a success.

The subjects covered by the programme
are practical and of general interest, and a

full discussion of them by a representative

meeting of the members of the Association

will add much to the value of the proceed-

ings and of the published report. It is

hoped that every member will make a spe-

cial effort to be present and endeavor also

to get others interested in the subject and
to become members and attend the meet-
ing.

In cases where members may not be able

to attend the meeting on account of dis-

dis'tance from Toronto or otherwise, it is

suggested that steps might be taken to

have their districts represented by persons

who will be able to attend.

A series of meetings under the auspices

of the Canadian Forestry Association were
held at different points throughout the

Eastern Provinces during the month of

February at which addresses were given by
Mr. E. Stewart, the' Dominion Superin-

tendent of Forestry, and by the Assistant

Secretary of the Forestry Association.

The first meeting was held at Halifax on
the tenth of February, and the arrange-

ments were in the hands of Dr. A. H.
Mackay and the Nova Scotia Institute of

Science, and through the kindness of the

Legislative Council, the historic old

Chamber of the Upper House of the Legis-

lature was placed at the disposal of the

Association for this purpose. Mr. Stewart

outlined the necessity for the preservation

of the timl)cr for its influence on the water

supply, and on agricullurc, and in its eco-

nomic aspect pointed out that it had this

advantage over mineral products that it

was continually reproducing itself and

would do so perpetually with proper care.

He laid special emphasis on the fact that

Catiada was being looked to as one of the

great sources of supply for the world's

timber, and the necessity for providing

that this demand might he met. Mr. Camp-
bell gave a sketch of the objects and work
of the Forestry Association and urged its

claims for support. Hon. J. W. Longley
expressed on behalf of the Government of

Nova Scotia and of himself, as Commis-
sioner of Crown Lands, their great inter-

est in the subject of forest management,
and announced that a bill to provide for a
fire ranging service had Dc-en introduced in-

to the Legislature. Hon. Mr. Chisholm
urged the supreme importance of protec-
tion of the forests from fire, and Mr.
Michael stated that in his work as engi-

neer he found increasing difficulty in get-

ting the timber required, while the price

had increased very largely.

In the afternoon, through the kind ar-

rangement of Hon. J. W. Longley and the
courtesy of the Legislative Assembly, the

representatives of the Forestry Associa-
tion were given • the opportunity of ad-
dressing the Assembly on forestry and the
work of the Forestry Association.

On the twelfth a meeting was held in the
Assembly Hall of Mount Allison Universi-
ty, Sackville, New Brunswick. The College
is under the control of the Conference of

the Methodist Church for the Maritime
Provinces, and the opportunity of calling

the attention of the students to the sub-
ject of forestry was felt to be one of spe-

cial importance. The results for the work
of the Forestry .\sso(iation were also

made satisfactory. It is the intention to
have a course of lectures on this subject

by Mr. Geo. J. Trueman, a member of the

College staff, who has had the advantage
of studying German methods in that coun-
try.

On the following Monday St. John was
visited, where a meeting in the hall of the

Natural Science Club, was presided over
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by Hon. J. V. Ellis. The discussion was
taken part in by Dr. G. U. Hay, Dr. Mat-
thews, Mr. W. W. Hubbard, and Mr. Howe.
Mr. Hubbard mentioned, as an example of

the necessity of care in handling fire, that

after the twenty-fourth of May of last year

it was found that numerous fires had been

started, which required a great deal of

hard work to get them under control. Mr.
Howe mentioned the difficulty there was Id

obtaining timber compared with even a
few years ago, the butternut being in-

stanced as a tree which had almost entire-

ly disappeared. A visit was also made to
Fredericton, where a very cordial recep-

tion was given by His Honour, the Lieu-
tenant-Governor, and the officials of - the

Crown Lands Department. No public meet-
ing was held at this point, however.
At Montreal, on the return journey, a

session of the Canada Club of the Young
Men's Christian Association, was address-
ed and this Club, which are making a spe-

cial study of Canadian resources, are man-
ifesting an intelligent and practical inter-

est in the subject of forestry.

Nothing could have been kinder than the
reception given to the representatives of

the Forestry Association on all these oc-

casions, and their thanks are due to those
from whom they received such courtesies.

The Editor Kod and Gun in Canada:—

Sir.—We have been instructed by the
Board of Directors of the Columbus Fish
and Game Club to communicate with you
in reference to an article which appeared
in the December issue of your journal,

headed "Laurentian Lakes." The portion
to which this Club takes exception is und-

er the sub-head "Montigny Region." Your
correspondent must have gone to consider-

able trouble and research in compiling the

information he intended to convey, but he

certainly did not examine nor consult the

records of the Provincial Government of

Quebec (where the most authentic informa-

tion may be obtained), or he would have
discovered that "The Columbus Fish and
Game Club" is incorporated under the laws
of the Province of Quebec, and holds, under
lease from the Provincial Government, the
fishing, hunting, and other privileges over
twenty square miles of territory in the
"Montigny Region" ; that four of the
lakes mentioned, viz., Des Isles, Pie IX.,
Leo XIII., and Maille are included in said
territory. Further that the "Poste Maille
Hotel", which your correspondent would
have the general public patronize, is noth-
ing less than our headquarters, solely and
exclusively the property of this Club.
Now, Mr. Editor, in view of the large

circulation of your very interesting publi-
cation, and the disappointment awaiting
the public, who might be lured to this ter-
ritory in search of sport (fishing, etc.,),

on the strength of your correspondent's
misrepresentations, might we ask that you
will be good enough, in your next issue of
"Rod and Gun in Canada", to make the
necessary correction, giving it as muck
prominence as the article complained of.

We append hereto a list of the officers
and Board of Directors of the "Columbus
Fish and Game Club."

Thanking you in anticipation, we are, sir.

Yours truly,

Jos. P. Dunne, Secretary.
M. C. MacCormac, President.

Ottawa, Jan. 29, 1904.

^^^^^
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"Rod and Gun in Canada" has been ask-

ed by many of its subscribers to add a

trap shooting department, and in response

to these requests, the publishers have de-

cided to issue the magazine here after in

two editions ; one for the American sub-

scribers, without the Canadian trap shoot-

ing supplement, and the other a Canadian

edition, for home circulation. Subscribers

\. U"- THIliPdl', Scc-TreiiHUrur IJoiiilnion of Calia*lH "fiiiii Sliook-I-H

and (iamt* Protective A«Noclation.

will be offered the choice of which ever

edition they prefer.

With the present issue the Department

begins. Interest in trap shooting has been

of steady, though rather slow growth in

the Dominion, and "Rod and Gun" hopes

to stimulate enthusiasm for this admirable

pastime.

The trap shooters of the Dominion have

had no olTicial organ, but we are pleased to

announce that this magazine will hereafter

be the mouthpiece of the Dominion Trap

Shooting and Game Protective Association

and its affiliated clubs.

Officers and members of our Canadian

gun clubs are invited to send accounts of

their tournaments, with the scores and

any other items likely to interest their

fellow trap shooters.

This department will be open for the dis-

cussion of subjects of interest to irap

shooters, and will contain, from time to

time, articles on kindred topics, and iis-

KIIKI> WK.'iTBHIlllK. I'lvsli1,-iit Iloiiiiiil..li nf Ciiiiiirln Tnip Sli.iiitiTS

ami (lame rrot»'i-tlv(' Association.

criptions of the better known Canadian gun

clubs, together with i)hotographs of the

officers and club grounds.

All communications for this department

should be addressed to Editor "The Trap,"

Rod and Gun in Canada, 414 Huron St.,

Toronto.

Contributors will bear in mind that to

insure publication in the succeeding num-

ber, their communications should be re-

ceived not later than the fifteenth of the

previous month. - •
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The Stanley Gun Club of Toronto.

Of the many gun clubs in Toronto, the

Stanley Gun Club stands pre-eminently

first. Its inception starts from the dis-

banding of the old Toronto Club, and had

a very successful run for a few years. Dur-

ing 1896-7, a lack of interest caused some-

what of a disbanding.

In November of 1898, the club was thor-

oughly reorganized, new bylaws and con-

stitution drawn up, a system of weekly

shoots and three annual shoots were ar-

ranged to enthuse new life into the mem-
bers, which met with the most gratifying

success.

The annual match at live pigeons is the

principal affair in connection with the club,

and is held the third Friday and Satur-

days in November in each year. The annu-

al blue rock match, held on Good Friday,

and the annual sparrow match, held about

Christmas, also adds greatly to the suc-

cessful record of the Club. It is acknow-

ledged by shooters in general that the

K. FLEMIM;

prizes given by the Club to its members in

competition at these matches are unex-

celled, both as to quality and quantity.

Various members of the Club have from

time to time given valuable ,prizes for com-

petition, and with such men as these in-

terested in its welfare, the Club is sure to

prosper.

In March, 1900, the Club applied for and

received from the late Justice MacDougall,

letters of incorporation. This added pro-

tection has been the means of procuring

many new members.
During the past year the Club, under the

auspices of the Dominion of Canada Trap
Shooting and Game Protective Associa-

tion, held on August 12, 13, 14 and 15th,

the most successful and largest target

tournament ever held in Canada, and was
the largest amateur tournament ever held

on the continent of America.

During this four-day shoot 50,240 tar-

gets were shot at in competition, and were

thrown from three sets of expert traps-
three traps to a set in each pit. Over one

hundred and sixty-five members of the var-

ous clubs belonging to the Association par-

ticipated in the tournament, and one and
all were loud in their praise of the Stan-

ley Gun Club for the way in which the

tournament was brought to a successful

finish.

An important matter that the Stanley

Gun Club is taking up at the present time

is the formation of a local "Trapshooters'

League," which it is hoped will meet with
the success it deserves.

At the present time the trustees are ne-

gotiating for a new location on the lake

front—for a term of years—upon which it

is the intentiofi to erect a handsome and
substantial club house, and for which con-

siderable funds are already in the treasury.

Each and every member has the welfare

of his club at heart, and one and all enter
heartily into any enterprise decided upon
and upon this hinges the secret of the suc-

cess of The Stanley Gun Club of Toronto.
Following is a list of the officers and

members of the Stanley Gun Club:— Aid.

R. Fleming, President
; Thos. A. Duff, vice

President
; C. T. Logan, sec.-treas.

; Alex-

ander Dey, Field Secretary ; Fred Martin,
Jr., Asst. Field Secretary ; J. Townson
(chairman), J. Massingham, R. Buchanan,
A. E. Edkins, S. Pearsall, Executive com-
mittee. The other members are: W. Arkon-
dale, Chas. Ayre, Geo. H. Briggs, C. Bur-
gess, A. Bond, D. Chapman, C. Chapman,H.
Blaylock, John Chambers, Jas. Douglas,
Jas. Forman, S. Fairbairn, R. Fletcher, A.
Hulme, H. Hirons, F. Hogarth, E. Kerr,
W. Kingdon, Geo. Gooch-, Wm. Lewis, F.
Martin, Sr., Geo. Mason, T. D. McGaw,
E. Sanderson, Aid. W. T. Stewart, T.
Sawden, Jr., T. Sawden, Sr., W. Swan, J.

H. Thompson, H. Townson, J. A. William-
son, C. Wilson, Hy. Thompson,
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The St. Hubert Gun Club of Ottawa.
By A. \V. IHKOOl'.

This Club was originally fouiuied in the

)-ear 1884 as a purely Frenih Club, that is

to say, its membership was only open to

French-Canadians, with Mr. T. G. Cour-

solles as President ; but in the year 1888

this restriction was withdrawn and the

Club re-or)i;anized.

The Club has always been an aggressive

one as, regards competition with foreign

clubs, and since its foundation has won a

number of valuable team trophies, amongst
them being the Lansdowne Trophy, given

by Lord Lansdowne, formerly Governor-

General of Canada, and the Stanley Cup, a

team trophy offered by the Stanley Gun
Club of Toronto at its tournament on the

fifth of July, 1889.

The Club also held the Montreal Chal-

lenge Cup for a number of years against

all comers, but lost it to the Westmount
Gun Club in April, 1903.

In wiiming the famous "!\Iail Trophy" on

the seventh of June, 1893, however, the

Club may justly claim to have held the

team championship of Canada as they then

defeated all of the prominent Western gun
clubs. This cup, then called for teams of

five men, forty birds each—a total of two
hundred birds, and the St. Huberts won
with a score of 183—more than 91 per

cent. One of the team. Mr. W. J. John-
stone, making the splendid score of forty

straight. This cup the Club held until

1902—since which time it had been handed
over to the Dominion of Canada Trap
Shooting and Game Protective Associa-
tion upon the formation of that Associa-
tion in April, 1901. Before that, however,
the St. Huberts were challenged by the
Oshawa Gun Club and defended the Cup
successfully on the twenty-fourth Septem-
ber, 1894—the score being: St. Huberts
168, Oshawa 137, out of a possible 200.

Since the formation of the Association
the Mai! Trophy has been won as follows:

In 1901—St. Hubert Gun Club, Ottawa.
1902—Hidgelown Gun Club, Kidgetown,

Ontario.

In 190.S—Pastime Gun Club, Brantford,
Ontario.

To the .St. Huberts belong the honor also

of being the means of first bringing to-

gether teams from the prominent gun

clubs of Montreal and Toronto in friendly

competition at artificial targets, and many
of the older members of the Montreal and

Toronto gun clubs will still remember the

e.\citing lie which took place for the Lans-

downe Cup, at the tournament given by

the St. Hubert Gun Club at Ottawa on

the twenty-fifth of May, 1888, between the

Toronto Gun Club and the Dominion Gun
Club of Montreal, resulting in a final win

for the Dominion Gun Club.

It may be said, without fear of contra-

diction, that it is to the energetic efforts

of the St. Hubert Gun Club that the suc-

cessful formation of the Dominion of Can-

ada Trap Shooting and Game Protective

Association is mainly due—for it was at

K, \ HKXKV.

I'n'sub-iit .SI. lUilii-i-t (Jim Cliili
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the instigation of the St. Huberts that the

different gun clubs in Ontario and Quebec

sent delegates to Ottawa in April, 1901,

to discuss the organization of the Associa-

tion—as well as to consider the terms up-

on which the St. Hubert Gun Club offered

to place the Mail Trophy (then virtually

the property of the St. Huberts) once more

in competition as a team trophy.

The Club has likewise during its exist-

ence been a jjower for good, as regards the

upholding and carrying out the game and

fish laws of the Dominion, and a consider-

able portion of the funds at its command
have from lime to time been devoted to

this end.

The Club has been fortunate in having

had for Presidents in the past such men as

Messrs. T. G. Coursolles, Philip N. Thomp-
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son, R. J. Shaw, George R. White, and

Colonel John Tilton, and it now bids fair

under the presidency of Mr. F. A. Heney

to continue its successful career.

In reviewing the history of the St. Hub-

ert Gun Club, it would be entirely out of

place not to mention the name of one who
has since the date of its foundation been

most energetic in promoting its welfare.

We refer to the veteran sportsman, Mr. J.

N. Deslauriers. "John," as he is familiar-

ly known to most of the shooting men in

lOastern Canada, as well as to many in

the West, has held almost every office in

the executive of the St. Hubert Club, and

to his indefatigable labours it can truly be

said the Club owes much of its success.

For his services though as field captain,

from the days of the old Ligowsky clay

pigeon down to the present blue-rock, and

through all the changes in traps and dif-

ferent methods of shooting, the Club has

to thank John the most.

He has been in touch with them all, but

perhaps the worst job he has had to

tackle was the advent of the Magautrap.
*He conquered it, however, though the

struggle was fierce.

It is fitting, too, that mention should

be made of the late Alex. Jacques, who for

many years prior to his death in July,

1890, took a prominent part in the affairs

of the Club. Mr. Jacques was a well-

known pressman, and under the non de

plume of "The Old Man" was ever vigorous
on behalf of the Club. His "boys' he call-

ed them, and up to tbe year of his death
he accompanied them in all their journeys

in search of honors.

Some of the best known members and of-

J. P.

John

ficers of the club both past and present are

J. C. Tache, E. Gauvreau, A. Leclerc, P.

Trudeau, E. G. Smith, J. Mantha, L. J.

Coursolles, U. Valiquette, L. Champagne,

P. Boulay, E. E. Lemieux, C. Bordeleau,

J. N. Deslauriers, A. Tache, T. G. Cour-

solles, A. Bureau, L. H. Filteau, L. N.

Fortier, L. A. DesRosiers, Philip N.

Thompson, George R. White, Dr. Alex

Martin, A. W. Throop, W. J. Johnstone,

R. G. Dalton, Edward F. G. White, Dr. S.

A. K. White, C. L. Panet, J. Locke, B.

Rothwell,J. E. W. Currier, Colonel John

Tilton, R. G. Shaw, W. P. Lett,

Nutting, J. de St. D. LeMoine,

Stewart, F. A. Lett,. Alex. Stewart, H. D.

L. Lane, John Manuel, Crawford Ross,

Edward King, Fred Merritt, J. F. Hig-

ginson, F. A. Heney, Alex. Jacques, W. L.

Cameron, W. Slaney, T. C. Boville, W. H.

Hayes, W. McMahon, J. Marshall, Z. Ket-

chum, G. Easdale, W. J. Henry, C. H.

Genslinger, J. E. Brown, J. H. Ferguson,

C. J. Booth.

The Club has always held an annual

tdurnament since the date of its organiza-

tion, and it has today, perhaps, one of the

best equipped shooting grounds in Canada,

situated at Westboro, one of the most
beautiful of the suburbs of Ottawa, on the

line of the Ottawa Electric Railway to

Hrittania.

The officers of the Club for 1904 are:—
President, F. A. Heney; first vice presi-

dent, T. C. Boville ; treasurer, W.H.Hayes;
secretary, G. Rasdale ; field captain, J. N.

Deslauriers; committee, C. J. Booth, W.
Slaney, W. L. Cameron, J. O. Culbert and

J. E. Brown.

Ottawa, March, 1901.

Do You Want The Trade
OP THE CANADIAN TRAP-SHOOTERS ?

If so, the advertising pages of ROD AND GUN IN
CANADA offer you the most effective and econom-
ical channel through which to reach them. Send
for rates to

ROD AND GUN PUBLISHING CO.
MONTREAL, 603 CRAIG STREET. TORONTO, 414 HURON STREET.
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The Hamilton Gun Club.

By H. HAKXAKD.

Taking a retrospective glance at sport-

ing matters, so tar as it relates to the

Rod and Gun in this locality, I purpose in

the present article to give what particulars

1 can regarding the same as far back as my
memory takes me, to speak of individuals,

and such influence as they may have had,

bearing on the organization now existing,

or which may possibly have some indirect

and known as the Hamilton Gun Club, and

at the same time to furnish some reminis-

cences, which may, perhaps, be of interest

to the present generation.

The waters were alive with fish, pike,

bass and other species, and in November,

when the herrings came into the Bay to

spawn, great sport was had spearing at

night, with the aid of a "Light Jack," as

many as forty or fifty boats being out,

illuminating that part near the Desjar-

dines Canal, and it was no uncommon oc-

currence for one boat with two spearsmen

to take as many as two thousand herrings

in a night.

In the Spring-time, the spawning season

for pike, immense numbers w'ere speared in

THE HOME OF THE HAMU.TON GUN CLUB.

Away back in the latter part of the fif-

ties, and in the sixties, Burlington Bay,

Coote's Paradise (now the Dundas Marsh),

the surrounding hills and ravines, numerous

swales and the mountain supplied the best

feeding ground and cover for small game.

Ducks, of both marsh and deep water var-

ieties
;

partridges, woodcock and snipe,

were comparatively abundant. Deer were

sometimes seen and the sportsman could

always be sure of a good "bag."

the shallows of the marsh, and it is a
wonder that the pike has stood it so well,

for there are quite good sized fish still

caught, but the fine big fellows are all

gone, and the glory of the whole place for

sport has departed.

Coote's Paradise has lost all its wild

beauty, and has suffered the depravity of

being turned into a sink hole for sewage.
The woods have all bren cleared away, the

sylvan retreat of the wood duck, and the
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woodcock, has been desecrated by the march

of civilization, and given place to the rail-

road, commerce and agriculture, which have

swept away all that was dear to the

sportsman, who must now take his way to

other parts of beautiful Canada, through-

out which there is no lack of game, large

and small, for both rod and gun.

On the left side of the road as you near

the High Level Bridge going from the

city, stands an old frame building totter-

ing to its fall, looking like a decrepit old

man in a state of senile decay, untenanted

and shorn of all its brightness, this was
the hostelry of Isaac Skuce. It was a

grand stopping place in its time, and was
headquarters for hunters in those -days.

Skuce was a one-armed man. I think he

had lost his right arm, but he was a great

wing shot, nevertheless. He and the late

Captain Baghott, who was a fine specimen

of the English gentleman, were noted as

being crack shots, and much game fell to

their guns. Both have long since passed

away, and let us hope they have been

translated to a congenial place in the

"Happy Hunting Grounds" beyond.

Following up the line of succession, came
George Morrison, who was a hunter and

trapper. Ferdi Morrison, his brother, still

lives in the city, and still does some
shooting.

Sam. Forsythe, the Bambergers, Ralph
Cresswell, Tom Dalton, Geo. Bible, James
Forsythe, John Hall, John Smoke, and
John Barnard, then if we could get around
to the Beach, Dave Fitch, and the king of

all hunters, the lamented dear old John
Dynes, all of whom were good shots, and
enthusiastic sportsmen. I might give a
host of other names, but I have mentioned
enough to emphasize the fact that the en-

vironments of this section of the country
have been calculated to produce a love for

the rod and gun, to be handed down to fu-

ture generations.

About thirty-five years ago a gun club
was organized in Hamilton, and Mr. John
Hall, the sweet and fluent speaker, was its

president. At that time the clay target
had not been invented, and live birds
thrown from a plunger trap, twenty-one
yards rise, and muzzle loading guns were
used, the breech-loader not having made

(To he C

its appearance. But good sport was had,

and after the "shoot" a raffle for turkeys

was usually held, and all had a good time.

Good scores were made, too, and I have a

vivid recollection of winning a pig (first

prize) on a cold Christmas day, with a

score of seventeen straight, against all the

crack shots of the time. We did not forget

the larder, this porker went to replenish

that of some deserving charitable institu-

tion.

It was a hard matter, however, to keep

up interest in a club at a time when one
could go off and have a day's shooting at

any time when in season, with good re-

sults, so that interest gradually dwindled
away, the club eventually dying a natural

death.

But the spirit of the shooting man was
not dead, the fire was only smouldering,
and in the year 1885 it broke out afresh,

and this time with increased vigor, when
about twenty enthusiasts got together and
formed the "Wildfowlers" Gun Club. In

July of that year they had a "shoot" at a
large number of targets, as well as live

birds. Periodical "shoots" were also giv-

en thenceforward, and the Club continued
under this name for five years, at which
time it seems that it had outgrown the
name of "Wildfowlers", -which was scarcely
appropriate for what had merged into a
trap-shooting club. It was therefore decid-
ed to change the name to the "Hamilton
Gun Club," and that is the name under
which it exists today.

It was decided at this time to institute
an annual tournament for targets and live
birds, and in January, 1892, its first tour-
nament,using lO.nOO targets and 2,000 live
birds, was successfully held.

On Jan. 13th, 14th, 15th and 16th last,
the thirteenth annual tournament was giv-
en, $1200 in cash being offered for prizes,
and 10,000 targets and 2,000 live birds
were used. Some of the best shots from
all over Canada and the United States
taking part, with a most successful re-
sult.

The accompanying cut is an excellent
representation of the Club house at Hamil-
ton. Portraits of the officers, and a con-
tinuation of the history of the Club will

be given in the April issue,

ontinued.)



vm ROD AND GUN IN CANADA

Trap Shooting In Canada.

IH- T. HIRDSAI.I.. EX-TRESIUEN r OK TUK HAMILTON (iUN CM.l'B.

Diiriiin Ihe past few years trap-shooting

in Canada has become one of the leading

sports, and partieiilarly since the adoption

of modern methods for throwing targets

and trapping live birds.

The introduction of the Magaii trap and

other modern trails has resulted in the ex-

pense of throwing targets being cut in two,

thereby offering greater inducements to

young men and old, business men and all

who participate in the fascinating sport.

Some of the leading gun clubs, such as St.

Huberts (Ottawa), Hamilton, Pastime and

Brantfords, throw as many as for-

ty to fifty thousand annually, and for en-

terprising marksmen, no better practice

can be had ; also young men whose duties

necessitate their being indoors most of the

time are greatly benefited by trap shoot-

ing.

Trap-shooting involves three points:

skill, health and sociability, and no more

fascinating Siport was ever participated in.

It is a sport, if the rules of the present

day are carried out, that associates with

it very little danger, and the friendly riv-

alry between our clubs, both Canadian and

American, add very materially to the

sport.

There is one thing, and not least, which

adds to the benefit of all clubs, and that is

the method of division of prize money,

known as the "Rose System," which gives

the competitor full value for his shooting

on points gained. This method renders it

impossible to drop or miss birds purposely,

thereby winning a bigger amount of the

money than he otherwise would, had he

shot to kill, which can never be called true

sportsmanship. After having used the Rose

system for over four years in the Hamil-

ton Gun Club, having put it to practical

tests, resulting in complete satisfaction,

not only to the competitors, but to our

club in general, I would strongly recom-

mend all gun clubs here and abroad to

adopt the Rose system to be used where

cash prizes are to be competed for, and

where unanimous satisfaction is desired. I

shall be pleased to supply the secretary of

any gun club with the system above men-

tioned on application.

Just a word about live bird shooting.

Wherever a live bird tournament is in pro-

gress, cruelty to animals is at once dis-

cussed, but by people who are entirely ig-

norant as to how such tournaments are

carried on, never giving it a thought how
efficient and skilful those men are who are

contestants in such matches, and seldom

allowing a single bird to escape or to be

wounded.

If more attention were paid to our small

boys with air guns, catapults, and some-

times firearms, who- take delight in killing

and more often wounding small birds,

which help to make our parks and avenues

beautiful, it would certainly give such peo-

ple less time to discuss a harmless and

skilful pastime, which, to a true sports-

man, has no parallel and enables him when
in pursuit of game or at the trap to kill

rather than wound and leave to die of pro-

longed suffering, for without practice no

man can be a successful shot, or hunt with

good results. It has been my opinion for

years that there should be a close season

for pigeons, as for other game birds, say

from March to September, thereby not in-

terfering with their hatching, also .provid-

ing against the danger of birds being of-

fered for sale in extreme hot weather, and

very often being unfit for food.

To Trap^shooters:
If you know of any trap-shooter who has not received a

copy of this issue, please let us have his name and
address and we will gladly send him a copy.

Address : SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT, 414 HURON ST.
TORONTO.



" MADE IN

CANADA" 1^^ DOMINION.

IS NOW A GU/1RAINTEE OF EXCELLENCE

"Dominion" Ammunition "^^-^ip^d

Support Home Industry and use Canadian Ammunition.

DOMINION CARTRIDGE CO., Limited

nONTREAL
Branch Offices at Vancouver and Victoria, B. C.

Try our "Vulcan" shells loaded with Nobel's "Empire" smokeless powder.

KOENIGS SHELL EXTRACTOR.
Every shooter should

)
have one—Larry it in a
vest pocket. Hits any
gauge shell. Koenig's

Cts. Postpaid. Gun Catalogue, Free.

E G.KOCNIG. NEWJERSEv's LARGEST GUN HOUSE
WiLLUM Street, Newark, N.J.

Send only U.S. stamps or co>n.

J(39b NEW WAUSER_PljlES FROM^GOtfT. ARMORY

Ml*. Hknge DTcr - muoa. Uoit koDou. Fcnetration

Uirou|ti Vm.iron. 5Bhol. Automatic ej«i7ior- Noirooke. Little

'«eoil. Weifhteibi. a^lin. Urrel. GUARANTEED NEW. 8tnd
i3.B6rbr Rifle. C.O.ri.bkluicetlO.(X)u)dcxpr««aac«- EiuniDBtioD kUox-'I.
C»llb*r7in /m. Oartnd^oB >3.n0 p* r irn.PrmciH H*iiiierm»n. 679 Bdwt.N T.

BEST HIGH POWER REPEATINQ RIFLE iN THE WORLD.

THREE BOXES OP HUMMER SHOT
SPREADER sent to anyone sending- us one
new subscription to ROD and GUN.

Hotel RellPVIIP ^^^^ Tlmiskaming,
IIMIVI UWII^ V Ut In the heart of the
moose country. Splendid speckled trout fishing. All

modern conveniences. Headquarters for outfitting for

the celebrated Temagami canoe trip. Write W. H.
LEAVITT, Lumsden Mills. P.O., (Hiebec, Canada.

FISHING. BLACK BASS AND SALMON TROUT
Illustrated Guide with Maps of the

RIDEAU, BEVERLEY and CHARLESTO.N'
LAKES, free. Apply to E. A, GEIGER, Supt. and
G. P, A. BrockviUe, Westport & North V^cstern Rail-

way Co, , Brockville.^Ont.

Kislniing
Rods...

REELS and TACKLE
SNEILED HOOKS,
LEADERS,
MINNOW GANGS,
FLIES.

New Catalogue (profusely illustrated)

of all grades Fishing Tackle, Reels,

Fish Hooks, Silk Worms, Gut,
Flies, Artificial Baits and every
requisite for anglers.

ANGLERS ! Send 4c. in stamps for

large Catalogue.

A full line on Fly Tiers' and Rod-Makers' Sipplies

Charles Plath & Son
No. 62 Fulton Street

NEW YORK CITY.
Correspondeece with dealers for trade pi ices solicited.



HOPKINS & ALLEN
Take down pattern

NEW MODEL
LFVER ACTION RIFLES

Barrel accurately rifled.

Case hardened frame.

Walnut Stock.

Shoots 22 short or long, rim

£re cartridge 20 in. barrel.

Weight, 4 lbs.
No. 8.

Price

0/ A II Dcalcr.i or

Prepniil to finji E.rprfss Ojffitr hi t?ii' United States

Send for Cataloeuc No. 73 of Rifles, Shotguns and Revolvers

The HOPKINS & ALLEN ARMS CO., Norwich, Conn.

•50

Learn to Mount Birds, Animals,

and Heads, Absolutely True to Life.

' It you are a lover nl haiuing.
tisliing, trapping or other out-door sports, you

should be able to nionnl and preserve your fine trophies. They are vahi

able and deserve a place in ycur home, den or ofhce. You can learn
Taxidermy by mail with ease umder our instruction Vou can in

crease your interei^t in sports, and make your gun p;iy its own way T axi-

dermy is an interesting and fascinating art. \Mc teach the Standard
Methods only (no so. called ''rapid system"). Students in every slate and
territory and many foreign countries. The school is endorsed bv all

leading Taxidermists, and standard sporting magazines. The spring
shooting is at hand. You will secure many beautiful specimens. Enroll
Now. Are you interested? Our new illustrated catalog is ready. Shall
we send vou of^e? Vhey are free to readers of ROD ANl^ GUN.
Write today. The Northwentern School of Taj-itfn-m}/. Suite 10, Com.
Nat.lBank, Omaha, Neb. The on'y school of Tn ri hrmy in the world.

^^,,,.SBAYC0^^^^

''OftATED AO-'

The Hudson's Bay
Company

Has had over 229 years

•|» experience in providing

for hunters

Everything necessary can be
supplied. Circular li^.tters of
Credit issued on all t Ji

e

Company's Inland Posts.
Further particulars on ap-
plication to

HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY
WINNIPEG

(LONDON)

Ale and Porter
Awarded ELEVEN GOLD, SILVER AND BRONZE

MEDALS at tlie worlds exiibltionB of France,
Australia, England, United States, Jamacla
and Canada.

To anyone sending- us twenty new sub-
scribers, we will send a 3 1-4 x 4 1-4 PETITE
CENTURY CAMERA, manufactured by Cen-
tury Camera Co.. of Rochester. AVrite for
further particulars to ROD AND GUN,
Montreal or Toronto.

The advantage of a cylinder-borc pattern is secured
with more than ordinary effectiveness by using cartrid-
ges loaded with

"THE HUMMER"
SHOT SPREADER

by wblcb the need of extra barrels
eliminated.

12 and i6 Gauge mailed for 20c. per box fjf t^o. Gun
dealers have them. DANIEL BROWN, Thornton, R I.



Detachable Even Spoolers and

H00k=Shields are the Real Thing °^^
A boon to anglers. For proof ask any of the 7,000 users. In every
case, as far as we know, they have given perfect satisfaction. In future
buy only reels fitted with spooler or reels spooler will fit preventing
regrets later on. Our free catalogue A gives names of reels spooler
will fit, price and description of Spoolers, Hook-Shields, Gun-Cleaners,
Bali-Bearing, Jeweled and Steel-Pivot-Bearing Reels fitted with Even

Spooler, also new Rutiber Hook-Shield. IVf ex,-/i,ir/^i:-e t^onfi with Dealers any time to keep them in line with
yeqitiremetiti in their locality.

A. W. BISHOP & SON, RACINE, "WIS.. U. S. A.
Patentees and Manufacturers.

LAST CAUL—^^LT AFEW BORE LEFT of vbmporttmca
pronouDM " Thp B<«>( Shot finn i n Ihp World." •; «h"» la ?.

Beconde. T»ke down sjBtem Spenoer R* plater irith N^fOQtv

double eittftctora ^^^^^^^^^"^^^^^^^^^^^^fc^BWWlBBM
n^UKd twut giMl bftml. Seed ^.W,[r<iQ s^ni ^^KflM If T|]

||
boxed C. 0. D., bAl&ne« $8.93 uid expreaaaire. Eisnunk- ^^^'^ululflB
lioDaUowvd. Praneii B&nBerm&n, 579 Broadwaj, N. Y. ^*^^J

We "will send any sportsman getting* us
up a club of forty subscribers, a splendid
King: Folding- Canvas Boat. Write for further
particulars to either our Montreal or
Toronto office.

Why not sent for particulars how to earn
a fine BRISTOL FISHING ROD ? You would
have no difficulty in g-etting- requisite number
to earn one of these rods. Address, ROD AND
GUN IN CANADA, Montreal or Toronto.

The Pclman System t^ZP
Requires only a few minutes daily, and is so simple a
child can master it. Mr. Pelman's books. " Mem-
ory training; its Laws and their Application to
Practical Life,' and "The Natural Way to Learn a
Language," sent FREE by mail, postpaid. Wrile-
riglit now—before vou forget it. The Pelman School
of Memory Training, 1698 Maaonic Temp)e, Chicago.

Orlan Clyde Cullen, c e., llm.

Counsellor at Law U. S. Supreme Court.
Registered Attorne)- U. S. Patent Office.

U. S. and Foreign Patents, Caveats,
Trade Marks and Copyrights.

Military and Naval Inventions a Specialty.

Address Box 264, Station G.,
Washington, D.C , Gun Shop and Model Shop.

Warren White, Sulphur Springs, Totten, P.O., Virginia

Ihe' KlXfi IS smiply wonderful in construction.
Puncture Proof Canvas. Equal in wearing strength
and model to the best modern boats, yet it folds in a
small package to check as baggage or carry by hand.
No repairs or cost for storage. Made non-shrinkable
and perfectly safe anywhere. King Folding Canvas
Boat Co., 667 N. St., Kalamazoo, Mich., U.S..-\.

BRISTOL."
Use a " Bristol " Steel Fishing Rod on your

first trip to tbe trout stream and you will
want to use it for all trips—always. The faint-
est nibble is instantly felt by the fisherman
using a "Bristol," and the delicate spring of
the " Bristol " hooka the trout before he dis-
covers that the bait has a "string to it."

Prices reduced.
Ask yo\ir dealer about It. Ask VS for

Ce>.ta.log Q
THE HORTON MFG. CO..

Bristol, Conn., U. S. A.



Life-Saving Folding

Canvas Boats
The latest, safest, and best is what we offer

you. A boat built on modern lines that will

prove a pleasure to own and use. Selected

materials used all through, and it comes to

you GUARANTEED the best. Latest pat-

ent and improved Folding Canvas Boat on

the Market.
A handy and safe boat for fishing and .shooting. Puncture

proof, (ialvanised tempered steel frame. No bolts to re-

move. Folds the most compact of any boat made. Send 4c.

in stamps for catalogue and reliable testimonials.

LIFE SAVING FOLDING CANVAS BOAT Co.
755 Portage St., KALAMAZOO, MICH., U. S. A.

THE NEW LEFEVER
is the Simplest. Best Balanced and most
Symmetrical Hammerlcss Gun ever offered

to tlie public It embodies all the Latest Improvements, including
n sivi;r V XHIGUEH Guaranteed Perfect. All guns fitted with

AUTOr EJECTORS
herweights a specialty

Hi and 20 gauge
oi to 7 Iba ; 12

gauge, SI lbs.

to 8 lbs.

D. M, Lcfcvcr, Sons & Co.
SYRACUSE, N. Y. Not connected with Lefever Arms Co.

Send for

1903

Catalogue

BULLARD STEEL LAUNCHES,
ROW AND PLEASURE BOATS,

ARE EVERLASTING !

Safer than wood; bave greater carrying capacity;
always dry; no bolts or nails to ruat.

'f^^^rm?

Boat Llverlea cqi!' i'liiiard Steel Boats.
Always fiavc dry i . -t a lii'ilme.

STEEL BOATS CHEAPER THAN WOOD.

THE OSGOOD FOLDINQ CANVAS BOATS
OrlKlniil f'anvaR Tloat ; uin<]i- inr -'H yart*. Sold nil

over tlj'- world; u«''tl by r. S. (tuvi-rnnicnt; best Flwb-
iDg and Iluiitlnjs Ih wbrre Ib'-rt- are noboatw, tak<r one
with you In trunk or ban. Nou-puncturuble. Folded
or *fXtiTid<-d In one minute.

Send for t;nta)oKue lllMfitratlne all Improved pop-
ular drflltTiii of Steel, Wood, and Canvas Boats, and
Murine Knglnt'd-

MICHIGAN CONSOLIDATED BOAT CO., LTD.

^mwm Powder

Companv

MANUFACTUREDSPORTING

^ GUN POWDER
Sine* 1866. As a result you have

"CARIBOU" made from best materials, perfectly

put together. "DUCKING" hard pressed,
slow burning, keeps well under ^11 conditions.
"SNAPSHOT" high velocity, moist residlum.

Cheap. The powder lor every day use.

ENGLISHMEN SAY
Powdercnn l;ehouKhtin Canada asKOodascver
put in a trun. Jt Ii.is a positive advantage over
Iionic make, the dirt is soft -J. J. w. in I.ondon
Field.

AMERICANS SAY
The finerKnglislinr A incrii-,! 11 IVnvfkr and Cana-
dian "CHrilmu" 1 am (juilc faniiliarwith. Thev
give so little n-cuil that oneniayshnot all day
without bruised shoulder or headache—Forest
and Stream.

CANADIANS ABROAD SAY
Can you send over some Trap? I don't mean to
flatter, Ijut it isaIie;Hlr)f anything we get here.—
A. W. W., llatavia. N.Y.



DuPont Smokeless
Wins 1903 Championship

Fred Gilbert (champion in 1902 with

DuPont Smokeless) again wins high

average of the Western Hemisphere

with a total of 336 points.

DuPont Smokeless
The Champion Winner.

IF YOU SHOOT

You should have
a copy. I twill tell

you wliat powder
' 'le -t adapted to

different calJ-

Lic's.aUuthetwiLt
of all the various
rifes.ai d the pro-

per loads of High
and Low pressuie
powders for Rifles,
Pistols and Shot
Guns, with much

other u'^eful informa-
tion. 14G pp. Send 3
two-cent st^iinp*? to

IDEAL MFG. CO.

39 St., NEW HAVEN, CONN.,
Rod and (iun'.

and mention

ELEeTRie POeKET LHMP
Invaluable For Sportsmen.

NO. 4, PRICE SI .50

The latest and best flash-

light made, as well as the

cheapest Send for catalogue.

202 Centre treet, NeWjiYork.
ELECTRIC CONTRACT CO.

154 Lake Street, Chicago

SALMON ANGLING
SEASON 1904.

TO LET: The fjllowing rivers on the North
Shore of the River St. Lawrence.

Name of River ^° °'

Rods
Birch I

Manitou 1

.Sheldrake or Sawbill i

Thunder River 1 trout only;

Magpie I

Bear or Victor 1

Corneille 2

Pishteebee
Minacoughan Quettashoo
Little Watischoo
Napissipi

Agwanis
Mingan
Manitou, tributary of Mmgan

A'O TE—In August and September, after the

salinnn season is over. Grilse and Trout of large
size are plentiful in these rivers andgive excell-

ent sport.

These rivers can be reached by first-class

steamer from Quebec, sailing weekly in from
thirty-six to sixty hours.

Further particulars on application to the

Editor, Rod and Gun in Canada,
603 Craig St.. Montreal.

I

I

I

Probatjle

No. .Salmon

40
25

40

60

30
100

50
50
60

:; 40

75
200

75

10-

'tlow

have>^u

THE AMERICAN
PEDOMETER

WILL TELL YOU ^^^^^^^^^.x^

iOil Mile Pedom. tir $|.50 REGULATES TO
10 Mile Pedometer $100 STEP OF WEARER
Niimhers on dial rt'prc.yeiit 7nilts. Hand points
out number of milis u-aiked. t'o.se of hand-
some nickel. If you ploy golf or hunt, valk
for business or plea^-ure. in sear'cft of health or
recreation the WALKING IS MADE DOUBLY INTER-
ESTING ^11 carryinfi a Pedometer. At your
dealer or tiy mail on receipt of price. I^'ully
Quaranteeil . ll'rite for buokUt

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER CO.
125 CHURCH ST., NEW HAVEN, CONN.



MARBLE'S FISH KNIVES

H.we a tluiiiib tesl w Inch ennlilt-s \oii lo put the prt'ssiiie

in ihe nghl place when culling off the head and tail.

The blades are of tempered tool steel. This one is 2 '4

inches long and sells for 85c.

'
r,

' We make two other styles.

The handles are rosewood in-

laid with German silver. Vou
get a sheath free with each
kn'fe.

AUTOMATIC GAFF
Von merely reach out. gently

touch the tish and the Cinff

closes with a grip that HOLDS.
This means the saving of the

big ones that have got away
year after year. Used with

one hand, opened with foot.

No. I, for fish from
I to 20 lbs $1.50

)\o. 2, I

10 to

Handles 30 inches

for fish from
60 lbs ..$2.00

Nickeled, 50c.. extra.

Marble's Waterproof Match Box makes a fire certain

in any weather. 50 cents. Send for catalog of other
necessities for sportsmen and hunters. It is free. Sold
by dealers or direct, prepaid, from

MARBLE SAFETY AXE CO., Gladstone, Mich.

Harrimac Landing Net

Feather-light

Reels ^^

For Trout and Bass

Cost Little.

All-right
Reels ^=^="

For Bass, Salmon
and Lake Trolling

Give Satisfaction

Expert Reels

For Trout, Bass and

Lake Trolling.
'^

All Dealers sell these

A. F. MEISSELBACH & BRO.
Mfi-s., Newark. N. J.. U. S. A.

^ BRADLEY'S ANTI=RUST ROPES^
For SHOTGUNS, RIFl.KS and RKVOl.VER.S. They can-
not rust or [)il if these ropes arc used. No more worrying to
keep your firearms in perfect condition. Sent postpaid. $1.00
per set for .Shotguns ; 50c. for RiHes ; 25c. for Revolvers. Give
gauge and length of barrel. Send for circular giving full

particulars.

Bradley's Shotgun Sig-ht
M.iUes wing shooting easy and certain. Srores greatly in-

•' creased at trap and in field Attachable and detachable.

Price, post paid, 50c. Send for circular.

tf Address C L. BRADLEY, Clarksvill-, Tennessee- x



WESTLEY RICHARDS ^ QO.

GUN AND RIFLE MANUFACTUI<ERS
Beg to draw attention to all sportsmen of their patent reliable one-trigger
gun with hand detachable locks.

" It stands in a class bv itself. The highest exponent of intellect,

ingenuity and enterprise.** From a writer in the American Field.

The latest Westley Richards hammer-
less ejector gun is equipped with hand-
detachable locks, and rdi<ible one-trigger
mechanism. The locks of these guns
can be instantly removed without taking
out a siui^ie screw or pin. Duplicate locks
can be ordered with any gun

Note the absence of SCREW or pin

heads on the side of the gun. Fig I.

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

Fig. I shows the simple manner in which the lock is detached or replaced Fig. 2 shows th^
bottom cover plate with spring catch at end to secure it in position. Fig. 3 shows the detachable
lock, containing hammer, mainspring spring, sear, sear spring and cocking lever.

In every hammerless gun there are hammers, mainsprings, sears, sear springs, and cocking
levers. Some of these are liable to go wrong. When attending a tournament, or starting on a three
weeks' hunting trip, it mak^s you mighty comfortable and easy to know that in case of a mishap to
your lock you have a duplicate which can be inserted ia ten seconds.

If your gun gets wet or damp, you can remove the locks instantlv, Oil and clean them your-
self before they rust The gunsmith is dispensed wnh.

There are no pin or screw heads on the side of the gun to mar its appearance and finish.

This hand-detachable lock in conjunction with our reliable one trigger makes a most unique
and modern gun —

ONE JUST FIFTEEN YEARS AHEAD OF THE ORDINARY HAMMERLESS EJECTOR

A writer says : " I have fired 7,000 cartridges out of it this season and it has never failed.
"

Prices from $235 up. Any weight. Any stock. Any barrels.

Remember our one-trigger mechanism is independent of recoil, and is NOT A KRICTIONAL
ONE. It ia guaranteed neither to double discharge Aor hang when pulling to fire the
second barrel. It is .ABSOLUTELY free from the defects and objectionable features which gen-
erally characterize other systems

—

It Is simply perfect. . Order one of these guns now and

BE FIFTEEN YEARS AHEAD OF THE TIMES
Write for special patnphlet and prices direct to the

COMPANY'S FACTORY
BOURNBROOK, BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.



To anyone stnciing us FOUR NEW BUBSCRIBIRS lo

send a copy of llial fXcelUiu book, t-millcd

A

^

Ktl) y^NP I.IN IN (.ANAPA" we will

AMERieaN FISHES
PRICE, S350

Written by G. Hrown Good. L. L. D., latt- U. S. Commissioner of Fisheiies.

A new and revised edition o( this popular treatise upcn the gan.e and feed fis^hes

of North America, with special reference to habits and n.etl cds of capuiie. The

numerous illustrations include six fiill-pat;e colored plates ard a fine halflcne porliait

of Dr. (;ood, revised and edited by p'rof. '1 heodoie N. Hill, of the J-'mithoni.Tn Inslitiuicn.

EVERY ANGLER SHOULD HAVE ONE.

J. M. Mast Mfg. Co.
Lititz, Pa.

Mfrs.

Ed. H. Grenfell & Co.,
London. Ont., Canadian Ag-ents.

BEST FLOAT AFLOAT.

A PIONEER GUN CLEANER or a PER-
FECT GUN CLEANER will he sent to any-
one sending- us in one newr ; subscription to

ROD AND GUN.

H-T-T Published monthly, 64 pages.
Tells all about Hunting. Trapping and
Raw Purs. Sample copy loc.

HUNTER-TRADER-TRAPPER,
Box 35, Gallipolis, Ohio.

THE

^ r Berliner «^ ^? ^?

Gramso=phone
IT SIAIGS EVER VTHIJ\[G ^'"^ '^ almo,st human. Tlie greatest entertainer for

IT PLAYS EVERYTHING ^ami'ino parties, cixps or hom^
. .

^ ^ PRICES - - $15.00 to $45.00
IT TALKS EVERYTHING made in canada

A 5 YBars' Guarantee with each.

Write for Catalogues of Gramophones and nearly

Two Thousand Records—Free for the asking. jS^ j^ j^

E. BERLINER.
EMANUEL BLOUT,

Conoral Manager for Canada

2315 St. CatHerine Street,

MONTREAL.
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^DISCRIMINATING Sportsmen are enthusiastic
^-^ over the many novel features of the Savage .22-

Caliber Repeater. It is hammerless, shoots the short,

long, and long rifle cartridges, all in the same arm, and
its accuracy alone has placed it in a class by itself.

Write to-day for Catalogue H free

m

SAVAGE ARMS COMPANY
BAKER & HAMILTON, San Francisco and Sacramento, Cal , Pacific Coast Agents If

/
J* $150

16-foot power skiff

Double end, clinkrr built, to carry four.

I H. P. motor. Weight complete 190 lbs.

Write for particulars

To
The Canada Launch Works, umued,

TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA.

The Matthews
TORPEDO LAUNCH

A fast and racy launch, built in lengths ranging
from i6ft. to 75ft. Construction of the highest
grade. Salt-water fittings used throughout. Any
power installed.

16ft. launch with I 's H. P. reliable motor, hull
copper riveted, with brass Irinimings and deck
hardware. Weight 400 lbs

, crated for shipment.
Price $175. Send loc. for catalog.

The Matthews Boat Co.
BASCOM, OHIO, U.S.A.



QUALITY
Counts every time, and wiicn QUALITY his been the predominant feature ot a product

for almost fifty years, it signifies that no one need have the slightest he'^itnncy abciut obtain-

ing that product.

STEVENS FIREARMS are the embodiment of all that high grade arms should be; they

have therefore been u.ied and endorsed hy the sport loving public the world over since 1864.

'rhe<;e are but a few reasons whv sportsmen should be influenced in securing the

STEVENS when equipping themselves.

\i 1: iihnni tact till- a iciiip/i:(t- /inr of

R.ifles, Pistols, Sliotguns
Sclid for 12S pa^ti i//i/s/r,:h'(i Catalog,

Miiilt'd I'liEE upon ixqiust.

Nearly all Dealers handle
our arms.

Svnd finir rents in nlamiin for rlerrr HIJIc Puzzle.

STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO.,
365 Main Street.

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS. J



single copies, luc. APF^IL, iyu4 ^l.UU A 3>U^i-

In The Rockies

A MAGAZINE
QFCAMDIAN SPORT
anpEXPLOMTION
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AN ENTIRELY NEW RIFLE NOW READY
Unequalled rapidity and ease of manipulation aid accurate aim of successive shots

[g^HE 'Winchester Model J 903 is a ten-shot AUTOMATIC, hammerless, take-

I down rifle. It is adapted to a new.22 caliber rim-fire cartridge, loaded with

smokeless powder and the Winchester Greaseless Bullet. It is graceful

in outline, light in weight, certain in operation, simple in construction and pos-

sesses few parts. After filling the magazine and throwing the first cartridge

into the chamber, all that it is necessary to do to shoot the ten cartridges tt^at

the rifle contains is to pull the trigger for each shot. Weight, lU pounds. Lkt Price, $25.00.

Send for circular fully describing this rifle.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY, NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT

'^
WEIGHT
FIFTEEN
POUNDS

The Alaska Sleeping Bag.

ADOPTED BY THE DOMINION GOVERNMENT
(I

AS THE ONLY SATISFACTORY SLEEPING BAG.

Outside section is made of closely wo\en Khaki Duck, centre section

of patent, double-banked Eider Down, the warmest and lightest material

known to commerce. The inner section is an all-wool Kersey. .,

Many of the best-known sport'^men in the United States and Canada '

have written us that they would not sfo out again without one.

Write for particulars and price s.

The Alaska Feather and Down Co., Limited
MANUFACTURERS.

WINNIPEG and MONTREAL
ALSO FOR SALE BY AVOODS, LIMITED, OTTAWA.



Canadian Pacific Railway

Algonquin,

Chateau Frontenac,

Place Viger,

Banff Springs,

Lake Louise Chalet,

St. Andrews, N. B.,

Quebec, P. Q.,

Montreal, P. Q..

Banff, N. W. T.,

Laggan, N. W. T.,

from $3.00 upwards

3.0

3.00

" 3-0

" 3-00

For further particulars as to any of these hotels, apply to the respective

Managers, to any of the Company's Agents, or to

ROBERT KERR, Passenger Traffic Manager, Montreai,.
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solid tinibef buiklings of a squaii' or ob-

loug loiiu, one of which was used as a res-

ideiue of the factor, another as a shop for

the sale of the guns, aiumunitiou, gay

cloths and blankets, and other goods cov-

eted by the Indians, another as a store-

house for the peltry, and others for the

afcconimodation of the lower class of em-

ployes.

When sailed that little bark whicli bore

the hopes of the illustrious adventurers

around the cold and barren promotories of

Hudson's Bay, the prospects of empire and

commerce were very slim, shrouded in the

gloom of iinpenetrable forests and darken-

ed by the perils of savage hostility. Long
ago these obstacles .were swept away by

the heroic endurance and persistent push

of the hardy factors and their followers.

Modern conditions of competition now
demand from the company's officials a

shrewd knowledge of the public mind, and a

degree of tact and energy which is more
necessary in the present than were the

flint-lock musket and heavy side-arms in

the buckskin period, when the company
to the bleak .shores of the Labrador coast

from the mountainous shores of the Pacific

was sovereign.

The fur-trading posts stretch from the

bleak shores of the Labrador coast to the

boundary line between Alaska and British

Columbia, and from the forty-ninth paral-

lel to the .\rctic seas.

The company's steamboats ply upon the

Saskatchewan, Athabasca. Slave. Macken-
zie, Skeena, and Stikine rivers, and the

canoes and dog trains are now chiefly seen

in the inaccessible districts. The compa-
ny, with its experience of over two cen-

turies, can sujiply all the wants of sports-

men, and also issue circular letters of cred-

it on all its inland posts.

The catalogue of the large fur sales held

annually in London, still the world's prin-

cipal mart of the trade, show what a va-

riety of Canadian animals are necessary
for the comfort, health and luxurious hab-

its of modern humanity.

The skin now most prized and highest

priced is the silver or black fox, noted for

its rich and glossy black fur and its ex-

terior hairs of a silver white. In 1900 an
exceptionally beautiful skin brought nearly

three thousand dollars—the highest ever

paid ; but the average value of good skins

varies from three huiidicil and filly dollars

to one hundred dollars.

The fur next in value is that of the sea •

otter, for which twelve hundred dollars

was paid in ISJOU. The fur is soft and fine,

and varies in color from dark chestnut to

a deep brown, according to the age of the

animal. It is now very rare, and only one

skin was offered by the Hudson's Bay
Company in March, 1901, and brought only

five hundred and forty dollars, as prices of

nearly all furs have been of late exceeding-

ly low. The common otter, of which large

quantities are sold every year, only brings

at the highest, six dollars, and even as low

as two dollars for a common skin. The
skins of the blue fox—the favorite fur of

Catherine de Medici—are much in demand,
and bring as high as thirty dollars each.

Cross, gray, white and red foxes bring

from forty ijol'ars for the first to five dol-

lars for a good specimen of the common
red.

The marten, of which a large number are

taken in the north of Canada, is much
prized, and one superior quality—a dark,

glossy fur—is called the American sable,

and can hardly be distinguished from the

choice Russian skin Canadian skins range

from twenty dollars to five dollars, ac-

cording to quality.

The fur of the mink, very numerous still,

is shorter and more flossy than the marten
and varies in value from six dollars to as

low as fifty cents. The choice ermine,

which is akin to the weasel, and much in

demand, is pure white, with a black-tipped

tail when caught in good condition in the

winter. Challon's famous picture of her

late Majesty Queen Victoria at her core-

nation represents her in a splendid robe,

trimmed with this royal fur, which also

forms the border of the crown, and is con-

spicuous in the adornment of the state

robes and coronets of the English nobility.

The black bear, which finds a congenial

habitat from Cape Breton to the Macken-
zie, brings from fifty dollars to fifteen

dollars. The skin of the musk-ox, which is

a denizen of the "Barren Grounds" and
the Arctic region of Canada, has taken

the place of that of the extinct buffalo tor

sleigh robes. It varies in price from fifty

dollars to as low as five dollars for a poor
article. Even the skunk of unsavory fame
is now much in demand on account of its
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soft, thick fur, to which has even been

given the name of "black marten." The
beaver, the staple fur of the French re-

gime, is now becoming scarce and its price

varies greatly according to fashion. Even
the skin of the inoffensive rabbit has now
a positive market value, as it is dressed,

clipped and dyed a deep brown, almost

black, and then becomes what is called

"electric seal" much in vogue for ladies'

jackets.

The variety and quantity of the furs of-

fered by the great company at its annual

sales in London can be best understood by

reference to the following list for 1901:

—

Beaver, 42,582 skins ; musquash, 917,944
;

rabbits, 6,593 ; common otter, 9,160 ; sea

otter, 1 ; fisher, 3,437 ; silver fo.v, 317
;

cross fox, 1,851 ; blue fox, 24 ; red fox,

5,831 ; white fox, 2,960 ; marten, 55,329 ;

mink, 47,580 ; lynx, 4,446 ; wolf, 2,589 ;

wolverine, 772 ; skunk, 6,027 ; raccoon,

9,058 ; badger, 565 ; ermine, 11,664 black

bear, 7,829 ; brown bear, 773
;
gray bear,

196 ; white bear, 58 ; musk-ox, 559 ; hair

seal, 3,593 ; deer, 100 ; besides many cari-

bou and moose skins not enumerated.

The sales of Hudson's Bay company's furs

have realized at this year's sales in Lou-

don only .$1,150,000, or nearly $400,000

less than in 1900, on account of low prices

and decreased quantity—silver fox having

fallen sixty per cent., blue foxes fifty-

three, red foxes forty, cross and white

foxes thirty-five, and so on. The compa-
ny's furs are all exjjorted from Victoria,

Vancouver, Hudson's Bay, Winni,peg—the

principal distributing and collecting centre

—and Montreal to London, where they are

sold by the great house of ('. M. Sampson
& Company.

In this article I have given special at-

tention to the operations of the Hudson's

Bay Company, for the very obvious reason

that it is easy in its case to obtain full

and accurate information not available

with respect to the many free traders, who
have gone into the business for the past

thirty years.

An authority on furs informs me that

the annual output of all the small compe-

titors amounts to a total equalling, if not

exceeding, that of the great company it-

self. The principal traders live in Winni-

peg, Edmonton—always an important

point of connection with the northern fur

region—Montreal and Quebec.

One large firm in the ancient capital,

after supplying the demands of its Cana-

dian customers, shipped furs last year to

London to the valae of nearly $100,000.

The trade returns to the Dominion show
that at the present time the total value of

the Canadian export of furs reaches about
$2,400,000, of which only $100,000 repre-

sents manufactured goods, chiefly sold in

the United States. These figures include

the output of the Hudson's Bay Company,
and re;present the value of the total quan-
tity of Canadian raw skins sold yearly in

London by Sampson & Company.

We may fairly assume that upwards of a
million dollars' worth of skins remain in

Canada for the purpose of domestic con-

sumption, and consequently do not appear
in the trade returns. Canada is also

obliged to buy a large quantity of furs not

produced in Canada—coon and opossum
from the United States, Persian lamb and
Russian Astrakhan, Indian tiger and leop-

ards, South American chinchilla, and even

Australian rabbit, wombat and wallaby.

With the progress of settlement in the

northwest of Canada, the fur-bearing ani-

mals must be limited ere long entirely to

the great unorganized districts already

mentioned, but here—especially in the Mac-
kenzie region—for many years to come the

great company and free traders will con-

tinue to find the .skins they seek.

The fur trade of Canada, however, has
long since sunk into insignificance, com-
pared with its proportions half a century
ago. The country, decried by a French
philosopher as a region of ice and snow
which France could well spare, is now fam-
ous as a large exporter of the best of

wheat and apples, and other products
which attest the richness of the soil and
the favorable climatic conditions for the
sustenance of human life.

The fur trade has now lost the pictur-

esque aspect it sometimes assumed during
the French domination and in the palmy
days, when the factors of the great com-
pany were lords of the noirth.

The songs of the traders and voyageurs
are now rarely heard in these prosaic times,

when the canoe and the bateau have given

place to the propeller. As a conspicuous
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figure of the fur trade the Metis or Ca-

nadian half-breeds of the Red, Assiniboin,

and Saskatchewan rivers are disappearing

fast. These people are now settling down
to a regular agricultural life, and the hunt-

ers and trappers of a once restless race

will soon fade into romance and history,

like their more famous ancestors, the cour-

eurs (le bois, whose memory is now only

recalled as we pass by a storm-vexed ca,pe

or landlocked bay, or rapid river, to which

may still cling the names they gave, as

they swept alsng with song and jest in the

days of the French regime.

The Burial of Chcr-on-kcc.

Kv M.AkV S. S. -SCHAFFEK.

The people of the Northland, cut oR for

months from any semblance of civilization,

living in the great white silence, become a

different race, with different thoughts from

the men of cities and rush of life. We grow

skeptical, in the practical living, that for-

ces may exist, which we cannot feel or see,

and doubt the weird tales they tell us.

Who is right ? and dare we smile ? Mayhe
we grow less acute in our noisy lives, and

they who live in and love the vast confines

of solitude have ears attuned to sounds

too delicate for our grosser senses to de-

fine. The little story told below was an

actual occurrence so far as he (the Master)

believed, but you seldom hear him tell it,

and I dare not even use his words. I can

but give the facts.

Old Cher-on-kee lay dying. In suffering

silence the great black eyes stared out

from their cavernous depths, looking for

Death to come and carry him to the flow-

ering hunting grounds. He had known for

long that it must be, but with the stolidi-

ty of his race, he meant to fight the fight

bravely, and not till death's hand was laid

upon his shoulder would he show the white

feather. Even in his last fur-gathering trip

in the north he had felt the summons com-

ing. But the spirit of the Northland call-

ed him, the howling of the dog-train was

music in his ears, and the wild, dreary

steppes were his friends, beckoning him on

with invisible hands. The fever of illness

and longing consumed him. "I come ! 1

come ! and if I die, I die near little Pix-

ix-ena's grave and that would be good."

He went. The fineness and the quantity of

bis furs was large. As he went from post

to post he felt it was for the last time.

At little Pix-ix-ena's grave he halted,

halted and bowed his head as he had done
so many, many summers before, but this

time the parched lips whispered: "I am
coming soon."

Those who have lived among the In-

dians and searched beneath the stoli-

dity of their character with patience,

kindness and perseverance, know that

the Indian heart is warm and true

and faithful. Old Cher-on-kee had never
forgotten or ceased to mourn for the
dainty 'brown bride, who had left him after

two years of happy wandering in the sum-
mer months, which had counterbalanc-

ed the starving and suffering of the two
long, bleak winters. Pix-ix-ena was from
the Southland, and even her warm love for

Cher-on-kee could not drive out the biting

cold of the terrible winters from her dain-

ty physique. And when the spring was
bursting and the Northland flowers opening
their eyes, little Pix-ix-ena's one dainty

blossom opened its bright eyes for a few
short hours and then with its mother's
closed forever. The heart-broken husband
and father laid his treasures beneath the

gay northern poppies, then turned his heavy
footsteps southward, to work for the rest

of his life for the Hudson's Bay trappers,

journeying each year to the north for

skins, and taking a short time to go to

the one spot in all the world he could

claim as his own, and none but his faithful

train of dogs saw or guessed the bitter

grief which never left him. And now he

had brought in his last load ; he had

looked for the last time on his faithful
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team. He had patted each servitor on the

head,—a farewell caress—and a dismal

whine had gone up from their hoarse

throats, as though through the iinaccus-

tomed gentleness, they realized their friend

was leaving them.

Two old squaws squatted near the flap of

the tepee, doing what they could for the

sick man in a kind, ignorant way. Their

minds, however, were much more engaged

on the tobacco, which the old man had

given them for their services to himself
;

the tepee was blue with the rank mater-

ial. "Kow-ee-chee go for the Master, tell

him I have much to say and little time,"

the weak voice called from a pile of furs

in the darkening corner. "Why should Cher-

on-kee wish for the Master, he will not

come for such as we ?" But Cher-on-kee

knew better. He and the Master had

tramped in the Northland together and

knew the heart of each, and the Master

had not failed him yet. Old Kow-ee-chee

grumblingly arose and gathering her tat-

tered garments about her, trudged oS in

the deep snow. Silently entering the fort,

and as silently the door of the Master's

office, she stood before a kindly face
;

apathetic in the extreme. She gave no hint

of bearing a message from the dying.

"Well, Kow-ee-chee, what is it now ?

More tobac ?
"

Silence. Then delivering herself of a gut-

teral sound or two with calm deliberation,

equalled by no other race on the surface of

the globe, she said: "Cher-on-kee dying —
say 'bring Master.' Go."
Then gathering up the old blanket about

her, and turning on her moccasined

heels, with the curious gliding amble of

the plains' Indian, she went forth into the

cold as silently as she came.

Hastily donning his heavy furs, the

Master hurried forth. Cher-on-kee had been

too long his faithful friend for such a sum-
mons to go unaswered. Hastening to the

tepee, but a short distance from the fort,

raising the ragged flap, which all too poor-

ly kept out the bitter winds, he saw the

message was true, and Cher-on-kee very,

very near the hunting grounds.

Grasping the Master's hand in his own,
eager and feverish, and gazing intent-

ly into the Master's eyes, he said ;
—

" When the Spirit comes, promise me !

— promise me ! to take me home to the

Northland, and lay me in Pix-ix-ena's

grave. I cannot sleep, I cannot rest till

you promise."

The intense eyes, brilliant with suffering,

gazed for their answer into the eyes of his

friend, those eyes which had never lied to

him in all their years of wanderings to-

gether. The friend was still his friend

and the answer came, "I promise."

With all vitality spent, and as though

living for those words alone, he slowly

turned the weary head to the canvas, and

in a few moments old Cher-on-kee was no

more.

The Master retraced his way into the

icy winds, then to his cozy office,

where huge logs sputtered and crackled,

and his mind dreamed back into the

old days when he as a boy had packed

furs with Cher-on-kee. Then the promise

came before him ; how ? —for the problem

was a heavy one. Little Pix-ix-ena's grave

lay one hundred and fifty miles to the

north, a barren waste of snow stretched

between and the dead of winter was upon

the land. Over and over in his mind he

turned the question of that long journey.

Who among his men were brave enough to

carry such a load and face three such days

of hardship ?

In the teeth of a bitter north-easter

he went forth the next morning to

search for volunteers. All shook their

heads. The trip was a long, hard and ex-

posing one, but it was not the exposure

that deterred them. The burden they

must carry was what they dared not face.

Cher-on-k'ee was loved and respected by

all in life,—but the lonely companionship

of his dead body, out in the great drear

wilderness, was more than even their phleg-

matic nerves could endure. All shook

their heads and the Master realized that to

fulfil his promise he himself must go.

With his own example and bravery as a

leader, he was at last able to secure one

porter—0-see-ka, a man of great endurance

and ability.

Together they wrapped the body in

its own blankets, then bound it in tent-

ing canvas and lashed it securely to a

sledge with thongs of reindeer
;

packed

with wraps, food and tent the second

sledge, then with their two teams of dogs

set forth in the blue twilight of the morn-
ing, accompanied for a short distance by
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the dead man's friends, and finally left, to

advance alone into the vast wildness, with

only the dimming stars snapping and

twinkling in the intense, quiet cold. In sil-

ence the two men moved forward; no sound

save the screaming of the sledge runners

over the frozen snow, the occasional call

of the driver to his dogs and the crack of

the long whip. All day long they trudged

in snow shoes over the vast waste. As

the more intense darkness settled down

upon their way, the Master called a halt

near a frozen stream and close to a group

of low pine trees. The body in its heavy

wrappings was left on the far side of the

stream, and camp was made for the night.

The dogs released from their harness, the

little bacon and pemmican thawed and eat-

en over the tiny fire, master and servant

prepared for a few hours needed rest, when

suddenly there rang forth on the cold, keen

air the Indian's cry to his dog—"Marsh—

!

Marsh-h- !
" The two men gazed into each

other's eyes in startled silence. They had

thought themselves alone in the wilds, but

here was another voice coming to them

from out the darkness, attracted probably

by the little camp fire. Stepping forth

from the light, they hallowed a response-

no answer ; again,—not a sound.

With a shiver of awe both men were

impelled toward Cher-on-kee's sledge.

Two of the dogs had become unloosed and

were gnawing at the reindeer thongs. Re-

tieing the dogs, they returned to the little

tent, haunted with a feeling of something

strange and unaccountable.

Again in the early dawn they ate,

harnessed their dogs, repacked the sledge,

then pushed forward briskly, hoping

to make the upper fort that night,

and avoid another night out in the

bitterly cold waste. But a cruel wind was
setting in from the north, which cut their

breathing, exhausting men and dogs alike,

and again they were forced to make camp
as the deeper darkness fell, feed the now

footsore animals, and rest a few hours

themselves.

Again they stopped by a frozen stream,

and near brush that would provide-

them fuel. While the Master prepared

camp, 0-see-ka took the axe to cut wood a

couple of hundred yards away. Both men
busily employed at their work, were sud-

denly startled to hear the long, clear call

of the Indian to dogs—"Marsh !—Marsh !

"

and each rushed toward the other, think-

ing each in trouble.

"Did you call ? " said the Master.

"No ; and you ?
"

Each stared at the other in astonish-

ment, then turned to see a stranger appear

from out the darkness.

\o sound of moving object except the

low whine of the dogs, till to their strain-

ed nerves there came again the long mus-

ical, but dreary, call "Marsh ! Marsh !

"

" It IS Cher-on-kee's voice. Master.

Come." .Vnd together they hurried to the

sledge of their dead companion.

Bounding across the frozen river and

reaching the spot where they had left all

secure so short a time before, what was
their horror to see a band of wolves, tear-

ing loose the stout wrappings and at that

moment reaching the body itself. A pistol

shot or two drove them off, and the sledge

was then hauled up by the camp fire and

tent.

No sleep came to the watchers that

night, and the two men, whose whole lives

had been spent in hardship and danger,

trembled at the remembrance of that call

—unaccountable, unreal and unexplainable.

As soon, as the dogs were rested, the

sledges were packed for the last run, and

the weary, spent men were glad to leave

the eerie spot. At noon they reached the

fort, chilled, exhausted, unnerved.

Other hands laid old Cher-on-kee beside

the waiting little Pix-ix-ena, and the

weary white man rested, feeling he had

kept his promise.

w^^m
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The Coming of the Shore Birds.

Bv ST. CROIX.

Some young fellows I know think they

are great travellers, because they are tak-

en to Europe in a comfortable, floating

palace nearly every summer by their fath-

ers. But what are such holiday jaunts be-

side the semi-annual journeys of the shore-

birds ? Fancy a little feathered mite of a

creature, weighing but a few ounces, lay-

ing its eggs each summer in the Arctic

regions, and passing the winter in South
America I Thousands of the great plover

or snipe family do this year after year,

and so regular are their wanderings that

folk that live along shore marvel if the

leathered hosts are more than a few days

overdue, when they appear on our coasts,

A lad with a taste for natural history will

find endless aTHusement during August and

September along the sandy bays of the St.

Lawrence and of the Maritime provinces.

No other stations will show him more va-

riety in the matter of bird-life. His equip-

ment may be extremely simple. A field

glass, note book, and a sandwich are all

that he will need in the field, though at

home he must have a well-thumbed copy
of one of the many admira'ble manuals that

treat of the distinguishing characteristics

of the order Limicothe, or shore-birds.

The great plover-snipe family are mostly
of small size ; they live on the ground, us-

ually by the water's edge ; and their food

consists of insects, worms and other

small, soft crawling things. Above all they

are extremely well-represented on this con-

tinent, and are therefore an eminently pro-

per study for a piitriotic young Canadian.

On the way shoreward, a glance through
the glass may reveal a flock of small pig-

eon-like birds, pecking about some old pas-

ture. They are golden plover and if they

permit a near enough approach, the fitness

of the name will be acknowledged, for the

beautiful, though extremely modest colora-

tion of the plumage has a distinctly gold-

en sheen. The book at home says: ' North
America at large, breeds in the Arctic

regions, passes in great waves during

spring and autumn ; highly esteemed.' Too
highly, alas ! for the golden plover is de-

creasing rapidly in numbers in the Eastern

States. Spring shooting has had much to

do with it, and I hope no boy that loves

true sport will ever permit himself to kill

'birds that are on their way to these dis-

tant regions, where alone they can raise

their broods in safety. No, let the gun
remain in its case until the flocks come
back from the north, five times as numer-
ous as when they asked our hospitality in

the spring.

The largest birds the young naturalist is

likely to fall in with are the Curlews.

There are three species,—the sickle-bill, the

Jack curlew, and the Eskimo or dough
bird. The first named is much the largest,

while the last is the most abundant ; it

breeds in Labrador and may be found in

enormous flocks near Belle Isle Strait, at

the mouth of the St. Lawrence, about
August 1st. All the curlews winter in the

extreme southern States of the Union, or

in Central or South America.
A queer little bird, that is always re-

peating the cry from which it takes its

name, is the Kildeer. Kil-deer ' Kil-deer !

it whistles, hovering over an intruder's

head and giving the alarm to every bird

within hearing. It is beautifully marked
with semi-rings of black and white around
the throat. The semipalmated plover is

another bird that is exceedingly abundant
on the beaches during late summer and
early autumn. Above ash grey, and under-
neath pure white, with a black encircling

ring about its neck, it may be easily rec-

ognized, especially at near range, as there
is a bright orange ring around the eye.

The American oyster catcher is a big
bird, as shore birds go, with a long,
strong, Vermillion bill with yellow tip. Its
plumage is somber. It breeds further south
than most of our shore birds, extensive
nesting colonies being found each spring on
the Virginia coast. Should the glass re-

veal a delicate slender bird, of strikingly
beautiful black and white plumage, with
long legs and upturned bill, it is probably
an avocet, a bird now somewhat rare in

the east, though common on the plains of

the west. It feeds by immersing the head
and neck, meanwhile stirring up' the mud
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with its long bill. It swims well.

Sportsmen speak of summer aiid winter

yellow legs. The first is a bird ten or

eleven inches in length over all, while the

last is two or three inches longer. They

have the usual plover-like barred plumage,

and long yellow legs Restless, noisy

birds they are seldom still, and seem un-

happy. Foremost among the " large

birds" of the shore-gunners' list is the wil-

let, a big, stout fellow of the Tattless fam-

ily. Its legs are a slate glue color, and it

has a shrill unpleasant cry. It would be

quite impossible to give a sufficiently ac-

curate description in mere words of most

of these shore birds, but by the aid of a

reliable text book recognition is compara-

tively easy in the case of adult birds, but

youngsters of the year are very hard to

name with unfailing accuracy.

The important Scolopacidae family in-

cludes the Godwits, large birds, much like

the Curlews, but having straight bills, and

the sandpipers, an extensive group of small

shorter billed birds, always keeping in

flocks, and although the least in size,

perhaps the greatest wanderers of them all.

One species, the pectoral sandpiper, goes

so far north to nest that its eggs are as

yet unknown, though the 'bird itself is

found on our coasts in myriads.

:\Iany a pleasant hour may be passed half

buried in the sand, field glass and note

book in hand, as any bright-eyed boy will

discover it he makes the trial. There is a

perpetual free show given by Dame Nature

along-shore on a summer's afternoon.

The Brownie Rin^.

By M.ARTIN HfNTF.R.

Only once, during a residence of over

thirty-six years in the wilds of Canada,

was it ray good fortune to witness the

drumming of the spruce partridge.

Indians have several times described the

procedure of the cock bird on these occa-

sions, but as I have said, it was only once

I saw it actually taking place. The day

was a very calm, hot one in spring. I was

on my way between the big lake and a

small one about a mile through the bush

for the purpose of visiting a bear trap set

at the discharge of the smaller body of

water. About mid-way over the portage

the trail passed through a white, mossy

plain, with clumps of pitch pine dotting it

here and there. Just before emerging into

this glade-like park, a sound was borne to

my ear by the still, calm atmosphere, a

soimd so strange that I stood quite still

and waited for it to be repeated. After a

certain interval I heard it again. This

time I coupled it with what the Indians

had described the sound of the spruce par-

tridge drumming to be like. Being also in-

formed that they were very wary at such

times, (the slightest noise causing them to

desist for that day), with the utmost cau-

tion I continued my way after each cessa-

tion of drumming, and finally was so close

that I actually felt the waves of air from

the birds' wings against my cheek.

Then I made a lengthened halt, lying

prone upon the earth with only my head

above the ferns and awaited the next move.

I could hear the cackle of several birds

just beyond where I was in hiding, but

dared not, for the monieiit, move.

All at once a beautiful cock-bird, doubly

beautiful just then, by his flaming red

comb and wattles, shot up into a tall tree

not twenty yards off, and there plumed

bis feathers for some moments, cooing and

talking down all the while. I kept my
eyes steadfastly fixed on his every move-

ment, so as to see what would follow.

All at once the ruffled feathers closed

down on his body and launching himself oft

and away from the tree, he beat the air

with his wings in rapid succession till he

reached tin- earth. This then w.vs the

cause of the unfamiliar soimit I had heard,

and was the spruce ])art ridge mode of

drumming. I crawled further through the

moss and Indian tea towards the pl.ace

where the cock partridge had disappeared,

and by stretching my hand in front I clear-

ed a space to see, and there at the foot
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of the tree was a diminutive circus ring,

worn away to the earth by the action of

twelve or fourteen partridge marching a-

round in a circle.

Four of their numbers were cock birds.

Their excessive vanity had inflated them

up to veritable little gobblers. The females

were demurely walking around, as if quite

:ignorant that all the fine pluming and gal-

lant talk from the opposite sex was for

their benefit. Every now and then a dif-

ferent cock would fly to the tree-top and

go through the same performance.

I lay there for, I should say, a couple of

hours, watching this uncommon sight, and,

although it was difficult to distinguish one

cock from another, still I fancv thev -took

to drumming in rotation.

Be it as it may, the sun was getting

near the tree tops and all at once, as if

from a word of command, the bunch flew

up and away to remote trees. I waited

for a short while, but as they did not re-

turn! concluded the parade for t'i:it day

was over.

From the deep patted ring and the a-

mount of their droppings, they lad evi-

dently been resorting to this spot for days.

I visited this spot for two or three years

following at about the same season, but

no partridge wire tn be found. The melting

of the first winter's snow and the early

spring rains had quite obliterated "The
Brownie Ring."

The Art of Forestry.— Forestry Protection-

In discussing Forestry, though young in

this country, it is perhaps not out of place

to give a clear account of its various parts

as it has been didactically divided in

Europe. At the present time we cannot

use European Forestry practice to any ex-

tent, but it is the principles underlying

that practice which we must understand

and realize the value of, in dealing properly

with the forests here. In two previous pap-

ers a very imperfect sketch has been given

of what is understood by forest manage-
ment and sylviculture. Now it is the writ-

er's task to give an idea of what is includ-

ed in the care and tending of the '\)rest

from the seedling stage to that of the i;ig

hundred feet high tree. Contrary to any
other crop, in standing such a length of

time the external dangers are much in-

creased, as the years go on and the value

of the forest increases. As an example of

this, a sixty-year-old spruce stand in Ger-

many was completely killed by hail. True,

a good price was got for the timber, but

not nearly as good as if left until its pro-

per time of cutting,—another twenty-five

years, when the timber would have lea-

lized the highest price per cubic foot of

any size (sixteen inches diameter).

A factor which plays a great part in

forests of most lands is the right of other

persons in that forest besides the owner.

At present we have none here, and we
have to be very thankful for that, as a

greater hindrance to forestry cannot be

conceived. One only has to imagine one

man owning the land and another the tim-

ber, a case of actual fact in Southern

Bavaria, to see the importance of not al-

lowing any customs or usages to grow
into rights which might interfere with the

rational utilization and management of the

forests. Once these rights have grown it

is very difficult, and sometmies impossible,

to buy them out and get rid of them in

any way.
It is only necessary to mention the great

danger from fire for the sake of complete-

ness. This is so patent to all that it

does not require any further explanation.

The wind plays really a very important

part in the forest, and by careful cutting

the risk of getting an extra quantity of tim-

ber blown down can be avoided. About
1870 such an enormous number of trees

were blown down by the wind in the Falk-

enburg in Eastern Germany that it took

fifteen years to clear them up and sell the

timber. It would not be so bad if the

trees so blown down remained free from

the ravages of insects, but this is seldom

the case. Usually if the trees are worked

up into lumber at once the market is glut-

ted and poor prices result. If the trees

'Contributed bv the Officers of the Canad an Forestry Association
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are left thr insects get into them and thej

are spoilt for timber and a greater loss is

sustained.

The useful effect of the wind is seen in

the spreading of tree seeds when the cut-

tings are laid in the direction of the prev-

alent winds, so that these can be self-sown

on the last lumbered over area.

Having mentioned insects, it may be as

well to take a view of their influence on

the forest. Next to fire they are the

most destructive agents. The trees on
areas of twenty and fifty square miles en

bloc have been stripped of their leaves,

and protective measures have cost $375,-

000 in one year in a small state like Ba-
varia. In destroying insects in Prussia

$180,000 were spent in 1876-7, and only

$85,000 in 1879-80, showing that the in-

jurious insects were gradually decreasing.

In earlier days the areas of destruction

were much larger. For instance, Prussia,

600 square miles and Russia, 6,100; mean-
ing the killing of 76,000,000,000 feet, b.m.
A few years ago the sawfHes killed the
tamarac or larch in the north. Last year
a caterpillar destroyed the leaves of the
burr oak over hundreds of acres in Mani-
toba and killed practically all the trees.

This year a green caterpillar destroyed the

needles of large numbers of spruce all over
the province, though the damage did not
appear to kill the trees. This may of

course come later, as the spruce when once
stripped very rarely produce fresh needles

until the following spring. From the above
examples, as well as from the reports

from the United States, it is evident we
have our insect pests in this country as in

others, though the damage has not been so

apparent, and hence not so great.

The snow which is a source of consider-

able danger to even aged cultivated supply
forests has little or no bad effect on the
forest in its primeval state. Of course in

mountainous districts the formation of

avalanches can sometimes be hindered by a
forest growth, though often these are

formed above the timber line. A tree

growth, though, at that altitude hinders

the rushing of water down these slopes in

spring and also of loose stones and earth
so common in mountaino\is districts, and
lower down prevents floods.

The animals, red deer, elk, etc., besides

domestic ones, such as oxen, sheep, goats.

do a certain amount of damage ui peeling

the bark and browsing on seedling trees,

but in large forests this is nothing com-
pared to the "general" very harmful influ-

ence of the farmers cattle on the wooded
portion of his farm. Whenever the area is

small and a large number of animals are

juit on to it, the trees die almost at once.

The cattle trample all the surface earth.

hard, and as it is at first usually soft

they kill all the smaller fibrous roots near

the surface. If the area is larger the dam-
age is less from this cause, and if spread

over a very large area this vv,):kiiig of the-

surface soil may at times In' licnc irial.

Besides this, large numbers df siedling

trees are not only trampled upon, "but also

eaten oft short, and if they survive this

treatment never make good trees. One has

only to go into a spruce forest in the Alps,

where grazing was previously practised, to

see the results in the shape of many-stem-

med trees with large limbs low dowm. Once
the leader of a conifer is taken, evea

though a side branch may soon form ano-

ther, the tree never has the same value

for lumber later. In certain forests where

seeds have fallen and the soil requires lit-

tle working to make it a good seed bed,

driving cattle through will give the desir-

ed result. As a general practice though,

using a forest as pasture will be detrimen-

tal ; in fact, forestry and pasturage must
be kept separate to give the best results

to both. Pigs on the whole do little or

no damage, if not in large numbers on a

small area. They eat besides a very large

number of the larvae of injurious insects,

many of which hibernate in the ground. Of

course in case of re-seeding oak, '..coc'i,

etc., they would eat most of the seed it-

self, and so driving them through ;s the

only way of allowing them in the woods

at all.

Plants in their lower form exercise quite

a powerful influence on the trees, both in-

dividually and collectively, the climbers,

such as the vines and honeysuckle, often

completely strangling the trees. In the

woods specific weeds have to be kept in

check and in some parts, as in the West,

this is essential to the success of tree

growth. In natural reproduction if these

are kept down, one soon sees a fine young

growth.

The fungus (phytophthora omnivora) of
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small seedlings often destroys the labor

of the best sown drills in the shortest

time. In the forest, though not quite so

apparent, it does a great deal of harm on

small areas of seedlings when they have

come up thick. Others such as the golden

rust (melampsora tremulae) on the Cot-

tonwood have been quite frequent in Man-

itoba, though few, if auy, trees have ac-

tually been killed. Luckily some, as that

causing the vermilion colored spots on

maple branches, only attack dead wood.

Frost, another agent of destruction, has

a variety of influences. The early and late

frost, which especially spoil exotic trees

can be largely avoided by planting these

latter, when possible, in the half shade of

others. Frost cracks, sometimes called

canker, cannot be prevented, as they are

caused by the very hard frosts in midwin-

ter freezing the moisture in the cells near

the surface of the tree. These expand and

burst, whereas the inner part of the tree

is unaffected. Such cracks are also due to

the contraction of the wood from the

cold. Hardwood appears to be liable to

this mode of injury, whereas conifers do

not, no doubt due to the resinous nature

of the sap in conifers, which would not

easily freeze.

Bark scorching is common in many parts

and can be avoided by a due mixture of

trees or with judicious cutting, avoiding ex-

posure of the stems of such trees as beech

and spruce to the rays of the sun. This is

sometimes termed sun scald, but conveys

the meaning that water had something to

do with it, whereas it is the sun which

gradually dries up and burns the bark and

cambium layer of the tree, hence scorching

seems the better term.

Seaside and inland sand dunes sometimes

shift continually, and cover not only good

forest land but also better agricultural

land. A similar process on a smaller scale

than most in Europe is going on at the

present time near Lachute, on the St.

Lawrence. These can always be retarded

and gradually planted, first with certain

grasses and shrubs, and finally pines in-

troduced.

From all the above is seen the various

agencies which are at work destroying or

endangering the forest, and it is the for-

ester's business to know the individual im-

portance of these in each locality and

counteract them when possible.

The Old and The New.
By C. C. FARR.

I am writing this on the cars, and they

are \ery comfortable. I have shown my
ticket to the conductor, and he, apparent-

ly, is satisfied. I am on the C.P.R., on

the extension from Mattawa, North, to

Timiskaming, or rather Kippewa, for in

the winter months Timiskaming Station is,

practically, closed. As we smoothly glide

along I cannot help comparing the com-

forts of the present with the discomfort of

the past.

Thirty years ago last November I made
my first journey up this river. I was paid

for my daily services, and consequently, in

those days, I was expected to do as I was
bid. We had two Indians, from Mattawa,
hired as guides, Indians with Scotch and

French names, and before I go further I

must digress in order to illustrate the an-

omalies of the Indian question. There was
amongst us on that occasion a very inno-

cent young man. He was a member of the

staff, and hence was not expected to know
much. He had never met an Indian in his

life before, except in fiction, of the Fenni-

niore Cooper type, and it was from the

Fennimore Cooper point of view that he

approached the subject.

I was rowing on the stern oar, to be

technical 'stroke' oar, and he, 'ex-officio',

sat in cold, but idle comfort, in the stern.

It was a surveying party, the object being

to define the boundary between the two
Provinces of Ontario and Quebec.

Johnny McDonald was the name of the

Indian who was steering, and my young
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friend gazed at him in wrapt admiration,

for here, at last, was before his very eyes,

a dusky denizen of the forest, a modern

Osceola, in baggy pants.

Then he asked. "Can you speak English?''

"Of course," answered Johnny.

"Are you happy doing this kind of work?'

"What you mean ? " asked Johnny.

"I mean w-ork like this, steering boats

for the pale-faces."

Johnny grinned and said that he guessed

that he was all right.

"Would you not sooner be hunting the

wild deer with your people ? " asked the

innocent.

"What you mean ? " again asked John-

ny.

"I mean, would you not sooner be dwell-

ing with your own tribe ?
"

Johnny became somewhat mystified at

this, and knew not how to answer. Then
the young man again came to the charge,

and asked:

"What tribe do you belong to ?
"

"What ? " asked Johnny, still more my-
stified.

"What nation do you belong to ; what
are you ?

"

Johhny looked at him with ineffable

scorn, and answered with a ring of na-

tional pride in his tone.

"D—-n it man, I'm a Scotchman," and

then the young man collapsed.

After all, Johnny was only giving a les-

son on the Indian question, and it's ano-

malies, for, today, such is the absurdity of

it all, that if, in spite of the game laws,

an Indian wants to kill a moose, his de-

fence is: "Indian me." But if on the other

hand he wants to drink a glass of whiskey,

Me Scotchman, Knglishman, Irishman, or

anything else, and from what I have

known of Indians, it would be pretty hard

to disprove this latter assertion.

The fact remains that valuable tracts of

land in Canada are tied up and rendered

commercially valueless, in the form of Re-

serves, when there may not be a single

pure-blooded Indian residing upon them,

and the times are ripe for a change.

But to return to my original subject. Al-

ready the train has passed the 'Cave' and

the 'Les Erables', rapids named after their

own peculiarities. The first is, being in-

terpreted, the 'pot' rapid, or more literal-

ly, 'the hole in the rock' rapid.

The Indian name, which, as a rule, more
literally describes the conditions is "Ak-
eek-end-atch", meaning "the place where

there are pots." The barrier of rock, that

causes this rapid, is of a very soft na-

ture, and if a few pebbles of granite or

any other hard rock, gather together in an

eddy and day after day, or year after

year, are whirled around they wear out for

themselves a circular depression, which, in

the course of time assumes the form of a

pot, sometimes a few inches in diameter,

at others, a few feet, the depth of which is

determined by the number of years that

these innocent looking pebbles are whirled

around, conditioned by the depth reaching

effects of the eddy.

The 'Les Erables' is simply the French

name for the Indian 'Nee-nah-tic-on-i-gum',

'Maple portage,' probably on account of a

plentiful growth of maple which today are

conspicuous by their absence, and the only

thing that makes the portage memorable in

my eyes is the fact that in after years I

was bringing up a load of flour for the

Hudson's Bay Company, and we happened

to camp for the night on this particular

portage, piling our flour up neatly at the

head. When we went to load up in the

morning, we found that a 'bear had been

doing business, and had scattered the

flour, which w.as precious in those days,

all over the ground, just as if it had been

conmion sand. We gathered up the rem-

nants as best we could, and even if there

was a little gravel attached to it, I never

heard a murmur from the purchasers, as I

sold it out at the moderate prices in

vogue at the time.

But we are now at the 'Mountain Rap-
ids.'—The train seems to travel faster than

I can write.—The Indian name for these

rapids is "Pee-koo-ti-na-pow-tick"—"Hill,

or Mountain Rapid." There is nothing pe-

culiar about this rapid, unless it might 'be

the number of men who have been drown-

ed in it ; for it is a mass of treacherous

eddys, and lethal to the solitary canoes-

man.

About a mile and a half above it, at the

first pretence of a 'narrows' sits the "Ko-
ko-mi.s-i-wabik"—"The Old Woman Rock,"

which has been from time immemorial, the

fetish peculiar to the voyageur. Many a

plug of lobacco have I seen offered up to

the old lady for fair winds, and strange to
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say, I have seen coincidental corroboration

of the superstition, sufficient to convince

men far more sceptical than Indians, that

there was something in it. I fear that

now the old lady goes without her tobac-

co, since the cars have supplanted the ca-

noes, for few pass her in canoes in these

degenerate days, and those few who do,

probably are ignorant of the respect that

is due her. By-the-by, it is only when the

water is low that she is visible in her en-

tirety.

We are now nearing the "Devil's Gar-

den," that rocky escarpment where the

wild onions grew, and for all I know to

the contrary, may still grow. Few bri-

gades of voyageurs in the old time would

pass this place without going ashore to

procure some of these nature-planted rel-

ishes, for a three-weeks' steady diet on

fried pork, and 'deadly dodger' creates a

craving for some other sensation about the

gustatorial regions, that even the humble

onion can satisfy.

"The Devil's Garden" is a misnomer, for

(To be

the Indian did not know of the existence

of a devil, until we taught him. He is es-

sentially a monotheist, and the Great

Spirit, the "Geetchi-Manitou", is his God,

a God who, indeed, allows other inferior

spirits to exist, but on sufferance only.

Hence the real name for this freak of na-

ture is " The Garden of the Great Spir-

it," which fact should afford food for re-

flection, as we sinuously skirt along the

shores of this interesting, historical water-

way. But we have passed the 'Obaushene

Portage', which in former years used to be

the great highway for the Kippewa, and

Gran Lac Indians. I have witnessed many
strange things here. From out of the sand,

through which the railway runs, I have dug

up a man, slain in a family feud, and yet

it was not murder ; it was simply a life

instead of a life. I have filled myself with

moose-meat here and found the balance of

the quarter hanging behind the stable with

a horseshoe on its foot. Yes ; these were

the good old days, and they say that the

world went well then, for youth is but a

rose-colored pair of glasses,

continued.)

A Ma^ic Key.

By ST. CROIX.

The fifth edition of Coues "Key to North

American Birds" has been published by

Dana Estes and Company, Boston. This is

one of those hundred per cent, books, the

appearance of which atones for the hosts

of trash and twaddle let loose upon the

world since the coming of the typewriting

machine and the Coues has always been to

the ornithologist as Chauvenet to the as-

tronomer, Dana to the mineralogist, and

Gray to the botanist—absolutely indispen-

sable. Although Elliott Coues has been in

his grave four years this lasting monu-

ment to his patience and genius has only

now been completed—but the work has

been done well and for many a day the

collector and the student of general orin-

tholog.-i- will read no other text book.

The publishers say in the preface to this

fifth revised edition: "The present work

constitutes the completion of Dr. Coues'

life-long labors on behalf of the science of

ornithology, too widely known and appre-

ciated to require further mention here. In

preparing it for publication the publishers

have suffered extraordinary expense, diffi-

culty and delay by the loss of Dr. Coues'

assistance in the proof-reading and illus-

trating of the book. The manuscript was
finished, but shortly before his death, and
though fortunately complete in this form,

was left in such shape as to present al-

most insuperable difficulties to the compos-
itor or proof-reader, who lacked the auth-

or's direction and supervision.

The publishers have had the good fortune

to secure the services of Mr. J. A. Far-
ley, who has read the manuscript of the

Systematic Synopsis, constituting Part
Three, or the body of the work with the
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most painstaking care. • » « • The re-

sult, though a posthumous book, is one

which Dr. Coues would unquestionably have

been proud to own as the crowning work of

his life. As a scientific work' it is without

doubt authoritative and definite."

Since the fourth edition of the key the

science of ornithology has made vast

strides and the present work is more than

twice as voluminous as its predecessor. We
have enlarged descriptions of species, full-

er accounts of the breeding habits of many
birds, and much additional egg-description.

Then, in the present edition, the nomencla-

ture of species has been incorporated in the

text and not placed in an appendix as in

former editions — a decided improvement.

Students will find full synonyms and bio-

liographical references in the case of very

many species and to the prejiaration of

the important part of the work Dr. Coues

brought all his rare gifts as a bibliogra-

pher and nomenclator.

Louis Agassiz Fuertes has contributed

more than two hundred new drawings of

rare species, many of which are equal to

his best work in other books—in fact,

taken all-in-all the fifth edition of Coues'

"Key" is an epoch-making event. The fol-

lowing eminently sensible sentences from

the preface to the third edition will show

me sound common sense of the writer —

though, unfortunately, his warning seems

in a lair way of being forgotten.

"Nevertheless he must here record an
earnest protest, futile though it may be

against the fatal facility with which the

system of trinomials lends itself to sad

consequences in the hands of immature or

inexperienced specialists. No allusion is

here intended to anything that has been

done, but he must reiterate what was said

before respecting what may be done here-

after if more judicious conservatism than

we have enjoyed of late be not brought to

bear down hard upon the trifling incompe-

tents. The "trinomial tool" is too sharp

to be made a toy ; and even if we do not

cut our own fingers with it, we are likely

to cut the throat of the whole system of

naming we have reared with such care.

Better throw the instrument away than

use it to slice species so thin that it

takes a microscope to perceive them. It

may he assumed as a safe rule of proced-

ure that it is useless to divide and sub-

divide beyond the fair average ability of

ornithologists to recognize and verify the

result. Named varieties of buds that re-

quire to be compared with types by hold-

ing them up slantwise in a good strong

light—just as the ladies match crewels in

the milliner's shop—such often exist in the

cabinets or in the books of their describ-

ers, but seldom in the woods and fields."

Lake Fly Fishing.

By VVALIER GKEAVMS.

The time will soon be here when anglers

will again be wending their way to the

lakes for the purpose of enjoying that

most delightful sport, fly-fishing for speck-

led trout. I refer to fly fishing because I

cannot imagine anyone deriving one-quar-

ter of the sport from bait fishing, even if

he catches twice the number of fish. I

may be, and no doubt am, strongly preju-

diced in favor of the fly, and perhaps for

that reason, and because I do not often

use bait, I am inclined to consider bait

fishing inferior sport. Even when one is

not catching fish, the pleasure of casting

the fly and the expectation of getting a

rise occasionally, is quite sufficient to an

enthusiastic fly fisherman to keep his

mind occupied and to cause him to take

a keen interest in the sport, for, even

casting alone without catching fish is, I

think, interesting on water where there

are even very few trout and where they

seldom take. I cannot imagine anything

more enjoyable than to be on a nice sheet

of water, with an equally enthusiastic

angler, (I, of course, mean fly fisherman),

slowly drifting along and occasionally

picking up a trout of from say one pound
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to about two or three poiindb. I do not

require many fish to make the time pass

pleasantly ; it, indeed, passes all too rap-

idly. When you come to count up your

fish at the end of the day you may find

that you have not very many to show, but

that does not matter, nor does it worry

you, as you are not after numbers, but

real sport, and if I have half a dozen fish

I am quite content. I am sure one cannot

feel the same satisfaction after spending a

day with the bait, especially if the fly

fisherman makes his own tackle,—rods,

flies, casting-lines, etc. I e.x-periment to a

large extent every season with flies of var-

ious patterns, (chiefly my own) and it is

amusing and instructive to note the pecu-

liarities of trout taken from the same
water and at the same time of the year.

A fly that proved killing the previous sea-

son will perhaps not tempt a single trout

the following year. Sometimes they show
a marked preference for a certain gaudy

fly, or for several patterns of gaudy flies,

and, at other times, they will not look

at them, but take the sombre colors,

—

greys, duns, olive, greens, etc., with re-

markable greediness. I am referring to

fishing at the very same season of each

year, say 24th of May. You will notice.

also, a marked change during the same
day. I have sometimes changed flies till I

have got tired of experimenting, and, after

going back to one discarded an hour 'jrevi-

ously, have found it to be the very one

the trout were looking for. I always carry

a large assortment, dressed on different

sizes of hooks (from about size 10 to 3,

old scale), and never consider that I have
too many. If I have, it is a fault in the

right direction, at any rate.

For lake fishing I think one should have

a couple of the following standard pat-

terns, on hooks 7 to 3, old scale, and as

many of his own fancy flies as he desires:

Parmacheene Belle, Grizzly King, Profess-

or, Zulu, Silver Doctor, March Brown,
Claret and Dark Mallard, Dark Montreal,

Canada, Queen of the Water, Brown Hac-
kle, Scarlet Hackle, Split ibis. Claret hac-

kle, Hofland's fancy. Governor, Fiery

Brown and Alexandra.

It is not, I think, necessary to increase

this list, as some of these flies are pretty

certain to kill, it the trout are inclined to

take a fly at all. I often find, in fishing

for both trout and black bass, that a very

good method is to troll slowly with a long

line, using large flies,—hook No. 1, old

scale, being about the right size for trout.

I u.se this size when casting and trolling

for bass. Sometimes the large fish will

take the fly if presented to them in this

manner, when they would not look at it if

it w'ere cast over them. It is difficult to

understand the reason for this, but it is a

fact, nevertheless. Of course I prefer to

take them with the cast fly, but this sport

is, by no means, to be despised, and some-

times it is a question of taking them this

way or not at all, unless one resorts to

bait fishing, which I seldom do—never, in

fact, it I can get them to look at lihe

fly, or even expect to induce them to do

so. For this kind ot sport, that is lake

fishing from a boat or canoe, I prefer a

rod of lOJ feet, with which one can reach

any spot desired, and it is not too long

to be in the way or to be unwieldy. I

prefer it ot split bamboo, lance-wood or

hickory and lance-wood combined, about

seven or eight ounces in weight, without

dowels. I have one or two ot my own
make, spliced, but do not think they are

better than those with ferrules, and they

are a little more trouble to put together,

but not much, it one uses rubber tape. An
enamelled line, size F, suits well for this

purpose (say titty yards). The casts

should be made of good round gut, with
double loops to open and shut, that is

slide, for the purpose ot inserting gut to

attach to the flies. Take my advice in re-

gard to the reel and do not use anything

but a good revolving plate reel ot ebon-

ite, gun metal or aluminum. Multiplying

reels are out of place on a fly rod as the

line is always catching in the handle.

There is no necessity, anyway, to use a

multiplying reel tor fly fishing. You can

always reel up quickly enough with a plain

click reel, even in salmon fishing, it you
under-stand your business.

An excellent method of fishing for the

large trout is to keeip the boat still and
watch tor a rise and then follow it up

;

when within casting distance, drop your
fly about a toot from where you saw the

rise and he is very liable to make a rush

for it. On a calm evening you may some-
times see these large trout put up their

mouths and sack down a fly. One not ac-
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customed to fishing very iiiiifh might

think it was a small fish, because it makes

very little disturbance, but he will often

find that these large trout do not jump

or splash about. Sometimes they come up

and show their back fin or tail and go

down again. Cast near them and you will

see a commotion in the water.

1 will add just a few words about hooks,

and that is that the Pennell turned down

eyed hooks, to my thinking, are about the

best for hooking and holding the fish.

Flies made on the eyed hook.s are easily

carried and changed, and they last much

longer than if made with gut attached ;

besides this, your fly-book is not filled up'

with a lot of strands of gut. When you

require to change flies the gut is soft and

pliable and the change can be instantly

made without the trouble of untying knots,

etc.

I may later on give you a short paper on

the trout fishing in May, it I can get out

for a day or two about the 24th.

The C. F. A. Meeting.'

The Fifth Annual Meeting of the Canadi-

an Forestry Association was held in the

Reception Room, Legislative Building, To-

ronto, on Thursday and Friday, March 10

and 11, 1904.

Among those present during the proceed-

ings were; Hiram Robinson, Ottawa ;
John

Bertram, Toronto ; E. Stewart, Superin-

tendent of Forestry, Ottawa ;
T. S.Young,

Toronto ; Rev. A. E. Burke, Alberton, P.

E.I.; President James Loudon, University

of Toronto ; Aubrey White, Assistant Com-

missioner of Crown Lands, Toronto ;
Pro-

fessor W. L. Goodwin, Kingston ;
Thomas

Southworth, Director of Forestry, Toron-

to ; William Little, Westmount, Que.; Pro-

fessor Filibert Roth, College of Forestry,

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. ;

J. W. Wardrope, Ottawa ; F. G. Todd,Mon-

treal ; W. C. J. Hall, Montreal ;
E. G.

Joly de Lotbiniere, Quebec ; D. James,

Thornhill, Ont. ; James Gillies, Carleton

Place, Ont. ; N. Silverthorne, Summer-

ville, Ont. ; Norman M. Ross, Ottawa ;
E.

J. Zavitz, New Haven, Conn. ;
Hon. F. E.

A. Evanturel, Alfred, Ont., ex-Speaker

Ontario Legislature ; J. M. Macoun, Otta-

wa ; George V. Chown, Kingston; J. J-

Bell, Editor Paper and Pulp, Toronto
;

Thomas Conant, Oshawa, Ont. ;
Marcel

Hoehn, Berlin, Ont. ; D. J. Cooper, Col-

lingwood, Ont. ; Professor H. L. Hutt,

Guelph ; Professor Reynolds, Guelph ;
Sam-

uel S. Cann, Toronto ; E. B. Biggar, To-

ronto ; H. S. Peart, Guelph ;
Anson Groh,

Preston, Ont. ; J. H. Fauld, Totonto
;

Arch. Hislop, M.P.P., Walton, Ont. ; W.

C. Caldwell, M. P. P., Lanark ;
Profes-

sor Creelman, President Agricultural Col-

lege, Guelph ; Samuel Russell, M. P. P.,

Deseronto ; W. A. Charlton, M. P. P.,

Speaker Ontario Legislature ;
Professor

Ramsay Wright, Toronto ; Hon. E. J.

Davis, Commissioner of Crown Lands, To-

ronto ; William Houston, The Globe, To-

ronto ; D. James, Toronto, G. B. Kirk-

patrick, Chief of Surveys, Toronto ; Pro-

fessor Squair, University of Toronto ;
J.

C. Shook, Dickson Lumber Co., Peterbor-

ough ; Albert B. Leake, inspector of Tech-

nical Education, Toronto ;
Professor Gal-

braith, Toronto ; W. G. Kcddie, Montreal ;

W. Ryan, Toronto ; E. W. Rathbun, Deser-

onto ; T. \V. Gibson, Director of the Bur-

eau of Mines, Toronto ; A. Mahaffy, M.P.

P., Bracebridge ; Valentine Stock, M.P. P.,

Tavistock, Ont. ; W. Anderson, M.P., Pet-

erborough ; Mr. Nash, Macpherson,

Longford Mills ; R. H. Campbell, Ottawa.

The President, Mr. Hiram Robinson,

spoke briefly of the importance of the

work of the Forestry Association and ex-

pressed his great personal interest in it as

a lumberman engaged practically in the

business of cutting timber. He urged the

necessity for the protection of the forests

from fire.

The report of the Board of Directors

showed an increase in the membership of

the Association from 400 to 479, and in

the life membership from nine to thirty-

three. The receipts for the year, including

•Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association.
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A GOOD STRING
These fine trout were taken in Okanagon Lake, B. C.
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a grant of $300 from the Ontario Govern-

ment and of $200 from the British Colum-

bia government, were $1,11'' -96, and the

expenditure $395.80, leaving a balance on

the 31st of December last of $722.16. Ad-

ditional expenditure had reduced the bal-

ance to $544.14, but this had been again

augmented by a grant of $200 from the

government of the Province of (Quebec. The
kindness of these governments in support-

ing the work of the Association has pla-cil

it in such a position that it will be ;iije

to extend its work and carry it out laore

effectively.

The report referred to the loss that was
occasioned by the fires which occurred dur-

ing the dry part of the spring and the early

summer of 1903, and, in view of the pro-

posed construction of a transcontinental

railway through the forested districts of

the northern part of Canada and the pro-

jection of other lines, urged that the As-

sociation should give an expression of its

views as to the necessary precautions to

be taken to prevent danger to the timber.

The chief advances in governmental ac-

tion during the year have been the exten-

sion of the Temagami Timber Reserve in

Ontario by an area of 3,700 square miles,

making the total area of the tract 5,900

square miles, or 3,774,000 acres, and the es-

tablishment of a new reservation to be

known as the Mississaga Reserve, lying to

the north of Lake Huron and estimated to

comprise an area of 3,000 square miles, or

1,920,000 acres ; and the establishment of

a fire ranging system in the Province of

Nova Scotia. As in the latter province

the forest lands have largely passed into

private hands, the system is to be based

on the appointment of fire wardens for the

counties, the larger forest areas in such

divisions to assist in the payment of the

service by means of a special tax.

The expansion of the co-operative tree

planting scheme inaugurated by the Dom-
inion Forestry Branch is shown 'by the

fact that in 1901, the first year of opera-

tion, eighteen settlers were supplied with
03,780 trees, and for the present year,

1904, 1,030 settlers will be supplied,

1,700,000 trees having been provided for

this purpose. The area of the Timber Re-
serves under control of the Dominion Gov-
ernment has 'been placed by a recent esti-

mate at 9,686,880 acres, 3,449,600 acres

being in Manitoba, 5,612,800 in the North
West Territories, and 624,180 acres in

British Columbia. The Foothills Timber
Reserve on the eastern slope of the Rocky
Mountains has been opened for disposal un-

der timber license, and as this watershed
is of the highest value on account of the

extensive irrigation works dependent upon
its supply, the cutting, if allowed at all,

should be under the most careful supervis-

ion.

Reference was also made to the necessity

for a more scientific study o/ the condi-

tions of forest growth and to the desira-

bility of cooperation with other societies

having for their object the beautifying of

parks and streets by the planting of trees.

The appointment of Forest Commissions
by the Provinces of Quebec and Prince Ed-
ward Island was commended.
A discussion on the official organ of the

Association resulted in the matter being

referred to a committee, which later

brought in a recommendation, which was
concurred in by the meeting, that the As-

sociation establish an official organ devot-

ed to forestry, and that the Executive

Committee be empowered to bring this

about as early as possible, such publica-

tion to be as practical and universal as

circumstances will permit.

The first paper on the programme was
by -Air. F. G. Todd, Landscape Architect,

of Montreal, on "Our Native Forest Trees
and Their Use in Ornamental Planting."

The object of this paper was to urge the

use of the native trees of Canada in the

ornamental planting of our large parks.

The general effect and character of the

park is too often lost sight of in a con-

tinual striving after striking details. In-

stead of considering broad effects and ex-

tended landscape views and dealing with
broad masses of woods, wide meadows and
groups of trees placed so that their form
and shadow produce a pleasant landscape,

our parks are too often turned into a
museum for different kinds of foreign

trees and shrubs. Parks generally have
a character of their own, some special

feature, which, if properly treated, may
be accentuated and give us a park which
will express its dignity and character in

such a manner that we will feel at once
that here is a park, not simply a repeti-

tion, but which was designed to suit its
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peculiar location. Whether the special

character of the park is due to some mag-

nificent wood or whether it is due to ex-

tended views and broken topography, the

future character of the park depends very

largely upon the treatment which the ex-

isting woods receive and upon the trees

which are planted from time to time to

form new- woods and replace the old and

decaying ones. We are so accustomed to

associating certain trees with particular

scenes that when we find them under di -

ferent condrtions, or with different sur-

roundings which do not seem appropriate,

they do not give us the same degree of

pleasure. The American elm, one of the

grandest of our native trees, is almost al-

ways associated with pastoral scenes,

standing singly or in stately grou,ps in a

meadow or overarching some farm house.

To p?ant these elms as a forest, or on

a steep and rocky hillside, will be to des-

troy their beauty and mar the whole char-

acter of the park.

The oak is one of the best trees for

park planting ; the red, the scarlet and the

pin oak being the best. The white oak is

slow of growth and difficult to transplant.

The maples, beech, the American linden,

and the black walnut are all beautiful in

characteristic ways. The white willow is

an artistic tree along water courses. Con-

iferous trees should be used only in mass-

es. Street trees should be able to stand

smoke and gas. The elm, the maple, the

linden, and the oak. are useful for this

purpose.

"Forest Reproduction in Germany," is

the title of a paper by Dr. A. Harold Un-

win, formerly of the Dominion Forestry

Branch, now of the Imperial Forest Ser-

vice. The forests of Germany occupy twen-

ty-five per cent, of the Total land area,

sixty-six per cent, of the forest being con-

iferous, mainly Scotch pine and Norway
spruce, and the remainder being beech and

oak. The rise in prices from 1745 to 1890

was as follows; taking 1875 as 100: Beech,

maple and oak from 14.67 to 120.00; birch

to 116.67, and spruce from 7.14 to 135.71.

In the eighteenth century cutting had been

quite haphazard, but for the period above

mentioned definite plans were made show-

ing exactly what could be cut on certain

areas permanently without endangering

the existence of the forest. Calling the

growing trees in a forest the forest capital

what they took and take is only the in-

terest or what actually grows each year

in wood, and with increased care and bet-

ter management that capital has been in-

creased from 26,040 feet b. m. to 31,800

feet b.m. per acre and the interest taken

still greater in proportion. At the present

time spruce pays at about four per cent

on the capital represented when grown
pure under a rotation of ninety years.

The forests of Germany are mainly situ-

ated in the mountains of that country,

where, 70 per cent, to 80 per cent, of the

land is under forest. Besides this the

largest areas are the sandy heaths in Han-
over and East and West Prussia, so that

really only about ten per cent, of the for-

ests are growing on good agricultural land,

generally in river valleys where the land is

subject to floods. The Prussian State is

buying up poor sandy land, that is going
out of cultivation and planting it with
pine. During the last twenty years $500,-

000 have been spent annually for this pur-

pose. On the other hand certain tracts ot

really good land have been sold and de-

nuded of trees. The white pine is growing
on small areas aggregating about 5,000

acres, but the results show that it can be
profitably grown or reproduced either by
self-sown seeds or planting with three-year

old trees. In the former method the old

and original crop is gradually removed,
leaving spaces as much as half an acre

where the young trees come up in large

numbers, the needles and twigs on the soil

decaying rapidly when exposed to atmos-
pheric agencies and Ihus, forming a good
seed bed. When the area is seemingly well-

stocked more of the old trees are taken,

still, however, leaving a few so as to in-

sure all spaces being filled in. The spruce

is largely reproduced by .planting on. or

about ninety per cent, of all areas. In a
few localities it is left to reseed itself, this

being done by cutting the forest in strips

transverse to the prevailing winds, gradu-

ally widening from a first cut of three-

quarters to a tree's length in width. A ro-

tation of eighty-five to ninety years is

adopted and yields timber of sixteen or

eighteen inches square, on medium soil.

Mr. John Bertram, chairman of the

Dominion Transportation Commission, read

a paper on "Forest Management." First
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comnieiuiing the recent extension of the

fore>5t reserves in Ontario, he called at-

tention to the tact that there is still a

very large area of country extending along

both sides of the watershed between Geor-

gian Bay and James Bay waters, quite un-

fit in a general way for grain growing, but

well suited for the growth of conifers, by

which it is at present generally covered.

The land is in possession of the Govern-

ment and only a small portion of it is un-

der license. Within this area stands a

large proportion of the white and red pine

not yet sold and how to deal with this

remnant of what was once a mighty for-

est is the present question. The policy

pursued by the Department of Crown Lands

in selling only red and white pine is open

to question. It is desirable to encourage

the growth o( the most valuable woods
but only the less valuable species such as

spruce, balsam, and hemlock, are left when
the pine is cut. At the end of fifteen years

the berth will go back into the nanus of

the Government covered only with inferior

trees.

The extending of the reserves to cover

lands under license to lumbermen is also

important. The idea of pine not succeed-

ing pine is passing away. Because a li-

cense has been sold covering a district,

which is more fit for forest growth than

for farming, is an additional reason why
it should be retained for that purpose and

placed in the forest reserve permanently.

No question can then come up between lum-

bermen and settler, such as has caused so

much bad feeling.

What is to be done for the large area of

land suitable both for farming and forest-

ry, such as the Muskoka district ? Musko-

ka is a beautiful and healthful country

with a bracing and invigorating climate,

mostly hilly, with innumerable streams

and lakes of clear water abounding with

fish and game, an excellent example of the

country found within the Laurentian range,

the hills as a rule not rising more than a

few hundred feet and covered with trees.

In such a district, instead of trying to

make a living as a farmer only, the pro-

prietor should be encouraged to acquire

a large area and become a forester. The
ideal condition for the district would be

for the proprietor to own say one thou-

sand to twelve hundred acres, cultivating

the good part and keeping the rest in for-

est. The occupation of forester and farm-

er would appeal to the people. Closer at-

tention to the management of the forest

would mean a greater return. There are

many farms in the old settlements that

could well be planted out. All uneven and

hilly ground should be utilized for this

purpose. It would be well also to give

the towniihip power to acquire abandoned

as denuded lands to be held as a municipal

property. In time they would become val-

uable and a source of income.

Professor James Loudon, principal of the

University of Toronto, read a paper on

"Forestry Education." He explained the

necessity for education in forestry, and

outlined the course in the Yale Forest

School, which covers a period of two
years, and includes thorough training in

the sciences on which forestry is based, in-

cluding botany, geology, mineralogy, met-

erology, engineering and zoology. Twelve
weeks are given to practical forestry in

the woods. It is not to be understood

that a young man having completed this

course is a fully trained forester. It might
,

not be expedient to put these young men
at once in charge of large forest interests,

but the scientific basis has 'been laid, al-

though like all other professional men,

such as doctors and others, he lacks ex-

perience and the development of his pow-
ers to face new problems.

But what opening will there be for grad-

uates ? The improvement in lumbering

methods, especially on the reserves, will

provide this. The United States have be-

gun to use the forest in a profitable way
by getting expert assistance to help in the

arrangement of plans of management of

wooded properties. Scientific investiga-

tions are being made, such as that into

the cause of rot in timber. The spheres of

usefulness for the forester will be: (1) as

superintendent of Crown forest lands
; (2)

as an adviser to the lumbermen ; (3) as a
guide to the farmer.

A paper on "The Systems of Adminis-
tration of Timber Lands in Canada" was
read by Mr. Aubrey White, Assistant Com-
missioner of Crown Lands for Ontario. Mr.

White traced out the evolution of the reg-

ulations in Ontario and Quebec from the

time of the French regime, when in grants

of Crown lands to the Seigneurs, the oak
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limber, and later on the pine, were reserv-

ed to the Kins, and did not pass with the

soil When the British took possession the

(iovernor's attention was directed to the

timber question Pine was reserved to the

King for naval purposes, but the Governor

went a step I'urther and issued instructions

that areas containing quantities of pine

were to be reserved absolutely, no settlers

were to be allowed in them and no saw

mills were to be erected anywhere n 'ar

pine reserves, except by his express p. r-

mission. Early in 180(1 licenses to nav-

al contractors to cut timber were granted,

and in 1826, by proclamation of the i.ov-

ernor, permission was given to anyone to

go into the forests along the Ottawa Kiv-

er and its tributaries and cut timber, sub-

ject to dues, this being the first provision

for a reserve to the Crown. After ilie

union of Upper and Lower Canada .••«

regulations were promulgated, licenses be-

ing granted for fixed periods. As a result

of the report of a Commission appointed in

1»19 the Crown Timber Act was passcl,

which gave authority to the Lieutemuil-

tiovernor to fix the regulations. No liJnse

was to be granted for a longer period llu;n

twelve months, and all the licenses e-.pir-

ed on the ;illth of April m each yea'". Set-

tlers or squatters cutting without authori-

ty if thev cut anv timber except for build-

ing fencing, clearing, etc., were to be

treated as trespassers. Actual settlers

were not to 'be interfered with in the clear-

ing of the land

In Ontario the Commissioner of Crosvn

Lands mav issue licenses after sale by

public auction, a reserve bid being fixed,

but not made public. Ground rent runs

from 53 to $5 per mile, and dues on pine

timber from $1 to $2 per thousand leet.

Pine logs, pulpwood and hemlock bark are

required to be manufactured in Canada^

Fire rangers are placed on all licensed

lands one-half of the cost being paid by

the licensee and the other half by the

Government.

In Quebec limits are also disposed of by

public auction at an upset price made pub-

lic at the date of sale. Ground rent is

$3 .per mile and dues on pine from 80 cents

to $1 30 Pulpwood must pay 25 cents ad-

ditional per cord if exported. Fire rangers

are appointed bv the Government upon the

recoiiuneiidatiun of the licensees, and are

paid by a fire tax upon the limits

In New Brunswick limits are put up to

public auction The area is not to exceed

ten miles, and the ground rent is $8 per

mile.

In Nova .Scotia the Goveriior-iii-Council

may issue leases to <»ut timber for a per-

iod of twenty years The price is to be

forty cents an acre, if timber 'below the

diameter of ten inches is not cut. If tim-

ber is cut to five inches, the price is fifty

cents per acre. Non-agricultural land may

be leased for pulp purposes.

In British Columbia limits may be sold

by public tender. The annual ground rent

is IHeO per mile, and the dues fifty cents

per thousand feet. The lease is for a per-

iod of twenty-one years. Special licenses

for fi40 acres, and for a period not exceed-

ing five years, may be issued by the Com-

missioner. "Hand licenses" are granted

for one year tor small quantities. Timlier

must be manufactured in the province.

Under the Dominion regulations limits

are granted by public competition. The

ground rent is JS per square mile, except

west of Yale, where it is 3:32, and the dues

are fifty cents per thousand. No examina-

tion of the land is made or upset price

fixed.

A paper on "The Laurentides National

Park" was read by Mr. W. C. J. Ha»ll, of

the Department of Lands. Forests and

Fisheries of the Province of Quebec. This

extensive reservation consists of the ter-

ritory situated to the north of the City

of (^lebcc, comprising 2,6.50 square miles,

or nearly 1,70(1,(100 acres, and was created

a park bv act of the Legislature on the

12th day January, 1895. About 1,000,000

acres is timbered territory, bearing proba-

blv 3,000 feet bin. to the acre. The cut-

ting of timber is not prohibited. Large

areas are under license and some are be-

ing operated. So far the limit-holders have

removed only the mature growth, which

system of cutting, when properly controll-

ed, eventually improves the forest and in-

duces a faster and healthier growth of the

residue. Should at any time the nucleus of

forest growth in the park 'be threatened

with extinction, legislation of a special na-

ture could be enacted, modifying the rights

of licensees, and thus preserving the terri-

tory for all time in forest. The cutting of
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timber may interfere with fish and game,
but there is not sullicicnt weight in this

objection. The protection of the forest

from fire has been provided for. No forest

fires of a serious nature have occurred

within the Park since its creation. No
burn has started within its boundaries.

The importance of this reservation, for its

effect on the water supply, is shown by the

fact that in 1903 the log drives on the

north of the St. Lawrence, where the

head waters of the streams are wooded,
came out, while to the south, where many
of the rivers take their rise in settled dis-

tricts or very near thereto, and are to a

greater or less extent settled along their

banks, the drives were in many cases only

partially successful or even less, except in

the Gaspe peninsula on the southern wat-
ershed. It wouid be well to have some
wood left along the rivers. Where the

earth slide occurred on the Ste. Anne Riv-
er there was no forest growth. The rain

' has .permeated the surface, lubricating the

sub-stratum and thus released and set in

motion the whole mass, causing devasta-
tion and loss. \ network of roots in the

soil would probably have helped to j^re-

vent this. At any rate no landslides have
occurred in the Park, while landslides have
occurred outside of it on the same river.

Trout are numerous in the Park and tiie

major portion of it is free from coa/sc
fish, they being unable to ascend the falls.

Naniaycush is found in Snow Lake. In

several lakes and rivers the brook trout
attains a size of seven to ten pounds.
Moose are plentiful and the barrens 'n

Charlevoix County are famous for carib'tu.

On these barrens there is no forest ^rrowf'i,

but they are covered by reindeer moss.
The feathered game include willow grouie,

ruffed grouse, ducks, geese, plover. The
fur-bearing animals are beaver, black bear,

otter, mink, marten, fisher. The increas-

ing value of timber and the increasing

ranks of sportsmen makes more and
more necessary the setting apart of le-

serves.

A pa,per on "Forestry In Relation to Ir-

rigation", prepared by Mr. J. S. Dennis,

Irrigation Commissioner for the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company, was read.

F'orestry in Southern Alberta and West-
ern Assiniboia has an aspect not met with
elsewhere in Canada. The districts Teferr-

ed to contain vast areas of prairie, now
recognized as being semi-arid in the senre

that during recurring long cycles of years
the rainfall is insufficient for the success-

ful production of grain or fodder crops, and
irrigation has to be adopted to correct na-

ture's shortcomings. During these dry
years many of the smaller drainage chan-
nels, and most of the surface supplies of

water in swamps and small lakes dry up,

and stock watering on the open range be-

comes a serious matter.

Water, it will therefore be seen, plays a
more than usually important part in the
development of this part of the "Great
West", and its conservation is a matter of

vital interest. In that conservation forest-

ry takes first place.

The eastern slopes of the Rocky Moun-
tains and the foothills adjoining, which
bound on the West the district under dis-

cussion, constitute the great water shed of

the region, and all the large streams and
main drainage channels of the district head
ill, or obtain their water from this great
run-ofi area. This watershed is useless for

agricultural or grazing purposes, and aside
from a small amount of second-class mer-
chantable timber, its great value is as a
catchment area to furnish water to the

thirsty plains lying to the east. It would,
therefore, seem unnecessary to have to ad-
vance arguments to support the claim that
this watershed should be preserved in a
condition best calculated to maintain and
improve its usefulness as a catchment
area. Unfortunately, however, both official

and public opinion and knowledge on the
subject are very much in need of educa-
tion, and the Forestry Association is cer-

tainly the proper incdium for instilling

this required knowledge.

The watershed in question was original-

ly well covered with timber, and in spite

of devastating fires and lumbering opera-
tions, is still fairly well forested. How-
ever, each year sees its timber disappear-
ing, and the restraining influence of the
reservation of the area as a forest re-

serve, instituted some years ago, has for-

tunately now also been removed. That Die

removal of the timber means diminished
water supply for irrigation and the allied

industry of stock raising should be self-

evident. Timber on any watershed is the
most satisfactory method of storage ot
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water supply. Its removal is always fol-

lowed by violent freshets followed by per-

iods of extreme low water in the drainage

channels.

With the completion of the large under-

taking, which the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way Company now have in hand, the mile-

age of irrigation canals will be increased
to at least seven hundred miles ; the irri-

gable area to two million acres, and the
capital invested in irrigation undertakings
will reach the large total of at least seven
million dollars.

Certainly there is no phase of the sub-
ject of forestry which at the present time
is of greater interest to the people of

Southern Alberta and Western Assiniboia.
and realizing its importance it is to be
hoped that this Association will place it-

self upon record regarding the desirability
of preserving the timber on the watersheds
from which the supply of water for irri-

gation must come.

Profe.ssor H. L. Hutt, of the Ontario
Agricultural College, Guelph, dealt, in an
interesting paper, with "Some Ontario
Forest Problems." In the older settled
districts the proportion of woodland in

some counties is down as low as eight
to nine per cent. The disastrous results of
this denudation are shown in the spring
floods and the effects on climate are more
noticeable year after year. One of the
first problems to deal with is to arouse a
more or less indifferent public to the ne-
cessity of taking immediate action to check
any further removal of the forests and to
encourage them to reforest those areas
which should never have been cleared of
trees. Organization, education and coop-
eration have been the watchwords of the
Department of Agriculture in developing
the agricultural resources of the province,
and these will be the watchwords in pro-
moting farm forestry. As the Minister of
Agriculture has already announced, an ed-
ucational campaign will be commenced
among the farmers to place the matter be-
fore them in its proper light The Farm-
ers' Institutes have been the schools
through which the farming public has been
effectually reached in the past and they
will be utilized in this case. Some of the

prominent points to be emphasized in the

campaign will be the economic value of the

woodlot as the source of supply for fuel

and for manufacturing purposes, and the

proper management of it so as to get th<j

greatest possible growth of the most val-

uable species, adapted to the ground and
surrounding conditions, the rational har-

vesting of the wood crop in the same
way as any other crop, when it has

reached maturity, the best methods of se-

curing natural regeneration and continuous

cropping, and in this connection the reck-

less waste caused by allowing cattle to

browse at will in the woodlots, which is

indeed more wasteful than allowing them
to pasture at will in the cornfield.

A forest nursery is to be established at

the College this spring, from which it is

hoped it will soon be possible to send out

thousands of young forest trees to assist

the farmers in tree planting and reforest-

ing. Complete details for the management
of this work are being worked out, but in

brief they will be based on the same plan

of education and cooperation which has al-

ready proved so successful in the coopera-

tive experiments in agriculture and horti-

culture carried on by the Experimental Un-

ion. Farmers who wish to improve their

woodlots, establish shelter belts, or to

start forest plantations, will be given an

opportunity to cooperate with the College,

and young trees suitable for the purpose

will be furnished from the College nursery.

This material will not be given away in-

discriminately, but will be furnished on

condition that the recipient agrees to fol-

low the printed directions furnished with

it, will properly care for it and will re-

port the results at the end of each season

as long as may be required. The trees se-

lected for this purpose will be some of the

most valuable forest species of the conifer-

ous and deciduous trees.

The discussion of the subjects was very

much assisted 'by the presence of Professor

P'ilibcrt Roth, of the School of Forestry,

Ann .\rbor, Michigan. Professor Roth gave

an interesting sketch of the development of

the German forest systpin from the he-

ginning, in the hands of the huntsmen for-

esters to the perfected system of the pres-

ent day, and also outlined the present po-

sition of the forests of Michigan. This

State "is now obtaining control of denuded
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lands disposed of for taxes, with the pur-

pose of holding them for forest purposes.

Resolutions were passed urging the pro-

tection of watersheds, the establishment of

a School of Forestry in Ontario, the chang-

ing of the period of the setting of fires for

clearing land in the Province of Quebec,

and the protection of the forests on the

route of the new transcontinental railway.

On Thursday evening a dinner was held

at the King Edward Hotel, which was
very much enjoyed. In reply to the toasts,

speeches were made by Mr. St. John, M.

P.P., Hon. John Dryden, Valentine Stock,

M.P.P., Professor Filibcrt Roth, Professor

Ramsay Wright, Mr. G. Y. Chown, and

other^.

The election of officers resulted as fol-

lows:

—

Patron—His Excellency, the Governor-

General.

Hon. President—William Little, West-

mount, Montreal, P. Q.

President—Aubrey White, Toronto, Ont.

Vice-President—E. G. Joly de Lotbiniere,

Quebec, P. Q.

Secretary—R. H. Campbell, Ottawa, On-

tario.

Treasurer—Norman M. Ross, Ottawa, On-

tario.

Board of Directors—J. R. Booth, Otta-

wa, Ont. ; Prof. John Macoun, Ottawa,

Ont. ; Thos. Southworth, Toronto, Ont.;

Wm. Saunders, L.L.D., Ottawa, Ontario
;

John Bertram, Toronto, Ont. ; Hiram
Robinson, Ottawa, Ont. ; E. Stewart, Ot-

tawa, Ont. ; H. M. Price, Quebec, P.Q.

Vice-Presidents for the Provinces—Hon.

J. W. Longley, Halifax, N.S. ; His Honor
J. B. Snowball, Fredericton, N.B. ; Hon.

S. N. Parent, Quebec, P. Q. ; Hon. E. J.

Davis, Toronto, Ont. ; Lieutenant-Gover-

nor of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba ; His

Honor Lieut.-Governor A. E. Forget,

Regina, Assa. ; Wm. Pearce, Calgary, Al-

berta ; F. D. Wilson, Ft. Vermilion, Atha.;

H. Bostock, Ducks, B. C. ; Rev. A. E.

Burke, Alberton, P.E.L

A Pleasant Vacation.

By "WESTMOUNT.

Having been troubled with ill-health for

some time and being successful in o'btain-

ing leave of absence for four months I de-

cided to make the best of my time and

build myself up by living as much as possi-

ble an outdoor life.

I left Montreal on July 1st, and lived in

a tent for ten weeks at Lac Tremblant, in

the Laurentians, where I enjoyed the best

fly fishing any one could wish for. The
trout in this lake were exceedingly large,

and hardly a day passed without the cap-

ture of a dozen or so, weighing from one

pound to three and three-quarters pounds,

and the streams running into the lake af-

forded us great sport in pulling out the

the little fellows—brook trout. The game
in this particular region was scarcer than

in former years, owing to the forest fires;

partridge here especially seemed to be very

hard to find, although after the season op-

ened we succeeded in bagging a few, and

shooting a deer, which change of bill of

fare was very acceptable to those in camp.

Being quite restored by this open-air

life, I started for the west on a shooting

trip, accompanied by a friend from Ver-

mont, who is recognized, among his shoot-

ing friends by the name of "Stubb", as

being one of the best wing shots in that

state. We left Montreal on September the

15th, taking two pointers with us, neither

of them having hunted prairie chicken, but

"Clip", Stubb's dog, was thoroughly

broken to woodcock and grouse. "Olive",

who, by the way, is a daughter of Cham-
pion Bessie Bang II., had never been shot

over, but the writer had her under splen-

did control.

The trip to Winnipeg, our first stopping

place, was uneventful, but luxurious. We
amused ourselves playing cards, and Stubb
tried to purchase articles from Indians,

who got on and off staviuns west of North
Bay. One old buck especially rigged up in

all his toggery took our fancy, and Stubb
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(lid his best to get up a conversivtion with

him, but without success, for he could nei-

ther speak Eiiglisli nor French, and the only

answer we could get from him was
"Waugh," or a grunt. We tried to make
him understand that Stubb wanted to buy
his moccasins, or belt, but he didn't seem
to know what money was (lucky man ! ).

Arriving in Winnipeg on Thursday, the
17th, we took in the sights of the town,
which is one of the finest cities of the
Dominion, and the people gave us a good
time; but, then, they are noted for their

hospitality. Whilst walking down Main
street we went into Kingston Smith's to
buy ammunition, and there met a Mr. T.,
who, after hearing we were fellow sports-
men, from the East, kindly offered to ini-

tiate us into chicken shooting. As our time
was our own, we of course jumped at this
offer, and thought it a splendid opportuni-
ty to take the stiffness nut of the dogs
after theit three days' confinement in a
baggage car.

That afternoon we reached .St. Agathe, a
small station twenty miles from Winnipeg,
and a choice spot for chickens. There we
were met by a guide with his team, and
as we still had an hour before sunset we
immediately took our guns out of their
cases, filled our shooting coat pockets with
shells, and decided 1o walk to our guide's
house, leaving our extra luggage in the
buggy. Our first field was a wheat stub-
ble, which \vc were lold was a likely place
for chicken at this hour. .Stubb started
down the right with "Clip" ; T. in the
centre, and I,, with "Olive," on the left. As
soon as the dogs were let loose, Olive, as
I expect ed, tried to break a record and see
how fast and how far she could run with-
out stopping, while good old Clip, or as
Stubb sometimes called him, the Mud Tur-
tle, was quartering slowly, as if he were
in a wood-cock cover "in Vermont. Birds
were flushing right and left in front of
Olive, and as she was chasing them, wc
held a council of war to decide what we
should do to keep her within bounds.
T. proposed to weight her with a heavy

horseshoe attached to her collar, hut I

thought it better to take her off by my-
self and give her another trial first. This
I did, and after a little chastisement, she
settled down and worked beautifully, for

we had not gone over a hundred yards

when she scented game ; such a sight, there

she stood as staunch as a rock, her right

fore foot raised, tail straight, and every

muscle showing up like whip cor<l. All lov-

ers of sporting dogs can readily under-

stand what pleasure this gave me. After

watching her for a few minutes, I com-
manded her to mark, and walked past her,

when uj) rose a single chicken, and as usu-

al I missed it with my first, but got it

with my second barrel. This being my first

.

chicken, I examined it thoroughly—so did

Olive—and she, I think, was more pleased

than I. From this out she gave me no
more trouble, but fovmd 'birds and stood

them until we got up to her. All this

time, away over to our right, Clip was
doing his duty nobly, so Stubb and T.

were bagging game. Before going any fur-

ther, I will hear say that Stubb used a
Winchester 2fi inch barrel all through our

trip, and I never once saw him miss a

bird within range with his first shot, while

he was invariably calling me down for

shooting hastily and missing with my first.

My gun is a Parker—but it is was not the

gun's fault that this happened. Upon
reaching the guide's house we emptied our
pockets and found that the pop gun had
beaten us out, Stubb having got seven

birds, whilst T, and 1 shot four apiece.

.\fter a good supper and a smoke, we en-

joyed a comfortable night's rest, and next

morning started bright and early for an
all-day's shoot, the details of which I need

not go into, with one exception. When re-

turning home that night, and only a short

distance from the village, we passed a
likely wheat stubble, and I said, "that
looks to me to be a good spot for chick-

en," but T., who was driving, and is well

acquainted with the country, remarked
that it was too close to houses, and as he
was saying this, Stubb shouted out, "I see

one as big as a turkey, right close to the

road." We jumped out of the wagon, dogs

and all, and secured eight birds in as

many minutes. While crossing the field

back to the buggy, A very large covey

rose, and we marked the spot where we
thought they had dropped, T. and I going

after them, Stubb returning to the horse.

As it was now dusk, we found that our

eyes had deceived us, but Olive, whose
scent was better than our sight, had found

them over to the left and was .pointing at
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WHERE ICE IS KING.
A scene amid the glaciers and peaks of the Selkirk Range.
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a small patch of scrub. T. went one way
around and I the other. He shot six and

I five without either of us moving an inch

after our- first shot, for the birds had set-

tled for the night and were verv reluctant

to move away, only rising in ones and

twos, giving us time to reload. Poor

Stubb in the distance thought a battle was

being fought, from the number of shots

fired. Here, again, Olive worked perfectly,

for she stood until every bird had risen.

That night we had fifty-five chicken, and

next morning having two hours before

train time at our disposal, the guide took

us to a marsh, where we enjoyed first-

class snipe shooting, and Stubb managed
to bag one duck. This finished our shoot-

ing in Manitoba. When we arrived in Win-

nipeg we distributed the game to the few

friends we had made, and after bidding

good-bye to T., that night saw us on our

way to Calgary.

For a long time I had wished to see the

prairie, to be able to gaze as far as the

eye could see over miles of open country,

without even a single human habitation in

sight, and at times the next day this de-

sire was gratified. Occasionally we saw a

lonely ranch far off in the distance, a herd

of cattle grazing, a coyote loping along in

search of grub, and the little gophers sit-

ting on their mounds.

We spent hardly any time in Calgary, ar-

riving there at 2 a. ni., and leaving for

Edmonton at 8.3(1 a.m. The scenery was
now entirely different from that of the

Rockies, Calgary being eighty miles from
them, but the atmosphere is so clear we
were able to discern them quite plainly. It

is very hilly all the way to Edmonton.
also lots of scrub. The train passed by

hundreds of sloughs just filled with myr-
iads of ducks of all kinds, which made our

trigger fingers very itchy.

We reached Edmonton that evening at six

o'clock, and found our friend, J. I. M.,

waiting at the station for us. A little bird

must have whispered we were coming, for

I meant to take him by surprise. We had
intended stopping at the hotel, but J. I.

M. insisted on taking us to his own home,
even though Stubb was a perfect stranger
to him, where his wife and sister-in-law

gave us a hearty welcome. For the two
weeks we stayed there nothing was too
good for us. In Edmonton we met an old

friend from Montreal, who is now one of

the leading lawyers there. Jack is a cap-

ital shot, and a good fellow all round. We
saw Edmonton at a great disadvantage,

for the weather had been wet, hence the

roads were very bad, but the town itself

is a pretty place, situated as it is on a

hill, overlooking the Saskatchewan, and one

of the interesting sights is the old Hudson's

Bay fort, which is used by the company
to this day. After looking around the

town for a day we thought it time to have

a go at the ducks, whicn we heard were

very plentiful, so J. I. M. made arrange-

ments to call for us the next morning and

take us to a small lake (I have forgotten

the name), about thirteen miles from Ed-
monton, on the Athabaska trail. On the

way we met several large loads of fur,

principally musk-ox and black marten,

these having travelled over a thousand
miles, and which were being taken to Ed-
monton to be sorted before shipping.

About two miles this side of the lake we
passed a wheat stubble, and as J.I.M. was
very anxious to see how the dogs worked,

Stubb, he and I got out with our guns

and walked across the field, picking up
about a dozen birds. In this locality the

hunting was very different from that of

Manitoba, for the country is wooded and

suited good old Clip to a "T". We ate our
hinch, driving along the road, and arriv-

ing at the lake left» Walter to hobble the

horses, and pitch camp, while we three

took different directions through the

marsh. That night we returned to the

camp ladend with as great an assortment
of ducks as any one could desire. Canvas-
backs, mallards, red heads, black duck,

blue bills, grey ducks, pintails and green
and blue wing teal. We shot until 11 a.m.
the next morning, and after lunch drove
liack to Edmonton, with the bottom of our
large box wagon so full of game that we
had no place to put our feet. We kept
enough for our own use, and gave our
friends the rest. Our bill of fare for the

next few days was fried prairie chicken for

breakfast, canvas 'back or mallard for din-

ner, and teal for supper, and as we all had
real hunters' appetites, you may be sure we
lelished our meals.

We rested for a day, and then started
for another two days' trip, when Jack and
J. I. M. took us to Black Mud Lake ( the
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name is very suitable). This time we
stayed in a breed's house, but took our

own grub, which one of the squaws cooked

for us. There is one little incident I

would like to relate about Stubb's won-
derful shooting on chicken. Just before

starting for the lake one of the little

breeds told him he had seen some chicken

on the other side of the hill, so J. I. M.
and Stubb went after them. They had not

gone far when Clip found game, and that
little pop gun brought down four birds

with as many shells, and it would surely

have got the fifth had there been another
cartridge in the gun, but Stubb shouted .

"Shoot, shoot, I have no more shells,"

and J. I. M. scored a hit at a good sev-

enty yards.

The breed said the best shooting on the
lake was flight shooting, which did not
start till 5 p.m., and the chicken seeming
to be plentiful around here, we thought it

better to spend most of the day with the
dogs, and had good sport. About 4 p. m.
we returned to the breed's house, and af-

ter some refreshment, which was not out
of a ginger ale bottle, we went to the
lake, and stationed ourselves at different
points. The water in most places was
quite deep and often came within half an
inch of the top of our waders

; and as
Stubb and I are considerably under six
feet high, and our waders came almost up
to our necks, it must- of been very comi-
cal to the others to see us struggling
through the water, holding aloft our guns
in one hand, and a hundred shells in the
other. There were lots of muskrat houses,
so we found it convenient to keep our
shells on them, and sometimes our guns, if

we wanted to warm our hands before the
flight commenced ; then the ducks came so
fast it took no time to use up seventy-five
to one hundred shells. As we did not
pick up our dead ducks till we had finish-
ed shooting, we had great difficulty in

finding and taking them to shore.
I certainly prefer the duck shooting in

the Kast
; for in the West they arc so

plentiful one does not need to be a good
shot to bring down a dozen in an even-

ing's flight. We stayed another night in

the breed's house, and drove back to Ed-

monton the next morning, the dogs hunt-
ing all along the trail ; so we picked up

quite a number of chicken and partridge,

as well as a couple of plover.

We made two more trips to Black Mud
during the next week, both being very suc-

cessful ; but the last time the ice was half

an inch thick along the shore, and we
found it hard work getting out to the cen-

tre. This ended our duck hunting, for our

time was now limited, and we wanted to

take in three or four days' goose shooting

at Moose Jaw on our way home.

J. I. M. had taken such a fancy to both

Clip and Olive that we made a present of

them to him, and I hear they are thriving

well in their new home out West. We
spent one more day in Edmonton, and then

parted very reluctantly from our friends, as

well as from our faithful dogs.

At Calgary, where we had to wait about
five hours to make connections, we fell in

with a stranger, who was also pleasure-

seeking, and now on his way home after

spending a month in the Rockies, hunting

big horn and goat, and many an exciting

story he told us about big game. He had
been hunting in company with a German
Count, so we christened him Count for the

short time we were together. When we
proposed to him to accompany us on our
trip to Buffalo Lake, twenty-seven miles

from Moose Jaw, he said he would he only

too glad to embrace the opportunity, pro-

vided he could get the loan of a shot gun.

We easily overcame that diflficulty, for

.Stubb carried an extra gun with him. Ar-
riving at Moose Jaw, it took us some time
to procure grub and ammunition, also

hunting licenses. We received very con-

tradictory advice as to what shot we
should use. Some old hunters claimed
they always used No. 4 shot for geese,

while others said that was altogether too

small and advised us to get B. B., so we
compromised and bought Nos. 1 and 2. The
drive to Buffalo Lake was very uninterest-

ing, and we amused ourselves by using the

Count's rifle, plugging away at gophers

and coyotes. About half way there we
met Mr. Black, who was on his way to

town with a load of grain, and once more
Western hospitality was extended to us,

for he said that when we reached his house

—which happened to be in the goose re-

gion—we were to tell his wife he had giv-

en us the use of the stable, as the house

was too small to accommodafe so many
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more. Mrs. Black and her daughter gave

us a hearty welcome and insisted on doing

all the cooking for us.

We went out to the line of flight that

evening, but the Count was the only one

lucky enough to get any geese. That night

we slept in the stable, which was also oc-

cupied by fourteen horses and a litter of

pigs, about two months old. We made our

bed four feet high of nice clean straw, then

placing a blanket on the top of "that, we
had a bed fit for a king. The stables out

there are very different to those in the

East, lumber being so scarce they only

have a pole between every two horses. The
Caunt and I were lucky enough to sleep in

the middle, and Stubb and the liveryman,

(who, by the way, was in South Africa

with the Strathcona Horse) on the out-

side. Next to Stubb was an old grey

mare, that was also lying down and seem-

ed to enjoy pounding him with her feet

—

he didn't enjoy it a bit. Every now and
then we would hear him abusing the poor,

old thing, and telling her to move over.

On the other side of us the liveryman was
having almost the same fun with a little

bronco, for the critter's chief desire was
to eat the straw from under the veteran's

head. Stubb and his old mare, the livery-

man and his bronco, and the little pigs

grunting around our feet, were altogether

too much for the Count's gravity and mine
also, tor we laughed until we were tired,

but at the same time congratulated our-

selves that we were in the middle of the

bed. Naturally we were out very early

the next morning.

It was just daybreak when we were in

the field waiting for the first flight. We
could hear the geese hawking a long time
before they came in sight. Stubb and the

Count got good sport, but I was too far

to the right to be in it, so had to wait
for my turn. Just when I thought all the

geese had passed, and was about pulling up
the decoys to go back for breakfast, I saw
four birds coming my way, but could not
make out exactly what they were, as I

knew they were not geese. I kept very low
in the blind until they were about fifty

yards from me, and then they swerved oR
to the right, so I jumped up and got dou-
bles

;
one of these had just a broken wing,

and it called, and the other two circled

back, and I got doubles again. Then I

started after the broken-winged fellow and

he gave me a lively run across the prai-

rie. I wanted to catch him alive, but when

he .saw he could not get away, he stood

at bay and defied me. He was very sav-

age and I had to shoot him in self de-

fence. Imagine my astonishment and plea-

sure when the Count informed me that I

was "the luckiest man on earth", for I

had shot four specimens of the scarcest

game in the Northwest, viz., sand-hill

cranes.

On returning to the house we en-

joyed a real New England breakfast, as

we had home-made sausages and heaps of

griddle cakes. We kept track of the number

the Count got away with, and when he

had eaten his fourteenth, we refused to let

Mrs. Black cook any more. That forenoon

we plucked and dressed one of the cranes,

as well as a goose, and our kind hostess

had them cooked for dinner. We all pro-

nounced the sand-hill crane fine, for none

of us had ever eaten any before. So far I

was the only one that had got no geese,

aiui as this was our last afternoon, I was
afraid I should have to return East with-

out getting one. That morning I had no-

ticed that there were long lines of geese

leaving the lake about a mile east of the

house, so I left the others, saying I was
going off by myself, and I started for that

point. As it was quite a long walk, I did

not take any decoys. It was now about

half past one, and there were lots of geese

flying around looking for feeding grounds,

and when I had reached the wheat field, I

at once commenced building a blind out of

stooks, and had hardly got it finished

when I saw a large flock coming my way,
flying low in a V shape. They flew three

times over this feeding ground looking for

a place to alight before they came within

range. I waited until they were thirty

yards off, then jumping up quickly I pulled

on the leader, who happened to be an 11-

pound gander, and he fell, as well as the

tail-ender, which I got with the left 'jar-

rel. After placing these two as decoys, I

had splendid luck for the rest of the after-

noon, and did not reach the house till long

after dark, and the rest of the boys vere

getting very anxious, but were quite

pleased to see me laden down with geese.

Next day was Sunday and we amused our-

selves by hunting for good specimens of
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Buflalo bones, which were very plea:.ful

there, for this must have been one of thinr

best i^razing grounds, and their trails iuid

wallows can still be seen distinctly to this

day. On the way back to Moose Jaw ihe

Count showed us what a splendid -i.-ick;;-

man he was with his rifle, by shootiug a
badger at about a hundred yards, clean

through the head, it being the only part

di.sceriiible, its body 'being down in the

hole. It must have weighed at least forty

pounds, and I could safely say there is not

a fox terrier that could have drawn this

fellow. The claws on his front feet varied

from one to one and a half inches in length

and I should judge he would have made-

short work of a dog.

The Count travelled with us as far as

Winnipeg, going scuith from there, while we
proceeded cast.

We arrived in Montreal October 14th, af-

ter having spent the most pleasant and
most successful hunting trip we have ever

had, which was in a great measure due to

the hearty welcome given to us wherever

we went.Stubb left the next morning for

his home in \"ermont. and the last thing

he said as the train pulled out was:

—

"Well Ed. I have had a grand, good time,

and shall look forward to a similar trip-

with you in the near future."

Our Medicine Ba^.

The past winter has been the hardest on

record in Eastern North America—even as

far south as the Potomac there has been

ice two and a half feet in thickness, and

fully a third more snow has fallen than us-

ual. Hence, if the newly imported phea-

sants placed in the Adironacks and the

Government parks of Ontario have come
through it safely—wintered well—we need

have no further misgivings as to the even-

tual results of the experiments. In Great
Britain and on the Continent game-preserv-

ing—which means chiefly pheasant rearing

and protection—is carried to greater

lengths than ever and the birds are

brought to the gun by the hundred thou-

sand, so that it is not surprising that a

fourth edition of "Tegetmeier on Phea-

sants"—the standard work— has been called

for. The present volume is much enlarged

and contains colored plates of several spe-

cies. The author says: "The progress of

scientific exploration is continually bring-

ing to light species of pheasant hitherto

unknown
; some of these are well suited to

our coverts, whilst others are regarded as

ornamental birds. A few years since the

only pheasant breeding wild in England
was the common species (Phasianus colchi-

cus). Our coverts now possess the Chinese

(P. lorquatus). the Mongolian (P. mono-
golicus), the Japanese (P. versicolor), and

the Prince of Wales (P. principalis) species,

whilst the Reeves's pheasant (P. reevesii),

well adapted both for sporting and culi-

nary purposes, has been bred in the for-

ests of Scotland." The present edition, as

well as former ones, has 'been printed by

Horace Cox, The Field Othce, IJream's

Buildings, Lomloii, E. C.

<»

One of the famous big horn sheep of the

The Winchester Re[)eating Arms Compa-

ny of New Haven, Connecticut, has issued

a most interesting pamphlet—excellently

illustrated—on the testing of arms and

ammunition. In considering the different

cartridges now on the market, it will be

found thai all the more important ones

were devised for Winchester guns by the-

Winchester Repeating Arms Company, and

no other iiiaiiufacluring establishment or

government arsenal is so well prepared as

this company to test these matters, either

in point of personnel or appliances. Every

Canadian rifleman will find it well worth,

while to send for this pamphlet.
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interior of Alaska was killed this year by

Alfred B. lies, a mining engineer, of Val-

dez, while on an exploring expedition to

the head of the Tanana and White Rivers.

The horns measured seven inches through

at the butt and forty-three inches in

length. The spread is fifty-one inches.

This is, without doubt, the finest speci-

men of big horn in the United States, the

contour and symmetry being perfect. The
carcass weighed about 280 pounds. Its

fleece was snow white, as is that of all

of the big horns in that region. The sheep

ai)peared to be the sire of the flock, which

numbered S.t, and when shot he was doing

guard duty on a point or rock overlooking

the valley of the White River, surrounded

by his ewes and lambs,

Mr. John Hargreaves, Master of the

Blackmore Vale Hounds, furnishes the sub-

ject for portrait and biographical sketch

ill the March number of "Baily's Maga-
zine of Sports and Pastimes," and a good
all-round sportsman he is shown to be,

as witness his achievement on Killilan for-

est in 189!), when he killed two stags and
three salmon on the same day. Mr. Baillie

Grohnian contributes the first part of an

essay on "Ancient Hunting Horns and
Hunting Music." .\n old friend, in the .per-

son of Borderer, writes with feeling on

"The Wettest Season on Record" ; and

Mr. Paul Taylor's remarks on "Trout in

Spring" are followed by a stirring account

of Sport in very different scenes, to wit,

"Pig Sticking in India." There are some
curious and entertaining sidelights on the

sports of our grandfathers in "Two Old
Sporting Books." Captain E. D. Miller

contributes a most sensible article on
"Horsemanship." We fear there is only

too much ground for his assertion that

very few Englishmen are properly taught
to ride. The sporting literature of the

past month is considered in the "Sports-
man's Library." "Homeless" writes gra-

phically on Wild Fowl .Shooting on mud
flats, and Mr, X W. Apperley, grandson
of the famous "Xiinrod," contributes a
very interesting and amusing reminiscence

of "Sport in Wales Thirty Years Ago." A
very good number of the magazine.

The Forest, Fish and Game Commission
of New York has issued a bulletin on the
forest fires of 1903, which should be in the
hands of all interested in the protection of

the Canadian forests.

Our valued correspondent, Mr. Arthur O.
Wheeler, D.T.S., writes to us from Cal-

The Canada Launch Works, Limited, of

Toronto, are bringing out a power skiff,

which should fill a long felt want of

sportsmen, as it is light in weight, weigh-

ing less than two-hundred pounds, and will

be especially useful to hunters in the back

lakes.

This little power 'boat is built on regu-

lar skiff lines, sixteen feet over all, will

seat four and has fuel capacity sufficient

for thirty hours' continuous running, and

its weight complete is not so great as to

prevent portaging.

It is built in the best possible manner,

with oak frames, gunwales, etc., and three-

eighth inch cypress planking, which is

heavy enough to stand hard knocks. It

has one of the new one horse-power

"Brownie" motors, manufactured by the

Dominion Motor & Machine Co., installed

in the extreme stern, out of the way, with
a two-blade bronze propeller and steel
shaft. This motor has all the latest fea-
tures, such as jump spark, spun copper
waterjacket, and can be run either fast or
slow. It only weighs sixty pounds, is

three feet in diameter by three feet stroke,
and gives ample power to a speed of about
five and a half miles per hour. The equip-
ment includes motor, shaft, propeller,
spark coil, batteries, tank, piping, oil and
grease cups, vaporizer, rudder and yoke,
brass oar locks, and one pair seven feet six
inch spruce spoon oars.

The Canada Launch Works shipped the
first one of the.se skiffs to London, Eng.,
several weeks ago, where it will be shown
at the Crystal Palace Automobile Show,
and where it is expected it will be very
popular.
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gary. as follows:—"Ihivo your Iclli-r oi the

Isl instant. In connect ion with a fund to

erect a suitable monument over the grave

of Douglas Hector, son of Sir James Hec-

tor, of the Palliser Expedition, 1857-186U,

who died at Revelstoke of appendicitis, in

August, 1903, I may say that the facts are

as set forth in Mrs. Schaffer's article in

the January number of Rod and Gun. In

addition, however, I may mention that a

collection Jor this purpose is being made in

England by Mr. Edward Wliymper, and in

America by Prof. Chas. E. Fay, President

of the American Alpine Club. In Canada,

I have undertaken to see what may be done

in the same direction. It is proposed to

bring the stone for the monument from a

suitable rock in the vicinity of Lake
Louise. I shall be very greatly obliged for

reference to it in the April number. Con-

tributions are not expected to be large

amounts. Mr. T. Kilpatrick, Superintend-

ent of the Mountain Division of the Cana-

dian Pacific Railway, Revelstoke', B.C., has

kindly consented to act as treasurer of the

fund. Subscriptions may be sent direct to

him, or to me, and it Rod and Gun will

kindly receive and forward to Mr. Kilpat-

rick any that might come in, it would be

an assistance to a very worthy object."

It will afford us very great pleasure to

learn that Mr. Wheeler has been successful

in his endeavor to collect sufficient money
to build a monument that may not be un-

worthy of a son of one of Canada's most

daring exjilorers.

Dr. J. C. Van Spiegel, Utica, N. Y.,

writes:—Tell your readers that a cheap,

but perfectly waterproof match-box may
be had by getting a pulp mailing case (size

that suits them) and dipping it in melted

parafine once or twice. They have tin

screw tops, and a rubber washer inside

wnll make a water tight joint. Almost any

drugstore will have one or more mailing

cases that some small bottle of liquid has

been shipped in. A case large enough to

hold a four-ounce bottle will hold matches
enough to last a camp for six or eight

weeks.

In our report of the paper by Mr. E. J.

Darby on Lumbering, Past and Present,

which appeared in our March number an

error occurred in the third paragraph by
which it would appear that the gang

whose course to the bush was followed was
a train gang, when it was in reality a

river gang that left earlier in the season.

The article was considerably condensed

and the error resulted through an over-

sight of the loss of connection.

Crank legislation seems to be the rage

just at present on either side of the boun-

dary line. Rumor has it that the Mani-

tobians, not content with making it al-

A most important question to every per-

son who at any time sleeps out of doors

or in a tent is that of sufficient and suita-

Die covering at night. Every experienced

hunter, fisherman, prospector, rancher and

military man knows that square blankets

fail in many ways to meet the require-

ments. Blankets are heavy and bulky, it

is difficult to wrap up comfortably in

them, and they are sure to slip off, expos-

ing the sleeper to cold and dampness.

A Sleeping Bag cannot be thrown ofl or

kicked off, turn and twist as you will, and

it gives direct warmth to the sleeper with

every inch of its surface.

The Alaska Sleeping Bag consists of

three parts. (1) .\ waterproof canvas cov-

er
; (2) a thick cambric bag, filled with

two layers of pure eiderdown, and (3) a

soft, warm inside bag of pure woollen

cloth.

The Alaska Eiderdown Cap is especially

made for use in the Arctic Regions. It is

made of strong canvas duck, has two in-

terlinings of choice eiderdown and an in-

side lining of grey natural wool or (if pre-

ferred) satteen. It protects the neck and

the face ; it weighs only 15 ounces !

Both the Alaska Sleeping Bag and the

Alaska Cap have been supplied to the

Dominion Government, to the Mastigouche

Club, and to numerous lumber camps.
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most impossible for a law-abiding sports-

man to shoot big game within the Pro-

vince, have now introduced an act that

prohibits the use of automatic and other

improved shot guns. On the American

side Senator Elkins has introduced a bill

into the United States Senate, which,

should it become law, will do much to ruin

the magnificent trade built up by our

American cousins, in sporting ammunition.

The Elkins bill provides that all gun, rifle

and pistol ammunition must be shipped un-

der the restrictions relating to the trans-

portation of high explosives. That is to

say, that all the extraordinary precau-

tions insisted upon, and rightly insisted

upon, in the case of a car of dynamite
must be conformed to in the case of one

tiny box of .22 ammunition ! Can absurd-

ity be carried to greater lengths than

this ?

The report issued by the New York
State Forest, Fish and Game Commission
on Tree Planting on Streets and High-
ways may now be obtained from the J. B.

Lyon Company, Albany, N. Y.

One of our well-known sportsmen, Mr.
Ed. Outhet, of the Westmount Gun Club,

For Spring shooting no arm appeals to

the sportsman more than the 22-calibre

rifle. Among arms of this type the Sav-
age 22-calibre Repeater is different from
any other rifle of its kind. It is a clean

cut little gun, using the best of the 22

calibre ammunition, the short, long and
long rifle cartridges all in the same arm.
Its beauty of outline and finish will al-

ways be a source of pleasure to the own-
er. Perhaps the two strong points of the
Savage rifles, the 22 in particular, are
well exemplified in the phrase used by the
makers. "Savage Quality", is a common-
place term but it means everything to a
shooter. Being honestly made. Savage
products are sold by the manufacturer und-
er the strongest guarantee. Mention Rod
and Gnn and write the Savage Arms Com-
pany, P. O. Utica, N.Y., today for cata-

logue.

is adding new blood to his kennels by im-

porting the high-class pointer, "Devon-
shire Maxim." A strong feature of this

dog's superiority is his work in the field,

although he has on numerous occasions

won on the bench. His breeding is of the

very best Devonshire blood, this country

being recognized as the home of England's
best pointers.

Mr. Norish, that famous breeder and ex-

hibitor, bred him, and the photo of his

litter brother, Ch. Sanford Dum Dum
(whom he greatly resembles) was shown in

the "Living Animals of the World" as the

most typical pointer living.

"Devonshire Maxim" is now in his prime,
being only four years old, and as he was
purchased principally for stud purposes, he
should be the means of improving the
breed here.

The Fourth Annual Meeting of the North
American Fish and Game Protective Asso-
ciation was held on January 20th and
21st in Portland, Me. The proceedings have
been placed on record in a very neat re-

port of the transactions of the Associa-
tion just issued. The report is handsomely
illustrated, and contains verbatim reports
of the addresses made during the meeting.

Several new strikes are reported from
northern British Columbia and the Yukon,
and there can be little doubt that we have
many Klondikes in the far Northwest.

However desirable the close-shooting gun

may be when used over water or plain, it

is generally conceded that it is not suita-

ble for covert shooting. It is a satisfac-

tion when afield to know that with the

gun in hand one is equipped for such
chances as may be presented. By having a
supply of cartridges, in which " Hummer "

spreaders have been placed, the perform-
ance of a choke. bore is at will transform-
ed to that of a cylinder-bore, whenever it

is considered to be an advantage. The gun
to which the shooter has become accus-
tomed may by such means be used with
better success than would be likely to at-
tend the use of a gun of different style.
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These rushes assist Uii- louiitry inalcrial-

ly, but they have an unfortunate effect up-

on the game. In the early days cartasses

of moose, caribou and sheep hung side by

side with fro/en mutton and beef in the

butcher shops at Dawson. The Stewart

was a great game preserve, and even yet

there is said to be a good stock in the

lonely region about its head waters, but

along the great Yukon river one may jour-

ney for days without seeing anything in

the way of big game excepting, perchance,

some stray bear. .\nd those who would

see the Upper Liard in a state of nature

should not delay their visit, as a strike

would appear to have been made in the

very heart of one of the best big game dis-

tricts in the Northwest.

The peace of the Peace River district,

that is to say the brooding silence of the

north, is about to he disturbed, and the

country of the woods buffalo must shortly

resound to the clang of the hammer and

the bu/z of the saw The Dominion Gov-
ernment has dispatched a topographical

surve\ party under the leadership of Mr.

A. .St. Cyr. DT S., to explore, run lines

and report upon that part of the territory

between the sixth principle meridian and

the British Columbian border. This is

preparatory to throwing open the country

to settlement, and as the soil is thought
to be rich, a few years will see it under

the |)lough.

Mr. Charles Bradford is the author of a

dainty little volume just published by G.

1' Putnam's Sons called "The .\ngler's Se-

cret." This is just the book to take in

hand when the spring fret is coming o'er

you, and it should clinch your determina-

tion to start as soon as the season opens

for your favorite water—whether that fav-

orite water be in thickly settled New Eng-

land, the more thinly inhabited Lower Pro-

vinces or Quebec, or in the almost virgin

country of Northern Ontario. The "secret"

is revealed in the following lines:

A liomeward trudge through mist-wrapped

night
,

A heart and reel, in common, light
;

Complete content—the day has brought it,

He fished for pleasure—and he caught it.

Mr. Bradford says: The angler does not

seek the streams solely for the fishes he

may ca,pture, but rather in search of peace

and quiet, and Frank Forrester said they

"feel like gentlemen and act like sports-

men"—from which it is very evident the

angler is a pretty good fellow and one

whose species should be multiplied in the

land.

There is perhaps little that is absolute-

ly new in lliis latest addition to angling'

literature, but it is a welcome one, never-

theless, and line that will afford satisfac-

tion and iileasure to members of the craft.

The illustrations herewith show
Marble's six-inch Ideal Hunting

Knife, with three styles handle, Nos.

1, 2 and 3. The blade, as at present

made, is a modification of the two
shapes of blades formerly made,known

as sticking and skinning points, and

is claimed by many expert hunters

and woodsmen to combine more of

the essential qualities for all around

use than are usually foimd in one

stvle of the knife.
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tice, and shoot for it again, it going to

the one making the highest score, and so

on. When the past season closed it was
won by W. Singular, who is now the hap-

py .possessor, and will be until the season

opens, which will be on Good Friday.

The membership numbers eighty and up-

wards, and they hold weekly shoots from

beginnmg on Good Friday and ending on

the last Friday in August. Also friendly

matches and returns with the* "Rosedales"

of Toronto and the Watorloos annually.

Our Club is specially interested in the

protection of fish and game and have a

standing reward for any person violating

the game laws in our district.

(On Good Friday the Guelph Trap and

Gun Club held a shoot which was partici-

pated in with much enthusiasm and inter-

est by a large number of gun men. A num-
ber of the members of the Waterloo Gun
Club were also present. The Guelph boys

are good sportsmen and not only take an
interest in trap shooting, but hunting and
fishing also demands a good share of their

attention. Mr. Ed. C. O'Brien is the new-
ly appointed secretary and Mr. Johnston
the new president, and the Editor of the

"Trap" extends his congratulations to

these gentlemen and their members upon
the success of their large club.—Ed.)
Guelph, March, 1904.

The Maple City Gun Club of Chatham.
By JAMK.S W. AITKEN.

Chatham has had a very representative

gun club for years, in fact dating back a

period of tweuty-five years or more. The
Chatham Gun Club lived and flourished in

the West for fifteen years or more with an

eloquent record of victories to its credit.

On its disbanding there followed a period

with njO organization. However, with in-

terest forced to the boiling point through

the heroic efforts of our ardent sports-

men, an aggregation of some ninety-two
members, formed the nucleus of the present

Maple City Gun Club. The kernel planted

in favorable soil has reached maturity and

the result is a club rivalling in every re-

spect the reputation of our former organi-

zation, the Chatham Gun Club.

The material of the club is practically

unlimited and expert marksmanship is

gradually coming to the front. The Club

have a club-house somewhat crude, yet

comfortable, and a very pretty grounds,

situated at the limits of the city, known
as Riverside Park.

The annual tournament is held the first

week of June, likely June 2 and 3. It is

looked upon as the largest target event in

the Western Peninsula, usually having a

large number of competitors and good av-

erage money held out on both days.

It is to be hoped that our Club will be

represented at the Dominion Trap Shoot-

ers Association with a strong team in

August at Brant.ford. The Association

deserves the patronage of every shooter in

Canada. It is at these large meets that
men of sporting proclivities get together
and make life-long friendships, exchange
ideas and advance generally the cause of

true sportsmanship. It is, therefore, to be
hoped that everyone will endeavor to strain

y"^ "

l'n-siil,.i,t ,\hi|ili-

.;.4S. W. AITKEX.
Si-r-ri'tiir,v Mnplc/'ity Ciiii I'lii

a point and be present at the "Big Meet at

Brantford."

The officers of the Club are as follows

Honorary President—T. Nichol.

President—W. S. Richards ("Sour
Bread")

1st Vice President—Dr. W. II. Tye ("Un-
cle Tom")
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2nd Vice-President—J. McCoig ("John-

nie")

Secretary—J. W. Aitken ("Chum")
Treasurer—Wni. Bennett (Injun' Chief)

Executive Committee—J. J. Moore, J.

Oldershaw ("Heap Big Talk"), W. H. Tye,

W. Paulucci, Jas. Kerr.

It may be said without fear of contra-

diction that Mr. T. Nichol, Hon.-President,

enjoys the proud distinction of being the

oldest trapshooter in Canada. He is Hear-

ing eighty and rarely misses a practice,

and on more than one occasion has made
the "experts" look like the change out of

thirty cents.

The members of the Chatham Gun Club

wish your paper continueii success and

greater strength to its Trap Shooting De-

partment in Canada.

Chatham, Ont., March, 1904.

The Brantford Gun Club.

The Brantford Gun Club is one of the

oldest clubs in Canada, having been org-

anized in 1872. In the early days glass

balls were the only form of inanimate tar-

gets used and live bird traps were of very

C. .). MIIillKLU

Pmilileiit Bniiitfonl IJun Club

Dr. A. II. CUTlLIKKK.
S<N-n-'tiO' Kniutr<iril IJmi club

primitive construction. Several of the ori-

ginal Club are active members today.

Back in the seventies they were up among

the best of them and are still in the

game, and if you want to know how good

they are just match them for a live bird

or target race—and you will know.

This Club was the means of forming the

present Dominion of Canada Trap Shooting

and Game Protective Association, by chal-

lenging the Ottawa Club for a team shoot

for "The Mail Trophy", which had been

held by them for some years. After this

meeting and contest the Association was
formed and the Mail Trophy is now the

main feature in the annual tournament.

The Brantford Club will entertain the

members of the Dominion Association at

the fourth annual meet to be held on their

new club grounds—the finest in Canada —
August 10th, nth and 12th,. 1904.

Fred. Westbrook, President Dominion As-

sociation ; Dr. A. B. Cutcliffe, Secretary

Brantford Gun Club ; C. J. Mitchell, Pres-

ident Brantford Gun Club.

The Brampton Gun Club.

Bv KRFiD HKAKER.

Brampton Gun Club has upwards of fifty

members, but as they are scattered all

over Peel County it is diHicult to get more
than eight or ten together at once and

then only on a holiday, as only about fif-

teen per cent, are shooters. The present

shooters are juniors and have only been

shooting artificials for a couple of years.

Way back in the seventies a team of ten

men used to vent their spite on the Guelph
team and many a hot return annual match
was shot. Only one of that team is left

to shoot with the present Club, viz., Mr.

D. Ellison, who has been shooting live

birds for nearly thirty years. Mr. Ellison

alw'ays made a good score, l)ut says he

never made ten straight but once, and he

only shot at eight that time. In the
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eighties the feeling between Orangeville

W. J. CAMPKF.LL.

Pivsideill Bmijiptoii l.;uil Club

K. PEAKEI!,

Secretiirj- HranH'tfu Ouii Club

and Brampton Clubs was similar to that

of Japan and Russia. "Just wait till we
come down" ; "Have a place ready to

crawl into when we come up," were some
of the warnings before each annual match.

But they always ended with an invitation

to load with No. 6 and come prepared to

stay all night. Dr. yuinn, R. Wilson and

D. Ellison are the only three members of

that team to shoot with the present club.

The club will hold their annual shoot on

Good Friday. Visitors always welcome.

Fred Peaker, Secretary, Brampton.

The Kid^etown Gun Club.

By C. H. EASTL.AKE.

Probably the Ridgetown Gun Club and

Game Protective Association is the most

widely known organization in this vicinity,

members of which have acquired fame, both

national imd international, and since its in-

ception we could always point with pride

to members who could not only disting-

uish themselves at the trap, but on the up-

land, marsh, or the waters of the Rond
Eau, bring to bag game in sufficient quan-

tities to satisfy the most ardent sports-

men.

What is today known as the Ridgetown

Gun Club was organized on June 13, 1882,

under the caption of the Howard Gun
Club and Game Protective Association, the

officers elected for that year being: Thos.

Brown, president ; W. H. Boughner, vice

president ; Ji<mes B. Brown, treasurer,

and Jas. Grant, secretary. Joseph Laing,

L. Carpenter, J. T. Catton and W. Scane

being elected as a board of directors.

Those were the days of the glass

ball. Probably the balmy days in the his-

tory of the club date from the election of

H. A. Mallory in 1887 to the position of

secretary and treasurer, he being at that

time accountant in the Traders Bank here,

but now manager at Drayton. Although

members of the Club had won considerable

local distinction, it was not until the big

tournament held here on April 9 and 10,

1891, did some of the crack shots of the

United States and Canada realize that

there lived here men who would win dis-

tinction. At this event H. Catton won the

silver trophy and the Canadian champion-

ship by breaking 46 out of a possible 50.

On May 23 of the same year, D. Leitch,

H. Catton and H. Scane won the three-

man team race at Windsor and a handsome

tankard. Score 69 out of a possible 75.

In the same year, at Toronto, on July

11 and 12, H. Catton won the diamond

11. J1l.M.\CKO.\

Prpsideiit KliIg«to«ll Giui CIul<

C. II. E.^.STLAKK.

SL'in-t^ir.v Kidgi'toHii (Jiin Club

medal and the individual championship of

the Dominion of Canada by breaking a
straight 50 targets, and on the following
day, in a team race of two, he scored
another 50 straight. This team event was
a national affair, and the conditions were
five men per team, fifty birds each, medals
and moneys to go to winners. This is the
score: C. V. Catton 50, D. Leitch 49, H.
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O'Loane 48, H. Scane 47 and C. Scane 45.

At the present time we have several mem-
bers who can do themselves glory at the

trap in live bird contest, among whom I

might take the liberty of mentioning the

names of II. McMackon, James McLane, A.

McRitchie, Kreti Galbraith, Dan Bates, W.

D. Bates, II. D. Bates, Sim Coll, George

Laing, James .Scane, Harry Scane, Charles

Scane, J. F. Carr, William and Charles

Thorald and H. Catton and others. How-
ever, the first to distinguish himself at

live birds at any important event was H.

D. Bates, who today is recognized among

the scattered game experts from the At-

lantic to the Pacific as an antagonist of

no mean skill. The event to which I refer

was the winning of the Giltman Barus

trophy at St. Thomas in 1898 with a

straight score of 25 birds. Three years pre-

ceding this he tied with Fulford and El-

liott at Hamilton, with a straight score of

20 in the Canadian Handicap event. In

1899 he again won the Gilman and Barus

trophy in Detroit, with a straight score.

In 1900, at Coney Island, he won the

Grand American, with a straight score of

59 dead birds, and in the same year de-

feated John Stroud of Hamilton in a 100-

Dird race for .$100 a side, by killing 83

birds to Stroud's 75. The following year

he defeated Stroud for the championship of

Canada by killing 49 to 44. Probably the

greatest event in his shooting career was

that shot at Detroit in .September, 1902,

for the Gilman and Barus International

Trophy. Bates stood at the .31-yard mark
and made a clean score of 15 birds with

five others. He finished this race "miss

and out" with Gilbert of .Spirit Lake, who
killed his 95th bird. This, with the pre-

ceding work, gave Bates a run of 101'

straight at 31-yard mark. In a special

event in the same year, at same place, at

targets, he won the Bell Organ Special.

breaking 47 out of 50. His principal win-

nings in 1902 were the Canadian handicap,

with 20 straight, at Hamilton, and the

high average in the Dominion of Canada
trap shooting event at the same place, also

being one of the team who won the D.T.S.

and G.P.A. trophy at targets, the team
in this event being composed of D. McMac-
kon, Harry Scane, Geo. Dent, T. Reid and

H. D. Bates, score 221. The winnings of

the different members of the Club present

at this shoot would give a jewelry store or

a gun retail establishment a fair stock to

set up business with. One of the best

prizes captured at this shoot was that giv-

en by the ladies and captured by D. Mc-
Mackon, valued at .$100, being a set of cut-

lery.

Up to the present H. D. Bates has won
the Canadian Handicap three times. It

might be interesting to pursue the various

winnings of members of the Club, either as

individuals or in team shoots further, some
of which I cannot furnish. None of them
require flattery to make them good fel-

lows or true sports.

We cannot close this short sketch with-

out stating that the present membership
of the R. G. C. and G. P. A. is 162, and
that the oflicers are: President, D.Mac-
Mackon ;captain, H. D. Bates ; secretary

and treasurer, C. H. Eastlake ; directors,

Geo. Laing, H. Scane, Jas. McLaren, A. Mc-
Ritchie and S. Call. It is scarcely necessary
to state that the members of the club not

only take pride in the fame acquired at

the traps by its members, but also in the

interest they have always shown in as-

sisting in the protection and propagation

of the natural game of this part of the

province, which, we trust, is the object of

all other organizations worthy of having G.
P. \. appended to it.

Uidgctown, Fob. 4th, 1904.

At the Caterer Gun Club's Amateur

Championship shot at Westfield, N. J., on

the grounds of the Cateret Club, Feb. 22-

23, Mr. D. E. Bradley and Mr. G. S. Mc-

Alpin.tied on scores of 92 out of 100, first-

class pigeons. In the shoot-ofi at twenty-

five birds each, Mr. Bradley scored his first

twenty-five straight, and as Mr. McAlpin

had then lost three birds, the race was

over and Mr. Bradley was the winner for

the second time, he having won the title

and trophy last year. There were twelve

competitors. Mr. Bradley shot "New
.Schultze."
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The Hamilton Gun Club.

By H. BARNARD.

(Continued from March Issue.)

I have skipped over the period interven-

ing between the first tournament in 1892

and the last in 1903, because the detail of

which would only be a repetition, but that

the annual tournaments have been kept up

is. a guarantee of the stability of the org-

anization apart from its increased mem-
bership, which is now over sixty, compris-

inj- a number of leading business mtfn. nho
are lovers of the rod and gun, and \vh() are

not slow to recognize the advaiita;v.':s if

the recreation derived from periociical vs-
its to the traps. It is certain that the

Hamilton Gun Club will always .-jpt .i i;jo'l

example to others who may aspire to be-

come exponents of true sport, reereatiic

holt, Vice-President ; J. Hunter, Treasur-

er, and H. Graham, Secretary. We are for-

tunate in having such a strong executive.

The President is in his third term, and is

likely to retain the post of honor indefi-

nitely, or as long as he is willing. He is

the goodlooking man of the Clu'b, a first-

class, whole-souled, all-round good fellow,

and when he represents the Club at a

shoot, or in any other capacity, he never

fails to do so with credit to himself and

the approval of all. We are immensely

proud of our President, who has the par-

ticular knack of making himself liked by

everybody with whom he may come in

contact.

THOS. CPTII.V.

Presiilent Hamilton Ciui rliib

T. lUHIiNAl.l..

K.\ i'lvsiileiit Hamilton Gun Club

H. lUliXAKIJ.

Hnniilton Ciin Chib

.TIIHN HC.VTER.

Hanijltoii Gun Club

sport unhampered by mercenary motive:-,

or the pursuit of the same for what there

is in it from a money standpoint.

The formation of the Dominion of Can-

ada Trap Shooting and Game Protective

Association, which took place at Ottawa
in April, 1901, was a grand move in the

right direction. The Hamilton Gun Club

took an active part in it, having sent three

representatives at the time, two of whom
were placed on the executive committee.

Dr. Overholt having been elected second

vice-president. Such choice was a very

wise one, for his a'bility, enthusiasm, gen-

ial and kindly disposition doubtless proved

a factor in the successful outcome of the

deliberations of the executive at that sit-

ting.

The officers of the Hamilton Gun Club at

present are: T. Upton, President; Dr. Over-

The accompanying portraits will be fam-
iliar to many, and I hope interesting to

readers of Rod and Gun.

Special mention should be made of ex-

President Birdsall, who has always been a
hustler when a tournament was in prepa-

ration and the success of the Club is in a

measure largely due to his energy in se-

curing prizes for competition and inspiring

enthusiasm into the merchants and manu-
facturers, directing their attention to the

advertising of our city, by the efforts of

the Gun Club, to get an attractive list of

prizes contributed.

Mr. Birdsall, like our President, possess-

es considerable personal attractiveness, and

it is nip and tuck for which is the best

looking. You can judge for yourself. I am
sorry I could not send the portrait of the

secretary, but have included the vice-pres-
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ident and treasurer, and by request, have

so far overcome my modesty—that of my-

self.

I have noticed with very much pleasure

the nice account of the St. Hubert Gun

Club of Ottawa, in the March niim'ber, and

it strikes me as being composed of the

right kind of material to uphold and ad-

vance the cxhilrating sport of trap shoot-

ing, to further the protection of game

and fish, and to inspire a true spirit of

the sportsman into those who take to the

rod and gun for the love of it.

They claim to be "aggressive", and

IIH. .1. E. nVKKHOl.T. riii.lily

HiiiiiiUon (•uli rliili

such a quality cannot 'be too strongly

commended, lor it prompts rivalry, and

good friendly rivalry amongst the differ-

ent clubs is that which will lend zest and

promote an appetite for keen enjoyment

when any important event is to be set-

tled at the tribunal of the traps. Reference

to the Mail Trophy has been made, and I

understand it is now held by the Brant-

ford Gun Club, which seems to have been

of late not on very solid footing, but hav-

ing been lately organized, I am assured is

now as good as neiv, and ready to defend

possession of the Mail Trophy against all

comers. What the America's Cup is to

yachtsmen, the Mail Trophy should be to

gun clubs, but localized and for home com-

petition only . Yet the po.'^scssion of it

should be as greatly coveted, and when it

comes to Hamilton, as it is sure to, I am
much mistaken if the lifting of it will not

bean interesting ceremony to existing gun

clubs in Canada who are qualified to com-

pete for it.

HAMILTON SHOOTERS WON.
By H. Barnard.

The Hamilton Gun Club team won the

match with the Toronto Stanleys Satur-

day afternoon, March 19th, by 39 birds.

The match was at 25 birds per man, and

the Hamilton Gun Club scored 315 out of

a possible 425. The weather was very un-

favorable, as the rain fell in the faces of

the shooters during the whole match. The
two clubs come together annually, and
this is the second time Hamilton has been

successful. President Upton and President

Alderman Fleming always have a good-na-

tured dispute as to their superiority over

each other, but as President Upton was
unfortunate enough to break an arm about

a week ago, they had to indulge in a one-

handed contest, in which .-Md. Fleming was
fortunate enough i.o wm out by one bird—

9 to 8.

After the match the local shooters en-

tertained the visitors in their handsome
quarters, and after much jollification, and

the usual amount of speech-making, the

visitors returned at eight o'clock. Owing
to lack of space and the report coming
late, wie are this month unable to publish

scores in detail.

BALMY BEACH GUNNERS WON.

The Balmy Beach Gun Club of Toronto

defeated the Parkdale Gun Club of Toronto

by 35 points in a 25-bird shoot at Balmy
Beach on Saturday, March 19. The scores

were:

—

Balmy Beach—Pearsall 21, Ross 21, Dra-

per 18, J. G. Shaw 17, Hunter 17, Casci

16, J. A. Shaw 15, Adams 14, Smith 1),

Booth 13, Pearce 10. Total 176.

Parkdale—Kent 18, Wolfe 16, E
15, Carlyle 14, Patterson 14, H.

14, Bongard 13, Birch 11, Jewell

bald 9, Wheeler 6. Total Ml.

Williams

Williams

11, Sib-

-5^>^^ -5v«-
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Our Dense Powders
ARE STANDARDS FOR RIFLES,

^ " SHOTGUNS AND REVOLVERS " ^
USRE) BT I!J.B. ^RM^ AKIE) I^f^V^

We have also secured control of the American E.G.
and Schultze Bulk Smokeless Works at Oakland,
N. J., and are giving most careful attention to

the manufacture of these well-known brands.

Laflin & Rand Powder Co.

KOENIG'S SHELL EXTRACTOR.
Every shooter should

have one—carry it in a
vest pocket. Pits any
gauge shell. Koenig's
Gun Catalogue, Free.

E G.KOENIG, NEW J ERSEYS LARGEST GUN HoUSE
William Street, Newark, N.J.

Send only U.S. stamps or coin.

lOCts. Postpaid.

of Memory
TrainingThe Pclman System

Requires only a few minutes daily, and is so simple a

child can master it. Mr. Pelnian's books, *' Mem-
ory training; Its Laws and their Application to

Practical Life," and "The Natural Way to Learn a
Language," sent FREE by mail, postpaid. Wiite
right now—before you forget it. The Pelman School
Of Memory Training, 1698 Maaonic Temple, Chicago.

Established 1855.

Bell £> Prichard
^PORTING
TAIL0R8

Fishing and Shooting Suits a Specialty.

2 LUDGATE CIRCUS,
Opposite Cooke's Tourists' Offlce) LONDON Eng.

Pislain
Rods...

REELS and TAGKLE
SNELLED HOOKS,
LEADERS,
MINNOW GANGS,
FLIES.

New Catalogue (profusely illustrated)
of all grades Fishing Tackle, Reels,
Fish Hooks, Silk Worms, Gut,
Flies, Artificial Baits and every
requisite for anglers.

ANGLERS ! Send 4c. in stamps for
large Catalogue.

A full line on Fly Tiers' and Rod-Makers' Supplies

Charles Plath & Son
No. 62 Fulton Street

NEW YORK GITY.
Correspondence with dealers for trade prices solicited.



HOPKINS & ALLEN NEW MODEL
LEVER ACTION RIFLES

Take down pattern. Barrel accurately rifled.

Case hardened frame.

Walnut Stock.

Shoots 2 2 short or long, ritn-

£rc cartridge 20 m. barrel. ^, „

0/ .-17/ Ihahm or ^ T J^
Pn-paiil to iin]/ Express (Jflift in fhc United Sttitts

Send for Catalogue No. 71 of RiHcs. Shotguns and Revolvers

The HOPKINS & ALLEN ARMS CO., Norwich, Conn.

Learn to Mount Birds, Animals,

and Heads, Abaolutely True to Life.
' If you are a lover of hunting,

lisliing, trapping or other out-door sports, you
should be able to nionnl and preserve your fine trophies. They are valu-

able and deserve a place in ycur home, den or office. You can learn
Taxidermy by mail witli ease umder our instruction. Vou can in-

crease vour interest in sports, and make your gun p.iy tts own way Taxi-
dermv is an interesting and fascinating art. \W- teach the Standard
Methods only (no so. called 'rapid system"). Smdents in every state and
territory and many foreign countries. The school is endorsed bv all

leading Taxidermists, and standard sporting mapazincs. The spring
siiooting is at hand. You will secure many beautiful specimens. Enroll
Now. .Are you interested? Our new illustrated catalog is ready. Shall
we send vou one? They are free to readers nf ROD AND GUN.
Write tnilay. The Xorffiwesrerti Sirfwnl of Tnxhhrmu. Suite 10, Com.
X(if. Rdiik, Om<iha. Xeb. Thr oii'f/ < -fru)! i\l' Ta ri'lrrmy in the icortd.

cj^WS BAY COa/p^

'^^OftATED A

The Hudson's Bay

Company
Has had over 229 years

•I* experience in providing

for hunters

Everything necessary can be
supplied. Circular I^itters of
Credit issued on all the
Company's Inland Posts.
Furtlier particiilurs on ap-
plicati'in to

HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY
WINNIPEG

<LONDON)

Ale and Porter
Awarded ELEVEN GOLD, SILVER AND BRONZE

MEDALS at the worlds exhibitions of France.
Australia, England, United States, Jamacia
and Canada.

Hotel RelleVIlP ^"^^ TimiskamiDg,llVltl LrtliC;VUC
I„ the heart of the

moose country. Splcncinl s|)ecklecl tiout fishing. All
niodernconvenienc.es. I leadquarteis for outfitting for
the celehrated leniaganii canoe trip. Write W. H.
LIO.AVn'T, I.unisden Mills, P.O., (Quebec, Canada.

The advantage of a cylinder-bore pattern is secured
with more than ordmary effectiveness by using cartrid-

ges loaded with

"THE HUMMER"
SHOT SPREADER

by which the need of extra barrels are
eliminated.

12 and 16 Gauge mailed f«jr 20c. [ler bo.\ (jf s"- ^un
dealers have them. DANIEL BROWN, Thornton, B I.



Detachable Even Spoolers and

H00k=ShieldS are the Real Thing ^^
A boon to anglers. For proof ask any of the 7,000 users. In every
case, as far as we know, they have given perfect satisfaction. In future
buy only reels fitted with even spooler or reels spooler will fit preventing
regrets later on. Our free catalogue A gives names of quadruple reels

spooler will fit, price and description of Spoolers, Hook-Shields, Gun-
Cleaners, Ball-Bearing, Jeweled and Steel Pivot-Hearing Keels fitted

with even spooler, also new rubber hook-shield for steel rods and rods of every finish, as it is soft, adhesive
and harnile:^s. H V i-xr/i,7f/^^fgi'f'(fs ivifh dt-alcrsany tivic i,' keep them in ii'ic loith Vi-qiiircments in their loi\ility.

A. W. BISHOP & SON, RACINE, AVIS.. U. S. A.
Patentees and Manufacturers.

A really good Hunting Knife
Marble's Ideal
Hunting Knives
are hand made tliroughout.—forged from the best razor steel, hand tested and fully guaranteee. Each
blade 15 tempered with the single idea of securing an edge that will hold its keenness and which will not
nick or turn when subject to hard usage. Bickof point brought to an edge for bone chopping
THE KNIFE SLIDES INTO A SHEATH SO FAR THAT IT CANNOT FALL OUT.

BLADES. 4 1-2 TO 8 IN. PRICES. S2.25 TO S3.50
For sale by dealers everywhere, or direct. prepaid. S>mifor C<ri.tloi^in; of " /tft'pn-scurr^" for spofiinit-n.

MARBLE SAFETY AXE CO., Dept. U, Gladstone, Mich., U. S. A.

Orlan Clyde CuIIcn, c.e., llm.

Counsellor at Law U. S. Supreme Court.

Registered Attorney U. S. Patent Office.

U, S. and Foreign Patents, Caveats,

Trade Marks and Copyrights.

Military and Naval Invntions a Specialty.

Address Box 264, Station G.,

Washington, D,C , Gun Shop and Model Shop.

Warren White, Sulphur Springs, Tottcn, P.O., Virginia.

PtARRV IN
A BUGGY

Lest a
Lifetime I

CANVAS BOATCO,
KALAMAZOO • • • MICH
end 6*tfbr Cifh.^.o'^

50

My and Oiagonaif/".

The "KING" is simply wonderful in construction.

Puncture Proof Canvas. Equal in wearing strength

and model to the best wooden boats, yet it folds in a

small package to check as baggage or carry by hand.
No repairs or cost for storage. Made non-sinkabie

and perfectly safe anywhere The only patented canvas
boat on the market. King Folding Canvafi Boat Co.,

667 N. St., Kalamazoo, Mich., U.S.A.

f

The Bristol Steel Fishing Rod has all the
good points of other roja with many valu-
able and exclusive features of its own. It is
all nerve and backbone. Casts a fly with
fluency and precision and controls at will the
course of the 6truggling fish.
We believe the " Bristol " can stand more

use or abuse than any other rod made and is
unequalled for all Itindl of fishing.
Ask your dealer about the reduced prices.
FREli for the asking— our descriptive

catalogue ^ *^".

THE HORTON MFG. CO.
Bristol, Conn., U. S. A.



Life-Saving Folding

Canvas Boats
The latest, safest, and best is what we offer

you. A boat built on modern lines that will

prove a pleasure to own and use. Selected

materials used all through, and it comes to

you CxUARANTEED the best. Latest pat-

ent and improved Folding Canvas Boat on

the Market.
A handy and safe boat for fishing and shooting. Pvincture

proof. Galvanised tempered steel frame. No bolts to re-

move. Folds the most compact of any boat m.ide. Send 4c.

in stamps for catalogue and reliable testimonials.

LIFE SAVING FOLDING CANVAS BOAT Co.
755 Portage St., KALAMAZOO, MICH., U. S. A.

MAKERS BY APP0INT1«ENT
TO HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS
THE PRINCE OF WALES

Patronized by thl German

Emperor, the King and Queen

OF Italy, Etc., Etc

COLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1900

AND 38 COLO ANO OTHER
HIGHEST AWARDS

UAnrvV'C n/^rvC Cane Bum Steel centre. Caae
riAKL/T i KlJL/ij. Built and Creenheart FIshloa

Rods.

f*PAI AKftl\IA ** strongest Bamboo
1 /-ll-/-tl\lJl^/-%, known for Rod

,i:,:...M Building.

To Anglers.—Send for "Hinls to Anglers" and
Cil.iloguc (300 Illustrations), Free. Tackle
specially suitable for Angling sent to any
part of the World.

We are the manufacturers of the highest class Fishing Rods, Reels. Flies, Tackle, etc., in the world. There is

no difficulty in procuring goods from us direct. Write us ; it will pay you. Remember the best is always the

cheapest.

HAI?nV Rf?/1Q Branches-S South St. David Street, EDINKURGHll^l\UI OniJJ,, 12 & 14 Moult Street. MANCHESTER
ALNWICK, ENGLAND. LONDON : 61. PALL MALL, S.W.

BULLARD STEEL LAUNCHES,
ROW AND PLEASURE BOATS,

ARE EVERLASTING !

Safer than wood; have KreattT carrying capacity;
always dry; do bolts or nails to ruBt.

BoatLIverlee rfiulpi"''! ^'th the Bullard Steel Boats.
Always have dry bouts, that luMt a lifetime.

STEEL BOATS CHEAPER THAN WOOD.

THE OSGOOD FOLDING CANVAS BOATS
OrlKlnal CanvaB Boat; nmrji- fur '.^\ yt-iirn. Sold kU
over the world; unedby U. H. Governniont; best Kl.«h-

Idk and Hunting It) where there are no boats, take one
with you In trunk or bag. Kon-puncturable. Folded
or ext'-ndt'd In one minute.

Send forcaulotfue IlMiHtratlna all Improved pop-
ular dt-M](fnB of Steel, Wood, ana Canvas Boats, and
&Iiir1ni- Kii(?lneH.

MICHIGAN CONSOLIDATED BOAT CD., LTD.

l>aniilton Powder

Company

MANUFACTUREDSPORTING

^ GUN POWDER
Sine* 1865. As a result you have

"CARIBOU "made from best materials, perfectly

put together. "DUCKING" hard pressed,

slow burning, keeps well under all conditions.

"SNAPSHOT" high velocity, moist resldlum.

Cheap. The powder (or every day use.

ENGLISHMEN SAY
Powder can bel)oiifiht in CniKul.-i asKoodasex'cr
put in a Klin. Jt lias :v iio^itivr advantage over
home make, the dirt is soli -\. J.W. in lyondoa
I'ic^ld.

AMERICANS SAY
The finerEnglish orAmerican Powder and Cana-
dian "Caribou" I am (niite faniiliarwith. They
give so little recoil that one may shoot all day
without bruised shoulder or headache.—Forest
and Stream.

CANADIANS ABROAD SAY
Can you ^end over some Trnp' I don't mean to
flatter, but it is ahead of anything we get bere.^
A. W. W., Batavia. N.Y.



Newhouse Traps

The Standard for over 50 years.

Used by all professional hunters and trappers, who
find

THE BEST TRAP IS THE CHEAPEST
Send '2oc. in stamps for the Illustrated Trappers'

Guide, telling all abont wild animals and how to catch
them, with stories of Life in the Wood.
Illustrated Catalogue mailed free.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD, Niagara Falls, Ont.

IF YOU SHOOT

You should have
a copy. It will tell

you what powder
IS best adapted to

the different cali-

bres, also the twist

of all the various
rifles, ard the pro-

per loads of High
and Low pressure
powders for Rifles,
Pistols and Shot
Guns, with much

other useful informa-
tion. 146 pp. Send 3
two-cent stamps to

IDEAL MTG. CO.

39 c St.. NEW HAVEN, COX.V., and mention

Rod and Gux.

ELECTRie POeKET LAMP
Invaluable For Sportsmen.

NO. 4, PRICE SI .50

The latest and best flash-

light made, as well as the

cheapest. Send for catalogue.

202 Centre treet. New York.
ELECTRIC CONTRACT CO.

154 Lake Street. Chicag'O

SALMON ANGLING
SEASON



MARBLE'S PISH KNIVES

Have a thumb rest which enables you to put tlie pressure

in the right place when cutting off the head and tail.

The blades are of tempered tool steel. This one h 2%
inches long and sells for 85c.

We make two other styles.

The handles are rosewood in-

laid with German silver. Vou
get a sheath free with each
kn'fe.

AUTOMATIC GAFF
Vou merely reach rnu. gently

touch the fish and the Gaff

closes with a grip that HOLDS.
This means the saving of the

big ones that have got away
year after year. Used with

one hand, opened with foot.

No. I , for fish from
I to 20 lbs. . . $1.50

)No. 2. for fish from
10 to 60 lbs . .$2.00

Handles 30 inches. Nickeled, 50c., extra.

Marble's Waterproof Match Box malies a fire certain

in any weather. 50 cents. Send for catalog of other
necessities for sportsmen and hunters. Itisfree. Sold
by dealers or direct, prepaid, from

MARBLE SAFETY AXE CO., Gladstone, Mich.

Harrimac Landing Net

Feather-light

Reels^==~
For Trout and Bass

Cost Little.

>,c^
All-right
Reels ^=^=-

For Bass, Salmon
and Lake Trollins

Give Satisfaction

Expert Reels

For Trout, Bass and

Lake Trolling.

All Dealers sell these

A. F. MEISSELBACH & BRO.
Mfrs., Newark, N. J.. U. S. A.

Cameras.
" CENTURY" Quality is the result of twenty
years practical experience in Camera Build-

ing. Is it anv wonder, then, that perfection
is realized in the CENTURY.
Not only are CVnturys perfect Plate Cam-

eras, but they are also adapted for Daylight
Kodak Film and The New Film Pack."

Our complete Catalog tells you all about
them. Can be had from your dealer or by
mail direct.

CENTURY CAMERA CO . Rochester. N.Y.

BRADLEY'S ANTITRUST ROPES
ForSHOTUUNS. RIKI-ES and KKVOLVKRS. They can-

not rust or pit if these ropes are used. No more worrying to

keep your firearms in perfect condition. Sent postpaid. $i.oo

per set for Shotguns; 50c. for Rifles; 25c. for Revolvers. Give
gauge and length of barrel. Send for circular giving full

particulars.

Bradley's Shotg^un Sig'ht
Makes wing shooting easy and certain. Scores greatly in-

creased at trap and in field Attachable and detachable.

Trice, post paid, 50c. Send for circular.

Address C L. BRADLEY, Clarksville, Tennessee-



Westiey Richards & Co.,
Gun and Rifle Manufacturers^^

Beg to draw the attention of sportsmen to their patent rehable one-trigger
gun with hand detachable locks.

"IT STANDS IN A CLASS BY ITSELF; THE HIGHEST EXPONENT OF INTEL-
LECT. INGENUITY AND ENTERPRISE."—From a writer in the Amenran Field.

The latest Westiey Richards hammerless ejector gun 15 equipped with hand-detachable locks and
reliable one-trigger mechanism. The locks of these guns can be INSTANTLY removed wilhout taking
out a single screw or pin. Duplicate locks can be ordered with anv gun. The advantage of a duolicate
set of locks, which can be inserted in ten seconds, will be appreciated by sportsmen attending large
tournaments or starting on hunting expeditions. There are no screw or pin heads on the side of the gun
to mar its appearance and finish.

THE ONE TRIGGER
The action of this mechanism

is independent ofrecoil, and is not
a fractional one. It is guaran-
teed neither to double dis-
cliarge nor hang when firing
the second barrel. It is ab
BOlUtely free from the defects
and the objectionable features which generallv characterize other
systems. It has two puUs—not three. It can be fired as quickly

ura^^cr^^L!^: '"'' '^^ "^^^^ -—-"^^" ^ or lef^'fi^i? r:^- ^:'^:%.

The WESTLEY RICHARDS "ONE-TRIGGER" GUN

The Detachable Lock

The One Trigger Mechanism.
Note its strength and simplicity

Note the absence of SCREW or pin

heads on the side of the gun.

SOME ADVANTAGES OF OUR ONE TRIGGER:
(i) You mainiain the same firm, steady grip for both barrels. The relaxation of the grin

necessary in double triggers preparatory to filing the second barrel, is fatal to a quick, double shot It
is difficult to e.\plain the immense advantage of net relaxing to ore who has never used a single trigger

(2) Your stock Is the same length for both barrels, and vou can be fitted absolutely To
say you can be perfectly fitted where there are two triggers, one nearlv an inch ahead of the other is
about as reasonable as to say a number 8 hat fits you just as well as a number 7.

(3) You can use heavy, fur-lined gloves in cold weather, and manipulate OUR trigger as well
as with your bare hands. Shooting in cold weather without warm gloves is barbarous—vcu might as
wall go barefooted. °

(41 You never get a double discharge, as you do in double
the front trigger and ..trikes the rear one as the gun rebounds.

(5) The fingers are never cut or bruised by contact with the trigger guard or front trigger as
the gun recoils.

(6) The amount of release necessary before pulling to fire the second barrel is so slight it is al-
most Imperceptible. This is one of the most important and desirable features of our mechanism
Many sportsmen find any release in excess of one-sixteenth of an inch falal to quick, snappy work.

Order one of these guns now and BE FIFTEEN YEARS AHEAD OF THE TIMES.
Write for special pamphlet and prices direct to the Co 's Factory, Bournbrook, Birmingham, England

rigger guas when the finger slips from



/ $150
16-foot power skiff

Double end, clinker built, to carry four.

I H. P. motor. Weight complete 190 lbs.

Write for particulars

To
The Canada Launch Works, Limited,

TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA.

J. M. Mast Mfg. Co., Mfrs.
IjititzPa.

Ed. H. Grenfell & Co.,
London, Ont., Canadian Ag-ents.

BEST FLOAT AFLOAT,

FISHING. BLACK BASS AND SALMON TROUT
Illustrated Liuide w ith Miips ot the

klDEAU, BEVtiKLEY and CHAKLESION
L.^KES, free, .•\pplv to E. A. GEIGER, Supt. and
G. P. .\. Brockville, VVestport & North Western Rail-

way Co., Brockville, Ont.

H-T-T Published monthly, 64 pages.

Tells all about Hunting, Trapping and
Raw t urs. Sample copy loc.

HUNTER-TRADER-TRAPPER,
Ho\ 35, Gallipolis, Ohio.

.^^-TWv THE

¥- sw

Berliner 4 4 '4

Gram=o=phone
JT XTJ^tZX EVERYTHING a^d is almost human. The greatest entertainer for

IT PLAYS EVERYTHING ^^^^T
";"'"'

"'.Ta^aor.^.oo
IT TALKS EVEHYTHIMG made in canada

A 5 Years' Guarantee with each.

Write for Catalogfues of Gramophones and nearly

Two Thousand Records—Free for the asking.
J^ J0^ J^

E. BERLINER,
EMANUEL BLOUT,

General Manager tor Canada

2315 St. CatHerine Street,

MONTREAL.



empire:

IF YOU WANT THE BEST ASK FOR

"TRAP" Shot Shells, loaded with black powder

"VULCAN" Shot Shells, loaded with Nobel's "Empire"
Smokeless Powder

"DOniNION" Cartridges, Primers, etc.

DOMINION CARTRIDGE CO., Limited
Manufacturers, HONTREAL

Branch Offlcee at Vancouver and Victoria, B C.

Dominion Ammunition is sold by Ail Reliable Dealers.

E. I. DuPONT
eeMPAN

Y

Makers of all kinds of explosivt^s

Dynamite

Fumeless Gelatine

and Blasting Powders

3 Smokeless and Black Powders

3 for all kinds of guns

]
and the World's most popular

J
Shotf{un Powder

3 DuPODT

E. I. DuPONT COMPANY
Wilmington, Del.

r ^r "«~sf v~ap" jT^*' "i

The=

Matthews Torpedo Launch

A boat built of the highest possible grade of con-

struction with speed lines. Cabin work a speciah'ty.

The best hunting launches in the country maybe
purchased from us with any power installed.



STEVENS
CRACK SHOT

A boy with a

CRACK SHOT
is "Ihe envy of

y^Ihis fellows.
m^

RIFLES
IS ALL THE NAME IMPLIES

The boys "behind the Stevens" cannot

help hittiiiij the mark, if they point the arm

n"ht. Whether it is himtins; or targi-t

pmctice. ecuiipped with a ••Crack-Shot

niear.s the orandest sport known, enjoyed

with the most celebrated and nieritoricus

bovs firearm on the market.
' The Cmck-Shot No. 16 has a Rounrl

Hlued Barrel. 20 inches I'mg. Case-hardened

Irame Oiled Walnut Slock and I-'orcami,

Rubber Hutt Plate. Chambered for .22

Ions-rifle R.K. and .S2 Short R.F. cartridKes.

Has Plain. Open Front and Rear sights.

Weighs 4 pounds. Has an automatic Kick-

ing Ejector and is a Take Down, two very

desirable features.

PRICE
$4.00

We Also Make

"STEVENS-MAVNARD JR.," AT S3.00

fAVORITE," NO. 17, AT $4.00

.-;..x_iv«/- />,-:,//

for the "S/i-f/is;"

if /le milnut siipf'ly

von, 7i'L- li'ill sfiip

liiiwl, tw'pirss prf-

f'.jiil. oil rcit-ipt of

Sfiiil for illm-

tralea catalog, eoii-

laiiiiiig a mine of

informalioii about

shoi'ting and am-
mtiiiitioii, ilif prpp-

en-.iri-ofo rlflf.eti:.

There are a few of them left ! Hetter try

iImI ingenious puzzle of ours NOW. before

our supply becomes exhausted. Send two 2-

cent stamps, and we shall be pleased to for-

ward this novelty to any address.

Write to PUZZLE DEPARTMENT.

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO.

365 Main Street,
CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.



single v^opies, ivjc.

V'-

X»l..f*.I, l\HJ^ !fii.%j*j a year

--V-J 1

OD^ ^
S.'^^-^^-

^^^/ "^CMi

(•jrv-fiV-r-v

BlacK River

A MAGAZINE
QFCANADIAN SPORT
anpEXPLOMTION
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AN ENTIRELY NEW RIFLE NOW READY
Unequalled rapidity and ease of manipulation aid accurate aim of successive shots

Ig^HE Winchester Model J 903 is a ten-shot AUTOMATIC, hammerless, take-

HJ down rifle. It is adapted to a new.22 caliber rim-fire cartridge, loaded with

smokeless powder and the Winchester Greaseless Bullet. It is graceful

in outline, light in weight, certain in operation, simple in construction and pos-

sesses few parts. After filling the magazine and throwing the first cartridge

into the chamber, all that it is necessary to do to shoot the ten cartridges tt^at

the rifle contains is to pull the trigger for each shot. Weight, 5;'/ pounds. List Price, $25.00.

Send for circular fully describing this rifk..

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY, NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT

^"\

WEIGHT
FIFTEEN
POUNDS

The Alaska Sleeping Bag.

ADOPTED BY THE DOMINION GOVERNMENT
I

AS THE ONLY SATISFACTORY SLEEPING BAG. i

Outside section is made of closely woven Khaki Duck, centre section

of patent, double-banked Eider Down, the warmest and lightest material

known to commerce. The inner section is an all-wool Kersey.

Many of the best-known sportsmen in the United States and Canada
have written us that they would not go out again without one.

Write for particulars and prices.

The Alaska Feather and Down Co., Limited
MANUFACTURERS.

WINNIPEG and MONTREAL
ALSO FOR SALE BY WOODS. LIJVIITBD, OTTAWA.

/)



Canadian Pacific Railway

Algonquin,

Chateau Frontenac,

Place Viger,

Banff Springs,

Lake L,ouise Chalet,

St. Andrews, N. B.,

Quebec, P. Q.,

Montreal, P. Q..

Banff, N. W. T.,

Uggan, N. W. T.,

from $3.00 upwards

3-0

3.00

3-0

3.00

For further particulars as to any of these hotels, apply to the respective

Managers, to any of the Company's Agents, or to

ROBERT KERR, Passenger Traffic Manager, Montreal.
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jj6S ROD AND GUN IN CANADA

with two planks high on each side. For the

first couple of hundred yards we were run-

rung almost on the level of the ground,

and we went along splendidly. I w^as just

thinkinsc what fools people must be to car-

ry over a long, tiresome portage, when

they had such an easy route as the slide ;

but in the same minute as these thoughts

were passing through my mind the Indian

turned a scared (ace as we shot out around

the spur of the hill and said, "The water

is jumping the side of the slide, hang on to

the upper side with your paddle for your

life." We were in a moment running down

a steep at lightning speed and that across

a chasm on the level of the pine tops.

The water had forced off a plank at the

most dangerous part of the slide, where

there was a very decided crook and exactly

in the middle of the gorge, and here the

water was foaming over with force enough

to carry the canoe and us with it. The In-

dian called back to me in the stern to hang

on with all my might to the upper side

of the slide with my paddle. It was a

frightful moment, the taking of that turn.

I actually felt the stern of the canoe lift

• towards the break as we swept around the

bend, but the weight of the Indian and

vnree parts of the canoe, prevented it from

going over, but tor one single moment from

the crest of that wave of water I looked

down with a sickening feeling to the rocks

over one hundred feet below.

We breathed a deep sigh of thankfulness

for the danger we had passed, but neither

the slide, nor all the excitement, was yet

passed. Clear of this high trestle work

we shot around the spur of another moun-

tain, always at railroad speed, across

another gully, and then a straight length

ahead of us. We lost the contour of the

slide by a foam of water ahead of us and

the Indian, whose nerves were strung to

the highest tension, called out, "A log

across the slide, keep her straight."

There was nothing else to do, to stop the

canoe was impossible, to jump over the

side was death and ahead of us looked like

death, still there is always a chance in the

unseen and besides there was no time for

further thought, we were on it. As we
rushed to the inevitable, we saw the water

was passing over, not only the obstruc-

tion in the slide, but over both sides also.

The canoe jumped the log safely and we
were running now in slower water and al-

most on a level again with the earth.

Ahead I could see the river and knew the

end of the slide must be near.

Tlie river at that season being low, the

lip of the slide was fully seven feet from

the water. We shot out into the air for a

few moments and struck the river with a

sound that echoed on the surrounding hills

like a cannon shot.

The force with which the canoe struck

the water was so great that the bark

split from side to side in the middle and
she began rapidly to fill. Luckily the

beach was close and we managed to paddle

ashore before she sank.

Here we lost the rest of the day, having

to go back into the green country for a
bark patch, gum and roots, to sew the ca-

noe. It was late at night before we had
her fit to voyage again, and again I had it

brought forcibly before my mind that some-
times the "longest way round is the

shortest way there."

Yes, we had indeed shot the chute, but

what fool-hardy risk had we not run. They
told us at the mouth of the river (the old-

est inhabitant) that it had never been done
before in a bark canoe, and I have never

heard of anyone emulating our exploit.

By questioning Mr. Sweezy, the boom
master, I found the slide is one and a half

miles long and where the break occurred in

the chasm, the trestle work from the

rocks below is one hundred and ten feet

high.

I am yet pretty "nervy", but no money

would induce me to again "Shoot the

Chute."

W^^m



ROD AND GUN IN CANADA ')6c/

A Four-Ycar-Old in Camp.
Bv M W. P.

Loring was four years old when his fath-

er and mother decided to take him into the

real woods in Canada. Much anxiety was
expressed by his friends and relatives.

They asked all sorts of questions. What
can you get for him to wear ? How do

you think he will get along with the

food ? How can you make him com-

fortable at night ? What if it should

rain ? What if he should be sick ?

How will he get over the long port-

ages ? How will you keep him quiet in- the

canoe ? What pleasure will he get out of

it anyway ? But Loring's grandfather

loved the woods and was one of the pro-

prietors of a hunting and fishing preserve,

far away in the Canadian wilderness, and

he knew that it would be all right. So
they started. And I am going to tell you

how all these problems, suggested by the

people who did not believe in taking chil-

dren into the woods were solved, just to

show you that it was not so difficult after

all. And perhaps some other little boy or

girl would like to do just the same thing,

and perhaps Loring's experience would sug-

gest how easily it could be done.

With his father and mother and three In-

dian guides from Indian Lorette, the small

sportsman left the Laurentide House at

Lake Edward on a cloudless afternoon at

the close of August. He was filled with

wonder at all the sights and sounds of lake

and woodland life and the world was fair

and Loring was happy.

He wore flannels and heavy stockings, a

"rough rider" suit, a soft visor cap, and

"boots savage." "Uoots savage" were

very nice in the woods even for a civilized

little boy, but they seemed to be the only

pair in the whole city of Quebec that were
anything like small enough for a four-year-

old. With rubber coat and hat, a change of

clothing, plenty of stockings, a warm,
heavy coat, two eiderdown wrappers for

night, warm slippers, a flannel night cap,

and a pillow case, all packed together in a

brown canvas portage bag, Loring's ward-

robe was quite complete.

The food problem was easiest of all, be-

cause that solved itself even as soon as the

first whiff of mountain air came through
the windows as the train steamed along

beside the swift flowing Batiscan. But
when the dining room was the out-of-

doors, the table a mossy knoll or a rock
that tried to be flat or even a portage
bag, and the orchestra the sighing of the

wind in the branches above and the singing

of the rapids at our very feet, then the

trout just from the water, the cakes with
real maple sugar, the berries fresh from
the lake shore, the partridges and the
ducks had just the right flavor and Loring
enjoyed everything.

The nights were always welcome. The
cozy tent was' pitched on high ground with
the opening away from the lake, so that
the smoke from the big fire in front might
blow away from the tent, not into it. Lor-
ing always watched the guides clear the
ground and .put up the tent, and cut down
.the trees and cut and bring in the big
armsful of balsam boughs to make the
fragrant bed. They laid the branches just
like shingles on a roof only many, many
layers deep and beginning at the back of

the tent, instead of at the lower edge of

the roof, so that the bed was always soft

and had no sharp sticks to make the night
miserable. Then came the rubber blankets,
then lots of woollen blankets pinned to-

gether with the largest safety pins that
could be found. With a warm wrapper and
a night cap like a monk's cowl, Loring,
tucked between the blankets, stayed awake
hardly long enough to close his eyes, and
all the while the fire was crackling and
the looms were calling from the lake, and
the birches were rustling and the balsams
were swaying and the stars Were keeping
silent watch above them all. And, when
the morning came, the little fellow woke
with the daylight, ready for the trout
that the guides were cooking over the fire

by their tent, ready for the breaking of
camp and for the long day's journey. If it

rained, there were plenty of ruWber blank-
ets and the rubber coat and hat, and, if

the day must be spent in camp, Loring
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could always find an ingenious Indian who
could make all kinds of wonderful things

from birch bark, or he could amuse himself

with pencil and paper, or watch the pic-

tures in the fire, or the mouse who smelled

a cnmib, or the mink w-ho wanted some

dinner, and the day was quickly gone. And
he was not sick except one day when he

ate unlimited quantities of blueberries and

that illness was neither alarming nor long

continued.

No one had thought that portages had

been cut for grown-ups and that the brakes

and small underbrush would be as impass-

able for a four-year-old as the tangled

branches of a laurel thicket were for his

elders. Still the little fellow pushed on

bravely, making more sturdy his small legs

and saying "this is a hard place for me,"
and getting pig-backed by some devoted In-

dian, or by his father. The portages w'ere

full of excitement. Frequently Loring saw
a partridge shot for the next day's dinner,

and for some time he thought that the

noise of the gun had made the partridge

fall
; and he wondered, after he knew, that

a bullet could go so far and that he could

not see it. The rod and the line and the

hook and the captured trout were easy to

understand, but there seemed to be some
missing links between the gun and the flash

and the big bang and the falling partridge.

The long stretch over the springy cranber-

ry swamp was far more entertaining than

a city pavement, that could not be moved
one bit by small feet. Then he was con-

stantly looking out for the cold spring and
watching the tree blazes, because, you see,

part of this country had really never been

seen by people before except by the In-

dians, who had gone over it to cut the

path for us, and their only way of show-
ing these woodland routes is by chopping
with their axes little chips from the trees

on either side, so that the white wood
.shows plainly against the dark bark even
from a long distance, and these are the

guide posts that tell the traveler where to

In the canoes there were many interests,

the shadows on the lake, the best place to
find the echo, the Indians drinking from
the rims of their hats, the crazy laugh of

the loon, that was not a "choo-choo car,"

the new rod that really caught trout, the

clia.se for ducks and most wonderful of all

two bear hunts. One day, when we were
far away from the world where men were
living, we were paddling across a lake that

had no name and Achille said "sche" and
pointed. Everybody looked and away on

the other side of the lake, walking along

the sandy shore, were "the mother bear

and two baby bears." There was only a
shot gun and we were too far to shoot. So
we paddled noiselessly across the lake and
the brave hunters of the party went on

shore and searched all over the big blue-

berr\' patch into which the bears had all

disappeared behind the trees. But it was
September and the underbrush was thick

and the trail was soon lost, and Loring
felt very sorry about the bears and he
named that lake "The Lake of the Three
Bears." The next day, on another name-
less lake, as we came round a point of

land, Achille again said "sche", and from
the wooded shore two hundred yards away
down walked a big "father bear" into the

water. It was very warm and the flies

were troublesome, so he sat down in the

water and seemed to be enjoying his bath.

After a few minutes he turned his face

with curiosity and watched the two can-

oes coming nearer and nearer. He had
never seen a man before and he was plain-

ly interested. As we slowly and quietly

came clo.-jer, we could see more and more
plainly the white streak down the middle
of his face. "He's a big one," Felix said,

and Felix knew. Loring was in the canoe
with the gun, his father and Adelard, and
he sat as still as a mouse, only said,

"Don't shoot me, papa." The canoes were
seventy-five yards away and Adelard said

"now," and the shot rang out. The bear,

startled by the noise and thinking a hail*

.storm had struck Ins head, jumped and
started for the "bush," Felix said "Shoot
again, quick, quick, too bard, too bard."
Another shot in the flank and the old bear
stopped two or three minutes on the brow
of the bank, then disappeared. "We've got
nun after all," Felix said, "liut I thought
Adelard knew better than to let him shoot
at a bear's head." We paddled quickly to

the shore and three excited Indians and
one jubilant sportsman jumped from the ca-

noes, sure of their prey, and disappeared in

the woods and all was still. And Loring
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and his mother patiently waited until,

after a long time, four disappointed men
came back with sorrowful faces, bringing

leaves stained with blood. They had fol-

lowed the trail for a quarter of a mile and
then lost it in the underbrush. And a

gloom fell over the party. And Felix kept

saying, "Too bard, too bard, I wouldn't

have felt so bard if I didn't know he would

die in an hour. He must have been hurt

bard, or he would never have stopped like

that. Too bard, too bard." And Loring

said, "I didn't frighten the bear, did I ?
"

And he had no bear steaks for the next

day's dinner, and no bear rug to carry

home as a trophy, and in his play hunts

ever since he has always lost the bear.

And he called that lake "The Lake of the

'Lost Bear."

Saturday afternoon Loring had left the

station on the shore of Lake Edward, and
he had not seen another house until a
week from the next Wednesday, when he

came out at Lake Kiskisink. He had trav-

elled over a hundred miles bv canoe and

portage. And over part of this trip no

white man had ever been. He had seen on

one lake the Oastle of Jack and the Bean-

stalk's Giant, and of the Queen of the Gol-

den Mines, but he had been sorry not to

see anywhere about the Giant, or Jack, or

the Queen, or the Dragon, or even the

Beanstock. He had shot many rapids,

which he had expected to do with a gun.

He had seen the beautiful Falls of Saint

Agnes on the Bostonnais River, and had
thought it "just that same Niagara !" He
had named lakes and rivers and waterfalls,

and had thought everything was "nice."

The vacation holiday had passed all too

quickly, and Loring with the others felt

sorry to leave all that had made their

journeying so pleasant, but he carried

away with him five pounds more of him-
self, and added strength and self reliance,

and a new love for nature as she is in

"No Man's Land," and many happy mem-
ories of those few happy days among the

woods and waters of the Canadian wilder-

ness. Surelv it was worth while.

Papc^ouchc's Ghost.
Bv C. C. FARR.

Papegouche lay a-dying, and thfe women
were gathered together to see him die.

None knew what had befallen him, for he
had been brought home to his wigwam,
speechless. It was whispered that he had
been done to death by a *Wendigo, and the
people were sore afraid, for each man was
filled with dread lest he should be the next
victim, well knowing, as all Indians do,

that when once the Wendigo begins his

deadly work, one life serves but to whet
his appetite for more. Kinabikokomis (The
old snake woman) had seen dread tokens of

evil to the band. She had seen a huge
black arm protruded from the water in the
narrows, where the black current gurgled
ceaselessly, and as the arm slowly sank
beneath the surface, she heard a cry so aw-
ful, and so full of agony, that she had
buried her face in her agoneewin (covering,

shawl) and groped her way along the well

known path to her assohahgan ( winter

camp), where she lay, trembling in every

limb, unable for a space to frame into

words the awful portents that she had

witnessed.

Then only the bravest dared the solitude

of the bush ; the more timid gathering to-

gether about the doors of their tents, and
whispering in awestruck tones. Papegouche
had been too brave ; he had dared to laugh

at those who spake o^f these things, and
the Wendigo in his wrath had slain him.

That night he died, and Winiwaya,
daughter of Kickendatch, affianced bride of

the dead man, was sorely stricken, for she

had loved Papegouche, and now that he
had been taken from her, she wept with in-

consolable abandon in her father's wig-
wam. Now these things took place many
years ago ; when the coming of the Wabas-
keewatch (the white man) from out of the
East was but a vague, indefinite rumor

;

when the fierce, predatory, Nahtaway

* The Wendigo is the Indian's giant, hair man and half spirit, both cruel and malicious, a terrible personifica-
tion of his superstitious fears.
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(Iroquois), patrolled tin- lower stretches

of the Ottawa River, so that few men dar-

ed to journey many days towards the ris-

ing sun, and f.'wer still returned ;
and

when the Indians of Matathuan wor-

shipped their own gods, even as

their fathers had done before them.

Therefore was Papegouche buried according

to the rites of the tribe. His body was

laid within a huge birch bark coffin, and

by his side were placed, within easy reach,

his tomahawk, his pipe, his hunting knife,

and suHicient provisions to last him some

days ; nor were the necessary cooking uten-

sils forgotten, for il is a long journey to

the Happy Hunting Grounds.

Then the young men lifted him up, and

slowly bore him to the grave, which had

been dug in the soft sand, beneath a mon-

ster pine. The grave was not deep, for it

is not well that the spirit should suffer

too much in the struggle of extricating it-

self. In front of the procession walked

Kikendatch, the chief, and after him, at a

respectful distance, his Chimahgans,

(spears, lieutenants). The dead man's

faithful little dog lay in the coffin, upon

his breast, ever and anon, raising its poor

little head and giving vent to its feelings

in a prolonged howl of misery. Immediate-

ly behind the corpse walked Geetchinodin

(Big Wind) Papegouche's brother, with

bowed shoulders, and stern-set face, for he

was thinking deeply ; next came the men

of the band, walking in Indian file, with

Wahgouch (The Fox), at their head ; after

them, and last, came the women, wailing

forth the death chant, at times so soft

and low, as to scarcely be distinguishable

from the sighing of the wind through the

pine tops, and with which it harmonized
;

at other times rising to a swe^t toned

wail that rent the air and which was echo-

ed back in many tones by the dogs left

behind in the camps. Even thus they

buried Papegouche, and when the last rite

had been performed, when his faithful lit-

tle dog had been slain, and laid at its

dead master's feet, ready to accompany

him on his long journey, and when the last

word had been spoken, in the same order,

but in silence, the Indians wended their

sorrowful way back to their camps.

The dread caused by this mysterious

death lay heavy upon them all, and Kiken-

datch, the aged chief, gathering the people

together, spake to them as follows:—

"My children. The evil thing has laid its

hand upon us, and though I would speak

words of comfort and of consolation to

you, I cannot, and I dare not. He that is

dead will not lack for company upon his

journey, for we know that a Wendigo hath

done this thing. Long, long ago, when I

was just a littl^ fellow, I saw the work of

a Wendigo, and three of our best warriors

lay, even as the dead one now lies beneath

the pine, before he stayed his hand, there-

fore, my children, watch, for death fol-

lows death, until his appetite is glutted I

have spoken."

A murmur almost amounting to a groan

followed this pessimistic speech of the

aged chief, and the people appeared para-

lyzed with fear, but at length Wahgouc.ie,

son of Kinabikokomis, arose, and holding

up his hand, in token that he would speak,

thus addressed them:

—

"The words of my father are true. A
Wendigo hath indeed done this. He that

was alive and is now dead, despised my
mother's warnings, and the Wendigo killed

him, as he will yet kill others, unless they

obey his words. I could tell many strange

things if I were pleased to do so, but much
talk is for nothing, therefore am I sil-

ent."

With which enigmatic speech he sat down,

burying his face in his hands ; but the peo-

ple's curiosity was aroused, and they

shouted with one accord: ".Speak Wahgou-

che, and tell us the things that you have

seen."

Wahgouche again rose, but for many
moments he stood with head sunk upon his

breast, plunged in deep thought ; then sud-

denly flinging up his arms, as one who, af-

ter deep deliberation, has resolved upon a

course, he spake as follows:—

"I saw not the Wendigo, but I saw his

tracks that he had made in the snow which

tell during the night, and which the sun

licked up in the morning ; they were like

unto those that are made by the snowshoe

of a man, and they were wide apart, fully

the length of two men. I also saw a tree,

which the Wendigo in his rage, had torn up

by the roots, and cast by the side of the

path. These things I saw, and whilst I

stood. uncertain, and minded to turn back,.
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suddenly a voice lilve unto thunder, only

more deep and awful, called me by name
;

then was I altogether afraid, but I

answered: 'Ohomah (here am I) ; 'Ondass'

(come here), cried the voice, and yet I saw

nothing. 'Iknow not where to go' I said,

and my knees trembled, while the sweat of

fear poured of! my face. 'Here on this

rock', said the voice, and then I knew
where to go, for I saw, close by me, a

large bald head, protruding through the

moss, and what a man might cross in

thirty steps, therefore I stood upon the

rock, in the ceiitre, and waited for the

voice to speak again. At length it spoke,

and the sound thereof seemed to come from

beneath my feet, right from the very

bowels of the earth, and it said. "I have

slain him that is dead, the unbeliever, but

to Winiwaya, his affianced bride, I would

do no harm ; rather would I befriend

him, and for that reason have I taken from

him his breath. Do thou, therefore, Wah-

gouche, take her to thy wigwam, to be thy

wife. Now go and tell her these things,

and if any man withstand thee, I will slay

him even as I have slain " * (Here

Wahgouche hesitated, then bracing himself

with an effort, he shouted more than skid:

"Papegouche !
'
"

Hardly had the name left his lips, when

a shriek of concentrated agony arose a-

mong the pines where the dead man had

just been laid. Again and again it rent

the air, each time, if possible, more aw-

ful, and more piercing than before. When
at length, those fearful sounds had ceased,

and the panic amongst the people had

somewhat subsiued, a few of the bravest

amongst them cautiously approached the

newly made grave. The sight that met
their gaze was enough to cause the stout-

est hearts to quake, for the grave had giv-

en up its dead. The coffin remained in the

grave, but the body was sitting with its

back against the trunk of the big pine

tree, with eyes staring vacantly, and with

hanging jaw. Thj little dog lay curled up

at the corpse's feet, and there were some

who averred that it growled audibly at

their approach. There was nothing to be

done but to replace the body in the cof-

fin, and rearrange everything into proper

order, which was hastily done, for they

were all sore afraid, and did not tarry a-

mongst those uncanny surroundings longer

than was absolutely necessary.

Again they gathered together around

the camp fires, discussing in awestruck

whispers this last supernatural manifesta-

tion, at times looking askance at Wahgou-

che, to whose reckless naming of the dead

m.an, the shocking catastrophe was by

some attributed, but he heeded them not,

for his mind was intent upon securing the

weeping Winiwaya for his lodge, and with

this object in view he again stood forth to

speak.

"My father," he said, addressing Kiken-

datch, the chief, "perhaps I erred in speak-

ing of the dead by name, but those wjre

the exact words spoken by the Wendigo,

and if I have erred, it is because I have

spoken the truth. Uut there is something

more that is in my heart to say, which

should put strength into the hearts of the

fearful. The Wendigo is still enraged with

the dead one, and will not let him rest,

even in his grave, unless his commands arj

obeyed, and those commands are that I,

Wahgouche, shall wed thy daughter ; for

by that alone will the band have peace,

and escape the wrath of the Wendigo."

Thus spake Wahgouche, th..' fox, and the

people applauded his words, for they craved

for safety, and for immunity from the

wrath of the offended Wendigo, which Wah-
gouche had promised them.

Kikendatch therefore arose and spake as

follows:—"My children. Wahgouche has

spoken good words. It is not well to dis-

obey the voice of a spirit, therefore (turn-

ing to his daughter) go to the lodge of

Wahgouche, Winiwaya, and be to him a

dutiful and faithful wife. I have spoken."

With which Kikendatch, well satisfied

with his own wisdom, sat down amidst

murmurs of applause, but Winiwaya wept
the more bitterly, crying out in her mis-

ery. "Kahwin, Kahwin." (No, no.), and
when she saw that her protests were in

vain, she wailed forth the word of woe,
which is "Aio," so that there were many
whose hearts were filled with pity.

Now while all these things were being

said and done, Geetchinodin, the twin
brother of Papegouche, had said nothing,

for he was still thinking deeply, but when
the voice of the girl wailed forth the word
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of woe, he started to his feet, and in a

voice of thunder cried.

"Kish. Kish." (Stop, stop) Have you

all gone crazy, or have you the brains of

rabbits ? You Kikcndatch, chief that you

are, should be able to think, and should

not be trapped like a simple muskrat by

the lying words of a fox. A Wendigo has

not done this thing, but it is the

work of a Manijoch (a grub, an evil, con-

temptiole thing). Bad Indians are abroad,

and as my father has indeed truly said, it

behoves us to watch. If Wahgouche finds

my words too hard, let him stand forth,

and we will soon supply his VVjndigo with

another victim, but I waste words ; look

at his face, gone grey with fear. Foxes
will not fight. They run, steal, cheat, and

lie, but for all that, men trap them, and

this one shall be trapped. Now my father,

I have somewhat to say unto you regard-

ing your daughter ; I, Geetchinodin, would
take Winiwava for mv wife, but it is not

seemly that a maiden should transfer hei

affections from one man to another in the

time that a Wahwashkisie (red deer)

would jump over a log, therefore let her

stay in her father's lodge for the space of

three moons, and at the end of that time

give her to which ever of us is alive, for

Wahgouche's Wendigo must not be disap-

pointed." Thus spake Geetchinodin, and

his words brought comfort to the heart of

Winiwaya, who ceased her sobbing and gaz-

ed upon the young man with kindly eyes,

but Wahgouche snarled until his teeth

gleamed white in the gathering gloom.

Then the old man arosj, and though more

agitated than is the habit of an Indian,

put an end to the discussion with these

words:—

"So be it. as Geetchinodin desires. My
daughter remains with me for the space of

three moons. May the Geetchimaibou be-

friend the right.

(To be Continued.)

The Big Bass of Springwatcr.

By J. A. MacKKN/.lli.

Springwater is the name given to a col-

lection of little mill-ponds in Southwest
Ontario. As the name implies they arj fed

by cold spring creeks, and as they lie in a

large wood with plenty of overhanging pine

and maple, and submerged roots and logs

they form ideal bass grounds. Some twen-

ty-five years ago they were stocked with
small-mouthed bass, from Lake Erie, and
today the ponds are fairly well supplied.

But abundance of food and constant fishing

has so educated the bronze backers that a

good knowledge of their hiding places and
critical tastes is necessary to ensure suc-

cess to the angler.

That the deeper pools contain some mon-
.ster fish is admitted by all local fisher-

men. Indeed, most of them can tell of ex-

citing experiences and great damage done
to tackle by large, broad fish, whose vague
shadowy forms can occasionally be seen in

the djep depths of the brown waters.

During my first two seasons at angling

I used the fly and minnows, rarely getting

any fish larger than two pounds. But one

lovely August day the awakening came.

I was paddling a friend up the larger pond,

when we were startled by thj frantic

shouts of another fisherman, who had evi-

dently connected to something, large and

lively, in the bottom of the pond. The

angler was very much in earnest and al-

ternately danced and shouted, played out

line and reeled it in. A swallowed hook

and stout tackle secured the prize—a three

pounder. My companion and I were most

interested in the bait, which was a green

frog. This bait was very scarce near the

ponds, the bass evidently having gobbled

up every luckless batrachian. My compan-

ion went ashore, and after much chasing,

secured a rather large gricn back, which

was taken with a boil by a big bass al-

most before it struck the surface, and not

more than twenty feet from the boat. But

his cast was faulty and before the slack

line was recovered the bass 'bore down and

tied up to a convenient log, and a disap-
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pointed angler hail to console himself for

the loss of a big fish and many feet of

line.

Since that day I have tak^n many of

these large fish, and I will now endeavor

to give fellow-anglers some idea of the

methods employed in their capture. It is

useless to fish on a clear, calm day, when
the bass can see all that goes on above

the surface. A fresh breeze and merry rip-

ple is an absolute necessity in these dark,

clear waters, wherj the bottom can be

seen at six or eight feet, and where, ow-
ing to much fishing, the game is very

shy. For similar reasons the angler should

sit low in the boat, or keep well dawn
along the shore. As a rule cloudy days

are better than bright, and the fish bite

most freely from four o'clock until dark. A
change in Ihe weather also seems to favor

biting.

The method of presenting the bait is an

all-important condition. Long casts from a

free running reel, in which the bait alights

with a splash, seem only to frighten these

keen-sensed fish, and even when hooked fif-

ty or sixty feet from the boat he is sure

to wind the line round a stump or log be-

fore he is checked in his first mad rush. In

these ponds each bass has his own lair un-

der a stump, log or bunch of weeds, where

he lies in wait for a passing prey, except

when out feeding in the evening, when they

are sometimes taken in open spaces away
from such obstructions.

The most successful anglers are the most
cautious in approach and have the best

knowledge of their likely hiding places. As
you fish thj ponds, season after season,

each stump, submerge'd log, or over-hang-

ing tree acquires a history of its own, re-

calling to your memory a brave fight hard-

ly won, or an opportunity carelessly

lost. For such casting we have found

no method so accurate, delicate or

.iasy on the bait as casting as

you would a fly from a stiff fly or

Henshall rod. After each cast the bait is

allowed to swim about for a few minutes

before being slowly worked towards th.^

boat. The slack is taken up in loose coils

in the left hand ready to go olit as the

frog is cast to the opposite side. This is

known in fly fishing as shooting the line.

It enables vou to fish over more water,

the bait is lifted carefully from the sur-

face on a short line, and can be placed ex-

actly where desired. The boat is punted

slowly and quietly along, or allowed to

drift with the wind. The angler casts un-

derneath the overhanging bushes, or beside

the roots that line the shore, and out in-

to the pond, among the w^ed beds, or over

submerged stumps and logs. When a fish is

hooked, the boat is paddled out into deep

water away from obstructions, the use of

which the bass knows so well. Many fish

are lost to the novice by not letting them
have the bait sufficiently long before strik-

ing. This game fish has a vicious habit

of following its prey and seizing it by the

tail or crosswise in its mouth, thus hold-

ing it for some timj before swallowing.

Give him line on the first intimation of a

bite, and wait a few seconds before reeling

up and striking. Of course if the bait is

taken with a rush strike at once. Occasion-

ally a bass will take a frog with a boil,

and hook himself when you have two or

three coils of slack in your left hand. Then

you must play him from your hand, with-

out making use of the reel, a foot or two
of slack line will enable him to throw out

the hook, unless it is well set, and get

away. Always, however, kill your fish on

the rod by keeping it well' bent and only

check him bard when too n^ar a stump or

log. Give him a chance and he will dis-

play the wonderful fighting powers that

makes him one of the gamiest fish that

swims, peer even to the beautiful trout.

On thesi ponds the landing net is rarely

used. The large fish are completely ex-

hausted and lifted in by hand, the smaller

ones on the line, not, however, by the rod.

To keep up the supply, all fish under \\ to

14 pounds are carefully returned to the

water.

In the matter of rods, the long, heavy

typical bass rod of a few years ago, is a

thing of the past, thanks to the writings of

Dr. Henshall. A short, light rod will de-

liver a bait much farther by modern meth-

ods of casting, besides being much handier

in playing the fish. It should be limber

and yet have sufficient back-bone to tire a

big bass, and check his wild rushes for

freedom. Elasticity, lightness and balance

are the principal qualities, and ash and

lancewood rods possess these in a marked
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degree. Hut for elasticity and quick steel-

like spring, no wood can surpass bethabara.

My rod is home-made, of the Henshall pat-

tern, 8 feet, 3 inches long, non-dowel

joints, ferrules good honest brass, f and

15-16ths, weight nearly 8 oz., ash butt,

bethabara second joint and lancewood tip ;

bethabara would be better in the tip also.

When first marie the second joint was ash,

which was broken by a two-pound bass ex-

erting .'very muscle to get under a stump,

from which he had been lured by a green

frog, cast right in the mouth of his den.

He no sooner felt the hook than he turned

straight for his secure retreat, with the

line over his shoulder. One desperate

plunge as I gave the butt and checked the

reel snapped the joint close above the first

ferrule. Seizing the line, a No. 6, hard-

braided silk, the smallest size made, I

pulled him from that dangerous spot and
played him out on a si.x-foot tether. Vain-

ly he objected to such rude handling, but

the frog had been swallowed deep and the

hook was well set in his throat. Shorten-
ing X\ii line as his plunges grew weaker,

after two or three attempts, I succeeded in

grasping him behind the head and lifting

him into the boat.

The lighter the line, the less likely to be

seen by the fish. Even the lightest are

much stronger than is necessary when us-

ing a light, pliant rod, the spring of which
neutralizes every sudden jerk and gives the

game nothing solid to pull against. The
strain is remarkably small, although from
the leverage of the rod on the hand it

seems great. The angler can readily test

this for himself, by lifting weights of one-

quarter to one-half pounds attached to the

line on the rod.

A good click reel, narrow between plates,

with a deep barrel, will, when nearly full,

take up line nearly as fast as a multiplier,

without requiring such careful attention to

prevent bunching. Its first cost is not
great, and it is not liable to get out of or-

der when the repair shops are out of

reach. With an adjustable click and steel

spindle, very fair casting may 'be done.

My Featherlight will make twenty-two to

twenty-five revolutions with one twitch of

the handle. If some maker would place on

the market such a single acting reel, with

steel conical, compensating bearings, so

that they would run just as smoothly and
wear just as long as the high priced mul-

tiplier. it would be a great boon to anglers,

who, like myself, cannot afford to put $20

or $25 into a reel. Such a reel is not nec-

essary lor the style of casting described a-

bove, and most in vogue here. But there is

one pond where casting from a free run-

ning reel has many advantages, the water

being deep, clear and nearly free from ob-

structions, and the wooded shores shutting

out the breeze necessitating long casts,

which enable the angler to keep out of

sight of the fish.

One hot day last July, the fleecy, white

clouds and southwest wind, lured me away
from business cares and the close gallery

to beautiful spring water. To my wheel

was strapped the rod and box of frogs, and

the five or six miles o'er the hot, dusty

road sped quickly by, not without some
discomfort, but once there the merry rip-

ple on its dark waters, dispelled all

thought of heat and dust, with the prom-

ise of spring sport. Several small spring

creeks flowing among the pine-clad hills

have been damned back into a series of

ponds, which supply power to grist, saw
and oatmeal mills. Some of the more se-

cluded are stocked with trout, in the fry

of which the owner does a large business.

The two largest ponds, the saw mill and

the old pond behind the farm, are the

homes of the hard-fighting bass. Brought

twenty-five years ago from Lake Erie.

Placed in' the old pond, they multiplied and

became fairly numerous. From here they

were transplanted into the larger saw-mill

pond, where they afford the best sport to-

day. These were the light green bass of

the lake, but under the influence of the

dark spring water they soon changed their

coat to black. This change of color to

match their environments is another evi-

d..Mice of protective Nature's care for her

children. It enables them more readily to

secure their prey and elude their enemies.

The saw-mill pond is the largest, if not

the prettiest, of the watery gems that

comprise spring water. Stretching out be-

fore your view, in a succession of wooded

points and pretty bays, it reminds one of

a northern lake, and this resemblance is

increased by its dark spring waters and

sombre pines, which stand like sentinels on
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the outstretching points and in the cL'nse

forest at its head, lifting their dark

spreading tops above the smooth beeches

and the nigged maples. Jump into the ca-

noe and paddle around yon point, and what
is th^re to indicate the near abode of man.

On the south it is densely wooded to the

water's edge, with many beautiful flower-

ing shrubs, peeping out from among the

surrounding green foliage. Little creeks

and narrow bays stretch away into the

heart of the big woods. On the lower

northern shore stretches of green sward,

shaded by clumps of small pines and

maples, make an ideal spot for a summer
picnic. In the late summer, when the wat-

er is low, beds of weeds and large stumps

just coming to the surface may be seen

heri and there in the pond. When the tops

of the pines glow in the setting sun, and

all the air is still, how perfect are the re-

flections from its glassy surface. Points,

trees and flowering shrubs, appear in its

cool depths, another world rivalling ours,

with its calm sky and twinkling stars, its

fleecy clouds and rising moon, and fire-fly

lamps around the verge. Nor does it only

appeal to the eye. The "bob-white" of the

quail and the drum of the partridge, have

given place, as the shades of evening settle

down, to the deep bass of the frog and the

mournful "whip-poor-will." From the

depths of the forest hoots the owl, while

the tinkling of distant cow bells comes up

from the meadow. The quavering whistle of

the small cat-owl fills you with thoughts

of the dreary winter, of sighing winds and
moaning pines. But all this world

of sound vanishes before the heavy

splash of the leaping bass. Sweetest of all

sounds to the angler's ear it makes him
eagjr for exciting sport with his favorite

game fish feeding near. If he deftly drop a
big, white miller over the swirl of the ris-

ing fish, skipping it across the surface,

quick and sharp will be the response. And
then look out for hidden log or tangled

growth, keep a tight line and play him
hard, or the tinselled fraud will be reject-

ed, and with a saucy flap, the fish will

depart to his dark lair under the stumps,
or in the depths of the deepest pool. Not

always in vain are the leaping summer-

saults of the bass. Many a hook has been

thrown out with a vicious jerk, as he

cleaves the air, and many a minnow or

frog has been sent skipping across the sur-

face in thes3 desperate efforts to regain

liberty.

On this July afternoon, a skillful paddler

was not to be had, and I had to make use

of a young boy, who had never been in a

boat before. He needed explicit directions

as to which side and in which direction to

stroke to keep the boat broadside to the

wind, as we drifted up the pond. I sat on

the forward thwart of the flat bottomed

punt and cast to right and left, dropping

the frog alongside the weed beds, or over

submerged stumps and logs. The bait,

hooked through the lips, is given plenty of

time to swim about and hunt up a fish, be-

fore being worked toward the boat, ready

for the next cast. In this manner we fish-

ed near the dam, and passed thi boom,

which, doubled back in the shape of a V,

holds in the logs for the saw mill. Out in

the middle of the pond we were drifting,

urged on by a steady breeze, which raised

a littb sea, that concealed our movements
from the sharp sighted bass. In the dark

waters about twenty feet to my right front

was a large fungus or sponge-like growth,

just discernible beneath the surface, and

looking very much like a large straw-color-

ed rock. Softly the little frog dropped a
foot or two beyond this likely spot, and

began to swim about in frantic efforts to

get free. In a few seconds, however, he

settled down out of sight beside the

growth and we looked anxiously for a

strike. Soon the line ran out a few inches

and then stopped, and then ran out again

with a .ierky motion. I freely played it off

the reel, and at the same time instructed

the boy to keep the boat in a long lane of

free water that ran up the pond, and by
no means to let it get too near any
stumps or logs. Judging that the fish had
had plenty of time to swallow the bait, or
get it well into his mouth, I reeled up the

slack, gently felt him, and with a firm,

but slight upward movement, set the sharp
sproat hook in his tough jaw It reminded
me of getting snagged when trolling from a

canoe, in fairly rapid motion. There was
absolutely no give and this snag became

very animated, going straight u,p the lane

for some thirty feet or more, in spite of

the drag of both click and thumb on the
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spool, ami the little rod arched in a semi-

circle. The shrill scream of the reel and

hissing of the line through the water made
fit music for such a fight. The boy,

though greatly excited and eager as my-
self, did his best to carry out my com-
mands. Turned in his first mad rush, the

fish made across the channel for the dense

weed beds, but not having the line over his

shoulder we managed to turn him from the

tangled growth and again he crossed our

bows, keeping deep down in his native ele-

ment. The rapidly moving line and a faint,

dark shadow in the black depths alone

serving to indicate the direction of his

flight. Foiled in several such attempts he

sulked at the bottom of the channel, and it

took several serious pulls on the rod to

start him out. But away he went again,

taking out many feet, though gradually be-

ing forced nearer to the surface. In vain

we checked him all we dared ; he made a

desperate effort and reached the weeds,

here altogether too plentiful for comfort,

when your light tackle and a big bass is

at stake. He got a turn or two around a

small birch, but soon shook himself loose,

and the little rod was bent in a danger-

ous curve as we forced him nearer to the

surface. Back and forth on the shortened

line he darted, lashing the water into

foam at each turn, and occasionally giving

us a glimpse of his broad, gleaming side

and bronzed back. Kager before, we werj
now doubly anxious to save our prize.

Slowly the boy worked the boat away
from the weeds, and nearly exhausted, the

bass lay panting upon the surface. With
raised rod I towed him up to the boat,

but the sight of his raptor lent new life

to those tired muscles, and the reel purred

softly a short note. This rush was his

last, and we soon had him in the boat.

There he lay, too tired to flap, displaying

his broad, muscular body, which could take

such a hold of the water and keep up such

a hard struggle for so many minutes. He
just went three pounds, but by the way he

fought, we would have sworn before seeing

him that a five-pounder was attached to

our line. The boat had drifted one hundred

yards or more up the pond, and my arm
was thoroughly tired. We fished until the

gathering shades warned me that it would

soon be too dark for wheeling, but caught

none that would equal the first in fight or

weight. One two-pound fish fought long

and deep, in a large pocket among thj

weeds. It was a case of check your fish

constantly or lose him, and often was the

tackle tried to the utmost limit. A small

log lay supported by a few limbs about a

foot frofii the bottom. Several times he

strove to get under this, but we gave him
the butt and bore hard, thus keeping him

just above it, as he darted across the

pool. At last he joined his companion in

the boat, the only two fish that were not

returned to the water during this glorious

afternoon's sport. Two or three good sized

fish were lost by striking too soon. One

made several rushes and tugged quite

strongly before giving up the dangerous

morsel, which was badly chewed about the

hind legs. Two carried off the frogs, and

many good bass came to the boat, but we

had enough and preferred enjoying the

sport another day to taking a large string

to town to show and brag about.

White Goat Hunting.
liv w. .\. i!Ki;\\sri-;K.

We had been planning the trip for some
time and at last decided we would start

Oct. 5th. There were four of us in the

party, beside our guidei"01d Tom," an ex-

pert packer, and a Stoney Indian, who re-

joiced in the name of "Moses Bear."

It had been planned that we should start

from Banff, and .Mr. Howard Sibbal, his

brother Frank, and the Indian, arrived on

ihc passenger train in the morning from

Morley. The guide having horses and out-

fit ready, we soon made arrangements for

an early start, when I received a message,

which prevented me from leaving for

another two days.

However, it was decided that the rest of
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the party should go without me, and I

would overtake them two days later at

Laggan, which is about thirty-four miles

west of Banff.

Two days later I found myself on the

train bound for Laggan, . with my rifle,

fishing tackle, and dunnage bag. Arriving at

Laggan station, I met my friends, who had

arrived the night before and camped a'Dout

a mile out on the Bow Lake trail. They
helped me to carry my things to camp, but

as it was 4 p. m. by the time we reached

there, we decided it was too late to move
camp. The rest of the afternoon was spent

in trying our rifles, until each man was
sure his own rifle was the best, and that

if a goat was to show up anywhere within

a mile, he was certain to become "meat."
Our guide was up before daylight next

morning; made up the fire, which was still

burning, and started out after the horses.

The horses wjre all caught, tied up and
saddled before we sat down to breakfast.

After breakfast Howard and I washed the

dishes and packed the grub boxes, while

Luxton and the Indian took down the

tents and folded the blankets. Frank and
Tom were busy packing, so with everyone
working, we managed to get an early start

and were "hitting the trail" by 8 o'clock.

The trail here leaves the C. P.' R. track
and gojs in a northwesterly direction, fol-

lowing the valley of the Bow River. We
travelled through a country covered with a
small growth of Jack-pine lor nearly sev-

en miles. Then we came down to the river

bottom, which was more open. We follow-

ed the river about eight miles and found

a pretty camp ground, where we stayed for

the night.

Howard and I started to get supper rea-

dy, Tom hobbled the horses, and washed
off their backs with salt and water to pre-

vent them getting sore. Frank and the In-

dian sat by the fir3 talking Stoney, while
Luxton amused himself trying to put up
one of the tents alone. He soon gave it

up as bad job, however. Luxton being the
only tenderfoot in the crowd, he afforded

us lots of amusement before we were home
again.

After supper everyone had a smoke, then
we put up our tents and cut balsams for

our beds. By this time it was dark, so

we built a big fire and sat around it tell-

ing stories of the "Little Black Man."
This is a superstition of the Stoney In-

dians of an evil spirit roaming through the

mountains, which means death to anyone
seeing him. We all decided to go to bed

early and if possible get another good
start in the morning.

We were on the trail by 8.30 a. m. and
about noon we saw a mountain to our left,

that looked as if it might be a
good range for goat, so we cross-

ed the river and made camp. After
dinner we prepared to climb. Leav-
ing Tom in camp, we took the Indian and
started up the mountain. We had not gone
far when we decided to make two parties.

Frank and I taking the small draw to the
left, leaving Howard, Luxton and the In-

dian the right, which would be an easier

climb for Howard, who was too fat to
climb anything very difficult. Frank and I

had a hard climb before we reached the top
of the ridge, but we succeeded at last, and
from there got a fine view of the valley on
this side, which was full of glaciers and
small streams.

We followed along the ridge, expecting to
join the rest of our .party, but when we
got to where they should have been, we
found they had not yet arrived. On look-
ing down we saw them looking into a
small valley to the north of the one they
started to climb. We knew from the posi-

tion they were crouching in that there was
something in sight, so we started, intend-

ing to be in at the death at least.

We soon came down to where they were,
Howard and "Moses Bear" had gone down
to the foot of the draw, leaving Luxton
where we had first seen them.
We asked him what was doing, and hi

told us to crawl over to the brow of the
hill and take a look, but to be careful not
to show ourselves. We did as told and
saw a beautiful little valley, three-quarters
of a mile wjde, with a little lake in the
centre. About four hundred yards across
the lake the water was very blue, showing
that it was also very deep. Fifty yards
up from the lake an old Billy goat was
feeding, with no suspicion of the danger he
was in.

.\s we lay watching the Billy, Luxton
crept up to us and we were all three
watching the proceeding, when we heard
two shots. Howard and Moses had taken
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a shot each ; both missed, however, so we

decided we iniRht just as well have a hand

in the fun. We opened fire, although we

were over eight hundred yards away. Vou

could hear nothing but shooting for about

five minutes, but no harm was done, as

Billy was making tracks up the mountain

as fast as his short legs would carry him.

Luxton and I started of! up the moun-

tain, intending to head him off before he

went over the ridge. But he succeeded

in getting over before us. We took up his

trail and found him standing on a ledge of

a rock overlooking a steep precipice.

Luxton took a shot, hitting him this

time through the neck and making him

start towards us on the run, intending to

pass us to g3t on to a higher cliff to our

left. We both shot at him at the same

time, and both shots taking effect, he roll-

ed over, kicking so violently that he went

over the ledge and landed on another

ledge five hundred feet below. This made

it impossible to get at him from either

way, so we just had to leave him and re-

turn to camp. We felt rather bad about

loosing our first game, but aftir the good

supper which Tom had ready for us, we

became more reconciled and made, our plans

for the next day's work.

We got away early, passing the Upper

Bow Lake about 10 a.m. Crossing the Bow
summit, we started down the valley to

Bear Creek. We followed the creek to the

Waterfowl Lakes, making our camp after a

long day's march at the end of the Lower

Lake. Every one was tired and went early

to bed.

The next day we made new plans for the

hunt. Luxton and Howard had spotted

some goat from the camp by the aid of

their field glasses, so of course they took

the lead. Frank and I followed the bed of

the creek until we came to the foot of the

ridge, that we intended to climb. We found

it was much farther from camp than we
had at first supposed. We had climbed

only four hundred feet when we came upon

fresh goat and deer tracks. However, we
kept on climbing until we were nearly two-

thirds of the way to the top. Then we
struck around to the north, keeping about

the same height that we were then. We
had only gone three hundred yards when I

stopped. Looking down below us we saw

about twenty goat. They had not seen us

yet, so we retraced our steps to a place of

shelter, where they could not see us afttr

our first shot. As goat will sometimes

stand for a second or third shot, if they

cannot see where they are coming from.

We got behind a rock, and I took a shot,

missing altogether, and hitting in the

ground thirty yards on the other side.

Frank then fired a few shots, but he also

missed. By this time the goat had bunch-

ed up and looked down the mountain. We
waited a few minutes to see if they would

not start u,p the Mount, as is usual when

shot at from above, but they stood still.

I rested my rifle on a stone and took a

steady aim at the largest Billy and fired,

hitting him in the front foot. This started

them, but down the Mount, instead of

climbing up, much to our surprise. We fol-

lowed, and soon found out why they had

gone down. A short distance down was a

precipice, which cut off sharply down to

Bear Creek, a distance of about one thou-

sand feet.

Scattered along the face of the cliff were

the goat, on little shelves of rock that one

would scarcely think it possible to stand

on. We could not get down to them from

where we were, so had to go around the

end of the bluff. At the foot of the bluff

we ran on the pack trail and Frank went

back to camp. I wanted a goat pretty

badly, so I went on. At the foot of the

wall there was a little draw, which proba-

bly carried w'ater in the spring when the

snow was melting on the mountain side. I

followed this for some time, but it was
hard and dangerous work. After climbing

for some fifteen minutes more I stopped

for a rest. Just before starting again I

heard a few loose stones rattling down the

hillside. I climbed a little bank and found

a big Billy, a Nannie and one kid. I fired

down, taking good aim at the Billy. He
went rolling down the hill four hundred

feet. I started down to where he lay, and
dragged him down to the trail. By this

time it was getting dark, and I was yet

four miles from camp. I bled the goat,

but left him where he lay and started for

camp. After an hour's tramp, I reached

camp, tired and hungry, and found that

the others had not yet arrived. It was a

beautiful night. The moon was shining
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brightly, so I knew the rest of the party
would not have any trouble finding the

trail. They reached home shortly after,

and had had great success. They had killed

two big goat and were carrying most of

them to camp.

They were very tired. Luxton, our ten-

der-foot, was slightly bruised, having slid

down the mountain quite a distance. After

shooting his goat, he tried to draw it

acro.ss a snow bank. The weight of the

goat pulled him down, and he and the

goat rolled over one another down the

hard, smooth surface for nearly one hun-
dred yards, and almost twenty yards a-

cross the loose rocks at the bottom, before

he could stop.

By nine a.m. the next morning the rest

of the party left camp. I went out to the

horses, caught "Baldy" and led him into

camp. I put a riding saddle on him, and
with a lash rope and cinch, started back
over the trail, to get the goat 7 had shot

the afternoon before.

I found him and proceeded to load him
onto the horse. After getting him on, 1

used my lash rope and cinch to secure him
to the saddle. I started back to camp,
leading the horse and all went well until

the Billy began digging "Baldy" in the
flank. Then there was something doing for

a while. After bucking around and drag-

ging me with him over logs and rocks, he
decided it was no use trying to shake us.

We started on our way again. Baldy gave
a few jumps and snorts to let us know he
still had a grievance to be settled. How-
ever, we reached camp and I spent the rest
of the day stretching the skin, skinning the
head, and mending some clothes, which
were beginning to show the wear and tear
of cam,p life. The other boys came in lat-

er, without bringing any trophies of their
day's hunt. They saw a bunch of goat, but
were not near enough for a shot.

Next day was Sunday, and as usual, ev-
eryone had a little mending and washing to
do. We spent a very interesting hour and
a half talking to four Stoney Indians, who
came to visit us that afternoon.

The hoys we]it out again on Monday, se-

curing three goat, making six in all. They
could have killed several more, but, being
true sportsmen, and each one having killed
one goat, they left the rest for the next
hunter. Tuesday morning bright and early
we were on the trail for home. Nothing of
any account happened on the way home. It
rained the last day, but did not spoil our
trip. On arriving in Laggan, we all, with
the exception of Tom, boarded the train
for Banff. Tom arrived two days later by
trail with the horses.

Forestry in Quebec*

The report of the Forestry and Coloni-

zation Commission of Quebec has been sub-

mitted to the Government and the Legis-

lature and although publication is only

partially completed at the present time,

sufficient information is available to show
the general trend of the report. The Com-
missioners are Senator Legris, Chairman

;

Canon Thiverge and Mr. J. T. Brodie, with
Mr. J. C. Lengelier as Secretary, and the

report has been prepared after making in-

vestigations and receiving evidence in dif-

ferent parts of the Province.

In the main the findings of the Commis-
sion are as follows;—

There is no conflict between settlers in

good faith and the timber limit holders.
As a rule they are necessary to each other
and work harmoniously together, all the
trouble coming from speculators who seek
to obtain possession of the lots for the
timber on them or to sell them again at a
high price to settlers. The limit holders do
not strip all the tim'ber from lots under
location ticket, but almost invariably have
sufficient for the settlers to build and to
sell for the support of their families dur-
ing the first year.

In the overwhelming majority of cases
speculators are at the bottom of all com-

*Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association.
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plaints in iTiiinection with colonization,

which they use as a pretext to advance

their own objects. Speculation in the lots

and in timber on them has reached such a

pitch as to endanger the stability of many
great pulp and paper industries, especially

in the Eastern townships, by depleting

their timber limits.

The law making free land grants to fath-

ers of twelve living childr.>n has been

grossly abused by speculators who have a

regular organization, especially in the

Kastern Townships, which makes it a

business of hunting up such fathers, buying

their rights from them for the merest

trifle, picking out the most richly wooded

lots in the timber limits, applying for

them in their name, and then selling at a

largi profit, instances being known of lots

wihich were obtained in this way for $30,

and from which $20,000 to $25,000 were

afterwards netted for the timber alone.

One of these organizations has actually ap-

plications for seventy lots pending before

the Department. Settlers, under location

ticket, who have no right to sell the tim-

ber cut outside their clearings until their

lots are patented, nevertheless do so to

speculators, often getting $860 to $900 for

the cut, and this traffic is carried on so

openly that it is often recorded in notar-

ial deeds and registered.

The consequence of the Ministerial cir-

culars of the 18th April and 8th May, for-

•bidding agents to sell lands before submit-

ting the applications to the Department
have been grossly exaggerated and any fall-

ing off in colonization about that time was
mainly due to the rise of wages in the

cities, which jirevented a certain number
of intending settlers from going on the

land. The responsibility for the whole un-

fortunate situation, compounded of fraud,

speculation, misrepresentation, and enor-

mous loss to the province and the limit-

owners, rests chiefly upon the negligence

and carelessness, if not worse, of the land

agents who failed to make the register and
necessary inspections, to enable the de-

partment to order the sales to settlers

without delay.

There are enough surveyed and divided

lands in the province to su,pply the de-

mand for seventy years to come, and
enough of colonization roads to suffice for

all the wants of settlers, if the work of

colonization was |)roi)erly managed instead

of being carried on in a scattered .ashior.

as at present. With the .present system of

scattered settlement it would call for an

outlay of $1,000,000 a year to satisfy all

the demands for colonization roads, espe-

cially when a large part of this expendi-

ture is appropriated for the objects of pol-

iticians to the mending and making of

roads in the old parishes. Except the Que-

bec & Lake St. John Colonization Socie-

ties, these societies do very little good

generally toward the promoting of coloni-

zation and should be suppressed.

Forest fires annually cause enormous
losses to the province and private interests,

and the fire ranging service is ineffective.

The law for the protection of forests

against fire should be amended in order to

change th3 seasons when settlers are for-

bidden to set fire to their choppings, and

such fires should not be made on any of

these without the sanction of the district

fire ranger.

Absence of classification of public lands

renders the tenure of license-holders uncer-

tain and hampers them in their operations,

as well as contributes to the scattering

settlements, and causes all sorts of em-
barrassment to the progress of coloniza-

tion. The quantity of land sold annually

for alleged settlements is far in excess of

the real demand, and steps should be tak-

en to prevent this loss to the province.

Clandestine and unregistered transfers of

rights on lots and timber are common, and
one of the greatest sources of speculation

and fraud to the detriment of the province

and license-holders. There is a demand
for competent, honest and reliable guides,

paid by the Government, to direct settlers

in the choice of their lots. Oni 8f the

most flagrant grievances complained of by
the settlers, and a cause of obstruction to

colonization, is the bush rangers, who are

usually appointed through political influ-

enc>, and as a rule located too far from
their field of duty to be useful to the set-

tlers.

The recommendations made are the fol-

lowing:

—

Classification of the public lands into

settlement, or farming lands, and timber
lands, the former to be reserved for set-
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tlement, and the latter exclusively for lum-

bering operations. Automatic cancellation

of all lots for non-fulfillment of sattlement

conditions, such cancellations to take place

without Government or political interfer-

ence of any kind.

Regulation of all transfers of lots, or cut

of timber thereon, in order to quickly de-

tect and prevent speculation. In the case

of grants of lots to fathers of twelve chil-

dren, the grantees to be absolutely forbid-

den to sell or dispose of their lots or tim-

ber thereon under penalty of immediate

forfeiture of all rights. Immediate cancel-

lation of all lots upon which settlement

conditions are not fulfilled, and return of

the same to the public domain, to become

available for other applicants. Repeal of

the law concerning the sale of firewood

lands as an occasion of speculation and

fraud, and the substitution thereof of a

system of reserves on which the Govern-

ment should sell to the settlers the neces-

sary firewood and building timber for their

requirements, at so much per cord, or

thousand feet. In order to secure forest

protection against fire, the naming of fire

rangers mainly from the employees of the

license holders is recommended, the latter

to pay them, but the Government to con-

trol them and give them the powers of jus-

tices of the peace. Water powers to be

kept as long as possible and sold with the

timber limits by public auction, in order

to secure and maintain a proper wood sup-

ply for pulp and paper mills. Payment of

a bounty on all exports of paper manufac-

tured from pulp wood cut in the province

and in the public lands, as the most prac-

tical means of encouraging the develop-

ment of the pulp and paper industry.

The report deals extensively with very

interesting and instructive descriptions of

the best settlements and best timbered re-

gions in the province, and especially of the

territory and resources of new Quebec, and
concludes by pointing out that so long as
the attraction of the timber on Crown
lands, which is continually increasing in

value, is held out as a bait to the specu-

lators and pretended settlers, so long will

those classes of interlopers more or less

successfully frustrate all means and efforts

to promote bona fide colonization.

The most important principle which this

report lays down is one that coincides ex-

actly with one of the main principles of

the platform of the Canadian Forestry As-
sociation, and it is another strong evi-

dence in support of its inherent reasonable-

ness and fairness, namely, that public

lands should be examined and classified so

that they may be devoted to the purposes
to which they are best adapted, thus help-

ing the bona fide colonist to settle upon
the locations suited for agriculture, and
keeping the settlements close together, so

that the inhabitants may be mutually help-

ful and the expenditure for roads and pub-
lic works may be made most economically.

The statement that there are enough sur-

veyed and divided lands in the province to

supply the demand for seventy years to

come, shows the utterly unscientific man-
ner in which colonization has been carried

on up to the present time. It is to be

hoped that the result of this report will

be to convince the public that the perma-
nence of the lumber industry and the set-

tlement of agricultural lands are not an-

tagonistic, but that each has its sphere
and they are naturally the complement of

one another. The Government should be

strongly supported in any action to take

the control of the work of colonization

into its own hands, and to conduct it on

proper principles, such as will be tto the

advantage of the settler, and to the rev-

enues and future propriety of the province.

-•»>^^
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The White Birch.
^

•• Lay aside your cloak. C) Hiicli Tree !

Lay aside your white-skin wrapper.

l"or Ilie suinniertime is coming.

And tlie sun is warm in heaven,

And you need no white skin wrapper !

'

Thus aloud cried Hiawatha,

In the solitary forest.

And the tree with all its branches

Rustled in the breeze of niornint;.

Saying with a sigh of patience,

• Take my cloak, O Hiawatha !

'

With his knife the tree he girdled

Just beneath its lowest branches.

Just above the roots he cut it,

Till the sap came oosing outward
,

Down the trunk from top lo bottom.

Sheer he cleft the bark asunder.

With a wooden wedge he raised it.

Stripped it from the trunk unbroken.

Thus the Birch Canoe was builded.

In the v.illey by the river.

In the bosom of the forest ;

And the forest s life was in it,

.All its mystery and its magic.

All the lightness of the birch tree,

.All the toughness of the cedar.

All the bnch's supjile sinews ;

.\nd it floated on the river

1 ike a yellow leaf in autumn.

Like a yellow waterlily,

So sings Longfellow of the fiero Hiawa-

tha and the building of his birch hark ca-

noe, and any one who has had the pleasure

of travjlling by this mode of conveyance

thjough any of our northern waterways

will feel a responsive thrill to the poetic

chords thus touched by a masterhand The

lightness of the canoe of birch bark upon

the water, and its almost living response

to the stroke of the paddle give a sense

of freedom and power that is as exhiliarat-

ing as the exercise of paddling is invigor-

ating. To the Indian the canoe was his

faithful friend and his only mode of con-

veyance. With it he threaded the numerous

waterways that formed the chief means of

communication through the pathless for-

ests, finding his way through the intricate

mazes of the swamps, running the rapids

with a skill and daring born of long train-

ing and practice, skirting the borders of

the great lakes, crossing the numerous

portages from stream lo stream, carrying

his light bark. Not more indispensable to

the present day are the steam locomotive

and the railways, which have become the

great modern means iif 1 ravel and com-

munication.

Longfellow very accurately descri'bes the

process of stripping Ih.^ bark from the

tree for this purpose. It is cut below the

lower branches and above the roots, or of

such length as may be required. From
another cut made lengthwise of the trunk

it is gradually raised by wedges and strip-

ped off in one piece and unbroken. Lying

on the ground, it i.s then shaped over a

frame of hardwood, the ends being drawn

together, sewn with the fibrous roots of

the spruce and made watertight with resin

from the balsam. The upper part was

steadied on a frame of cedar, with cross

pieces of the same, and the interior was

sheeted with thin pieces of the same wood
bent into proper shape. The whole formed

a boat of grjat lightness and strength,

buoyant in the water, light on the port-

age, and capable of carrying loads such as

would hardly have been conceived of from

its lack of weight. The first canoes were

probalily crude enough affairs, but the

shape and workmanship viexi gradually im-

proved till a craft was produced that has

never 'been surpassed by any other for the

purpose for which it is required. The usual

form is broad and flat in the middle, curv-

ing gracefully to a narrow point at each

end. which rises higher than the centre.

They were made of varying sizes, from the

small canoe to be used by one or two
persons, to the large canoes capable of car-

rying a large nimiber of warriors or, lat-

er, voyageurs. That such light craft could

be handled so steadily is remarkable. It

is recorded that La .Salle transported the

machinery for a mill, including a forge,

from Quebec to the mouth of the Illinois

River, wholly by canoe and without mis-

adventure. A great advantage possessed by

the canoe for wilderness travelling was the

fact that the materials for repairing it

•Contributed by the Officers of the Can.idian Forestry Association.
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were always at hand in case of accident,

they being entirely supplied by the for-

est.

But it was not only for his canoe that

the Indian was indebted to the birch tree.

His four great requisities were the canoe,

the wigwam, the bow and the snowshoe.

The wigwam was usually constructed of

birch bark also. Poles were slanted in

from a circle on the ground to a point at

the top. On these successive strips of

bark were laid from the bottom upwards
and fastened together by vegetable fibres

or animal sinews. A space was left for the

doorway, which was covered by the skin of

an animal, and at the top a hole wa.s left

for the escape of the smoke from the fire

in the centre of the erection. The bark

was also used for the manufacture of pails

and dishes of various descriptions for car-

rying the supply of water for domestic

purposes, for holding sap in the sugaring

season, and for general purposes. Both sap

and water were boiled in such vessels by

the Indians, and if any one doubts the

possibility of employing such an inflamma-

ble substance for this purpose, let him try

the simple experiment of boiling water in a

dish made of paper over a spirit lamp,

when its feasibility will be abundantly

demonstrated. The lightness of the separa-

ted sheets of the birch bark and the ease

with which it could be stripped loose

caused it to be used for giving light in

the wigwam, or for providing fuel for the

torch with which the Indians guided his

operations when he was out on a fish-

spearing expedition. In so many ways did

the bark of this tree come to the aid of

these primitive Canadians that an old

writer felt compelled to make the follow-

ing quaint remark in regard to it:—"Birch

bark is almost proof against decay. It

seems to me to have been a provision of

the .\lmighty for the Indians' good, for

without it I cannot see how they (ould

have managed to get along."

In modern days leaves from the bark of

the paper birch have been made the vehicle

of many a sentimental message, or the

memorial of some pleasant outing, and

many tender recollections are enshrined in

the pages of such rustic volumes. As
Lowell savs:

—

"Thou art the go-between of rustic lovers,

Thy white bark has its secrets in their

keeping."

The use of birch bark for record purposes

is not altogether modern however, as ac-

cording to Pliny, the celebrated books

which Numa Pompilius composed seven hun-

dred years before Christ and which were

buried with him, were written on the bark

of the birch tree.

The white canoe, or paper birch (betula

papyrifera, Michx., B. papyracea. Ait) be-

longs to the order Betulaceae. The leaves

are ovate, taper-pointed, smooth above,

ifull and hairy below, especially on the

ribs and at their angles. The margins are

doubly and coarsely serrate, the base

rounded or even heart-shaped and the stem

short (one-third to one-fourth the length of

the leaf) and often downy. The new shoots

are dark in color, but before long assume
the characteristic white and laminated

bark, which distinguishes this tree. The
flowers are in catkins, the fertile being

long and drooping, and opening their gold-

en flowers with or before the leaves in

spring. The fertile catkins are also droop-

ing and mature their seeds in July. The
heart wood is reddish and the sap wood
beautifully white. It is soft, smooth and
takes a fine polish, and is fitted for orna-

mental works. It is used principally for

spools, 'bobbins, boxes, bowls, and other

wooden-ware, shoe lasts and pegs. It is

also employed in the manufacture of furn-

iture and for interior finishing. According

to Macoun's catalogue, no other tree in

British North America has such a wide

range as this one. If the western form is

included, the limits of its growth are

bounded by the Atlantic on the east, the

Pacific on the west, and on the north by
the limit of deciduous trees, while it ex-

tends southward beyond our border. The
British Columbia form has much short-

er and thicker leaves, and a very

different bark, so that it may be a

distinct variety. North of the Height of

Lan<l, in Eastern Canada, the birch does

not grow sufficiently large to be suitable

for the manufacture of canoes, and the

Hudson's Bay Company have to import
birch bark from the south for the canoes

used in Labrador. The inflammability of

the bark makes this tree a dangerous one in
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the forest in case of fire. The fire takes

hold easily of the light, loose ends and

runs swiftly up the tree, thus being as-

sisted to become a top fire, the most dan-

gerous kind. Burning pieces of the bark

also break loose and fly through the air,

causing new conflagrations far beyond the

confines of the original one.

A tree which greatly resembles the Pap-

er Birch, is the white or grey birch (Be-

tula alba var populiolia, Spach). Its leaves

are more triangular than those of the

former, are smooth and shiny on both
sides and long-stemmed, and it is generally

more light and delicate in texture and ap-

pearance. This tree is confined to the

Eastern Provinces and St. Lawrence Val-

ley, but its range is little known outside

of New Brunswick.

The Service I^ifle.

By ST. CROIX.

The tendency has been to shorten and

lighten military weapons ever since the

day of the Brown Bess, and since the

South African War the necessity of having

larger forces of mounted men has become
so apparent that every military nation is

striving to produce a rifle, that, while pos-

sessing the range and accuracy essential to

modern tactics, may yet be sufficiently

handy for the use of a mounted trooper.

The American Government has now a-

dopted a barrel twenty-four inches in

length, but the more conservative British

government seems to have decided on one

between twenty-five and twenty-sis iDches

long. If the American government is right,

the British have not gone far enough, but

when we remember the lamentable failure

of the .236 adopted for the American navy,

we are disposed to think that perhaps our

authorities were wise when they made
haste slowly in this direction. Few of the

new pattern Lee-Enfield have been served

out as yet, but it is said that at the next

Bisley meeting competitions will be held

between squads using the new and the or-

dinary rifle. The only accurate and de-

tailed description of the new arm is that

given in a recent issue of the "London
Field." The writer says:

Soon after the question of modifying the

service rifle was referred to the Small
Arms committee it became known that the

committee had not been empowered to a-

dopt an entirely new service rifle, the area

of their labors having been circumscribed

by the terms of their mandate in such a

way as to bind them rather to shorten the

old form of rifle than to consider the ques-

tion de novo. The specific instructions

which the committee received were merely

to introduce such modifications into the

design of the existing weapon as were
shown to be necessary as a result of the

practical experience gained in its use dur-

ing the recent war. Paramount among
these needful alterations was that the rifle

should be of greatly reduced weight and
bulk, in order that it should be par ex-

cellence a weapon for mounted troops, and
one that would be especially useful for

quick snap shooting. Only those who have

experienced the difficulties of maintaining

troops on active service can appreciate the

advantages of a single type of weapon for

all branches of the service. The improvis-

ing of mounted troops from infantry would

at least not involve a change in the wea-

pon with which the soldier has been train-

ed. Other minor changes which were de-

manded included the modification of the

bolt fastening, so that the bolt should not

be liable to fall out of the rifle. More
than this, it was considered necessary that

a system of charger loading should be a-

dopted, experience having shown that time

was lost in charging the magazine with

single rounds of ammunition. It was also

found that the single cartridges were apt

to fall out of the pouches, and that when
the soldier placed a small pile of cartrid-

ges by his side, so as to reach them the

more easily when occupying a prone posi-

tion, he often left the unused ones behind
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when the progress of the engagement re-

quired him to advance or retire. A sample

of the new rifle was deposited some time

ago with the Gunmakcrs' Association, who
asked us to conduct certain tests. We are

pleased to state that no objection is now
entertained to our speaking of the rifle

from the first-hand knowledge so gained.

Mechanics and experts have for many
years been aware of certain points in the

structural formation of the rifle and its

ammunition which were in need of modifi-

cation, notwithstanding the fact that they

were not of a kind that would be specially

apparent in time of war. The Lee system

of bolt action is characterized by the fact

that the bayonet method of locking the

breech is effected by projecting lugs at the

back of the bolt, whereas it is open to

argument that the proper place at which
to locate the fastening mechanism is as

near the front of the bolt as possible. The
present system of breech closure places a

limit on the ballistics of the ammunition
that can safely be used in the rifle, while

with bolt locked at the front the margin

of strength is so increased as to justify a

pressure some twenty-five per cent, in ex-

cess of the present maximum limit. There
is, however, no present intention to raise

the pressure above the existing limits for

which the strength of the rifle is sufhcient.

To increase the pressure with a view to

raising the ballistics of the ammunition
would, in the presence of the heavy British

Service bullet, introduce the difficulty of a

recoil in undesirable excess. The only ap-

parent difference between existing military

arms shooting high-pressure ammunition as

compared with others dealing only with

cartridges of medium strength would arise

in the relation of recoil to weight of rifle

and bullet, and in the relative flatness of

the trajectory. While this latter would in-

fluence the accuracy of the shooting, its

true proportional value would be disguised

in practical service by the personal factor

of the soldier's marksmanship. War service

again would not emphasise the fact that

the mechanical form of many parts of the

rifle introduces needless difficulties of man-
ufacture. The soldier cannot, by looking

at a rifle, tell how many processes have

been entailed in the making of its different

component parts, and as few, even among

our officers, are familiar with the best

types of foreign service rifle one might

easily fail to appreciate many special fea-

tures of the rifle which would be apparent

to an expert.

Furthermore, as regards the ammunition,

few persons are so well acquainted with

the principles of its use and manufacture

as to be aware that the extended rim is a

disadvantage now that clip loading is es-

sential, nor that the amount of metal left

in the head of the cartridge is insufficient

for withstanding anything higher than the

exceptionally low pressures, which are re-

garded as a speciality of cordite, whereas

they result, in reality, from the low range

of ballistics for which the charges are ad-

justed. Another desirable improvement in

the design of the cartridge is concerned

with the shape of the shoulder, which

would be all the better for a slight alter-

ation in form. One would wish, therefore,

that the committee had been free to deal

with these matters ; but, as they were

not, it is only fair to judge the new rifle

from the point of view of the changes

which they were instructed to make.

The fact that the new rifle is five inches

shorter and about IJ ft. lighter than the

older type represents a bold development,

for which the Small Arms Committee do

not appear to have received the full mea-
sure of credit that is their due. The weary
marching and counter-marching with rifle

in hand, in addition to a total weight of

42 Hi. of clothing and equipment, must be

greatly alleviated by a marked reduction in

the weight of the rifle itself. Other na-

tions without our practical experience

have, with but one partial exception, re-

tained the cumbersome rifle which has

hitherto been treated as an irreducible

value. Our own Small Arms Committee
have arrived at the conclusion that a far

handier weapon can be produced without

seriously militating against its efficiency.

Critics of the new rifle have stated, a-

mongst other things, that the recoil will

be excessive. That it must be greater than

with the old weapon we frankly admit, but

it argues a woeful absence of technical

knowledge to say that it will 'be excessive.

We have fired one of the new service rifles

in our recoil gauge, and tlie results ob-

tained may be accepted as beyond ques-
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tion. We suspeiulcii the rifle from two

cords, ami tircci it imiier conditions that

gave it absolute freedom of recoil. The ve-

locity of its backward movement was

meanwhile measured by means of a chron-

ograph, and the comparative results ob-

tained showed that the new rifle has a re-

coil 13.4 foot-pounds as against 11.9 foot-

pounds for the old rifle. This represents

an increase of 11. 2 per cent., which is in-

significant in view of the fact that the or-

dinary shot gun ,t;ives a recoil of about

twice the energy of the new service rifle.

On the subject of ballistics, it is possible

to a'bsolve the committee from the error

of judgment which has been so freely im-

puted to them. The actual tests wo have

made show that the velocity of the new

rifle is distinctly higher than that of the

old. We cannot say that this is likely to

be repeated in every pair of arms examin-

ed, since it is well-known that the veloci-

ty of a rifle varies a good deal according

to the characteristics of the boring and

the period during which it has been in use.

It is, however, reasonably certain that

with the new rifle the trajectory will not

be markedly different one way or the oth-

er from that of the old.

Turning now to the question of sighting,

it has been laid dowji that accuracy in

this respect has been sacrificed by dimin-

ishing the distance between the front ami

the back sight. This admittedly is quite

true in a relative sense, but, on the other

hand, the distance between the sights of

the new rifle is 19 inches, and with the

finer sighting employed and its capacity

for minute adjustment it is more than like-

ly that the standard of marksmanship reg-

istered will be fully equal to that of the

old rifle. With sights the above distance a-

part a carefully sighted rook rifle will

throw a series of ten shots in a space of

two inches square at one hundred yards. A
great part even of this divergence is na-

turally due to the ammunition. Hence it

must follow that the sighting arrange-

ments of the new rifle are decidedly in ad-

vance of the shooting powers of the aver-

age marksman.

The stumpy appearance of the new

rifle is due 1o the wooden cover that has

been extended over the whole length (<i

the barrel. This very important modiiiua-

tion has been called for by the high leiiv

perature Unit results as a consequence of

even nnidciatcly rapid firing. Fifty rounds

of service ammunition may be fired from a

magazine rifle in a period varying from

two to five minutes. Even when so long

as three and a half minutes is spent in the

firing of the above number of rounds the

woodwork is practically on fire by the

time the last cartridge has been discharg-

ed. While this rate of firing is not reach-

ed in practice, we can well understand the

importance that has been attached to pro-

tecting the hands of the soldier from the

possibility of coming into contact with the

barrel at any part of its length.

Among marksmen the chief interest in

the new rifle will centre around the ques-

tion of sighting. In this respect the Small

Arms Committee can be congratulated up-

on llie adoption of a combination of sights

which is far ahead of anything previously

seen in this country. The old ladder form

of leaf is a thing of the past, and the well

known form of notched stem which now
takes its place will be accepted as a vast

improvement. No longer wall the Vernier

be required at the range. The marksman
will move the slide till it engages in the

appropriate notch cut in the leaf, of which

there is one for every 50 yards from 100

yards to 2,000 yards. .Ml intermediate ad-

justments can be effected by the \'ernier

screw, which raises or lowers the notch to

any midway position that the conditions of

the moment require. More than this, our

soldiers will for the first time be provided

with a horizontal wind-gauge adjustment,

which enables them 1n alter the position

of the V-notch laterally. The bar contains

a saw cut enabling the soldier to feel with

the linger nail in the dark whether the

wind-gauge is in the central position. Each

division on the wind-gauge and on the fine

adjustment represents 6 inches per 100

yards. The fore-sight has been similarly

perfected, so as to afford the greatest pos-

sible degree of accuracy in shooting. It is

mounted in a dove-tail slot, which allows

for the separate adjustment of each rifle

at the factory, so as to obtain an exact

grouping of the shot around the point of

aim. To prevent the foresight from dis-

turbance as a consequence of rough hand-

ling of the weapon, and to protect the tip
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from deformation, the entire sight is Rifling Enfield
guarded by the substantial projections Number of grooves 5
*or this purpose. To provide an aporoori- Depths of grooves at muzzle .0065 in.

ate height of fore-sight for all rifles three Depth of grooves from breech
sizes of barleycorn will be manufactured, to within 14 in of the
and each rifle will be fitted with the one muzzle (Mi,5 jn
which shooting tests show to be most Width of lands (ii)3fi m.
nearly in accordance with the fixed mount- Rifling : left-handed twist
ing of the back-sight bed. A further re- one turn in 10 in.

finement in the shooting capability of the Distance between 'barleycorn
rifle is provided by a double pull for the and back-sight 10 i-,S ,3.f in.
trigger, the first portion of the pull being Length of rifle? .S ft. 8 M6 in
succeeded by another working at a differ- Weight of rifle with magazine
ent leverage, the effect of which is to give eniijtv 81t) 2^03
a clean sharp movement for the final re- The above dimensions relating lo the
'^^^''- barrel will show why the weapon has been
Among the more important changes in described as bell-mouthed. That is to sav,

the breech mechanism the superior method ,he depth of the grooves is increased by U
of retaining the bolt in its bed may be thousandths of an inch at the muzzte

'

the
specially characterized. The safety catch taper starting U in. back. This doee not
has also been considerably improved. It ^eem to involve a verv considerable change
locks the rifle, both at the cocked and of diameter, but, on the other hanci, it is
fired positions, so that the bolt cannot be very difticult fully to appreciate its' influ-
turned. Although the divided stock has pnce in the absence of a full explanation
been retained, special precautions have Generally speaking, it seems reasonable to
been taken, as in modern editions of the suppose that the committee have been at
old rifle, to minimise the liability of the great pains to ascertain the formation of
holding screw from becoming loosened in i,arrel best suited for increasing the ball-
use. The barrel is made smaller in diame- j.stics to a level equal to what is obtain-
ter externally, and is fitted with a band ed with the greater length of barrel, and
which carries the fore-sight block, the m the same time to minimize the mechan-
whole being keyed and pinned to the bar- ical friction on the bullet In such a way as
.rel. The charger contains five cartridges, 'to reduce the tendency for nickel fouling
and it is so arranged that the rims of the to accumulate in the bore. The same cause
adjoining cartridges lie alternately over is pro'bably responsible for shortening the
and under one another. lead from the chamber to the rifled por-
The following particulars relating to the tion of the bore. In summing up the rifle

new rifle may be of interest: as a whole, it may be truly said that it
Length of barrel 25 3-6 inch. has been subjected to a great amount ol
Calibre 303 in. undeserved censure.

The barking of the grey geese, early Sun-
day morning, says the Manitoba Free Press
of April 19, announced their return west-
ward from the "turn-about" southward
that they executed in consequence of the
cold weather of some days since. The
writer heard the birds and saw one flock
flying over the city toward St. Charles.
The intending goose hunter will have some
difficulty in getting near the wary birds
at this early season. The weather is so
bright and sunny that the keen eye of the
sentinel birds will cover a long distance.

The stubble fields have still some susten-
ance for the broad bills, and the low-lying
lands give them, for a short time, immun-
ity from the sportsman. Still doubtless
there are quite a number of the plump fel-
lows who will not reach their nesting pla-
ces, but will fall by the way. A flurry of
snow, some day during the flight, will en-
able the hidden man with the decoys, to
get within shot, for the birds can see but
poorly during storms, and cannot keep pro-
per guard by means of their bird out-
posts. *
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Our Medicine Bag.

A volume on "The Sporting Dog" is the

sevinth of the American Sportsman's Lib-

rary, edited by Mr. Casper Whitney, and

published by The MacMlllan Company, the

Canadian agents being Messrs. Morang &
Co., Toronto. The author, Mr. Joseph A.

Graham, has produced one of the best

books on the sporting dog that has been

issued on this side of the Atlantic. H„^

has not made up his book with scissors

and paste-pot, but has written out of his

own intimate knowledge and large experi-

ence. The result is, naturally, a book each

admirer of the dog will read with inter-

est and find a place for in his library.

The author is convinced the British dogs

and British methods are not exactly the

best for America's sport, but gives full

credit to these breeders and sportsmen

that have made the British Isles the

Mecca of those seeking the best blood in

dogs, horses or cattle. "It is foxhounds

and shooting dogs which have become un-

der American conditions, something essen-

tially different from what the British

sportsmen established, ana have maintain-

ed as filling their conceptions of utility

and good looks."

Setters, pointers, greyhoimds, foxhounds,

beagles, Chesapeake Bay dogs, and wire-

haired fox terriers are all described, their

good and bad points discussed, and mod-
ern field and bench show winners consider-

ed. Mr. Graham knows his subject and is

able to .speak with authority. This latest

volume is fully equal to any of its prede-

cessors in the American Sportsman's Lib-

rary. The price is .$2.00.

"Mr. H. Irving Hancock, author of "Life

at West Point" and other books, has pub-

During the St. Louis Exposition Mr.

Marble, Jr., will be in charge of the ex-

hiTiit of the Marble Safety Axe Company,

space No. 37, Fish and Game Building. A

very full collection of this company's well-

known sporting goods will be in his charge,

and no doubt sportsmen will be more than

usually interested in the exhibit.

lishi'd through G.P. Putnam's Sons, a work
on "Japanese Physical Training" that will

doubtless find a ready sale, now that ev-

eryone is talking of the wonderful little

fighting men of the Mikado's services. The
.science of "Jiu-Jitsu" has been developed

and practised exclusively ; it may be sum-
med up as the art of enabling a quick,

strong, but small man to overcome by sheer

science a heavier and more powerful antag-

onist. Mr. Hancock has given us a fairly

good text book on the subject, and one

that young athletes will do well to study

carefully—but we do not think he has said

the last word on the subject, nor do we
agree altogether with some of his state-

ments. For instance, it is permissible to

doubt whether the photograph of "the arm
of a sample student of jiu-jitsu" does not

rather represent the arm of a youthful

Japanese student at some American col-

lege, where he attended very conscientious-

ly to his gymnasium work. Jui-jitsu does

not give big muscles—though it does give

quick muscles and an admirable physical

control. Then the glorification of a diet

of rice and dried fish sjems a mistake, see-

ing that the Japanese eat all the flesh

they can get, and merely diet on rice and

fish because meat is beyond their reach.

Having pointed out these blemishes in

the book, justice compels us to say it nev-

ertheless contains a great amount of inter-

esting information as to jiu-jitsu. The

price is $1.25.

F,ditor Rod and Gun in Canada:—

The "Ideal Spot" illustration opposite

page 544 of your .Xpril issue, is apparent-

ly well named. Such locations are not

IT IS WORTH WHILE
to send for the dainty little booklet which

has just been issued by the Hopkins t Al-

len Arms Co., describing and illustrating

three popular styles of their rifles. 'I'his

little booklet will be appreciated by ail

those interested. It will be sent free >)i

request by The Hopkins <v A'lvn Anns

Co., Norwich, ('(iiiii.



WHERE DUCK SWARM.
Uchielet, west coast of Vancouver Island.
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K.\bT A.\I) WKST.
Two cow-punchers and a tenderfoot. An Alberta scene.



THE WHITE BIRCH.
Perhaps the most useful tree of the Canadian forest.
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many. I recollect a similar camping place

on Sand Lake, about sixty miles northwest

of Kipawa. One where my party was some

years ago, and from which we brought

back a magnificent moosehead. Perhaps

you will tell us something about the

Okanagon Lake country, and how much a

month's outing will cost approximately for

a man who has some experience , and is not

inclined to carry useless stuff with him, or

expect other than reasonable camp fare

and life.

AMERICUS.
Boston, Mass.

A correspondent sends us in the follow-

ing:—

"Nestling down in the first great valljy

of the Rockies after crossing the plains is

the village of Golden, B. C, on the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway.

"Leaving the train and taking the steam-

er from Golden, we travel comfortably and
in the full enjoyment of thj best of the

scenery the Rocky Mountains can give, to

Windermere and the other mother lakes of

the Columbia River, with the jagged snow
capped peaks of the Rockies on the left

and the ponderous ice-clad masses of the

Selkirks upon our right as we journey

southward.

"Leaving these 'beautiful lakes, in which
is the source of the mighty Columbia, a

portage of three-quarters of a mile en-

ables us to drop our canoes into the rapid

waters of the Kootenay, which run in a

contrary direction to those of the Colum-
bia.

"From Canal Flat (a spot full of mod-
ern historical interest) to Kootenay Lake,

there is only one easy portage, that of Al-

bany Falls.

"What a rushing river and what scenery

all the way ! It is a rainbow trout coun-

try, too ; at the mouths of all the rivers

running into the Kootenay Lake, you are

likely to hook the gamiest fish that swims.
"Capt. E. P. Armstrong, of Golden, B.

C, is the man who knows all about the

country. He is a sportsman of the old

school, who is willing to tell a brother
sportsman where to go and whose informa-

tion can be relied upon."

Under thj new Land Act, recently adop-

ted by the Legislature of British Colum-

bia, some changes have been made in the

administration of timber lands. Leases of

unpreempted Crown Lands may be granted,

after public competition for a period not

to exceed twenty-one years, subject to the

payment of a royalty of fifty cents per

thousand feet and of an annual rental of

twenty-five cents per acre. By the previ-

ous Act, public competition was not re-

quired, and the annual rental was only fif-

teen cjnts per acre. In the new Act pro-

vision is made that the rent may 'be re-

duced to the old figure, it a mill is operat-

ed in connection with the limit, for at

least six months in the year.

Special licenses may be granted for not

more than 640 acres, for a period up to

five years, at an annual rental of $140 in

the coast district, and $115 east of the

Cascade Mountains. The former Act fixed

the rental at $100 per acre and also pro-

vided that the license should not be trans-

ferable. This latter restriction has not

been re-enacted.

An important provision is that a tax

shall be collected upon all timber cut with-

in the province, except that on which roy-

alty is reserved, according to schedules in-

corporated in the Act giving a scale of

rates. A rebate of the greater .portion of

this tax is, however, allowed on timber

manufactured in the province and its evi-

dent intention is to encourage home manu-
facture.

A resolution has been introduced into

the New Brunswick Legislature, urging

that the Government should take steps to

secure the manufacture within the pro-

vince of all logs cut on Crown lands. The
St. John lumbermen favor the motion, but

it is opposed by the lumbermen of the up-

per St. John river, where it forms the

boundary between New Brunswick and

Maine. Logs can be taken from this dis-

trict to mills on the American side free of

duty, and these mills are many of them
owned jointly by Americans and Cana-

dians.

Mr. W. Selby Lowndes, Jr., joint master
of the Whaddon Chase Hounds, is the sub-
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ject of the portrait and biography in the

April issue of Hailey's Magazine of Sports

and Pastimes. Mr. Sefby Lowndes has

been a traveller in out-of-the-way parts be-

fore he settled down in England, and has

enjoyed wonderful sport with the rod in

Antiiosti. An unsigned article on " Old

Sporting Tools' is extremely readable, and

contains among other matters an account

of panther spearing in India, a sport full

of exciting possibilities. The remarks on

the need of practice in using field glasses

are much to the point. Colonel Anstru-

ther Thomson's recently published book,

"Eighty Years Reminiscences" is reviewed

at length, as indeed the reputation of the

author suggests it deserved. Mrs. Baillie-

Groham continues her essay on Ancient
Hunting Horns and Music, reproducing a

couple of curious old woodcuts of hunting

scenes. "Crooked Powder" is written in a

sympathetic si)irit for those who are un-

able to account for the falling off in their

shooting form, and who may find a solu-

tion of their difTiculti-'s in the consulting

room of the oculist. An article on the

Measurement and Sale of Timber will ap-

peal to landowners ; timber is not the val-

uable asset it was in the days when a wit
described tries as "excrescences of nature
made to pay gentlemen's debts," but a lit-

tle more attention to woods and planta-

tions than is usually bestowed upon them
would probably repay the owner. Mr. Ogil-

vies' verses, "Conu> Along Coronet", are
written with a verve and go that hunting
men will appreciate. "Q" writes critically

on "Sonu' Features of Recent Test Match-
es"

; and after the always interesting se-

lection of notes from the Sporting Maga-
zine of "A Hundred Years -\go", we come
to the last of the Twelve Best series, which
is devoted to "All Round Sportsmen."
The text is one that requires the editor to

determine first, what an "all round sports-

man" is, and rightly, as we think, he ac-

cepts the popular reading of the phrase,

holding such an one the man who takes

personal part in the greater number of

sports and games, irrespective of the mea-
sure of his skill.

Dr. A. Harold In win has severed his

connection with the Dominion Forestry

Branch to accept a position in the Imper-
ial Forest Service in West .\frica. He will

he in charge cif work in the rubber forests.

Dr. I nwin's knowledge of scientific forest-

ry, gained tlimugh his thorough course in

(iermany, was of great assistance to those

with whom he was associated in the ad-

vancement of forestry work in Canada, and

as that assistance was always most cheer-

fully given, his departure will be felt as a

serious loss. However, the wider field of

the Imperial Service and the larger oppor-

tunities for scientific investigation pre-

sented advantages that could not be well

passed by, and the best wishes of his Ca-

nadian associates will follow him in his

distant field of labor. We have Dr. Un-

win's strong assurance that he will con-

tinue his interest in the Canadian Fores-

try Association, and may still be depended

upon to give it such assistance as may be

III his power.

Mr. Roland D. Craig has be.'ii appointed

on the staff of the Dominion Forestry

Branch. Mr. Craig is a native of the coun-

ty of Middlesex, in the province of On-

tario, and is a graduate of the Ontario

Agricultural College, Hj took a special

course in forestry in the New York State

College of Forestry, and has for the past

year been employed by the Bureau of For-

estry of the United States, doing special

forest investigation work in California. It

is pleasing to know that such opportuni-

ties for young Canadians are opening up in

our own count rv.

The Hudson's Bay fur sales took place in

March in London. Owing to the loss of the

"Lady Head" and other minor reasons, a

nuniher of the skins offered was less than

was the case last year. The following

table gives th.- actual figures for 1!)03 and

l!!(l-J:—

This Year Last Year

Skins. Skins.

Otter

Fisher

Fox, Silver ....

.Sea Otter

Fox, Cross

Fox, Blue

fi,4.')2

2,,580

122

1

2,208

4.3

10,27.3

3,223

491

1,970

90
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On Tuesday, March 15th.

This Year Last Year

Skins. Skins.

Marten 51,395 78,629

Fox, Red 6,185 6,200

Fox, White 5,549 10,717

On Wednesday, March 16th.

This Year Last Year

Skins. Skins.

Mink 55,455 66,.360

Lynx 19,189 9,031

Wolf 1,279 1,790

VVolverin 627, 695

Skunk 5,427 5,206

Raccoon 717 1,024

Badger 447 824

Ermine 15,902 33,883

Beaver 3.830 1,413

Musk Ox 333 246

Hair Seal 1,112 2,509

Musquash 1,386 5,617

On Thursday, March 17th.

This Year Last Year

Skins. Skins,

Bear, Black 6,086 6,444

Bear, Brown 640 726

Bear, Grey 188 246

Bear, White 55 96

.\nd sundry skins and furs.

"The Still Hunter," by \'an Dyke, is one

of the classics of American sport. It ranked

with Oaton's book on deer, Hallock's "Ga-
zetteer," Bogardus's "Trap Shooting" and

one or two others, but seems to have out-

lived them all, and Messrs. MacMillan &
Company have done well to bring out a

new edition. Moreover, they have had it

illustrated by Carl Rongius, perhaps the

best animal painter in the States today.

Van Dyke learned how to hunt in the

days when it was no trick to take the old

Winchester down from its peg on the wall,

stroll out into the back lot and find fresh

deer tracks within half an hour. Few in-

deed ari the places within the territory of

the great Republic where this may be done
today, though here in Canada we have lots

of them within one hundred miles of the

cities of Quebec, Montreal and Ottawa,
and. there are .places in the Northwest and

British Columbia, where it would be al-

most an indignity to offer the hired man
venison more than twice a week.

The art of deer hunting cannot be learn-

ed from a book, but there is no doubt that

a painstaking study of Van Dyke's work,

combined with plenty of practice, will turn

any man with an aptitude for field sports,

into a tolerable hunter. The book is sold

in Canada through Morang & Company,

Toronto, the price being .n.75.

Reports from the north and the sur-

rounding country give every indication of a

good take of fur and game. Already sever-

al large consignments of furs have arrived

down at Edmonton, Calgary, Selkirk, Rat
Portage and other points and it has all

been of a quality well above the average.

Trappers and Indians who have come down
from the northern districts report that fur

bearing animals arc more plentiful this

year than they have been for many years

past.

To Rod and Gun in Canada:

—

Dear .Sirs.— I should be much interested

if you can call forth opinions on the ori-

ginal meaning of the word maskinonge.

Your always interesting contributor Mr.

C. C. Farr ought to be able to say some-

thing as to this. There is no question as

to -kinonge, which means pike. But mas-
means great, usually, while mask- means
deformed or, possibly, different. Both
meanings, as applied to the fish named,

have support from students, and the ques-

tion is what do the Indians of the mask-

inonge region consider the real derivation

of the prefix.

A certain stigma would seem to go with

the meaning "deformed or different" as of-

ten quoted, and as the maskinonge is su-

perior to the pike in all respects, the term
would se^m to fail considerably of the us-

ual aptness of Indian descriptive names.

On the other hand mas- as meaning great

is exceptionally fitting to the case. East-

ern Indians have told me that the word
means "big pike," but they are out of the

main habitat of the fish.

I should be quite indebted for light on
this question.

Yours very truly,

W. B. CABOT.
Boston, April 18th, 1904.

In reply to a deputation which inter-
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viewed liim recently in regard to the es-

tablishment of a School of Forestry and

other matters in connection with the Uni-

versity of Toronto, the Premier of Ontario

stated that he would like to see it, but

thought that his interviewers were not on

the right lines, as the country was not

ready. There were two propositions—old

Ontario and New Ontario, As to old On-

tario, the Province ought to start with

the farmers, 130,000 of whom could be

reached at once through the farmers' in-

stitutes. Instructors could be chosen from

the graduates of the University of Toron-

to or of the Ontario Agricultural College

and sent at the expense of the Province to

Germany, or one of the Colleges of the

United States to learn forestry. He want-

ed to educate every farmer to care for

every shrub and sapling, and they could all

be reached in this way. Then this staff

could look over New Ontario during vaca-

tion. Here was a new proposition, and the

Crown Lands Department, with its rang-

ers, its forest reserves, its relations with

lumbermen, could cover a larger area than

any chair at a University. Kingston had
received only one applicant for the course.

Where would Toronto find the applicants

or occupations for them ?

We unfortunately omitted the name of

Dr. A. Harold Unwin, as the author of the

very capital paper on the "Art of Forest-

ry," that we published in the April num-
ber of "Rod and Gun in Canada."

«P

A dispatch to a Western Canada news-

paper from Dawson says;

—

Sixty tons of caribou have been killed up

the Klondike river for the Dawson market.

The greater number killed are one hundred

Rod and Gun Pub. Co.—We have just

learned that the indoor pistol champion-
ship of the U. S. Revolver Association was
won by Dr. E. H. Kessler, of St. Louis,

Mo. The latter party scoring 450 points

out of 500 at 20 yards, using a Stevens

Lord Model pistol, .22 long-rifle cartrid-

ges.

Very truly yours,

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO.

Per Chas. A. Stein.

and fifty miles up the Klondike river. The
greater num'ber were killed by a party of

hunters who ran into a bunch of hundreds

if not thousands. The caribou were so

numerous that the hunters shot them down
as lapldly as they could load until all am-
munition was exhausted. Men who nave

just arrived from up the Klondike on hunt-

ing expeditions report the game now scarce

there. It may be that the caribou have

been driven back, or that they are scatter-

ed and are hard to find in the old localities.

Last year we heard of similar destruc-

tion of game, and at the time representa-

tions were made to the Dominion Govern-

ment about this slaughter, and it was un-

derstood that measures would be adopted

to prevent such butchery; but it seems that

the arm of the law is too short to reach

thus far. Sixty tons of caribou ; and some
day this great waste of the North will be

as devoid of animal lite as the Sahara it-

self.

The following interestmg letter was re-

ceived by the E. I. DuPont Company:—
Dear Sirs.—I have in my possession

some DuPont powder that was bought a-

bout fifty years ago by my uncle and
grandfather; they owned two rifles and

did lots of shooting, so they bought a con-

siderable quantity of powder and stored it

in a large stone heap on my father's farm

at a safe distance from the buildings. Un-

cle took to fever and died
;
grandfather

never shot much more and died not long

after. My father was no gunner, so the

powder or portion of it was left until a-

bout fifteen years ago. I went and dug it

out. There was a large flat stone over the

box and about two dozen \ lb. cans, round

cans, I think, with an Indian's picture on

each one. They were badly rusted; I pick-

ed the rusted can from around the caked

powder, broke it up and sifted out the

dust, leaving the powder looking quite na-

tural but for some red grains that showed

the rust. I saved four pounds. I never

tried it till last fall I loaded 38-72 shells

with it and some with some DuPont
bought recently. The old powder shot fully

as strong as the new.

Yours truly,

(Signed) W. A. CLARK.
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It has been said by some that the days

for big game hunting in British Columbia

are over. This is entirely erroneous, and

Mr. John Hyland of Telegraph creek, who
is at present visiting the city, gave the

Colonist yesterday* a few facts respecting

big game in the vicinity of his home which

are worth making public. He says that

within sixty miles of Telegraph creek 'big

game abounds, and that he keeps a staff of

experienced guides ready for service at all

times. These men are thoroughly conver-

sant with the country in every direction,

can pack, cook, make camp, find the game,

and when shot, skin and cure the hides.

They also thoroughly understand getting

the heads, claws, etc., ready for transpor-

tation to the taxidermist and to a man
with means, a big game hunt can be made
very simple and certain of results.

The game laws of British Columbia pro-

hibit a non-resident of the province from

shooting big game unless a license, which

costs $50 is first obtained from the pro-

vincial government. This license entitles

the holder to shoot and preserve double the

A physician of great standing in New
York recently advised one of his patients

who was suffering from a nervous disord-

er, to spend a few weeks shooting, either

in the fields and woods or at target prac-

tice. He maintained that the concentra-

tion brought about by trying to hit a

mark acted as a tonic on the nerves.

To further prove his claims he said that

the mere fact that all gunners continued to

improve their marksmanship with constant

use of firearms, was convincing enough.

The boy with a rifle is therefore sure to

be benefited. But the first point to look

after is the gun. The most prominent mak-
ers of firearms in the country is the Stev-

ens Arms & Tool Co. of Chicopee Falls,

Mass., and their "Stevens" rifle is almost
as well known as gunpowder itself.

A boy with a "Stevens" and an under-

standing of its use is a benefit to any
farming community where crop-destroying

animals are at large. And incidentally he

is making for himself a nervous system
that will stand him well in the wear and
tear of old age.

number of moose, caribou, and big horn as

the ordinary resident, who can shoot with-

out a license, is allowed to.

Telegraph creek is accessi'ble both winter
and summer. In summer the Hudson's
Bay Company operate a river steamer on
the Stickeen from Wrangel, and when the
river is frozen dog teams and sleighs are
used. Mr. Hyland's last trip out in two
days and eight hours reported in last Fri-
day's issue, shows how quickly the trip
can be made with good material.

The season for moose, caribou and big
horn starts in September and heads are
good until a'bout the 1st of January, when
the males lose their horns and the heads
consequently are worthless as trophies of
the chase. Moose are found in abundance
towards Dease lake, a distance from Tele-
graph creek of about sixty miles.

There are excellent ti;ails everywhere and
pack horses can be taken and the hunters
can ride. The guides know exactly where
the game can 'be found and hunting in this
country is a matter of pure and unalloy-
ed pleasure. Caribou are found in much the
same locality as the moose, only higher up
the mountains. Big horn can be obtained
nearer and are in abundance within thirty
miles of Telegraph creek.

Grizzly bear are very numerous on the
Stickeen river and at Shesley lake, norch
of Telegraph creek. All other species of

bear abound and magnificent sport is ob-
tainable all the year round. The skins are
good from September to May and it

is an easy matter for a good shot to ob-
tain specimens of brown and cinnamon
bear, while persons who do not mind tak-
ing a chance at a grizzly can always get
out if so minded.

"There is no better fishing in the world,"
said Mr. Hyland. "Trout abound in the
rivers and the lakes are full of good edible
fish. In the spring and fall geese and ducks
are on the rivers and marshes in immense
quantities and the pot can be always
stocked with such dainties. There are al-

so ptarmigan, blue, ruffled and Franklin
grouse in a'bundance. The ducks and geese
can be knocked over with sticks in moult-
ing time and the Franklin grouse, or, as it

is called in the up-country, the fool hen,
can be killed with stone or stick at any-

time. Of course, it is not sport, but the
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lariier lias got to be kept goiiiK when a

party of guides and hunters are mi Uie

trail and these delieacies help very mater-

ially. The Indians, who are usually sent

as guides, can make a most ai)peli/.ing dish

out of porcupine. They skin and clean the

animal and roast it over a big tire sus-

pended from a pole, keeping it spinning all

the time it is cooking. They also mal<c

most excellent soup out of the dish."

Mr. Hyland says tlie country is simply

full of game and that a visit from any

real game hunter would prove this to be

the ease.

Mr. Hyland says that all he requires is a

few weeks' notice of the desire of a party

to hunt anil everything necessary will he

provided.

•r

The following extracts from the 1902 re-

port of the Nova Scotia Game and Inland

Fishery Protection Society should prove of

interest to our readers:

"Regarding moose, I can say that they

are holding their own fairly well, a condi-

tion of things which is largely due to leg.

islation passed at tke instance of your So-

ciety.

"Forty years ago dogging was much

practiced by the country people, many of

them keeping from one to three so-called

moose dogs, a cross between the smooth-

haired Newfoundland and the bull dog, lor

this purpose. Happily this style of hunt-

ing our noble game is almost, if not quite,

a thing of the past.

Snaring has been more in vogue of late

years, and is still carried on in out-of-the-

way districts ;
hut by iicrscverance on the

part of our agents in c(iiiliiiually destroy-

ing the snares, and always, when .possible,

bringing the law-breakers to justice, this

evil also will, I trust, be stamped out ere

long.

"Judging roughly from the agents' re-

ports, I should say that about three hun-

dred and fifty moose have been legally

killed during the year.

"I regret to have to differ from my ven-

erable friend, Commissioner Crooker, and

others who think the license fee for non-

residents too high. I do not think there

is an American sportsman worthy of the

name who would object to the forty dol-

lar fee for an all game license, nor do I

believe that lowering the fee would in-

crease the number of visiting sportsmen

one per cent.

"Agent Kelley is to be congratulated on

his success in convicting the gang of snar-

I'rs at Oak Park, Harrington. These men
have been carrying on a wholesale des-

truction of moose quite unhindered, as the

men of this vicinity, appointed by the So-

ciety to sujipress this practice, were

afraid to act.

"Caribou have left our ])cninsula, with

the e.Kception of a few small herds. These

should have a close season of some years.

In the Island of Cape Breton, the caribou

have greatly benefitted by the close time

enjoyed by them some few years ago, and

in some districts are quite numerous.

"The manner in which the red deer have

multiplied during the few years since their

introduction is most gratifying. They are

now to be found in nearly all the counties

of the peninsula. In Yarmouth and Queens

counties, where last year only a few of

their tracks were seen, there is now quite

a good showing of them, some quite near

the farms. Our Yarmouth agent reported

a herd of aleven, while Queens reported as

many as seven having been seen at one

time. Not one has been killed during the

year, as far as can be ascertained.

"The Society must not forget that the

close time for red <leer will expire in 1901.

Therefore it should ask the Legislature to

further protect them.

"The country is well stocked with hares,

excepting some places where disease has

diminished their numbers, I think that the

open season should begin on the fifteenth

of October, as the hare is only then clear

of ticks and fit for human food.

"You will see, by referring to the

agents' reports, that there are still a few

beavers left in .Vova .Scotia ; but if they

do not receive immediate and proloni;ed

protection, there will not be one of them

remaining after a year or two.

"Ruffed grouse were very scarce in most

of the counties in spite of their recent rest

of three years. Undoubtedly the principal

cause of this scarcity is the uruisually cold

and wet weather experienced by them for

the last three or four years during hatch-

ing period."
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The officials of the various Canadian

(iun Clubs should bear in mind that ROD
AND GCN IN CANADA is prepared to

publish in its Trap Department, everything

of interest concerning Trap Shooting. If

you have the interests of your Club . and

the welfare of trap shooting at heart, you

will see to it that reports are sent in each

month. Any .practical suggestion that our

readers can ofier, whereby the usefulness of

our Trap and Gun Department can be aug-

mented, will be appreciated by the publish-

ers. We will endeavor, at all times, to

look after, to the best possible advantage,

the interests of Canadian Trap Shooters,

and give as clear and complete reports as

possible. We want every trap shooter in

Canada to feel that this department in our

paper is his own.

Tlie Editor of the Trap Department of

HUD AND GUN 1\ CANADA is ia re-

ceipt of a valuable letter from Mr. L. H.

Collinridge, proprietor of the Queen's Ho-

tel, Guelph, Ont. Under date of April 7th

he writes: " I have received copy of ROD
AND GUN IN CANADA, and am much

pleased with the Trap Dept., and think all

good sportsmen should encourage you by

sending in their orders and enabling you

to still further add improvements and pro-

vide lovers of trap shooting and hunting

with a paper that is interesting, .instruct-

ive and full of items of interest. I will do

my best to further interest here with the

Guelph clubs."

The Clinton Gun Club.

The ClmlDH (iun Club was organized a-

way back in the seventies and has contin-

ued to shoot till the present. It has also

I: i;i;.ui VM

l'lV>i<l>'lll I'lilltoll tUll

grown to be one of the strongest in Can-
ada in shooting material, as well as finan-

cial. It was up-hill work for quite a while,

owing to price of ammunition, guns, etc.

To Mr. Wm. Foster is due the credit for

continuation as well as organizing of the

club, and although near seventy years of

age he can yet make the younger members

go some in the shooting game, and can

discount the best of the club members jn

(he bush. The first trap to be used was
the glass ball trap, then the Niagara,

which used to throw targets with paste-

board points; then the Standard, and last-

ly, and the ones in use at present, the

Cleveland experts. At one time the boys

used to make their own birds, remolding

the old broken targets and buying a little

fresh material, when it would become too

stiff to work over. The Club used for

years the Recreation park for shooting

purposes, until the residents objected to

the noise and the broken targets on the
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ground bothered the ball players, so the

club had to move. It was then that our

club was organized as it is today, and we
have just passed our tenth birthday as the

Clinton Gun Club Limited, being incorpo-

rated by letters patent and owning a beau-

tiful park, the finest exclusive shooting

park in Canada. The grounds are situated

near the G.T.R. station and upon which

has been erected a modern club house. The
background is perfect and the Club todsy

has a membership of above fifty and the

most of them are live ones. The Club has

always been fortunate in having members
who could keep their end up in the best of

company, amone; whom in years gone bv
have been W. Forbes, J. E. Blackall, J.

McMurray and W. Greigg, the last named
now deceased. "Peace to his ashes." At
present we have J. E. Hovey, winner of

the aggregate prize at the last shoot of

the Dominion of Canada Trap Shooters As-

sociation shoot held at Toronto on Aueust
12, 13, 14, 15. 190.3. He also won the Par-

ker gun event and high average for the .3rd

day's shootine. .\t present he holds the

Robin-Hood Trophy, which is subject to

challenge, and is emblematic of the cham-
pionship of Canada.

J. E. Cantelon. 1st Vice-President of the

Dominion of Canada Trap .Shooters Associ-

ation, and .Secretarv of the Club, better

known as "Shortv", who tied for first

place in the Canadian Handicap at

Hamilton in January, inOO, with a per-

fect score and later C Dec. 10, in03^

tied for first place at St. Thomas with
another perfect score. The above scores

were at live birds. He has also held the

Robin Hood Tronbv and won the best av-

erage of the Clinton Cim Club for 1902

and 1903. W. G. Dohertv, who .scored 49

out of 50 in Toronto last August 15th. the

best score m.ide in a 50-hird event at the

sournament Others worthv of mention are

R. Graham. President of the Club, Dr G
E. Holmes, "Dollie" and lots of young

blood coming up. the kind that make top-

notchers. .At the annual meeting of the

Club held .Jan. 29, 1004, the treasurer's

report showed the Club to be in a strong

financial condition, having a cash balance

on hand of $75, and assets valued at $1,-

OOO; liabilities nil Over 20,000 targets

were shot at last season. The officers

elected were as follows:—

President, R. Graham; Vice President,

J. Ireland; treasurer. J. E. Hovey, Sec-

retary, J. E. Cantelon; directors, E. Fos-

ter, Wm. P'oster, (i Iliuchley, J. Powell,

O. .Johnson.

MAPLE CITY GUN CLl'B SHOOT.

Friday, April 1.—The following are the

scores at the shoot of the Maple City

Gun club at Riverside park:

—

Event No. 1, at 10 targets—J. Moore
10, W. Paullucci 6, A. C. MacKay 8, F.

Bedford 6, W. Boyd 7, W. Nichol 2, J. W.

Aitken 6, T. Nichol 6, J. Edmondson 4,

.K. Hutchinson 6.

Event No. 2, squad III., No. of targets

15—Dr. Perdue 9. T Nichol 8, J. McCoig

5, J. G. Kerr 7, Rankin 7, J. Oldershaw

13, John Aitken 11. Dr. Tye 11, J. Ed-
mondson 10, J. McLean 0.

Squad I., targets 15—J. Moore 15, F.

Bedford 11, W. Paullucci 7, W. Boyd 10, A.

C. MacKay 12.

Squad II.—J. W. Aitken 11, W. Nichol

3, J. Edmondson 10, A. Hutchinson 7, .1.

Oldershaw 11.

Event 3, squad I . targets 15—J. Moore

12, F. M. Bedford 12, W. Paullucci 12, W.

Boyd 8, A. C. MacKay 10.

Squad IL— .1. W. .Aitken 14, W. Nichol

5, J. Edmondson 5, A. Hutchinson 11, J.

Oldershaw 9.

Squad HI.—Dr. Perdue 9, T. Nichol 6. .1.

McCoig 7, J. G Kerr 12, Dr. Tye 10.

Squad IV.—John Aitken 12, W. B. Wells

13, J. McLean 3, Taylor 1, Rankin 7.

Event 4, squad I., targets 10.—J.

Moore 9, F. M. Bedford fi. W. Paullucci 8,

J. W. Aitken 6. A. C. MacKay 8.

Squad II.—John Aitken 5, Hutchinson 5,

J. G. Kerr fi, Wells 9, Dr. Tye 7.

Squad III —J. G. Kerr, 8, Taylor 3, Dr.

Tve in, .1 McLean 4

Oftentimes a trap shooter may have a

gun or some other contrivance that he

may wish to exchange or dispose of The

advertising pages of ROD AND GUN IN

C.WADA are open for his use. Our rate

for one inch space, one month, is $2.00.

Two months, $4 00, Three months, $6,00.

Six months, .$?) 00
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SPRINGWOOD GUN CLUB TOURNA-
MENT.

The Springwood Gun Club of London

will hold their second annual tournament

on June 16th and 17th. The officers and

members of this enterprising Gun Club ex-

tend a hearty invitation to all trap shoot-

ers to participate in the several interesting

events that will take place at this tourna-

ment. Programmes will gladly be furnish-

ed on application to B. W. Glover, Secre-

tary of the Springwood Gun Club, Box
346, London, Ont.

WOODSTOCK GUN CLUB.

Woodstock has a Gun Club that is a

credit to the city. Although an old es-

tablished body, it was not until recent

years that it became a successful club.

Their grounds and club house are located

three miles west of the city. Although
not yet in the best of shape, the members
look eagerly forward to the establishment
of one of the best clu'b properties in Can-
ada. The Club is made up of the right

kind of stuff and big accomplishments in

the way of scores are anticipated during

the coming season. In next month's issue

we hope to be able to publish a more com-
prehensive account of the Woodstock Gun
Club.

The Woodstock Gun Club held their first

shoot of the season on Good Friday. Al-

though the weather was not all that could

be desired the attendance was good. The
prospects for a good season tor the club

are excellent. The following are the scores:

Event No. 1—20 blue rocks—H. Mcintosh
9, John Hartley 11, Jos. Maynard 20,

Harry Hampson 14, M. Virtue, Jr., 13, W.
J. Bonnett 10, J. Y.. Thompson 16, Alf.

Hopkins 12, C. J. Mitchell 16, M. Dawes
14.

Event No. 2—10 blue rocks—John Hart-
ley 3, Harry Mcintosh 6, W. J. Bonnett 8,

Alfred Hopkins 8, Joseph Maynard 6,

Lew. Walters 7, C. J. Mitchell 10, M. Vir-

tue, jr., 4, Hy. Hampson 9, M. Dawes 8.

Event No. 3—15 blue rocks-W. J. Bon-
net 11, M. Virtue 12, Hy. Hampson 9,

Jos. Maynard 11, C. J. Mitchell 8, Lew
Walters 14, Douglas Thompson 8, J. E.

Thompson 11, Mr. Walker 6.

Event No. 4—10 blue rocks—Harry Mc-
intosh 4, W. J. Bonnett 7, Douglas

Thompson 8, Alf. Hopkins 7, J. E. Thomp-
son 9, Mr. Walker 4, Lew Walters 8, M.
Virtue, Jr., 7, Jos. Maynard 7, Mr. Dawes
(

.

Kvent No. 5—10 blue rocks—\V. J. Bon-
nett 7, Alf. Hopkins 3, C. J. Mitchell 7,

J. E. Thompson 7, Mr. Walker 5, Harry
Hampson 7, Douglas Thompson 6, W. J.

Bonnett 6, Jos. Maynard 9, Mr. Dawes 9.

QUEBEC GUN CLUB.

A good day's sport was enjoyed by the
members of the Gun Club at their first

quarterly trap shooting tournament on
their grounds at Kent House Monday aft-

ernoon, April 11. There was a good at-
tendance of memters and a crowd of spec-
tators were present to see the different
events take place, which were keenly com-
peted for by the shooters. The Rose sys-
tem was used for the first time for divid-
ing the money amongst those who had
made the highest scores.

1st event—(open)—R. O. Montambault,
Chas. Fremont, Mc. G. Burroughs.
2nd event—(open)—"Lunch Kitty"—Chas.

Fremont.

3rd event—(members only)—"Foy Cup"—
R. O. Montambault, highest score; Charles
Fremont, 2nd highest score; J. K. Boswell
ird highest score.

4th evjnt— (open)—R. O. Montambault, J.
K. Boswell, E. R. Pepin, St. Bazil.

5th event—(members only)— J. B. Matte,
E. A. Evans, Felix Turcotte.
6th event— (open, miss and out)—1st,

Chas. Fremont, 2nd, F. Turcotte, 3rd, J.
B. Matte.

7th event—(Kent House match)—Open —
Prizes presented by Field Capt. C. W.
Baker.—1st, R. O. Montambault; 2nd, F.
H. Wood; 3rd, Capt. de Lotbiniere Panet.
8th event— (open)—Rev. R. Wright, C. E.

A. Boswell.

Extra event—(open)— "Sweepstake" —
1st money, M. J. Hawkins, 2nd money, R.
O. Montambault.

BALMY BEACH GUN CLUB.
The shoot held between the Balmy Beach

Gun Club and the Nationals on Saturday
afternoon, April 16th, resulted in a vic-

tory for the latter.
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AT THE MONTREAL TRAPS.
The results of the shoot at the Montreal

Gun Club Saturday afternoon, April 16, re-

sulted in Redman winning the ilub cham-

pionship, and Kearney the spoon.

Event No. 1, fifteen birds, unknown

traps—Redman 13, Kearney 12, N. Cand-

lish 11, Landriault 10, Rainville 10, Mc-

Duff 10, Cooke 8, Edward 8, Murray 7,

Cote 7.

Event No. 2, twenty birds, known traps

—Kearney 18, Rainville 17, McDuff 17,

llogan 16, N. Caudlish 16, Landriault 16,

Redman 15. Cooke 15, Edwards 15, Alex-

ander 13, Murray 12, Cote 8.

Event No. 3, twenty birds—McDuff 18,

Edwards 17, Alexander 17, Kearney 15, N.

Caudlish 14, Redman 13, Hogan 9.

Event No. 4, twenty birds—MtUuff 18,

Redman 17, Kearney 17, N. Candlish 15,

Alexander 12.

Event No. 5, twenty birds—Edwards 1!),

Kearney 18, N. Candlish 17, Mi'Duff 15,

.\lexander 15, Landriault 13, Redman 12.

Event No. 6, five pair doubles—Landri-

ault y, Kearney 8, Kedinan 7, Rainville 5,

Cooke 5, Hogan 4, X. Candlish 4, Ed-

ward 4, MeDuff 1.

THE TORONTO ROD AND GUN CLUB.

The members of the Toronto Rod and

Gun Club to the number of a score assem-

bled at the Woodbine on Saturday, April

16. The occasion was one of interest, in-

asmuch as the presentation of prizes was

to be made to the successful contestants

of the live bird events for the past sea-

son.

The first prize was carried ofli by the

president, who also ca|)tured the first

prize for aggregate.

The afternoon was signalized by a match

at twenty-five bluerocks between sides

chosen by the President and Vice-Presi-

dent, resulting in a victory for the Vice-

President by eight birds.

After a supper at the Woodbine Park ho-

tel and due honoring of conventional

toasts, short and interesting speeches were

made by various members, and a number

of capital songs were contributed.

The prime motive of this club is to in-

culcate proper and sportsmanlike methods

in trap shooting. They believe that a

man's position at the trap should t)e that

of a sportsman in the field under normal

conditions, that is, the nun stock of a con-

testant at the traps must be held below

the elbow. The senial referee, Mr. George

Briggs, takes particular interest in the

cnfort'ement of the very letter and spirit of

this regulation. The doctrine is sound,

and the example of the Roscdale Gun Club

and of the Toronto Rod and Gun Club, it

is hoped, will be followed by all the lead-

ing gun clubs of the Province.

It was unanimously decided to continue

the bi-weekly meetings during the summer.

GOOD SCORES MADE liY ll.VMlLTON
CLUB.

On Saturday, A])ril 9th, a merchandise

shoot was held at the Hamilton Gun
Club's grounds at Hamilton. Although the

weather was very unfavorable to go shoot-

ing, the scores made were good. Messrs.

Hunter, Thomson and Cline were the win-

ners. The merchandise prizes were for

three 15-bird events. The balance of the

programme was made up of ten-bird events.

Averages made were as follows:

—

Hunter .844, Hunt .844, Thomson .800,

Brijrger .800, Johnson .800, Graham .767,

Wilson .766, B. Smyth .720, G. Cline .720,

Upton .711, A. Smyth .709, Coffin .700,

J. Cline .688, Frank .680, Green .675,

Bowron .673, Dunham .650, Crooks .618,

Briggs .491.

MERCHANTS' GUN CLUB.

The Merchants' Gun Club of Hamilton

held its first shoot of the season on the

grounds at Dynes' hotel on Saturday af-

ternoon, April 16. The recent storm kept

the attendance down, but the grounds were

in good condition, and good sport was

enjoyed. The principal events were the

three 15-bird merchandise events, the first

two being won by W. Thomson, and the

third by "Dr. Wilson." There was also a

high average prize for the best three series

in these events, for which Upton and

Thomson tied, Upton winning in the shoot

off. The high averages were:

Upton .878, "Wilson" .838, Bowron .773,

Maxwell .769, Green .767, Thomson .767,

Crooks .688, "Frank" .640
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BOLTON'S GOOD FRIDAY SHOOT.

A match was shot at Bolton on Good

Friday, between the Bolton Gun Club and

the Shoe Pack Sporting Club of Toronto,

at 20 clay birds per man, the latter win-

ning by 27 birds. The score:

—

Shoe Pack Club—G. Evans 17, H. Wil-

liams 15, A. VVolle 15, G. Wolfe 13, R.

Shepe 12, O. Whinton 11, E. Williams 10,

W. Davison 7. Total 100.

Bolton Gun Club—K. Elliott 13, T. D.

Elliott 12, H. Sheardoune 11, W. Lister 11,

\V. Beamc-rt 10, A. Clayton 7, A. Nayler 5,

G. Vesner 1. Total 73.

A challenge match, three men aside, at

20 birds, was won by the Shoe Pack Club

by thi.s score:—

Shoe Pack—G. Evans 11, E. Williams

lb, G. Wolfe 13. Total 43.

Bolton—A. Clayton 9, T. U. Elliott 'J,

W. Beamert 4. Total 22.

After the shoot, the local club invited

the visitors to a banquet at the Queen's

Hotel, where a most enjoyable time was
spent.

STANLK\ (ilN CLIB GOOD FiUD-VV
SHOOT.

The Stanley Gun Club held their annual

target shoot for prizes on their grounds

on Good Friday. The shoot was a 50-bird

event, handicap 'by distance, ranging from

14 to 22 yards. The day was fine, but a

strong wind made shooting somewhat dif-

ficult, especially those on the long mark.

After a spirited contest Mr. Thomas won
first prize with a score of 40. After the

prize contest sweep shooting was indulged

in. At the close of the day's sport all re-

tired to the club's parlors, where the pri-

zes were presented to the successful com-

petitors. The following is a summary of

the scores:—

No. 1, 10 targets—Hulme 9, McGill 9,

Dunk 8, Dey 8, Wilson 7, Frame 6, Herb-

ert 6, Mason 6, Kingsdon 6, Thompson 6,

Hogarth 5, Thomas 5, Ingham 4.

No. 2, 50 targets, handicap—Thomas 20

yards, 40 ; Dunk, 19 yards, 38 ; McGill

22 yards, 38 ; Ingham, 14 yards, 37
;

Thompson, 20 yards, 35 ; Green, 22

yards, 84 ; Hulme, 22 yards, 33 ; Lucas,

17 yards, 30; Townson, 19 yards, 29; Ho-

garth, 17 yards, 29; Pearsall, 18 yards,

28; Dey, 22 yards, 27; Mason, 18 yards,
27; Kingdon, 19 yards, 27; Wilson, 16
yards, 26; Herbert, 18 yards, 26; Frame,
19 yards, 26; Hirons, 14 yards, 24; Moser,
19 yards, 22; Jones, 17 yards, 20.

No. 3, 15 targets-Green 13, Dunk 1.3, King-
don 11, Moser 11, Lucas 11, Thomas 10,
Pearsall 10, Dey 9, Hulme 7.

No. 4, 15 targets—Green 15, Dey 13,
Kingdon 13, Dunk 12, Mason 9, Hogarth 8,
Ingham 6.

McDOWAI.L'S GOOD KUIDAV SHOOT.

McDowall and Co.'s. Good Friday shoot
at the Woodbine was well patronized. Af-
ler several practice matches the following
events were shot off. Ten to fifteen com-
peting. All events were class shooting, ten
targets

; $1.00 entrance:—
Shoot No. I.—Asling 7, Molleii 7, lleath-

erington 5, Wood 5, Wallace 5.

Shoot No. 2.—Wood 7, Mollen 6, Asling
5, Davis 5, George 4.

Shoot No. 3.—Mollen 8, Hoovey 7, Mey-
ers 7, Davies 6, Tompkins 6, Wallace's.
Shoot No. 4.—Skey 8, Meyers 7, Mollen

7, Wood 7, Hoovey 6.

Shoot No. 5—Cashmore 9, Mollen 9,
Skey 8, Asling 8, Meyers 7, Harbottle 1,
Eley 7, McQuillien 7.

Shoot No. 6—Harbottle 9, Skey 9, Cash-
more 9, Blatchley 8, McQuillien 7, Eley 7.

Shoot No. 7—Mollen 9, Harbottle 8,
Skey 8, Davis 7, Blatchley 7, Eley 7.

Shoot No. 8.—Anderson 9, Cashmore 9,

Asling 9, McDuff 8, Harbottle 7, Heather-
ington 7. -

JUNCTION BEAT STA.NLEYS.

The return match between teams from
the Stanley Gun Club and Toronto Jua:-
tion Gun Club was held on Saturday,
Apri, 16, on the Junction grounds, and re-

sulted in a win for the Junction Club by
16 birds. The weather was unfavorable,

and consequently the scores were low. As
each team has won a match the deciding

one will be shot on Stanley grounds some
time in May. The following are the scores:

Team shoot at 25 birds each:—
Junction Gun Club—C. Burgess 21, P.

Wakefield 21, J. H. Thompson 20, G. Mas-
on 20, H. D'Eye 17, J. Hardy 17, J.
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Townson 12. E. Turp 12, D. Walton 15, W.

Wakefield 11, H. I'layter Id, R. Roberts 8.

Total 181.

Stanley Gun Club—A. Ilulme lit, A. Dey

1>8, T. Martin 17, W. Kingdon 17, J. Ing-

ham 13, J. Sawden, jr., 13, — Hogarth

13, R. Fleming 13, Friti 13, Wilson 10,

llirons lU, Buck 9. Total 165.

Shoot No. 1, at 10 birds—Thompson 9,

W. Wakefield K, F. Martin 6, Fritz 3, Hir-

ons 3.

Shoot No. 2—D'Eye 8, Townson 7, Pat-

terson 5, Hick 3, Hardy 3.

Shoot No. 3, 10 birds—Ingham 7, Dey (i.

Mason 5, Sawden 4, Hogarth 3.

Shoot No. 4, 10 birds—Ingham 8, Buck

6, Sawden, jr., 5, Williamson 5, Ilulme 5.

Shoot No. 5, 10 birds—Wilson 10, King-

don 8, Hulme 7, Paterson 1, Abrey 4.

Shoot No. G, 10 birds—P. Waketield 9,

Fleming 8, Hampton 8, Thompson 8, Mas-

on 7, Hulnie 7, Sawden, jr., 7, Hogarth

6, Dey 6, Kingdon 5, Townson 8.

Shoot No. 7, 10 birds—Sawden 10, Town-

son 9, Kingdon 8, Thompson 7, Hampton

6, Hogarth 5, Mason 5, P. Wakefield 5,

Fleming 4.

GOOD FRIDAY EVENT OF SPRING-
WOOD CLUB OF LONDON.

The second annual club shoot of the

Springwood Gun Club was held at their

grounds on Friday, April 1st. At the out-

set the weather did not look as if it would

be possible to pull ofi the programme, but

as the day went on the sun came out and

made shooting possible, although the sky

line was not favorable for high scores.

There was a large attendance of shooters,

both from the city and outside. Among
those present were Messrs Coffey, Eraslie,

and Butler of St. Thomas; McCoU, of Fin-

gal ; Wallace, from Brantford, and T. H.

Conover of Leamington, the representative

for the Dupont Powder Company, who gave

a fine exhibition of shooting.

The committee in charge of the shoot

was as follows:—J. Nicholson (president),

D. A. Breckon, C. Bowman, A. Tillmann,

W. E. Robinson, W. A. Brock (treasurer),

B. W. Glover (secretary). The referee was
M. Graydon. The scores:

—

Event 1, 10 targets—Webb 7, Guard 6,

Glover (i, Nicholson 4, Bryce 9, Harrison

i, Simcox 5, Conover 9, C. Bowman 9,

Winnett 7, Breckon 7, G. Bowman 6, Mae-
Beth 7, Fortner 5, Screaton 8, Robinson

8, Gibson lu. Wood 6, Anderson 8.

Event 2, la targets—Webb 12, Conover

13, Screaton 11, Robinson 11, Breckon 10,

Nicholson B, Glover 9, Brock 7, Woods 7,

MacBeth 10, Anderson 12, Gurd 9, Win-

nett 13, Reid 10, Arnott 12, Fortner 8,

Bryce 11, Harrison 8, Gibson 9, G. Bow-
man 8, C. Bowman 8, BalkwiU 10, Hughes

9, Simcox 9.

Event 3, 5 pairs-Webb 4, Conover 6,

Screaton 5, Robinson 3, Nicholson 3,

Breckon 6, Glover B, Reid 4, MacBeth 7,

C. Bowman 5, Winnett 3, Balkwill 3, G.

Bowman 5, Arnott 4, Anderson 4, Gibson

5, Fortner 5, Brock 0, Dinnen 5, Bryce 5,

Simcox 6, Hughes 0, Wood 6, Emslie 4,

McCoU 4.

Event 4, 10 jack rabbits—Webb 1, Con-

over 5, Screaton 7, Robinson 5, Nicholson

3, Breckon 3, Glover 5, Reid 5, Anderson

2, C. Bowman 8, Fortner 1, Bryce 3, G.

Bowman 5, Brock 3, Hughes 4, Gurd 5,

Simcox 3, Winnett 7, Gibson 5, Dinnen 6,

Balkwill 7, Arnott 3, Emslie 7, McCoU 3.

Event 5, 15 targets—Webb 7, Conover 9,

Fortner 8, Screaton 12, Robinson 9, Breck-

on 9, Glover 12, Reid 8, C. Bowman 9,

Nicholson 8, Hughes 5, Winnett 7, McCoIl

8, Emslie 10, Anderson 7, Gibson 12, Cof-

fey 6, Harris 4, Butler 8.

Event No. 6, 25 targets—Webb 16, Con-

over 22, Screaton 23, Robinson 15, Breck-

on 14, Glover 17, Reid 7, Nicholson 10,

Coffey 13, Fortner 14, WcColl 11, Emslie

14, Anderson 14, Butler 12, Gibson 15,

Darch 6, Burns 3, MacBeth 12, Ward 9,

Fefield 11, Rennie 12, Woods 6, Dinnen 14,

Brock 17.

Event No. 7, miss and out—Coffey 6,

Conover 5, Robinson 4, C. Bowman 4,

Screaton 3, Reid 3, Glover 2, Fortner 2,

MacBeth 2, Emslie 2, McCoU 2, Dinnen 1,

Brock 1, Wood 1, Rennie 1.

Event No. 8, 10 target.s—Harris 5, Webb
7, Conover 9, Screaton 5, Robinson 5,

Breckon 4, Reid 4, Nicholson 4, C. Bow-
man 4, Glover 6, Rockett 1, McCormick 3,

G. Bowman 2, Bryce 3, Rennie 2, Harrison

4, Fairfield 4, Finnen 3, Burns 4, Ander-

son 6, Brock 7, MacBeth 5, R. Coffey 8,

Graydon 6, Wood 5, McColl 4, Emslie 8,

Butler 7, F''ortner 5, J. Coffey 1.
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Kirid 9, W. Mtillis 9, C. J. Packham 9, J.

McCague 8, J. Burrel 8, W. J. Campbell

7, J. Dent 6, W. Smeaton 6.

Kvcnt No. \. — For c-haiiipionship of

Brampton Gun Club. Silver medal. Miss

and out.—S. J. White 18, T. Henry 17,

J. Burrel 4, C. J. Packham 2, W. J.

Campbell 2, W. Mullis 2, J. Dent 2, J.

Kidd 2, J. McCague 2, W. Smeaton 0, B.

Dyer 0.

Event No. 5—10 birds—C. J. Packham
10, W. Mullis 10, T. Henry 0, J. McCague
9, S. J. White 9, H. A. Watson fl, ,J. Kidd

8, W. J. Campbell 7, B. Dyer 7.

Event No. 6—Novice—5 birds—H. A. Wat-
son 5, B. Dyer 4, F. Peaker 2, J. Birss 2,

A. Ashley 2, H. Pratley 1

THE WOODSTOCK GUN CLUB.

The Woodstock Gun Club held a very suc-

cessful shoot Saturday afternoon, April

23, at their ranges on the Beachville road.

Over 350 birds were used. The following

are the scores:

—

Event No. 1.—10 birds—Walker 4, Hop-
kins 3, Lane 8, Dawson 9.

Event No. 2—10 birds—Dawson 4, May-
nard 9, Thompson fi. Meadows 4.

Event 3—White 2, Walker 7, Lane 7, Bon-
net 7, Hopkins 3.

Event 4.—Thompson 7, Meadows 3, May-
nard 7, Dawes 7, Dawson 6.

Jack-Rabbit shoot—5 birds—Bonnett 3,

Meadows 3, Walker 1, Dawes 2, Dawson 2.

2nd Jack-Rabbit event—Lane 2, Maynard
4, Thompson 3, Hopkins 3.

Doubles— 10 birds—Maynard fi, Bonnett

6, Dawson 4, Dawes 8, Hopkins 5.

Bryce 5, G. Bowman 5, Graydon 7, Cof-

fey 5.

The professional high average for the day

was won by Forest Conover, Leamington,

representing the Dupont Powder Company,
with a score of 86. The amateur high av-

erage was won by S. M. Screaton with a

score of 81. B. W. Glover was second with

a score of 70, Messrs. Conover, Screaton

and Glover all shooting with L. C. Smith

guns.

Klvent No. 9, l."} targets-Webb 11, Con-

over 13, Screaton 10, Breckon 3, Reid B,

Nicholson 10, C. Bowman 8, Glover 12,

Harrison 4, Brock 7, McCoU 9, Emslie 13,

Butler 11, Fortner 4, Bryce 11, Wallace 9,

Dinnen 7, MacBeth fi, Graydon 7.

Event No. 10, 10 target.s—Webb K, Har-

rison 2, Fortner 7, Nicholson 4, Reid 3,

Brock 7, Gibson 5, MacBeth 5, Breckon 5,

Dinnen 8, Burns 1, Glover 7, Harrison 4,

BRAMPTON GUN CLUB SHOOT.
Brampton Gun Club shoot on Good Fri-

day was well attended, and the different

events well contested. The following is the

score:—

Event No. 1—10 birds—C. J. Packham

9, W. J. Campbell 9, J. McCague 8, W.

Smeaton 8, W. Mullis 7, J. J. White 7, J.

Burrel 6, J. Kidd 5, J. Dent 4, G. Dickey

4.

Event No. 2—5 pair, double rise—J.

Kidd 9, C. J. Packham 8, W. Smeaton 7,

W. J. Campbell 7, B. Dyer 7, W. Mullis 5,

J. Burrell 5, T. Henry 5, J. McCague 3,

J. Dent 2, S. J. White 2.

Event No. 3.-10 bird.s—T. Henry 10, J.



When you take

your next

HUNTING, SHOOTING
OR

FISHING EXPEDITION

You will require a

First-class, Reliable

Canoe You can

depend upon us to

supply you with

one that will meet

your requirements.

The Peterborough Canoe Co., Limited
PETERBOROUGH. ONTARIO, CANADA.

BEFORE PURCHASING, itwil! pay

you to obtain information

concerning our products.

THE LEADING Manufacturers of

Canoes, SKif's, Launches, Yachts

:

in fact everything that floats.

SEND FOR OUR INTERESTING CATALOGUE.

An Opportunity
FOR every Trap-shooter to secure absolutely free his

choice of a Perfect Gun Cleaner, a Little Giant
Rifle Cleaner, a Bradley Shot Gun Sight or a

Pioneer Gun Cleaner. Simply write a letter to five other

Trap-shooters with whom you are acquainted and who are

not already subscribers recommending them to subscribe

to Rod and Gis, send us the names to whom you have

written and we will send you any one of the above useful

contrivances.

DO IT NO"W.

Address: Edituk, Trai' Department,

Rod and Gin in Canada,

414 Huron Street,

Toronto, Ontario.



Infallible; 'E.c; and 'Schultze

•Fanning,' 'Crosby/ 'Elliot,'

Names to conjure with in the Shooting World.

Magnifcent Powder j^ Magnificent Shots

Your choice of dense or bulk powders.

Laflin & Rand Powder Co.
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KOENIG'S SHELL EXTRACTOR.
Every shooter should

)
have o'ne—carry it in a

' vest pocket, hits any
gauge shell. Koenig's

10 Cts. Postpaid. Gun Catalogue, Free.

E.Q.KOCNIC. New JERSEYS L«BGESTGUN HOUSE
WiLUAM Street, Xewark, N.J.

Send only U.S. stamps or coiQ. ',^ Z^

of Memory
~ iningThe Pclman System t'.

Requires only a few minutes daily, and )S so simple ^

child can master it. Mr. Pelman's books, " Mem-
ory tr&lnlng; Its Laws and tbeir Appiioation to

Practical Life," and "The Natural Way to Learn a
Langruage," sent FREE by mail, postpaid. Write

right now—before you forget it. The Pelman School

of Memory Training, i6q8 Masonic Tempk-, Chicago,

E&tabli»hed 1655.

Sell e> Prichard
SPORTING
TAILORS

Fishing and Shooting Suits a Specialty.

2 LUDGATE CIRCUS,
Opposite Cook's Tourists' Office) LONDON, Eng.

Kistiin
Rods...

REELS and TACKLE
SNEILED HOOKS,
LEADERS,
MINNOW GANGS,
FLIES.

New Catalogue (profusely illustrated)

of all grades Fishing Tackle, Reels,
Fish Hooks, Silk Worm Gut,
Flies, Artificial Baits and every
requisite for anglers.

ANGLERS ! Send 4c. in stamps for

large Catalogue.

A full line on Fly Tiers' and Rod-Makers' Supplies

Charles Plath & Son
No. 62 Fulton Street

NEW YORK CITY.
Correspondence with dealers for trade prices solicited.



THEl

W.W.

HAMMER, HAMMERLESS or

EJECTOR GUNS, MILITARY MATCH,

EXPRESS and other SPORTING RIFLES

CHOKE-BORE
For 26 Years has been tbe best Shooting

Shot Gun, and is still Unsurpassed.

Sendfor Illustrated Price Lists of either

Guns or Rifles, Postfree, to

W.W. Greener, 'lir Birmingham, Eng.

^^OftATED AD-

The Hudson's Bay

Company
Has had over 229 years

«#• experience in providing

for hunters

Everything necessary can be
Bupplied. Circular Ivetters of

Credit issvied on all the
Company's Inland Posts.
Further particulars on ap-
plication to ....;.

HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY
WINNIPEG

Harrimac Landing Net

Feather-light

Reels'^^"
For Trout and Bass
Cost Little.

All-right
Reels

For Bass, Salmon
and Lake Trolling

Give Satisfaction

A. F.

Expert Reels

For Trout, Bass and

Lake Trolling.
*

All Dealers sell these

MEISSELBACH & BRO.
Mfrs., Newark, N, J., U. S. A.



HOPKINS & ALLEN NEW AtODEL
LEVER ACTION RIFLES

Take down pattern. Barrel accurately riflecl

Case hardened frame.

Walnut Stock.

Shoots 22 short or long, rim

£rc cartridge 20 in. barrel.

Weight, 4 lbs.
No. 8ji

Price

0/ All Dealers or

Prepaid to anu Express Office in the United Stated

Send for Catalogue No. 72 of Rifles. Shotguns and Revolvers

The HOPKINS & ALLEN ARMS CO., Norwich, Conn.

BRISTOL RODS
Blos^k B

BLACK BASS
" He is a fish that htrks close nil ivinier , hit is very

fhasant and; oily after mid-April and May, and in the

hot months."—IzAAK Walton.

Get your bite—the " Bristol " will do almost

all the rest. It has the necessary spring, snap
and stiffish back required in a Black Bass Rod.

The most resilient material used in rod making
is Steel, which makes them tough and elastic,

with a rebound found in no other rod but the

•Bristol." Sold by all dealers ; they will give

you the benefit of reduced prices.

FREE : Our hatithoriie ctitaloi^ue "(P." describ-

ing all the Bristol Steel Mods.

THE HORTON MFG. CO.,
BRISTOL. CONN.. TI.S.A.

Orlan Clyde CuIIcn, c. e., ll.m.

Counsellor at Law U. S. Supreme Court.

Registered Attorney U. S. Patent OfiBce.

U. S. and Foreign Patents, Caveats,

Trade Marks and Copyrights.

Military and Naval Inventions a Specialty.

Address Box 264, Station G.,

Waihington, D.C , Gun Shop and Model Shop.

Warren White, Sulphur Springs, Totten, P.O., Virginia.

The "KING" is simply wonderful in construction.
Puncture Proof Canvas. Equal in wearing strength
and model to the best wooden boats, yet it folds in a
small package to check as baggage or carry by hand,
No repairs or cost for storage. Made non-sinkable
and perfectly safe anywhere. 'I he only patented canvas
boat on the market. King Folding Canvas Boat Co.,

667 N. St., Kalamazoo, Mich.. U.S.A.

Our Detachable Even $|)ooler»

When attached to a good reel makes the best casting and still-fishing reel on earth, and at about half the

price of the old style even spooling reel. Never buy a reel that spooler will not fit. Our Catalog {.\]

explains everything. It also gives price and description of spoolers, fish-sealers, gun-cleaners, ball-bearing,

jeweled and steel pivot bearing reels, fitted with spooler. Our new rubber muzzle or hook shield prevents

profanity and all sons and all kinds of trouble in handling fishing tackle when not in use. It binds

hook and line securely to rod. Write for Free Catalog.

A. W. BISHOP & SON, RACINE, WIS., U. S. A.
Patentees and Manufacturers.
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Life-Saving Folding

Canvas Boats
The latest, safest, and best is what we offer

you. A boat built on modern lines that will

prove a pleasure to own and use. Selected

materials used all through, and it comes to

you GUARANTEED the best. Latest pat-

ent and improved Folding Canvas Boat on

the Market.
A handy and safe boat for fishing and shooting. Puncture

proof. Galvanised tempered steel frame. No bolts to re-

move. Folds the most compact of any boat made. Send 4c.

in stamps for catalogue and reliable testimonials.

LIFE SAVING FOLDING CANVAS BOAT Co.
755 Portage St., KALAMAZOO, MICH., U. S. A.

UAnriV'C n/^rvC Cane BuIU Steel Cemre. cane
llAKUl J KvJUij. Built and Greenhearl Fishing

Rods,

**PAI AHfll\IA " strongest Bamboo
• /-*'-r^l\\^l^/-tf known for Rod

iKigii I Building.

To Ang-lers.—Send for •Hints to Anglers" and
Cat>ih>gnc (300 Illustrations I. I ree. Tackle
specially .'uitable for Angling sent 10 any
part of the World.

MAKERS BY APPOINTMENT
TO HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS
THE PRINCE OF. WALES

Patronized sy the German

Emperor, the King and Queen

OF Italy. Etc.. Etc-

COLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1900

AND 3$ GOLD AND OTHER
HIGHEST AWARDS

We are the manufacturers of the highest class Fishing Rods, Reels, Flies

no difficulty in procuring goods from us direct. Write us ; it will pay you.

cheapest.

HARnY RRfi S Branches-5 South St. David Street

Tackle, etc.. in the world. There is

Remember the best is always the

EDINBURGH
> 12 & U Moult Street. M.\NCHKSTER

AL^WICK, £\CLAND. LON'OON : 61, PALL MALL. .S.W.

^ G LOVER'S
imrh;ri.a.l

DOG REMEDIES.
The result of iwenly-five years' experience

in the treatment of

SICK DOOS.
FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IN

SPORTING GOODS IN CANADA.

Fkl-.E BOOK OX
DOG DISEASES AND HOW^ TO FEED

On applicitlion to

H. CLAY GLOVER, V.S.. 1278. Broidway, New York,

I ;. s. A.

h j\ Don't Spoil Your Qun

"THE HUMMER" Shot Spreader
Whf-n in field or covert, and the regular Ciriridge for

open long-distance shootinj:;. and get the best po»-sible

results by so doing . Sample Mox 50 Spreaders. 2ocis.

Six boxes for $1 00.

Addreis DANIEL BROWN. Thornton. R I

by having the choke taken out-

use

GOV'T
AUCTION
CATALOGUE

SALE
GUNS

Pistols. .Military Goods (Illustrated), 15c., mailed 6c

sumps. F. Bannerman, 579 Broadway, N. Y.

l>ainlltoit Powder

Company
HAS
MANUFACTUREDSPORTING

^ GUN POWDER
sine* 1865, As a result you have

"CARIBOU" made from best materials, perfectly

put together. 'DUCKING" hard pressed,

slow burning, keeps well under 2II conditions.

"SNAPSHOT" high velocity, moist resldium.

Cheap. The powder for every day use.

ENGLISHMEN SAY
Powder can bebouKht in Canada as good as ever
f>ut ia a pun. It Ii.is a ]>ositive advantage over
lome make, the dirt is soft.—J. J.W. in London
Field.

AMERICANS SAY
The finerEnglishor.-Vmcric.'m Powder and Cana-
dian "Caribou" I am <iuite fainiliarwith. They
give so little recoil that one mav shoot all day
without bruised shoulder or hea'dache,—Forest
and .Stream.

CANADIANS ABROAD SAY
Can you send over some Trap? I don't mean to
flatter, but it is ahead of anything we get here.--
A. W. W., BaUv-ia, N'.Y.



Newhouse Traps

The Standard for over 50 years.

Used by all professional luinters and trappers, who
Und

THE BEST TRAP IS THE CHEAPEST
Send 2.5c. in stamps for the Illustrated Trappers'

Guide, telling all about wild animals and how to catch
them, with stories of Life in the Wood.
Illustrated Catalogue mailed free.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD, Niagara Falls. Ont.

IF YOU SHOOT

You should have
a copy. I twill tell

you what powder
IS best adapted to
the different cali-

bres, also the twist

of all the various
rifles, ard the pro-
perloadsof High

and Low pressure
powders forRifles,
Pistols and Shot
Guns, with much

other useful informa-
tion. 14(> pp. Send 3
t\vo-cent stamps to

IDEAL MFG. CO.

39 D St., NEW HAVEN, CONN., and mention

Rod and Guy.

ELECTRie P©eKET LAMP
Invaluable For Sportsmen.

The latest and best flash-

light made, as well as the

cheapest. Send for catalogue.

NO. 4, PRICE SI 50

202 Centre Street. New York.
ELECTRIC CONTRACT CO.

154 Lake Street. Chicag-o

SALMON ANGLING
SEASON 1904.

TO LET: Ihs fillowiag rivers on the North
Shore of the River



MARBLE'S PISH KNIVES

Have a thumb rest which enables you to put tiie pressure
in the right place when cutting off the head and tail.

The blades are of tempered tool steel. This one is 2M
inches longj and sells for 8sc.
We make two other styles.

The handles are rosewood in-

laid with German silver. Vou
get a sheath free with each
kn'fe.

AUTOMATIC GAFF
You merely reach out, gently
touch the fish and the Gaff
closes with a grip that HOLDS.
This means the saving of the
big ones that have got away
year after year. Used with
one hand, opened with foot.

No. I, for fish from
I to 20 lbs. . . $1.60

No. 2, for fish from
10 to 60 lbs . .$2.00

Handles 30 inches. Nickeled, 50c., e.xtra.

Marble's Waterproof Hatcb Box makes a fire certain
in any weather. 50 cents. Send for catalog of other
necessities for sportsmen and hunters. It is free. .Sold

by dealers or direct, prepaid, from

UARBLE SAFETY AXE 00., Oladstone, Mich.

The Ideal Beverage

000

A Pale Ale, palatable, full of the vir-

tues of malt and hops, and in sparkling

condition, is the ideal beverage.

O a O

And when chemists announce its purity

and judges its merits, one needs lookino

further.

000

ASK FOR

(LONDON)

BRADLEY'S ANTI=RUST ROPES
For SHOTGUNS, RIFLES and REVOLVERS. They can-

not rust or pit if these ropes are used. No more worrying to

keep your firearms in perfect condition. Sent postpaid. $1.00

per set for Shotguns
;
50c. for Rifles ; 25c. for Revolvers. Give

gauge and length of barrel. Send for circular giving full ft^

particulars. 10'

Bradley's Shotg^un Sig^ht
Makes wing shooting easy and certain. Scores greatly

creased at trap and in field Attachable and detachable.

Price, post paid, 50c. Send for circular.

Address C. L. BRADLEY, Clarksvill-, Tennessee.



WESTLEY RICMARPS ^ ^0.

GUN AND RIFLE MANUFACTURERS
' Beg to draw attention to all sportsmen of their patent reliable one-trigger

gun with hand detachable locks.

"It stands in a class by itself. The highest exponent of intellect,

ingenuity and enterprise." From a writer in the American Field.

The latest Westley Richards hammer-
less ejector gun is equipped with hand-
detachable locks, and reliable one-trigger

mechanism. The locks of these guns
can be inBtantly removed wfthout taking

out a single screw or pin. Duplicate locks

can be ordered with any gun.

Note tlie absence of SCREW or pin-

heads on the side of the gun. Off /.

r\g. 2. Fig. 3.

Fig. I shows the smiple manner in which the lock is detached or replaced. Fig. 2 shows the

bottom cover plate with spring catch at end to secure it m position. Fig. 3 shows the detachable

lock, contaming hammer, mainspring spring, sear, sear spring and cocking lever.

In every hammerless gun there are hammers, mamsprings. sears, sear springs, and cocking

levers. Some of these are liable to go wrong. When attending a tournament, or starting on a three

weeks' hunting trip, it mak.?s you mighty comfortable and easy to know that in case of a mishap to

your ]Ock you have a duplicate which can be Inserted in ten seoonds.
If your gun gets wet or damp, you can remove the locks instantly. Oil and clean tbem your-

self before they rust The gunsmith is dispensed with.

There are no pin or screw heads on the side of the gun to mar it« appearance and finish.

This hand-detachable lock in conjunction with our reliable one trigger makes a most unique
and modern gun,

—

ONE JUST FIFTEEN YEARS AHEAD OF THE ORDINARY HAMMERLESS EJECTOR

A writer says": " I have fired 7,000 cartridges out of it this season and it has never failed.'

Prices from $235 up. Any weight. Any stock. Any barrels.

Remember our one-trigger mechanism is independent of recoil, and is NOT A FRICTIONAL
ONE. It is guaranteed neither to double discharge nor hang when pulling to fire the
second barrel. It is ABSOLUTELY free from the defects and objectionable features which gen-

erally characterize other systems—It Is simply perfect. . Order one of these guns now and

BE FIFTEEN YEARS AHEAD OF THE TIMES
Write for special pamphlet and prices direct to the

COMPANY'S FACTORY
BOURNBROOK, BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.



$150
16-foot power skiff Write for particulars

Double end, clinker built, to carry four.

I H. r. motor. Weight complete 190 lbs. To
The Canada Launch Works, Limited,

TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA.

J. M. Mast Mfg. Co., Mfrs.
Lititz Pa.

FISHING. BLACK BASS AND SALMON TROUT
lllubtratL'Li tjuide with Maps of the

RIDEAU, BE\'EKLEY and CHARLESTON
LAKES, free, .'\ppl.v to E. A. GEIGER, Supt. and
G. P. A. Brockville, Westport & North Western Rail-

way Co., Brockville. Ont.

H. Grenfell & Co.,
London. Ont.. Canadian Agrents.

H-T-T Published monthly. 64 pages.
Tells all about Hunting, Trapping and
Raw Purs. Sample copy loc.

HUNTER-TRADER-TRAPPER,
Box 35, Gallipolis, Ohio.

Cable Address ; Turners, Peterboro , Canada.

J. J. TURNEIR & SONS
Peterborough, Ont., Canada

,
Manufacturers
of

Tents

Awnings
Sails, Flags

Waterproof

Goods
Coal Bags

Nose Bags

and every

description

of camping
goods for

Hale or for

hire.
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The most complete and up-to-date tent made. Has regular door and windows, suitalHe for any purpose.

DECORATIONS OF ALL KINDS DONE TO ORDER. TELEPHONE DAY OR NIGHT

Hntel RelleVllP '-"'** TImiskamlng.
llVribl Utll^yU^

In the heart of the
moose country. Splendid speckled trout fishing. All
modern conveniences. Headquarters for outfitting for

the celebrated Temagami canoe trip. Write W. H.
LEAVITT. Lumsden Mills. P.O., Quebec, Canada.

W^hy not sent for particulars how to earn
a fine BRISTOL FISHING ROD ? You would
have no difficulty in g-etting- requisite number
to earn one of these rods. Address, ROD AND
GUN IN CANADA, Montreal or Toronto.
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SAVAGERIFLES

A OLANCE at the 22-c3liber Savage Repeating Rifle will convince you that it

is different from any other arm you ever saw. Besides being the best gun

for small game and target work, it is the simplest and safest to handle. Its par-

ticularly strong points are accuracy and reliability, and the finish and beauty

of outline will always bs a source of pleasure. It will never stick or jam when
you are in a hurry for a second shot, but will always work smoothly and easily.

Savage Rifles are made in a variety of sizes for all different kinds of shooting ar^d

are sold to you under an honest guarantee. Write to-day for catalogue H.

SdHJage Arms Company
UTICA. N. Y., U. S. A.

BAKER & HAMILTON, San Francisco and Sacramento. Cal., Pacific Coast Agents.

DuPGRT
Smokeless
THE RECORD MAKER

The product of 100
years' experience.

Champions break re-

cords with it.

Coming champions
shoot it.

Are you a coming
champion ?

DuPGRT
§moI^eless
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Matthews Torpedo Launch

A boat built of the highest possible grade of con-

struction with speed hnes. Cabin work a speciality.

The best hunting launches in the country may be

purchased from us with any power installed.

The Matthews Boat Co., Bascom, Ohio
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